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Keynote Speakers
Keynote Speech 1: Prof. Suprateek Sarker

Suprateek Sarker is currently a Rolls-Royce Commonwealth Commerce Professor (Information
Technology) at the McIntire School of the University of Virginia. He has in the past served as Visiting
Distinguished Professor at Aalto University (Helsinki, Finland), as part-time University of London
Chair of Technology & Information Management at Royal Holloway (U.K.), as Microsoft Chair at
Copenhagen Business School (Denmark), and as Philip Kays Distinguished Professor at Washington
State University (U.S.). Furthermore, he has had a number of short-term visiting appointments
around the world, in institutions such as University of Mannheim, University of Kassel (Germany),
National Cheng Kung University (Taiwan), National Economics University (Vietnam), Cesar Ritz
University Center (Switzerland), University of Oulu, Helsinki School of Economics (Finland), University
of New South Wales, and University of Sydney (Australia). He has also served as doctoral dissertation
examiner for scholars in Asia, Australia, New Zealand, Europe, and South Africa.
He has published articles, primarily based on qualitative research, in numerous leading academic
journals, including MIS Quarterly, Information Systems Research, Journal of the AIS, and Journal of
the MIS. Currently editor-in-chief of Journal of the AIS, Sarker also serves on the editorial boards of
Journal of the MIS, IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management, and IT & People, former
editor-in-chief of Journal of Information Technology Case and Application Research, and a former
senior editor of MIS Quarterly and Decision Sciences. In 2006, he was a co-recipient of the Stafford
Beer Medal from the Operational Research Society (U.K.) for work on virtual teamwork published in
European Journal of Information Systems. Prof. Sarker has also earned teaching awards at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels, as well external grants from organizations including the National
Science Foundation (NSF). In August 2016, the University of Jyväskylä (Finland) conferred an
honorary doctorate on Suprateek, and in December 2017, he was named a Fellow of the Association
for Information Systems (AIS). In April 2018, Suprateek was named Distinguished Alumnus of
Operations, Business Analytics, and Information Systems Department, University of Cincinnati, where
he completed his Ph.D. studies in 1997.
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Keynote Speech 2: Prof. Vallabh Sambamurthy

Vallabh Sambamurthy (Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1989) is the Eli Broad Professor and Associate
Dean of Outreach and Engagement. He was the chair of the Department of Accounting and
Information Systems between 2012-2017. He has previously served at the business schools at The
University of Maryland and The Florida State University. He was associated with the successful
launch of the top-10 MS program in Business Analytics at the Broad College. He is a leading global
expert on how firms compete in the digital economy. His work has been funded by the National
Science Foundation, Financial Executives Research Foundation, and the Advanced Practices Council
(APC). He has published his research in top journals such as the Management Science, Information
Systems Research, MIS Quarterly, Organization Science, and the IEEE Transactions on Engineering
Management.
He has served on the editorial boards of numerous journals, including MIS Quarterly, Information
Systems Research, IEEE Transactions on Engineering Management, and Management. He was the
Editor-in-Chief of Information Systems Research for a six-year period during 2005-2010. In
recognition of the impacts of his scholarly work and teaching he was selected as Distinguished Fellow
of the Information Systems Society at INFORMS (2011), Fellow of the Association of Information
Systems (2009), and the Distinguished Alumnus of the National Institute of Technology (Tiruchirapalli,
India). He has also been awarded the John D. and Dortha J. Withrow Endowed Teacher Scholar
Award by the Broad College and the Excellence in Research awards by the Accounting and
Information Systems Department. Recently, he received the William Beal Distinguished Faculty
Award, the highest honor accorded by Michigan State University in 2014.
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A Deep Learning Framework for Predicting Hospital Readmission
Shaokun Fan
Oregon State University
Shaokun.fan@oregonstate.edu

Bin Zhu
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Kunpeng Zhang
University of Maryland
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Abstract: Reducing hospital readmissions is a policy priority aimed at improving healthcare quality.
Readmission prediction could be used to help hospitals target the delivery of the resource-intensive
interventions to the patients at greatest risk. However, due to the complicated information structure and
content in healthcare data, existing prediction models of hospital readmission mainly rely on aggregated
level of information extracted from electronic heath records, leading to unsatisfied prediction
performance. In this paper, we propose a deep learning framework to capture temporal information for
improving hospital readmission prediction. In the proposed framework, we first use a set of data
preprocessing techniques to deal with continuous, categorical and multivalued attributes, respectively.
Then, we employ a recurrent neural network classification method to predict readmission based on a
sequence of historical healthcare records. We evaluate the framework on a real-life data set and obtain
a large performance improvement as compared to baselines.
Keywords: Deep learning, recurrent neural network, readmission, prediction model

1. Introduction
Hospital readmissions have gained increasing attention from policy makers and healthcare
providers. The readmission rate within 30 days of prior hospitalization has reached the historical
high level in the US, with an estimation of 18%, which can cost approximately $17 billion
annually for Medicare beneficiaries. The 30-day readmission rate has recently been considered
as one of critical metrics to evaluate the healthcare quality. For example, in 2016 more than half
of the nation’s hospitals received penalties from the US government because they have more
patients than expected return within a month (KaiserHealthNews, 2017).
Heart disease is the leading cause of hospitalization among adults of 65 or older in the United
States. Currently, readmissions within 30 days occur to about 24% of patients that are discharged
from a heart failure hospitalization (Desai & Stevenson, 2012). Researchers believe that some of
the readmissions are avoidable if healthcare providers can improve healthcare processes via
timely interventions. However, such interventions have not achieved the expected outcome yet in
the healthcare industry. Part of the reason for the lack of efficient intervention is that it is
challenging to predict readmission accurately.
Electronic health record (EHR) is an electronic version of a patient medical history that is
maintained by the provider over time, and may include all of the key administrative clinical data
relevant to that persons are under a particular provider1. EHR is now being used for various
disease forecast and readmission prediction. However, EHR data are challenging and different
from traditional structured data in the following aspects: (1) mixed types of attributes. There are
usually hundreds of possible attributes for a patient including demographics, medications,
diagnoses, treatments, life styles, lab testing results, etc. They can be categorical, continuous, or
mixed; (2) missing values. Not all patients have values for every attribute; (3) temporality. One
1

https://www.cms.gov/Medicare/E-Health/EHealthRecords/index.html?
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patient may have multiple records in EHR. Existing predictive modeling work mostly use
aggregated features that are generated from EHR data, such as count of hospital visit, average
length of hospital stays, etc. Temporal relations among multiple visits sometimes are import but
ignored; (4) imbalance. The number of readmissions is way less than that of non-readmissions.
To address the challenges mentioned above, in this paper we propose a deep learning framework
for hospital readmission prediction. The framework first employs a set of data preprocessing
techniques to transform complex medical data into unified high dimensional vectors that capture
the detailed information about medical activities. Then, we use LSTM-based recurrent neural
networks (RNN) models to predict readmission based on a sequence of historical medical
records. RNN models are able to capture temporal information among records to improve the
performance.
2. Literature Review
Readmission prediction has attracted much attention from the healthcare industry due to its
importance to healthcare providers and policy makers. Early studies mainly used survey data to
study the risks of readmission. For example, a medical record study in Ireland retrospectively
applied a 9-item questionnaire to the prediction of readmission. Such prediction models on
survey data have been shown to be moderately effective. However, it is not clear how the
retrospective survey may affect prediction outcome since this kind of survey is not routinely
conducted in hospitals. Recently, researchers started to use data about medical services that
patients receive in hospitals to predict rehospitalization. For example, Amarasingham et al.
(2015) proposed an automated model based on multivariable regression using only variables
present on admission for readmission prediction. Turgemen and May (2016) developed a
hospital readmission predictive model, which enables controlling the tradeoff between reasoning
transparency and predictive accuracy. They used a boosted C5.0 tree, as the base classifier,
which was ensembled with a support vector machine, as a secondary classifier. Most of existing
work on readmission detection has relied on conventional modeling techniques, such as decision
tree or random forest and only aggregated information about historical events are used. Based on
a survey of readmission studies (Kansagara et al., 2011), the accuracy of readmission prediction
cannot fully support targeted intervention and the Area Under Curve (AUC) scores of most
prediction models are around 0.7.
Deep learning methods have recently been widely used to many application domains and
achieved impressive performance gains (Lecun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015). Deep learning models
employ the idea of layer-wise neural network and stack several layers of neural networks into
one comprehensive model. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) models is a type of artificial neural
network where connections between units form a directed graph along a sequence (Dyer,
Kuncoro, Ballesteros, & Smith, 2016). This allows RNN to capture dynamic temporal
information in the past. Thus, RNN-based models are naturally suited to prediction of
readmission, which is likely to be dependent on historical records. Several variants of RNN have
been developed for sequenced historical events and long short-term memory(LSTM) has been
one of the most successful RNN models so far (Hochreiter, Hochreiter, Schmidhuber, &
Schmidhuber, 1997). LSTM has been successfully applied to numerous sequence-based
prediction such as handwriting recognition, acoustic modeling of speech, and language
translation(Su, Jia, Wang, Sun, & Wang, 2017). In this paper, we used the LSTM structure to
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model the temporal relations among health data from patient EHRs to predict the future
readmission events.
3. A Deep Learning Framework for Readmission Prediction
The patient records in EHR are usually very complex and contain data of various formats and
types. Three types of attributes can be found in a typical EHR dataset as shown in Table 1. We
believe that some attributes of a patient in EHR data are more indicative of predicting
readmission while others are not.
Table 1. Attribute Data Types in EHR
Attribute Data Types
Examples
Categorical Attributes
Gender, zip code, smoking, payment, hospital name, doctor, etc.
Numerical Attributes
Age, weight, days in hospital, time of event, etc.
Multivalued Attributes
Medication codes, diagnose codes, and procedure codes
In our prediction models, we combine all three types of attributes. Furthermore, a potential
readmission may also be related to the immediate previous hospitalization, as well as several
historical hospitalizations or other healthcare activities. For example, frequent hospital visits for
similar health issues may be a strong indicator of rehospitalization. In order to address these
issues, we propose a deep learning framework for predicting readmissions.
Data Preprocessing
Normalize Numerical
Variables
EHR

Data
Slicing

One-Hot Encoding
Categorical Variables

RNN
Prediction

Evaluation
and Model
Improvement

Transform Multivalued
Variables to Vectors

Figure 1. A Deep Learning Framework for Predicting 30-Day Readmission
Our framework consists of the following 4 steps:
Step 1 (Data Preprocessing). The goal for data preprocessing is to transform different types of
attributes into a format that is compatible with RNN models. For three different types of
attributes, we use different preprocessing techniques. For categorical attributes, we use one-hot
encoding to transform the attributes to a binary vector of 0s and 1s. For numerical attributes, we
use Min-Mix Normalization to normalize the data into the range of [0,1] because numerical
attributes tend to have large values. Min-Max normalization is a simple method that can fit the
data into a pre-defined range. If we use the original values for numerical attributes, these values
will diminish the effect of one-hot encoded categorical values. Lastly, for multivalued variables,
we use a global dictionary based labeling method to transform a multileveled variable to a vector
of 0s and 1s (also known as vectorization). The dimensionality of the vector equals to the total
number of possible values for the entire dataset for this attribute.
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Step 2 (Data Slicing). Since RNN uses a historical sequence to predict future events, we need to
slice the historical data into chunks as the input. One key parameter to consider in this step is
sequence size. To determine the sequence size, we need to know how many previous events (step
size) are useful for predicting the next event. This parameter can be optimized through the
prediction performance with various step sizes.
Step 3 (RNN Prediction). To take temporal information into account to learn long-term
dependencies, we build a recurrent neural network (RNN). Several variants of RNN were
developed, and among which LSTM (long short term memory) is very standard and commonly
used (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997). It helps address a common issue in training neural
networks: vanishing gradient. The key to LSTM is the cell state that is protected and controlled
by three different gates: input gate, forget gate and output gate. When applying the LSTM as the
cell, the current hidden state is updated based on previous hidden state and values in each gate.
In this paper, we stack two LSTM layers with each having 128 cells (neurons). To avoid
overfitting, we adopt dropout. Since we have binary target variable in readmission prediction,
we use sigmoid activation function. The dropout rate is 0.2.
Step 4 (Evaluation and Model Improvement). Readmission prediction is usually performed on
an imbalanced dataset, meaning that the majority of hospital discharge will not lead to 30-day
readmission. Thus, evaluating the performance of RNN based on accuracy may not always
reflect the usefulness of the model. Metrics such as AUC score, precision, recall or cost-sensitive
measures are used to evaluate and improve the model.
4. Evaluation
Data: We use a dataset with hospitalization records to evaluate the proposed framework. This is
an imbalanced dataset with about less than 10% of readmission records. For each patient record,
we have data about his or her demographics (ethnic group, zip code, age, gender, smoking,
weight, height, etc.), doctor diagnose code (ICD9 code), hospital encounter data (date, length of
stay, hospital name), lab test results (blood pressure, CO2, Calcium, etc.), and so on. Because
some lab test might be necessary for some patients in some hospital encounters, we have many
missing values in those attributes. We do not consider these attributes in this paper. Our future
work will explore how to extract useful information from these lab test results with missing
values.
Results: We implemented the proposed framework using Python-based machine learning
packages: keras and sklearn. We use two layers of LSTM with a dropout function at the rate of
0.2. The activation function is sigmoid because we have a binary target variable. We
empirically tested the effect of the number of historical events in the input. We compared our
proposed model with four traditional classification algorithms (decision tree, random forest,
logistic regression, and neural network).
To evaluate the performance of models, we choose the standard metrics used in classification,
such as accuracy, precision, recall, F_score and AUC score. All results reported are based on 5fold cross validation. Results in Table 2 show that (1) our RNN-based models achieve large
improvement in F_score and AUC as compared to baselines. (2) Increasing the step size
(incorporating more historical events into the input) will generally lead to slight improvement of
accuracy, AUC and F_score.
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Table 2. Performance Comparison of Different Models (n in RNN-n denotes the step size.)
Decision Tree
Logistic Regression
Neural Network
Random Forest
RNN-3
RNN-4
RNN-5
RNN-6
RNN-7
RNN-8
RNN-9
RNN-10

Accuracy Precision Recall
F_Score AUC
88.18817 0.274491 0.43549 0.336615 0.676675
58.43421 0.098894 0.620404 0.170572 0.625976
91.03312 0.068395 0.02831 0.024075 0.584192
91.84231 0.389375 0.323481 0.353301 0.744554
92.35617 0.378457 0.318927 0.344169 0.846307
92.73516
0.40843 0.316855 0.348983 0.838016
93.57227 0.450275 0.30993 0.361319 0.845536
93.23483
0.40901 0.373591 0.38952 0.852965
93.86108 0.441054 0.359016 0.395068 0.856799
93.86508 0.423437 0.334853 0.368715 0.867788
94.28132 0.451154 0.356556 0.396479 0.872755
94.31465 0.448638 0.403229 0.419525 0.870344

5. Conclusion
Readmission prediction is a critical step for hospitals to better allocate expensive healthcare
resources and improve healthcare quality. Most models created to date do not show satisfied
prediction power because they only consider aggregated level of information extracted from
EHR. To address this problem, we propose a deep learning-based framework for readmission
prediction. In the proposed framework, we first use a set of data preprocessing techniques to deal
with continuous, categorical and multivalued attributes, respectively. Then, we employ a
recurrent neural network classification method to predict readmission based on historical
healthcare records. We evaluate the framework on a real-life data set and the result shows large
performance improvement. In our future work, we will mainly improve the framework in three
directions: (1) address the imbalanced issue, (2) include more attributes such as lab test results,
(3) deal with missing values and (4) compare RNN with other sequential models such as Markov
Decision Process.
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Abstract
In this paper, we employ a dynamic deep learning approach to explore the hidden mechanisms
driving customers’ product return behaviors. We demonstrate that customers’ dynamic
browsing behaviors can be clustered into several classes. Each cluster corresponds to a
different product return rate. Based on our model, firms can observe a customer’s browsing
behavior, dynamically cluster her into a group, and apply appropriate intervention mechanism
so as to reduce the probability of eventual product return.
Keywords: product return, deep learning, dynamic browsing behavior, machine learning

1. Introduction
Online shopping has become an essential activity in our daily life. As customers cannot directly
experience products beforehand, they may face incongruence in their expectation before and
after purchase. Nowadays, most online e-commerce firms provide lenient return policies as
consumers’ risk relievers. Customers can easily return packages if products do not meet their
expectations. A recent survey shows that at least 30% of all products ordered online are
returned (Invesp 2017). Customers’ product returns could bring a high cost for online retailers.
A previous study shows that product returns cause an average loss of about 3.8% in profit per
company (MIT Sloan Management Review 2010). Having a deep understanding of customers’
product return behavior can help retailers to take actions, such as making better
recommendations and optimizing products, to reduce return rate.
Customers’ online engagement, including web browsing and purchasing, provides us an ideal
venue to explore hidden mechanisms driving product return behaviors. Extant studies have
shown that customers’ online purchasing behaviors are highly correlated with their web
browsing behaviors. Customers’ browsing choices could be described by several hidden states,
and each state would lead to a different purchase rate. However, the important research
question regarding whether certain customers’ browsing behaviors would result in higher
product return rates has not been answered. To fill this gap, this study posits to use customers’
online browsing data to uncover hidden product return mechanisms pertaining to product
browsing. We aim to identify customers’ product browsing patterns, explore how these patterns
evolve from a dynamic perspective, and connect them causally to product return behaviors.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the relevant literature. In
section 3, data for this study is shown. In section 4, we propose a deep learning model. In
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section 5, model comparison and parameter estimation are presented. Conclusions are made in
section 6.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Product Return
There are only a few studies that have empirically studied actual product returns made by
consumers. Most of these papers focus on the impact of varying return policies. Wood (2001)
uses several experiments to explore how customers’ purchase behavior can be affected by
different return policies. Petersen and Kumar (2009) propose a framework to explore the
antecedents and consequences for product returns. They illustrate that customers’ return
behaviors can be affected by current and past purchase and customer characteristics. Anderson
et al. (2009) measure the value of the return option to consumers and demonstrate the effect of
different policies on firm profits. De et al. (2013) illustrate that customers’ product return
behavior is highly correlated with their online browsing environments. Different online
technology factors, including zoom and alternative photos, have significant impacts on the
return rate.
2.2 Online Browsing
Previous empirical research has demonstrated that customers’ online purchasing behaviors are
highly correlated with their web browsing behaviors (Bucklin and Sismeiro, 2003; Moe and
Fader, 2004; Montgomery et al. 2004). Bucklin and Sismeiro (2003) propose a model to
explore customers’ browsing patterns on a website. They illustrate how customers’ propensity
to continue browsing changes dynamically as a function of previous browsing behaviors. Moe
and Fader (2004) develop a model of conversion behavior at e-commerce sites. Each
customer’s probability of purchasing based an observed history of visits and purchases can be
predicted. Montgomery et al. (2004) propose a dynamic model to uncover hidden mechanisms
behind customers’ path information. They show that customers’ clickstream behavior on
websites can be driven by two hidden states, which corresponds to different purchase rates.

3. Data and Statistical Description
3.1 Data Description
Data for this study is provided by JD.com, the largest online B2C e-commerce platform in
China. Our dataset contains detailed customer-centric information of 200 randomly selected
customers. Customers’ web page browsing and product return behaviors are recorded. In the
browsing data, we have the browsing time, page URL, web page category, duration, etc. If a
customer makes an order, the detailed order information is also recorded, including the price,
time, product type, and whether it is returned.
In our dataset, there are 17,360 webpages and overall 60,928 webpage browsing observations.
We divide individual’ webpage browsing behaviors into different sessions. Each session
represents a period of sustained browsing behaviors. If a user has not browsed any webpage
for 20 minutes, we assume that current session has ended and that the next webpage browsing
marks the beginning of a new session. Based on this session definition, all browsing
observations are divided into 3,687 sessions.
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3.2 Variable Construction
Detailed model variables are shown in Table 1. In this study, we divide all variables into three
sets: demographical variables, session-level engagement variables, and page-level engagement
variables. Demographical variables and session-level engagement variables are used to explore
individuals’ behaviors between different sessions while page-level variables are used to explain
the dynamics in each session.
Table 1. Model Variables
Variable

Mean

Definition

Demographical

Gender

0.73

Dummy variable equals 1 if male, otherwise 0

Variables

HMem

0.45

Dummy variable equals 1 if in higher membership level

FtierCity

0.19

Dummy variable equals 1 if customer lives in first-tier cities

PCLifetime

55.44

Customers’ PC lifetime

MoLifetime

1.84

Customers’ Mobile lifetime

PCOrders

5.02

Cumulative PC orders

MoOrders

2.45

Cumulative Mobile orders

PCAmounts

7.51

Log of cumulative PC amounts

MoAmounts

4.38

Log of cumulative Mobile amounts

PCLoginNum

21.93

Number of login on PC channel

MoLoginNum

3.24

Number of login on Mobile channel

NReturn

0.77

Number of product returns before current session

DReturn

0.08

Dummy variable equals 1 if customer returns package last

TInterval

10.33

Log
time of time interval between last browsing and current session

Page-Level

CChannel

0.87

Dummy variable equals 1 if current browsing channel is PC

Engagement

LogBTime

7.53

Log of cumulative browsing time in current session

Variables

LogITime

7.64

Log of time interval between last and current webpage

Session-Level
Engegement
Variables

browsing

4. Model
To better understand customers’ product browsing behaviors, we take a deep learning approach.
Our model allows us to analyze customers’ browsing behaviors at a more granular webpage
level. Specifically, we propose page embeddings to describe the semantic meanings of more
than two thousand webpage sub-categories with enriched webpage information, rather than
using only limited number of highly aggregated categories as in the previous studies.
We first use a skip-gram model to describe the semantic meanings of each webpage category.
Skip-gram model is a widely used deep learning approach, which were originally proposed to
efficiently learn high-quality vector representations of words from large amounts of
unstructured text data. In our paper, each webpage is described as a 𝐶-dimension vector.
Figure 1 shows the framework of our skip-gram model. In this model, there are three neural
layers: input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. In the first layer, each webpage browsing
observation is a R-dimension one-hot vector as an input. R is the number of webpage categories.
Hidden layer is a 𝑅 × 𝐶 matrix. The output of our skip-gram model is also a 𝑅 × 1 vector,
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containing, for every webpage in our dataset, the probability that a randomly selected nearby
the input webpage.
The training objective of the Skip-gram model is to find webpage representations that are useful
for predicting the surrounding webpages in a session. More formally, let 𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑡 be the webpage
individual i is browsing in occasion t of session s. Given a sequence of browsing observations
𝑤𝑖𝑠,1 , 𝑤𝑖𝑠,1 , … , 𝑤𝑖𝑠,𝑇 , the objective of our Skip-gram model is to maximize the average log
probability
1
𝑇

∑𝑇𝑡=1 ∑−𝑐𝑜𝑛≤𝑗≤𝑐𝑜𝑛,𝑗≠0 log𝑝(𝑤𝑖𝑠,𝑡+𝑗 |𝑤𝑖𝑠,𝑡 ),

(1)

where con is the size of training context. The basic Skip-gram formulation defines
𝑝(𝑤𝑖𝑠,𝑡+𝑗 |𝑤𝑖𝑠,𝑡 ) using the softmax function:
𝑇

𝑝(𝑤𝑂 |𝑤𝐼 ) =

′
exp(𝑣𝑤𝑂
𝑣𝑤𝐼 )
𝑇

′
∑𝑊
𝑤=1 exp(𝑣𝑤 𝑣𝑤𝐼 )

,

(2)

where 𝑣𝑤 and 𝑣𝑤′ are the “input” and “output” vector representations of 𝑤, and 𝑊 is the
number of webpage categories in the website.
Based on our Skip-gram model, each webpage can be represented as a 𝐶 × 1 vector. We use
𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 to represent the selection of webpage that individual i is browsing at occasion t of session
s. To capture the dynamics of individuals’ browsing behavior in each session, we employ a
vector autoregression (VAR) model.
𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝛵𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑋𝑖𝑠,𝑡−1 + 𝛷𝑖𝑠𝑡 𝑌𝑖𝑠,𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 ,
𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 ~𝑀𝑉𝑁(0, ∑𝑖𝑠𝑡 ),

(3)

where 𝑋𝑖𝑠,𝑡−1 is a vector of the 𝐿 covarites for user i during session s at occasion t. 𝛵𝑖𝑠 is a
𝐶 × 𝐿 parameter matrix, 𝛷𝑖𝑠 is a 𝐶 × 𝐶 matrix of autoregressive coefficients, and the error
vector 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑡 follows a mutivariate normal distribution.
As customers behavior research has shown that users may have different browsing states when
they browse webpages online, we incorporate a finite mixture model where the model
parameters for an individual can switch during the webpage browsing to reflect the possibility
that browsing behavior may be quite different and change. The density function for our finite
mixture model is shown as follows.
𝑓(𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 ; 𝜃1 , 𝜃2 , … , 𝜃𝐾 , 𝜋1 , 𝜋2 , … , 𝜋𝐾 ) = ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜋𝑘 𝑓𝑘 (𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 ; 𝜃𝑘 ),

(4)

where 0 < 𝜋𝑗 < 1, and ∑𝐾
𝑘=1 𝜋𝑘 = 1. K is the number of clusters, 𝜋𝑘 and 𝜃𝑘 denote the
average probability of assigning and corresponding parameters in cluster k, respectively.
𝑓𝑘 (𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 ; 𝜃𝑘 ) is the density of individual i’s webpage 𝑌𝑖𝑠𝑡 browsing behavior at occasion t of
session s.
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Finally, we run a regression model to explore how customers’ return behaviors are affected
by different factors. The detailed regression model is shown below.
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑠𝑘 = 𝛼𝑘 + 𝛽𝑘1 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 + 𝛽𝑘2 𝐻𝑀𝑒𝑚 + 𝛽𝑘3 𝐹𝑇𝑖𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛾𝑘1 𝑃𝐶𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛾𝑘2 𝑀𝑜𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 + 𝛾𝑘3 𝑃𝐶𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 +
𝛾𝑘4 𝑀𝑜𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 + 𝛾𝑘5 𝑃𝐶𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝛾𝑘6 𝑀𝑜𝐴𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠 + 𝛾𝑘7 𝑃𝐶𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑁𝑢𝑚 + 𝛾𝑘8 𝑀𝑜𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑁𝑢𝑚 + 𝛾𝑘9 𝑁𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 +
𝛾𝑘10 𝐷𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 + 𝛾𝑘11 𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙 + 𝛿1 𝑃𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠1 + 𝛿2 𝑃𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠2 + 𝛿3 𝑃𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠3 + 𝛿4 𝑃𝐶𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑠4 + 𝜀𝑖𝑠𝑘 ,

(5)

Note that Returnisk denotes the probability of product return while individual i is belonging
to cluster k in session s. PClusterisk is the probability that customer i belongs to cluster k in
session s.

5. Results
We use an EM algorithm to estimate our model parameters. Different models are compared
using Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). We find that 5-cluster model outperforms other
models. The detailed comparison results are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Model Selection
Log-Likelihood
Variables
−

−

−

−

−


Number of Clusters
2
3
4
5
6

BIC
−
−
−
−
−

We also calculate the purchase rates and return rates in all five clusters. Figure 1 shows the
detailed results. In Figure 1, we can find that there is a low purchase rate and high return rate
in cluster 3. By comparison, cluster 1 has the highest purchase rate and a medium return rate.
Cluster 4 and 5 have medium purchase and return rates. However, both purchase and return
rates are higher in cluster 5 than in cluster 4, which implies that cluster 5 is a more active
state for consumers.
Figure 1. Posterior Analysis for Clusters
Posterior Analysis for Clusters
0.3
0.25
0.2
0.15
0.1
1

2

3

Purchase Rate

4

5

Return Rate

Our research has important theoretical contributions and managerial implications. First, to the
best of our knowledge, this is the first study to uncover the hidden mechanisms behind
individuals’ return behaviors systematically. We show that customers’ online engagement
behaviors can be classified into five clusters and each corresponds to a different product
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return rate. We also illustrate how customers behave and what are the product return rates are
in each group. Furthermore, firms can benefit a lot from our product return mechanism
analysis. With the observations of customers’ previous engagement, firms can classify
customers into different clusters dynamically. Then appropriate interventions can be made to
reduce customers’ eventual product return.

6. Conclusion
Our empirical study shows many interesting results and theoretical contributions. First, we
propose a new approach to explore the dynamics of customers’ product browsing and return
behaviors. We develop a model-based sequence clustering method and find that customers’
dynamic browsing behaviors can be clustered into several classes. Each cluster corresponds to
a different product return rate. Furthermore, we explore how customers’ product return rate is
affected by previous engagement. We illustrate different impacts from previous engagement
on product return rates in different clusters. Our research also has important managerial
implications. Based on our model, firms can observe a customer’s browsing behavior,
dynamically cluster her into a group, and apply appropriate intervention mechanism so as to
reduce the probability of eventual product return.
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1. Extended Abstract
Growing numbers of documents have imposed challenges on information retrieval and text mining.
Therefore, topic modeling algorithms have been used to facilitate the processing of documents.
While the detection of latent topics among large corpora has been a remarkable success, the rise
and decline of topics are equivalently important. While topical prevalence is helpful in identifying
what people are talking or writing about, topical impact can provides additional insights from
different perspectives. For example, breakthrough research may not be the mainstream area when
it was published, but can attract a significant amount of citations. In Twitter, a tweet (on breaking
exclusive news or hilarious entertaining story) may be highly retweeted, whereas its topic(s) may
not be popular at its creation time.
By integrating temporal impact data, we propose a Topical Impact over Time (TIoT) model to fill
this gap, based on supervised topic models (Blei and McAuliffe 2010) and topics over time (Wang
and McCallum 2006). To capture temporal impact dynamics, we apply Poisson distributions to
model documents’ impact over time. For academic publications, impact can be quantified by
citation counts. The generative process is as follows:
• Sample document-over-topic distributions 𝜃 ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛼)
• Sample topic-over-word distribution 𝜑 ∼ 𝐷𝑖𝑟𝑖𝑐ℎ𝑙𝑒𝑡(𝛽)
• For each document 𝑚:
o For each of the 𝑁𝑚 word 𝑤𝑚𝑛 in document 𝑚:
▪ Sample a topic 𝑧𝑚𝑛 ∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝜃𝑚 )
▪ Sample a word 𝑤𝑚𝑛 ∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙(𝜙𝑧𝑚𝑛 )
▪ Sample citations 𝑐𝑡 ∼ 𝑃𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑜𝑛(𝜆𝑘𝑡 ) for 𝑡 ∈ {1. . 𝑇}
We conducted experiments with TIoT model on two datasets: (i) D-Lib Magazine (DLM) and
(ii) The Library Quarterly (TLQ). We harvested abstracts and annual citations of papers from
year 2007 to 2017 from Scopus. The numbers of topics 𝐾 are set to 20 for both datasets. For
simplicity, we followed the convention on hyperparameters: fixed symmetric Dirichlet and weak
gamma priors are used (𝛼 = 50/𝐾 = 2.5; 𝛽 = 0.1; 𝛾1 = 𝛾2 = 0.005 for all 𝜆). Topics
presented below are extracted from one sample at the 1000th iteration of a single Gibbs sampler.
We also ran ToT as a baseline model with the same setting. In the following, we use ToT’s Beta
densities for topical prevalence and TIoT’s 𝜆 for topical impact over time. Topics from ToT and
TIoT are matched by Jensen-Shannon divergence for comparison.
First, we show how TIoT successfully extracts the impact trend by jointly modeling topics and
citations. Figure 1 shows prevalence and impact for two topics in TLQ: (i) policy & library (top
keywords include political, factor, and election) and (ii) library service to immigrants (top
keywords include immigrants, ala, and library). For policy & library, specifically, a steep
increase in citations happened right after year 2013 – in fact, two 2013 papers in TLQ on this
topic were cited by a total of over 40 times. It is also interesting to note that the 2016 U.S.
presidency election may result in the small increase from 2016 to 2017. TIoT also shows the
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burst of impact after year 2013, where citations start to accumulate gradually for papers on
library service to immigrants. ToT, on the other hand, failed to provide useful information with
the U-shaped Beta distributions.

Figure 1. Two topics discovered by ToT (black) and TIoT (magenta) in TLQ dataset. Left y axes are Poisson parameters λ that
measures average citation counts (i.e., impact) for that topic in each year; right y axes are Beta distribution probability densities
that exhibits temporal prevalence

We emphasize that topical prevalence and impact are different aspects. To illustrate this, we
show in Figure 2 that there is hardly any correlation at the two arbitrarily selected timestamps in
DLIB data. In both subplots, moreover, there is at least one outlier topic with high impact but
relatively low prevalence. Results are consistent for both DLIB and TLQ data.

Figure 2. Correlation between topical prevalence and impact for all 20 topics in DLIB dataset in year 2007 and 2017. The dotted
lines are fitted on the "+" data points by ordinal least squares. The sign of correlation is shown after the 𝑅 2 values above.

This study presented the preliminary results of TIoT model on DLIB and TLQ datasets. Results
from the experiments showed its promising capability in discovering latent topics’ temporal
dynamics in a collection of documents. One future direction can be applying TIoT to online
social media, such as Twitter (impact will be retweet counts), to discover topic burst across time.
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Abstract
Aiming at the virtual machines’ highly fluctuating workload situation in the cloud computing
environment, a virtual machine migration policy based on virtual machines’ workload activeness
has been presented to reduce the migration time in the highly fluctuating workload situation. We
use double-threshold policy to deal with the “stable” VMs and the triple-threshold policy to
manage the “active” VMs. The fluctuation could decrease the VMs’ migration time and the SLA
violation with the fewer extra resource we need.
Keywords: cloud computing, virtualization, virtual machine migration, Resource management,
quality of service

1. Introduction
Recent years, cloud computing has begun to develop at a top speed in all around the world.
Large-scale virtualized data center has been built in all over the world by company or
government. The virtualization technology is not only the key technology but also the base of
cloud computing. Cloud computing data center made up of virtualization technology makes
dynamical organization for heterogeneous computing resources come true (Andreolini et al.,
2009). Virtualization technology is becoming matured. VM migration technology is one of the
revolutionary breakthroughs.
Many scholars have already do a substantial amount of research work in VM migration policy.
Khanna et al. (Khanna et al., 2006) set thresholds for hosts’ utilization of CPU and RAM. They
proposed a policy to reduce the SLA violation by real-time monitoring the resources utilization
and trigger the migration when resource utilization reaches the threshold. Bobroff et al. (Bobroff
et al., 2007) proposed a heuristic-based VM allocation policy to decrease the migration times of
VM. History CPU utilization records are used to predict the future CPU utilization.
With the improvement of virtualized technology, software and hardware, live migration
technology has been started to use and becoming matured gradually. VMs could maintain
running during the migration by using live migration technology. The applications running on
VMs could be used as normal (Clark et al., 2005) that means the whole migration process of
VMs are transparent to cloud service user. In reality, VMs that offered to users as products
(Ostermann et al., 2009) are packed with memory, storage, bandwidth, and computing resources.
Cloud service providers don’t care about how the resources will be use. That makes several kinds
of heterogeneous applications are coexisting in the cloud platform, such as web application
service, database service, compute-intensive applications, etc. So that different type and quantity
of resources are requested in the host at a time. In the condition of overbook-environment,
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computing resources can’t be offered in all the time. The process of the low workload VMs turn
to the high workload may cause some virtual machines can’t receive enough amount of
computing resources which their running request. The quality of cloud service will be influenced
(Bhatti et al., 2000). And the risk of SLA violation rise. To avoid the SLA violation, some of
VMs should be migrated to another host to ensure that the rest VMs in that host could receive the
enough resources that they request. VMs’ migration will be triggered frequently if there haven’t
effectually policy to deal with the highly workload fluctuation situation. It may increase the risk
of violating the SLA which will make huge business losses. Hence cloud service provider set
SLA as the primary factor. The main object of this work is to present a new policy to reduce the
migration time in the highly fluctuating workload situation. The work aims to: 1) Find out the
factor that influence on the VM migration times; 2) Quantified the workload fluctuation during
the VM’s lifecycle; 3) Design a policy to reduce the VM migration times.
The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduce the triple-threshold policy which
we use to reduce the migration time in the highly fluctuating workload situation, experiment and
result will be discussed in section 3, section 4 concludes the paper with summary and future
research directions.
2. Triple-threshold Policy
To improve the performance of VM in the highly fluctuating workload situation, we designed a
triple-threshold VM migration policy based on double-threshold policy. The triple-threshold
policy uses three thresholds to constrain the action of VM’s migration between hosts.
Upper-threshold acts as two roles in double-threshold policy. One is used to trigger the migration
when host’s workload is above upper-threshold, another is used to judge if VM could be
immigrated to the destination host. If VM’s requesting resource add the destination host’s used
resource is below the upper-threshold, the VM’s immigration is allowed, else it will be refused.
If the VM’s immigration was refused, it should to find another host to try to immigrate. In
triple-threshold policy, we break down the role that upper-threshold acted in double-threshold
policy. The upper-threshold in triple-threshold policy is just responsible to trigger the migration
action. The role to judge the incoming VM is assigned to migration-threshold. Upper-threshold
and migration-threshold could be set in different value. When the host’s workload fluctuating
highly. By using the different threshold value, we can hold more resource headspace to deal with
the sudden workload flood situation caused by the several VM’s simultaneous resource request
which are running in one host. So that, by using triple-threshold policy, the times of VM
migration will be decreased. Triple-threshold policy could reduce the virtual machine’s
migration times in a highly fluctuating situation. For a stable load fluctuation situation,
triple-threshold hold too many resource to prevent the rarely workload flood. To avoid the
resource’s waste, we design an architecture for the combination of double-threshold policy and
triple-threshold policy. In the data center, VMs are placed in two different hosts.
Double-threshold policy are used to deal with the “stable hosts” which contains the stable VMs.
Triple-threshold policy are used to deal with the “active hosts” which contains the highly
fluctuating VMs. VM-activeness is a value that we designed to judge if a virtual machine is a
stable or a highly fluctuating one. When VMs in the datacenter are running, history workload
data will be collected. We calculate standard deviation of VM’s workload in the last several
periods as the VM-activeness. The value of VM-activeness reflects the scope of fluctuation in
recent several periods.
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SLA is a contract signed between cloud service provider and consumer to make sure that the
cloud service offered is in the specified standard. Cloud service provider could occupy a higher
market share by making a high level SLA contract in the increasingly fierce market environment.
SLA 

CPUrequest  CPUallocate
CPUrequest

(1)

In this study, we measure SLA violation by CPU capability. The SLA violation model defined in
Formula (1). CPUrequest denotes the requested compute capability of VMs and CPUallocate
denotes the actual compute capability that host allocate to the VMs.
In each period, the flow of VM’s migration made up with two stages (Fig. 1). In the first stage,
some of the VMs in the overload hosts will be migrate to other hosts to maintain all hosts in the
datacenter running in a healthy load. Meanwhile the VM which have a different attribute to the
hosts will be migrate to the hosts which have the same attribute. In the second stage, all of the
VMs in the no-load hosts are try to migrate to other hosts, so that we can turn off the hosts which
have no VM running in to save the energy.
3. Experiments and Results
To simulate and model the cloud computing environment, we use a framework called cloudsim.
It create by The Cloud Computing and Distributed Systems (CLOUDS) Laboratory in University
of Melbourne. By using cloudsim framework, we can model and simulate the task schedule,
resource allocation, power consumption calculation, etc.
3.1 Data
We used the servers’ workload data set delivered in the literature (Beloglazov and Buyya, 2012).
The data set contains 1052 server’s workload, each of the server’s workload record the CPU
workload per 5 minutes in 240 hours, therefore each host workload have 288 CPU workload
record.
After the analysis on hosts’ workload, we found that the average of servers’ standard deviation of
CPU workload is 6.68, and the median of servers’ standard deviation of CPU workload is 5.24.
There have 306 servers which standard deviation of CPU workload is over 8. The servers
number account for 30% of the total servers. Obviously the active rate of servers is not high.
We conducted 5 tested and obtained five results for the computing of average. We prepared three
data sets (D1, D2, and D3) for each experiment to validate the effectiveness of the migration
policy. These three data sets are simulated based on different workload environment. At first, we
sort the servers’ workload by standard deviation of CPU workload of each server. And then, split
the servers to two parts, one contains the high standard deviation of CPU workload servers which
marked as “active part”, another contains the low standard deviation of CPU workload servers
which marked as “stable part”. D1 has 500 servers’ workload data extracted from active part
with a probability of 0.2, and from stable part with a probability of 0.8. D2 has 500 servers’
workload data extracted from active part with a probability of 0.8, and from stable part with a
probability of 0.2. D3 has 500 servers’ workload data extracted from active part with a
probability of 0.5, and from stable part with a probability of 0.5. The means of 5 tests’ results are
shown in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2 we can easily find out that the activeness of servers in three data sets has different
distribution. D1 represents a highly active situation, D2 represents a stable one, and D3
represents normal situation.
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Fig. 1 migration flow
3.2 Experimental design
In the experiment, we create a cloud computing data center by using cloudsim, it contains 500
hosts. Each host made up with a 3000 MIPS single core CPU, 32 GB RAM, 1 TB HDD and 10
GB/s bandwidth network. 3 kinds of VM are used in the experiment. The CPU MIPS of each
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specification is one of 500, 750 and 1000. Except for the CPU, other parts of VM are same. VMS
have 512 MB RAM, 20 GB HDD and 100 MB/S bandwidth network.
According to the analysis of original workload data, we judge the servers whose activeness are
under 8 as a stable server, and the servers whose activeness over 8 are been seen as active servers.
In addition, the thresholds in migration policy are adjusted to inspect the influence of different
threshold settings. In each experiment, we design 2 parts of controlled trial for observing. In the
first part, we compare the double-threshold policy with the instruction that use double-threshold
policy to deal with the stable VMs’ migration, and used triple-threshold policy to deal with the
active VMs’ migration. We set the double-threshold policy’s lower-threshold and the
upper-threshold as (0.2, 0.8) and the triple-threshold policy’s lower-threshold,
migrating-threshold, upper-threshold as (0.2, 0.6, 0.8). In the second part, we adjust the
migrating-threshold and the upper-threshold within the range of [0.6, 1.0]. Then we observe how
the VMs’ migration times and the SLA violation would be changed with different combination
of migration policies and threshold settings.

Fig. 2 Distribution of each data set’s server amount
4. Conclusion and Future Works
In this study, we designed a triple-threshold VM migrating policy based on double-threshold VM
migrating policy to decrease the migrating times and SLA violation in a high VM workload
fluctuation situation. Moreover we design an architecture that combines double-threshold policy
and triple-threshold policy. We use double-threshold policy to deal with the “stable” VMs and
the triple-threshold policy to manage the “active” VMs. The fluctuation could decrease the VMs’
migration time and the SLA violation with the fewer extra resource we need. By using the new
migration architecture, cloud computing service providers especially the providers using
over-booking model to sale IaaS products could increase the cloud service quality with a little
cost.
For the future work, it will be interesting to study triple-threshold VM migrating policy
considering more kinds of resources. In this study we designed the VM migration policy only
considering the CPU resource. But in the real world, the resources affecting cloud computing are
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diverse and various, such as RAM resource, driver IOPS, and network bandwidth, not limited to
CPU resource. Since the thresholds in this study are static, another possible research work for the
future is to investigate the inter-relationship between servers’ workload and threshold and design
a self-adaption model of threshold.
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Abstract
Crowdfunding is a novel way to raise fund from individual rather than enterprise. However,
taking Kickstarter for example, there are still more than 60% of projects are unsuccessful. We
intend to investigate the effects of title images on the performance of crowdfunding projects and
use objective standard to measure the aesthetic features of title images. And we introduce
emotions as important antecedents for performance of projects. To extract the emotion from title
images, we used deep learning to estimate viewers’ emotion feeling. From literature, we
hypothesize that aesthetic attributes of image will affect viewers’ emotion while viewing images,
and emotions will affect the performance of crowdfunding projects. Analysis results provides
significant evidences that aesthetic attributes of images would affect viewers’ emotion while
viewing images, Sadness and contentment are effective to crowdfunding fundraising
performance. The results of this study provide both practical and theoretical values.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Creative Picture, Emotion, Deep Learning

1. Introduction
Along with the growth of the Internet, certain online platforms are offering services that
allow people to aggregate effort to accomplish a target. Crowdfunding is such kind of a novel
platform that raises funds from the contributions of many individuals to achieve a preset goal
(Mollick, 2014). Nowadays, crowdfunding has become a popular way to raise funds on the
Internet. Thus, finding possible ways to help funders to achieve their preset goal is critical. This
research seeks ways to improve the performance of crowdfunding projects in terms of funding
amount and the number of participants. In particular, we intend to investigate the effects of title
images on the performance of crowdfunding projects. Previous research suggests that picture for
certain consumers who are unable to touch or hold true product are more important (Peck &
Childers, 2003). Images that express sadness to viewers could make viewers more likely to
donate in charity fundraising projects (Baberini et al., 2015; Small & Verrochi, 2009).
This study selected a similar category to charity --- the public benefit category --- as the
domain of research in the largest crowdfunding website --- Kickstarter. Thus, we selected the
most similar category and collected data from it. This research is different from the past in that
we implement such objective measurement of image attributes as – Composition (e.g. Diagonal
Dominance, Rule of Thirds, Symmetry, and Visual Color Balance), Color (e.g. Warm Hue,
Saturation, Brightness), main body-ground relationship (e.g. Size, Color, Texture Difference),
and Contents (e.g. Text and Human (Baberini et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2017).
2. Literature Review
2.1 Crowdfunding
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Traditionally, if someone needs certain amount of financial support to fulfill his/her proposal
and related goal, he/she would probably need help from individual or organization. However, the
growth of internet provides a new category of platform that allows individual or organization to
seek financial from considerable quantities of individuals. Although financial supports that
individuals could provide are much less amounts, thanks to the large number of individuals,
crowdfunding platform still can provide efficient financial support for individual or organization
who seek help (Mollick, 2014). Crowdfunding not only provide financial support for funders but
also provide exposure chances for funder to draw more attention and awareness to crowdfunding
projects (Burtch et al., 2013). In creativity industry such as film and music, crowdfunding
provides not only financial support but also served as a channel for makers to interact with their
audience or receivers (Gamble et al., 2016; Hobbs et al., 2016).
2.2 Image
Crowdfunding and e-commerce have many things in common. As an interface, websites
would play the medium between users and platform, and users could not see the real product or
outcome in person before paying their money. Some crowdfunding projects even be considered
as pre-ordering (Belleflamme et al., 2014). Thus, we believed that e-commerce researches could
be considered as a good foothold for researchers to develop crowdfunding research. In the early
stage of e-commerce research, study examined determinants which affects success of
e-commerce mentioned that image should be considered in future research to further reveal more
information regarding success (Gilkeson & Reynolds, 2003). Further research investigated the
effect of presence of real picture or stock picture, and the results indicated that presence of
picture would positively influence the outcome of e-commerce (Bland et al., 2007). We found
that past researches connect image attributes to dependent variables directly, but existing
literature mentioned that emotional response is crucial response while people response to
artworks (Carroll, 2003). This research doesn’t connect image attributes to dependent variables
directly. Instead of focusing only image or only emotion, we combined findings of past research
to employed image attributes as antecedences of emotions and measured the image attributes by
aesthetic features proposed by researchers (Wang et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2017), and we
proposed hypothesis 1:
H1: Image attributes of title image will affect viewers’ emotion while viewing title images of
crowdfunding projects.
Previous research indicates that when viewers see the photographs with sadness would
increase viewers’ donation amount, and emotion plays an important role in the mechanism
(Small & Verrochi, 2009). Negative emotion such as sadness could make people more willing to
donate, but positive emotion could also inspire people to donate (Liang et al., 2016). Moreover,
combination of both positive emotion and negative emotion could be effective to make people
donate (Liang et al., 2016). Thus, we argue that emotions could be triggered by different
attributes of title images and affect crowdfunding fundraising outcome in terms of making
backers more willing to provide financial. Not only visual cues such as images but also textual
description affect the successfulness of crowdfunding, funders could include topical features in
textual description and improve the possibility of successfulness (Yuan et al., 2016). Thus, we
hypothesized as following:
H2: Viewers’ emotion while viewing title images of crowdfunding projects will affect the
performance of crowdfunding projects.
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H3: Viewers’ emotion while reading description of crowdfunding projects will affect the
performance of crowdfunding projects.
Figure 1. Graph of the Research Model

3. Data Collection
We collected 842 images from our domain of research, public benefit, in Kickstarter. After
removing 2 projects which were still under fundraising stage and not yet finished, there were 840
projects remained.
3.1 Metrics Measurement
This study followed the instruments of Wang et al. (2013) and Zhang et al. (2017). Above
literatures provide a guideline for researchers and practitioners to judge the aesthetic
characteristics of images objectively. It is worth mentioning that these attributes are just an
objective way or standard to rate or judge images. However, meeting these standards doesn’t
mean that image is a good image, and vice versa. Even though, since aesthetic characteristics are
most of time subjective, these objective standards still could provide values to researchers and
practitioners. We listed and proposed conceptual definitions and operational definitions of these
attributes. Social influence also plays an important role in crowdfunding. For instance, how
many Facebook likes do crowdfunding projects received and transparency of other backers’
personal information would affect the performance of crowdfunding projects (Burtch et al.,
2016). Thus, this study introduces the presence of people or even living creature in titles images
as image attributes. On the other hand, evidences show that textual contents are effective to
crowdfunding successfulness (Yuan et al., 2016). Hence, we also introduce the presence of text
in title images as an image attribute.
We employed path analysis to test our hypotheses. Path analysis could estimate whole model
simultaneously and better indicate the possible causality based on our hypotheses. To estimate
our model, we employ maximum likelihood to estimate coefficients for all variables.
4. Results
From the results, we found evidence that aesthetic attributes of image could truly affect
emotion. Thus, H1 was supported partially. The details will be discussed in discussion section.
We analyzed the effect of both text and image emotion on the outcome of crowdfunding projects.
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We found that contentment is effective on all outcome metrics of crowdfunding projects, which
includes number of backers and amount of fundraising. Interestingly, sadness is effective from
both image and text emotion on number of backer. On top of that, sadness is also effective from
both image emotion on amount of fundraising. On the other hand, fear emotion feeling of images
would lead to lower number of backer based on the result of our analysis. According to above
results, H2 and H3 are supported partially.
Table 1 Effect of image attribute on image emotion

Diagonal Dominance
Symmetry

Amusement
R2=6%
-0.004
0.000

Awe
R2=10.6%
0.171
0.000

Contentment
R2=12.2%
-0.024***
0.001

Color Balance

-0.009

0.088***

0.012

Rule of Thirds
Warm Hue
Saturation
(Saturation)2
Brightness
Contrast of Brightness
Size Difference
(Size Difference)2
Color Difference
Texture Difference
Text
Human

0.103
0.009
23.527**
-24.637*
0.001
-0.007
-0.063
0.000
-0.014*
2.048
-4.199***

-0.194**
-0.021
18.218*
-23.96*
-0.02
0.119**
-0.413
0.004
-0.019**
-12.392
-6.605***

0.114*
-0.024
19.950***
-25.444***
0.018**
-0.016
0.408**
-0.006*
-0.002
6.822
-2.732***

-2.1679*

-5.599***

0.435

Animal

-7.376 ***

-4.352

14.51***

Disgust
R2=7.7%
0.01
0.001
-0.076**
*
0.07
-0.029
16.914
-13.604
0.034**
-0.1*
0.207
-0.003
0.001
-6.715
-1.98
-7.947**
*
-3.789

Excitement
R2=15.8%
0.026
-0.001

Fear
R2=6.7%
0.042
-0.003*

Sadness
R2=6.3%
0.018
-0.001

0.01

0.018

-0.013

-0.07
0.087***
37.29***
-41.147***
0.006
0.046
-0.478*
0.008**
-0.006
9.033
-0.733

-0.09
-0.038**
-34.432***
35.507***
-0.042***
0.027
-0.152
0.000
0.000
8.922
0.547

0.028
-0.046***
-37.822***
34.267***
-0.022**
-0.076**
0.4**
-0.006*
0.002
2.475
-1.074

12.155***

-2.009**

-0.902

-5.789**

0.51

1.909

Table 2 Effect of text emotion and image emotion of outcome of projects

Amusement
Awe
Contentment
Picture
Disgust
Emotion
Excitement
Fear
Sadness
Anxiety
Text
Description Anger
Emotion
Sadness
Note: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1

Backers
(R2=11.5%)
-1.799
-0.885
5.367***
-1.781
0.135
-4.239*
6.413***
-9.643
14.463
43.178**

Amount
(R2=15.4%)
-253.65*
115.96
442.39**
-127.42
45.372
-220.99
362.73*
-521.1
672.3
996.86

5. Discussion
To summarize, analysis results provide significant evidences that aesthetic attributes of
images would affect viewers’ emotion while viewing images, which is consistent with literatures
argue that there are emotional responses to any possible form of art works including photographs
(Carroll, 2003). We used extended aesthetic attributes from literature (Wang et al., 2013; Zhang
et al., 2017) to provide practical value for managerial issue. Moreover, we also combined
emotion-related literature with image aesthetic literature to shed light on new way to examine the
impact of images on fundraising performance. On the other hand, we examine the effect of
emotion of both text description and title image on crowdfunding performance. Results further
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verify the result of existing research that emotions do play an important role in fundraising
performance.
5.1 Theoretical Implications
This research introduces emotions into crowdfunding scenario which is the first for
crowdfunding related research before. And our results indicate that emotions are still strong in
motivating possible bakers to provide financial aid to achieve better crowdfunding performance.
To predict possible emotions, this study is also the first research which employs objective
standards to do so. This study not only consolidates the effectiveness of emotion but also
introduces new and objective standard to measure aesthetic features which could affect emotions.
5.2 Practical Implications
Our findings is consistent with prior studies that sadness emotion could prompt people to
provide financial aid to those in need (Liang et al., 2016; Small & Verrochi, 2009). According to
our results, warm hue, saturation and contrast of brightness are the attributes which affected to
the sadness emotion. Among these aesthetic attributes, warm hue, brightness, and contrast of
brightness affect sadness emotion negatively. Moreover, we also employ quadratic term to
capture the effect of saturation and size difference, and the results indicate that overwhelming
high or overwhelming low saturation would increase the sadness emotion. High saturation and
low saturation will respectively make the photo extremely colorful or only grayscale.
Professional photographer indicates that strong colors are relatively rare in the world, and those
colors with medium saturated could bring the feeling of quieter or even pleasure (Freeman,
2007). According to our results, extreme saturation is the setting we want to bring viewers the
sadness emotion. On the other hand, high and low size difference between main body and
background bring low sadness emotion, and medium size difference brings high sadness emotion.
According to professional photographer’s work, there is no particular way to set up the
proportion of main body in photograph (Freeman, 2007). But apparently, out results indicate that
medium proportion of main body in photograph would bring higher sadness emotion.
Sadness is expected to be effective to crowdfunding fundraising performance. Unexpectedly,
contentment also significantly affects the performance of crowdfunding performance. Literature
indicates that consumers who donate more are more contented than those who donate less
(Krishna, 2011), but we still do not know the relationship between contentment emotion and
donation. Literature also argues that contentment could one of the important roles in reciprocal
altruism, which means one try to help others and expect others will do the same in the future
(Trivers, 1971). Thus, we argue that when possible backers feel contentment emotion, they
would try to help someone else due to possible reciprocal altruism mechanism. According to our
results, rule of thirds, brightness, and animal in the image would affect contentment emotion
positively, but diagonal dominance and text in image would affect contentment emotion
negatively. Again, quadratic term helps us to capture the effect of saturation and size difference
on contentment emotion. Regarding saturation, opposite to sadness emotion, medium saturation
would bring higher contentment emotion, and high or low saturation would bring possible
backers lower contentment emotion. It might be related to those possible positive feelings which
medium saturation could bring to viewers (Freeman, 2007). On top of that, size difference would
affect contentment like size difference affect sadness, and medium proportion of main body
would bring higher contentment.
6. Conclusion
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There are multiple concurrent active funding projects on a crowdfunding platform. Our paper
examines how the attributes and design of creative images of competing crowdfunding projects
affect the backers’ emotions and eventually the performance of the projects.
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Abstract
As a new tool, Enterprise Knowledge Graph (EKG) has been investigated for financial analysis
in recent years. However, few researches has fully leveraged the power of various types of
enterprise relationships (e.g., cooperative relationships, competitive relationships, and
shareholding relationships). Considering that enterprise relationships have impacts on each
other’s business performance and therefore stock price. This research proposes a framework
of mining Enterprise Knowledge Graph (EKG) for predicting up/down movement of
enterprises’ stock price. Specifically, influence propagation model is adapted to quantify the
influence among enterprises in EKG, and Deep Neural Network (DNN) is employed for
prediction model training. Empirical results on China Top 500 enterprises reveal good
performance of DNN with EKG in comparison with DNN without EKG. The research
contributes to stock prediction research with the application of EKG to stock prediction and
provides significant implications for financial investment.
Keywords: Enterprise Knowledge Graph, Stock prediction, Influence propagation, Deep Neural
Network

1
Introduction
As a new tool, Enterprise Knowledge Graph (EKG) has been investigated for financial analysis
such as investment consulting and investment relationships identification given its advantages
in covering various types of enterprise relationships and complex real-world information (Ruan
et al. 2016; Hu et al. 2017). While few researches explored EKG mining for stock prediction
as a challenging task for financial investment. Previous researches have proved that enterprise
relationships have impacts on each other's business performance (Ritter et al. 2004). Some have
leveraged specific enterprise relationships for stock price prediction and revealed good
performance, for example, researchers constructed a dynamic cooperative and competitive
enterprise network and leveraged it for predicting up/down stock price movement (Zhang et al.
2016). However, a systematic EKG mining framework is still absent to systematically analyze
the impact of various types of enterprise relationships on stock direction.
To bridge the gap, this research proposed an EKG mining framework to analyze enterprise
relationships and employed enterprise relationships as predictors for predicting up/down
movement of enterprises’ stock price. Specifically, three types of important enterprise
relationships are included in proposed EKG, i.e., cooperative relationships, competitive
relationships, and shareholding relationships. The EKG can also be extended by involving
more complex enterprise relationships. The EKG mining framework first mines the influence
of related enterprises on the focal enterprise in EKG, and then combine the influence with the
focal enterprise’ historical stock information to predict its future up/down stock price
movement. Deep Neural Network is employed to train the prediction mode given its popularity
and good performance in stock prediction. The proposed model is evaluated with China Top
500 enterprises and reveals good performance.
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2
Related Work
In addition to a focal enterprise’s historical stock price, external factors such as big events (e.g.,
new policies and financial crisis), economic influence and sentiments (Kohara et al. 1997; Park
et al. 2013; Oh et al. 2013) have been investigated to improve the performance of stock
prediction. Many researches adopted events to predict the stock price (Kohara et al. 1997; Ding
et al. 2015). Sentiments were also popular factors among various relevant studies (Oh et al.
2013; Nguyen et al. 2015; Deng et al. 2011). For example, sentiment automatically extracted
from social media were used to predict stock price movement (Nguyen et al. 2015). Information
from financial news or reports were also regarded as significant factors (Gidofalvi et al. 2001;
Schumaker et al. 2009; Lin et al. 2011). For example, a deep learning framework was employed
to predict the news-oriented stock price trend (Hu et al. 2017), and a weighting scheme was
utilized to integrate qualitative and quantitative factors from financial reports to predict stock
movement (Lin et al.2011).
In recent years, researchers began to utilize enterprise relationships as new features by using
network mining techniques, e.g., researchers leveraged network analysis with a dynamic
cooperative and competitive enterprise network (Zhang et al. 2016). Enterprise relationships
are proved as useful in improving prediction performance, but how to differentiate the
relationships and how to integrate various types of relationships remain unsolved.
3
Proposed Model-Enterprise Knowledge Graph Mining Framework
The EKG mining framework is composed of three components, i.e., EKG Construction,
Influence Calculation and Stock Prediction. EKG Construction defines the graph schema for
stock prediction, Influence Calculation defines measures for quantifying the influence of a
specific relationship from a related enterprise to a focal enterprise, and Stock Prediction
describes how to combine the influence with historical stock information for stock prediction.
3.1 Enterprise Knowledge Graph Construction
This research defines EKG as a multi-relational network that includes enterprises as vertices,
and intermediate enterprise relationships as links. Following the graph representation, we
denote EKG as 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), where 𝑉 denotes vertices and E denotes links. Three types of
enterprise relationships are included, i.e., 𝐸 = 𝐸1 ∪ 𝐸2 ∪ 𝐸3 where 𝐸1 is cooperative link, 𝐸2
is competitive link, and 𝐸3 is shareholding link. We denote the sub-graph as 𝐺𝑟 = (𝑉, 𝐸𝑟 ), (𝑟 =
1,2,3) , so 𝐺1 is cooperative network, 𝐺2 is competitive network, and 𝐺3 is shareholding
network.
3.2 Influence Calculation
We introduce the idea of influence propagation in the network to quantify the impact of related
enterprises on the focal enterprise. Related enterprises’ influence can travel along a path to the
connected focal enterprise in EKG. The influence propagation from a head enterprise to a tail
enterprise in EKG follows several rules.
Rule 1: The influence will weaken as it travels along the path.
Rule 2: The influence of a specific relationship can travel through other types of relationships.
Influence loss through other types of relationships is determined by the relation similarity
between different types of relationships.
Rule 3: Influence propagation terminates as the head enterprise reaches the focal enterprise.
Influence propagations in EKG along paths that contain different types of relationships. To
better quantify the influence, we first calculate relation similarity between different relationship
types to fit Rule 2. Relation similarity is then combined with Multi-Relational Influence
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Propagation (MRIP) model (Yang et al. in 2012) to quantify the influence of a specific
relationship from a head enterprise to a tail enterprise. Therefore, MRIP follows Rule 1, Rule
2 and Rule 3.
3.2.1 Relation Similarity Calculation
According to belief vector method (Dai et al. 2017), two types of relationships have strong
influence on each other if their corresponding graphs are similar. Therefore, relation similarity
is transformed to graph similarity, e.g., relation similarity between cooperative relationship and
competitive relationship is transformed to similarity between 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 . Belief vector method
was proposed for unweighted network and has good performance in calculating relation
similarity, while EKG is a weighted network where links have strength. Following belief vector
model, we denote a graph as a power vector where each element is the power value of each
vertex, and graph similarity is measured by similarity between two power vectors.
We define a vertex’s power value as proportional to the total energy value it receives. The
energy value between other vertices and the focal vertex can be recursively calculated in the
network. Equations for power value calculation of a vertex are listed as follows.
𝜓(𝑣𝑖 , 𝑣𝑗 , 𝑟) = ∑

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖,𝑗,𝑟)

(1)

𝑘𝜖𝑁(𝑖) 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖,𝑘,𝑟)

(𝑟)

(𝑟)

𝐸𝑗𝑖 (𝑣𝑖 ) = 𝜓(𝑣𝑗 , 𝑣𝑖 , 𝑟) ∑𝑘𝜖𝑁(𝑗)\𝑖 𝐸𝑘𝑗 (𝑣𝑗 )

(2)

(𝑟)

𝑃𝑟𝑖 = ∑

∑𝑗𝜖𝑁(𝑖) 𝐸𝑗𝑖 (𝑣𝑖 )

𝑗𝜖𝑁(𝑖)

(3)

𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖,𝑗,𝑟)

Equation (1) defines the probability of energy transmitting from node 𝑣𝑖 to one of its direct
neighbor node 𝑣𝑗 in 𝐺𝑟 . N(i) is the set of node i’s direct neighbor nodes, and 𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟) is
used to represent the weight of r-th type link between head node 𝑣𝑖 and tail node 𝑣𝑗 . In this
research, weight calculation of different types of relationships are different. For cooperative
and competitive relationships, we use 𝐿𝑂𝐺(𝑃𝐸ℎ ) ∗ 𝐿𝑂𝐺(𝑃𝐸𝑡 ) as link weight where PE (Priceto-Earning ratio) reflects enterprise’s business condition, where 𝐿𝑂𝐺(𝑥) = {

− 𝑙𝑜𝑔(−𝑥) , 𝑥 < 0
.
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑥) , 𝑥 ≥ 0

For shareholding relationships, we use shareholding proportion as link weight.
As shown in Equation (2), the energy is passed iteratively between each node and its neighbor
(𝑟)
nodes, until reach convergence or a maximum iteration set by the user. Here we use 𝐸𝑖𝑗 (𝑣𝑗 )
(𝑟)

1

to represent the influence from node 𝑣𝑖 to node 𝑣𝑗 in 𝐺𝑟 . 𝐸𝑖𝑗 (vj ) is initially set as |𝑉 |+1.
𝑟

Equation (3) defines vertex’s power value as proportional to the total energy value it receives.
𝑃𝑟𝑖 denotes the power value of node 𝑣𝑖 in the sub-graph 𝐺𝑟 .
For sub-graph 𝐺𝑟 , we denote its power vector as (𝑃𝑟1 , … , 𝑃𝑟𝑛 ). The power vector can reflect
sub-graph’s both local and global topology, and can be used for sub-graph similarity
calculation. Pearson coefficient is introduced to estimate similarity between two power vectors
of sub-graph 𝐺𝑖 and 𝐺𝑗 , the similarity can be measured by following equation:
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𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑘=1(𝑃𝑖𝑘 − 𝑃𝑖 )(𝑃𝑗𝑘 − 𝑃𝑗 )
𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑛
∑𝑘=1(𝑃𝑖𝑘 − 𝑃𝑖 )2 ∑𝑛𝑘=1(𝑃𝑗𝑘 − 𝑃𝑗 )2

(4)

3.2.2 Influence Propagation
MRIP is adopted to quantify the influence of a specific relationship from a head enterprise to
a tail enterprise. We utilize the breadth-first search to propagate influence to any reachable
node in the graph. According to MRIP, the influence value 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢2 , 𝑖) of 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ type link
propagates between two nodes is calculated as:
𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢2 , 𝑖) = 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢1 , 𝑖) ∗ 𝛽 ∗ 𝜓(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , 𝑖)
+𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢1 , 𝑖) ∗ 𝛽 ∗ ∑(𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗) ∗ 𝜓(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 , 𝑗)) /(|𝑁(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 )|)

(5)

𝑗≠𝑖

where 𝛽 = 0.5 is the katz factor for dealing with influence loss along paths, 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢1 , 𝑖) means
the source node (breadth-first search source node 𝑣) impacts on nodes 𝑢1 . 𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗) means the
similarity between 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ type link and 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ type link, and |𝑁(𝑢1 , 𝑢2 )| is the number of link
types between node 𝑢1 and node 𝑢2 .
3.3 Stock Prediction
For a focal enterprise 𝑢, top 𝐾𝑖 enterprises by sorting influence values 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢, 𝑖) of 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ type
link in descending order are selected as strongly influential enterprises. The influence of
enterprise 𝑣 on focal enterprise 𝑢 is combined with the focal enterprise’s historical stock price
movement to redefine the influence in terms of price movement:
𝐼′(𝑣, 𝑢, 𝑟) = 𝐼(𝑣, 𝑢, 𝑟) ∗ 𝑆𝐴𝑣

(6)

Stock price movement 𝑆𝐴𝑣 can be labeled by comparing an enterprise’s closing price at time 𝑡
with the one at 𝑡 − 1, larger then assigned 1or -1 else assigned 0, 1 and 1 indicating movement
going up and down respectively.
For a focal enterprise 𝑢, the focal enterprise’s historical stock information including technical
indicators KDJ index calculated with historical prices, historical stock price movement of the
focal enterprise, and the related enterprise’s influence 𝐼′(𝑣, 𝑢, 𝑟) are introduced as features of
classifier model.
We introduce deep learning for stock price movement prediction given its popularity in recent
years (Kussul et al. 2017, Ding et al. 2015, Huynh et al. 2017). Here, deep learning also serves
at integrating influence of different relations. Specifically, Deep Neural Network (Huynh et al.
2017) as a typical deep learning model is employed to train stock price movement prediction
model.
5
Experimental Evaluation
5.1 Data Set Description
China Top 500 Enterprises were selected as focal enterprises to predict their up/down
movement of stock price. To construct knowledge graph, we collected annual reports of China
Top 500 Enterprises from 2014 to 2016 and crawled financial news data from Sina Finance,
QQ Finance and Fenghuang Finance from June 2014 to Nov 2016 with 54,231 pieces of news
after data cleaning. Related enterprises that have cooperation, competition, and shareholding
relationships with focal enterprises were extracted.
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As for stock information, daily closing price and yearly PE (Price-to-Earning ratio) of involved
enterprises in 2016 were exported from Wind-Financial Terminal. KDJ were calculated with
historical stock price information. Stock data in period of bull market or bear market were
eliminated by measuring the overall movement of stock market to reduce the effect other than
enterprise relations.
5.2 Proposed Model Performance
We found the DNN performed best when there are five layers with a sigmoid function as the
final activation function. To verify the EKG influence’s impacts, we adopted same parameters
when comparing the result of adding EKG with the result of not adding. Three metrics are
introduced to evaluate the model performance, namely accuracy (Acc), F-measure (FM) and
Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) (Ding et al. 2015; Mehra et al. 2014). For DNN
parameters, we totally use five layers, three layers of which are hidden layers, and each layer
is followed by dropout methods to avoid overfitting. Nadam optimizer and mean squared error
(MSE) loss are applied to our model and the learning rate is set to 0.001.
Performance of DNN with EKG and performance of DNN without EKG are compared to reveal
the performance of EKG in stock prediction. Both experiments are performed with 10-folds
cross-validations and we analyze the models with worst, mean and best performance.
Evaluation results are listed in Table 1.
Table 3. Evaluation Results of Stock Prediction for China Top 500 Enterprises
Mean

Best

Metrics

With
EKG

Without
EKG

Increased With
EKG

Acc

0.80

0.67

19.40%

FM

0.71

0.41

MCC

0.50

0.27

Worst

Without
EKG

Increased

With
EKG

Without
EKG

Increased

0.88

0.75

17.33%

0.73

0.55

32.73%

73.17%

0.79

0.75

5.33%

0.50

0.17

194.12%

85.19%

0.62

0.56

10.71%

0.35

0.08

337.50%

Evaluation results show the increased performance of DNN with EKG in comparison with
DNN without EKG in terms of three evaluation metrics. DNN with EKG has strong robustness
with good performance in worst, mean and best-trained models. The results validate the
benefits of different types of enterprise relationships in EKG for stock prediction.
6
Conclusions and Future Work
We demonstrated that relations between enterprises have impacts on each other’s stock prices
and therefore proposed an EKG mining framework for stock prediction. Prediction
performance was improved with the dataset of China Top 500 enterprises. This research
provides evidence that relevant enterprises do influence the focal enterprise’s stock price,
which provides implications for financial investment. Future work will focus on EKG
construction and more complicated prediction model. In addition, impact strength of different
types of relationships will be identified.
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Abstract

It has been widely believed that information technology (IT) substitutes for human labor in the
production process. Anchored from the task performance perspective, this study argues that the
relationship between IT and human labor is more nuanced than what has been conceptualized in
literature—IT not only has the potential to substitute for human labor but also can complement it;
the exact nature depends on the tasks to be performed and the education levels of the employees.
We test these predictions using an industry-level dataset covering 60 US industries from 1998 to
2013. Allen elasticity of substitution (AES) and Morishima elasticity of substitution (MES) based
on a flexible production function are calculated to examine this substitution/complementarity
relationship between IT and labor with different levels of education. Our findings indicate that
education plays a critical role for workers to benefit from the massive adoption of IT by the US
industries.
Keywords: IT investment, human labor, substitution, complementarity, elasticity of substitution

1. Introduction
A large number of studies in the information systems (IS) literature have been devoted to
examining how information technology (IT) contributes to productivity. However, much less
attention has been paid to a closely related and equally important issue: how has IT affected the
input of other production factors, particularly human labor, in the production process?
Answering this question not only makes a theoretical contribution but also bears practical
implications.
In prior literature, researchers have examined the impact of IT on labor primarily from two
perspectives. The first perspective examines the impact of IT on human labor through
correlational analysis between inputs of IT and human labor overtime, and this perspective is
widely taken in the labor economics literature. The second perspective focuses on how IT affects
labor input in the production process. IS researchers typically adopt this approach (Chwelos et al.
2010; Dewan and Min 1997; Hitt and Snir 1999; Zhang et al. 2015), and have been focusing on
whether IT substitutes for or complements human labor in the production process, and their
findings predominantly show that IT substitutes for the input of human labor.
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While both perspectives have their own merits, both seem to have overlooked potential problems.
The IS researchers consider human labor as a monolithic whole, and ignore the possible impact
by IT on various types of labor. Labor economists on the other hand rely on correlational
analysis and do not account for the output level of the production process, and thus their findings
may only represent the long-term correlation between IT input and labor input, but not the
interaction between IT and labor in the production process. Without controlling for the level of
output, decreasing or increasing levels of inputs do not necessarily indicate one factor can
substitute for or complement another in the production process.
Therefore, it is our goal in this study to bridge the gap between these two perspectives by: 1)
examining the IT-labor interaction under the production function framework, 2) incorporating
labor of three different education levels in the production function, and 3) adopting both Allen
elasticity of substitution (AES) and Morishima elasticity of substitution (MES). In so doing, we
intend to reveal a more complete picture on the interaction between IT and labor through our
stratified analysis. We argue that while in aggregate, IT may substitute for human labor, when
labor is broken down into different education levels, the substitution effect may not hold across
all levels. We explain this through the task perspective on how computers can affect labor force
of various education levels and the balanced production theory. We then show that IT
complements high-education labor, substitutes for low-education labor, and most strikingly,
substitutes for middle-education labor in the production process.

2. Background, Theories, and Hypotheses
Production theory from economics posits that firms minimize cost in the production process, and
during this process, firms adjust the amount of inputs according to the price change of other
input factors. Keeping output constant, two factors are complements/substitutes if an increase in
the use of one factor increases/decreases the input of another factor.
In the IS literature, researchers have long been interested in examining how IT affects labor input
in the production process. The findings from prior studies are summarized in Table 1:
Table 1. Studies on the Interaction between IT Capital and Non-IT Capital/Human Labor
Studies

Method

Dewan
and Min
(1997)
Hitt and
Snir
(1999)

AES

Time
Period
1985-1993

AES

1995-1996

Chwelos
et al.
(2010)
Zhang et
al. (2015)

AES

1987-1998

AES and
MES

1998-2009

Key Findings
IT is a perfect substitute for both non_IT
capital and labor in all sectors of the
economy.
IT and non-IT capital are substitutes in
traditional organizations while they are
complements in modern organizations; IT
and labor are consistently substitutes across
all organizations.
IT and non-IT capital are complements
while IT and labor are substitutes.
IT is a substitute for both non-IT capital and
labor

IT vs Non-IT
Capital
Substitutes

IT vs
Labor
Substitutes

Substitutes/
Complements

Substitutes

Complements

Substitutes

Substitutes

Substitutes

In sum, IS literature has predominately shown that IT is a substitute for human labor, and in
doing this, prior studies have adopted labor input as a monolithic whole. In this study, we
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suggest and empirically show that it is necessary to stratify human labor based on education
levels, and education plays an important role in determining this IT-labor relationship.
We first examine labor force of middle-education level. It has been observed that workers of
middle education level typically perform routine tasks in occupations such as machine operators,
material handlers, accountants, and bank clerks (Acemoglu and Autor 2011). Researchers in
artificial intelligence, robotics, and cognitive science have long recognized that these tasks
basically follow rule-based logic and can be easily programmed and delegated to computers and
machines. Over the past few decades, the price of computers has been dropping sharply, thus in
the production process, to achieve the same output level, more IT capital are used to replace
labor input since IT can perform the same tasks done by labor of middle-education level. As a
matter of fact, IT can perform these tasks even faster, better, and cheaper. Therefore, we have:
H1: IT substitutes for human labor of middle education level in the production process.
The second group we examine is labor force of high-education level. Prior studies have
suggested that skill-biased technological change (SBTC) in recent decades has shifted labor
demand towards more skilled workers, and more skilled individuals are better prepared to
participate in the economic, political, and social activities, and engage in complex,
technology-oriented dimensions of today’s economy (Goldin and Katz 1998). Employees of high
education are more likely to work on cognitive nonroutine tasks performed by engineers,
consultants, executives, and physicians (Acemoglu and Autor 2011). Anecdotal evidence shows
that increasing adoption of business analytics has triggered the demand for data scientists
(Davenport 2006). All these indicate that IT becomes a complement to human labor of high
education in the production process. Therefore:
H2: IT complements human labor of high education level in the production process.
The last group is employees of low education level. Less educated workers are typically
employed in manual tasks such as roofers, janitors, cab drivers, and security guards (Acemoglu
and Autor 2011). These tasks are also referred to as service tasks. IT used to have limited direct
influence on these tasks. However, as technology continues to advance, an increasing number of
these tasks can be automated by computers, and IT capital gradually starts to substitute for
human labor that used to be required for the service tasks. Examples include un-manned aircrafts,
driverless cars, and domestic robots. Therefore, we can predict that to generate the same amount
of output, less labor of low education will be required as IT investment increases.
H3: IT substitutes for human labor of low education level in the production process.

3. Methods and Data
Prior research in IS has used Allen elasticity of substitution (AES) to determine whether IT and
other production factors are complements or substitutes (see Table 1). AES measures the amount
of change of one input factor due to a price change of another input factor, holding output and all
other input prices constant. This correspond exactly to what we stated in the hypotheses.
However, AES is, by design, symmetrical and do not distinguish which input factor’s price is
changing. Moreover, the magnitude of AES is not meaningful and does not represent the
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curvature of the isoquant. Zhang et al. (2015) adopt Morishima elasticity of substitution (MES)
which overcomes these drawbacks. MES measures the change in the quantity ratio between two
inputs when price of one input factor is changing. MES provides an important tool for assessing
tradeoffs in the mix of inputs when input price changes drastically over time as in the case of the
sharp falling of the price of IT capital in contrast to the steady increase of the prices of labor and
other capital (Ba and Nault 2017). Due to page limitation, we do not discuss the technical details
of the AES and the MES, please refer to Chwelos et al. (2010) and Zhang et al. (2015) for more
details on the construction of these two measures.
We first estimate a flexible functional form, the Translog function as follows:

log(V ) =  +  c log C +  K log K +  Lh log Lh +  Lm log Lm +  Ll log Ll + CC (log C ) 2 + CK log C log K
+ CLh log C log Lh + CLm log C log Lm + CLl log C log Ll +  KK (log K ) 2 +  KLh log K log Lh
+  KLm log K log Lm +  KLl log K log Ll +  LhLh (log Lh) 2 +  LhLm log Lh log Lm +  LhLm log Lh log Ll

(1)

+ LmLm (log Lm)2 +  LmLl log Lm log Ll +  LlLl (log Ll )2 + 
where V is value added, C is IT capital, K is non-IT capital, Lh is high-education labor, Lm is
middle-education labor, and Ll is low-education labor. Using coefficient estimates from the
Translog production function, we then estimate AES and MES. We use the following table to
interpret the AES and MES estimates.
Table 2. Interpretation of the AES and MES Estimates1
AES_ab MES_ab
+

+

Substitute

−

+

Weak complements

−

−

Strong complements

In Table 2, AES_ab is the AES between input a and input b. MES_ab is the MES between input
a and input b when the price of b is changing. When both AES and MES are positive, input a and
input b are substitutes. When AES is negative and MES is positive, input a and input b become
complements. In this case, the percentage change in input a is always smaller than the percentage
change in input b when the price of input b is changing, and thus input b is a “weak complement”
to input a. When both AES and MES are negative, input b becomes a “strong complement” to
input a as the percentage change in input a is greater than the percentage change in input b as a
result of a change in the price of input b.
We test our hypotheses at industry level for the US economy. We acquired industry-level data on
value added, IT capital, and non-IT capital from two sources: the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) and the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA). The dataset covers 60 US industries for 16
years from 1998 to 2013. The industry categories are based on the 2007 North American
Industry Classification System (NAICS) and are at the three-digit level. All value-based
variables have been converted to constant 2009 dollars using chain-type quantity indices
provided by the BEA. Specifically, value added (V) is the gross output net of total intermediate
1

Mathematically, the case of “+” and “−” does not exit.
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inputs. IT capital (C) is the aggregate stock of information processing equipment and software.
Non-IT capital (K) is obtained by subtracting IT capital from the total stock of private fixed
assets. Labor (L) is the number of total full-time equivalent employees.
To stratify labor input L into different groups by education levels, we make use of the Current
Population Survey (CPS) annual demographic surveys in the corresponding years. The survey
identifies employees’ industry sectors and their education levels. Therefore, for each industry,
we are able to group all employees into one of three groups based on their education levels: low,
middle, and high. Low-education level is high school or below, middle-education level is above
high school until college degree (including college); high-education level is master’s degree or
above. We then calculate the percentages of each group of employees in the CPS industries, and
then match the CPS industries to the NAICS-based industries. Finally, given the labor input of
each NAICS industry and the percentages of employees of the three education levels from the
CPS, we can calculate the input of low-, middle-, and high-education labor to obtain Ll, Lm, and
Lh.

4. Estimation Results and Discussion
We estimate Equation (1) with feasible generalized least squares (FGLS) panel model, taking
into account heteroscedasticity and panel-specific autocorrelation. The calculated AES and MES
estimates are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Estimated Means and Standard Errors for AES and MES
Elasticity
AES_ab
MES_ab
MES_ba

a=C
b=Lh
−0.955**
(0.440)
0.044*
(0.023)
−0.388***
(0.061)

a=C
b=Lm
2.865***
(0.191)
1.686***
(0.041)
0.208***
(0.066)

a=C
b=Ll
1.888***
(0.093)
1.295***
(0.076)
0.294***
(0.068)

Notes: Bootstrapped standard errors are in the brackets.

We provide their qualitative interpretations in Table 4:
Table 4. Interpretation of the AES and MES Estimates
C
Ll
Lm
Lh
Strong
When price of IT changes
Substitutes Substitutes
complements
When price of Ll changes
Substitutes
When price of Lm changes
When price of Lh changes

Substitutes
Weak
complements

Table 4 indicates that when the price of IT changes, IT is a substitute for workers with a college
degree or less, and a strong complement to those with a graduate degree or professional degree
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such as law and dentistry. When the price of labor changes, we find largely similar results: when
the price of low- and middle-education workers goes up (e.g., minimum wage), labor and IT
become substitutes so more IT investments are well incentivized. When the price of
high-education labor goes up, labor becomes weak complements for IT and thus would reduce
the utilization level of the existing technologies.
The most striking result is that IT and the middle-education labor—the backbone of the “middle
class” in an economy—have become substitutes regardless of which price is changing. This
finding reveals a new trend in the IT-labor relationship where automation tends to replace jobs
that used to be done by middle-education (including college education) workers.

5. Conclusion
This study provides timely empirical evidence on a topic that is of practical importance for
researchers and policy makers. Through complementarity and substitution with labor, IT is
playing an increasingly important role for job creation and destruction. It is critical to better
understand how IT interacts with workers—substituting for or complementing part of their work.
Our findings support the role of higher education in creating new jobs that are complementary to
IT investments, and thus have rich policy implications.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a decentralized double auction system (DDAS), a peer-to-peer auction
platform where either party can auction directly without the intervention of a third party or
financial institution. Unlike traditional auctions, DDAS embodies digital signatures, smart
contracts and smart property. All transactions are timestamped and hashed into the proof-of-work
chain. DDAS is not only an auction platform, but also an agreement, a network and a trading
system.
Keywords: The theory of auction, Double auction, Block chain, Smart property, Smart contract

1. Introduction
Block chain technology allows decentralized networks of economic agents to regularly agree on
the true state of shared data such as money, intellectual property, equity, information or other types
of contracts and digital assets (Underwood, 2016; Crosby, et al. 2016). Hence, block chain is a
common technology that can be used to trade scarce digital property and create new digital
platforms. As a representative, Bitcoin is a digital decentralized, partially anonymous currency,
not backed by any government or other legal entity (i.e., FED, central bank) that cannot be redeem
for gold or other commodity (Nakamoto, 2008). Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer networking and relies on
cryptography to maintain its integrity. Hence, it allows organizations, abhor groups/governments
to receive donations and perform business anonymously.
As block chain technology and cryptocurrency are emerging events, we are still at an early stage
of exploration. We may ask ourselves that what can be decentralized. (1) Purely digital things may
be appropriate, such as name mapping, storage, pay for proof, random number generation, lottery.
(2) Things that can be represented digitally. Real-world currencies, stocks, and other assets are the
potential applications. (3) Property ownership and trade, such as smart property and atomic
exchange. (4) Complex contracts involving crowd funding and financial derivatives. (5) Markets
and auction. (6) Data feeds. (7) Autonomous agents. Block chain technology can be applied in
many fields, so it has the potential to be widely accepted technology and change the future of the
world.
The advent of block chain technology and cryptocurrency has made it possible to revolutionize
auctions through P2P networks without the intervention of trusted third parties (Nakamoto, 2008).
There exist a third party in classic auction, leading to potential costs, such as high transaction fees,
delivery fees, negotiating costs, exchanging rates, etc. In the study, we will introduce a
decentralized auction system that focuses on the design of sealed-bid double auction.

2. Background and Auctioning
The English word "auction" is a derivative of the Latin augere, which means "to increase."
Auctions have an impressive long history, the earliest of which dates back to about 500 BC in
Babylon, while the women who were eligible for marriage were the bidding objects (Herodotus,
1901). Initially, the auction was the trading platform for ordinary goods, and then it gradually
evolved into an effective pricing mechanism. Cassady (1967) pointed out that auction could be
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three types of pricing mechanisms: fixed pricing, private treaty pricing, and competitive bid pricing.
The charm of the auction mainly lies in how to speculate the traders' valuation and how to allocate
resources accordingly, from an economic point of view. This situation is similar to the prediction
of supply and demand in the market.
Four basic types of auction (McAfee & McMillan, 1987) are used when a unique item is to be
bought or sold: the English auction (also called the oral, open, or ascending-bid auction); the Dutch
(or descending-bid) auction; the first-price sealed-bid auction; and the second-price sealed-bid (or
Vickrey) auction. The basic difference between the first-price sealed-bid auction and the English
auction is that, with the English auction, bidders are able to observe their rival's bids and
accordingly, if they choose, revise their own bids; with the sealed-bid auction, each bidder can
submit only one bid (Myerson and Satterthwaite). Under the second-price sealed-bid (Vickrey)
auction, bidders submit sealed bids having been told that the highest bidder wins the item but pays
a price equal not to his own bid but to the second-highest bid (Vickrey, 1961). This type of auction
is strategically similar to an English auction and gives bidders an incentive to bid their true value.
The four classic auctions are equal to one-sided auction. The seller’s reservation value is common
knowledge, whereas the buyer’s reservation value is private and independent. However, in a
double auction, both buyer and seller retain their reservation valuation as privacy (Myerson and
Satterthwaite, 1983; Satterthwaite, & Williams, 1989 a&b). This complexity can be better operated
through a decentralized auction system.

3. A Block Chain Related Double Auction Design
The auction process relies mainly on trusted third parties for processing, and currency transactions
are mostly conducted through centralized financial institutions. Whereas, a decentralized auction
system will get rid of third-party intervention and automatically auctioning between buyers and
sellers.
3.1 Decentralized Double Auction System (DDAS)
As a decentralized system, DDAS has unique features that are different from the traditional
auctions. Decentralized Double Auction System (DDAS) is a unified, decentralized auction system
that allocates and procures goods and services during the auction (Engelbrecht-Wiggans, 1980).
Like the bitcoin mechanism, the system is based on cryptographic proof rather than trust, allowing
any two willing parties to deal directly with each other without a credible third parties. DDAS is
an automatic auction platform that replaces the auctioneer as the intermediary between buyer and
seller in traditional auctions and guarantees no intervention with the peer-to-peer network. With
the adoption of DDAS in the auction system, we can establish basic auction principles and force
them operate independently during the auction.
In this study, we proposed a block chain based double auction design with the deployment of
DDAS. Specifically, we could set up a server as a DDAS that has capabilities of storing, computing,
and auctioning. As an integrated system, DDAS operates the auctioning procedure.
3.2 The Architecture of DDAS
Block chain are capable of achieving the safety and efficiency of the entire auction process.
Requirements and premises of the design is listed as follows:
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(1) Electronic signature. Since the private key is difficult to decode or fake, it is safer to verify the
trader’s identity by the signed private key on the contract associated with the public key.
(2) Point-to-point network. Unlike centralization, decentralization prevents DDAS from destroyed
in the internet –based network. Any two parties can make a deal without any intervention.
(3) Proof-of-Work. All transaction records are shared and monitored in the block chain within the
network and by everyone. Comparing with the traditional auction mechanism, DDAS could
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the transaction.
(4) Distributed ledger. Every AuctionCoin wallet contains the backup of the transaction records of
the whole network. Everyone is able to examine the existence of a certain transaction and verify
the effectiveness of it.
(5) Hashing algorithm. Every transaction is encrypted by hashing algorithm and adds to the bottom
of the latest Block chain in real time. It is almost impossible hacked because the AuctionCoin
network has developed to such a large scale of block chain.
With the block chain technology and cryptocurrency involved, auction procedures and trading
patterns are mostly changed by DDAS. The detailed architecture is depicted in Figure 1. The
DDAS consists of five main components: smart contract, buyer, seller, AuctionCoin and smart
property.
AuctionCoin

Buyer

Decentralized Double
Auction System (DDAS)

Seller

Smart Contract

Smart Property
Figure 1. The Architecture of DDAS

Smart contract is the headquarters of DDAS. It not only replaces the trusted third party, but is
embodied of auction principles and algorithms. Information analyses and resource allocation are
processed here. All potential settings and updates can be achieved by smart contract. From preauction to contract execution, all phases of the auction must be hashed to proof-of-work chain. The
signatures and timestamps of the two traders are recorded on the smart contract. In addition,
unilateral entities cannot cancel the transaction and must broadcast it to the entire network after
the buyers and sellers have signed the auction. AuctionCoin and smart property transactions are
based on smart contract descriptions.
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The system can use one type of cryptocurrency for peer-to-peer transactions. AuctionCoin as the
commodity exchange certificate is proposed in this study. Like Bitcoin, AuctionCoin is a
decentralized, cryptocurrency that uses encrypted tokens to store and transmit itself, peer-to-peer
networks to transmit information, synchronize data hashing methods to prevent double payment,
and powerful scripting systems to make judgments of the ownership of the token. The primary role
of the AuctionCoin is act as the title or stakes of the smart properties ownership. As a result, it can
serve as DDAS commodity exchange certificate and be exchanged via a decentralized P2P network
that is difficult to achieve with traditional financial methods.
Smart property can include any items that can be auctioned. Variety of auction properties are listed
in Cassady (1967, pp.17). Unlike traditional methods, smart properties can be controlled and
quantified through digital devices and block chain technologies. For example, create a single
double auction that combines Bob’s payment to Alice and Alice’s ownership transfer to Bob. The
auction object is a car. This transaction has two inputs and two outputs. The first input and the first
output correspond to what the car understands is the representation of the car ownership, the second
input and the second output correspond to the payment of AuctionCoin from Bob to Alice
exchanging for the car. The only financial aspect of this transaction is that the inputs and outputs
correspond to the car payment. Hence, for both parties, Alice and Bob can do that separately and
independently. It does not matter whether they are in the same physical place or not. Alice will
construct the transaction, sign it and send it to Bob, and Bob will not change any parameters of the
transaction without violating Alice's signature. The only option Bob has is either stop the
transaction, in which case no transaction happen, either ownership or payment; or put his own
signature on the transaction and broadcast on the block chain. Once it is confirmed on the block
chain, both will be happen simultaneously, the car ownership and remittances in the form of
AuctionCoin.

4. DDAS: The Double Auction Design Rationale
DDAS follows the McAfee’s approach (McAfee, 1992). In addition, the system replaces the third
parties and changes the classic design to intelligent wireless-based service vehicle. It combines
block chain technology with pricing mechanisms. The essence of our design is to assign buyers to
sellers and look for the best match and related pricing strategy. We address the design rationales
and details in this section.
4.1 Mechanism Design
By analyzing and comparing information data from buyers and sellers, DDAS will find an optimal
auction mechanism, which is mainly depends on the four economic criteria of auction theory:
Individual Rationality (IR), Balance Budget (BB), Truthfulness (TF), and Economic Efficiency
(EE). Unfortunately, it is not possible to achieve all these requirements in the same mechanism of
the traditional auction (Myerson and Satterthwaite, 1983).
Individual Rationality (IR): no person should lose money from joining the auction. In particular,
for every trading buyer: p ≤ B, and for every trading seller: p ≥ S. individual rationality is a natural
requirement, for the essence of a free market is that trade is voluntary (Satterthwaite, & Williams,
1989 a & b).
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Balance Budget (BB): throughout the auctioning, DDAS will make revenue or no gain. As in
McAfee’s mechanism, revenue is (k-1) (
); no gain indicates that all monetary transfers is
done between buyers and sellers without surplus. Moreover, DDAS improves McAfee’s
mechanism, which requires straight agent service with no intention to buy or sell.
Truthfulness (TF), also called incentive compatibility (IC) or strategy-proof: McAfee’s
mechanism is a dominant strategy design that require traders report their real valuation of the item.
A truthful (strategy-proof) auction guarantees the trade’s utility will not less than that when the
trader lies. In order to achieve Pareto effective allocation, DAAS will prevent traders from
misrepresenting their private information. DDAS achieves truthfulness with pricing mechanisms,
making it feasible for double auction.
Economic efficiency (EE): the total social welfare (the sum of the values of all players) should be
the best possible. In particular, this means that, after all trading has completed, the items should
be transferred to the buyers who bid them most. DDAS has the capability and flexibility of
maximizing the revenue or the social welfare. It can customize the ranking metric to achieve
desired market outcomes to maximize the revenue.
4.2 The McAfee’s Mechanism
(1) Buyers’ valuation are randomly drawn from a family of distributions, while sellers’
valuations are randomly drawn from the same distribution function. Both seller and buyer
have dominant strategies, and the reporting valuations are honest.
(2) Rank m buyers’ reporting valuations as ascending order, ≥ ≥⋯≥ ; rank n sellers’
reporting valuations as descending order, ≤ ≤⋯≤ .
<
.
(3) Find the efficient trade quantity k, which satisfying ≥ and
+
)/2.
(4) Calculate the market-clearing price p = (
(5) If p ∈ [ , ], trades will be made between the k highest valuation buyers and the k
lowest cost sellers. If p ∉ [ , ], let the (k-1) highest valuation buyers trade with the (k1) lowest cost sellers. The buyers will pay
and the sellers will receive . The
mechanism earning is (k-1) ( - ). The inefficiency is limited to only one trade of the
lowest value buyer and the highest cost seller; if ≥p≥ , the first k buyers and sellers
trade.
Sellers and buyers simultaneously submit offers ( ) and bids ( ). DAAS will determine a marketclearing price (p) based upon the offers and bids. Both seller and buyer are risk neutral. In
equilibrium, each seller trades honestly for the reservation value ( ) is not greater than p, and
each buyer trades honestly for the reservation value ( ) is not less than p. Then, trade can be
prosecuted between sellers and buyers satisfying the conditions: ≥p≥ . A seller’s utility is (p) or zero; a buyer’s utility is ( -p) or zero.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a decentralized auction design represented by a double auction. Later,
all potential types of auctions can be integrated into a comprehensive, decentralized system. A
multi-unit transaction can be conducted in a decentralized auction system as well.
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Auction theory analyzes bidding strategies and expected outcomes as a game, and investigate
features of equilibrium behavior and pricing mechanism. By formalizing the auction as a
computational protocol, it is probable to employ standard techniques for algorithm design and
complexity analysis. We need to explore tradeoffs between economic prospects and computational
efficiencies, especially with regard to actual usage. For example, how computational efficiency
can improve the allocation of resources and make DDAS feasible for various types of auction.
How computational efficiency can rank bidders by charging each winner with the minimum it
needs to pay to win the auction. The integration of the economic incentive properties and
computational efficiencies of auction mechanisms will undoubtedly become an important
ingredient of the design of the decentralized auction.
For block chain technology, there exist four major routes to block chain integration (Underwood,
2016; Crosby, et al. 2016): directly on bitcoin, embedding, side chains, and altcoins. Each route
has its own characteristics, which route is more efficient for decentralized auction system needs
researchers to explore. For example, directly on bitcoin is easy to deploy but has limited
representation and atomicity; embedding provides a potentially complex representation of high
security but with limited scripting and atomicity, resulting in unexpected transactions; side chains
can avoid polluting block chain, but requires bitcoin modifications; altcoins is a general framework
based on ledger consensus, and the applications are Ethereum, Namecoin, Litecoin, Peercoin,
Dogecoin, etc.
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Abstract
Online reputation systems are critical in addressing information asymmetry in online platforms. In
this study, we study how the introduction of buyer protection program, such as guaranteed return,
third-party escrow services and credit card guarantees, influence the effect of online reputation
system on seller competitions in an online platform. Will online reputation systems become less
important to sellers? Are high-reputation sellers and low-reputation sellers equally affected? We
develop a theoretical model to study the joint effect of online reputation systems and buyerprotection mechanisms. Contrary to the conventional wisdom that the buyer protection program is
more beneficial to a low-reputation seller, we find that such effect can be detrimental to low
reputation sellers in the long term, and consumers may rely more on online reputation system when
buyer protection program becomes more effective. Using a dataset from one of the largest online
B2C markets in China, we also empirically assess these theoretical predictions.
Keywords: online reputation system, buyer protection program, high-reputation seller, lowreputation seller
1. Introduction
Consumers in online markets places often face higher information asymmetry to brick-and-motor
stores. For example, it is difficult to inspect products before payment and usually the payment for
products is separate from delivery (Andrews and Benzing 2007). Online reputation systems, hence,
play an essential role in today’s online marketplaces, helping consumers to differentiate sellers
(McKnight et al. 2002). There are different types of reputation systems. One popular type, which
is employed by companies ranging from Amazon, eBay to Taobao (the largest B2C market in
China) is transaction-based. That is, a seller is rated by buyers each time when a transaction is
completed. Such a reputation system reflects the transaction history of a seller and is welcomed by
buyers. However, such transaction-based reputation systems may put new sellers in disadvantage,
who accumulate limited transaction history. To address the issue, many online marketplaces also
offer IT-enabled buyer protection mechanisms, such as product return policy, third-party escrow
services, and credit card guarantees, to enhance consumers’ trust in the entire community of online
sellers (Pavlou and Gefen D,2004). An effective online institutional mechanism can facilitate
online transactions and reduce consumers’ perceived risk of purchasing from unknown sellers
(McKnight et al. 2002; Pavlou and Gefen 2004).
How does such buyer protection mechanisms impact the effectiveness of an online reputation
system? Does it help the lower-reputation sellers gain more customers, and reduce the gap in the
market share? Does it affect reputation levels between existing sellers and new sellers?
In this paper we first develop a theoretical model to study the joint effect of a buyer protection
mechanisms and reputation systems. We also empirically test our theoretical predictions using a
dataset obtained from Taobao in China. There are several unique features of our model. First, it
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captures the reality that existing reputation systems do not fully reflect the true “quality” of sellers.
Under the transaction-based reputation system, a new seller is for sure has lower reputation than
an established seller. Second, we endogenize seller responses to the introduction of buyer
protection mechanisms, and analyze the differences in the market demand as well as reputation
levels between the two types of sellers. Third, we allow the strategic interactions between buyer
protection mechanisms and reputation systems. While the buyer protection mechanisms help lowreputation sellers sell and gain reputation, high-reputation sellers can also influence the
effectiveness of the buyer protection mechanisms through strategically adjusting their pricing
strategies.
We find that the joint effect of online reputation system and buyer protection mechanisms depends
on the following two factors: (1) whether a high-reputation seller strategically adjust his/her
pricing strategy strategically in response to the introduction of buyer protection mechanisms. (2)
the misfit cost and original reputation gap between the two sellers. If the misfit cost of a product
is high, when there is limited reputation gap between the two sellers, it is easier for a low-reputation
seller to survive and develop into a high reputation seller in the presence of buyer protection
mechanisms. However, when the reputation gap is too large or the misfit cost is low, both the
reputation gap and demand gap between two sellers enlarge in the long run.
2. Model
2.1 Benchmark Model
Consider two sellers, each selling one products in an online market with different quality levels, h
and l, respectively. Consumers are differentiated by their preferences towards the products, which
follows a uniform distribution U [0, 1] (Hoteling 1929). Assume that the two products locate at
the two end points in the straight line segment, 0 and 1, respectively. Consumers incur a misfit
cost if consuming a product that is not at their ideal location. Specifically, denote the distance
between a consumers’ ideal location and the product’s actual location to be λ, then consumer incurs
a misfit cost of λ𝑡, where 𝑡 refers to the unit misfit cost.
Consumers do not know the true quality difference between the high reputation seller and low
reputation seller. The online market designs a transaction-based reputation system to help
differentiating sellers. However, such a reputation system cannot perfectly reveal the true qualities
of the product. So, following Kwark and Chen (2012), assume consumers’ perceptions about the
product quality consist of two components: (1) 𝑞𝑅𝑖 from the reputation systems; (2) 𝑞𝑖 from their
own assessment about the product, where 𝑖 ∈ (ℎ, 𝑙). So, we can write consumers’ perception about
the product 𝑖 as 𝛾𝑞𝑖 + (1 − 𝛾)𝑞𝑅𝑖 where 𝛾𝜖(0,1), denote the weight that a consumer put on his/her
own assessment, and(1 − 𝛾), accordingly, denote a consumer’s reliance on the reputation system.
An experienced buyer may put more weight (higher 𝛾 ) on his/her own assessment than an
inexperienced buyer who does not know how to assess the qualities of two different products in
the online market.
Since the high-reputation seller already exists when the low-reputation seller enters the market, we
consider a Stackelberg game in which the high-reputation seller sets his/her price (𝑃𝐻 ) before the
low-reputation seller (𝑃𝐿 ). After observing the two prices, consumers make purchase decisions
based on their assessment of the quality levels of the two sellers. Therefore, the net utility
difference between seller H and L, 𝑈𝐻 − 𝑈𝐿 , for a consumer at location λ is:
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𝑈𝐻 − 𝑈𝐿 = [𝑟(𝑞𝐻 − 𝑞𝐿 ) + (1 − 𝑟)(𝑞𝑟𝐻 − 𝑞𝑟𝐿 )] + (1 − 2𝜆)𝑡 − 𝑃𝐻 + 𝑃𝐿 .
Without loss of generality (Liu and Feng 2017), assume the marginal costs of producing the
products to be zero. Each consumer only consumes one-unit product. when a buyer protection
mechanism is introduced, denote 𝜃 as the effectiveness of buyer protection program, where a
higher𝜃 becomes larger implies a more effective buyer protection program, then expected net
utility difference can be represented as:
𝑈𝐻 − 𝑈𝐿 = (1 − 𝜃)[𝑟(𝑞𝐻 − 𝑞𝐿 ) + (1 − 𝑟)(𝑞𝑟𝐻 − 𝑞𝑟𝐿 )] + (1 − 2𝜆)𝑡 − 𝑃𝐻 + 𝑃𝐿 .
Following Kwark and Chen (2012), we separately model search good and experience good, and
calculate the demand function for search goods and experience.
2.2 Model Analysis
One interesting question to ask is how the demand gap and reputation gap between the highreputation seller and low-reputation seller change after buyer protection program becomes more
established. In our model, we calculate the change of demand gap and reputation gap between two
sellers in three stages: short-term, medium-term and long term. In the short-term, the price is fixed.
In the mid-term, sellers can adjust their prices, but seller reputation remains the same because it
takes a relative long time for sellers to wait for consumers’ review to come back. In the long term,
sellers’ reputation can also change.
Our theoretical analysis shows that the buyer protection program helps reduce the demand gap
between two sellers only in the short period. However, when the sellers are able to adjust their
pricing strategies in the mid-term, the demand gap becomes larger. In the long term, both the
demand gap and reputation gap between two sellers may increase or reduce. It highly depends on
the misfit cost and initial reputation gap between two sellers.
It is easy to understand that the immediate effect of the buyer protection mechanism is to reduce
the gap between the low-quality and high-quality sellers. As prices are fixed in the short-term,
consumers are more likely to purchase from low reputation sellers. So, the demand gap between
the two sellers reduces in a short period. However, after the high reputation seller realizes the
change in the buyer protection program, he/she responds by reducing the price more than the lowreputation seller does.
In the long term, for products with a large misfit cost, the “fit” of the product becomes more
important in consumers’ decision making. Consumers are willing to purchase from the lowreputation seller if their “tastes” are sufficiently close to the low-reputation seller. For products
with a small misfit cost, however, consumers care more about product quality and sellers’
reputation. Thus, if the initial reputation gap between the two sellers is small, when the buyer
protection program improves, consumers are more willing to purchase from low-reputation sellers;
if the initial reputation gap is too large, the low-reputation seller gains limited benefit from the
buyer protection program. And the protection is not sufficient for consumers to eliminate the
potential risks. Low-reputation sellers selling products with low mis-fit cost face more intense
competition. In this case, both the demand gap and reputation gap between two sellers enlarges in
the long period.
3. Empirical Evidence
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3.1 Data
We obtain a dataset from the largest internet marketplaces in China, Taobao.com. Our dataset
includes 5 million transactions, 10569 sellers and 20000 buyers who made purchases from the year
2008 to 2003. For each transaction, we have transaction data about product name, price, transaction
date, seller name and buyer name. Consumers have the option to rate sellers after finishing each
transaction. We calculate each seller’s accumulated rating as his/her current reputation level.
Moreover, we classify the products into two types, search products and experience products. There
are two important unique features of this dataset: (1) it not only includes seller information about
each product but also buyers’ purchase information. (2) This dataset contains detailed information
about sellers and buyers of a certain product. So, through a seller’s “accumulated rating,” we can
infer whether that seller is new or established in the marketplace. (3) The time-period in this dataset
is from year 2003 to year 2008. During that period of time, the Taobao platform was less likely to
have fake review, and the sellers are ranked based on their previous reputation and transactions.
Our data includes the following product categories: Cellphones, USB, Camera, and Computer,
Phone card, clothes, shoes, cosmetics, jeans and so on. Since Cellphones, USB and Phone cards
are standardized products (search-type product) with clear market price with relatively low misfit
cost; while clothes, shoes, jeans and cosmetics are experience product, with relatively high misfit
cost. Finally, we are able to find two product categories: Nokia Cellphone and jeans, and then
categorize these sellers into two groups: high reputation sellers and low reputation sellers.
However, it is hard to find identical jeans sold by different seller in the market. To facilitate the
comparison, we calculate the average price of jeans sold by each seller.
3.2 Empirical Findings
Empirical evidence of sellers’ demand gap changes in different period
From Figure 3(a), we find that the demand gap between the high reputation seller and low
reputation seller reduces in the short term. However, in the mid-term, the demand gap increases.
In addition, the demand gap between the less-high reputation seller and high-reputation seller show
the same trend in the mid-term.
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Figure 3: The average demand change for sellers. (a) Nokia (left). (b) Jeans (right).
Our theoretical results also impliy that there are two possible outcomes for the change in the
demand gap between the high-reputation and low-reputation seller in the long term. As shown in
Figure 3(a), we can observe two outcomes from the market of Nokia: (1) the demand gap between
two sellers enlarges if the previous reputation gap is large (for example the demand gap between
high reputation seller and low reputation seller increase 23 to 85); (2) the lower reputation seller
benefits from buyer protection program if the previous reputation gap is small. For example, lowreputation sellers’ demand could exceed high-reputation sellers when their previous demand gap
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is very small (close to zero). Furthermore, it can also be seen, however, from Figure 3(b) that the
demand gap between the two sellers does not increase in the long term in the jean’s market.
Empirical evidence of sellers’ reputation gap changes in different period
From Figure 4, we found that when the initial reputation gap between the two sellers is small, the
reputation gap changes slowly (the change of reputation gap between low-reputation seller and
less high-reputation seller). However, the reputation gap increases quickly when the initial
reputation gap is large.
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Figure 4: The change of sellers’ reputation.
4. Conclusion
This paper examines the impact of buyer protection mechanisms from both the seller side
(reputation) and the product side (product feature.) More importantly, we make the first attempt to
study the joint effect of the buyer protection program and a reputation system. A healthy market
should not only help consumers differentiate “good” low-reputation sellers from “bad” low
reputation sellers, but also help “good”, low-reputation sellers to grow into a high reputation seller.
We find that the effectiveness of buyer protection programs depends critically on the initial
reputation gap between different sellers, sellers’ pricing strategy and product types. If the initial
reputation gap is too large, the buyer protection programs are less effective in helping the online
reputation systems to differentiate sellers with different quality levels. Moreover, if the highreputation sellers strategically adjust their pricing strategy, the impact of buyer protection program
on helping the low-reputation sellers reduces. In the long run, the reputation gap between the low
reputation sellers and high reputation sellers enlarges.
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Abstract
Mobile games get popular more and more. Correctly predicting players’ churn is important to the
revenue of game companies. Even though a number of researcher tried to build the prediction
model with high accuracy, they did not consider players’ time-inconsistent aspect. We propose a
novel framework that describes dynamics of the game playing motivations. We implement
statistical model to suggest empirical evidence for proposed model. The possible implementations
of our study and future works were addressed.
Keywords: Mobile Game, Motivations, Churn Prediction, Time-inconsistence

1. Introduction
Mobile game is a game that players use their mobile device as game controllers. Mobile game
industry has become a highly lucrative industry in the global market with the rapid growth of
popularity in mobile games. In the domain of the mobile game, predicting players’ churn is
important to its success. Analysis of users’ churn has been widely studied several domains. In this
paper we propose a novel approach which explains key motivation for playing mobile game. As
far as we know this is the first work which considers players’ time-inconsistent characteristics in
the mobile game context.
We chose Cookie-Run, one of the famous mobile games in South Korea, for the study. Figure 1
shows the screenshot of Cookie-Run. Cookie-Run is a casual game, games with a low barrier to
entry that can be enjoyed in short increments. Players have to run as far as possible with their
avatar, a human-shaped cookie. Because when the avatar hits an obstacle, it gets damaged and
loses some portion of its life, players try to avoid obstacles by jumping or sliding. An avatar’s life
is decreasing over time even if there is no crash. The players only can earn high scores when their
avatar touches many jellies while skipping the obstacles. The avatar consists of a cookie, a pet,
Figure 1. Screenshot of Cookie-Run
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and treasures. Each of them has certain abilities such as ignoring 5 obstacles, having more life,
reducing the speed of losing life over time and other abilities. Players who want to beat the high
score, therefore, have to find the best combination of a cookie, a pet, and treasures for their avatar.

2. Literature Review
In this section, we briefly discuss previous researches related to our study.
2.1 Motivations for playing games
Nick (2006) is one of the researchers who attempt to create a taxonomy of game player motivations.
Based on his open-ended surveys from 3,000 players, three main motivation components were
formed: achievement, social and immersion component. The achievement component is related to
gaining power or wealth, analyzing game mechanics, challenging, and competing with others. The
social component is related to chatting, helping, forming interactions, developing supportive
relationships, and teamwork. And finally, the immersion component is related to geographical
exploration, role-playing, and escapism (Nick, 2006). The three motivation components were
tested for their relationship to total playing time. All three components are significant predictors
to playing time (Williams et al., 2008).
2.2 Churn Prediction
A number of researches were conducted to predict users’ churn in the domain of games (Kawale
et al., 2009; Runge et al., 2014). Kawale et al. (2009) proposed a churn prediction model based on
examining social influence among players and their personal engagement in the game. Runge et
al., (2014) compared the prediction performance of four common classification algorithms: neural
network, logistic regression, decision tree, and support vector machine. Their focuses are to
increase the prediction performance, while our focus is to explain players’ churn.
2.3 Time-inconsistent Preference
Time-inconsistent preference is the phenomenon that people who preferred a good A than a good
B changes his mind and prefer B than A. In short, consumers preference can change over time.
Several researchers revealed this phenomenon (Babin et al., 1994; Hoch and George, 1991;
Milkman et al., 2009). Hoch and George (1991) framed consumers’ decision process as a
psychological conflict between desire and willpower. Time-inconsistent preference can be
understood by Hoch and George’s frame; sometimes desire wins and sometimes willpower wins.
Babin et al. (1994) and Milkman et al., (2009) also suggested similar concepts: hedonic value
versus utilitarian value and should goods versus want goods. The underlying principle is that the
factors of consumers’ decision are not consistent over time. Therefore, we assume that the
motivations to play a game is time-inconsistent as well.

3. Problem Definition
3.1 Defining Churn
Players’ churn is defined as the players that has permanently left the game. In practice, however,
we cannot assure players’ permanent decision. We need a threshold value for days of inactivity
that we can clearly define the churn of players (Runge et al., 2014). Here, we used 7 days, a week,
as the threshold value. A player is said to be churning on week t if he shows no activity in the game
for the week.
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3.2 Defining Motivational Behaviors
In the circumstance of Cookie-Run, the following behaviors are considered to represent the three
motivations. To get higher score, players have to find the best combination. Conducting own
experiment for the combinations well represents the achievement motivation. We extracted the
number of changes in players’ avatar and named it achievement. To play a game in Cookie-Run,
players need a token called “heart”. The heart is generated every 5 minutes only if the player has
less than 5 hearts. Players can send a heart for free to their friends every 2 hours. We extracted
the number of sending hearts to their friends and labelled it social. The immersion motivation
represents how far the player fall into the game. To the best of our knowledge, the number of login to the game perfectly indicate the players’ immersion status. The number of log-in can be seen
as playing game itself though, it still can be used as the immersion because the dependent variable
in our model is players’ churn.
3.3 Three-stage model
Based on our assumption we built Three-stage model, which divides players’ lifetime into three
stages: searching stage, learning stage, and enjoying stage. In the searching stage, players search
for a game to play (H1). They decide whether they play a game or not, and which game they play.
For the searching stage, we hypothesized that the social component is the key motivation.
During the learning stage, players try to understand and analyze the underlying rules and system
of the game. The learning stage is the most crucial moment for game companies because most of
players leave the game in this early stage. For this stage, we hypothesized that the achievement
component acts as the key motivation (H2). In the enjoying stage, players start to enjoy the game.
Each player may have different sources of amusement; some players like winning from
competitions and others like decorate their characters. Whatever the source is, they immerse
themselves in the game. For the enjoying stage, we hypothesized that the immersion component
is the key factor (H3). Figure 2 shows our Three-stage model-changes of the key motivation for
playing mobile games over time.
Figure 2. Proposed Three-stage model

4. Method
4.1 Dataset
We extracted the relevant log data of players for four observation weeks, February 1st and March
7th 2015. Every player in our dataset signed up for Cookie-Run by February 1st, which means
that they started playing Cookie-Run on same day. That is why we do not need to consider the
left-censoring problem. We then aggregated each players’ log data by week. Because log data
consists of unique identifier of players, the week when log data was recorded, and the number of
each motivational behavior, each row contains five columns. We added the variable staying to
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each row, which indicates whether the player remains next week or not. Table 1 shows five rows
of our dataset.
Table 1. Example of the Dataset
Columns
Rows

Identifier

Week

The # of
Social
behavior

The # of
Achievement
behavior

The # of
Immersion
behavior

staying

Row 1

23622432

0

0

0

1

N

Row 2

23622430

0

0

0

2

N

Row 3

23622436

0

0

8

6

Y

Row 4

23622437

0

0

1

1

N

Row 5

23622439

0

0

0

4

N

We found that some players had a break during observation period. In other words, some player
stopped playing game more than a week and came back. Players with a break may have awkward
characteristics, which can make noise in our research model. We regarded these players as
outliers and removed them from the dataset. After preprocessing the data, we have 16,401-row
data of 9,896 distinct players. Table 2 shows a summary of the dataset. On February 1st, there
were 9,896 players signed up except the player-with-break. After one week, 72.74% of them left
from playing Cookie-run. Only 855 players remained by four weeks after their join.
Table 2. Summary of the Dataset
At the first
week (W)

At W+1

At W+2

At W+3

At W+4

Number of
active users

9,896

2,698

1,731

1,221

855

Probability to
Churn

72.74%

35.84%

29.46%

29.98%

—

4.2 Research Model Specification
To find empirical evidence of Three-stage model, we test our model with logistic regression. The
equation of logistic regression, with three motivational behaviors as the independent variables, is
based on the three motivations of Yee’s (2006). The staying column is used as the dependent
variable.
𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔()* = 𝛽- + 𝛽* 𝑠𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙( + 𝛽2 𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑖𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡( + 𝛽7 𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛( , (1)
where t is the week that we are interested in. Changing t from 0 to 3, four regression results were
earned. Because logistic regression does not have a performance measurement like R-squared, we
use area under ROC (The Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve as a performance metric.
It should be noted that we cannot obtain an empirical evidence of our first hypothesis from this
equation. Because our first hypothesis explains the relationship between social factors and players’
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initial decision, our dataset does not suit. We are waiting for additional data from the company to
resolve this.
4.3 Result
The estimates for the equation (1) with various t values are shown in Table 3. To calculate AUC
(area under the ROC curve) we divide dataset into train set and test set. Seventy percent of dataset
are randomly chosen as train set, which is used to build estimation model. The AUC values are
earned by fitting test data to the estimation model. All AUC values are bigger than 0.77, which
means that four estimation models can predict players’ churn admirably. We checked the
collinearity between independent variables by computing the VIF (Variance Inflation Factor). All
VIF values do not exceed three.
The model (1), with t=0, explain the players’ churn at their first week. Three motivational behavior
are all statistically significant. Achievement and immersion behaviors are positively related to
players’ staying, and achievement behavior has the strongest effect. At model (2), it is found that
the two motivational behaviors are still positively related to players’ staying. The difference of
their coefficients, however, is considerably reduced and immersion has stronger effect than
achievement. This continues through model (3), and immersion is the only factor positively related
to players’ staying by model (4).
Table 3. Results of Tests for Model Specification
(1)

Dependent Variable: staying
(2)
(3)

(4)

Independent
Variables

t=0

t=1

t=2

t=3

Intercept

-2.22742***
(0.04667)***

-0.56751***
(0.07620) **

-0.68330***
(0.10790) **

-0.72267***
(0.13241) *

Social

-0.00499***
(0.00124) **

-0.00016
(0.00202)

-0.00003
(0.00517)

-0.00376
(0.00213)

Achievement

0.20038***
(0.01255) **

0.10818***
(0.02625) *

0.06146*
(0.02798)

0.02319
(0.02365)

Immersion

0.06440***
(0.00685) **

0.10834***
(0.01632) *

0.15300***
(0.02262) *

0.15976***
(0.02290) *

N

6,927

1,888

1,211

854

AUC

0.8543088

0.7799771

0.8508551

0.8326331

Notes: Standard errors are shown in parentheses. *** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the Three-stage model which shows changes of the key motivation for
playing mobile games over time. We extracted relevant log-data from Cookie-Run, conducted
preprocessing procedures and obtained a good-quality dataset. To test our hypotheses, we
performed logistic regression analysis. The hypothesis 2 and the hypothesis 3 are supported.
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Our study has implications to both academic and practitioners. We expect other mobile game
researchers to attempt to consider players’ time-inconsistency. For the practitioners, our model can
be referred when they design a game. Players cannot be retained at the end of their lifetime by
simple incentives (Runge et al., 2014). To gain success of their game, practitioners have to
understand the learning stage; the early stage of players.
To improve our research, we still have many works to do. First of all, we are waiting for sufficient
data to test the hypothesis 1. Only after testing the hypothesis 1 and with its support, the Threestage model can be insisted. Also, to generalize our result, datasets from other games can be used.
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Abstract
Sales volume is one of the major information source for decision making in online
purchasing. Yet the credibility of this information is fundamentally undermined when
businesses commit sales cheating, creating fake sales volume using fictitious transactions.
We empirically investigate factors that will influence sales cheating engagement, using a
comprehensive dataset from a mainstream e-commerce website in China. We find that sales
cheating is more likely to take place for those products with lower price, from lower-level
shops, in their early stages, but with good sales potential. Our empirical findings provide
important contributions to the literature on e-commerce, and offer critical managerial
implications to online retailers, e-commerce platforms, and consumers.
Keywords: Sales cheating, Online fraud, Sales volume, Electronic commerce

1. Introduction
The advancement of e-commerce has made it easier for a wide range of retailers to market all
over the world (Grandon & Pearson, 2004; Jarvenpaa et al., 2000). According to a report by
eMarketer, in 2017, the worldwide e-commerce sales continue to increase at 23.2% to $2.290
trillion, accounting for more than one-tenth of the total retail sales worldwide. On ecommerce platforms, consumers can get easy access to prior consumers’ purchases through
the information of previous sales volume, which is a major factor influencing consumer
purchasing decision (Cai et al., 2009; Chen & Xie, 2008).
However, sellers can manipulate the sales information by fraud sales. To be specific, the
common practice for fraud sales is as follows: first, the vendor finds cheaters and pays them
the cost of the products they need to cheat on and an additional amount of fee as an award;
second, the cheaters place orders for the products and pay with the money they got from the
vendor in advance; third, the vendor delivers parcels that are empty but with a tracking
number to outtrick the platform; lastly, the cheaters confirm the receipt of the products.
Although websites have their filtering algorithm to identify suspicious orders and to punish
involved sellers, they do not deduct fake orders from the displayed sales volume. That is,
when sales cheating takes place, sales volume information will not reflect the real purchasing
from previous consumers. Although illegally and explicitly forbidden by most e-commerce
platforms, this type of sales cheating is pervasive in e-commerce. For example, the Wall
Street Journal reported that 17% of all merchants on Taobao, the largest C2C e-commerce
website in China, had faked 500 million transactions in 2013 (Wong et al., 2015).
As sale fraud is getting more and more prevalent in e-commerce, the fraud sales may cause
some damage to consumers, sellers, and platforms. For example, sales fraud will mislead
consumers because ordinary people do not directly observe whether an order is fake or not.
Moreover, sellers who commit the sales cheating have the risk of losing reputation and face
the potential of punishment. However, many sellers still insist on doing cheating behaviors.
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Little research, however, has been conducted to study the nature of this type of online fraud.
To fill in the research gap, we would like to explore when and why sellers conduct sales
cheating. Answering these questions will contribute to the literature in several ways. First, to
our knowledge, this study will constitute the first effort to study the online sales fraud
behavior. Second, our results may help deepen the understanding of fraud motivation in the
online purchase environment; thereby we could provide several insights on how to avoid such
kind of fraud behaviour in this environment.
In this study, we answer the above research questions via a rich panel dataset obtained from a
famous e-commerce website in China on 317,494 products from May 1st 2017 to July 31st
2017. We identify some factors that will influence sales cheating engagement. Specifically,
our results show that, on average, sales cheating is more likely to take place for those
products with lower price, from lower-level shops, in their early stage, but with good sales
potential. Our additional investigations of the contingent factors find that the impact of
product-level sales potential on sales cheating engagement would be stronger with longer on
shelf time, but the impact of shop-level characteristics on fraud engagement will be weaker if
products are on shelf for a longer time.

2. Related Literature
The Internet economy has made it easier for consumers to get access to various information,
e.g. other customers’ purchasing and crowd opinion, which cannot be obtained easily from
offline channels. However, due to the inherent characteristics of online context, online fraud
is ubiquitous in e-commerce. For example, a recent stream of studies have begun to pay
attention to the reliability of online reviews, such as objectivity (Goes et al., 2014), and some
of them have concerned the problem of fake reviews (Lappas et al., 2016; Luca & Zervas,
2016). Luca and Zervas (2016)) found that nearly 16% of restaurant reviews are fake in
Yelp.com, and fake reviews are more likely to take place when a restaurant has a low
reputation. Using hotel data across 17 cities, Lappas et al. (2016)) found that even limited
injections of fake reviews can have a significant effect on online visibility of hotels on online
hotel websites.
While extensive research effort has been devoted to examining the role of sales volume
(Chen et al., 2011; Hanson & Putler, 1996; Zhang, 2010), most of them focus on its positive
effect in assisting decision making. Another stream of research has concerned the possible
negative effects of sales volume. For example, Salganik et al. (2006)) argued that sales
volume can be unreliable as it may be caused by randomness from early adopters of products.
Other researchers also stated that previous sales volume can be misleading as it simply
reflects other consumers’ actions but fails to include the reasons behind their decisions
(Bikhchandani et al., 1992, 1998).
However, no research has paid attention to the sales fraud behavior. Given that sales cheating
has become increasingly common on many e-commerce platforms and served as a new
strategy to boost sales by modifying information presented to consumers, examining the
actual effect of this online fraud behavior becomes necessary, and we try to fill in this
research gap in this study.

3. Data
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To empirically address the above research questions, we obtain data from a mainstream ecommerce website in China. This website is an independent e-commerce platform that
facilitates the transactions between individual retailers/stores and consumers. There are
numerous online stores on this platform, and each store itself can decide what products to
sell. While sales cheating is forbidden, it is ubiquitous for almost every store on the platform.
We randomly choose 2973 stores, and found that 2965 (99.73%) of them have sales cheating
records. With sophisticated models and algorithm, the platform can follow each order and
decide whether it is a cheating order, but only when a certain amount of cheating was caught
would the seller be punished. What’s more, when an order is confirmed as a cheating order,
its review channel will be closed but this order will still be added to the product’s sales
volume. That is to say, cheating in this platform will only change product sales volume
information without changing product ratings.
We obtained 2,593,868 observations for 317,494 products from May 1st, 2017 to July 31st,
2017. The information covers displayed product information (e.g. price, Detail Seller Rating
etc.), transaction information. And the platform also provide us the cheating information for
each product (i.e. cheating volume in each week). This thus provides us a convenient setting
to observe and estimate factors that will influence one product to conduct sales cheating in
one week but not the other product in another week.

4. Model and Analysis
4.1 Empirical Model
Based on this panel-level dataset, we conduct our analysis at the product-week. Let subscript
i denote each individual product in our dataset, and subscript t denote each week. To
investigate factors that will influence products’ likelihood of engaging in sales cheating, our
dependent variable, isCheatingit, is a binary indicator for sales cheating engagement. That is,
isCheatingit = 1 if product i has engaged in product cheating on week t, zero otherwise.
Furthermore, we include several control variables and three sets of independent variables in
our empirical models. The meanings of the main independent variables and control variables
can be found in Table 1.
Variables
Control variables (CV)
LC
PB
TB
SL
PV
Lag1-factors (LF)
LSI
LSS
LRI
LRS
Historical factors (HF)
HSI
HSS
HRI
HRS
Incremental factors (IF)
RII
RIS

Table 1 Variable Description
Description
Whether the item has fraud sales in last week
The price of the item in the beginning of this week
The number of days since the item was first put on shelf
The level of the shop in the beginning of this week
The page view of the item in last week (log)
The sales of the item in last week (log)
The sales of the shop in last week (log)
The average displayed ratings of the item in last week
The average displayed ratings of the shop in last week
The historical sales of the item
The historical sales of the shop
The historical average ratings the item obtains
The historical average ratings the shop obtains
(The item displayed ratings in the beginning of the week-displayed ratings in
the beginning of last week)/ displayed ratings in the beginning of last week
(The shop displayed ratings in the beginning of the week-displayed ratings in
the beginning of last week)/ displayed ratings in the beginning of last week
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(The item sales in last week t-average item sales by last week)/ average item
sales by last week
(The shop sales in last week t- average shop sales by last week)/ average shop
sales by last week

SII
SIS

To address our research questions, we model the three sets of factors on sales cheating
engagement separately. The panel-level linear model is specified in Equation (1)-(4):
isCheatingit= β0+β1CVit+mt+αi+εit
isCheatingit= β0+β1CVit+ β2LFit+mt + αi+εit
isCheatingit= β0+β1CVit+ β2HFit+mt + αi+εit
isCheatingit= β0+ β1CVit+ β2IFit+mt+ αi+εit

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where αi captures unobserved product-specific effect and mt denotes the month dummy
variables.
4.2 Results
We first estimate a logit model of whether the product engages in sales cheating on all control
variables. As reported in table 2, Column (1), various control variables have significant
relationships with sales cheating engagement. Specifically, sales cheating is a strategy with
continuity, thus sales cheating in the past week is positively related to the likelihood of sales
cheating engagement in this week. Next, product price has a negative relationship with
cheating engagement. This might be because as the price goes up, sellers need to pay more
for hiring cheaters as they need to pay cheaters the cost of the products in advance. Product
on shelf time is negatively related to cheating engagement. This is consistent with sellers’
original intention to conduct sales cheating: attracting buyers in an early stage of products.
Higher-level shops are less likely to engage in cheating as they have more other means in
boosting sales and cheating may do more harm than good to them (e.g. ruining their
reputation). Moreover, comparing with those products with little page view, products with
high page view are more likely involved in sales cheating. Overall, these significant
relationships imply that our control variables have good explanatory power.
Beyond the control variables, we then estimate other factors by including three more sets of
other independent variables. We summarize the results in Table 2, Column (2)-(4). As
indicated in Column (2), the coefficient of LSI, 0.763 (p < 0.001), is positive and statistically
significant, suggesting a positive relationship with cheating engagement. On the contrary, the
coefficient of LSS (β=-0.0870, p < 0.001) suggests a negative relationship with cheating
engagement. Furthermore, both LRI (β=0.0708, p < 0.001) and LRS (β=0.125, p < 0.001)
have a positive relationship with cheating engagement. The results are consistent if we use
historical indicators instead of one-week-lag indicators, thus we may interpret the results
altogether as follows: sales cheating is more likely to take place for products that have
potential, i.e., a good past sales or a good rating accumulated from past selling, however,
sales cheating may be just an expedient strategy and when the overall sales of a shop is large
enough it will avoid conducting sales cheating. This is consistent with the effect of shop
level, which is highly correlated with overall sales. These effects are further consolidated by
including incremental variables. As indicated in Table 2, Column (4), the coefficients of RII
(β=0.165, p < 0.001) and SIS (β=3.311, p < 0.01) are both significantly positive, suggesting
that an increasing in product rating or sales, even a transitory one, will incur more sales
cheating, and the larger the increasing the stronger the effects on sales cheating engagement.
However, the coefficient of RIS (β=-0.194, p < 0.001) is significantly negative, suggesting
that when the overall ratings of a shop increase, the products in this shop are less likely to be
involved in sales fraud.
Variables

(1) Logit

Table 2 Results
(2) Logit
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(3) Logit

(4) Logit

LC
PB
TB
SL
PV

Control

Lag1-effect

Historical-effect

1.178***
(0.00802)
-0.000539***
(0.0000663)
-0.00860***
(0.000215)
-0.103***
(0.00319)
0.663***
(0.00220)

0.518***
(0.0106)
-0.000757***
(0.000113)
-0.00129***
(0.000273)
-0.0176***
(0.00510)
0.185***
(0.00479)
0.763***
(0.00625)
-0.0870***
(0.00450)
0.0708***
(0.00934)
0.125***
(0.0294)

1.119***
(0.00943)
-0.00396***
(0.000113)
-0.00749***
(0.000286)
-0.108***
(0.00427)
0.677***
(0.00286)

LSI
LSS
LRI
LRS

0.000589***
(0.0000216)
-0.00000138*
(0.000000543)
0.154***
(0.00755)
0.201***
(0.00781)

HSI
HSS
HRI
HRS
RII
RIS
SII
SIS
constant

Incrementaleffect
1.239***
(0.0117)
-0.00456***
(0.000137)
-0.00614***
(0.000326)
-0.0972***
(0.00497)
0.722***
(0.00322)

-4.047***
(0.0139)
-included-

-2.475***
(0.134)
-included-

-5.378***
(0.0485)
-included-

time
dummies
N
1911186
540035
1146523
pseudo R2
0.298
0.287
0.350
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

0.165**
(0.0578)
-0.194**
(0.0709)
0.0627
(0.0525)
3.311***
(0.491)
-4.022***
(0.0278)
-included882212
0.379

4.3 Contingent Factors: Product On-shelf Time
After identifying some factors that will influence sales engagement, we further explore
potential contingent factors which may moderate the identified relationships. We expect that
the factors may exert different influence basing on the stages of the product. To empirically
analyse these moderating effects, we construct and include the interaction terms in our model
estimation. As show in Table 3, the estimates of TB*LSI, TB*LSS, TB*LRI are all positive
and significant. These results thus indicate that as the product is at its later stage, the effect of
product sales and displayed ratings in the past week on sales cheating engagement will be
stronger, while the effect of shop sales in the past week will be weaker. That is, when an
product is on shelf for longer time, shop level characteristics will exert weaker influence, but
if the product still has good sales potential, it is very likely to be involved in sales cheating.
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We get similar results if we use historical indicators, product on shelf time also negatively
moderates the relationship between sales cheating engagement and historical shop sales and
ratings. However, we get opposite results for HSI and HRI: product on shelf time negatively
moderates the relationship between sales cheating engagement and historical product sales
but positively moderates the relationship between sales cheating engagement and historical
product ratings. We believe the reason behind is as follows: comparing with historical
ratings, historical sales is a weaker indicator of product potential, thus, as more days a
product is on shelf, the positive effect of past sales will be weaker, but if the product still has
high ratings, indicating a long-lasting potential, the incurring effect will be even stronger.
Table 3 Interaction Effects
Variables
LC
PB
TB
SL
PV
TB*PV
LSI
LSS
LRI
LRS
TB* LSI
TB* LSS
TB* LRI
TB* LRS

(1) Logit
control
1.179***
(0.00798)
-0.000482***
(0.0000625)
-0.0281***
(0.000504)
-0.101***
(0.00318)
0.522***
(0.00377)
0.00495***
(0.000112)

(1) Logit
Lag1-effect
0.517***
(0.0106)
-0.000711***
(0.000113)
-0.00372
(0.00707)
-0.0159**
(0.00514)
0.183***
(0.00480)

(2) Logit
Historical-effect
1.115***
(0.00948)
-0.00397***
(0.000113)
-0.00119
(0.00272)
-0.103***
(0.00431)
0.678***
(0.00291)

0.695***
(0.00834)
-0.124***
(0.00774)
0.0290
(0.0162)
0.157***
(0.0435)
0.00230***
(0.000193)
0.00129***
(0.000214)
0.00180**
(0.000590)
-0.00278
(0.00157)
0.000893***
(0.0000605)
-0.0000126***
(0.00000140)
0.0795***
(0.0138)
0.284***
(0.0120)
-0.00000594***
(0.00000105)
0.000000219***
(2.47e-08)
0.00272***
(0.000436)
-0.00452***

HSI
HSS
HRI
HRS
TB* HSI
TB* HSS
TB* HRI
TB* HRS
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(3) Logit
Incremental-effect
1.239***
(0.0117)
-0.00456***
(0.000137)
-0.00608***
(0.000328)
-0.0973***
(0.00497)
0.722***
(0.00322)

(0.000459)
RII
RIS
SII
SIS
TB* RII
TB* RIS
TB* SII
TB* SIS
constant

-3.533***
(0.0176)
-included-

-2.234***
(0.204)
-included-

-5.373***
(0.0807)
-included-

time
dummies
N
1911186
540035
1146523
pseudo R2
0.300
0.287
0.350
*
**
***
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses. p < 0.05, p < 0.01, p < 0.001

-0.0875
(0.125)
-0.0900
(0.165)
0.168
(0.115)
4.470***
(1.085)
0.00917*
(0.00398)
-0.00289
(0.00419)
-0.00398
(0.00391)
-0.0328
(0.0270)
-4.023***
(0.0279)
-included882212
0.379

We further corroborate our findings by checking the robustness and consistency in multiple
ways. Most of findings remain consistent.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Our research object was to shed light on sales fraud, a phenomenon ignored by extant
research, by identifying when and why sellers commit sales cheating in e-commerce. Using a
rich dataset from a large e-commerce website, we identify several factors that will influence
product sales cheating engagement. Our results show that, on average, sellers are more likely
to commit sales cheating on those products with lower price, from lower-level shops, in their
early stages, but with good sales potential. Our additional investigations of the contingent
factors find that in a later stage of a product, the impact of product-level sales potential on
sales cheating engagement would be stronger, but the impact of shop-level characteristics on
fraud engagement will be weaker.
Our findings make several contributions to the literature on e-commerce. This is one of the
first studies to investigate sales cheating behavior. It also helps understand the nature of this
kind of cheating behavior. From a practical perspective, our study reminds consumers not to
rely too much on sales volume when making purchasing decisions, but to take other
information (e.g. product review) into consideration. Our results provide some insights why
shops want to commit sales fraud behavior. For example, they may want to boost sales and
promote some products with high potential. Platforms should consider various ways for shops
to promote their high-potential products; thereby shops may not rely on sales fraud to boost
sales and promote products.
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Abstract
In online marketplaces, product descriptions written by sellers and online reviews posted by
historical buyers are two primary sources of information that can help consumers to make
purchase decisions. To better identify consumer concerns and improve seller performances, we
focus on exploring what perspectives are shared and what others are held respectively between
the two sources of documents. To this end, we develop a novel topic modeling framework to handle
two different sources of textual information collaboratively. We design a structured topic space
with private and shared topics. For consideration of efficiency, our analytical framework is
designed as a non-parametric topic model. In this way, our proposed model can automatically
learn the size of the topic space and save time used for parameter searching. Preliminary
experiments have been conducted on a real-world dataset to evaluate our new topic model. Our
model outperforms other alternative models and meanwhile provides more detailed and
comprehensive topics.
Keywords: Online Reviews, Topic Modeling, Non-parametric Models

1. Introduction
Today is an era of information explosion. All kinds of digital information are generated and spread
at a rapid pace. Textual information, from various sources, plays an important role in our daily life,
especially in online marketplaces. Many potential buyers always collect product descriptions and
historical reviews about candidate products before making purchasing decisions. These two
primary sources of decisive information provide different perspectives on the same subject. Simple
text analysis for each source cannot make full use of their association to find the latent relationship.
A collaborative analysis of both two sources that can seek common ground from both sides while
reserve differences for each individual is necessary.
Topic modeling is a widely adopted technique for text analysis. By this technique, textual
documents can be easily represented by latent topics. Many existing topic models focus on a single
source of textual information (Hong et al. 2011, Ida et al. 2013). Since product descriptions and
online reviews in our problem are written by different parties, they cannot be mixed together. Even
though they can be regarded as a single type of documents, those existing studies only work on
finding shared information and fail to analyze unshared information in a broader way. Some
researchers pay attention to exploring the relationship between two different sources of textual
information, such as documents and annotations (Blei and Jordon 2003, Wang et al. 2014),
documents and citations (Nallapati et al. 2008). In these models, one source is always assumed to
be generated conditional on another source. Unlike them, product descriptions and online reviews
have to be treated equally without the conditional relationship. Besides, setting value for the
number of topics remains a thorny issue and searching for a proper value is difficult and timeconsuming.
To address these issues, we develop a non-parametric topic model with a structured topic
space. We design a new topic space, including shared and private topics, which leads to a more
detailed interpretation of topics. To save time used in parameter searching, we adopt a non-
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parametric topic model, which can automatically learn the number of shared and private topics.
To the best of our knowledge, this kind of collaborative analysis has not been studied before. In
order to learn our proposed model, we design and implement a Gibbs sampler. To evaluate our
proposed model, we conduct experiments on a real-world dataset from a prevailing lodging rental
platform, and experimental results demonstrate that our proposed model is effective.
Our research makes several important contributions. At first, we design a structured topic
space with shared and private topics. This structure can provide more detailed and comprehensive
understanding of two different sources of documents. Second, we develop a non-parametric topic
model, which can learn the number of shared and private topics automatically, so that considerate
time for parameter searching and tuning can be saved. Thirdly, we contribute a generalized topic
modeling method for two different sources of textual information. This method can be applied in
many scenarios, like revealing shared and private research topics from two related research fields.

2. Problem Description and Models
2.1 Problem Description
In online marketplaces, consumers increasingly make informed buying decisions based on
collected information. Reading descriptions written by sellers is a meaningful way to know basic
characteristics of candidate products. Besides, online reviews posted by historical buyers, easily
accessed on many e-commerce platforms, provide a different perspective to understand candidate
products. Mostly, these two sources of textual information exert a decisive influence on the
consumer decision-making process. Since product descriptions and online reviews are both
written based on products, these two sources do share some perspectives. In addition to the
shared aspects, descriptions and reviews still contain their own perspectives, because they
essentially are written by two different parties: sellers and buyers. A detailed analysis of all
perspectives can contribute a lot to understanding consumer concerns and then improving
product performances. Therefore, to understand what aspects are shared and what others are
private is an important issue to be addressed.

Figure 1. An overview of collaborative analysis on descriptions and online reviews.

In our problem, products are fairly homogeneous, like lodgings, movies, or restaurants,
which means all the products belong to a category, but each individual is different from others.
For a set of products, the collection of all descriptions is denoted by D as shown in Figure 1,
called description documents, and the collection of all relevant online reviews is denoted by R,
called review documents. Based on these two sources of textual inputs, we collaboratively
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analyze them and focus on revealing what information is shared and what is private. This
research problem is not limited to examine descriptions and reviews. It can be applied to other
scenarios where there are two different kinds of text corpus describing the same things, such as
exploring research topics between two closely related domains like Information Systems and
Marketing.
2.2 Model Establishment
We adopt topic modeling, a mainstream technique in text analysis, to jointly model description
documents and review documents. Topic models are a family of models that aim at discovering
latent structures in large document collections. The most commonly used topic model is latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) developed by Blei et al. (2003a). As a generative statistical model,
LDA represents the generation of documents by introducing latent topics, and then each document
is considered as a mixture of some topics while each topic is regarded as a mixture of words. Most
existing topic models either focus on a single kind of documents or assume a unified topic space
even for two different kinds of documents. To better explore the latent relationships between the
two different kinds of documents here, we propose a structured topic space including three
components, namely, one topic space privately owned by description documents, one privately for
review documents, and one shared by both kinds of documents. This definition is more reasonable
than before because we are handling two different types of documents and it can provide more
detailed and comprehensive results. Based on this structure definition, we propose a new topic
model, named CTM (Collaborative Topic Modeling).
Similar to LDA, searching appropriate values for the number of private topics and the
number of share topics is time-consuming. To solve this issue, we make the model CTM a nonparametric model based on hierarchical Dirichlet process. In this way, the number of private topics
of description documents, the number of private topics of review topics and the number of shared
topics can be learned automatically, and time for parameter tuning can be considerately saved.
Due to the limit of space, we focus on describing how to handle product descriptions and
explain the connection with online reviews. Following the basic idea of topic modeling, we assume
each word of the document is generated by first drawing a topic assignment from the topic space
and then correspondingly drawing the word from a topic-specific distribution. Here, we use a nonparametric prior, the Dirichlet process, to make the size of the topic space from fixed to flexible.
To achieve the design of private and shared topics, we add a switching layer before assigning
topics. For each word in the document, we first sample a signal to decide which component (either
private or shared) is used for topic assigning. After that, we assign topics from corresponding topic
proportions. The shared component used here is also adopted when handling online reviews. Thus,
the entire generative process for description documents can be summarized as follows.
1. Draw global topic proportions for the private and shared topic space:
𝐺 𝑃 ~𝐷𝑃(𝛾 𝑃 , 𝐻𝑃 ) and 𝐺 𝑆 ~𝐷𝑃(𝛾 𝑆 , 𝐻 𝑆 ) , where 𝐷𝑃(𝛾, 𝐻) is a Dirichlet process with
concerntration 𝛾 and base probability measure 𝐻.
2. For each document 𝐷𝑚 :
𝑃
𝑆
a) Draw document-specific topic proportions: 𝐺𝑚
~𝐷𝑃(𝛼 𝑃 , 𝐺 𝑃 ) and 𝐺𝑚
~𝐷𝑃(𝛼 𝑆 , 𝐺 𝑆 ).
b) For each word 𝑤𝑚,𝑛 :
i.
Draw a switching variable from a Bernoulli distribution: 𝑠𝑚,𝑛 ~𝐵𝑒𝑟(𝜌𝑚 ).
ii.
If 𝑠𝑚,𝑛 is zero:
𝑃
Draw topic assignment from the private component: 𝜃𝑚,𝑛 ~𝐺𝑚
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Draw word 𝑤𝑚,𝑛 ~Mult(𝜃𝑚,𝑛 )
iii.
Else (If 𝑠𝑚,𝑛 is one):
𝑆
Draw topic assignment from the shared component: 𝜃𝑚,𝑛 ~𝐺𝑚
Draw word 𝑤𝑚,𝑛 ~Mult(𝜃𝑚,𝑛 )
The same logic applies to the generation of review documents. Both generative processes
use the same shared component. With our model, the two kinds of documents both make efforts
to extract shared topics and meanwhile help each other identify private ones. They both benefit a
lot from this collaborative analysis process. To learn this collaborative topic model, we design and
implement a Gibbs sampler. Technical details of Gibbs sampling can be found in Teh et al. (2005).

3. Preliminary Experiments
3.1 Data Description
We conduct several experiments with a real-world dataset to validate our proposed model. We
build the dataset by collecting publicly available information on Airbnb. We focus on all lodgings
located in New York City and crawl relevant data of them: descriptions written by hosts and
reviews posted by guests. Descriptive statistics of our Airbnb dataset is provided in Table 2.
Table 2. Summary of the Airbnb dataset.

Size

#Hosts
25,204

#Lodgings
33,024

#Guests
447,910

#Unique Words
12,036

#Reviews
499,635

3.2 Experimental Results
We adopt 4-fold cross-validation to evaluate the effectiveness of our learned model. We compare
our method with two alternative methods, summarized as below.
• LDA: Latent Dirichlet Allocation, separately handing description and review documents.
• HDP: Hierarchical Dirichlet Process, a non-parametric Bayesian model proposed by Teh et
al. (2005), which can learn the number of topics automatically. We implement this method on
the two kinds of documents separately.
• CTM: our proposed model, collaboratively handling two kinds of documents.
For LDA, we vary the number of topics from 2 to 100, i.e., {2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100} for both
two kinds of documents. For HDP and CTM, the number of topics can be automatically learned.
We adopt the perplexity (Blei et al. 2003), a widely-used measurement in language modeling, to
evaluate all alternative methods. It describes the degree of uncertainty a topic model has in
predicting probabilities of a given text. We can compute the perplexity of a held-out test data by:
perp(𝑋𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 ) = exp(−

𝑁

𝑚
∑𝑀
𝑚=1 ∑𝑛=1 log 𝑝(𝑤𝑚,𝑛 )

∑𝑀
𝑚=1 𝑁𝑚

),

where 𝑤𝑚,𝑛 is the word at the 𝑛 𝑡ℎ position in the 𝑚𝑡ℎ document, and 𝑝(∙) means the likelihood.
Following the experimental setting, we can quantitatively compare our model with other
alternatives in Figure 2. A lower perplexity score indicates better generalization performance. In
Figure 2, LDA performs differently when the number of topics increases, while performances of
HDP and CTM are fixed because of automatically learned parameters. As illustrated, our
collaborative topic model substantially outperforms all the alternatives in terms of perplexity.
Our proposed method not only achieves generalization performance but also provides more
comprehensive analysis of shared and private topics. After examining the representative words of
the discovered topics, we can identify what aspects of lodgings are discussed by both hosts and
guests and what aspects are exclusively mentioned. For example, shared topics are aspects both
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Figure 2. Comparison of Perplexity for the test set.

hosts and guests concern about, like “transportation” in the first column of Table 3. For private
topics from descriptions, we find that hosts prefer introducing their lodgings in a functional
perspective like the middle column of Table 3 is describing “amenity for swimming”. And private
topics from review documents mention hosts’ personalities and performances, like the last column
in Table 3 is talking about “reservation cancelling”.
Table 3. Examples of shared and private topics.

Topic#12@Shared
apartment
walk
block
train
minute

Topic#13@D-Private
beach
house
guest
pool
resort

Topic #6@R-Private
arrival
post
cancel
automate
reservation

4. Related Work
Topic modeling (Blei 2012) adopted in our work is a mainstream technique in text analysis. Topic
models are a family of models that aim at discovering latent structures in large document
collections. Some existing studies on a single type of documents factorize topics into global and
local topics (Hong et al. 2011); domain-dependent and independent topics (Ida et al. 2013). The
two types of documents in our problem cannot be mixed together, because different parties
generate them. Even though they can be regarded as a single type of documents, those existing
studies only work on finding shared topics and fail to analyze unshared ones. Unlike previous work,
private topics in our work are defined on both sides. This definition is more reasonable than before
because we are handling two different types of documents and moreover it can provide more
detailed and comprehensive results. Several existing studies focus on handling two types of
documents, like annotated data (Blei and Jordan 2003b, Wang et al. 2014) and linked data
(Nallapati et al. 2008). These studies focus on exploring the relationship between two kinds of
documents based on the assumption that one kind of documents is generated conditional on the
other kind. Different from them, two types of documents in our problem are treated equally.
The most popular topic model currently is the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model
developed by Blei et al. (2003a). The LDA and its variants perform well in many applications.
However, finding an appropriate value for the number of topics is difficult and time-consuming.
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Teh et al. (2005) propose a non-parametric model named hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) to
learn the number of topics automatically. The original HDP model has been extended in several
directions. Zhang et al. (2010) propose an evolutionary HDP to discover interesting cluster
evolution patterns form time-varying text corpus. Wang et al. (2011) propose an online variational
inference algorithm that is easily applicable to massive and streaming data. Fu et al. (2015) add a
sentiment level to the HDP model to detect sentiments and topics simultaneously from reviews.
However, none of them introduces a structured topic space with shared and private topics like us.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose a non-parametric topic modeling framework with private and shared
topics to collaboratively handle two different sources of textual information. We currently focus
on analyzing product descriptions and online reviews. In future research, we can apply this
generalized method in many other practical situations. And we can treat these learned topics as
features and evaluate them in other data mining tasks such as classification.
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Abstract
Knowledge monetization is becoming a new trend in knowledge sharing communities. Experts on
platforms such as Zhihu Live give payment-based lectures to the audience in the community. This
research empirically investigates the impact of different factors on user decisions, including the
price, communications, online reviews and the reputation of speakers in Q&A community, Zhihu.
We find that lower price, more communication and higher reputation of the speaker improve the
popularity of Lives.
Keywords: Consumer Decision, Knowledge Sharing, Q&A Communities, Knowledge Market

1. Introduction
Knowledge sharing platforms flourish these days, attracting millions of users to ask questions for
free and voluntarily answer questions online. Zhihu Live launched in May 2016, and became a
big success with its large Q&A community. On platforms such as Zhihu Live, there are
thousands of lectures with different prices and topics, but not always high-quality.
Following prior studies on online Q&A communities (Liu et al., 2017, Mikolov et al., 2013), this
work posits to examine the factors of user decisions in payment-based knowledge sharing
communities such as Zhihu Live. Our results show that lower price, more Q&A communications,
and higher reputation of speakers positively affect the popularity of Lives.

2. Methodology
The data which we crawled from Zhihu Live platform includes 4,085 Lives and 1,822 speakers
from November 2017 to February 2018. We use a reduced form regression to analyze user
decisions to participate. The dependent variable is the number of participants. Our regression
model is as follows:
log( Participants )    1  Price   2  OpenDays  3  Q & A   4  Follower  5  Answer

  6  Question   7  Article  8  Column  9  Pin  10  LiveCount  
We substitute Follower with Approval and Appreciation in Models (2) and (3) respectively,
because these variables are highly correlated and will cause multicollinearity problem. In all
models, OpenDays are the days from the start date of a Live. Approval is the number of voting
up a user receives by offering great answers, which will affect the order of answers. Appreciation
shows thanks to the provider of the answer. Columns are series of well-organized articles under a
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special topic, while Pins are pieces of thoughts which users record when having insights.
LiveCount is the number of previous Lives the speaker hosted.

3. Results and Discussion
Table 1 shows the results of our regression models. The respective coefficients of Price, Q&A,
log(Follower), log(Approval) and log(Appreciation) are consistent across the three models. We
find that lower price, more communication with audience, and higher reputation of speakers help
to generate more participation, although the magnitudes of the effects of price and Q&A are not
very large.
Table 1. Impact of different variables on number of Participants
Dependent Variable:
Model
log(Participants)
(1)
(2)
(3)
Intercept
3.987***
4.924***
4.965***
(0.082)
(0.065)
(0.059)
Live Information
Price
-0.003*** -0.002*** -0.002***
(Price of a Live)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
Open Days
0.001***
0.002***
0.002***
(Days from the start date of a Live)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
Q&A
0.009***
0.010***
0.010***
(Number of Q&As in a Live)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.001)
Speaker Information
log(Follower)
0.189***
/
/
(Number of followers of the speaker)
(0.011)
log(Approval)
0.037***
/
/
(Total number of approval on Zhihu)
(0.007)
log(Appreciation)
0.040***
(Total number of appreciation on
/
/
(0.008)
Zhihu)
Answer
-0.000*** -0.000*** -0.000***
(Number of answers)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
Question
-0.000
-0.000
-0.000
(Number of questions)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
Article
0.000**
0.001**
0.001**
(Number of articles)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
Column
-0.063***
0.008
0.008
(Number of columns)
(0.017)
(0.017)
(0.017)
Pin
-0.001**
-0.001**
-0.000**
(Number of pins)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
Live Count
-0.034***
-0.006
-0.006
(Number of previous Lives)
(0.006)
(0.006)
(0.006)
Standard errors in parentheses;
Significant levels: *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1, +p <0.15
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Abstract
Discrete choice experiment was conducted in this study to understand potential consumers’ stated
preferences towards the exhibition of attributes in the home page of the sharing economy driven
short rental platforms. Orthogonal algorithm was used to design the 9 choice scenarios. We
compared the hue, saturation and brightness level of images and the advertising style of the caption
description in our experiment. A total of 355 respondents participated in the experiment. Results
from the multinomial logit model(MNL) and conjoint analysis show that the hue of the image is the
most important attributes perceived by the respondents, followed by saturation, caption style and
brightness. This study extends the existing research on consumer choice behavior and has
implications for the amateur hosts to better advertise their listings from image and caption
perspectives.
Keywords: Image, Short rental, Caption, Discrete choice, Sharing economy

1. Introduction
Recent developments in the field of hotel and hospitality industry have led to a renewed interest in
short rental business driven by the sharing economy innovation. Short rental platforms, including
Airbnb, Xiaozhu, Tujia, and Mayi, have received tremendous investments and wide attention. Short
rental business serves as a disruptive innovation towards the traditional markets that attracts mass
crowds to start a business online (Belk, 2014; Cheng et al., 2017). Thus, a key issue in short rental
business is the un-customized services provided by the amateur hosts. Though there are benefits
brought by the non-standardized services (Zervas et al., 2017), a wide range of amateur hosts still
suffer from the challenges caused by low click-through rate and low occupancy rate (Belk, 2014). In
order to attract consumers’ attention towards the listings mainly run by amateur hosts, this paper sets
out to compare various attributes shown in the short rental platforms and aims to propose suggestions
for amateur hosts to better advertise their listings through the platform.
Specifically, we are interested to focus on the house attributes shown in the home page since the first
impression from the home page was proposed to signal cognitive and affective cues towards the
potential consumers (Kim and Fesenmaier 2008). A positive first impression ensures high possibility
of buying behaviors towards the service or product (Kim and Fesenmaier 2008). In the home page of
short rental platforms, Airbnb, for instance, two important attributes related to the house are image
and house caption respectively. Image and caption of the house are essentially important for
consumers’ decision making (Li et al., 2017; Ert et al., 2016). However, very few studies have
addressed the exhibition of these two aspects, especially in sharing economy driven short rental
platforms, on the selection of purchase decisions. This paper is inspired by the existing studies on
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image aesthetic quality (Zhang et al., 2016), and set out to compare various attributes of the images
and related caption descriptions shown in short rental platforms.
Therefore, our research questions are:
Research Question1: What are the influence of image and caption attributes on consumers’ short
rental preferences?
Research Question2: What are the relative importance of the attributes shown in the home page in
short rental platforms?

2. Background
2.1 Consumer Choice Preference
Consumers have various preferences while making decisions. Different attributes are weighted
differently by heterogeneous consumers (Huang and Luo 2016). Understanding consumers’
preferences is essentially important since it provides evidence on the relative importance of choice
alternatives and is beneficial for the design of marketing strategies and the optimal combination of
product attributes (Maeng and Aggarwal 2017).
Extant research has acknowledged several factors that have an influence on consumers’ preferences.
Techniques, such as eye-tracking (Menon et al., 2016), machine active learning (Huang and Luo
2016), have been adopted in the identification of the stated preferences. Another approach to
understand consumer preference is the discrete choice modeling approach that assume individuals
select the alternative with maximum utility value (Kim and Park 2017). Discrete choice modeling
approach is effective to understand individuals’ real assessment of choices (Hall et al., 2004). In this
paper, we adopted the discrete choice modeling approach to better investigate consumer choice
preference from perspective.
2.2 Choice Attributes in Electronic Commerce Platforms
Existing studies have been focused on various dimensions of the product exhibition attributes in the
electronic commerce platforms. Some research focused on the color appeal in website design on
consumers within and across cultures (Cyr et al., 2010). Some studies compared the affective and
cognitive cues on the perceived evaluation of the platform features (Van Noort et al., 2012; Song and
Zahedi 2005). There are several interesting findings, for example, adding profile photos will increase
consumers’ perceived trustworthiness, thus beneficial for the increase of transaction rate
(Riegelsberger et al., 2003).
Collectively, these studies outline a comprehensive view of the attributes in electronic commerce
platforms. However, such studies remain narrow in dealing only with the macro level of
investigations. Very few studies focused on the detailed inquiry into the choice attributes. In this
paper, we aim to concentrate on image and caption shown in the home page of the electronic
commerce platform (short rental platform in specific), and center on the level of hue, saturation and
brightness of the images, and the emotional appeal of caption descriptions on the choice preference
of the potential consumers.

3. Methodology
We followed the approach of Hoyos (2010) and Kim and Park (2017) to design a discrete choice
experiment(DCE) to understand respondents’ preferences of various attributes in home page of short
rental platforms. The choice sets were presented to respondents in the form of questionnaires. The
detailed experiment design and data collection processes are as followed.
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3.1 Experiment Design
DCE was conducted in our experiment design. DCE is a popular approach to understand consumers’
stated preference. DCE is comprised of several sets of choices to the potential consumers.
Respondents will be asked to choose their preferred one from each set of mutually exclusive
hypothetical alternatives (Hoyos, 2010).
For each alternative attribute, there are several corresponding levels. Specifically, the attributes and
levels are shown in table 1 below. Full factorial design requires 34=81 set of choice scenarios for the
comparison of these attributes and levels. It is not always applicable to compare 81 set of choice
scenarios; thus, we adopted the DCE approach for smaller set of comparisons.
Table 1. Attribute and levels for the DCE
Attributes
Levels
Hue
Low (-1)
Medium (0)
High (1)
Saturation
Low (-1)
Medium (0)
High (1)
Brightness
Low (-1)
Medium (0)
High (1)
Caption type
Functional (-1)
Neutral (0)
Emotional (1)
Based on the afore-mentioned attributes and corresponding levels for our DCE, we used the
orthogonal algorithm and designed the comparison sets for the experiment. There are 9 sets of choice
scenarios in our experiment design. The number of minimal comparison sets is calculated according
to the guidelines proposed by previous researchers (Hoyos, 2010). Figure 1 below is an example of a
choice set scenario in the experiment. Each choice set is the real listing case chosen from Airbnb.com.
Due to page limitation, we are unable to include the detailed design process in this manuscript but
can be made available on request.

Figure 1. An example of DCE choice set
3.2 Data Collection
The purpose of our experiment was to understand consumers’ preferences while choosing the
suitable house listings for leisure travel. A total of 355 participants were recruited for the discrete
choice experiment. The experiment was conducted consecutively in the duration of one month. The
respondents were recruited in batches. We filtered the participants who had never tried short rental
services out of participation.
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For every individual participant, they will be asked to make choices for each set of the options
through computer screen. Moreover, we also collected participants’ demographic information in the
form of survey, including gender, age, and DISC personality test.

4. Results
4.1 Descriptive Analysis
Table 2 below is the demographic information for all the 355 respondents. As the table shows, over
65% of the participants are aged between 19 and 35. The gender is evenly distributed across all 355
respondents, with 59.15% males and 40.85% females respectively.
As for the personality type, we chose the simple version of DISC personality test in the survey,
which is comprised of 10 questions, each question anchored from 1 to 4. We calculated the
frequency of 1 to 4 for everyone in terms of the ten questions. If the frequency of 1 dominates, then
this individual is dominance type; If 2 dominates, then this individual is influence type; If 3
dominates, then this individual is compliance type; If 4 dominates, then this individual is steadiness
type. For some individuals, the frequency of the two type is the same, then we counted both types as
this individuals’ personality type.
Table 2. Demographic profile for respondents
Demographic category
Number
Percent
1-18
39
10.98%
19-25
121
34.08%
Age
25-35
120
33.80%
35-45
41
11.55%
Above 45
34
9.59%
Male
210
59.15%
Gender
Female
145
40.85%
Dominance
59
12.91%
Influence
130
28.45%
Personality
type
Compliance
181
39.61%
Steadiness
87
19.03%
4.2 Estimation Results
The econometric explanation for DCE analysis is utility maximization under a budget constraint.
Respondents' stated alternative choices in every choice set were used to estimate parameter weights
for each of the attributes.
We conducted the estimated analysis in Nlogit 6. Multinomial logit (MNL) statistics was conducted
for the data analysis using utility functions.
The estimated result is presented in table 3 below.
Table 3. Estimated results of MNL
Variable
Coefficient
Standard Error
P value
Hue
0.268***
0.033
0.000
Saturation
0.122***
0.022
0.001
Brightness
0.032**
0.042
0.028
Caption type
0.056*
0.029
0.062
2
Adj ρ
0.15
Num. of respondents
355
Note: *** = signiﬁcant at the 0.01 level, ** =signiﬁcant at the 0.05 level, * = signiﬁcant at the 0.1 level.
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4.3 Results from Conjoint analysis
In order to understand the importance of each attributes shown in the home page, we conducted
conjoint analysis based on the questionnaire results from the DCE. We used SPSS 22 for the
execution of conjoint analysis. Results are shown in table 4 below. As can be seen from table 4, hue
of the image is comparatively an important attribute, with value of 56.488. Caption type and
brightness are relatively not that important, which is in line with the estimated results from the
previous sub-section.
Table 4. Relative importance of the attributes
Attribute
Weight
Rank
Hue
56.488%
1
Saturation
15.673%
2
Caption type
13.875%
3
Brightness
13.117%
4

5. Discussion and Conclusion
5.1 Conclusion
In this paper, we conducted a discrete choice experiment to investigate consumers’ preference
towards image attributes and description styles of the captions on house listings in the short rental
platforms. Our results show that the hue, saturation and brightness of the image and emotional
caption style all have positive impact on consumers’ evaluation. Moreover, the relative importance of
the four attributes relatively are hue, saturation, caption style, and brightness.
5.2 Implications
The core contribution of this research lies in the investigation of choice attributes through stated
choice scenarios. This is an extension of discrete choice modeling approach in the domain of tourism
and hospitality management in the sharing economy era (Hoyos, 2010). Secondly, this study enriches
the image attributes study by conducting discrete choice experiment (Zhang et al., 2016), and
identified relative value and importance of attributes perceived by the potential consumers.
Practically, the findings of this study offer suggestions for the hosts in the sharing economy driven
short rental platforms. Especially for the amateur host, this study provides clues for them to better
design the images and caption descriptions of their house listed in the platform. Moreover, hosts
should also consider the differences of the potential consumers, for example, age, gender, and
personality, while designing marketing strategies in the platform.
5.3 Limitations and Future Research
The present study has some limitations that should be acknowledged and discussed towards
directions for future research. First, we just identified four attributes in this current study, which is far
more than enough in the real business setting. Thus, in future research, we aim to include and control
more attributes, including the furniture style of the house, the image aesthetics, sanitation level, the
review comments into the experiment design. Second, we compared three information cues on image
but one information cue on caption. We aim to include more attributes from text perspective of the
caption in future research. We also plan to explore the relationships between images and text
descriptions in future studies, i.e., how they are related and how they are complementary. Third, we
confined our research setting into leisure travel, and assume that their budget is enough to afford
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every listing. In future research, we plan to consider more alternatives and to conduct more
sophisticated statistics method to make our results more robust.
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Abstract
Digital media consumption has shifted from traditional broadcast channels, to online channels,
and more recently to mobile channels. As the accessibility to mobile devices and media has
increased dramatically, users often set a short attention span to a piece of content. This study
examines users’ content consumption behaviors of digital comic books using mobile devices. Three
decisions are examined, (1) whether or not to end the current session at the end of a reading
activity; (2) whether to switch to a different comic book or reading another chapter from the same
book at the end of a reading activity; and (3) how long to read the current chapter. We examine
how situational factors and prices impact these decisions. This study will generate important
implications on content pricing and consumer engagement in mobile channels.
Keywords: Content consumption, Pricing, Mobile channel, Information binging
1. Introduction
Nowadays consumers are increasingly depending on mobile devices for information,
entertainment and social networking. Studies show that the average American adults spend about
three hours on their smart phones everyday, a total of 86 hours a month (ComSCORE 2017).
However, it has also been observed that the consumers become less engaged and easily distracted
(Bardhi et al. 2010). Content snacking refers to the behavior that users can only set a short attention
span for a piece of content. A Microsoft study reports that average human attention span has fallen
from 12 seconds in 2000 to eight seconds, shorter than a goldfish (Watson 2015). Users tend to
frequently initiate and end mobile sessions or switch between different contents during a mobile
session. Consumers’ interests and engagement may decay quickly between sessions. Therefore
content snacking imposes significant challenges on content providers to engage and retain
consumers.
This study intends to investigate the consumers’ content snacking behavior by answering the
question: How do users’ situational factors and the price of digital content impact users’ content
consumption decisions? We answer this question by investigating a large tapstream data set of
individual users’ comic book reading records from a mobile app provider in China. Our
preliminary results show that two situational factors, the number of different books and the number
of chapters from the current book that a user has consumed in the current session, are associated
with the time that the user spends on a chapter, content switching and session ending decisions. In
addition, we found that the relationships are not linear and that the price increase of next chapter
moderates the relationships. Our study is among the first to investigate the users’ content snacking
decisions using mobile devices. The results will help the app provider to better understand users’
content consumption behavior and more effectively engage users.
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2. Literature Review
There is a growing body of literature studying consumers’ content consumption behaviors. Zhang
et al. (2016) model user latent engage stages in app usage using a structural econometric model
and propose an engagement-specific pricing strategy for app providers. They further evaluate the
effectiveness of the model using a randomized field experiment. Schweidel and Moe (2016)
simultaneously examine users’ online viewing decisions and responses to advertisement using a
video streaming viewing data. The results show that binge watching is influenced by both userlevel traits and viewing states, and bingers and nonbingers respond to advertisements differently.
Kwon et al. (2016) examine users’ excessive app consumption behavior using a rational addition
framework. They find that the average social app user decides his/her consumption in a forwardlooking manner and the excessive contention consumption is actually a rational choice. In the era
of mobile computing, users tend to use otherwise wasted time to consume content, during
commuting via public transportations, waiting in lines, or taking lunch breaks. Even though the
consumption is excessive overall, users have difficulty in setting an extended attention span on
digital content. Distinct from the literature, our study investigates the driver of users’ content
snacking behavior using mobile devices.
3. Research Context and Data Description
We obtained a tapstream data set from a mobile app provider, which is affiliated to one of the
largest mobile carriers in China. The app provider maintains a library of comic books, which are
primarily original contents created by contracted content creators or bought from independent
content creators. The mobile app is free to install but the users may have to pay for the comic
books or a portion of the books at a nominal fee ranging from 0.1 yuan to 2 yuan per chapter. Our
data contains a total of 1,604,704 reading records on 18,603 users of the mobile app for four
months from July 2016 to October 2016. Each reading record includes equipment number, user
unique identifier, timestamp, the chapter number, the book number, wireless or cellular
connection, content loading time, whether the chapter was read online or downloaded. The comic
book data set includes the book number, book title, chapter number, chapter title, price for each
chapter. For this preliminary study, we randomly sample 2000 users and retrieve all reading
records of these users, resulting in 149,777 records.
Users’ content consumption behaviors can be categorized into three types of decisions: (1) whether
or not to exit the current reading session after reading a chapter; (2) whether to switch to a different
book or read another chapter from the same book after reading a chapter; and (3) the time length
of reading a chapter. Based on these three decisions, we constructed three dependent variables,
Exit, Switch and Length. Table 1 shows the variables description. A reading session is defined as
a series of reading records separated by a period of inactivity (Schweidel and Moe 2016). Since
mobile users have short attention spans, we set the threshold value of inactivity period to ten
minutes, i.e., if a user starts reading another chapter after ten minutes or more, a new reading
session begins. Breadth is the number of different books that a user has viewed prior to the current
chapter in the current session. Depth is the number of chapters from the current book that a user
has read prior to the current chapter. These two variables capture a user’s reading state. Price is
the price for the current chapter (in cents) and Increase indicates whether the price of next chapter
from the same book is higher than the current chapter.
Table 1. Variable Description
Variable
Description
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Exit (Pijs)
Switch (Qijs)
Lengthijs
Breadthijs
Depthijs
PriorViewijs
PlayDelayijs
ViewModeijs
Pricej
Increasej
Finalej
Loginijs
Connectijs
WeekDayijs
Timeijs

Whether user i chooses to end the current reading session s after finishing
reading chapter j in session s. 1=end, 0=continue.
Whether user i chooses to switch to a different comic book or read a chapter
from the same book after finishing reading chapter j in session s.
How long user i spent in reading chapter j in session s (in second).
The number of different books previously viewed in session s by user i prior to
chapter j.
The number of chapters from the current book previously read in session s by
user i prior to chapter j.
Whether user i has viewed a chapter from the same book as chapter j in session
s in an earlier viewing session.
Loading time for chapter j (in seconds).
Whether the chapter is being read online or downloaded. 1=online,
0=downloaded.
The price of chapter j in cents.
Whether the price of next chapter from the same book is higher than chapter j.
1=higher, 0=same or lower.
Whether chapter j is the final chapter or not. 1=Finale, 0=otherwise.
Whether user i logins the app or read anonymously. 1 = login as a user, 0 = guest.
1 = wireless network connection, 0 = cellular network connection.
1 = Monday, 2 = Tuesday, …..7 = Sunday
1 = early morning 7am-9am, 2 = morning 9am-noon, 3 = lunch break noon-2pm,
4 = afternoon 2-5pm, 5 = early fringe 5pm-8pm, 6 = prime time 8pm-11pm, 7
= late fringe 11pm-7am.

4. Model
Our model is made up of three decisions at the individual user level, Exit, Switch, and Length.
These decisions are expected to be affected by both situational factors, prices and control variables.
After user i completes chapter j, we model the probability with which the user exits the current
session, Pijs as:

(1)
where αi is an individual-level intercept. The coefficients (θ1 - θ4) capture the main and second
order effects of situational factors, Breadth and Depth, on the Exit decisions. The impact of the
prices of current and next chapters from the same book are captured by θ8 and θ9. The coefficients
(θ11 - θ14) capture how price increase of next chapter moderates the relationships between the
situational factors and the Exit decision. The remaining coefficients capture the impact of control
variables.
We employ a similar binary logit model for a user’s decision on whether to switch to a different
comic book after completing chapter j. A user may switch to a different content at the beginning
of a new session. So this decision is not contingent on whether the user continues reading or just
starts a new session. We specify the probability with which chapter j+1 is not from the same book
as chapter j as Qijs:
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(2)
We model the time used by user i to read chapter j using a parametric survival model, in particular,
the log-normal survival model (Seetharaman and Chintagunta 2003). The inverted U-shaped of
log-normal hazard can capture the increasing and then decreasing hazard. As described in
Equations (1) and (2), we allow situational factors, prices and control variables to affect how long
a user spends on a chapter once s/he begins. The survival function S(t|Xijs) can be expressed as

(3)
We also try other parametric survival models including Cox, Weibull, and Exponential and find
that lognormal has the best fit.
5. Results
The first six columns of Table 2 show the estimation results for the Exit and Switch decisions
respectively. The results indicate that the increase of reading breadth is positively associated with
the content snacking behavior. Specifically, a user who has browsed a larger number of comic
books is more likely to exit the current reading session or switch to a different book after finishing
a chapter (θ1=0.483, p<0.000, 𝜎1=0.890, p<0.000). It suggests that when a user is browsing through
multiple books in a session, the user is likely in a variety-seeking state. She tends to browse more
books, switch to a different content or exit the session. We also find a nonlinear effect of the
Breadth variable (θ2=-0.111, p=0.015, 𝜎2=-0.235, p<0.000). The coefficients suggest that the
positive impact of reading breadth on the content snacking behavior will be diminishing as a user
has browsed more books in a session. As the number of books having been browsed increases, it
is more likely that the user finally finds a book that she likes or decides to read in depth.
In contrast, the increase of reading depth has an opposite impact on a user’s content snacking
behavior. A user who has read more chapters from the current book is less likely to exit the current
session or switch to a different book (θ3=-0.731, p<0.000, 𝜎3=-1.496, p<0.000). As a user reads
more chapters from a book, the user may get immersed in the book. She tends to continue reading
additional chapters from the same book. This behavior is also referred as information binging, i.e.,
consuming the same types of content in a condensed period of time (Schweidel and Moe 2016).
We again find that a nonlinear effect exists for the Depth variable, (θ4=0.098, p<0.000, 𝜎2=0.191,
p<0.000). The positive coefficients of the squared terms suggest that the negative impact will be
diminishing as a user has read more chapters from a book. The user will finally switch to a different
book or exit the current reading session after reading a sufficient number of chapters.
We also look at content prices on the users’ content snacking behaviors. The impact of the price
of the current chapter is insignificant or very small if it is significant. It is not surprising because
the price of current chapter has already been paid. It is not a concern for future decisions. We
therefore focus on the main effect of price increase (whether the price of next chapter from the
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current book is higher than the current chapter) and the interaction effect between the prior viewing
behavior and the price increase on the content snacking behavior. The main effects of price
increase on the Exit or Switch decision are not statistical significant. One would think that price
increase may drive users to stop reading or switch to other books. The results show, interestingly,
it is not a key driver of content snacking behavior after controlling other variables. However we
find that the price increase impacts users’ reading behavior indirectly. Table 2 shows that it
strengthens the positive effect and the diminishing effect of the Breadth variable (θ10=1.299,
p=0.024) on the Exit decision (θ11=-0.513, p=0.041). When the price of next chapter from the
current book increases, a user who has read more books is more likely to exit the current session,
compared with the case without price increase. The positive exiting effect of reading breadth is
diminishing faster when there is a price increase. But the price increase does not change the effects
of Breadth variable on the Switch decision. Regarding reading depth, price increase does not
change the effects on the Exit decision but it adds a second order effect on the Switch decision
(𝜎11=-0.182, p=0.035). Price increase corrects the diminishing speed of the depth effect, suggesting
that when the price of next chapter increases, a user who has read more chapters from the current
book is less likely to switch to a different book compared with no price increase.
Table 2: Estimation Results for the Stop Decision
Exit
Switch
Length
Coef P-value Sig Coef P-value Sig Coef P-value
(Intercept)
-0.056
0.947
0.323
0.773
2.030
0.000
Breadth
0.483
0.000 *** 0.890
0.000 *** -0.085
0.001
2
Breadth
-0.111
0.015 *
-0.235
0.000 *** 0.035
0.001
Depth
-0.731
0.000 *** -1.496
0.000 *** 0.475
0.000
2
Depth
0.098
0.000 *** 0.191
0.000 *** -0.089
0.000
Breadth*Increase
1.299
0.024 *
0.307
0.396
0.153
0.174
Breadth2 *Increase -0.513
0.041 *
-0.136
0.311
-0.031
0.436
Depth* Increase
0.159
0.525
0.328
0.174
-0.089
0.084
Depth2 * Increase
-0.086
0.219
-0.182
0.035 *
-0.002
0.832
PriorView
0.162
0.000 *** -0.073
0.054
0.019
0.023
PlayDelay
0.019
0.131
-0.022
0.069
0.079
0.000
Viewmode
0.052
0.505
0.812
0.000 *** -0.108
0.000
Price
0.001
0.025 *
0.000
0.607
0.000
0.988
Increase
-0.454
0.098
0.129
0.512
0.019
0.784
Finale
1.638
0.000 *** 3.946
0.000 *** -0.192
0.000
LoginType
0.164
0.004 **
0.274
0.000 *** 0.029
0.010
ConnectType
-0.383
0.000 *** 0.113
0.376
-0.069
0.007
DayTime Controls
Included

Sig
***
**
***
***
***

*
***
***

***
*
**

Note: *** p <0.001, ** p <0.01, * p<0.05

The last third columns report the estimation results of the reading length decision. The results
indicate that the increase of reading breadth is negatively associated with the reading time (φ1=0.085, p=0.001) but the negative effect is diminishing (φ2=0.035, p=0.001) as a user has read more
books in the current session. A user spends short time on a chapter if he has read a larger number
of different books. It is probably because the user is in a sampling state. As a result, s/he is more
likely to quickly scan the chapters as she reads more different books. The increase of depth is
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positively associated with the reading time (φ3=0.475, p<0.001) but the positive effect is
diminishing (φ4=-0.089, p<0.001) as a user reads more chapters. While a user has read more
chapters from a book, s/he tends to read the book more intensively and as a result, spends longer
time in reading a chapter. At the same time, once s/he is more familiar with the story and roles,
less time is needed to complete the chapter. So the reading length goes up to a point and then go
down. Price increase does not impact or moderate the relationships between the situation factors
and the reading length. It is not surprising as users may not be aware of the price increase of next
chapter while reading the current chapter.
6. Discussion and Next Steps
Our research is among the first to study the content snacking behavior using observational data
from a mobile reading app provider. The preliminary analysis shows that the situational factors
such as reading breadth and width impact users’ content snacking behavior differently. A user
spends less time on a chapter, or is more likely to exit a session or switch to other books, if s/he
has read a larger number of different books in the current session. But when a user has read a larger
number of chapters from the current book, s/he spend more time on a chapter, or is less likely to
exit a session or switch to other books. Surprisingly, we find that price increase does not impact
content consumption decisions directly. Instead, it strengthens the exit tendency of the users who
have browsed a larger number of books in the current session and weakens the switching tendency
of the users who have read more chapters from the current book. The findings have important
implication to the app providers on the pricing strategies of mobile content and engaging
consumers. Next step, we will focus on identifying the causal relationships and comparing the
heavy and light app users’ content consumption behavior.
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Abstract
Internet, mobile-cellular and fixed broadband, are some of the primary technologies to indicate
access to information in this current information age. We examine whether the country
difference in internet, mobile-cellular and fixed broadband existing in 2000 has been reduced
and if so, how fast. Convergence framework had been utilized to answer the question of
information technology adoption and disparity for 44 African countries. The results indicated
that a catch-up process is prominent in all three indicators during the period 2000-2015.
However, there are marked differences exhibited in the convergence processes for the total
groups and for the subgroups of countries by income level.
Keywords: Sigma
Mobile-cellular

Convergence,
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convergence,
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1. Introduction
The uptake of technology has been a process of diffusion, where we see countries who are
economically stable adopting earlier whilst the less economically stable lagging behind.
According to (Barro 1995), the interesting insights about growth involve the convergence
behavior along the transition path. Because of diminishing returns to capital, economies grow
faster when they start further below their steady-state positions. Thus, if the determinants of the
steady-state positions are held fixed, poorer places are predicted to grow faster in per capita
terms. In this study, we investigate if this economic theory of convergence can also apply in
internet, mobile-cellular and fixed broadband in African countries. The purpose of this research
is to examine whether the country differences existing in the early years such as 2000 for internet,
mobile-cellular and fixed broadband have been reduced and if so how fast has it reduced.
2. Literature Review
Several studies have been conducted to assess the development of information communication
technology within and across countries. Some studies assessed the disparity or digital divide
between urban and rural areas within the country whilst other studies did a cross-country analysis
(Park et al, 2015). The research by (Rath 2016), a convergence analysis of ICT on 47 developed
and developing countries showed that there was divergence of ICT among the countries. In
contrast a research conducted to measure technology gap by (Castellacci 2011) on a
cross-country level concluded that there was reduced dispersion in technology gap. In another
study by (Park et al, 2015) using club convergence to test for ICT convergence the study
concluded that the world has experienced divergence of ICT over time. However, in the
subgroups the results contrasted with the total group, which experienced ICT convergence. The
previous literature hold divergent views on whether ICT is converging or diverging. This study
will assess the convergence process of ICT in the African countries.
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3. Methodology
For our methodology, we use γ convergence proposed by (Boyle and McCarthy, 1997) and σ
convergence (Friedman 1992, Chang 2017). Using coefficient of variation σ enables us to
compare the speed of changing dispersion across different dimensions whilst γ convergence
measure the changes in ranking order of country performances (Catch-up). The γ convergence
use Kendall’s binary index version and is defined as follows:
γt= [𝑣𝑎𝑟 (𝐴𝑅 (𝑌)𝑖𝑡+𝐴𝑅(𝑌)𝑖𝑜) /𝑣𝑎𝑟 (2*𝐴𝑅 (𝑌)𝑖𝑜)]
(1)
Where 𝐴𝑅 (𝑌)𝑖𝑡 = the actual rank of country i’s performance measure in year t, 𝐴𝑅 (𝑌)𝑖0= the
actual rank of country i’s performance measure in year 0, γ𝑡= Binary Gamma Index in year t.
4. Results
The average growth rate of the 3 technologies was faster with the fastest rate being experienced
in the fixed broadband which had a speed of 31.35% opposed to 25.39% of mobile-cellular and
22.58% of internet. The catch-up process (γ index) was fast in all three technologies of total
groups, with fastest speed shown in Internet. The σ convergence was different across the
technologies with mobile-cellular showing the highest speed (-9.63%) followed by internet at
(-5.49%), and a stationary pattern in fixed broadband (0.17%). The subgroups also provided
further insight in our results, the catch-up process was more rapid in the low-income subgroups
in all 3 technologies, the fastest catch-up process was in fixed broadband. The σ convergence
was experienced in mobile-cellular and internet whilst fixed broadband exhibited a divergence.
5. Conclusion
The results can be summarized as follows: the average growth rate of internet, mobile-cellular
and fixed broadband for the total group countries show a fast improvement at the CAGR of
22.58%, 25,39% and 31,35% during 2000 to 2015. All three technologies shows a faster catch up
process, highest rates were in low income subgroups. Average growth rate was highest in low
income of internet and mobile-cellular, which may explain the fastest catch-up effect in those
subgroups, however this is not the case in fixed broadband despite showing the fastest catch up,
its growth rate was similar in all income levels.
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Convolutional Neural Network Deep-Learning Models for Prediction of
Shared Bicycle Demand
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Abstract
Digital technologies over the past decade have enabled the growth of the Sharing Economy,
through fast, cheap, connected mobile devices, coordinating massive databases and machine
learning / artificial intelligence services. We applied TensorFlow, the leading industry AI tool, to
analyze 55 million contracts from Mobike, the world’s largest bike-sharing company. We elicited
demand behavioral cycles, finding demand peaks at periodicities of 7, 12, 24 hour and 7-days.
Bicycle demand showed wide variance in frequency of use, thus time-series models would strongly
overfit the data yielding unreliable models. We applied deep-learning TensorFlow analysis to the
time-series axis of our data using a 1D convolutional network, and the 2D location and 1D
environmental variables with fully connected network layers. Rebalancing to place shared bikes
where demand was predicted to be greatest was predicted to reduce rebalancing costs by between
21.4% and 28.9%.
Keywords: sharing economy • deep-learning • sustainable technology • demand cycles
1. Exploratory Analysis of Mobike’s Data
Our research addressed the following specific objective: identify human behavioral habits reflected
in demand cycles which can be used for the improved geographical positioning of Mobike bikes
in a predefined service region at a specific point in future time. Logistics at Mobike is primarily
focused leveling geographical excesses of supply and demand for bikes using (1) trucks to move
bikes around geographically; (2) purchase of more bikes from vendors to fill deficiencies; or (3)
rewarding riders to pedal bikes to locations where demand is high (what Mobike calls their “red
packet” program after the monetary envelope given during Asian holidays).
Precise economic figures on bike sharing revenues do not exist, but have been estimated to
approach $10 billion, growing at 20% annually at the end of 2017 (El-Assi, Mahmoud et al. 2017).
It is believed that most of the world’s bike sharing companies appear to be operating at a loss, as
competition is intense. We analyzed a dataset of usage statistics from Mobike, the World's largest
station-less bicycle-sharing system, currently valued at US$3 billion (Steinberg 2017). Figure 2
provides a histogram of the rank-frequency of bike rentals during the research period. The
histogram shows a sharp drop off between frequent and non-frequent renters, and this can be
analyzed further using the Gini index and Lorenz curves. A Gini coefficient of 1 expresses
maximal inequality among values. It can be viewed as a measure of redundancy, lack of diversity,
isolation, segregation, inequality, non-randomness, and compressibility. Note that the most
frequent renters display much more consistent behavior than the entire population. Results for the
entire population of 3,981,765 Beijing customers are likely biased by a large sub-population of
casual renters with diverse behaviors.
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Total Number of Contracts
Unique Bikes
Unique Customers

Min.
1st
Median
Mean
3rd
Max.

Worldwide
73,380,988
1,169,113
4,982,788

Beijing start Beijing start Contract dates
longitude
latitude
116
39.8
7/15/17
116.3
39.88
7/22/17
116.4
39.91
7/29/17
116.4
39.91
7/29/17
116.5
39.95
8/4/17
116.8
40
8/13/17

Beijing
55,928,760
657,346
3,981,765
Contract length
0S
4M 39S
7M 26S
11M 27.2
12M 36S
7d 17H 10M 28S

Contract
distance
(degrees Lat / Long)
0
0.00453
0.00774
0.12431
0.01338
239.8812

Figure 1: Summary of Mobike’s Beijing Data
Variograms are commonly used in tracking the movements of tagged animals for ecological and
animal behavioral research, providing an unbiased way to visualize autocorrelation structure when
migration, range shifting, drift, or other translations of the mean location are not happening.
Exploratory variogram statistics found the best fit for Mobike’s top customers was provided by an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck model (Brownian motion restricted to a finite home range). Figure 2 shows
the results of an analysis of Nyquist frequency, suggesting periodicities of 12 hours (2 x .25 x
24hours) and 7 days (2 x 3.5) for a two-harmonic analysis, and 8 hours for three-harmonic analysis.
Similar regularities in behavior at around 8 hours, 12 hours and 7-day periods were seen in the top
10 customers. Such observations are hardly conclusive but highlight particular periodicities that
we should probably be alert to (and around which we may want to adjust our models) for the entire
dataset.

Figure 2: Two and Three Period Nyquist Frequencies
Figures 3 reveals a strong “80-20 Rule” for ridership – a few riders are by far the heaviest users of
Mobike contracts, and the Gini index reveals a huge difference between frequent and casual users.
This in turn suggests the use of managerial strategies that trace activities and incentivizing highfrequency users. There is anecdotal evidence to support such strategies across the bike-sharing
industry.
Figure 4 shows the Power Spectrum of a Morlet wavelet decomposition of the data flattened on
time (i.e., total demand across Beijing for time-steps of 1 to 1024). Morlet wavelet decomposition
provides a simple analysis for time-series data and is appropriate for eliciting periodicities. Note
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the black lines which highlight ‘power ridges’ at about 6 to 8 hours (8 to 12 steps, this black ridge
wiggles up and down); about 12 hours (18 steps) and about 24 hours (36 steps).

Figure 3: Diversity (Inequality) of Rider Behavior; Histogram (left) of Rank-Frequency of
Customer Contracts; (left) Lorenz Curve for All Renters; Gini 0.5991322.
There appears to be higher power along a stripe at about the 7-day (247 steps) mark, but this is
well into the shaded ‘cone of influence’ which excludes areas of edge effects. We do not have
sufficient data to reveal 247 step periodicities (about ¼ of the entire time series), though our
wavelets analyses using scales of 256 and 512 do suggest a power ridge at around that mark. The
prominent power ridge at a periodicity of around 36 steps (36 * 40.8 minute steps is 24 hours) was
not revealed in the Nyquist frequencies in the variograms of Mobike’s most frequent customers.
Figure 5 investigated the impact of selected environmental variables on bike-sharing demand,
comparing relative intensities across all environmental factors and over time The environmental
variables had less impact on rider demand than we initially suspected. Beijing’s bicyclists seem
to be a robust group, reducing their demand for bikes only during thunderstorms or extremely hot
weather, and seeming to care little about air quality. Oddly, there seemed to be somewhat more
demand for rides that took a Southwestern journey than those going other directions.
2. Convolutional Neural Network Deep-Learning Models for Prediction of Shared Bicycle
Demand
Exploratory analysis constructed a symmetric (2#$ )& bike-sharing space-time tensor to
accommodate the exploratory wavelet analysis. Deep-learning models are significantly more
flexible,
and
we
reshaped
the
tensor
for
our
main
analysis
to
a
[𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒, 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒, 𝑒𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡] = 𝑑𝑖𝑚(3000,100,100,10) rank 4 tensor adding 9
environmental metrics of weather, temperature, air quality, wind and so forth, and a single bikesharing contract count (i.e., density of demand at a point in time and space). The reshaped tensor
is an order of magnitude less sparse, with time resolution increased to provide a more uniform
information encoding throughout the tensor cells. The model was trained on a parallelized Google
Tensorflow platform with ~10000 CUDA hardware cores.
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Figure 4: Wavelet Power Spectrum for Flattened Dataset for each of four Time Slices: 1-256; 257512;513-768;769-1024 steps (left-right, top-bottom). Each of the four represents about one-week
and shows weekends and daily cycles prominently.
One-dimensional convolutional models are a standard machine learning approach to handling
time-based data. Our application flattens the latitude / longitude data to a single dimension, and
projects the final model onto a 9-vector of environmental variables with strides reflecting prior
beliefs on any cyclical behavior, and kernel size reflecting the resolution of the data. Figure 6
summarizes the structure.
Adding layers is expected to make the model more powerful, but at this juncture, we are interested
in assuring that we have the right model, and thus have experimented with one layer, and added
layers to perturb weights and flatten the results to a manageable number.
The reshaped tensor increases time resolution to 14-minute time steps with Nyquist periodicities
of approximately 35, 53, 105 and 723 time-steps. We use this to inform a choice of strides in the
convolutional layers of the deep-learning model. Our runs showed substantially improved, and
more or less comparable performance at each of these periodicities. Accuracy was in the range of
20-25% at 35, 53, 105 and 723 time-steps, whereas it was less than 5% for other periodicities.
A resolution of around 1 hour in the exploratory dataset translates to about 3 hours in the reshaped
tensor. We use this to inform an experimental range of 3 to 10 for the kernel size in the
convolutional layers of the deep-learning model. Our optimal kernel size, based on loss and
accuracy, for training was 6 time-steps.
All models stabilized in validation accuracy after 100 epochs, for each of the four periodicities.
The simplicity of the model (one convolutional layer, several dropouts and flattening layers)
accounted for a relatively fast convergence. Validation accuracy was between 20-25% for all
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models, and training models approached 50% accuracy, though this was most likely an artifact of
overfitting.

Figure 5: Impact of Selected Environmental Factors on Bike-sharing Demand: from left,
temperature (degrees C); Air Quality Index.
Layer
conv1d_43
max_pooling1d_23
dropout_46
flatten_23
dense_45
dropout_47
dense_46
Total Trainable parameters

TensorFlow Layer
(Conv1D)
(MaxPooling1D)
(Dropout)
(Flatten)
(Dense)
(Dropout)
(Dense)

Output Tensor
286,32
143,32
143,32
4576
32
32
9
147081

Figure 6: TensorFlow Optimized Convolutional + Connected Model Layer Structure
All models stabilized in validation accuracy after 100 epochs, for each of the four periodicities.
The simplicity of the model (one convolutional layer, several dropouts and flattening layers)
accounted for a relatively fast convergence.
We assessed model performance in terms of both: (1) correct prediction (classification) of cell in
the [100 × 100] grid for future demand; and (2) rebalancing cost model based on Wasserstein
distance. Nyquist and wavelet models presented previously provided a baseline performance
benchmark. The machine learning (ML) model outperforms
both benchmarks by around 5% margin – not huge, but an
incremental performance boost that can be improved by more
finely tuning our models in the future.
Validation accuracy was 22.4% for the ML model, with
training models approaching 50% accuracy due to overfitting;
precision was 0.235 and recall 0.263; F1 statistic with 𝛽 = 1
was 0.249.
Demand satisfaction for Mobike means that bikes are close
enough to customers at a point in time that they need one, so that it is easy to walk to the bike.
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Thus Mobike interprets the inventory rebalancing operations – basically placing bikes where there
will be demand – as the central problem in demand satisfaction. Our results have implications for
“optimization” and “rebalancing” policy guides for the dynamic shifting of bicycle inventory
(primarily by truck transport, but possibly through contract price incentives to riders) to position
bicycles in space and time in a way that is consistent with rider demand. Their performance is
predicated on the accurate prediction of rider demand at a particular point in geographical space
(2D) and time. Data analysis of prior contracts and other information will provide the information
to facilitate this accurate prediction. (Barnes and Krizek 2005) discussed the requirements of such
a predictive model but concluded that such a statistical model would be difficult to construct.
Geospatial models in ecology is perhaps most advanced in providing demand models that can
predict temporal-geospatial positions (Rossi, Mulla et al. 1992, Cravey, Washburn et al. 2001,
Legendre, Dale et al. 2002, Griffith and Peres-Neto 2006). These models are intended for the
analysis of consumer demand but provide models that can inform our particular approach to the
problem.
Wasserstein metrics are distance functions defined between probability distributions on a given
metric space, and are used in optimal transport problems such as bicycle demand rebalancing. In
benchmarking our approach to demand prediction we: (a) assumed that bicycle inventories at a
particular {𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒, 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒, 𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒} are normalized to probabilities with total weight equal to
1; (b) assumed that costs are normalized to constant 1 million chosen to scale Wasserstein distance
on a [0,10] scale; and (c) used the 1st Wasserstein distance to compute relative costs of particular
predictions for inventory rebalancing. Our dataset did not include a timeline of the distribution of
bicycle inventory around Beijing, so for purposes of benchmarking, we established a baseline
uniform distribution of bicycle inventory across the research study latitudes and longitudes. We
compared actual versus convolutional neural network models at Nyquist periodicities of 35, 53,
105 and 723 time-steps (14 minute time intervals). We found that moving bikes based on this
model improved demand satisfaction as measured by the Wasserstein distance by 28.1% to 40.2%.
As mentioned earlier, it is likely that this can be improved with models that invoke multiple
convolutional layers in the model, but we feel that our data analysis proves the concept of
convolutional neural networks for demand prediction where there are periodicities in consumer
behavior. We surmised that ‘noise’ from: (1) short periods of reduction in bike demand due to
poor air quality or bad weather; and (2) short periods of abnormal demand from infrequent riders
were the main cause of errors introduced into our predictions of demand from the induced human
cyclical demand behavior. Both could potentially be ameliorated by both more information and
deeper layers in the TensorFlow model.
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Abstract
In the age of big data, it is increasingly more important, yet more difficult, for organizations to
extract actionable business insights from vast amounts and variety of information. While analytics
technology can improve organizations’ ability to explain and interpret such data in solving wellstructured problems, it is still not well-understood how analysts can effectively use technology to
solve unstructured problems that require novel and creative approaches. In this research-inprogress, we seek to investigate the role of technology in supporting both (i.e., structured vs.
unstructured) types of data analysis. We rely on the Cognitive Network Model of Creativity to
identify the role of technology in this context and draw from the Cognitive Fit Theory to predict
how and why particular technology affordances can facilitate different kinds of analytics. Our
research extends creativity and cognitive fit literatures, suggests directions for future research,
and informs the design and use of business analytics technologies.
Keywords: Unstructured vs. structured data analytics, visualization, creativity, cognitive fit

1. Introduction
Recent advancements in hardware and software technologies have led to an increasing number of
“smart” and networked devices being adopted by consumers at a mass-scale. This phenomenon,
termed the “Internet of Things”, has exponentially amplified the data organizations collect and use
in their daily business operations (Rose et al., 2015). The increasing number of such devices, plus
their progressive use by consumers in various contexts (e.g., browsing, shopping, work, and
entertainment) created today’s problem, as well as opportunity, of Big Data, which entails
gathering business insights from large amounts and variety of data. Research indicates that
companies that have the capabilities to analyze and make sense of Big Data are more productive
and profitable than those who lack such capabilities (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012). However,
these capabilities rarely evolve at the pace with which raw data is generated and collected (McAfee
and Brynjolfsson, 2012), thus organizations increasingly find it more challenging to interpret such
data, most of which is unstructured. Today, the question driving most organizations’ analytics
efforts and research is: How do data analysts extract actionable business insights from various
types of data to achieve competitive advantage?
There are two broad kinds of data analytics tasks that analysts have to perform on a daily basis
with big data: Structured vs. Unstructured. Analysts usually approach structured data analytics
tasks with relatively straightforward tools (e.g., through statistical algorithms, explanatory, and
predictive modeling) that have long been in use. However, unstructured (i.e., exploratory) data
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analytics tasks require a more creative and investigative approach by nature. These two different
kinds of analytics map onto two different problem-solving processes identified by creativity
researchers: Convergent vs. Divergent thinking (Müller-Wienbergen et al., 2011). Convergent, or
structured, tasks require a deductive solution with a singular and concrete outcome (Guildford,
1967). Divergent, or unstructured, tasks on the other hand, require that analysts generate several
disparate outcomes and synthesize them into a solution that may not be immediately obvious
otherwise (Amabile, 1998). In the age of Big Data, IT is critical in supporting both kinds of tasks.
Today’s data analysts rely heavily on IT in performing both structured and unstructured types of
analytics tasks, but in different ways. While analytics technology aids in building explanatory and
predictive models for structured analytics, support tools for unstructured analytics tasks need to be
carefully designed to assist analysts as they discover non-obvious facts, trends, and relationships.
In other words, how well IT can support unstructured analytics tasks depends on how well it can
facilitate discovery and promote creativity in problem-solving. Our main objective in this research
is to explore analytics support systems’ design and understand how creativity in analytics can be
better facilitated, based on the nature of the tasks being performed. In doing so, we aim to uncover
an important piece of the Big Data puzzle and inform the design of future data analytics systems.
2. Theory
2.1 The Cognitive Network Model of Creativity
While the study of creativity is an interdisciplinary topic, the Cognitive Network Model of
Creativity (CNM) is viewed by IS researchers as a foundation for understanding creativity and the
factors that affect its context. CNM posits that creativity is initiated when individuals search in
long-term memory “knowledge maps” using cues that are made available to them through external
stimuli, such as visualizations provided by data analytics systems and tools. Relevant frames are
then transferred from long-term memory to working memory, and creativity occurs when links
among originally distant frames are created (Briggs, 2006). In addition to the automatic aspects of
searching, retrieval, and activation, idea integration requires individuals to be “mindful”. Mindful
individuals are present-oriented and able to distinguish between different perspectives available
(Butler & Gray, 2006). Hence, mindfulness empowers associative thinking (Potter & Balthazard,
2004) by enhancing the recognition of different dimensions of shared ideas, which then invokes
searching in one’s memory using cues contained in those ideas and the retrieval of related concepts.
CNM also posits that the creativity process just described can be manipulated to some extent.
When ideas are presented to individuals, and are attended to, memory traces of related concepts
become more active and therefore the connections among these ideas are more likely to be made.
This discovery happens because, in associative memory, the frames that are initially retrieved and
activated instigate what is activated next (Anderson, 2005). To the extent that the context
encourages complex thinking, such as in solving unstructured problems, these connections are
likely to generate new ideas and enhance creativity in solving complex problems. However, an
abundance of information can also divert an individual’s scarce resources of attention and
overwhelm their available cognitive resources (Santanen et al., 2004). Previous research (e.g.,
Javadi et al., 2013) points out the need to balance the presence of relevant information for
knowledge retrieval against inspirational information in support of creative analysis.
2.2 Convergent vs. Divergent thinking
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Research on creative problem-solving asserts that prior situations often provide a central source of
inspiration for new ideas: Creativity results from relating working memory to long-term memory;
and being creative often means “to put existing ideas together in new combinations”, that is, to
activate and integrate previous knowledge in novel ways (Wilkenfeld & Ward, 2001). On the other
hand, notwithstanding its indisputable relevance for the creative process, knowledge does not
necessarily have a solely positive impact on individuals’ creativity. There is evidence that existing
knowledge may even compromise creativity, as individuals often tend to reproduce what they are
used to or look for concepts that match their usual findings (Bonnardel & Marmèche, 2005).
Creative problem-solving includes both the convergent process of identifying relevant, existing
artifacts, such as factual knowledge, and the divergent process of putting these together in novel
ways (Runco, 2007). Convergent thinking refers to the mode of human cognition that strives for
the deductive generation of a single, concrete, accurate, and effective solution. Divergent thinking,
in contrast, requires imagination, provocation, unstructured syntheses, serendipitous discovery,
and answers that break with conformity. This mode of cognition focuses on the synthetic
generation of multiple disparate answers to a given problem (Amabile, 1998). For “a creative
person to produce socially useful products, his or her divergent thinking must come hand in hand
with convergent thinking” (Woodman et al., 1993, p. 299).
2.3 Technology Support for Creative Problem-Solving
The above descriptions of convergent and divergent thinking have also been recognized by
researchers interested in the design and use of IT support for creative work. Providing access to
both relevant knowledge (i.e., support of convergent thinking) and sources of inspiration (i.e.,
support of divergent thinking) has always been deemed relevant to the design of creativity support
systems. In his collect-relate-create-donate framework, Shneiderman (2002, 2007) lists a set of
activities involved in creative work. Among others, “searching and browsing digital libraries” and
“thinking by free associations to make new combinations of ideas” are identified as key tasks that
should receive appropriate software tool support. Greene (2002) names support for search,
retrieval, and classification; engagement with content; pain-free experimentation; iterative work;
and trial and error as key features for creativity support. Lubart (2005) distinguishes between four
categories of human-computer interaction in promoting creativity, where systems of the “coach”
category aim to support individual cognition through the provision of knowledge and sources of
inspiration. Eaglestone et al. (2007) identify the reuse and combination of existing elements from
multiple applications, the capability for free associations, and the serendipitous generation of
solutions as key factors for creative composition environments. Müller-Wienbergen (2011)
suggest a design theory for the design of creativity support systems, where the features to support
both convergent and divergent thinking were examined conceptually. In our research, we rely on
the cognitive fit theory (CFT) to investigate IT support for creative problem-solving and identify
the particular technology features and affordances that facilitate creativity.
2.4 The Cognitive Fit Theory
The CFT (Vessey, 1991) suggests that the consistency between a problem-solving task and the
mental representation of the problem solver determines problem-solving performance, as depicted
on the right-hand side of the Figure 1. Therefore, IT can facilitate a problem-solving task to the
extent to which the external problem representation it provides helps problem solvers align their
mental models with the information requirements of the given problem-solving task. An
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unstructured analytics task could necessitate that the internal representation of the problem solver
be unconstrained and revised multiple times, consistent with the nature of divergent thinking.
Building on CFT, we argue that there is a fluid relationship, which we term the “feedback loop”,
between internal and external problem representations, as depicted on the left-hand side of Figure
1. Our main argument is that the “fit” in CFT is not necessarily a static relationship, especially in
the context of divergent thinking. We expect this feedback loop to be particularly important for
creative tasks, given their fluid nature. Specifically, when it is easier and/or faster for the analyst
to customize the data analysis tool’s output (external representations - i.e., the visualizations it
provides), we expect creativity to be better facilitated. However, such flexibility in manipulating
problem representations can also hinder structured analytics tasks, due to irrelevant, incomplete,
or inaccurate information influencing the analysts’ decisions. Research shows that even when
analysts realize that a data analysis tool provides irrelevant or inaccurate information, they may
still unintentionally rely on such information, resulting in poor decisions (Yetgin et al., 2015).
Hypothesis 1: Unstructured analytics tasks will be better supported by data analysis tools that
facilitate analysts’ revision of problem representations.
Hypothesis 2: Structured analytics tasks will be hindered by data analysis tools that provide too
much flexibility in revising problem representations.

Figure 1. The Extended Cognitive Fit Model (Shaft and Vessey, 2006)
3. Methods
We will utilize a laboratory experiment to test our hypotheses. Participants will be recruited from
upper level MIS classes in a private USA-based university. Participants will use Tableau (a popular
analytics tool) to complete a data analytics assignment as required coursework, without receiving
additional incentives. All participants will be trained in using Tableau prior to the experiment.
The assignment will involve 6 data analysis problems that the participants will solve by creating
visualizations in Tableau. These problems will be displayed in a randomized order and split evenly
(3 problems each) into two (unstructured vs. structured) task categories. Structured problems will
require that specific information be extracted from the dataset (e.g., What are the top 5 states with
the highest sales?). Unstructured problems will be more open-ended and inherently require that
participants be creative with their problem solutions (e.g., Some states in the eastern region are not
performing as well as others. What is the likely reason, and how can their sales be improved?) The
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accuracy of participants’ solutions will be assessed by two independent coders, and inter-rater
reliability will be calculated. In conjunction with the analytics assignment, participants will also
answer survey questions including participants' computer, data analysis, and visualization skills
(to be used as control variables), self-reported measures of cognitive fit and internal problem
representation revision, plus their opinions on the provided visualization and analytics tools.
We will use a repeated-measure analysis of covariance (i.e., repeated ANCOVA) to analyze our
data, with the dependent variable being the outcome of the data analytics assignment. We plan on
examining multiple measures of different outcomes. For instance, we will investigate two different
aspects of task performance (i.e., speed vs. accuracy) to account for the tradeoff between them,
and examine if one comes at the expense of the other. Another similar comparison we will
investigate is whether data analysis performance vs. creativity come at the expense of each other.
4. Discussion
The results of our experiment are expected to inform us on the role of IT in facilitating the solution
of structured vs. unstructured data analytics tasks. Specifically, by applying the CNM in examining
the design of business analytics systems, our experiment can shed light on the importance of the
“feedback loop” in CFT, and the extent to which this “feedback loop” is facilitated by technology
in the context of creative problem-solving. It is also possible that we might find the “feedback
loop” to be detrimental to structured tasks. Similar to how large amounts of information can
overwhelm the attention and cognitive resources of analysts (Javadi et al., 2013), too much
customizability or flexibility in data analysis tools might distract users and make their solution
process unnecessarily complicated for relatively straightforward tasks, even when the analysts are
aware of such negative effects (Yetgin et al., 2015). Such an undesired outcome would be reflected
in inferior task performance (i.e., less accurate results and/or longer solution times).
Relying on the CNM, our research extends the CFT literature by investigating the “feedback loop”
between internal and external problem representations, and its importance for data analytics tasks
that require creativity plus the pitfalls it may create for well-structured problems. This study will
also contribute to the creativity literature by improving our understanding of how specifically
technology affordances can facilitate creativity, which in turn, can help us educate or train users
on how to optimally engage with data analysis tools for unstructured/creative vs. structured
analytics tasks. Finally, this study also seeks to inform the design of big data analytics tools and
technology features that better facilitate creative problem-solving. Facilitating or restricting the
revision of problem representations (i.e., ability to switch between or combine visualizations)
could be an important driver of performance for unstructured vs. structured data analysis problems.
5. Conclusion
As the data available to them grows exponentially, organizations rely more and more on big data
to make business decisions, amplifying the requirement and importance of creativity in analytics.
Increasingly, companies need to utilize technology for novel and creative approaches to analyzing
otherwise incomprehensible data, and for extracting actionable business insights from it. Our
research investigates the importance of technological affordances for creativity in data analytics.
In this study, we highlight the role of these affordances and call for future research on further
supporting creative data analytics tasks with improved technology. We also caution analysts and
designers against too much flexibility when relying on technology to solve well-structured tasks.
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Abstract
In near future, the volume of bilateral trading between China-Bangladesh could hit
30 billion US dollars which could open a great economic opportunity from crossborder e-commerce trading between Bangladesh and China. However, despite this
great opportunity, Bangladesh lags in availing its maximum benefit because of
multiple barriers it faces. While China is well-resourced for overcoming its
barriers in commencing cross-border e-commerce trading with Bangladesh, this
study identifies four considerable barriers that exist on Bangladesh side and need
to be addressed. Those are: 1) lack of electronic payment platforms, 2) lack of
cross-border B2B e-Commerce platforms, 3) lack of IT-enabled logistic and
distribution system, and 4) lack of eReadiness among Bangladeshi exporters. This
study concludes that while China can assist Bangladesh in building IT-enabled
logistic support, Bangladesh itself needs to formulate specific and strategic policy
and increase eReadiness for cross-border electronic payment and cross-border
B2B e-commerce adoption. Finally, this study contributes in the research of IS as it
has used DeLone & McLean’s E-commerce Success Model in a newer context of
cross-border e-commerce business between Bangladesh and China.
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Introduction
Evidently, although there is a great demand for cross-border trading of products and
merchandises through e-commerce platforms between Bangladesh and China, yet the volume of
such trading through between these two countries is far below of its full economic potential. The
cross-border e-commerce is referred as a free and open trading platform that inclusively connect
the buyers and sellers worldwide through the Internet. Although in the scenario of cross-border
e-commerce, the cost of information acquisition about any product does not matter since the
information is only a mouse click away, there exist the issues of trust, perception about the seller,
and buyer-seller relationship, and as well as other issues of language and cultural barriers, risk
association and prevention, economy size, market size, geographical distance, currency rate
fluctuation and devaluation, import duties, and different regulatory and legal institutional
matters.
Worldwide, the cross-border e-commerce industry is expected to hit the market capital of 1
trillion by 2020 where most of the increase will be driven by the Chinese e-commerce industry
(xinhuanet, 2015a). The volume of cross-border e-commerce trading is predicted to be account
for 20 percent of China’s total foreign trading in a few years (xinhuanet, 2016). Today, there are
about 5,000 e-commerce platforms in China (xinhuanet, 2015b), and as a part of innovation,
some platform uses artificial intelligence (AI) (prnewswire, 2016) and big data technology
(HKTDC, 2016) to monitor the factors of risk, quality of source, evaluation of the consumer
market and logistics and credit ratings related to the cross-border e-commerce industry.
However, in the context of Bangladesh-China cross-border e-commerce trading, while China is
supporting its e-commerce industry through the means of setting up more cross-border ecommerce pilot zones and promotion innovative e-commerce business models (xinhuanet, 2017),
Bangladesh, as a counterpart, exceptionally lags behind in facilitating its cross-border ecommerce industry in spite of having great potential to gain economically through cross-border
e-commerce trading with China.
According to DeLone and McLean’s e-commence success model (Delone & Mclean, 2004), the
factors of information quality, system quality and service quality influence the customer
satisfaction and the net profit in e-commerce business. However, in the context of cross-border ecommerce, there are other substantial barriers such as customs and duty fees and tax rules.
Besides, cross-border e-commerce involves the complexities of cross-border payment and
settlement, and as well as, transfer of merchandises by means of cross-border logistic channels.
An empirical study by Jian-zheng, Yang Na-chuan and Yang-Li-fan (2014) shows that, in the
context of cross-border e-commerce business, the factors of E-marketing, E-payment, electronic
customs and cross-border logistics greatly affect the small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs). To cope with such complexities, both trading countries are required to take necessary
steps.
According to the gravity model of cross-border trading (based on the Newton’s gravity theory)
(Gomez-Herrera, Martens, & Turlea, 2014), a country can gain higher profits from trading if it
trades with another neighboring country of larger size of economy and if the distance between
these two trading countries is closer than other countries (Binh, Duong, & Cuong, 2011).
Considering this fact, Bangladesh should develop its financial and logistic infrastructure to
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facilitate the cross-border e-commerce trading with China to gain higher profit. Thus, the
objective of this study is:
To conduct a qualitative interpretive study to figure out the problems and prospects in
cross-border e-commerce trading between Bangladesh and China.
As our pre-study shows, although there are many research on e-commerce in Bangladesh, almost
no research have fully focused on the cross-border e-commerce trading perspective for
Bangladesh, specifically with Chain where lies a great economic potential for Bangladesh.
Therefore, upon analysing and highlighting the problems and prospects, this paper would
contribute to increase the volume of cross-border e-commerce between these two countries
which is far below of its full potential in comparison to the growing volume of international
cross-border e-commerce trading worldwide. Besides, this study would contribute in forming
strategic policies for cross-border e-commerce by both governments. In this process, this study
aims to figure out the reasons causing hindrance for Bangladesh while China is significantly
ahead in facilitating its cross-border e-commerce industry.

Statistics on bilateral trading between Bangladesh and China
After the independence of Bangladesh, China recognised it in 1975. Since then, the two countries
have been greatly friendly to each other where the relationship is based on equality, mutual
respect and mutual trust. The annual trade volume between China and Bangladesh hits more than
11 billion US dollars with an average growth rate of around 20 percent in import and 40 percent
in export (BSS, 2016). Such high growth rate predicts that China-Bangladesh trade could hit 30
billion US dollars in near future. Although, China shares only 0.2 percent of its total global trade
volume with Bangladesh, Bangladesh imports its largest proportion of goods and products from
China. According to the last report by World Bank (worldbank, 2015) (table 1), the total exportimport volume between Bangladesh and China was about 11.06 billion US dollars. One the other
hand, the figure 1 shows that China was the biggest import partner (21.53 percent of import
share) of Bangladesh in 2015.
Product
Group
Animal
Chemicals
Food Products
Footwear
Fuels
Hides and Skins
Mach and Elec
Metals
Minerals
Miscellaneous
Plastic or Rubber
Stone and Glass
Textiles and Clothing
Transportation

Export
(US$
Thousand)
18,618
625
392
26,589
13
187,902
3,753
131
4,009
10,726
20,711
273
425,128
4,079

Import
Export
Import
(US$
Product
Product
Thousand)
Share (%)
Share (%)
18,004
2.6
0.2
806,676
0.1
7.8
30,627
0.1
0.3
78,331
3.7
0.8
211,784
0.0
2.1
29,050
26.3
0.3
2,517,250
0.5
24.3
1,063,874
0.0
10.3
205,999
0.6
2.0
262,815
1.5
2.5
305,512
2.9
3.0
118,695
0.0
1.2
4,161,972
59.4
40.2
221,151
0.6
2.1
3
117

Vegetable
Wood
All Products

10,786
1,479
715,214

180,539
137,052
10,349,333

1.5
0.2
100.0

1.7
1.3
100.0

Table 1: Volume of export-import between Bangladesh and China in 2015 (Source: worldbank,
2015)

Figure 1: Bangladesh 2015 Import Partner Share (Source: worldbank).
Although, in bilateral trading the accounts are greatly skewed towards China due to its
competitive advantage, nevertheless, most of the times, the trades and contracts are deemed winwin for both countries. Besides, it is worth mentioning that, Bangladesh, in numerous cases, have
been receiving soft loans and donation from the Chinese Government since long time. For
example, to decrease the trade disparity, China has withdrawn tariff barriers to 84 types of
import commodities from Bangladesh under the Asia-Pacific Free Trade Agreement (AFTA).
China also proposed for about 7800 Bangladeshi products for duty-free access as a friendly
gesture (Khan, 2016).
In 2016, the Chinese President, Xi, promised for investment in various sectors in Bangladesh
which worth around USD 24 billion (Asia Times, 2016). Similarly, many Chinese investors are
also interested to invest in Bangladesh. Considering this point, and as well as an initiative to
widen the people-to-people exchange, the Government of Bangladesh (GOB) has undertaken
initiative to provide a dedicated Special Economic Zones for Chinese investors. In is anticipated
that, China will shift some of its low-tech retiring manufacturing bases into Bangladesh due to its
availability of cheaper workforce. In is expected that, such initiative will make the bilateral trade
more balanced.
In another initiative for regional connectivity, Bangladesh and China are keen to ink for India,
China and Myanmar-Economic Corridor (BCIM-EC) which would tremendously generate
economic benefits both Bangladesh and China along with other participating countries. BCIM is
a key part of One Belt and One Road (OBOR) project in which China is expected to invest
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around four trillion US dollars (theeconomist, 2016) Consequently, Bangladesh, as one of the
partaking countries which will be evidently benefitted from OBOR project. However, in spite of
such large volume between Bangladesh and China, there is no significant amount of trading that
occurs through cross-border e-commerce platforms.

Literature review
China is predicted to retain 30 percent of the global cross-border e-commerce market shares as it
has the fastest growing cross-border e-commerce industry (PRNewswire, 2016). To remove the
logistic and language barriers in cross-border e-commerce industry, the Chinese government
often supports in regional infrastructure developments in the countries that considers as potential
trading partner. For example, infrastructure development through the One Belt, One Road
(OBOR) initiative – a link that spreads form China to the west, southeast and south Asia, and
Europe. The OBOR initiative is considered as very strong accelerator in growing the crossborder e-commerce industry in China (Yongrong & Xin, 2017). Also many Chinese e-commerce
platforms supports multiple language for their customers (PRNewswire, 2016). Similarly, the big
e-commerce companies (e.g. Alibaba.com) in China run training programs for talent hunting and
teaching about cross-border e-commerce and for promoting cross-border e-commerce industry
(SinoCast Daily Business Beat, 2015a). Along with facilitating its own, China also often signs
memorandum of understanding with different countries (e.g. Turkey) to support the local
manufactures to get professional knowledge and skills related to the cross-border e-commerce
industry (SinoCast Daily Business Beat, 2015b).
In Bangladesh context, although there is the evidence of mushrooming in the local e-commerce
industry where cash-on-delivery is still the most common way of payment, lack of overseas
electric payment system (e.g. Paypal), regulations and eReadiness have costed almost no
development in cross-border e-commerce industry in Bangladesh. According to United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) the E-Commerce Index 2016 revealed that
Bangladesh is among the top 10 economies which have lower difference between the predicted
and actual share of internet users who shop online. On the other hand, according to the eCommerce Association of Bangladesh (e-Cab), there are about 700 local e-commerce websites
and about 8000 e-commerce pages on Facebook (export.gov, 2017), however, only few of those
sites are engaged in cross-border e-commerce trading which is growing worldwide among
different countries.
Although, Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers Employee Association (BGMEA) have
introduced a B2B website in Bangladesh in recent times, the website mainly acts as directories
for local suppliers, and without having electronic payment system which is essential for swift
cross-border e-commerce trading. Therefore, cash transactions through opening L/C and
wire/bank transfer are still the predominant ways of cross-border e-commerce trading in
Bangladesh. To address this issue, in June 2016, the state-run Sonali Bank inked a memorandum
of understanding (MoU) with PayPal to enable cross-border e-commerce payments, however, the
government has failed to materialise this initiative despite tremendous public demand due to
some restricted regulations of Bangladesh Bank.
According to Jing (Islam, Rashid, & Alam, 2015), electronic payment system is development
core in e-commerce. Although, the inception of online payment in Bangladesh was in 2009, until
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today, despite the present government's vision of making a "Digital Bangladesh" by 2021, there
is no approved electronic payment system in Bangladesh for cross-border e-commerce trading.
This is the biggest hurdle in achieving zero-latency cross-border e-commerce trading. However,
although, in 2013, the Bangladesh Bank permitted online purchasing and selling using
international credit cards (export.gov), only few people own international credit cards which is
the main problem to buy form overseas e-commerce such as AliExpress.com.
In cross-border e-commerce, there occurs mostly two types of transactions. Those are businessto-business (B2B) transactions and business-to-consumer (B2C) transactions. In the context of
B2B cross-border e-commerce trading, various external factors greatly influence business
adoption and revenue. One of these is electronic payment where, until today, Bangladesh is
hardly involved because of lack of government support in electronic payment system. On the
other hand, the success of cross-border e-commerce also greatly subjected to the arrangement of
logistics (Giuffrida, Mangiaracina, Perego, & Tumino, 2017). In this regard, Bangladesh lacks
digital system to manage its custom fees and duties to facilitate logistics operations.

Methodology
This study follows a qualitative interpretive study (Elliott & Timulak, 2005) based on interviews
taken from the participants from BGMEA which introduced a B2B e-commerce website in
recent times to promote cross-border e-commerce trading. An interpretive approach finds the
information from the deep of minds of the participants when using in-depth interviews (Ashraf,
Grunfeld, & Quazi, 2015). Before, interview, a framework based (figure 2) research instrument
was designed to develop to develop questionnaires to capture the perspectives of participants
within their context.
In total, five key personnel were approached for in-depth interviews. The participant include the
project manager, service manager, marketing manager, system manager and the information
manager who were involved with running the e-commerce website. Later, the interviews were
analysed as content analysis using coding. Coding technique is an interactive process in which
the researcher tries to interpret the data and use category labels without changing the original
language of participants (Elliott & Timulak, 2005). In this process, considering the above
mentioned discussion in the literature section and aligning with the research objective, this study
has selected DeLone & McLean’s E-commerce Success Model (Delone, Mclean, Sharpe,
Delone, & Mclean, 2014) (figure 2) to develop questionnaires.
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Figure 2. DeLone & McLean’s E-commerce Success Model
DeLone & McLean’s E-commerce Success Model a well-established existing successmeasurement framework (Delone et al., 2014) which can help to understand the success and
barriers in cross-border e-commerce trading between Bangladesh and China. The DeLone &
McLean’s E-commerce Success Model is a comprehensive framework that can be used for
performance measurement of an e-commerce business and the underlying berries from the points
of six dimensions, namely: 1) system quality, 2) information quality, 3) service quality, 4)
system use, 5) user satisfaction, and 6) Net benefits.
In DeLone & McLean’s E-commerce Success Model (Delone et al., 2014), the dimension of
system quality takes into consideration of the perspectives of usability, availability, reliability,
and adaptability. Whereas, the information quality looks for if the contents on website are
personalised, adequate, easily understandable and relevant. The service quality take into
consideration of overall support provision (e.g. product delivery) by the providers. The
dimension of system use takes into consideration of quality of the website navigation to the
payment method quality and security. Similarly, the dimension of user satisfaction include the
measurement of the level of customer experience from the point of purchase, payment and
receipt service. Finally, the dimension of net benefit measures the positive and negative impacts
of e-commerce business from the perspective of customers, suppliers, industries and economies.
While taking interviews, the participants shared their experiences and expressed about the
barriers that prevents the increase in cross-border e-commerce. Data analysis was conducted by
coding the contents from the interviews where the focus was to understand how they determine
the factors that act as barriers for the success and growth of cross-border e-commerce newly
launched e-commerce platform. The quality of this study has been enhanced through following
triangulation technique (Ashraf et al., 2015). This technique involves taking data from different
sources (e.g. secondary data) to increase the data validity and reliability and reduce biasness.

Findings
Based on the triangulation technique stated above which involves the analysis of primary
interview data (i.e. coding) and the secondary data from the literature presented above. The
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following sections discuses multiple problems on the Bangladeshi side based on the final four
classifications derived after coding the interview contents.
1) Lack of electronic payment platforms in Bangladesh
In Bangladesh, although the demand for cross-border e-commerce trading in increasing at B2B
and B2C levels, there is no electronic payment system to support the consumers and sellers on ecommerce platform. For example, until today, no PayPal operation is available in Bangladesh.
Besides, due to lack of policy in Bangladesh, it is difficult to obtain an international credit card
for cross border transaction. However, induction of electronic payment in cross-border ecommerce trading for Bangladeshi buyers and sellers would reduce marketing and distribution
costs. The enabling of electronic payments will also reduce the latency in business delivery
through removing the process of Letter of Credit (L/C) in export and import. Another study
shows that, while trading with Bangladeshi RMG manufactures, most of the times the foreign
buyers prefer purchasing through e-commerce platforms (Hoque & Boateng, 2017). However,
this scope is also unexploited because of lack of availability of electronic payment platforms on
Bangladeshi side.
2) Lack of Bangladeshi cross-border B2B e-Commerce platforms
Today, around 80 percent of the e-Commerce worldwide are B2B e-Commerce. The B2B eCommerce is significantly important for developing countries to promote their manufacturing
industries and grow their economy through easier access to the global market. In this regard, the
Ready Made Garments (RMG) industry in Bangladesh holds enormous potential, however, until
today, there is no renowned cross-border B2B e-commerce websites in Bangladesh. One of the
major reason of lack of cross-border B2B e-Commerce platforms in Bangladesh is that there are
no alternative option of opening letter of credits (L/C) to complete cross-border business
transactions. Also, study have showed that there is lack of government’s commitment to support
the RMG sector for cross-border e-commerce trading in Bangladesh (Hoque & Boateng, 2017)
which is important for B2B e-commerce business. However, cross-border B2B e-Commerce
platforms could substantially increase the business growth of Bangladeshi exporters.
3) Lack of IT-enabled logistic and distribution system in Bangladesh
IT-enabled or digitalised logistic and distribution system is essential for efficient cross-border eCommerce operations (Giuffrida et al., 2017). For example, smart shipment using digital system
to manage the custom fees and duties to facilitate cross-border logistics operations. In this
regard, Chain is way ahead of Bangladesh in implementing technology is for logistics and
distribution operations to facilitate its cross-border e-commerce trading; whereas, Bangladesh,
yet, considerably lacks in planning and implementing IT-enabled logistic and distribution system
and availing the benefits from the demand for cross-border e-commerce business. The figure 3
below shows a general diagram of the process of cross-border e-commerce trading which is
comprise of multiple steps where Bangladesh requires to implement thorough plans to remove
the barriers in cross-border e-Commerce operations.
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Figure 3: A diagram of general process of cross-border e-commerce
4) Lack of eReadiness among Bangladeshi exporters
In Bangladeshi context, there is a lack of eReadiness among the exporters who can essentially be
benefitted from the cross-border e-commerce trading. There are different reasons for the lack of
eReadiness, for example, the lack of awareness about new technologies, such as smart shipping,
online banking connectivity etc. One of the main reason of eReadiness is the lack of proper
government policies for online cross-border payment and support for undertaking cross-border
B2B ecommerce ventures. Besides, there is also a lack of eReadiness in government to help in
enacting cyber law cross-border B2B ecommerce. However, overcoming the lacking in
eReadiness would ensure tapping into new markets and more cross-border business revenue for
Bangladesh in this age of globalisation.

Conclusion
There exists multiple barriers in cross-border e-commerce trading between Bangladesh and
China. However, while China is well-resourced for overcoming the barriers form the Chinese
side, Bangladesh considerably lags in facilitating the cross-border trading with China equally.
This study identifies four major types of lacking on the Bangladeshi side which are lack of
electronic payment platforms, lack of cross-border B2B e-Commerce platforms, lack of ITenabled logistic and distribution system, and lack of eReadiness among Bangladeshi exporters.
Therefore, despite being the biggest trading partner of Bangladesh, the cross-border trading
hardly exists between these two countries using e-commerce platforms.
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According to the gravity model as discussed earlier, being a close neighboring country of China
(a 100 mile away neighbor) which is the second largest economy in the world, Bangladesh must
take the maximum advantage of cross-border e-commerce trading with China, and eventually
decrease its current trade gap, and increase public and private investments from China. Since,
China has all the arrangements and state of the art expertise in building supporting infrastructural
for smooth cross-border e-commerce trading, China should step forward and assist Bangladesh
in building IT-enabled logistic support. Especially, in the area of developing IT-enabled logistic
and distribution system. On the other hand, Bangladesh itself should specifically change its
policy and regulations for easy and massive adoption of electronic payment system for crossborder transaction.
According to our findings, Bangladesh would prerequisite multiple strategic changes to facilitate
electronic payment for its citizens for cross-border e-commerce trading. In this process,
Bangladesh needs to create awareness for increasing eReadiness for electronic payment and B2B
adoption for cross-border e-commerce trading. Also, as a part of developing IT-enabled logistic
and distribution system, Bangladesh needs to implement a digital custom clearance system for
efficient storage and dispatch of merchandise without latency to facilitate both B2B and B2C
cross-border e-commerce trading. Moreover, the exporters of Bangladesh, especially from the
RMG sector, needs increase B2B cross-border e-commerce business.
Finally, this study contributes in the research of IS (Information System). Because since the
proposal of DeLone & McLean’s E-commerce Success Model, it has been used in about 300 IS
papers to measure the performance of dependent variables in e-commerce business (Delone et
al., 2014). In this regard, this study has used in newer context of cross-border e-commerce
business between Bangladesh and China to find the major barriers in the way of availing the
maximum amount of benefits from the scope of full cross-border business potential. This study
would also contribute in increasing the world trade in general if some other developing or least
developing countries can address these abovementioned barriers faced by Bangladesh currently.
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Abstract
With the advancement of Information Technology, online crowdfunding has gained its popularity
as an alternative fundraising approach for innovations. Even though major crowdfunding
platforms strongly advocate and place emphasis on creative or novel projects, there is a paucity
of understanding about how innovative the projects are and the influences of different aspects of
project innovativeness. Previous literature in crowdfunding have largely focused on success
factors, but have paid less attention to the measurement and implications of innovativeness. In
this study, we examine two aspects of innovativeness – within-platform and across-platform. We
propose a text mining based approach to measure innovativeness of projects with secondary
data and intend to understand the role of innovativeness in crowdfunding platform. A
preliminary validation of our measure suggests the potential effectiveness of automatic
evaluation method and points to insights for further improvement.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Innovativeness, Dissimilarity, Text Mining

1. Introduction
Crowdfunding through IT-enabled platforms has recently become an important source of
fundraising for innovators and entrepreneurs. The market for crowdfunding is estimated to grow
to $90 billion by 2025. Based on the method of raising money, crowdfunding has taken several
forms: donation-based, lending-based, equity-based, and reward-based (Mollick 2014). Among
these crowdfunding models, our study focuses on reward-based crowdfunding, as this form of
crowdfunding has attracted a large number of entrepreneurs to launch their creative projects and
has taken a significant proportion of the overall crowdfunding market. This model of
crowdfunding offers an important channel for creating innovations (Chan and Parhankangas
2017) and raising financial capital for these creative ideas.
For online crowdfunding platforms (especially reward-based crowdfunding), one essential
objective is to turn creative ideas into economically viable products. As large companies, under
the pressure of retaining market share in a stable way, may take a relatively conservative stance
on making disruptive innovations, entrepreneurial firms or individual ideators have become the
major sources of innovation. The emergence of crowdfunding platform enables these innovators
to have the opportunities to get funds for their creative ideas. With the aim of crowdfunding
platforms and backers’ support, entrepreneurs are able to realize creative products and create
economic values.
Even though crowdfunding has been prevalently believed to be a way to promote innovations, it
remains enigmatic whether the projects launched in crowdfunding platforms are truly innovative
and in what aspects they are innovative. This is particularly important given the fact that
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innovativeness may vary across projects and it is likely to affect fundraising outcomes. Although
crowdfunding platforms have applied certain mechanisms to guarantee launched projects to be
innovative, little is known about how to efficiently and accurately evaluate the innovativeness of
a crowdfunding project, and how different aspects of innovativeness influence project
performance. Furthermore, crowdfunding process is implemented through digital platforms,
which means a project novel to the platform may not be innovative to the general population, and
vice versa. Therefore, it is timely and important to advance our understanding in this regard by
systematically examining how to evaluate project innovativeness and the role of such
innovativeness in crowdfunding platforms.
In this study, we investigate two aspects of innovativeness in crowdfunding platforms –
within-platform innovativeness (novelty compared with projects in the platform) and
across-platform innovativeness (novelty compared with other products in the whole market). Our
objective is to build a new approach to automatically evaluate these two types of innovativeness
and further understand the role of innovativeness in crowdfunding with the help of automatic
evaluation method. Specifically, we propose a text mining based approach to measure the
innovativeness of crowdfunding project. Our approach utilizes the available textual contents
from crowdfunding platform and web resources to evaluate innovativeness. We also propose the
econometric model to investigate the effects of innovativeness on crowdfunding outcomes.
We present our preliminary validation on the measure of across-platform innovativeness with a
sample of crowdfunding project and survey responses collected from Amazon Turk. The
preliminary findings suggest the potential of our proposed measure and directions for further
improvement. Our study is expected to advance the crowdfunding literature by examining how
innovation is promoted and perceived in online crowdfunding platforms. We also intend to offer
insights into innovation management literature on creating and organizing innovative campaigns.

2. Related Literature
2.1 Project Novelty in Crowdfunding
A major stream of current crowdfunding research has examined potential drivers of
crowdfunding success. The influence of some factors, such as the project’s presentation, the
creator’s background, the project updates, the project rewards and stretch goals (Li and
Jarvenpaa 2015; Yang et al. 2017), have thus far been examined. However, the literature on the
innovativeness of crowdfunding projects is in its infancy. Although studies in entrepreneurship
have shown that venture capital firms tend to seek and fund seed capital investments that are
novel (Dimov and Murray 2008), crowdfunding backers are like to have different preferences
and behaviors, which implies a different relationship between innovativeness and fundraising
outcome. Backers are more like ordinary consumers who pre-order products rather than obtain
future equity from their investment. As a result, backers in reward-based crowdfunding may not
always find novel projects favorable. It is necessary to fill the void in the literature related to
crowdfunded innovative campaigns on the role of innovativeness in their fundraising process.
In addition to the important role of innovativeness in crowdfunding, another gap concerns the
measures of innovativeness. A commonly adopted approach in related works is based on survey
data from human respondents or expert panel (Chan and Parhankangas 2017). However, human
judgement is not only subject to biased opinions or impressions, where multiple respondents are
required for one task, but also costly and hardly feasible to execute at a large scale (i.e., it is
unlikely to obtain human evaluations given a large number of crowdfunding campaigns). Thus, it
is necessary to develop automatic measures for project innovativeness with the emergence of
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numerous innovative campaigns in crowdfunding platforms. We intend to fill this gap by
proposing a text mining based approach for evaluating innovativeness of crowdfunding projects
in an objective and comprehensive fashion.
2.2 A Note on the Definition of Innovativeness
To evaluate the innovativeness of crowdfunding projects, we first look at how innovativeness is
defined theoretically. There exist several ways to delineate innovativeness in product innovation
literature. First, novelty can be single dimensional – novel products are the “outliers” compared
with normal products (Pimentel et al. 2014). Therefore, innovativeness is captured by the
dissimilarity or uniqueness that differentiates the focal product from others. In addition,
innovativeness could be two-dimensional – the novelty of product depends on extent of newness
(popularity) and extent of difference (dissimilarity). In general, the typical two-dimensional
innovativeness in literature is defined by radical and incremental innovativeness (Madjar et al.
2011). Lastly, innovativeness can be defined by multiple dimensions – other elements such as the
knowledge of users, pleasantness and user satisfaction are included to capture innovativeness.
In this study, we consider two different aspects of innovativeness in the context of
crowdfunding – within-platform and across-platform innovativeness. Specifically, we adopt the
single dimension approach to capture innovativeness through dissimilarity, since crowdfunding
projects usually present early stage ideas, and measure innovativeness from two different aspects
to align with the two-dimensional view. This approach enables us to capture innovativeness in a
clear way and compare the effects of different aspects of innovativeness in crowdfunding.

3. Research Method
3.1 Data
To measure the innovativeness of project and examine their effects, we collect empirical data
from Kickstarter, one of the leading reward-based crowdfunding platforms. The dataset consists
of 277,098 projects in total, spanning from April 2009 to January 2016. For each project, all the
observable attributes are retrieved, such as project goal, project duration, category, project
description and reward information. Based on the objective of this study, we are particularly
interested in the content that can help us to evaluate the innovativeness of a project, namely the
project description. Other information is used for further econometric analysis.
3.2 The Measure of Innovativeness
One objective of this study is to measure innovativeness of crowdfunding projects given the lack
of related approaches in literature. To address this challenge, we propose a text mining based
approach to evaluate innovativeness for both aspects of our interest – within-platform and
across-platform. The idea of this approach is to compare the current item (project) with a set of
existing items – the extent of dissimilarity then captures the level of innovativeness. Therefore,
our approach follows the logic that (1) for the focal project, identify a set of items for
comparison, (2) calculate the dissimilarity between focal project and reference items based on
the textual content as the measure of innovativeness.
For within-platform innovativeness, it is about the extent of novelty compared with other projects
in the same crowdfunding platform. Therefore, existing projects on the same crowdfunding
platform serve as the reference items to compare with. Specifically, for a focal crowdfunding
project, we choose all the previous projects in the same category as the reference items for
comparison. To capture the dissimilarity (or reversed similarity) accurately, we adopt the
paragraph to vector approach (Le and Mikolov 2014), which treats the documents as a
continuous bag of words and takes the “context” of words (the words around a specific word)
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into consideration. The dissimilarity measures between focal project and previous projects are
calculated by cosine distance (i.e., one minus cosine similarity) and the final measure of
within-platform innovativeness is calculated by taking average across the cosine distances. The
model is trained by the description of all projects in Kickstarter from our dataset and each project
is represented by a vector from the model, which can be used to calculate the dissimilarity.
For across-platform innovativeness, it captures the extent of novelty compared with products
outside the focal crowdfunding platform, which implies that there are no ready-to-use reference
items for comparison. Therefore, we propose a procedure to create a reference set given a focal
project and then compare the project with the reference items. Specifically, we first extract the
key features from the project description. We adopt the TextRank approach (Mihalcea and Tarau
2004) that generates the representative words from the text with the order of words taken into
account. With the extracted words from project description, we identify the reference set by
searching relevant items with online search engine. For each project, we create a query using the
keywords or phrases extracted to search the items, and restrict the results of query before the
launched day of project. The textual contents of top relevant results are then extracted for
calculating dissimilarities. However, it may be problematic to calculate text dissimilarity
between focal project and reference items from search results since the search engine may have
enforced certain level of relevance or similarity when returning the results. Therefore, direct
calculation of dissimilarity can be biased. Alternatively, we need to rely on additional source of
training data to represent the documents instead of simply comparing the similar components
between two documents. Following some recent works on extracting semantic meanings in text
analysis (Dai et al. 2015), we use the whole English Wikipedia to train the paragraph vector
model and generate vector-based representations for project description and search results from
the trained model. The dissimilarity between focal project and searched reference items is then
calculated by the average of cosine distances between project vector and search result vectors.
3.3 Validation of Measures
One important issue for our measures of innovativeness (across-platform innovativeness in
particular) is the accuracy of our approach. To evaluate our proposed approach, we compare our
measure for across-platform innovativeness with human judgement of project novelty. The
human evaluation is conducted on Amazon Turk with survey questions in terms of radical
innovativeness and incremental innovativeness (i.e., two constructs with 12 items in total) (Chan
and Parhankangas 2017). For a sample of randomly selected crowdfunding projects, the
respondents are asked to read the project description and answer questions regarding her
opinions on the novelty of project. To guarantee the unbiasedness of survey responses, each
respondent reads three project descriptions and each project description is evaluated by two
different respondents. The survey is designed with 1 to 7 Likert scale and the project novelty
from human evaluation is averaged by the two respondents. We then use the survey results to
validate the accuracy of our across-platform innovativeness measure.
3.4 Econometric Model
With the novel measure of innovativeness for crowdfunding projects, we are able to examine
how innovativeness affects project performance. Specifically, we test the effects of
within-platform and across-platform innovativeness on crowdfunding outcomes, and further
compare their effects. Our econometric model focuses on two aspects of crowdfunding
performance – the fundraising performance (i.e., success, funding ratio and backers) and
post-campaign performance (i.e., delay of delivery). To account for other confounding factors,
we control all the important project-level variables – project goal, project duration, length of
description, number of images, number of videos, number of rewards and creators’ experiences.
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4. Preliminary Validation
In the current stage, we focus on validating our proposed measure for across-platform
innovativeness. It is worth noting that in Kickstarter, projects in different categories may vary
significantly so that the evaluation of our approach should be category based. As a preliminary
validation, we choose Technology, Design, Games, and Film & Video as our target categories to
understand the performance of measures in different scenarios. These four categories not only
are the most popular categories in Kickstarter but also focus on different aspects of creativity or
novelty. Following our validation method, we randomly selected 120 most recent projects from
our dataset (30 in each category). These projects were evaluated by a total of 80 respondents in
Amazon Turk. Each of the respondents was compensated $5 for participation.
We first conducted several checks such as reliability test, Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) and
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) to guarantee the survey was properly designed for human
judgement. The collected survey data were found to be satisfactory in terms of item reliability
and factor loadings. We also did not observe any pattern between the demographic information
and evaluation. We then obtained two variables – radical innovativeness and incremental
innovativeness – at project level by averaging the survey responses across items and individuals.
To evaluate our method, for the same sample of projects, we followed our proposed procedure to
extract 10 keywords in each project and created queries using the keywords. In this preliminary
validation process, we focus on the top 10 relevant results from search engine (Google Search in
our case). The project descriptions and collected web search contents were then input into the
trained paragraph vector model with English Wikipedia to generate vector representations. For
each project, the average cosine distances to reference items (search results) was used as the
measure of across-platform innovativeness.
We validated our measure of innovativeness by calculating the correlations between the
measured innovativeness and human judged innovativeness variables. Table 1 presents our
preliminary evaluation results. We find that our proposed measure of across-platform
innovativeness can capture the actual human evaluated innovativeness to a large extent, but only
for radical innovativeness. This may be because for incremental innovation, a product is very
likely to share certain similarities with other products (i.e., the nature of the product is not
changed). Therefore, the measured dissimilarity using web search content could be low even
though the project makes significant incremental innovation. For radical innovativeness, the
dissimilarity measure aligns with human judgement and is a good proxy. In addition, we notice
that the correlations between our measure and radical innovativeness are higher (i.e., the measure
is more accurate) in Technology and Game categories. For projects in Design and Film & Video,
the products are prone to be creative so that evaluating their innovativeness with secondary data
is more difficult than in the other two categories with more tangible type of products. These
preliminary findings jointly provide important insights for understanding innovativeness in
crowdfunding and further improving our measure of innovativeness.
Table 1. Correlation between Measured Innovativeness and Human Judgement
Category
All
Technology
Design
Game
Film & Video

Radical Innovativeness
0.563
0.724
0.448
0.825
0.351
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Incremental Innovativeness
0.221
0.160
0.335
0.347
0.080

5. Conclusion and Future Works
In this study, we focus on the role of innovativeness in crowdfunding platform. Given the nature
of online crowdfunding as digital platforms and for promoting innovations, we consider two
aspects of innovativeness – within-platform and across-platform innovativeness, and examine
how they affect crowdfunding performance. With the data from Kickstarter, we propose a novel
text mining based approach to evaluate the innovativeness of project and econometric models to
test their effects. In this research-in-progress paper, we present our preliminary validation on our
novel measure of across-platform innovativeness, which implies the effectiveness of our measure
in certain categories and the directions for further improvement.
For future works, we plan to first improve our measure of across-platform innovativeness with
the insights from preliminary validation. We expect to further increase the accuracy and
applicability of our measure with more nuanced approach and validation. In addition, we will
measure the within-platform innovativeness using the paragraph vector model and compare it
with across-platform innovativeness at a large scale. Finally, we will examine how these two
aspects of innovativeness influence crowdfunding outcomes and offer implications for
crowdfunding and innovation management research.
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Abstract
In this paper, we propose an event detection method to extract useful information from firm
posted microblogs, based on which, we have provided a way to track the evolution of these
events automatically and to analyze the competitive behavior of companies from big (textual)
data. Using the proposed method in this work, we can easily extract information about corporate
events happened in history and their competitive relationship with these events.
Keywords: Text mining, Microblog, Event mining, Market competition

1. Introduction
In recent years, microblog platforms have provided abundant and timely information. The
microblogs posted by companies are related to their business activities, showing great value in
the formation of strategies, maintenance of customer relationships, and prediction of business
trends [8]. Therefore, it is a feasible way to collect microblog data and extract information about
competitors’ behaviors in a market. However, there are three challenges in efficiently extracting
event information from massive microblogs. First, there is no exact definition of business event
in either mathematics or engineering. Second, the textual data crawled from websites are very
noisy, and terms may be varied and ambiguous [2]. Third, in natural language, some words have
the effect of polysemy, leading to difficulty identifying a feature for a given topic. These
challenges can be summed up in the following research questions:
• How do we identify a business event from textual sources?
• How do we monitor competition based on firms’ behaviors in a market?
To overcome these challenges, we propose a framework to extract event information from
massive microblog messages. The main contributions are as follows. (1) To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first attempt to propose a text-mining model to discover business
events that are competitively shared between multiple firms. (2) We develop an event-evolution
model to monitor market competition. (3) With experiments on almost 90,000 microblogs for 10
firms, we show that our method is more successful than other commonly used topic models.

2. Related work
An event is an incident or occurrence that emanates from either internal or external textual
sources during a particular time interval [3]. Text-analysis technology is thus mainly involved in
the task of event-detection. Detection methods in the literature are usually classified into three
categories, based on clustering, modeling, and signal-processing [4]. Becker et al. [5] exploit rich
context associated with social-media content and utilize a clustering algorithm to identify events.
Ritter et al. [2] extract 4-tuple representation to match important events. For event-detection,
Becker et al. [6] explore a variety of techniques for learning multi-feature similarity metrics for
social-media documents. In [7], the authors conduct a set of comparative and quantitative studies
of the performance of state-of-the-art event-detection techniques. Some other approaches focus
on generating a structured representation of events [2] and detecting the underlying
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spatial-temporal pattern of social events [8]. Although monitoring a business process with
event-log data has become a major practical concern [9], scant attention had been paid to firms’
behavior. One early work in market intelligence is the BrandPlus platform [10], which monitors
consumers’ buzz words about brands and companies. In particular, much research on
data-mining and market analysis based on online reviews has appeared in recent years [11,12].

3. Business Event Detection
To detect business events from massive social media, we cast our task as a classification problem
in the learning process and in the inference process. The learning process will then construct a
set of events as well as their trigger words; this can also be seen as a multi-class classifier. In the
inference process, we use the classifier constructed in the learning process to explore potential
events in a previously unknown microblog text.
3.1 Learning an Event Classifier
3.1.1 Seed event trigger extraction
As a semi-supervised approach, we first invite several experts to annotate a fixed number of
microblogs as the seeds for event ek. Such a set of microblog texts is denoted by SeedBlog(ek).
We then segment all the microblogs in SeedBlog(ek) into words and focus on both the verbs and
gerund (a noun in the form of the present participle of a verb) in SeedBlog(ek). Next, the words
are sorted by their frequency in SeedBlog(ek), and each verb with a top frequency is evaluated by
the experts according to its semantics for triggering ek. In particular, the lower-frequency verbs
should be inspected carefully to reduce the noise data. In the annotation process, a set of seed
triggers for each event ek, namely eˆk, can be sifted out manually.
3.1.2 Event-trigger enrichment with word-vector similarity
To avoid the selection bias from the experts, we need to find more verbs that have similar
semantics with event ek. In another word, the set of eˆk should be enriched. The problem is how
to evaluate the similarity between terms in corpus and those in eˆk. To address the problem, we
introduce the word representation used in NLP to embed terms in corpus into a new formation of
word vector such that we can compute the terms similarity based on their vectors [13], and at the
same time we represent event ek by taking the weight of words (frequency) into consideration.
In this study, we leverage the Skip-gram model in the training process because it is good at
capturing the position relationship among words and the semantic meanings of words. As a
result, the word vectors it learns are more semantically focused, which is useful for gathering
verbs with similar semantics by using their similarity in word representation. For example,
measuring word similarities in text with vectors would pair the verb “find” with “detect,” and
even with “explore.” Now, we have a rational way to compare the semantic similarity between
word w in corpus and eˆk by calculating their cosine similarity:
.
(1)
If the similarity value of sim(w, ek) is very high (greater than the threshold), then there is a high
probability that w can be used as a new trigger of eˆk. In this way, the trigger set for event ek is
enriched as eˆk ∪ {w}.
3.2 Inferring Firm’s business events
Given a piece of microblog text bi, we first extract a verb set as follows:
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.
We can then calculate the centroid of all the vectors of these verbs:

(2)

.
(3)
A rational way to identify the event in bi is to cast our problem as a task of classification by
evaluating the similarity between vec(bi) and eˆk, which can be calculated as follows:
.

(4)
Now, we can make a judgment about whether bi could be assigned event label k by evaluating
the similarity between bi and ek with equation (4).

4. Monitoring market competition
Suppose we are interested in a set of competing firms in the same market as follows:
F = {F1,...,Fj,...,FL}
(5)
We use B(Fj) to denote a set of documents (i.e., microblog texts) that are posted by firm Fj in the
time range of t ∈ [1,T]. By sorting all the microblog documents in B(Fj) by time:
B(Fj) = {Bj1,Bj2,...,Bjt,...,BjT }
(6)
where Bjt is the set of microblog texts posted at time t. If there is no microblog for Fj at time t,
then Bjt = NULL. If there is more than one microblog post at time t, then we identify events from
each microblog text separately and sum up the occurrences of the same event together.
We now extend the event detection method to capture the competition between multiple firms
over the various event types at time t. To that end, we first define a firm-event occurrence
variable φ ∈ RL×K×1 to represent the occurrences of firms in given business events at time t.
Table 1 Events information proposed by firms at time t
Firm-event
F1
...
Fj

e1
φ(1, e1 ,t)
…
φ(j, e1, t)

…
···
···
···

ei
φ(1, ei, t)
...
φ(j,ei, t)

…
···
···
···

eK
φ(1, eK ,t)
…
φ(j, eK, t)

The variable φ(j,ei,t) denotes the information of event ei proposed by firm Fj at time t. Based on
the firm-event matrix in Table 1, the task of monitoring competition in a market is changed to
obtain the proportion of firms’ microblogs on different business event. Therefore, at time t, the
proportion of different companies for business event e (7). At time t, the proportion of business
event for specific firm j (8).
j ( j, e, t ) ，
j ( j, e, t )
(7)
Pe ( j, t ) =
P ( e, t ) =

åj ( j, e, t )

j

j

åj ( j, e, t )
e

5. Experimental results
We have conduct a series of experiments to validate the performance of the method.
5.1 The data
In the experiments, 10 cell phone companies with the top market share in China are selected
(Table 2). The microblogs are crawled from Weibo.com by querying the official accounts of
these firms. In the dataset, microblogs that have only pictures or blank contents are removed. As
for the duplicate documents, only the earliest posted one will be retained. A total of 88,874
microblogs are crawled online. The data information is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2: The Information of Crawled Data from Weibo
Firm name
Lenovo

# blog
17690

Time interval
2011/07/15 - 2016/08/07

Firm name
TCL

# blog
7376

Time interval
2011/02/01 - 2016/08/14

Coolpad

13485

2010/06/04 - 2016/08/05

OPPO

6168

2010/03/22 - 2016/08/09

ZTE

10372

2010/12/22 - 2016/08/10

Huawei

6046

2012/02/10 - 2016/08/10

Vivo
Xiaomi

10238
7964

2010/09/03 - 2016/08/10
2011/02/28 - 2016/08/05

HTC
Meizu

5917
3618

2010/11/28 - 2016/08/10
2011/07/15 - 2016/08/07

5.2 Seed microblog annotation
In the process of seed microblog annotation, an expert is invited to intensively read the
microblogs and label the events mentioned in the text. Two rules are followed in the annotation
to avoid potential preference bias: a second expert double-checks the microblogs text labeled by
the first expert, and microblogs with ambiguous semantics for identifying events are abandoned.
Finally, 1,000 microblogs are labeled by the experts as the seed microblogs in the experiments,
in which the five business events of Promotion, Sale, Research, Cooperation, and Recruiting are
annotated. Some sample triggers extracted for each event are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: The seed triggers extracted from the seeded microblogs
Events Top 5 event triggers
Sale
Cooperation
Promotion
Research
Recruiting

发布(release), 购买(buy), 发售(sale), 定制(customized), 销售(sell)
合作(cooperate), 联合(unit), 携手(join hands), 融合(coalesce), 建设(build)
预约(order), 获得(obtain/gain), 分享(share), 赢取(earn), 抽送(extract)
设计(design), 创新(innovate), 应用(apply), 升级(upgrade), 研究(research)
参与(participate), 招聘(recruit), 招募(recruit), 加入(join), 寻找(look for)

5.3 Comparison of event extraction methods
In order to evaluate the event extraction experiment results, we chose four comparison methods:
Bayes+BOW (bag of words), SVM+BOW, and NN+BOW. First, represent high frequency
words in train data, and then use Bayesian model, support vector machine and perceptron to
classify. The experimental results are shown in the figure 1. It can be seen that our method is
obviously superior to the other four methods based on bag of words representation.

Figure 1: The comparison results of event extraction methods
5.4 Firm’s behavior in cell phone Chinese market
Figure 2 illustrates the evolving chain of the selected firms on each business event in 18
time-slices from 01-01-2015 to 06-30-2016. We can observe the evolution of these firms’
business behaviors over 18 months. Lenovo, Coolpad, Vivo, Xiaomi, and Meizu continuously
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implemented the action of Promotion, whereas, Huawei and ZTE paid much attention to the
behaviors of Cooperation and Research. TCL, OPPO, and HTC were quiet in the market for the
time slices of 01-2015 to 03-2016.

(a) Lenovo

(b) Coolpad

(c) ZTE

(d) Vivo

(e) Xiaomi

(f) TCL

(g) OPPO

(h) Huawei

(i) HTC

(j) Meizu

Figure 2: Event evolution of firms.

Figure 3: Event evolving chain of firms from 2015-01-01 to 2016-06-30.
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Figure 3 illustrate the competitive relations among firms. We observed the following: (1) The
evolution lines in sub-figures 2(a) and 2(c) are relatively dense and show little variation, which
means that the firms competed fiercely in the two behaviors of Promotion and Research. (2)
Huawei dominated the Cooperation behavior, whereas Lenovo dominated the Recruiting
behavior in the market. Simultaneously, other firms show dynamic ups and downs over these two
behaviors over time. (3) The competition on Sale is more complicated. Overall, Meizu had a
strong preference to use the competitive behavior of Sale. Interestingly, Xiaomi also preferred
the Sale strategy in early 2015. However, it gradually reduced the proportion of Sale behavior in
the market after 09-2015. In contrast to Xiaomi, HTC continuously strengthened its behavior on
the Sale strategy after 09-2015.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an efficient model for extracting information of business events of
firms from massive microblog texts. The experimental results with real data extracted from
Weibo.com show that the method proposed in this work can identify information about
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enterprise events from social media efficiently. In the future, we will focus on automatically
optimizing the generation of events as well as their associated triggers. To portray the
competition among enterprises more accurately with social media data, we will try to distinguish
the regular corporate behavior information from the competition information of these events.

(a) Promotion

(b) Sale

(d) Cooperation

(e) Recruiting

(c) Research

Figure
3. Event
competition
oftofirms.
Figure 4: Event
competition
of firms
from 2015-01-01
2016-06-30.
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Abstract
Online product reviews affect consumers’ purchase decisions and thus product sales. As more and
more online review platforms integrate social networks to facilitate interactions among users, a
stream of literature has looked into how opinions from the crowd and friends influence user ratings.
This study adds to this emerging literature by investigating how users make rating decisions when
the two reference groups contradict. Particularly, we examine the differential effects of positive
rating difference (friends are more positive than the crowd) versus negative rating difference
(friends are more negative than the crowd). Utilizing a data set from a large social media website,
our analyses reveal that positive rating difference has a stronger effect on user ratings, i.e., users
do not follow their friends as much when the friend-crowd rating difference is negative as when
the difference is positive. Also, when the friend-crowd rating difference is negative, users with a
larger number of followers are less likely to follow their friends. In contrast, when the friendcrowd rating difference is positive, users with a larger number of followers are more likely to
follow their friends. This study gains insights into the sophisticated dynamics of social influence
and provides managerial implications on the feature design of social media platforms.
Keywords: social influence, online reviews, rating difference, asymmetric effect, rating bias

1. Introduction
Social media platforms are characterized by two critical features: user-generated contents and
online social networks. Millions of users on these platforms create huge volume of contents, which
are shared, commented, and updated collectively. The social networks embedded in these
platforms facilitate user interactions and shape how contents are created and consumed. Users can
observe what other users are doing, and their actions can be influenced by other users as well. In
online platforms that integrate social features, users are subject to social influence from multiple
sources, such as the crowd, groups of interest, and online friends. Such multi-source influence adds
complexity to our understanding of user behaviors.
Investigating how users make decisions in the presence of multiple sources of influence critical
step towards better understanding of modern social media platforms. Prior research has studied
friends’ and the crowd’s influence on user-generated contents. In the study of an online review
platform, Lee et al. (2015) show a stronger influence from online friends than from the crowd.
However, we still know little about how users make decisions under multiple influences, especially
when different reference groups provide contradicting opinions. To answer the question, we
collected a comprehensive dataset from Douban.com, a large social media website in China.
Douban is an online review platform for movies, books and music, etc. Users on the Douban
platform can follow each other without a consent from users being followed, forming a directional
social network. Our identification strategy leverages an exogenous shock in platform design.
Notably, in November 2015, Douban launched a new “Friends’ Rating” feature, which highlights
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the average rating scores across a focal user’s followees—users a focal user is following. Such
“Friends’ Rating” feature increases the visibility of followees’ ratings. The feature implementation
serves as a natural experiment and enables us to identify the casual effect of social influence of
friends’ ratings and the crowd rating.
Through the lens of deviance regulation theory (Blanton et al. 2001; Blanton and Christie 2003),
this research extends the literature by providing novel insights into how such influence may depend
on the relative possibility of friends’ and the crowd’s ratings and the audience size. Empirical
results show that when friends are more negative, users do not follow their friends as much as
when friends are more positive. In addition, when friends are more negative (positive), users with
a larger number of followers are less (more) likely to follow their friends. These results highlight
the contingent factors that govern the direction and strength of social influence in online social
networks. Our findings also provide practical implications on feature design for rating platforms.

2. Related Literature
2.1 e-Word-of-Mouth (e-WOM)
Consumers frequently use e-WOM as part of their purchase decision processes. Prior studies have
emphasized perception (specifically perceived satisfaction and dissatisfaction) as the main driver
of e-WOM (Hu et al. 2009). In addition, the rating environment, such as previously posted opinions,
has an important influence on the subsequent e-WOM. Wu and Huberman (2008) showed that
exposing potential reviewers to previously posted reviews leads to increasingly extreme reviews,
because individuals tend to provide comments deviating from previous reviews. A consumer’s
online rating tends to be influenced by prior ratings posted by their friends (Lee et al. 2015).
2.2 Social Influence
Prior studies show that individuals often take cues from the social environment on their decisions.
Exposed to previously posted opinions, online uses may also adjust their subsequent ratings (Moe
and Schweidel 2012). A social-network embedded online platform present users in a more
complex social environment. That is, social influences are from various sources, such as friends
versus strangers, which exert different impact on users’ choices (Zhang et al. 2015). Lee et al.
(2015) showed that online friends ratings always induce herding, whereas both herding and
differentiation effects induced by crowd ratings exist contingent on movie popularity.

3. Theoretical Foundation and Hypotheses Development
We develop our hypotheses on the differential effects of friends’ and the crowd’s ratings through
the lens of the deviance regulation theory (Blanton et al. 2001; Blanton and Christie 2003).
Deviance regulation theory posits that people choose to stray from social norms in socially
attractive ways as well as avoiding socially unattractive behaviors that stray from social norms.
The literature has applied deviance regulation theory to study social influence, but limited to one
single reference group. In this research, we extend the boundary of the theory to the context of
multiple sources of influence (i.e., friends’ and the crowd). Specifically, people try to confirm to
their friends in ways that will associate the self with positive images and they try to avoid deviating
from the crowd in ways that will associate the self with negative images. The key hypotheses
below articulate how people choose to stray from the crowd (or their friends) and confirm to their
friends (or the crowd) in order to build socially desirable images.
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3.1 Friends vs. the Crowd
When observing multiple sources of norms, people may tradeoff the relative importance of
reference groups. Compared to the norms from the crowd, influence from closer and more
intensively interacted friends may have a stronger impact on people’s actions (Dewan et al. 2017).
To build positive images in among their friends, people may try to associate with their friends and
stray away from the more distant and less intensively interacted crowd (Blanton and Christie 2003),
especially if these two reference groups hold significantly different opinions.
H1: When observing a difference in friends’ ratings and the crowd’s ratings, a user’s subsequent
rating would move closer to friends’ ratings and farther away the crowd ratings.
3.2 Positive vs. Negative Difference
The actions to associate with their friends and stray away from the crowd come with both costs
and benefits, which are taken into account when people make decisions (Kahneman and Tversky
2013). Expressing positive opinions are often associated with signing positive images, whereas
giving negative opinions can be more risky and costly as negative emotions are often associated
with negative images (Blanton et al. 2001). Also, expressing negative emotions is generally
considered as bad and has a stronger impact (Bastian et al. 2017; Baumeister et al. 2001; Taylor
1991). When friends more positive than the crowd, people may be more likely to follow their
friends to build positive images. When friends are more negative than the crowd, however, people
may be less likely to follow their friends, avoiding socially unattractive behaviors that stray from
the broader norms.
H2: When the friend-crowd rating difference is negative (i.e., friends are more negative), users do
not follow their friends as much as when the rating difference is positive.
3.3 The Role of Audience Size
The benefits, costs, and risks associated with normative actions depend on the magnitude of the
consequences of those actions. The benefits of building positive images will be higher if people
have a larger audience. Similarly, the costs associated with negative images will be higher for
people with more followers. Therefore, when friends’ ratings are more negative, people tend to
deviate from their friends to avoid building negative images (Blanton et al. 2001, Blanton and
Christie 2003), especially for those with a large audience and thus the potential costs are higher.
In contrast, when friends’ ratings are more positive, a large audience size tends to reinforce such
positivity.
H3a: When the friend-crowd rating difference is negative, users with a larger number of followers
are less likely to follow their friends.
H3b: When the friend-crowd rating difference is positive, users with a larger number of followers
are more likely to follow their friends.

4. Data Collection and Empirical Analysis
4.1 Data Collection
We compiled a data set from Douban.com, which is a large social media website mainly for
reviewing movies, books and music in China. To provide a review for an item, such as a movie, a
registered user can choose a rating score from 1 to 5, with an option of writing a textual review.
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Douban users are able to follow each other without a consent from the users being followed. Such
following behaviors among Douban users have formed a directional social network. Information
of a focal user’s followees, such as a movie rating, will be shown in the focal user’s news feed. In
addition, the website also presents in a movie’s page aggregated rating information from the crowd,
such as the average rating, the volume of ratings. Moreover, in November, 2015, Douban
implemented a new feature named ‘Friends’ Rating’ across the whole site. That is, side by side
with the aggregated information from the crowd for a movie, the website also presents aggregated
rating information from a focal user’s followees who have rated the same movie. Our dataset
contains the following information:
1) Social network information. For each online user, we collected their followers and
followees, who they were following. We constructed NUM_FOLLOWER and
NUM_FOLLOWEE to indicated the number of followers and followees for a focal user.
2) Movie review records. We can observe a focal user’s rating on a movie with a specific
timestamp. We re-constructed the average rating from the crowd and the average rating
from followees before a focal user rated the same movie, including RA_CRD, VOM_CRD,
indicating the average rating and volume of ratings from the crowd, RA_FR, VOM_FR for
the average rating and volume of ratings from the followees.
3) Basic information of users and movies. We collected detailed information about each
user, such as registration date, gender, the number of posts. We also collected detailed
information about each movies, such as the release date, and the genre.
4.2 Empirical Analysis
Our preliminary analyses rely on the linear regression (OLS) with panel data. Specifically, the
numeric rating by user 𝑖 on movie 𝑗 on day 𝑡, denoted by 𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 , is modeled as follows:
𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽𝑖0 + 𝛽𝑖1 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖2 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖3 𝐴𝐵𝑆_𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖4 𝐴𝐵𝑆_𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + ∅𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑍𝑖 + 𝑢𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡
(1)
𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽𝑖0 + 𝛽𝑖1 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖2 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖3 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖4 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖5 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖6 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + ∅𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑍𝑖 + 𝑢𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡
(2)
, where ABS_RA_DIFF, equal to the absolute value of RA_FR minus RA_CRD; RA_DIFF_POS
equal to ABS_RA_DIFF when RA_FR > RA_CRD and equal to 0 otherwise; and RA_DIFF_NEG
equal to ABS_RA_DIFF when RA_FR < RA_CRD and equal to 0 otherwise. 𝑋𝑖𝑡 is a vector of
users’ time-variant control variables, 𝑍𝑖 is a vector of users’ time-invariant control variables. 𝑢𝑗
captures the movie-specific fixed effect. 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 is random error. The regression results of the two
equations are summarized in Table 1. We see that when the rating difference between friends and
the crowd (𝐴𝐵𝑆_𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 ) gets larger, a user’s subsequent rating would move closer to friends’
ratings (0.068), and further away from the crowd’s ratings (-0.084). Therefore, H1 is supported.
Further, the results from Model (2) show that the positive rating difference has a larger moderation
role on the effect of ratings from the crowd in magnitude (-0.324) than that of the negative rating
difference (-0.044). Similarly, the positive rating difference has a larger moderation role on the
effect of ratings from friends (0.265 vs 0.019).
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Table 1. Estimation Results of Model (1) and Model (2)
Variables of Interest
𝐴𝐵𝑆_𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷
𝐴𝐵𝑆_𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅
Adjusted 𝑅 2
Number of observations

Model (1)
-0.084***
0.068***

0.305
1,107,522

Model (2)

-0.324***
-0.044***
0.265***
0.019**
0.306
1,107,522

Notes: <0.1 ·; <0.05 *; <0.01 **; <0.001***.
Further, we utilize the feature implementation, a natural experiment setting, to tease out homophily.
We also test the moderation effect of the number of followers. The specification is as follows:
𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛽𝑖0 + 𝛽𝑖1 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖2 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖3 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖4 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖5 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖6 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗
𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖7 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖8 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗
𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖9 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝑖10 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑡 +
𝛽𝑖11 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑁𝑈𝑀_𝐹𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅 + 𝛽𝑖12 𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅𝑖𝑗𝑡 ∗
𝑁𝑈𝑀_𝐹𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅 + ∅𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑍𝑖 + 𝑢𝑗 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡
(3)

The estimated values of 𝛽7 to 𝛽10 provide additional social influence after the feature
implementation. We summarize the estimation results in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Estimation Results of Model 3
Variables of Interest
𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐶𝑅𝐷 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅 ∗ 𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡
𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑃𝑂𝑆 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅 ∗ 𝑁𝑈𝑀_𝐹𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅
𝑅𝑅𝐴_𝐷𝐼𝐹𝐹_𝑁𝐸𝐺 ∗ 𝑅𝐴_𝐹𝑅 ∗ 𝑁𝑈𝑀_𝐹𝑂𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑊𝐸𝑅
Adjusted 𝑅 2
Number of observations

Model (3a)
0.009*
-0.256***
-0.024*
0.214***
-0.010
-0.100*
-0.030**
0.077*
0.041**

0.306
1,107,522

Model (3b)
0.015***
-0.259***
-0.058***
0.222***
0.072***
-0.094*
-0.029**
0.073*
0.034*
0.002*
-0.014***
0.306
1,107,522

Notes: <0.1 ·; <0.05 *; <0.01 **; <0.001***.
Results of Model 3a reveal that after the new feature, the positive rating difference has a larger
moderation role on the effect of ratings from the crowd in magnitude than that of the negative
rating difference (-0.100 vs -0.030). The positive rating difference also has a larger moderation
role on the effect of ratings from friends (0.077 vs 0.041). Hence, H2 is supported. In addition,
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results in Model (3b) show that when the friend-crowd rating difference is negative, users with a
larger number of followers are less likely to follow their friends (-0.014), which supports our H3a.
When the friend-crowd rating difference is positive, users with a larger number of followers are
more likely to follow their friends (0.002), which supports our H3b.

5. Summary and Discussion
Prior research has studied friends’ and the crowd’s influence on user-generated contents. Through
the lens of deviance regulation theory, this study extends the literature by providing novel insights
into how such influence may depend on the relative positivity of friends’ and the crowd’s ratings
and the audience size. Our empirical results show that when friends are more negative, users do
not follow their friends as much as when friends are more positive. In addition, when friends are
more negative (positive), users with a larger number of followers are less (more) likely to follow
their friends. These results highlight the contingent factors that govern the direction and strength
of social influence in online social networks. Our study also provide important practical
implications on the feature design of online review platforms.
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Abstract
Corporate executives from public firms are becoming more active on social media
platforms to engage with various stakeholders such as customers, employees and
investors. This study investigates whether and how top executives’ active
engagement on Twitter affects employees’ perception of top management, which is
measured by CEO approval ratings from the company review website Glassdoor.
We first hypothesize that CEOs personally adopting social media (i.e., social CEOs)
on average receive higher approval ratings than those that do not. To further
understand the underlying mechanisms for this relationship, we employ text
analytics to investigate whether posting more work-related and less negative
contents is associated with higher approval ratings from employees. This research
provides important managerial implications for top management in terms of how
to effectively utilize social media in developing a personal branding strategy.
Keywords: social executives, CEO approval, social media, personal brand building,
Twitter, Glassdoor

1. Introduction
Social media platforms are playing an increasingly important role in people’s personal life and
professional life. Corporate executives from large public firms also embrace social media since it
provides a low-cost platform on which they can build their personal brand and communicate with
people both inside and outside their company (Dutta 2010). Following Chen et al. (2017), we call
these executives “social executives”. A recent survey reports that company employees believe that
“CEOs who actively participate in social media can build better connections with customers,
employees, and investors” and “CEOs who do not engage on social channels will become less
relevant in the digital age” (BRANDfog 2016).
In spite of the potential benefits of being active on social media platforms, top executives are
cautious to adopt social media. The Weber Shandwick (2012) survey shows that the top reasons
given by executives for not participating in social media include that it is unusual for their industry
or region (35% of respondents), there is no proof that it returns value (34%), there is no demand
(34%) and it is too risky (32%).
To our best knowledge, no prior research has empirically examined whether social executives are
perceived positively by their employees or not. This research question is of great importance for
top executives to make better strategies in using social media to build their personal brand. This
study aims to answer this question by compiling a unique dataset from two social media sites, the
leading microblogging site Twitter and the company reviews and salary information site Glassdoor.
Our sample includes all the CEOs from the S&P 1500 firms in the period of 2008 to 2014. The list
of CEOs’ personal accounts on Twitter is provided by Chen et al. (2017). There are 119 CEOs that
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have adopted Twitter by December 2014. We also download all the tweets posted by these social
CEOs within the study period.
Employees’ perception of top management is available from Glassdoor.com, which asks current
and former employees to provide their opinions through the “CEO approval” item (see Figure 1).
Glassdoor is one of the fastest growing jobs and recruiting websites. We collect employees’
reviews from Glassdoor for all the S&P 1500 firms and identify the CEO approval ratings
associated with the CEOs holding office at the time when reviews are submitted.

Figure 1. Screen Shot of a Company Review on Glassdoor

Employees’ perception of top management is available from Glassdoor.com, which asks current
and former employees to provide their opinions through the “CEO approval” item (see Figure 1).
Glassdoor is one of the fastest growing jobs and recruiting websites. We collect employees’
reviews from Glassdoor for all the S&P 1500 firms and identify the CEO approval ratings
associated with the CEOs holding office at the time when reviews are submitted.
CEOs’ tweets can convey information about their ideas on company future development, personal
interests, everyday life details as well as personal characters. When employees read their tweets,
they can get more information about the company they work for and the CEO’s day-to-day life
directly through a new channel. Employees can also follow their CEOs and engage in
conversations with them on Twitter. For CEOs, the social media platform provides an opportunity
to reduce the distance between themselves and their employees and to build their personal brand
inside and outside their company. We hypothesize that social executives can thus get higher
approval ratings from their employees on social media and the content of their tweets significantly
affects employees’ opinions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a literature review
and develop our hypotheses. We introduce the two main data sources in more detail in Section 3
and build the empirical analysis model in Section 4. The last section concludes this research in
progress.

2. Literature Review and Hypotheses
Social media provides a low-cost platform for top executives to interact with stakeholders both
within and outside their company (Dutta 2010). Gallaugher et al. (2010) show active executives
and employees on social media can develop deeper relationships with customers based on a case
study about Starbucks. Using data from CEOs’ personal account on Twitter, Chen, et al. (2017)
show that social executives help improve large public firms’ information environment and widen
their investor bases.
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Prior research in the management literature suggests that leader communication practices play an
important role in developing employee commitment (Mayfield et al., 2002; Coleman, 2000; Detert
and Burris, 2007). Lee et al. (1986) examines electronic mail in organizational communication and
show that electronic mail does not simply speed up the exchange of information but leads to the
exchange of new information as well. Brandts et al. (2014) study the effectiveness of leaders for
inducing a turnaround and find that communication from leaders has a greater effect than
incentives and that the improved effectiveness of elected leaders results from sending more
performance-relevant messages. Using 560 followers and 174 leaders in the People’s Republic of
China and United States, Kirkman et al. (2009) show that the relationship between leaders and
followers is more positive when power distance orientation was lower. Social media provide a
platform on which employees can directly observe their CEOs on a daily basis, and thus it can
reduce the distance between CEOs and employees. CEOs can also share their ideas about the future
development of their companies and disclose information about their companies via work-related
tweets. Employees are able to obtain more information about the company and the CEO, which
are made available through this social media channel. We argue that for the same executive, he or
she receives higher approval ratings after becoming active on social media. Thus we propose the
following first hypothesis.
H1. CEOs receive higher approval ratings from employees after adopting social media.
We further hypothesize that top executives who adopt social media, or specifically, social CEOs,
can get higher approval rating from their employees.
H2. Social CEOs receive higher approval ratings from employees compared with other
non-social CEOs.
Charismatic leaders refer to exceptional leaders who have extraordinary effects on their followers
and eventually on social systems. Shamir et al. (1993) find that charismatic leaders have
motivational effects on their followers based on the self-concept theory. Gardner et al. (1998) show
that a leader’s emphasis on the unit’s collective identity is related to followers' level of
identification with the leader and trust in the leader. Wang et al. (2011) use a matched dataset
including 739 middle managers and their supervisors (top managers) in 125 firms and show that
the CEOs’ relationship-focused behaviors are positively related with employees’ attitudes. We
argue that if CEOs send more worked-related tweets, they may receive higher approval rating from
their employees. Thus, we propose the following hypothesis.
H3. Disclosure of more work-related content on social media platforms has a positive
effect on approval ratings from employees.
Social media is a very important platform for emotion diffusion. Stieglitz and Xuan (2013) find
that emotionally charged Twitter messages tend to be retweeted more often and more quickly
compared to neutral ones. Kissler et al. (2007) find that emotion words or emotional framing of
messages may elicit extensive cognitive processes such as attention. Previous studies have
documented that positive emotion can improve organizational performance. For example, Barsade
(2002) shows that the positive emotional contagion group members experience can improve
cooperation, decrease conflict, and increase perceived task performance. George (2000) argues
that feelings (moods and emotions) play a central role in the leadership process. It is proposed that
emotional intelligence and the ability to understand and manage moods and emotions in the self
and others contribute to effective leadership in organizations. Many prior studies in text analysis
use negative words to captures the emotion of the text (e.g., Loughran and McDonald 2011; Davis,
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Piger, and Sedor 2012) rather than the fraction of positive words as positive words are often
negated to convey negative feelings. Thus we argue that CEOs who tend to send less negative
emotional tweets can get higher approval rating from their employees.
H4. Disclosure of less negative emotional content on social media platforms has a positive
effect on approval ratings from employees.

3. Data
3.1 Glassdoor Data
Glassdoor, launched in 2008, is the fastest-growing U.S. recruiting website and provides an
employer review platform where current and former employees can voluntarily and anonymously
review their companies, salaries, interview experience, senior management, and corporate benefits.
On Glassdoor, employees can review their CEOs through the CEO approval rating (with three
options: “Approves of CEO”, “No opinion of CEO” and “Disapproves of CEO”).We develop a
web crawler based on Python to obtain employee reviews data. For each CEO approval rating, we
assign a value of +1 for “Approves of CEO”, 0 for “No opinion of CEO”, and -1 for “Disapproves
of CEO”. The CEO approval data from Glassdoor is very unique in the sense that it overcomes the
“social desirability bias” (Bhattacherjee, 2012) found in many survey responses. In the workplace,
employees as the survey respondent may be reluctant to voice their true opinions about the
employer or their supervisors, especially when dealing with a sensitive issue such as the
underperformance of their superiors or office politics. Considering the anonymity and
voluntariness of reviews posted on social media, the Glassdoor CEO Approval data is more likely
to be accurate and reflects the true belief of firm employees.

3.2 Twitter Data
Twitter, founded in 2008, is one of the most popular microblogging sites worldwide. Twitter is a
social media platform on which users can read, post and interact with messages, known as “tweets”.
Followers can choose to follow or unfollow a public Twitter account without the explicit consent
of that user on Twitter.
We identify social CEOs following the list of CEOs’ twitter accounts between 2008 and 2014
provided by Chen et al. (2017). The information we collect for each twitter account includes
account name (“screen name” in Twitter), personal biography, date of account registration, and
number of followers as of December 2014. The information that we collect about each tweet
includes the following items: the account identifier, the tweet screen name, date and time of being
sent, content of the tweet, and number of re-tweets.

4. Empirical Analysis
To test our first hypothesis that CEOs receive higher approval ratings after adopting social media,
we combine the CEO tweet data and the Glassdoor employee review data and focus on the subset
of all social CEOs in our sample. We investigate how their CEO approval ratings are affected by
their Twitter adoption status using a monthly panel data.
Our regression model for the first hypothesis is:
𝐶𝐸𝑂𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝛽 × 𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
(1)
The dependent variable 𝐶𝐸𝑂𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 is the average CEO approval rating received by CEO i in
month t. 𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 is a dummy variable indicating whether CEO i has created a
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personal Twitter account or not by the end of month t. 𝑓𝑖 is the executive fixed effect that accounts
for all time-invariant executive and firm characteristics. 𝛿𝑡 is the time fixed effect that accounts
for common time shocks. X contains time-varying control variables such as whether the company
has an official Twitter account or not as of month t and average employee salary measured at the
yearly level, which is obtained from public firms’ annual reports.
To test our second hypothesis that social CEOs can get higher approval ratings from employees
compared with non-social CEOs, we conduct a difference-in-differences analysis. Specifically, we
conduct propensity score matching to find a matched control CEO who has not adopted Twitter
by the end of the study period for each treated CEO. Matched CEO i is defined as a CEO (1) who
works in the same industry as the corresponding Treated CEO, (2) who is of the same gender as
the Treated CEO, (3) whose age is similar to Treated CEO’s age, (4) whose job tenure length is
similar to Treated CEO, and (5) whose firm size is similar to the Treated CEO’s firm size. We
choose the matched control CEO with the smallest difference with the corresponding treated CEO.
Our difference-in-differences regression equation is:
𝐶𝐸𝑂𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡 = 𝑓𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝛽 × 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑖 + 𝛾𝑋 + 𝜀𝑖

(2)

The dependent variable CEOAprrovalit is the average CEO approval rating of a CEO i in month t
and when the CEO is in office. 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 is a dummy variable indicating whether a treated
CEO i has adopted Twitter or not in month t. It takes the same value in any month for the matched
pair of control and treated CEOs. SocialCEOi is a dummy variable indicating whether a CEO has
a personal Twitter account (i.e., treated social CEO) or not (i.e., control non-social CEO) by the
end of the study period. The main variable of interest is the interaction term,𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 ×
𝑆𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑖 , whose coefficient estimate denotes the effect of the treatment, i.e., how being a social
CEO affects one’s approval ratings. X contains control variables related with time-varying firm
characteristics such as whether the company has an official Twitter account as of month t and
average employee salary at the yearly level.
To test our third and fourth hypotheses, we adopt a regression model similar as in Equation (1) but
replace the main independent variable 𝐶𝐸𝑂𝑇𝑤𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐴𝑑𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 with two new variables,
𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑡 and 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 . 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑡 is the number of
work-related tweets posted by CEO i in month t. 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 is the fraction of negative
words in tweets posted by CEO i in month t.
The model is presented as follows:
𝐶𝐸𝑂𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡
= 𝑓𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝛽1 × 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 × 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝑋
+ 𝜀𝑖𝑡 (3)
The coefficients estimate for 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑇𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑡 and 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑑𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 inform us
whether H3 and H4 are supported or not, respectively.
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Abstract
This study builds on the behavioral theory and aims to examine an important puzzle in agile
software development: whether and when software developers would increase agile
development as a reaction to poor market performance. We suggest that while a poorly
performing developer would be highly motivated to become more agile to improve its
performance, poor performance triggers a perception of threat, which slows down
organizational processes and consequently reduces agility. Furthermore, we argue that a
poorly performing developer is more likely to increase agile development under conditions
when the developer views addressing customer demands as a solution of poor performance
(i.e., when the developer receive customer feedback with a high variety) and when poor
performance is less perceived as a threat (i.e., when the developer belongs to a good
performing parent software company). We tested our model using a large mobile app dataset
and found support for our arguments.
Keywords: Agile Software Development, Behavioral Theory, Poor Market Performance,
Mobile Apps, Deep Learning Method

1. Introduction
Agile development has received an enormous amount of popularity in the world of software
development over the past two decades. Agile development advocates adaptive planning and
continuous improvement, enabling software developers to address changing customer demands
effectively. Prior studies find that agility improves performance in a variety of aspects (Tallon
and Pinsonneault, 2011; Zhou et al., forthcoming). We know that software developers often
face high performance pressure because the industry is featured as intensive competition and a
high failure rate (Li et al., 2010). It seems that increasing agile development is a good solution
of poor performance. However, little is known about how developers react to poor market
performance. Thus, we ask: 1) do software developers respond to poor market performance by
being more agile? And 2) under what conditions would developers be more likely to increase
agile development in the presence of poor performance?
We draw upon the core underpinnings of the behavioral theory (Cyert and March, 1963).
Human factors and organizational behaviors such as internal communication and
organizational routines largely determine the success of agile development (Hong, et al., 2011;
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Vidgen and Wang, 2009). A cornerstone of the behavioral theory is that due to the actor’s
bounded rationality, poor performance, i.e., performance below the target level (e.g., the
performance of peers, the actor’s past performance, etc), would trigger a set of cognitive and
social psychological mechanisms, which shapes the actor’s behaviors (Gavetti et al., 2012).
Thus, using a behavioral lens to examine agile development as a response to poor performance
would help us understand why agility varies within a software developer at different time and
between different software developers which possess similar IT resources.
We draw two competing logics— problemistic search logic and threat-rigidity logic— from
the behavioral theory to explain the relationship between a software developer’s poor market
performance and the developer’s agile development. We further suggest two moderators—one
base on the problemistic search logic and another base on the threat-rigidity logic—to discuss
conditions under which a poorly performing developer would increase agile development. We
test our model using a very large mobile app dataset and use a deep learning method to quantify
agile development using customer review texts and product release notes.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
A software developer may fail to conduct agile development due to the lack of motivation and
ability. First, although agile development enables a software to respond to changing customer
requirements effective and consequently increases customers’ future purchase, it also tends to
be more costly and risky than traditional plan-based development. Second, in addition to
making IT investments and equipping agile development methods, an organization may be
unable to be agile when its internal communication is ineffective, or its decision-making
process is centralized (Hong, et al., 2011; Vidgen and Wang, 2009). Thus, despite the
significant benefits of agile development, how software developers adopt agile development
remains a puzzle, especially in the presence of poor market performance.
2.1 Poor Market Performance and Agile Development: Competing Logics
The behavioral theory defines poor performance as performance that is below the target level
(Greve, 2003). Poor performance brings an ideal context to observe organizational behaviors
constrained by bounded rationality. However, we can draw two competing logics from the
behavioral theory to explain how poor market performance influences agile development. On
one hand, the problemistic search logic (Gavetti et al., 2012) argues that software developers
would have a strong desire to turnaround poor market performance, and therefore a poorly
performing developer may be more motivated to conduct agile development, which is likely to
increase customer further purchase. Under such condition, the developer is also more likely to
tolerate the cost and risk of agile development.
H1a. A software developer’s poor market performance would increase its agile
development.
On the other hand, the threat-rigidity logic (Audia and Greve, 2006) proposes that, poor market
performance creates a perception of threat, which accordingly generates stress and cognitive
discomfort. As a result, organizational processes would slow down, decision makings would
be more cautious and centralized. Thus, the threat-rigidity logic indicates that instead of
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increasing agile development, a software developer’s agility would be weakened in the
presence of poor market performance.
H1b. A software developer’s poor market performance would reduce its agile
development.
2.2 Moderators: Increase Value of Agile Development and Reduce Rigidity
We propose that there are two ways of increasing agile development in the presence of poor
performance. First, in line with the problemistic search logic, a poorly performing developer
would increase the likelihood of conducting agile development if it believes addressing
changing customer requirement is the valuable solution of the performance problem. We argue
that receiving customers feedback with a large variety (e.g., opposite opinions) would increase
agile development’s value as a solution to turnaround performance. First, diverse feedback also
tends to be perceived as more representative to the “true” demands of the entire customer group
(Zhou et al., forthcoming). Second, receiving responses with a high variety would trigger
debates on potential solutions, and such debates may draw more attentions to agile
development as a solution of poor market performance. Thus, we argue:
H2. Customer feedback variety positively moderates the relationship between a software
developer’s poor market performance and its agile development.
Second, we draw from the threat-rigidity logic and argue that agility would increase in the
presence of poor performance under the conditions that poor performance results in less rigidity
(Desai, 2008). We argue that if a software developer belongs to a parent software company,
good performance of the parent company could mitigate the worry of the focal software
developer that have a poor market performance. In addition, the parent company would be able
to provide resources to help the focal software developer to turnaround poor performance. As
a result, we hypothesize that:
H3. Belonging to a parent software company with good market performance positively
moderates the relationship between a software developer’s poor market performance and
its agile development.

3. Data and Empirical Analysis
Our sample came from the mobile app industry, which is an important sector of software
industry, and we collected data from the Apple app store. We developed a panel dataset that
consists of 1,240 mobile game app which were active from February 4, 2015 to November 29,
2015 (10 month). We also collected the 3,295,167 online reviews on these apps made by 2.4
million customers.
3.1 Measures
Dependent variable. We define agile development as an app developer’s ability to effectively
address customers’ changing requirements. It was operationalized as the extent to which the
content of customers’ requirements embedded in online customer reviews is similar to the
release note of the sequential version (update) of the app (Zhou et al., forthcoming). A deep
learning method was used to measure the similarity between customer reviews and the
corresponding update note.
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Independent variables. We measured the app’s market performance as its product rank. Poor
market performance was measured using a spline function (Greve, 2003): it was equal to 0 if
the performance was higher than its historical target performance level, i.e., the app’s past
performance, and equal to the difference (absolute value) between the current performance and
the target level if the app’s performance was lower than the target level. Following previous
studies (Greve, 2003), we modeled historical target performance level as an exponentially
weighed moving average of past performances. Customer feedback variety was measured as
the rating variance of the app. We measured the parent software company’s market
performance as the average app ranking of all apps belong to the same company as the focal
app at month t.
Control variables. We included performance above the target level, average number of unique
words in reviews for an app, top developer, review complexity, review volume, market
competition, product age, product ratings and month dummies as controls.
3.2 Data Analysis and Results
Table 1 reports the descriptive statistics and correlations of the key variables of our empirical
model. However, there are two endogeneity problems that would potentially influence our
analysis. First, only observations with updates were included, our analysis may have a
selection bias. Thus, we conducted a Heckman correction to address this problem. Second,
unobserved variables may influence both poor performance and agile development. To
address this issue, we used a two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression for data analysis. We
used the number of competitive apps in the market (month t-1) as the instrumental variable of
poor market performance (month t). The instrumental variable passed the under-identification
and weak identification tests.
[Insert Table 1 here]
Table 2 reports the results of data analysis. As shown in the table, poor performance has a
negative, rather than positive, main effect on agile development, which means H1b gets
supported and H1a are not supported by our data. The two interaction terms are both significant
and positive, which means H2 and H3 are supported. We conducted multiple robustness checks
of the results. First, we ruled out the possibility that the main effect is curvilinear. Second, we
developed an alternative measure of agile development based on SVD-based similarity. Third,
we lagged the dependent variable for 3 months instead of one. All results remain unchanged,
showing a good robustness of our results.
[Insert Table 2 here]

4. Concluding Remarks
Building on the behavioral theory, our study investigates whether and when software
developers would respond to poor market performance by increasing agile development. We
found that software developers generally reduce agile development, even though agile
development can potentially solve the performance problem. The findings illustrate that agile
development is influenced by bounded rationality and needs to be understand from a behavioral
perspective. Furthermore, we examine conditions under which poorly performing developers
would increase agility, providing insights on how to overcome the behavioral challenges of
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agile development. Overall, our study offers a different perspective from the earlier literature
of agile development, which often explain agility from a perspective of resource possession.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics and Correlations of the Key Variables
1
2
3
1 Agile development (t+1)
1.00
2 Poor market performance
0.04
1.00
3 Customer feedback variety
0.04
-0.02
1.00
4 Parent firm's performance
0.01
-0.03
-0.09
Mean
0.22
0.12
0.01
Std. Dev.
0.13
0.37
0.15
Min
0.09
0.00
0.00
Max
1.13
6.75
2.25
Note: Only dependent and independent variables are included
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4

1.00
43.13
63.17
0.00
323.13

Table 2. 2SLS Model for Agile Development (t+1)
Model 0
Control variables
Review volume
Performance above target
Product age
Average number of words
Top developer
Review complexity
Number of updates
Average ratings
Market competition
Inverse Mills ratio
Month dummies
Customer review variety (CRV)
Parent firm's performance (PFP)
Independent variables
Poor market performance
Poor performance X CRV
Poor performance X PFP
Observations/ N_g
F-value
Anderson canon. LM statistic
Cragg-Donald Wald F statistic

0.07
0.00
0.35
0.00***
-0.00
-0.00
-0.02***
-0.00
-0.07
-0.02
Yes
0.06**
0.00

2821/651
3.69***

Model 1
(0.08)
(0.01)
(0.81)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.07)
(0.03)
(0.02)
(0.00)

Model 2

0.02
-0.10+
0.18
0.00**
-0.00
-0.00
-0.02***
0.00
-0.06
-0.10+
Yes
0.05+
-0.00

(0.11)
(0.06)
(1.03)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.10)
(0.06)

-0.30*

(0.14)

2399/595
1.93**
12.06***
12.00

(0.03)
(0.00)

Model 3

0.04
-0.10+
0.28
0.00**
-0.00
-0.00
-0.02***
0.00
-0.07
-0.10+
Yes
-0.02
-0.00

(0.11)
(0.05)
(1.04)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.10)
(0.06)

-0.31*
0.73*

(0.15)
(0.35)

2399/595
1.74*
6.33**
6.28

(0.05)
(0.00)

Model 4

-0.03
-0.08+
0.08
0.00*
-0.00
-0.00
-0.03***
0.01
-0.04
-0.10
Yes
0.06+
0.00

(0.13)
(0.05)
(1.16)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.11)
(0.07)

-0.46+

(0.25)

0.00+

(0.00)

2399/595
1.98**
9.68**
9.62

(0.03)
(0.00)

-0.01
-0.07+
0.20
0.00*
-0.00
-0.00
-0.03***
0.01
-0.05
-0.09
Yes
-0.03
0.00

(0.13)
(0.05)
(1.16)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.02)
(0.11)
(0.07)
(0.06)
(0.00)

-0.47+
0.88*
0.00+

(0.25)
(0.47)
(0.00)

2399/595
1.58**
12.47**
12.41

="+ p<0.15 * p<0.055 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001"; Stock-Yogo weak ID test critical values: 10% maximal IV size: 16.38; 15% maximal IV size: 8.96; 20%
maximal IV size: 6.66; 25% maximal IV size: 5.53 Overidentification test of all instruments: equation exactly identified
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Does It Matter Who Your Clients Are: Market Reactions to Earnings in High-tech Firms
YI DONG,NAN HU,YONGHUA JI,CHENKAI NI,JING XIE

Abstract
In this paper, we study an interdisciplinary research question: can a high-tech firm improve the
persistence and reliability of its future earnings by having U.S. government as a principal
customer? This question is important to researchers in areas such as IS and financial accounting.
We find that unexpected earnings induce greater market reactions when a high-tech firm has an
existing government procurement contract. Two factors likely explain the capital market’s
greater reactions to earnings of firms with government customers. First, government customers
reduce a supplier high-tech firm’s future earnings volatility. Second, government customers
increase the realization from accrual earnings to cash flows. Non-high-tech industries do not
exhibit a similar effect. Overall, we conclude that government contracts reduce high-tech firms’
operational uncertainty and affect capital market’s valuation of their earnings. Our research has
important implications for technology firms when designing service strategies.
Keywords: Service Strategy, High-tech Firms, Unexpected Earnings, Earnings Volatility

1. Introduction
High tech firms exert a significant and long-term effect on our everyday lives. As the American
Electronics Association stated in 2003, “Whether it’s medicine or national security, education or
agriculture, environment or entertainment, the high tech industry is omnipresent and is
inextricably linked to the advancement of modern society.” Despite the practical importance and
the innovative nature of the high tech industry, valuation challenges arise from the stock
market’s perspective. Several reasons can explain why valuing high-tech firms is more
challenging than non-high-tech firms. First, the product market for high-tech firms tends to be
dynamic and intensely competitive, inducing higher product market uncertainty (Beckman and
Sinha, 2005; Xue et al., 2017). Second, the supply chain that a high-tech firm resides in faces a
higher disruption risk than other industries (Schmidt and Raman, 2015; Wang et al. 2015). Third,
high-tech firms on average have more growth opportunities than non-high-tech industries, and
these growth opportunities are difficult to value (Bowen et al., 2005).
In this study, we examine whether information along high-tech firms’ supply chain can be
utilized to assist the valuation of high-tech firms’ accounting earnings. To this end, we
differentiate high-tech firms based on whether they have the US government as the principal
customer. To answer our research question, we set as our testing ground the stock market’s
reaction to unexpected earnings of high-tech firms. More importantly, we model this reaction as
a function of whether a high-tech firm has procurement contracts from the US government.
Constructing a sample of 1,890 listed high-tech firms for the period 2007-2015, we document a
stronger market reaction to unexpected earnings for high-tech firms with government
procurement, compared with that for high-tech firms without government procurement. Our
main finding is in line with the prediction that supply chain information is of significant
importance to shareholders when valuing high-tech firms’ earnings.
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Empirical findings also suggest that high-tech firms’ earnings are valued to a greater extent when
they have US government as the principal customer. To explore the mechanisms underlying such
findings, we investigate two properties of a high-tech firm’s earnings: (1) the earnings volatility
and (2) the mapping between accrual earnings and cash flows. If government contracts provide
stable and long-term future revenue, then earnings volatility will be lower for high-tech firms
with government procurements. Further, if the government has better solvency and lower
bankruptcy risk, then accrual income are more likely to turn into realized cash flows. Our
empirical findings are consistent with both predictions.

2. Conceptual Background
The standard earnings-return framework models a firm’s stock price as a function of its periodic
earnings. Such a framework stems from the theoretical foundation that corporate valuation
equals discounted future dividends. Information in earnings can trigger stock price reactions as
long as it results in investors’ revision of future expected dividends. Further, the efficient market
hypothesis implies instantaneous incorporation of firm earnings into stock prices. A semi-strong
form of efficient market, by definition, requires investors immediately to adjust their
expectations upon receiving public information. Therefore, a large and growing body of
literature in finance and accounting examine the linear association between unexpected earnings
and abnormal stock return during a short window surrounding the earnings announcement date,
also termed Earnings Response Coefficient (or ERC).
A firm’s ERC reveals the perceived value implications of a firm’s earnings. Importantly, as
Easton and Zmijewski (1989) illustrate, a firm’s ERC increases in the revision coefficient,
defined as the extent to which current earnings are associated with expected future earnings. A
greater value of revision coefficient therefore improves the value implications of a firm’s
earnings. We argue that, for a high-tech firm, the existence of a government procurement
contract increases the revision coefficient for following reasons. A high-tech firm has lower
operational uncertainty when its revenue mainly sources from procurement contracts with the US
government. Coercive powers associated with regulation, taxation and other measures alike
provide the government better solvency and lower bankruptcy risk. The greater stability and
longer term characterizing government procurement contracts will translate into a high-tech
firm’s greater persistence in future earnings and a better mapping between accrual earnings and
cash flows. Further, the widely adopted cost-plus contracts with the government allocate more
risk to the government instead of the supplier firm. Combined, government customers provide a
high-tech firm more persistent future earnings and a better mapping from accrual earnings to
realized cash flows, therefore increasing the revision coefficient. Such an effect will manifest in
a greater earnings response coefficient for high-tech firms with government customers, i.e. our
central prediction. We state our main hypothesis below:
Hypothesis 1: High-tech firms’ stock prices react to their expected earnings more strongly when
they have major government customers.
3. Data and Measurement
Following the literature, we include firms in the high-technology industries based on their
three-digits SIC codes: Drugs (283), Computer and Office Equipment (357), etc. We obtain data
from Factset dataset on US firms’ government procurement information for the period
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2007-2014. This dataset provides the information of each procurement contract: identities of the
contracting parties (firms and government agencies), the nationality of the government agency,
the beginning and ending dates of the contract, among others. Such information allows us to
determine whether a high-tech firm has a government procurement contract on a specific date
(i.e., earnings announcement date). For example, we observe that IBM initiated a contract with
the U.S. Department of Energy on March 25, 2015. Our manual search returns IBM’s press
release describing further details of this contract. On November 14, 2014, IBM announced that
the U.S. Department of Energy has awarded the firm a contract valued at $325 million with the
objective to develop and deliver the world’s most advanced “data centric” supercomputing
systems. Most importantly, our data on these government contracts facilitates our identification
of firms with and those without government procurement contracts.
Our empirical analyses mainly focus on the stock market’s reaction to high-tech firms’ earnings,
and whether such a perception differs when a high-tech firm has a government customer. To this
objective, we obtain earnings announcement data from IBES. We collect information on a firm’s
announced earnings per share (EPS) and the mean value of analyst expectation of EPS as of the
most recent IBES statistical period date (STATPERS). Further, we require the STATPERS date
to be within 30 days to the earnings announcement date to ensure that we capture the recent
market expectation of a firm’s EPS. Such information allows us to compute the unexpected
earnings (i.e. earnings surprises). We merge this dataset with stock price information from CRSP
and firm fundamental data from Compustat. Our final sample contains 8,174 observations for
1,890 distinct high-tech firms during 2007-2014.
Since our analyses mainly examine stock price reactions to earnings information, we identify the
unexpected earnings component for each earnings announcement event. For each event, we
construct unexpected earnings by subtracting from a firm’s realized earnings per share (EPS) the
analyst consensus of EPS prior to the announcement. We measure analysts’ consensus by
employing the mean forecast of a firm’s EPS in the IBES Summary file, with the mean value
taken as the numeric average of each individual analyst’s most recent forecast prior to the
earnings announcement month. We then rank firms into deciles based on the scaled unexpected
earnings constructed above. Rank(ES) denotes this decile rank. Such an ordinal variable
construction has two advantages. First, it reduces measurement errors in a continuous measure of
unexpected earnings. Second, it facilitates economic interpretation of stock price reactions to
earnings surprises.
To evaluate the investors’ reaction to unexpected earnings, we construct alternative measures of
stock returns surrounding the earnings announcement date. To be more precise, Raw Cumulative
Return (-1,1) is computed as the cumulative daily return during the three days window with
earnings announcement date as day 0. Buy and Hold Ret (-1,1) is computed as the holding period
return during the three days window with earnings announcement date as day 0. CAR-VW(-1,1)
is computed as the cumulative daily return during the three days window with earnings
announcement date as day 0, subtracted by the cumulative value-weighted market return during
the same period.
Finally, we construct the measure DUMMY_CS_GOV. It is an indicator that equals one if a firm
has at least one existing contract with a government customer, and zero otherwise. Such a
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construct creates both cross-sectional and time-series variation in firms’ incidences of having a
government customer.
4. Empirical Findings
Our central prediction is that high-tech firms with government customers will see greater stock
price reactions to their unexpected earnings. To test this question, we perform the following
regression model:
Stock Return (-1,1) = Rank(ES) + DUMMY _CS_GOV + Rank(ES)*DUMMY_CS_GOV +
Control Variables + Industry Fixed Effects + Year Fixed Effects
where Stock Return (-1,1) measures a firm’s stock return during the three day window around its
earnings announcement date. We employ three alternative measures of stock return during this
window: Raw Cumulative Return (-1,1), Buy and Hold Ret (-1,1) and CAR-VW(-1,1). Rank(ES)
is the decile rank of a firm’s earnings surprise scaled by price at day -2. A positive association
between stock return and Rank(ES) suggests favorable market reactions to positive earnings
surprises. More importantly, we predict a positive coefficient on Rank(ES)*DUMMY_CS_GOV,
implying that high-tech firms with government customers exhibit higher earnings response
coefficients.
We also include control variables that have been shown to affect the stock price reactions to
corporate earnings in the existing literature. More specifically, we control for a firm’s size using
the natural logarithm of market capitalization (MCAP), an indicator for losses (LOSS), the ratio
of book value of equity to market capitalization (BTM), the ratio of long term debt to total assets
(LEVERAGE), and whether firm hires a Big 4 auditor (BIG4_AUDITOR: 1 if yes and 0
otherwise). We include these variables and their interaction terms with Rank(ES). Finally, we
control for fixed effects for years and industries, and cluster standard error by firm to address
potential serial correlations in the error term.
Table 2 reports our empirical findings. Consistent with our prediction, the coefficient on the
interactional term Rank(ES)*DUMMY_CS_GOV is positive and statistically significant in all
three specifications. In Column (1) where Raw Cumulative Return (-1, 1) is the dependent
variable, the coefficient equals 0.003 (t = 2.073). Such a result is also economically sizable.
Comparing a firm in the top Rank(ES) group with a firm in the bottom Rank(ES) group, the
difference in their three-day stock returns will be 2.7% greater if both firms have government
customers as their principal customer. In columns (2) and (3) where we employ alternative
constructions of event-window stock returns, we obtain estimates that are qualitatively similar
and economically comparable. Combined, our main findings suggest that high-tech firms with
government procurement contracts receive more favorable (dis-favorable) stock market reactions
for their positive (negative) earnings surprises. This result is consistent with the notion that
having government customers reduces the valuation uncertainty over a firm’s earnings, thereby
amplifying the capital market’s reaction to a firm’s earnings surprises.
We further explore the mechanisms through which government customers can increase high-tech
firms’ earnings response coefficients (ERCs). First, we hypothesize that having a government
customers is associated with lower earnings volatility during a firm’s subsequent years. Second,
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since disclosed corporate earnings are prepared under accrual accounting principles (i.e., a
proportion of corporate earnings appears in the form of account receivables instead of cash flow),
we predict a better mapping of corporate earnings to cash flows when a firm has government
customers.
Table 2: Government customers and market reactions to suppliers’ earnings
announcements
VARIABLES
Rank(ES)
Rank(ES)*DUMMY_CS_GOV
DUMMY_CS_GOV
Rank(ES)*MCAP
MCAP
Rank(ES)*LOSS
LOSS
Rank(ES)*BTM
BTM
Rank(ES)*LEVERAGE
LEVERGAE
Rank(ES)*BIG4_AUDITOR
BIG4_AUDITOR
Constant
Industry Effects
Year Effects
Observations
R-squared

(1)
Raw Cumulative Return (-1,1)
0.012***
(6.212)
0.003**
(2.073)
-0.013*
(-1.883)
-0.000
(-0.832)
0.002
(1.273)
-0.004***
(-4.132)
0.010**
(1.977)
-0.000
(-0.577)
0.000
(0.082)
-0.001
(-0.328)
0.008
(0.615)
-0.002
(-1.524)
0.012**
(2.152)
-0.064***
(-5.950)
YES
YES
8,174
0.056

(2)
Buy and Hold Ret (-1, 1)
0.013***
(6.318)
0.003**
(2.118)
-0.012*
(-1.881)
-0.000
(-0.841)
0.002
(1.377)
-0.004***
(-4.147)
0.010**
(2.008)
-0.000
(-0.424)
0.000
(0.108)
-0.001
(-0.368)
0.009
(0.668)
-0.002*
(-1.738)
0.014**
(2.386)
-0.066***
(-6.205)
YES
YES
8,174
0.057

(3)
CAR-VW (-1, 1)
0.013***
(6.460)
0.002*
(1.842)
-0.011
(-1.632)
-0.000
(-1.068)
0.002
(1.424)
-0.004***
(-4.033)
0.009*
(1.766)
-0.001
(-0.970)
0.003
(0.802)
-0.001
(-0.301)
0.008
(0.651)
-0.002
(-1.428)
0.012**
(2.148)
-0.067***
(-6.357)
YES
YES
8,174
0.056

To test the association between government customers and future earnings volatility, we
construct the standard deviation of annual earnings (income before extraordinary items divided
by average total assets) in the subsequent five years. Our results suggest that firms with
government procurements have significantly lower future earnings volatility, consistent with the
idea that government customers provide earnings with lower uncertainty. Next, to test the
prediction that having government contracts induces a better mapping of accrual earnings to cash
flows, we examine whether firms with government customers have less discretionary accruals
that cannot be explained by past, current, and future cash flows, using models from past works
such as Dechow and Dichev (2002). Results here suggest that firms with government customers
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exhibit a lesser degree of discretionary accrual earnings that cannot be mapped to cash flows.
Combined, the two mechanisms of reduced future earnings volatility and a better mapping of
accrual earnings to cash flows explain our primary findings over the capital market’s greater
valuation of earnings of firms with government customers.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we show that high-tech firms exhibit a stronger association between earnings and
stock prices when they source revenue from government customers. This is because government
procurement contracts tend to be long-term and stable sources of cash flows. We document these
reasons by showing that these high-tech firms also exhibit lower earnings volatility and a
stronger ability to transit accrual earnings to cash flows. Our findings reveal a significant impact
that government customers exert on high-tech firms. To executives of high-tech firms, it is
therefore important to design their technology offering that could attract government clients
(Kappelman et al. 2013).
Our work limits the analyses and inferences to equity holders of high-tech firms. To seek a more
comprehensive understanding of how high-tech firms are affected by government procurement
contracts, future research can look into the impact on other important stakeholders such as debt
holders and employees alike. Another fruitful area is to explore the allocation of government
procurement contracts in this important sector. Why do some high-tech firms initiate
procurement contracts with the government while others do not? Evidence to such questions will
further strengthen our understanding of high-tech firms. We invite future research to continue the
exploration.
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Abstract
Despite the popular use of product sampling as a promotional strategy by retailers, existing
research has only studied offline sampling of physical goods and online sampling of information
goods, but overlooked online sampling of physical goods. We argue that, in the context of online
sampling of physical goods, sampling size serves as a signal of product quality to positively
influence product sales, and this effect would vary across product type (i.e., search, experience,
and credence products). We collected a panel-level data set from Taobao.com for empirical
analysis. We find evidence for the existence of the effect of sampling size in online sampling of
physical goods, and find that the effect indeed vary across products.
Keywords: signaling; product sampling; product type; promotional strategy; electronic commerce;
econometric analysis

1. Introduction
Free product sampling has always been a popular promotional strategy employed by firms to boast
product sales (Schultz et al. 1998). In the traditional offline context, marketers in various venues
(e.g., retail stores, supermarkets and shopping malls) often provide free samples of physical goods
(e.g., food, drinks) for consumers, such that consumers can reduce product quality uncertainty
before committing to a purchase (Heiman et al. 2001). Facilitated by the development of the
Internet in the past decade, offline product sampling has been extended to the online context.
Different from offline product sampling, most online sampling products are information goods
(e.g., software, movie and music). Recently, however, many electronic commerce (e-commerce)
websites (e.g., Taobao.com, JD.com, and YHD.com) have introduced their own platforms for
sampling promotion of physical goods. Product sampling has become particularly popular over the
years.
Typically for online sampling of physical goods, e-commerce retailers will provide some amount
of free samples (hereafter termed as sampling size) (Jain et al. 1995) for online consumers to apply
for, and will deliver the samples to the successful applicants. These applicants can keep these free
samples after sampling. Online sampling promotion of physical goods differs from other sampling
promotions in several important aspects. First, Online sampling promotion of physical goods
reveals its sampling size more clearly than offline sampling promotion. Second, while online
sampling of information goods usually exerts limitations on time duration or functionality (Cheng
and Liu 2012), online sampling of physical goods exerts limitations on sampling size. Third, most
information goods are experience products. However, existing online sampling of physical goods
involves all the three typical product types, including search, experience and credence products
(Darby and Karni 1973).
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Therefore, we want to explore the influence of sample size on online physical goods. The different
effect among different type of goods is also worth to be studied. In essence, our research questions
are: (1) How does sampling size affect product sales quantity? (2) How does the sales impact
depend on product type (i.e., search, experience and credence products)?
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the related literature and
clarify the difference between our research and previous researches. In Section 3, we show our
data and build the model. Finally, in Section 4, we show our estimation results and conclusions.

2. Literature Review
Product sampling helps consumers learn about a product through direct experience (Goering 1985;
Jamieson and Bass 1989) to mitigate perceived risks in product quality (Shoemaker and Shoaf
1975). It has long been described as one of the most effective promotional strategies (AilloniCharas 1984; Jain et al. 1995). Generally, based on products and delivery channels, product
sampling promotions can be classified into three categories including offline sampling of physical
goods, online sampling of information goods, and online sampling of physical goods.
There are two streams of studies that investigate offline sampling of physical goods. The first
stream focused on the impacts of product sampling on psychological and attitudinal dimensions of
consumers (Marks and Kamins 1988; Scott and Yalch 1980). The second stream aimed to explore
the sales impact of product sampling (Goering 1985; Bawa and Shoemaker 2004; Hahn et al.
1994).In addition to offline sampling promotions, the rapid growth of the Internet has given rise
to information goods. Thus, there have been an increasing number of studies seeking to investigate
online sampling of information goods (Cheng and Liu 2012; Lee and Tan 2013). However, while
online sampling of physical goods on e-commerce platforms is increasing rapidly, it caught little
academic attention. This leaves an important research gap for us to explore.
Previous economics and marketing literature has commonly classified products into three types
(i.e., search, experience, credence) (Darby and Karni 1973). Based on prior definition, search
products have standardized attributes such that their quality can be inferred based on the
standardized attributes prior to usage. However, the quality of experience products is difficult to
be assessed prior to usage, but can be understood after usage, whereas that of credence products is
difficult to be assessed both prior to and after usage.
Thus, we hypothesis that: (1) Sampling size of online physical goods has a positive effect on sales.
(2) Three types of products have different effect of sampling size on sales, with search product the
lowest and credence product the highest.

3. Data and Model
3.1 Data
Our dataset is crawled from Taobao.com, which was launched in 2003 by the Alibaba Group.
Taobao consists of many types of online stores. Store owners can decide what to sell in her store.
Each store has one shop website, and each product of the shop has a separated website. On shop
website, consumers can observe shop ratings, shop reviews, etc. On product website, consumers
can observe product title, product reviews, price, etc. More importantly, unlike other e-commerce
websites who do not provide product sales information or only display product sales rankings (e.g.,
Amazon), Taobao releases all the detailed transaction records of a product. We take advantage of
this feature of Taobao and crawled actual product sales.
Taobao established its sampling platform in 2011, i.e., Taobao sampling center
(http://try.taobao.com). It’s now the largest online sampling platform in China. The sampling
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promotion procedure consists of several steps. First, a retailer selects a sampling size of the product
and submit a request to the sampling center. Next, the sampling center will approve the request
and display the product with its information in the “Coming Soon” section several days (mostly
three days) before the start of the actual sampling promotion. Then, when the promotion starts, the
product will be moved to the “Ongoing” section, and any registered user of Taobao can apply for
a free sample of a particular sampling product. The duration of the sampling campaign lasts for
seven days, and the number of applicants will be displayed. Then, after the campaign finishes, the
sampling center will select successful applicants according to applicants’ past behavior on Taobao.
The retailer will then deliver the free samples to these successful applicants. Finally, these
successful applicants use the sample and are required to write a sampling report and submit it to
the sampling center. These reports will be displayed on the product webpage in the sampling center
and also that in the corresponding store.
We crawled data across seven months from April 2015 to October 2015 on a daily basis. Our data
collection follows these steps. First, we check the “Coming Soon” section and add a sampling
product and its store to the crawling list when it first appears in this section. Then, on the same
day, we use Taobao’s search engine to randomly identify another product which is identical to the
sampling product, but is a non-sampling product from another Taobao store. We add this nonsampling product and its store. In addition, we also crawled previous sampling campaigns on
Taobao.
Overall, our final unbalanced panel-level data set includes 7,684 observations for 272 products
and 272 shops. Based on Taobao’s categorization, all the products are grouped into seven
categories: (1) computers and accessories, (2) mobile phones and accessories, (3) vacuum cleaners,
(4) biscuits, (5) drinks, (6) wine and liquor, and (7) health supplements. Based on prior literature,
we consider products in categories (1) to (3) as search products, those in categories (4) to (6) as
experience products, and those in category (7) as credence products.
We show general descriptions of some variables in our dataset in Table 1. Product information are
all shown in daily level except sample size. PromiseNum is the number of promises given to
customer on the product website. RateShop and RateShopNum are described in daily level.
Workhour is number of hours that the customer service of the store is available. WorkerNum is
the number of workers contacting customers in the shop.
Table 1. Description of Variables
Variable
Mean
Std. Dev. Min Median
Max
Product Information
Sales Quantity
10.78
69.52
0
0
2379
Sample Size
11.85
14.65
1
8
90
Price
307.44
619.44 5.98
99
4,199
RateNum
2051.6 8,110.72
0
101 113,601
PromiseNum
2.23
1.48
0
2
8
Store Information
RateShop
4.819
0.114
2
4.8
5
RateShopNum 18,106.0 63,479.5
1
2,475 794,117
Workhour
118.3
30.79
0
108
168
WorkerNum
3.74
2.47
0
4
17
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3.2 Model
We consider 2 kinds of processes in sampling campaign. The first process is how sampling size
are determined by a store, and the second process is how sampling size and other features of the
product influence sales quantity of the product. As the store may decide sampling size based on its
expected sales quantity, these 2 processes are correlated, and this correlation is modeled as
correlation between error terms of 2 processes.
The first process is a process for determining sampling size. We model the sample size as a Poisson
regression with an error in mean term following normal distribution. Specifically, the probability
that sample size of product i , Si , equals j is:

i j

e  i , where i  e Zi ui and

ui ~ N (0, 12 )
j!
Zi is some features that can help a store determining sampling size, including average sample size
of the same category in 1 year, average number of applicants of the same category in 1 year,
average number of reports of the same category in 1 year, average report rates of the same category
in 1 year, workhour of the shop, and number of workers in the shop. The sample size of a store
that does not participate in sampling campaign is recorded as 0.
The second process deals with relationship between sales quantity and sampling size. We only
consider this process for stores with sampled products. We use linear regression to describe this
relationship:
ln( SalesQuantityit )  1Sit  2 Sit2 +3 Di  4 Sit  Di  X it   it , where  it ~ N (0,  22 )
Sit is sample size for store i in time t. Sit is 0 before store’s sampling campaign starts, and is Si after
the sampling campaign starts. Di is dummy variable vector of the type of the product (search,
experience or credence). Xit captures other features of store i in time t. Xit includes price, number
of rates of the product, number of sell promises of the product, rate of the shop, and number of
rates of the shop.
The endogeneity of sample size is described using correlation between 2 error terms in these 2
regressions. We assume that ui and  it follows a bivariate normal distribution:
Pr( Si  j ) 

  0    12
 1 2  
(ui ,  it ) ~ BVN    , 

  0   
 22  
 1 2

Then, we can calculate log likelihood for sample product as:
2 


Ti
  it    ui   u 
1
   i  dui )
Li  ln(  Pr( Si )  
2

t ti0
1    2   1 





And we calculate log likelihood for non-sample product as:

u 
Li  ln(  Pr( Si )  i  dui )
 1 

Finally, we can calculate log likelihood for all products:
I

L   Li
i 1

We use maximum simulated likelihood to find best parameters.
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4. Results and Conclusion
Table 2 shows the results of our model. The correlation between 2 processes is very high, with a
 of 0.946. This indicates that using our model can fix the endogeneity of sample size. The effect
of sales is significant, supporting our first hypothesis. The quadratic form of sales is significant
and negative, indicating that the increase of sales become smaller when samples size becomes
larger.
However, the moderating effects of types of product do not follow our hypothesis. Both search
and credence products are exerting a negative and significant effect on the influence of sample
size. One possible reason of this phenomenon is that the health products on Taobao are mainly
some food and drinks claiming that they are good to health. Consumers do not trust too much on
the functions of these products, so their sampling promotion do not have much effect.
Our research meets the hypothesis that sample size is a signal of product quality and can increase
sales for online physical goods. However, the hypothesis that different types of products have
different moderating effects on the influence of sample size on sales is not fully proved. One
possible future direction of this research is to use better model to explain the behavior of the store,
thus deriving better and more intuitive results.
Table 2. Estimation Results
Variable:
Poisson+Linear
Linear Part
Size
0.028**
(0.013)
2
Size
-0.0006***
(0.0001)
SearchDummy
0.022
(0.919)
CredenceDummy
-0.236
(0.697)
Size*SearchDummy
-0.079***
(0.012)
Size*CredenceDummy
-0.043***
(0.010)
Intercept
-1.047
(5.368)
Other variables
included
Poisson Part
included
1.948***
1
(0.081)
3.230***
2
(0.176)

0.946***
(0.006)
Standard errors in parentheses;
Significant levels: *** p <0.01, ** p <0.05, * p <0.1, +p <0.15
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Abstract
Physicians are long called for taking their social responsibility to improve population health but
little practice environment is provided for them. In this study, we try to find an economic
motivation for physicians’ social responsibility (PSR). We test hypotheses on 6231 physicians on
an online healthcare community (OHC). Our results show that physicians’ social responsibility
can improve physicians’ performance (appointments online) under certain circumstances and
the word-of-mouth has a stronger impact than professional titles on the improvement. The results
encourage physicians to take their social responsibility and give some implications on how to
implement it strategically.
Keywords: Physicians’ social responsibility, online health community, word-of-mouth,
professional title
1. Introduction
Nowadays, increasing medical demands arising from a dearth of health have become a growing
global issue (Guo et al. 2017). As an important role in the health-care environment, physicians
have long been recognized a professional responsibility to improve the quality of care (Troyen
et al. 2002). Specifically, physicians’ social responsibility (PSR) has been defined as “advocacy
for and participation in improving the aspects of communities that affect the health of
individual” (Russell L. et al. 2004).
Although it has been called for physicians’ greater engagements in improving population health
for a long time, the practice environment has fostered little such engagement. In this study, we
attempt to find an economic motivation for physicians and figure out how they can take
responsibility strategically to strike a balance under physicians’ job stress.
Literature mainly discusses the definition of PSR (Gruen R L 2006); whether should physicians
take such responsibility and what kinds of PSR should be taken at the first place. There’s few
research about the economic performance transformation of PSR. However, a similar
topic—the corporate social responsibility (CSR) has been studies a lot. Varies of relationships
between CSR and economic returns have been verified under different conditions. A lot of
factors influencing the relationship such as word- of-mouth have been studied, too. Besides the
factor of word-of-mouth, we also account for professional title, a peculiar factor in health-care
when we explore the impacts on the impact of PSR.
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This paper fills the gap in the health-care field by answering following questions: (1) Does
physicians social responsibility increase their appointments online? (2) Do evaluations on
physicians influence the increase of online appointments brought by social responsibility?
Empirically, we collect a sample of 6231 physicians from an OHC Haodf.com which is one of
the largest OHCs in China. We find that proper physicians’ social responsibility behaviors will
increase their appointments online to improve the economic performance; as two types of
evaluations for physicians (word-of-mouth and professional title), word-of-mouth has a relative
larger impact on the increase of performance than the professional title does. Our research has
practical implications for physicians by encouraging them to implement PSR strategically. And
we also make theoretical contributions by extending social responsibility to the health-care field.
2. Context and Hypotheses
A lot of information is provided on Haodf.com. First, personal and service information (there are
three types of services, online consultation, telephone consultation, and offline consultation) of
physicians are provided. Besides, some health-care information is also provided on the
physician’s personal homepage. Physicians are volunteered to post health-care related articles,
and these articles are free for patients to read. All physicians on Haodf.com are real-name
registered and they are affiliated to certificated hospitals, so the professionality of the articles is
guaranteed and patients can learn more through those qualified articles. Therefore, we take the
behavior of taking advantages of their professional knowledge to benefit patients as PSR, which
is consistent with the definition of PSR mentioned above.
We posit that social responsibility will increase physicians’ performance under certain
circumstances. It has been proved that CSR increases the performance of the corporate but
excessive money expenditure drags down the performance in return. Likewise, PSR promotes the
image of responsibility and professionality, which helps to earn credibility for physicians, so
patients are more willing to consult physicians with social responsibility. But the over
implements of social responsibility incurs the false propaganda reaction of patients, resulting in
the decrease of performance for physicians. Therefore we hypothesize that:
H1a: The performance is positively correlated with the number of PSR behaviors, but excessive
amount of PSR doesn’t increase the performance.
H1b: The performance is positively correlated with the quality of PSR behaviors, but excessive
quality of PSR behaviors doesn’t increase the performance.
The evaluations on physicians have an influence on the performance improvement caused by
PSR. The evaluations can be divided into two types. The first one is the subjective evaluation on
physicians, which refers to the word-of-mouth given by patients mainly based on patients’
comprehensively subjective feelings. The second type is the objective evaluation, which refers to
the professional titles evaluated by authorities like Ministry of health. The professional titles are
entitled according to the evaluation standards, taking factors like physicians’ education
backgrounds, work experience and scientific research abilities into consideration. We study the
impacts of word-of-mouth and professional titles respectively.
Prior studies show that the word-of-mouth is a major driver of consumer decision-making (Gao
et al 2015). They are rated by patients who have consulted the physician on the OHC before so
this is a customer-oriented evaluation for patients to learn about the service quality of a physician.
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High scores of word-of-mouth facilitate the decision-making of buying consultations while low
scores arouse patients’ concerns about the service quality and inhibit the transformation from
PSR to the economic returns. We have the following hypotheses:
H2a: The amount of PSR behaviors can improve physicians’ performance only for those with
higher word-of-mouth.
H2b: The quality of PSR behaviors can improve physicians’ performance only for those with
higher word-of-mouth.
Subsequently, what’s the impact of professional titles on the performance improvement caused
by PSR? We suppose that professional titles have a relative weak impact on the improvement.
Physician professional title is the professional ability level determined by the Ministry of health,
which is exactly a quality signal of physicians. Therefore, physicians with higher titles are
catchier on the OHC. However, patients are less sensitive to professional titles than
word-of-mouth, because considering the evaluation standards, professional titles are less
patients-oriented than word-of-mouth in contrast. No matter the professional title is high or low,
physicians’ social responsibility can still be transformed to the economic returns. And the
performance improvement is more obvious where lower professional titles indicate less quality
signals. Specifically, we hypothesize that:
H3a: The performance improvement caused by the amount of PSR is higher when the
professional titles are lower.
H3b: The performance improvement caused by the quality of PSR is higher when the
professional titles are lower.
3. Data and Measures
We collect data from Haodf.com, the largest OHC platform in China to test our hypotheses. The
dataset comprises information of 6231 hypertension physicians. To obtain the number of
consultations in a week, we collected data twice (December 1st 2017 and December 7th 2017),
and then make a subtraction of total consultations collected twice on December 1st 2017 and
December 7th 2017 respectively. The reason we choose one week as a timespan is that the
information such as word-of-mouth about a physician doesn’t change a lot, so that we can
suppose that the number of consultations in a week is caused by the physician information we
collected at the beginning of the week. In addition, we also collected information about the
reading volume of health-care articles. It should be noted that we took records of the reading
volume after a month for the articles posted on December 1st 2017, because there is a delayed
effect for the reading volume of those latest posted articles.
Dependent Variable: Online consultation, telephone consultation and offline consultation are
main services provided on the OHC Haodf.com, so we employ the number of consultations
(ConNum) in a week to represents the economic returns of physicians.
Independent variable: As we mentioned before, we take the behavior of voluntarily posting
health-care articles as PSR behavior. Accordingly, we use the number of health-care articles
posted by a physician to measure his amount of PSR behaviors and use the p-index (P) and the
average reading volume (Ave) to depict the quality of article, namely the quality of PSR
behaviors. The p-index is used to evaluate a scientist’s contribution in the field of bibliometrics
which evolves from the h-index. The formulation of p-index is P=(𝐶(𝐶/𝑁))1/3, where C is the
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total reading volume of a physician and N is the number of articles. We employ two
measurements of quality for physician’s social responsibility behaviors to ensure the robustness
of our empirical results.
Control variables:
Some control variables that influence the number of consultations are also included in our
empirical test. (1) Rating: The word-of-mouth rated by patients who have consulted, ranging
from 0-5; (2) Title: The professional title for a physician (=1 for titles higher than associate chief
physicians); (3) Class: The hospital class where the physician works (=1 for grade III class A
hospital); (4) Booking: =1 if the physician provide the offline consultation service; (5) Price: The
price of consultation; (6) Reply: The reply rate of consultations within 24h for a physician; (7)
Contri: A score given by the platform to measure the activity involvement degree of a physician.
Variable (2) (3) (4) are 0-1 variables.
4. Analysis and Results
We employ negative binomial regression techniques to test our hypotheses because the
dependent variable (the number of consultation) is a count variable and over dispersion. First, we
formally test H1a and H1b based on the following specifications:
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑢𝑚 = α1 + β1 𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑁𝑢𝑚 + 𝑀1′ θ1 + ε
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑢𝑚 = α2 + β2 𝑃 + 𝑀2′ θ2 + μ

(1)
(2)

In order to capture the variance of the coefficients of independent variables ArtNum and P, we
run the regressions on the upper and lower quartiles of independents simultaneously. The
separate quartile we set for ArtNum and P is 50% percentile. From column (1) and column (2) in
table 1, we see significant, positive effects on the lower end of ArtNum and P; meanwhile, the
effects on the Upper end of ArtNum and P are so little and insignificant. Therefore, H1a and
H1b are supported. Subsequently, we divide the dataset into two groups; the first group consists
of physicians whose rating is lower than the average level and the left physicians are included in
the second group. We run the specification (1) and (2) on two groups respectively. We detect
insignificant effects of ArtNum and P in the lower word-of-mouth physician group (column (3)
and (4)). For the higher word-of-mouth physician group, the coefficients of lower end of
ArtNum and P are still significantly positive (column (5) and (6)). The results support H2a and
H2b. Finally, we add interaction items of title into the specifications to test H3.The coefficients
of Title*ArtNum (lower) in column (1) in table 2 are significantly negative, which approves H3a.
H3b is not supported in column (2), but if we rerun the specification in poisson regression, the
result is consistent with H3b.
---------- Insert Table 1, Table 2 here ---------To further check the robustness of those results, we also run specifications by poisson regression.
Besides, we replace independent variable P with average reading volume in the specification (2)
and (4). All results are consistent with the previous.
There’s a possible bias relating to endogeneity caused by omitted variables because we don’t
include any offline factors that may lead to online consultations. We use a
difference-in-difference (DID) approach which is similar to the ones used in Chevalier and
Mayzlin (2006) and Zhijie Lin (2014). We separate all the physicians into two groups by whether
they have posted articles and match the samples from two groups by PSM. The first difference is
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between the two groups of matched physicians; the second difference is between the
consultations on December 1st 2017 and January 30th 2018. The two steps are to examine whether
a change in physicians’ social behaviors over time for a physician have posted articles relative to
the matched physician in the other group predicts a change in consultations. We assume that the
values of title,class, booking and price don’t change across time with a short time, so they are
missed out from the specification. The DID result is:
Δ𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑁𝑢𝑚 = 0.690 ∗ Δ𝐴𝑟𝑡𝑁𝑢𝑚 + 13.197 ∗ Δ𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 + 0.0406 ∗ Δ𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑖 + 1.874 + υ

(0.021***)

(0.401)
***p≤0.01, **p≤0.05, *p≤ 0.1

(3)

(0.000***)

The result eliminate the possible bias for the analysis of the amount of PSR behaviors, but it still
remains to be seen if there exists the bias concerning the quality of PSR behaviors.
5. Conclusions
The study explores the performance of online appointments brought by physicians’ social
responsibility. The main findings indicate that proper physicians’ social responsibility dose
matter to the improvement of performance; this improvement will be activated only for
physicians with higher word-of-mouth, meanwhile physician’s professional titles have a relative
weak impact on the transformation. Our findings imply that proper but not excessive social
responsibility behaviors should be encouraged no matter what a physician’s professional title is;
but physicians should make effort to improve their service quality before sparing time on
conducting social responsibility.
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Upper end of
ArtNum
Lower end of
ArtNum
Upper end of p
Lower end of p
Rating
Title
Class
Booking
Price
Reply
log(Contri)
Cons
Pseudo 𝑅 2

(1)

(2)

(1)
0.0000162
(0.63)
0.0101***
(4.37)

1.654***(14.04)
0.149(1.55)
0.0967(0.90)
0.267***(3.58)
0.000578(1.08)
0.0266***(25.32)
0.144**(2.85)
-7.992(-18.66)
0.157

Table 1 regression results (1)
(2)
(3) Lower WOM (4) Lower WOM (5)Higher WOM (6)Higher WOM
-0.000558
0.00000792
(-0.68)
(0.31)
0.0173
0.00978***
(1.87)
(4.32)
0.0000123(0.27)
0.0000434(0.79)
-0.00008*(-2.16)
0.00700***(3.69)
-0.00856(-0.76)
0.0208**(3.13)
1.618***(13.57)
2.747**
3.342***(5.20)
1.251***(8.97)
1.162***(8.56)
0.153(1.57)
0.606**(2.83)
0.256(1.52)
0.0122(0.12)
-0.0578(-0.54)
0.0708(0.66)
-0.445(-1.95)
-0.350(-1.52)
0.194(1.67)
0.0623(0.45)
***
***
0.263 (3.49)
0.956(1.85)
-0.129(-0.40)
0.282 (4.05)
0.324***(4.35)
0.000587(1.07)
0.00629(1.77)
0.00267(1.69)
0.000669(1.34)
0.000288(0.64)
***
***
***
***
0.0265 (25.06) 0.0336 (14.60) 0.0305 (15.11) 0.0244 (21.53) 0.0215***(15.78)
0.171***(4.00)
0.406(1.16)
0.819***(3.64)
0.182***(3.57)
0.187***(4.99)
-7.932(-18.39)
-12.54(-3.54)
-6.143(-10.73)
-13.50(-6.16)
-6.134 (-9.71)
0.158
0.145
0.133
0.122
0.092
***p≤0.01, **p≤0.05, *p≤ 0.1

Table 2 regression results (2)
Title*
Title*
Upper end
Lower end
ArtNum ArtNum Rating
Title
Class
of ArtNum
of ArtNum
(upper)
(lower)
-0.00040
0.0229***
0.0004 -0.0171** 1.647*** 0.294* 0.102
(-0.43)
(4.46)
(0.45)
(-2.94)
(13.95) (2.39) (0.95)
Upper end
Lower end
Title*p
Title*p
Rating
Title
Class
of p
of p
(upper)
(lower)
-0.00005
0.0117**
0.000095 -0.00687 1.621*** 0.296 0.0612
(-0.78)
(3.02)
(1.10)
(-1.61)
(13.52) (1.70) (0.56)
2
Pseudo 𝑅 (1): 0.158
Pseudo 𝑅 2 (2): 0.158
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Booking

Price

Reply

0.273***
(3.71)

0.0006
(1.20)

0.0264***
(25.01)

Booking

Price

Reply

0.274*** 0.000615 0.0263***
(3.69)
(1.15)
(25.41)
***p≤0.01, **p≤0.05, *p≤ 0.1

log
(Contri)

Cons

0.156** -8.058
(3.08) (-18.69)
log
Cons
(Contri)
0.170*** -6.989
(3.93) (-20.08)
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Abstract
With the continuous development of the Internet and the explosive growth of data, big data
technology emerged. The development and application of cloud computing technology provides
better storage and analysis of data. The development of cloud healthcare provides a more
convenient and effective solution for people’s health. In this paper, we study the knowledge
evolution in the field of cloud healthcare and the research hot topics of several time periods. A
total of 2,878 articles in the cloud healthcare literature were retrieved from the Web of Science
database. We use co-word analysis to reveal the hot topics in cloud healthcare research and
their evolution process. Results provide an important reference for the follow-up researchers to
grasp the scientific development and research of the field.
Keywords: Cloud healthcare, Cloud computing, Healthcare, Cybermetrics, Co-word analysis

1. Introduction
Cloud is a metaphor for the Internet in the information age. Through networks of computers,
cloud computing provides scalable, distributed computing solutions, which greatly alleviated
problems due to the lack of computing power in various fields. The idea of cloud has been
applied to a variety of applications. However, most studies have only focused on the application
of cloud computing in business. There is little research focused on healthcare.
In the area of healthcare, cloud computing has been playing an increasingly important role in
providing storage and computing power for its massive volumes of data. In the age of big data, a
new application of cloud computing in healthcare has been created and given the name, cloud
healthcare. Cloud healthcare refers to health services that improves the delivery of diagnosis and
treatment by more efficiently utilizing medical resources through technologies such as cloud
computing and Internet of Things (Haskew et al.,2015). Researchers and practitioners have
extensively explored cloud healthcare. For example, He et al. (He et al.,2013) developed a robust,
reliable, and efficient cloud platform architecture. It can satisfy high concurrent requests from
ubiquitous healthcare services. Wang et al. (Wang et al.,2016) designed and evaluated the mobile
health information system based on cloud computing in wireless sensor networks.
Although numerous studies have investigated how cloud computing contributes to healthcare and
even a specific discipline, there is a dearth of research curating and refining the knowledge from
the literature in cloud healthcare. First of all, there is a lack of understanding of the evolution of
global knowledge in cloud healthcare. Second, research hot spots in cloud healthcare have not
been identified. Third, the future trend of cloud healthcare has not been clearly understood. It is
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critical to understand where cloud healthcare research stands at and how it will develop in the
future. Therefore, this paper aims at revealing the development and evolution of research themes
in cloud healthcare through knowledge map and common word analysis. Both quantitative and
qualitative analysis of the literature in the field of cloud healthcare can reflect the research status
and accomplishments in this discipline, help the follow-up researchers understand the full picture
of the research development in cloud healthcare, providing an important reference for them to
contribute to the field with new studies. From a practical point of view, it also provides support
for healthcare practitioners to accelerate the conversion from research findings to industry
solutions, potentially reducing medical costs and increasing the utilization of medical resources.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section describes of data and research
method and tools. The section three presents the findings from the co-word analysis of the cloud
healthcare literature. The last section concludes the study with a discussion of the implications to
cloud healthcare research.

2. Methodology
This study uses SCI-E, CPCI-S, CCR-E and IC in Web of Science as data sources. On August 14,
2017, we retrieved relevant articles between 2007 and 2017. The Cloud computing was coined in
late of 2007 (Wang et al.,2010). Therefore, 2007 is anchored as the beginning of this research. In
this paper, we searched more than 30 keywords related to medical health and cloud computing,
resulting 2878 articles. In previous studies, many scholars used three years as a time period. In
order to establish a sequential word network, we divided the obtained bibliographic information
into 2007-2009 (hereinafter referred to as Phase I), 2010-2012 (hereinafter referred to as Phase
II), 2013-2015 (hereinafter referred to as Phase Ⅲ), 2016-2017 (hereinafter referred to as Phase
Ⅳ) four time periods. Synonymous with different forms of keywords to be replaced, such as the
words "IoT" and "internet of things" should be replaced with "Internet of Things". Subsequently,
a symmetric co-occurrence matrix is generated by counting the co-occurrences of the two
keywords. For statistical modeling and data visualization purposes, we used Statistical Analysis
Toolkit (SATI), UCNET, Python, and NetDraw.

3. Result and discussion
Co-word analysis is similar to co-citation or co-occurrence analysis and is considered as a
reasonable method to describe the relationship between concepts, perspectives, and problems
(Callon et al.,1991). This article explores the main research directions and hot spots in cloud
healthcare field in four stages from 2007 to 2017 through common word analysis, and discusses
the future development trend.
3.1 Co-word Analysis for 2007-2009
In a network, if a node has strong relationships with others, it has a high centrality and is very
important in the network (Hu et al.,2013). As shown in Figure 1, in 2007-2009 (Phase I), “Cloud
Computing”, “SaaS”, and “grid computing” have significantly strong betweenness. Currently,
grid computing technology attempts to provide a “just-in-time” service for users by sharing and
collaborating on all the resources on the Internet. In addition, we should also pay attention to the
“telemedicine” which has a strong central agency. Telemedicine is a medical technology that
integrates medicine, computer technology, and communication technology. The development of
telemedicine marks the convergence of the healthcare industry and cloud computing. At this
stage, the frequencies of co-occurring words are relatively low, which shows that cloud
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healthcare treatment was in its infancy. In the case of an influx of data, medical technology has
become very expensive and complex. Therefore, in the first phase, most scholars apply cloud
computing to the medical field mainly to solve the high cost problem. In their article, Meir &
Rubinsky introduced a new paradigm of medical technologies focusing on wireless technologies
and cloud computing, designed to overcome the growing cost of medical technology (Meir and
Rubinsky.,2009). In recent years, cloud computing accelerates the construction of medical
information resources, realizes the sharing of information resources, improves the service level
of medical institutions, and reduces the cost of building medical information systems.

Figure 2 Keyword co-occurrence
map in 2010-2012

Figure 1 Keyword co-occurrence
map in 2007-2009

3.2 Co-word Analysis for 2010-2012
According to Figure 2, “Cloud computing” has a strong betweenness that is far greater than that
of other popular keywords, followed by “healthcare”, “Security”, “Cloud”, “SaaS”, and
“Personal Health Record” in 2010-2012 (Phase II). During this period, radiology as a branch of
the medical field took the lead in promoting the development of technologies such as cloud
computing, which may attribute to the relatively rich IT professional knowledge of radiologists.
Krestin et al. identified radiologists as first to promote integrated diagnostics through IT
solutions and cloud computing (Krestin et al.,2012). Satoh et al. developed a new remote
radiology network system based on information security solutions to improve the speed and
accuracy of diagnoses and to enhance the protection of personal information (Satoh et al.,2012).
In view of this, compared with the first phase in which scholars focused on data volume
expansion and high cost using grid computing, cloud computing, and other technologies,
scholars began to pay attention to system security issues in this period. Implementing cloud
computing in day-to-day medical operations has many benefits. However, healthcare
organizations and employees have found resistance to the use of this modern technology due to
patient data privacy and security issues. In order to take full advantage of the power of cloud
computing, there is a need to provide a comprehensive and secure solution for cloud-processing.
3.3 Co-word Analysis for 2013-2015
In the period between 2013 and 2015 (Phase III), as shown in Figure 3, keywords which have
strong betweenness are “cloud computing”, “cloud”, “Healthcare”, “Internet of things”, “big
data”, “Security”, “E-Health”, etc. With the rapid development of computer science and
information technology, healthcare informatization has been widely implemented, generating
massive volumes of data in healthcare and health management. The development and application
of big data in healthcare plays an important role in promoting medical and health services and
the development of healthy industries (Jiang et al.,2016). Suciu et al. proposed a secure eHealth
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architecture for big data, the Internet of Things, and cloud convergence (Suciu G et al.,2015). In
the era of big data, cloud computing is the core of the Internet of Things. At the same time, it can
promote the intelligent convergence of the Internet of Things and the Internet. In home health
monitoring systems and wireless sensor networks, the Internet of Things has also played an
increasingly important role and has been widely used.

Figure 3 Keyword co-occurrence
map in 2013-2015

Figure 4 Keyword co-occurrence
map in 2016-2017

3.4 Co-word Analysis for 2016-2017
As shown in Figure 4, during 2016-2017 (Phase IV), the most central intermediaries are “cloud
computing”, “Cloud”, “Internet of Things”, “Healthcare”, “Big data”, “e-Health”, “computing”,
“Security”, “machine learning”. Compared with the third stage, the keywords such as “Internet
of Things”, “Big data”, and “e-Health” are on the rise, and hot keywords such as “machine
learning”, “Mobile” and “Mobile health” emerge. At this stage, machine learning has been
gradually drawing doctors’ attention. In the future, technologies such as artificial intelligence and
deep learning are bound to be introduced into the medical industry widely. What’s more, mobile
health business has developed into the service phase in Europe, the United States, and other
countries. For example, portable sensing terminals that measure parameters such as ECG, blood
glucose, and blood pressure have provided more convenience to both doctors and patients. With
the rise of the mobile Internet, medical health applications such as Dr. Chunyu, Baidu, and
Pomelo has been increasingly used by the general public. As a result, mobile health and mobile
medical services have become the hot topics among scholars all over the world.

Figure 5 Change of Cloud
Computing’s betweenness

Figure 6 Change of other key
words’ betweenness
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In order to further understand the research hotspots in all the stages being studied, this article
analyzes and summarizes the keywords of four phases. Table 1 summarizes the keywords and
main findings of each stage. Figure 5 shows the change of cloud computing given its popularity
across the four sub-periods. Compared with other research hotspots, the betweenness of cloud
computing is far ahead. In the second phase, the betweenness of cloud computing has risen
rapidly and has decreased in the third and fourth stages. This may be related to the emergence
and rise of research hotspots such as the Internet of Things and big data at this time, as shown in
Figure 6.
Table 1 the keywords and main findings of each stage
Time

Keywords

Discovery

2007-2009

Cloud Computing; SaaS; grid
computing; Sustainability; Cloud;
Telemedicine; service; Mining;
scheduling; computing

Most scholars applied cloud computing to the
medical field mainly to reduce cost; and most
of the technologies used are based on grid
computing, cloud computing, and etc.

2010-2012

Cloud computing; Healthcare;
Cloud; docking; radiology;
Security; SaaS; Personal Health
Record; Networks; e-Health

Scholars began to focus on cloud-based
security issues, including patient data privacy
and security.

2013-2015

cloud computing; cloud;
Healthcare; Internet of Things; big
data; Security; e-Health;
computing; Telemedicine; privacy

With the rapid development of computer
science and information technology, mass
data sets have formed the big data of health
care. The Internet of Things has also
developed vigorously.

2016-2017

cloud computing; Cloud; Internet
of Things; Healthcare; Big data;
e-Health; computing; Security;
machine learning; Privacy

Machine learning and mobile technology
were introduced into the medical field.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we conducted a bibliometric analysis of 2,878 literatures collected from the Web of
Science database using SATI, Ucinet, and NetDraw. The results show that the essential
keywords are “Cloud computing”, “Cloud”, “healthcare”, “Internet of things”, “Security”,
“e-Health”, “Big data”, “computing”, “Privacy”, “mobile cloud computing.”, etc. At the same
time, by analyzing the keywords, this article summarizes the major research hot spots and
directions in each stage. While cloud computing, Internet of Things, and big data have become
the technical hotspots in this field, electronic health, mobile health, and smart health have
become the main branches in this field.
Emerging information technologies can provide technical support and solve many problems
currently faced by the healthcare industry as medical data is becoming more heterogeneous,
large-scale, and noisy. Through the keyword co-occurrence analysis, we have revealed three
trends in the future development of the cloud healthcare field: (1) With the advance of mobile
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Internet technology, mobile health emerges. In the future, wearable health devices and the like
will become essential in people’s daily lives, just like mobile phones and tablet computers. (2)
Smart city is not just a vision, it is bound to become a reality for future cities around the world.
The medical industry will incorporate more cutting-edge technologies such as artificial
intelligence and sensing technology to make medical services truly intelligent and promote
medical services. (3) With the continuous popularization of emerging technologies, the security
problem in the medical field has drawn more and more attention. How to ensure data and system
security will certainly become the focus of future research.
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Abstract
Developers switch mobile apps between paid and free monetization methods for strategic
purposes. We investigate the drivers and consequences of app developers’ switching behavior
between free and paid monetization methods over time. Using large scale but granular daily app
rank data from Apple App Store in 2011, our estimations of simultaneous equations reveal that
the prior performance of an app and the duration of it staying in a monetization method
significantly impact the developer’s decision of switching. We also find that better performing
apps tend to have longer stays in the paid method, whereas developers tend to switch their app to
free method when the performance of the paid app declines. Finally, app developers’ switching
behavior and duration of the app in each method have significant effects on the subsequent app
performance in the App Store. Implications on strategic moves of app developers on mobile app
platforms are provided.
Keywords: Mobile application, App Store, Wireless commerce, Mobile app marketing,
Simultaneous estimation models

1. Introduction
As the world shifts away from the traditional computers toward mobile devices, so do software
development efforts (Duan, 2016). According to Statista (2017), the number of apps developed
by developers on platforms, such as The App Store from Apple, “Google Play” from Google,
and “Marketplace” from Windows Phone, has reached a combined figure of about 5.7 million.
Developers usually offer two predetermined groups of apps - free apps and paid apps - in major
app platforms (Ghose & Han, 2014). Free apps are those that do not require monetary payment in
order to download and use (Vankadaru, 2009). Paid apps require either an upfront payment
before the app can be obtained or embedded purchase options such as in-app purchases and
separate downloads (Duan, 2016). Despite the prevalent use of the paid and free methods by app
developers, empirical research investigating the effects of developers’ monetization methods on
app performance still lags in three critical aspects that motivate our study. First, the literature
focused primarily on user perspectives of the app monetization methods (e.g., Han, Park, and Oh,
2017; Shi, Xia, and Huang, 2015), shedding little light on the decisions of app developers.
Second, the literature mostly discussed the static conversion from free apps to paid apps (Liu, Au,
and Choi, 2014; Ghose and Han, 2014), overlooking the dynamic migration or switch of pricing
strategies between free apps and paid apps. Finally, there is rare attention paid to the timing of
developers’ strategic switching between free and paid monetization methods.
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The objective of our study is thus to investigate the app developers’ switching behavior between
free and paid monetization methods over time. We specifically focus on the drivers and
consequences of such switching behavior. Our research interest is thus three-fold: (1) How do
the duration of apps and app performance in either monetization method affect app
developers’ switching behavior? (2) How does the app performance affect the duration of
apps in either monetization method? and (3) How does the app developers’ switching
behavior affect subsequent app performance? To answer our research questions, we collected
large scale but granular daily data of app switching activities from paid to free and vice versa on
Apple’s App Store in 2011. While the switching behavior and the duration of apps in either
monetization method remain as strategic decision-making process of app developers, they
directly affect the app performance. As such, our econometric specification models both an app
developer’s strategic decision-making process and the effects of these dynamic decisions on her
app’s performance. In particular, we utilize simultaneous equations modeling to separately
identify each strategic decision-making process, the effect of each dynamic decision on app
performance, and the corresponding idiosyncratic errors. First, we use a logistic regression
model to find the probabilities of switching from one market to the other on a particular day.
This model examines the effects of other covariates such as app characteristics and market
conditions on either decision. Second, we consider separate duration models for the length of
stay in each market and model remaining (surviving) in each market as two parallel timing
processes. Specifically, we assume that each duration model is associated with its own Weibull
hazard process with app and market specific covariates (Wooldridge 2010). To reach our
ultimate research objective of measuring the impact of these strategic decisions on app
performance, we use rank models in which the app rank in the App Store is a proxy for daily
sales, which is consistent with prior literature (e.g., Forman et al. 2008; Ghose & Han, 2014).
We find evidence that there are substantial effects of an app’s prior performance and duration in
either method (free or paid) on a developer’s switching decision. In addition, the duration of apps
in each method is influenced by an app’s prior ranking dynamics that better performing apps
tend to have longer stays in the paid market. Also, it is interesting to observe that developers tend
to switch their app to free market when the performance of the paid app declines. Finally, we
show that the market switching decision and duration dynamics could impact future app
performance in either market. Specifically, switching from paid to free can draw stronger
attention from users than switching from free to paid. In addition, if an app has a longer total
duration of being in a market, the app’s future performance in the same market declines.
Overall, our study makes the following contributions. First, our study unveils the intricate roles
of duration and performance of apps being either free or paid on app developers’ switching
behavior in a dynamic fashion over time, and provides empirical investigations of the drivers of
app developers’ decision making between offering apps for free or charging users for using apps.
Second, our research serves as the first attempt to examine the role of timing in app developers’
switching decision through measuring the determinants of app performance to the duration of
apps in either paid or free monetization method as well as the consequent duration effect on app
performance. Third, our findings discover the criticality of app developers’ switching decision
between paid and free monetization methods on app performance, shedding light on approaches
to monetizing mobile apps and expanding app users toward increased benefits of app developers.
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2. Literature and Research Framework
Developers can choose to either offer their mobile apps free or charge users for using the apps.
Owing to the nature of mobile apps being both experience and information goods, app
developers often release free versions of apps to serve as demo (Duan, 2016). Only through
using free demo versions of mobile apps, consumers are able to know if the app's user experience
will be satisfactory (Cheng & Liu, 2012). Mobile apps are also information goods. Once the app
is created, a software developer can give away free versions of the product with the marginal
cost close to zero. Thus, it is necessary and feasible for app developers to offer the apps for free.
Since developers who produce mobile apps still exist to make profit, it is unrealistic to not
monetize and only provide forever free apps. App developers that rely on only free mobile apps
usually end up having to switching the apps from being offered free to being charged with fees.
For example, app developers can charge users for services elsewhere, with the app being a
value-add point of access (e.g., in app purchase) or directly ask for fees once the app scales up a
large base of users (e.g., paid apps). However, due to the perceptions that apps are usually free,
developers who try to charge apps may be disliked by customers, especially when compared to
developers that provide completely free apps (Duan, 2016). Given the tradeoff between free and
paid monetization methods of app offerings, some scholars claimed a combination of free and
paid methods may benefit developers (e.g., Lee and Raghu, 2011; Duan, 2016).
Figure 1 illustrates a dynamic decision-making process about the monetization methods of app
developers. Before submitting a mobile app to the App Store, the app developer decides on the
monetization methods (paid or free) for the app and a price based on the App Store and the
market conditions as well as app and developer characteristics. After launching the app, the
developer observes the app’s performance in either paid or free method. Based on her
observations of the app performance, the developer decides the duration of apps being offered in
either paid or free method and considers switching between the paid or free methods for better
app performance and increased revenue. Assuming that the providers are rational, the
developers’ dynamic switching strategic decisions are expected to directly relate to subsequent
sales of their apps in the next period. We introduce the data and estimations used to address the
research interest in the next section.

Figure 1. The research framework
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3. Data
We used a software agent to collect daily data on the top 300 paid and the 300 free apps for
iPhone in Apple’s App Store in 2011. We have a total of 219,000 daily rank observations of
7,339 unique apps. Hence, this is the total number of apps which have appeared in the top 300 at
least once in 2011.A summary of the variables and constructs and their descriptive statistics is
provided in Table 1. 406 of these apps changed their monetization method from paid to free or
vice versa. They constitute 5.5% of the total number of apps while the observations on these apps
account for 22% of the daily ranking observations in 2011. At a glance, we can see that the
competition level, as measured by the number of unique apps in the App Store ranking system, is
almost twice as much in free app method compared to the paid method. It is worth noting that we
are not accounting for the total number of apps in each of the method. We also observe that the
variation of free apps’ rank changes is higher. There are as well more new app entrants in the
free method compared to the paid method. Therefore, in general, competition seems to be more
intense among free apps. In addition, as expected, a higher proportion of free apps include in-app
purchases. It demonstrates that free apps rely more on revenues from in-app purchases compared
to paid apps. We focus on the 406 apps which switched their monetization method at least once
in 2011, which we refer to as switching apps. Table 1 provides a description of our data.
Table 1: Data descriptive statistics
Switching
Apps
Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std
15086.60 15086.60142.07 84.99
-2.8331.50 -1.6024.76 -1.88 25.98
0.09 0.28 0.07 0.25 0.07 0.26
Free Apps Paid Apps

Variables
Description
Rank*
Daily rank of an app at time t
Strategic
RankChange† Daily rank change of an app from the previous day at time t
New
1 if an app is new to the rank system, otherwise 0 at time t
Flipf
Flipp

1 if an app switches from paid to free at time t
- 0.02 0.13
1 if an app switches from free to paid at time t
- 0.01 0.10
The number of days of being free since introduced in the
Free_Drat
- 4.44 92.43
ranking, at time t
The number of days of being paid since introduced in the
Paid_Drat
- 20.84 6.81
ranking, at time t
Characteristic InApp
1 if an app has in-app purchase, otherwise 0
0.41 0.49 0.31 0.46 0.50 0.50
Number of days between now and the last time an app appeared
DayDiff
3.02 15.41
in the ranking
Freq_New
Number of times an app has reappeared in the ranking, by time t
- 2.69 3.41
Market
N_NewApps Number of new apps at time t
- 20.84 6.81
B4iPhone4s 1 if the rank is observed before iPhone4s was released
0.78 0.41 0.78 0.41 0.80 0.40
Events*
B4iPad2
1 if the rank is observed before iPad2 was released.
0.19 0.39 0.19 0.39 0.19 0.39
B4Steve
1 if the rank is observed before Steve Jobs passed away.
0.76 0.43 0.76 0.43 0.78 0.42
B4iTunesUp 1 if the rank is observed before iTunes first updated in 2011
0.16 0.37 0.16 0.37 0.17 0.37
Total number of apps
4,769
2,570
406
Total number of rank obs.
109,500 109,500
23,787
*
Smaller values of Rank indicate better ranking in the App Store, with 1 being the best and 300 being the worst rank. The average
ranks are identical for free or paid apps since we collected free and paid app rank information within the same frame of time.
†
A lager value of RankChange indicates that an app’s rank improved relative to its previous daily rank.

4. Methods and Results
To identify the effects of dynamic strategic decision variables, we must take into account the
complexity that the variables do not necessarily change independently from each other. Without
taking this complexity into account, any attempt to find the true effects of dynamic strategic
decisions on app performance is irrelevant. As such, model the dynamic strategic
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decision-making process and then model the effects of these variables directly on app ranking.
Conditional on app’s past rank performance in paid method and other covariates, we also model
the switching decision of a paid app to free at a given time using a logit model, as well as how
they also decide when to change method or how long to stay in each method. Finally, in order to
investigate the effects of the aforementioned decision variables on the app performance, we
model the relationship between an app’s ranking and switching variables by regressing the daily
app rank on measures of switching decision, duration of being either free or paid and other app
and market controls.
Switching decision model estimation: Table 2 provides the maximum likelihood parameter
estimates of our proposed switching decision model. The results show that the apps’ ranking
dynamics (daily rank and change in the rank) and the length of stay in the current method for an
app in either monetization method can affect a developer’s switching decision. Due to the page
limit, we didn’t not include results for the estimations of the duration model and the rank mode.
Instead, we will discuss the estimation results.
Duration model estimation: The results show that ranking dynamics and app characteristics
significantly affects the length of stay in either method.
App rank model estimation: The results show that there are significant relationships between
app rank in the App Store and rank dynamics, and switching behavior for both free apps and paid
apps. As expected, a free or paid app’s previous rank in the previous period positively affects the
app’s subsequent rank. It also suggests that apps that have switched from paid to free on average
achieve better ranking. This effect seems to last for several days, supporting the promotional
effect of switching to the free method.
Table 2: Parameter estimates for proposed flipping model
(Fixed effects model)
Switching Decision
Dependent Variable

From paid to free
Flipif,t

Explanatory Variable
Coefficient
Std. Error
[Log(Rank)]i,t-1
2.841***
(0.269)
[RankChange] i,t-1
-0.003
(0.002)
[DayDiff] i,t-1
0.038***
(0.003)
[Freq_New] i,t-1
0.061
(0.053)
[Free_Drat] i,t-1
-0.372***
(0.039)
[Free_Drat_Sq] i,t-1
0.003***
(0.000)
[Paid_Drat] i,t-1
0.034***
(0.007)
[Paid_Drat_Sq] i,t-1
0.000**
(0.000)
[N_NewApps] i,t-1
-0.005
(0.012)
Number of Apps
349
Obs.
21,858
Log-Likelihood
-662.93
Note: Standard Errors in parentheses. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05.

From free to paid
Flipip,t
Coefficient
Std. Error
-1.443***
(0.093)
-0.009**
(0.004)
0.020***
(0.003)
-0.679***
(0.094)
1.242***
(0.099)
-0.023***
(0.002)
0.002
(0.007)
0.000
(0.000)
0.047***
(0.011)
194
18,377
-482.73

5. Estimation and Results
Our results suggest several directions for mobile app developers who try to improve their
performance in app markets. First, apps with better ranking in either the free or paid method have
a tendency to be in the paid method. In other words, apps with worse ranking tend to stay in the
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free method. It may demonstrate that mobile app developers still prefer the traditional revenue
model of charging for the software as long as their performance is high in the market, although
there are other ways of generating revenues such as advertising and in-app purchase through the
freemium model. However, making weakly performing paid apps free can be an effective
strategy since consumers in the free method react to them quickly. Second, having well-aligned
in-app purchases in both paid and free apps is a desirable way of securing profits, as our results
support a negative relationship between having in-app purchases and switching in either method.
Lastly but most importantly, our results from app performance model estimation support that
method switching is an effective strategy for apps. Whereas switching to free from paid seem to
have an immediate impact on ranking in the free method, the reverse switching (from free to paid)
seem to hurt the app performance first. However, it draws attention in the paid method gradually
resulting in improved ranking over time. The impact of a switch from paid to free is similar to
that of a price promotion since the quality of app is not changed. On the other hand, when
switching from free to paid, the app providers capitalize on the greater visibility and awareness
gained from the free method.
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Abstract
We use a dataset from a leading online microloan company in China to empirically measure the
effects of executed social pressure penalties on delinquent repayment behavior and compare the
effectiveness of social pressure penalties with different levels of severity. The joint frailty model
estimation results suggest that, for repayment decisions involving overdue installments, notifying
the family members of delinquents is an effective means of collecting debt, both in the case of
repayment and pay-off behaviors. However, disclosing delinquents’ repayment problems to
contacts may be effective only for encouraging short-term repayment behaviors but not for
encouraging long-term pay-off behavior. The counter-factual analysis results further reveal that
the economic values of the level_family, level_friends, and level_contacts social pressure
penalties are CN¥329.90, 38.35, and 338.58, respectively. The effect of the level_contacts
penalty could reach CN¥655.47 if employed only for the first two overdue repayment
installments.
Keywords: Social pressure penalty, Microloan, Delinquency, Debt collection, Social shame

1. Introduction
Social pressure penalty refers to the practices of creating social embarrassment or shame by
informing the public of individual’s violation of social norm (Luo et al., 2017). Social pressure
penalties have been found to be effective means of regulating human behaviors—for example,
accelerating tax debt payments (Perez-Truglia and Troiano, 2015), encouraging adherence to
social norms (Davenport et al., 2010), and ensuring repayment of group loans (Goenka and
Henley, 2010). However, it has been found that the execution of social pressure penalties may
backfire because such penalties could provoke anger or hostility in the penalty receivers or
reduce the intrinsic desire to follow social norms (Perez-Truglia and Troiano, 2015). Thus the
ultimate effect of social penalties is not intuitive given its double sidedness on regulating human
behavior.
In this study, supported by a unique research dataset from a P2P microloan platform who applied
social pressure penalties in its debt collection, we investigate the effects of social pressure
penalties on microloan delinquency behavior. Moreover, it is reasonable to hypothesize that
applying social pressure penalties with different severity levels will exert dissimilar effects on
receivers. Sever social pressure penalties may have a wholly different psychological influence on
borrowers than those of mild severity.
Meanwhile, the repayment behavior of microloan usually involves two steps, one is the monthly
repayment (in the earlier stage of a loan) and the other is final pay-off, with latter serving as a
direct goal for all borrowers. The theory of goal commitment and motivation (Zhang and Huang
2010) implies that it is necessary to distinguish borrowers’ repayment behaviors and pay-off
behaviors when we examine the effects of social pressure penalties.
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In a nutshell, research questions that this study would examine are as following: (1) How would
informing delinquents’ family members (level_family), friends (level_friends), or contacts
(level_contacts) of the delinquents’ debt affect their monthly repayment and terminal pay-off
behaviors? (2) Would the effects of such social pressure penalties differ depending on whether
delinquents’ family members, friends, or contacts were included, and what level of social
pressure penalty has the best economic value? (3) Do social pressure penalties have similar
effects on delinquents’ repayment behaviors and pay-off behaviors?

2. Research Context and Data
The online loan firm analyzed in this study was founded in 2011 in China and mainly issues
microloans no larger than CN¥4,500 (approximately US$650). We randomly selected 6,000 loan
applicants from September 2014 to February 2015, and collected their completed data at the
platform of this loan firm including loan information, borrower characteristics, repayment
information, and detailed records on debt collection of delinquents. The whole observation
period in our dataset is September 2014–March 2016. Because this study focuses on the behavior
of delinquents, we retain only information on loans involving at least one delinquent. We
organized the data at installment level because P2P platforms typically collect debt collection for
each delinquent installment. We eventually obtained 4,937 loans from 4,937 borrowers, 30,533
installments, and 93,896 debt collection and repayment (including payoff) observations. The
average number of installments of each loan is approximately 6. The average number of debt
collection activities for each installment is approximately 3, and approximately 76.7% of loans
are not paid off during our observation period.
The platform initiates a series of debt collection activities immediately after detecting the kth
overdue installment of delinquent i. As instructed by the platform policies, first, borrowers
should be texted or called immediately after the due day of each installment to remind them of
the repayment plan (level_self). If the repayment has not been made after 1 week, the platform
sends text messages first to the borrowers’ family members (level_family), second to their friends
(level_friends), and finally to all contacts in their recent (1 month) cellphone call log
(level_contacts) (family and friends are excluded). Cellphone numbers of family members and
friends are provided by borrowers and contact cellphone numbers are acquired from recent call
logs on borrowers’ cellphones. The interval between each collection activity is 2–3 days. All
social pressure actions are agreed to in advance by borrowers. To differentiate the severity of
social pressure penalties across these levels, we define the social pressure at level_family and
level_friends as social embarrassment, and that of level_contacts as social shame, which is in line
with the definition of Luo et al. (2017).

3. Modeling Repayment and Pay-Off Behavior with the Joint Frailty Model
The entire repayment process of microloans can be viewed as entailing the recurrence of
events over a period of time. The recurrent events are the repayments that occur at different time
points in the follow-up period and are terminated by delinquents’ paying off their debts, loan
providers confirming bad debt, or the follow-up period ending. External covariates such as social
pressure penalties influence the time between each adjacent event (the repayment gap time in this
case). Based on these features of loan repayment, this study adopts the joint frailty model for
recurrent events to determine delinquents’ behaviors and test how social penalties influence
delinquents’ behaviors.
For delinquent i  1, , n , let N iR (t ) be the total observed number of repayments the delinquent
has made at time t, the pay-off due date Di , and censoring time C i (i.e., the time to be
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classified as bad debt or the end of study period). X i  min Di , Ci  becomes the follow-up time
for delinquent i, and thus N iR (t ) is equal to N iR ( X i ) for t  X i . Let  i  I Di  Ci  be the

 represents the indicator function. The observed
observed censoring indicator where I 
counting process corresponding to the terminal event Di is expressed as N iD (t )   i I X i  t .
The heterogeneity among the delinquents is partially introduced through the observable covariate
process Z i (t ) , which contains time-varying social pressure penalties and other control variables
such as gender, educational level, monthly income, and housing conditions. Some control
variables are time-varying and some are not. The observed data for n delinquents can be
expressed as N iR (t ), N iD (t )，t  0 , Z i (t ),0  t  X i , X i ,  i , i  1, n .
We introduce the joint frailty model developed by Rondeau et al. (2007) to link the repayment
process, pay-off process, and covariates. For the defined counting process N i. (t ) , define







dN i. (t )  N i. (t  dt )  N i. (t ) to be the number of events that occur in the small interval [t , t  dt ] .
To account for the additional heterogeneity that cannot be explained by the observed covariate
processes, an unobservable nonnegative frailty denoted by i is introduced for each delinquent





i. Let Yi (t )  I X i  t and Ft   Yi (u), NiR (u), NiD (u), Z i (u),0  u  t , i , i  1,  .n be a
filtration, which can be said to contain all the observed information up to time t, as well as the
frailties. The joint frailty model assumes that
P dN iR(t )  1 | Ft   Yi(t )i r0(t ) exp  T Z i(t )dt ,
(3.1)

















P dN iD(t )  1 | Ft   Yi(t )i 0(t ) exp  T Z i(t )dt ,

(3.2)

where r0 (t ) and 0 (t ) are unspecified positive functions that serve as the baseline,  and 
are regression coefficients that capture the impacts of the covariates on the two target processes,
and  is the parameter controlling the difference in the frailty effect on the two target processes.
 and  are identified based on the different values that the covariate processes use to
represent different delinquents in the sample data. We assume that the frailty i follows a

gamma distribution with unit mean and variance  . If the heterogeneity and the correlation are
weak,  tends to be close to zero. The introduction of frailty explains the individual
heterogeneity and within-subject dependence to a great degree than do the observable covariates,
and the introduction of  allows the frailty to produce different degrees of heterogeneity and
dependence for the two target processes. If the degrees of heterogeneity are similar in the two
processes, we infer that  is close to 1. Finally, the appearance of i denotes that repayment
behaviors can be correlated with pay-off behavior, which is also highly likely in real situations.
Notably, because the intensity model is continuous at time t, when fitting the model, artificial
partitioning of the timeline is not necessary as it is in the longitudinal binary logistic model.

4. Model Estimation and Results
We use the maximum likelihood approach to estimate the unknown parameters. The (complete)
likelihood function of the observed data and all frailties  i , i  1, , n , can be expressed as
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n 

LC (data; 1 ,  n )     P dN iR (t ) | dN iD (t ), Ft 0 P(dN iD (t ) | Ft  ) f ( i ,  ) 
i 1 0t  X i

(4.1)
n 

Xi
R
D
    ri (t ) dNi (t ) i (t ) dNi (t )  exp    ri ( s )  i ( s )ds   f ( i , )

 0
i 1 0t  X i












The estimated variance of frailty term  is 0.19, with a very low estimated standard deviation
of 0.000 (p < 0.001). The frailty term is statistically significant, which proves the existence of
random heterogeneity among the borrowers. Furthermore, the value of dependence parameter γ
between repayment and pay-off events is 2.92, with an estimated standard deviation of 0.002 (p
< 0.001), which suggests that the terminal pay-off process is strongly correlated with the
repayment process.
Table 1. Estimation Results

Table 1 lists the detailed parameter estimation results of repayment and pay-off behaviors. Table
1 shows that most of the covariates influence repayment and pay-off events consistently.
Regarding the social pressure penalties, all three penalties always positively increase the
repayment intensity, which is consistent with the findings of Luo et al. (2017). However, the
three penalties exhibit different directions of effect on the delinquents’ terminal pay-off behavior.
Specifically, sending messages to delinquents’ family members increases the rate of repayment
for overdue installments and the final pay-off intensity. This is as expected, because social
embarrassment is less intensive in the presence of family members than in the presence of others;
family members are more forgiving and more willing to offer financial and emotional support.
The overall effect of sending messages to delinquents’ friends on payoff is not significant,
possibly because friends’ cellphones numbers are self-reported by borrowers, and thus the
selected friends could be close friends, and the social embarrassment evoked by the notification
of bad behavior is less intense, thereby rendering this social penalty ineffective.
Sending messages to contacts exerts two contradictory effects on repayment and pay-off
behaviors; it positively increases the repayment intensity but decreases the pay-off intensity. We
argue that the severity of social penalty at level_contacts is highest, and may become a social
shame for most borrowers by making the contacts being aware of their poor financial
performance. Thus, its effect is significant for delinquents, and engenders a positive effect in
regulating delinquents’ behaviors. However, the effect of this penalty on long-term pay-off
behavior is negative, possibly for the following two reasons: First, because the contacts list in an
individual’s call log is fixed; although the first notification may generate social shame, the effect
of subsequent notifications on delinquents rapidly weakens. Second, delinquents may feel angry
or depressed after experiencing public shame, and thus recurrence of the contacts social penalty
could compel borrowers to engage in destructive behavior, even borrowers with money may be
unwilling to pay off their debts.
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5. Economic Value of Social Pressure Penalties in Relation to Debt Collection
We use a series of “what-if” scenarios to determine the economic value of social pressure
penalties in relation to microloan debt collection. In this counter-factual analysis, we first remove
the level_contacts penalty collection activity from our model, and subsequently remove the
level_friends, level_family, and even the level_self reminder messages in that order to investigate
how borrowers’ repayment and pay-off behaviors change under scenarios involving social
pressure with different levels of severity.
Table 2 shows that all three social penalties and self-reminders can improve borrowers’
repayment and pay-off behaviors. The level_friends penalty has the lightest effect because its
marginal economic value is only CN¥38.35 and its marginal improvement of repayment ratio is
the lowest. Table 2 also shows that the level_contacts penalty has the highest average economic
value of all the debt collection activities with CN¥338.58, even if it has a negative effect on
terminal payoff. This finding could be related to the following two factors: (1) The
level_contacts penalty is the final step of debt collection, and thus its accumulated debt amount is
usually higher than those of the other scenarios, which yields a higher average value. (2) The
effect of the level_contacts penalty is more severe and has a wider scope than the effects of the
other collection activities, and thus can severely influence the social status of borrowers.
Therefore, this penalty has greater power to motivate borrowers to repay their debts.
Table 2. Value Analysis of Social Penalties in Relation to Debt Collection

Next we attempt to determine the optimal strategy by conducting counter-factual analysis. Table
3 shows that the platform’s performance is highest when level_contacts is employed for the first
two unpaid installments (the only exception is the pay-off ratio), with a total revenue of
CN¥28.535 million. After the third unpaid installment, the negative backfire effect on payoff
overshadows the positive effects on repayment and leads to lower repayment and pay-off
numbers as well as lower revenue. Thus, the optimal practice is to use the level_contacts penalty
for the first two unpaid installments. If we use the logic of Table 2 to compute the average value
of optimized level_contacts, we learn that compared with the no level_contacts scenario, the
marginal value of optimized level_contacts is CN¥4.875 million (28.535 – 23.678) because the
number of collection activities in the optimized level_contact scenario is 7,410, which denotes
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that the average economic value of each level_contacts penalty is CN¥655.47 (=
4,875,000/7,410).
Table 3. Simulation Analysis of the Contacts Social Penalty

6. Contributions
This study contributes to the literature on debt collection by examining the results of real
executed social pressure penalties, comparing the effectiveness of penalties with different levels
of severity, and determining a portfolio of the optimal social pressure penalties. In addition, a
methodological contribution is made by introducing the joint frailty model to capture the level of
dependence between recurrent repayment behaviors and terminal pay-off behaviors in microloan
debt collection, thereby significantly improving the identification ability of the model. The
analysis enables microlenders to improve their debt collection practices.
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Abstract
This research-in-progress paper is trying to examine the joint effects of product visual depiction
(i.e., orienting a product to one’s dominant hand) and computer interface (i.e., touchscreen vs.
mouse-click). Based on the theory of grounded cognition, we propose that the match (vs. mismatch)
between product orientation and handedness can lead to higher product mental interaction and
subsequently induce more favorable attitude to the product. More importantly, this match effect is
contingent on the interface used such that it will be stronger by using touchscreen than mouseclick interface. A couple of experiments are being designed to test the effects.
Keywords: Computer interface, Product orientation, Mental simulation, Grounded cognition

1. Introduction
The intangible nature of online shopping makes consumers unable to experience many non-digital
products physically. An important strategy to mitigate this limitation is to present the product in a
way to stimulate mental imagery of interacting with the product because the more people “play”
with an image in their minds, the more they will experience active engagement (Barthes 1971),
which in turn affects their response. Thus, past research has focused on exploring how to depict
products to invoke mental interaction. For instance, effective product depiction that facilitates
mental interaction and engagement can be achieved by enhancing vividness of product
presentation (Jiang and Benbasat 2007), orientating the product to match one’s handedness (Elder
and Krishna 2012), and embedding dynamic elements in product images (Cian et al. 2014).
The past few years have witnessed that consumers’ online shopping has gradually shifted from
mouse-click interfaces (e.g., using desktop) to touchscreen interfaces (e.g., using smartphones and
iPad) (comScore 2017). Recent studies have shown that the mere change of the interface mode
(direct-touch: fingers vs. indirect-touch: mouse) can also facilitate users’ mental interaction
experiences with the product presented and their subsequent judgements. For instance, it has been
found that using touchscreen (vs. mouse-click) interfaces can lead to heightened perceived
ownership (Brasel and Gips 2014) and increased preference for hedonic foods over utilitarian
foods (Shen et al. 2016) due to the enhanced mental interaction.
Overall, existing studies have offered interesting insights that both visual depiction and tactile
inputs from interfaces can impact online purchase experience. However, processing online product
information often involves both visual and tactile activities, which is especially so when one uses
the touchscreen interface. When one’s visual attention follows his/her finger taps or mouse clicks,
or when one’s finger taps at or mouse clicks on the object he/she visually fixes, both visual and
tactile stimuli are processed simultaneously. Although extant literature reveals the individual
effects of product depiction and interaction interfaces, to our best knowledge, there is no
investigation on the joint effects they could produce. Aiming to address this research gap, this
research examines the interaction effect of one aspect of product visual depiction (i.e., handedness
match: orienting the product to one’s dominant hand) and interface (i.e., touchscreen vs. mouse
click) by drawing upon the theory of grounded cognition.
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The theory of grounded cognition holds that human bodily states, actions, and mental simulation
are used to generate cognitive activity (Barsalou 2008). This theory suggests that one’s cognitive
activity (e.g., persuasion) is a function of multimodal experiences that spread throughout the body
and mental simulation stimulated by environmental stimulus. In other words, one’s cognition is a
combination of the sensory experiences throughout the body and the mental thoughts in the mind.
To the extent that product visual depiction relates to mental simulation and different interface
modes (direct-touch vs. indirect-touch) entail differential bodily activity, product visual depiction
and interface should jointly influence people’s cognition and then affect behavioral intention.
Herein, we propose that a match between handedness and product orientation (e.g., on a picture of
a cake, a fork orientation matches one’s dominant hand) can lead to more mental interaction with
that product and thereby influence attitude to the product. More importantly, the match effect may
be contingent on interface used such that using touchscreen can enhance the match effect because
reaching out one’s dominant to touch the screen is congruent with the mental simulation of using
dominant hand to grab a product, whereas the match effect may be mitigated by using mouse-click
interface because holding something (herein, the mouse) in one’s dominant hand can hinder the
mental simulation of capturing the product by the dominant hand.

2. Theoretical Foundations
2.1 Mental Simulation and Visual Stimulus
The theory of grounded theory posits that mental simulation is a typical and radical grounded
cognition and defined as the re-enactment of perceptual, motor, and introspective states
constructed during the process of experiencing an object or activity (Barsalou 2008). Mental
simulation involves various forms of mental imagery initiated by the exposure to different
representations of an object (Shen et al. 2016). For instance, when a person uses a digital camera
to take pictures, the brain will capture different feelings, perceptions, and states of using the camera
across different sensory modalities and integrate them into a multimodal representation stored in
the memory. Later, when this person encounters a visual depiction of a digital (e.g., he or she is
browsing a digital camera webpage), the multimodal representations registered during actual
experiences are reactivated, resulting the person to mentally simulate perceptions associated with
a digital camera even without touching it directly.
The presentation of visual stimulus has a critical impact on the generation of mental imagery and
the degree of mental simulation. Studies have shown that a simple change of the way an object is
presented can elicit more (or less) mental simulation of interaction. For example, a static visual to
convey movement without actually moving, namely “dynamic imagery”, can entail enhanced
mental interaction and thereby improve viewers’ engagement with a brand logo (Cian et al. 2014)
and propensity to act toward warning sign icons (Cian et al. 2015). More related to our context,
orienting a product toward the viewer’s dominant hand – for instance, showing a picture of a mug
with the handle on the right to people with right handedness – can facilitate mental simulation of
using the product (Elder and Krishna 2012).
2.2 Bodily State
The theory of grounded theory also suggests that bodily state or action is closely associated with
cognition. Human’s body and mind work together and resonate with each other. What people
mentally experience are acts of modality-specific sensory stimulation, and these mental acts will
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then guide ones’ judgement and behaviors. For instance, nodding heads up and down (vs. side to
side) lead to more agreement with an editorial message (Wells and Petty 1980); hills look steeper
when wearing a backpack (Bhalla and Proffitt 1999); holding a pen between teeth (facilitating the
muscles used during smile) results in funnier evaluation of funny cartoon (Strack et al. 1988),
using a tool (e.g., baton) to direct far objects or squeezing a soft ball in one’s hand can lead to
closer perceived distance (Witt and Proffitt 2008; Witt et al. 2005). In sum, existing studies have
consistently shown that the actions or states one’s body engages in can influence the way people
mentally represent surrounding stimuli, and then impact intention and behavior toward them.
Touchscreen and mouse-click interfaces evoke different bodily actions. On touchscreens, users
touch the contents displayed on the devices directly by using their fingers (i.e., direct touch mode)
(Shen et al. 2016). When using a computer interface without a touchscreen, such as a desktop
computer, users typically browse the contents with a click-based mouse (i.e., indirect touch mode).
The mouse serves as the mechanism through which users interact with webpage content. Users
hold the mouse but do not touch the content directly. Recent studies have demonstrated that the
differential body actions induced by using different computer interfaces can also shape one’s
cognition and behavior in performing different computer-mediated tasks.
2.3 Touchscreen versus Mouse-click Interfaces
As touchscreen interfaces have only gained popularity over the recent decade, research on
comparing touchscreen and mouse-click interfaces is relatively recent and not rich. Most of early
studies have been conducted in the field of human-computer-interaction, which have focused on
comparing users’ task performances between touchscreen and mouse-click interfaces (e.g.,
Cockburn et al. 2012). In addition, touchscreen interface seems to be more intuitive and easy to
use. Findlater et al. (2013) find that touchscreen is more natural for old people than mouse-click
interface such that the performance gap between old and young people can be narrowed by using
a touchscreen interface.
More related to this research, recent researchers have begun to focus on the effects of computer
interfaces on human perceptual, cognitive, and behavioral responses. Building on the observation
that a mere imagery touch can induce perceived ownership (Peck and Shu 2009), Brasel and Gips
(2014) document that touchscreen (vs. mouse-click) can enhance the sense of psychological
ownership and subsequently strengthen the endowment effect. Further, interface modes can also
influence human behavior. Shen et al. (2016) find that one is more likely to choose hedonic foods
when using a touchscreen. This is because the direct touch interaction mode on touchscreens
(versus mouse-click) is more compatible with the action when individuals see a hedonic product
(e.g., a cheese cake) in real world - when people view a cheese cake, they are eager to grab it on
their desire. However such an impulse to grab the product does not appear when people view a
cognitive product (e.g., a vegetable salad). Thus, the touchscreen interface can facilitate the mental
representation of the bodily action associated with hedonic products rather than cognitive products,
resulting a heightened choice of hedonic products.

3. Research Framework and Hypotheses
Building on the literature on grounded cognition and direct-touch effect, this study proposes a
research framework to explore the interaction effect between product visual depictions
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(handedness: match vs. mismatch) and interface modes (direct-touch vs. indirect-touch), as shown
in Figure 1.
Interface Mode
(Direct-touch vs.
Indirect-touch)

Product Visual
Depiction
(Handedness match
vs. mismatch)

Product Mental
Interaction

Attitude

Figure 1. Research Frame

When people cannot physically experience a product (e.g., browsing an online shopping website),
they mainly rely on mental imagery to interact with the product. One important aspect of enhanced
product mental interaction is that it helps people prepare for subsequent motor action response; in
other words, mental interaction is critical to action readiness or action affordance (Jeannerod 2001).
One important way to increase mental interaction is visually orienting a product to one’s dominant
hand. For example, right-handed (vs. left-handed) people view a picture of mug with the handle
on the right (vs. left) side. If product orientation on the pictures is congruent with their mental
simulation that their dominant hands are holding the product (in most cases, people tend to use
their dominant hands to grab something), people will generate more fluent and vivid product
mental interaction. Increased mental interaction also means more engagement with the product,
which may induce more favorable attitude (Cian et al. 2014). Indeed, Elder and Krishna (2012)
find that a match between handedness and product orientation can lead to higher purchase intention,
and this effect is caused by the enhanced product mental interaction. Thus, we hypothesize that:
H1: A match (vs. mismatch) between handedness and product orientation on webpage will lead to
more favorable attitude to the product.
More importantly, we argue that this match effect may vary depending on the interface that people
use to browse the webpage. On a touchscreen interface, people usually use their dominant hands
to touch the objects (e.g., product pictures) on the screen. This action is consistent with the mental
simulation of using the product by the dominant hands. Hence, the match effect of handedness and
product orientation may become more salient, as the touch action performed by the dominant hands
may further enhance product mental interaction. However, when using a mouse-click interface,
people’s dominant hands are always holding on the mouse to click pictures, roll up and down the
webpage, and so on. The dominant hands keep relatively still on the mouse, which is incongruent
with the mental simulation of reaching out dominant hands to grab the product. As a result, the
enhanced product mental interaction induced by the match between handedness and product
orientation may be attenuated when people use a mouse with their dominant hands.
H2: Matching the visual product orientation with people’s handedness will elicit heightened
mental interaction when they use a touchscreen interface than they use a mouse-click interface.
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H3: The match effect of handedness and product orientation is varied with the interface mode
people use such that the effect will be stronger under the touchscreen interface condition than the
mouse-click interface condition.

4. Methodology
A couple of lab controlled experiments are being designed to test the above hypotheses.
Participants will be recruited and instructed with the main purpose of our experiments – to provide
evaluation and suggestions for a newly released online grocery website.
The first experiment will adopt a cup of ice cream, as ice cream is a fairly common product that
consumers would order. Two versions of webpages will be created with pictures of a cup of ice
cream with a spoon showing either on the right or left side. A third version with no spoon in the
cup of ice cream will also be created as baseline. We will recruit around 100 undergraduate
students as our participants. Only right handed subjects will be recruited as participants to rule out
the confound that some left handed people are used to their right hands to use mouse. Then, they
will be randomly assigned to use iPad (touchscreen) or Mac (mouse-click) to access one of the
three versions of webpages for 3 minutes. After participants complete browsing, they will be asked
to indicate their attitude to both the product and the webpage by a two-item scale: “How do you
like to rate this product/webpage (negative/positive; unfavorable/favorable)”. They will also be
asked to indicate the degree of mental interaction with the products by using the two-item scale
from Shen et al. (2016): “I imagined myself enjoyed this food”; and “I imagined myself grabbing
this food”. and answer some questions on control variables, such as age, gender, need for touch,
buying impulsivity, etc.
In the second experiment, we will adopt another product type – mug- to replicate the effects.
Compared to the stimulus in experiment 1 – ice cream, mug is a relatively cognitive product.
Repeating our theorizing in this product type can help to increase the generalizability. More
importantly, to eliminate the confounding effect of screen size, we will use an all-in-one laptop,
which can be operated with either the touchscreen or the mouse. Similarly, we will create 3
versions of webpage (no handle, handle on the right side, and handle on the left side), and we will
not limit participants’ browsing time. Other steps will be the same to experiment 1.

5. Conclusion
This paper is presenting a research-in-progress examining the joint effect of product visual
depiction and computer interface on product evaluation. Drawing on the theory of grounded
cognition and recent findings that the act of touch on touchscreen (vs. using mouse) can elicit
different perception and cognition, the current research proposes that a match between handedness
and product orientation on a webpage can facilitate one’s mental interaction with the product, and
then induce more favorable attitude to the product, and more importantly, such a match effect is
contingent on the interface (touchscreen vs. mouse click) used to access the webpage.
The current research may contribute the theoretical understanding of the possible interaction effect
between visual depiction and computer interface on user response, which is missing in the humancomputer interaction and information systems domains. Specifically, although existing studies
have shown the ways a product is presented online is critical, little investigation has been
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conducted to explore how to apply them on touchscreen versus mouse-click interfaces, given the
fact that human response varies across different interfaces. Practically, this research can provide
useful guidelines for e-commerce companies on how to design both mobile and desktop webpages.
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Faster Payment Settlement Systems: Optimal Design and Ownership Structure
DAN MA,ZHILING GUO
Singapore Management University

Abstract
In response to the recent FinTech trend, banks are actively pursuing strategies to build fast and
innovative payment settlement systems. We propose a two-stage analytical model to study the
optimal system design, examine banks’ incentives of developing and adopting the new system, and
investigate the government regulator’s role in this financial innovation process. We find that the
optimal system capability does not monotonically increase in the value of the new system. As the
system value increases, banks tend to synchronize their investment and adoption decisions. We
also show that, in certain circumstances, the private ownership structure may build the system
capability higher or lower than the socially optimal level, which calls for the need of the
government to establish rules and regulations to monitor compliance. We offer important policy
implications regarding the optimal system design and the government regulator’s role in guiding
the banking industry in future financial innovation.
Keywords: FinTech; Payments settlement systems; Government regulation, Analytical modeling

1. Introduction
Nowadays, new financial technology (FinTech) payment solutions such as Square, Apple Pay,
AliPay, and PayPal make transactions convenient and easy. They provide tailored services for ecommerce, spur the growth in retail payment volumes, and support immediate settlements of funds.
These payments innovations are quickly gaining market momentum, and challenging the
traditional interbank retail payment settlement system, in which payments are accumulated for
end-of-day netting, known as deferred net settlement (DNS).
In order to defend their central market position in this long-standing territory, banks are actively
pursuing the implementation of new technologies to expedite settlement and ease transactions.
They upgrade existing infrastructure or build new infrastructure to expedite settlement speed and
add state-of-art features supporting innovative payments such as mobile payments. In some cases,
the policy makers such as the central bank take charge. This is called government ownership
structure. For example, In China, the Internet Banking Payments System (IBPS), which offers
real-time retail payments settlement, is regulated by People’s Bank of China and operated by China
National Clearing Centre. In certain countries, the major banks and financial institutions formed
an association and responded to the need for change. This is called private ownership structure.
For example, the New Payments Platform (NPP) of Australia is the new fast retail payment system
built by a consortium of Australian financial institutions.
In this research, we propose an analytical model to examine and compare the design and
performance of settlement systems under these two types of ownerships. We seek answers to these
following questions: What are the optimal settlement system configurations, banks’ participating
incentives and strategies under each ownership structure? Under what conditions would a specific
type of ownership structure lead to socially optimal outcome and what are the policy implications?
Our results reveal that when making the adoption timing decision, individual banks should balance
the trade-offs among three elements: the fundamental business value made possible by innovative
system features, liquidity risk resulting from faster payment processing and settlement, and shared
infrastructure development costs. In the equilibrium outcome, when the system is designed with
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low capability, banks with low liquidity risk invest in the new infrastructure, while banks with
high liquidity risk are not interested in system adoption. When the system is designed with medium
capability, banks with low liquidity risk become early movers to build the new infrastructure, and
banks with high liquidity risk become late adopters, either by using it for free under the government
ownership structure or by paying appropriate fees under the private ownership structure. Finally,
when the system is designed with high capability, all banks synchronize their timing of
participation and collectively invest and develop the new system.
In addition, we find that both ownership structures yield the socially optimal outcome when the
value of the new system is lower than a threshold. When the system value is in the intermediate
range, private ownership tends to build the system capability higher than the socially optimal level.
In this case, the government will properly control the system risk by capping the system capability
at an appropriate level. A lower system capability is optimal because it can synchronize banks’
investment incentives, enable immediate mass technology adoption, and lead to higher social
welfare. In contrast, when the system value is large, private ownership leads to lower system
capability compared to the socially optimal outcome, showing the inefficiency of the monopolistic
private ownership structure. In this case, efforts by the government to improve payment system
capabilities positively affect the achievement of public policy objectives. Thus, the central bank
or government needs to establish rules and regulations to monitor compliance.

2. Literature Review
There is a stream of small, yet increasingly important research studying the innovative technology
applications in the financial industry. Most of them focus on understanding the economic value
and risk of these FinTech innovations, and examining their impact on the traditional financial
institutions and banks. For example, Allison (2016) documents banks’ adoption of blockchain
technology and evaluates the technological effectiveness in facilitating trade of debt instruments.
Bohme et al. (2015) and Evans (2016) examine the adoption of Bitcoin in the remittance services
from the cost and benefit perspective and evaluate its competition effects on banks in this market.
Liu et al. (2015) examine recent changes in the payment sector. They apply technology ecosystems
and paths of influence analysis to explain the development of mobile payments, show that both
competition and cooperation coexist among financial institutions, and suggest the importance of
regulatory roles in driving or delaying such innovation. Khapko and Zoican (2017) claim that the
current settlement process features several days of delay and thus is inconsistent with the fastpaced market, while immediate settlement over-emphasizes the counterparty risk and leads to suboptimal liquidity on banks. In addition, Guo et al. (2015) also recognize the drawbacks of both the
end-of-session deferred net settlement (DNS) and real time gross settlement (RTGS) for retail
payments. They propose a hybrid faster payments settlement system that relies on a centrally
managed priority queue to achieve superior settlement efficiency. Using large scale simulation and
controlled experiments, they show that the proposed settlement system can effectively reduce
delay cost, improve liquidity utilization, and minimize operational cost.
Almost all recent FinTech research suggests that the benefits of such disruptive technologies
outweigh the associated costs, and hence impose potential threats to traditional bank services.
However, there is almost no guidance about how traditional banks can effectively respond to such
challenges. Our research contributes to this literature by explicitly modeling banks’ strategic
reaction to the FinTech trend. We show how the business value and social welfare can be improved
if banks invest in the new technology to improve their service capabilities.
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3. Model Setup
When building an innovative payment settlement system, we consider these important issues.
System Capability. How many payment features and functions are supported by the settlement
system is an important indicator of the system capability. Some of the key features include:
settlement speed, support for multiple payment applications (e.g., B2B, P2P, mobile, etc.),
24x7x365 system access availability, and support for authentication, transaction notification and
documentation. We denote q as the system capability. The more payment features included in the
system design, the faster speed of settlement, the higher the system capability.
System Value. A high-capability system would better serve the banks’ customers and generate
higher values. Denote the total benefits from the new settlement system as V(q) = vq, where v is
the base value of the system.
Cost and Risk. The payment and settlement system requires a central infrastructure, which
connects all participating banks to support faster authorization, clearing, settlement of each
transaction, and thus requires a large amount of infrastructure investment cost. We assume the
k
infrastructure cost is a quadratic function of the system capability, 2 q2 .
Participating banks face several costs. First of all, a bank might need to pay fees to access the
settlement service, depending on the ownership of the system. In specific, when the system is
owned by a private bank association, non-member banks often will be charged a participating fee
p for using the new services. In addition, every bank faces liquidity pressure in settling payments.
When the settlement speed is increased and when the payment volume increases due to the support
for innovative payments methods, the funds in circulation for the bank settlement increases;
Therefore, a more capable system would impose a higher liquidity pressure on participating banks.
To capture the bank’s heterogeneous capability to handle the increased liquidity pressure, we
assume there are two types of banks, 𝜃𝑙 and 𝜃ℎ , and 𝜃ℎ > 𝜃𝑙 . The 𝜃ℎ type banks are more likely
to be liquidity constrained and thus are called high-risk banks throughout the paper. A bank’s total
liquidity cost is expressed as 𝐿𝑞𝜃𝑖 , where 𝑖 = {ℎ, 𝑙}, therefore high-risk banks (i.e., the 𝜃ℎ types)
have a higher liquidity cost than low-risk banks (i.e., the 𝜃𝑙 types). Moreover, we assume that 𝜆 ∈
(0,1) proportion of banks is type 𝜃𝑙 and 1 − 𝜆 proportion of banks is type 𝜃ℎ . Thus, the cost
function for a type-𝑖 bank to use the settlement service is 𝐶𝑖 (𝑞) = 𝑝 + 𝐿𝑞𝜃𝑖 , and the
total utility function for a type-𝑖 bank is 𝑈𝑖 (𝑞) = 𝑣𝑞 − 𝑝 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃𝑖 .

4. Problem Formulation
In this section, we study the two types of system ownership and formulate the respective owner’s
decision-making problem. We normalize 𝜃ℎ = 1 and simplify notation as 𝜃𝑙 = 𝜃 < 1.
4.1 System with Government Ownership (GO)
The government regulator is a social planner, who aims to maximize the total social welfare. In
practice, the regulator first will call for participation of major banks to build the system. The
infrastructure cost is shared among those banks that agree to participate in the system building.
Once a payment settlement system has been built, the government will provide it as a national
public service to all banks. The government regulator has three strategies:
Strategy GO1: The regulator sets the system capability such that only low risk banks will
participate in the initial system building. High risk banks have no incentive to participate at all,
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even if in stage 2 it is free to join. The regulator’s problem is:
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑘
(1 + 𝛿)𝜆𝑁[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] − 𝑞 2
2
𝑘
(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] − 2𝑁 𝑞 2 ≥ 0; 𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞 < 0
1

Strategy GO2: The regulator sets the system such that only low risk banks will participate in the
system building in the first stage. High risk banks will participate in stage 2 once the system has
been built and provided as public goods. The regulator’s problem is:
𝑘
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 (1 + 𝛿)𝜆𝑁[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] + 𝛿(𝑁 − 𝜆𝑁)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞] − 2 𝑞 2
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑘

(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] − 2𝑁 𝑞 2 ≥ 0; 𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞 ≥ 0
1

(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞] −

𝑘
2𝑁1

𝑞 2 < 𝛿[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞]

Strategy GO3: The regulator sets the system features that induce both high and low risk banks to
jointly build the system in the first period. The regulator’s problem is:
𝑘
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑞 (1 + 𝛿)𝜆𝑁[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] + (1 + 𝛿)(𝑁 − 𝜆𝑁)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞] − 2 𝑞 2
𝑠. 𝑡.

(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] −

𝑘

𝑘

𝑞 2 ≥ 0; (1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞] − 2𝑁 𝑞 2 ≥ 0
2𝑁

(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞] −

𝑘

2𝑁

𝑞 2 > 𝛿[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞]

4.2 System with Private Ownership (PO)
Under the private ownership, several major banks in the financial ecosystem form an association.
They co-build the infrastructure and may decide to charge a fee for non-member banks to use the
enhanced services. The association aims to maximize member banks’ benefits. It has two strategies:
Strategy PO1: Low risk banks form the bank association and build the new settlement system in
the first period for its exclusive use. It charges a high price to strategically exclude the high risk
banks from using the system in the second period. The owner’s optimization problem is:
𝑘
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝,𝑞 (1 + 𝛿)𝜆𝑁[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] − 2 𝑞 2
𝑠. 𝑡.

𝑘

(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] − 2𝜆𝑁 𝑞 2 ≥ 0; 𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞 − 𝑝 < 0

Strategy PO2: Low risk banks form the association and build the new settlement system in the
first period. In the second period, high risk banks will be able to use it by paying a fee. The bank
association’s optimization problem is:
𝑘
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑝,𝑞
(1 + 𝛿)𝜆𝑁{𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃} + 𝛿(𝑁 − 𝜆𝑁)𝑝2 − 2 𝑞 2
𝑠. 𝑡.

(1 + 𝛿)[𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞𝜃] + 𝛿

𝑁−𝜆𝑁
𝜆𝑁

𝑘

𝑝 − 2𝜆𝑁 𝑞 2 ≥ 0; 𝑣𝑞 − 𝐿𝑞 − 𝑝 ≥ 0

5. Results
The optimal system design and market equilibrium outcome under the two types of ownership
structures are reported in Proposition 1 and 2, respectively.
Proposition 1. Under the Government Ownership, the optimal system capability and banks’
corresponding participation strategies are:
∗
(1) If 𝜃𝐿 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣1 , the optimal system capability is 𝑞𝐺𝑂
=
equilibrium participation strategy for banks is GO1.
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(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁
𝑘

(𝑣 − 𝐿𝜃). The

∗
(2) If 𝑣1 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣2 , the optimal system capability is 𝑞𝐺𝑂
=
equilibrium participation strategy for banks is GO2.

(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁(𝑣−𝐿𝜃)+𝛿(1−𝜆)𝑁(𝑣−𝐿)

∗
(3) If 𝑣2 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣3 , the optimal system capability is 𝑞𝐺𝑂
=

2𝑁(𝑣−𝐿)

. The

𝑘

; and if 𝑣 > 𝑣3 , the

𝑘
(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁(𝑣−𝐿𝜃)+(1+𝛿)(1−𝜆)𝑁(𝑣−𝐿)

∗
optimal system capacity is 𝑞𝐺𝑂
=
participation strategy for banks is GO3.

The threshold values are given by
2−(1+𝛿)(1−𝜆+𝜆𝜃)
1−𝛿

. The equilibrium

𝑘

𝑣1 = 𝐿 , 𝑣2 =

2−𝛿(1−𝜆)−𝜆𝜃(1+𝛿)+2√1−𝜆
2−𝛿−𝜆+2√1−𝜆

𝐿 , 𝑣3 =

𝐿, and 𝑣1 < 𝑣2 < 𝑣3 .

Proposition 2. Under the Private Ownership, the optimal system capability, price, and banks’
corresponding strategies are given as below.
(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁

∗
(1) If 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣1 , the optimal system capability is 𝑞𝑃𝑂
=
(𝑣 − 𝐿𝜃). The equilibrium
𝑘
∗
strategy is PO1: Low risk banks build the new system, and charge a price 𝑝𝑃𝑂
=
(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁
(𝑣 − 𝐿𝜃), 0] to exclude the high risk banks from using the system.
max[(𝑣 − 𝐿)
𝑘

(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁(𝑣−𝐿𝜃)+𝛿(1−𝜆)𝑁(𝑣−𝐿)

∗
(2) If 𝑣 > 𝑣1 , the optimal system capability is 𝑞𝑃𝑂
=
. The
𝑘
equilibrium strategy is PO2: Low risk banks build the new system, and charge a positive
(1+𝛿)𝜆𝑁(𝑣−𝐿𝜃)+𝛿(1−𝜆)𝑁(𝑣−𝐿)
∗
(𝑣 − 𝐿) for high risk banks to use the system.
price 𝑝𝑃𝑂
=
𝑘

We compare the optimal system capability and the equilibrium strategy under the private (bank
association) ownership with those in the government ownership in Figure 1.
𝑞∗
GO generates higher
social welfare than PO
GO

PO and GO are equivalent
in optimal capacity and
social welfare
PO
PO/GO

𝑣1 𝑣2

Figure 1.

𝑣̂

𝑣3

𝑣

Comparison of the Optimal System Capability and Strategy

In the region 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣2 , the two ownership structures yield the same configuration of system
capability and result in the same level of total payoff. We want to highlight that in 𝑣1 < 𝑣 ≤ 𝑣2 ,
the underlying mechanism under GO and PO structures is different. Under PO, the bank
association builds the system and charges a positive fee for non-member banks to access it. It
resembles a commercial market. Under the GO, all banks use the services offered by the
government for free, so there is no market. In contrast to the GO under which high risk banks earn
positive utility, under the PO, low risk banks extract all surplus from (non-member) high risk banks.
In the region 𝑣 > 𝑣2 , the system capability under PO may be higher or lower than that in GO
structure, and social welfare under PO is always lower than under GO. When 𝑣 < 𝑣̂ , the
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government would set a relatively low capability so that high risk banks would not perceive the
investment too risky, and thus be willing to co-build the system together with the low risk banks.
However, the bank association, for its own interest, chooses to set the system capability high so
that it can charge a high price for the non-member banks to use it. When 𝑣 > 𝑣̂, because the
system base value is high enough, the regulator would choose to attract all banks to build a high
capability fast payment system. However, the bank association deliberately sets the capability
lower than the social optimum. The reason is that the fee charged by the bank association has an
upper limit: it must remain at an appropriately moderate level to ensure non-member banks’
participation. This, in turn, limits the bank association’s interest in building the system capability
high and eventually results in a system capability level lower than the social optimum.

Conclusion
In this study, we examine the optimal design of the new infrastructure to support future faster
payments settlement in the economy. Under different system ownership structures, we focus on
the system owner’s choice of the optimal system capability, as well as different banks’
technological investment and adoption timing decisions. We demonstrate how banks should
balance the tradeoffs among the business value from faster settlement, liquidity risk due to faster
settlement, and shared infrastructure development cost. Regarding the optimal design of the new
system, we show that when a private bank association is the system owner, although it will set the
system capability monotonically increase in the settlement value, the owner’s efforts of enhancing
system capability are not high enough, especially when the base system value is large. It leads to
fewer innovative features and slower settlement speed compared to the social optimal outcome.
On the other hand, under the government ownership, the optimal system capacity will not
necessarily increase when the system base value increases. There is a critical tipping point at which
a drop of the system capability occurs. Beyond this tipping point the government should properly
control the system risk by capping the system capability at an appropriate level, synchronizing
investment incentives among all banks and inducing immediate mass adoption. So, the system
capability drop reflects the government’s intention to motivate all banks’ participation, and in fact,
leads to a higher social welfare.
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Abstract
All firms should develop certain kinds of capabilities although it is difficult to nurture all firm
capabilities simultaneously and holistically. Using a bibliometric analysis on firm capabilities
research from Scopus database, this paper reveals their components based on statistics and
citation burst detection. Co-term networks of firm capabilities are analyzed to explore some key
firm capabilities whose co-term networks and evolvements are furtherly elaborated along the
timeline. Burst detection is conducted to find other emergent firm capabilities. Finally, a holistic
framework of firm capabilities is synthesized. Our research presents a panoramic view of firm
capabilities and sheds lights on how to develop and orchestrate firm capabilities holistically.
Keywords Firm capabilities, Capability evolvements, Knowledge mapping
1. Introduction
Firm capabilities are high-level routines to implement some activities with intended and specific
aims to enable repeated and reliable performance (Helfat and Winter 2011a). They are of vital
importance for firm’s decisions (Barney 1999), strategic resource implementation and
competition (Evaristo and Zaheer 2014). The cultivation of each type of firm capabilities takes
time and resources, depending on many factors. And it is difficult to develop them
simultaneously and holistically. Firms have to prioritize some capabilities and nurture them
firstly under specific contexts. As environment shifts, these firm capabilities and new ones
should develop and renovate, and they should be coordinate and develop them holistically and
harmoniously to form competitive advantages.
Seldom papers, however, cover firm capabilities and their development from a panoramic view
although many of them so far focus on one or two specific firm capabilities at a time. In addition,
the longitudinal research focusing on some firm capabilities cannot show the development of
firm capabilities as a whole because research foci or hotspots on firm capabilities are always
changing over time and new firm capabilities emerge as hotspots at some points or another.
To solve the problems above, this paper analyzes bibliometric data to identify the components of
firm capabilities, their relationships and evolution to present a panoramic view via statistics, coterm network analyses, citation burst detection and so on. A framework of firm capabilities is
built based on their relationship and interaction. By systematically analyzing firm capabilities,
our research presents a panorama of their components and relationships, and thus suggests not to
focus solely on a few specific components because all firm capabilities are more or less related
and should be taken into consideration as a whole. Moreover, by categorizing firm capabilities
and synthesizing them into a framework, our research sheds light on how to cultivate and
coordinate them holistically to promote their evolution.
In addition to the background introduction, we next introduce our research methods including
analysis procedures and data collection. In the section of results, we first describe the time
distribution of the relevant papers, frequency of their keywords about firm capabilities to reveal
the components of firm capabilities as a whole. Then we conduct co-term analysis of firm
capabilities via CiteSpace to extract some firm capabilities with significant co-citation count and
centrality and analyze their co-term networks, relationships and evolvements along the timeline.
Finally, a citation burst detection is used to detect some emergent firm capabilities based on
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citation spike. In the conclusion section, we summarize the findings, synthesize firm capabilities
into a holistic framework, and give some conclusions and limitations about this paper.
2. Methods
2.1 Procedures
Bibliometric analysis and knowledge mapping are used to (1) reveal components of firm
capabilities and their priorities; (2) visualize relationships and evolvements of firm capabilities
with other factors, (3) detect some citation bursts of new emergent firm capabilities. The process
of bibliometric analysis is mainly conducted via co-term analysis and citation bursts.
2.2 Data collection
Bibliometric data are collected from Scopus databases because it is superior on extensive
coverage number of new journals and non-English articles. We use “capabilit* or competence*”
in the title to search relevant articles, conference papers and reviews which cover our research
object (i.e. capability, capabilities, competence and competences). The initial searching results
are filtered based on research domains to ensure that all literature is confined to subjects of
business, management, accounting, decision sciences, economics, econometrics and finance.
There are 7,828 left before 2018 after excluding irrelevant ones. We download citation
information (e.g. authors, document title, year, citation count), affiliations, abstract, keywords
and references as RIS format files which are the raw bibliometric data for further analyses.
3. Results
3.1 Distribution of documents

Fig. 1 The time distribution of documents on firm capabilities
The time distribution of literature presented in Fig. 1 indicates the development of all research
papers about firm capabilities published before 2018. Study on firm capabilities began in 1960
which focused on technical and research competences (Dunlap 1960; Roehl 1960). And it can be
roughly divided into four stages. Initially before 1990, there is relatively intermittent and
irregular research—the initial stage. These studies mainly cover domains such as learning
capability (Napier 1970), technical capability (Jacobson 1971), strategic capability (Prahalad
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1983). Then, an exponential increase in the number of published papers lasts until 2011 when
research on firm capabilities draws more and more attention—the developing stage. Literature
extends to capabilities of information and knowledge processing, internal and external learning
capabilities (Foss 1993), IT capabilities, dynamic capabilities (Teece and Pisano 1994a),
knowledge management capability (Gold et al. 2001). There is a turning point of firm capability
research in 2011 with a slight decrease until 2013—the adjustment stage. A thorough check of
literature reveals that no terms about firm capabilities are proposed during this period. And
scholars tend to find linkages and interactions among firm capabilities. In this adjustment phase,
firm capabilities are expected to be conducted in an integrative and co-evolutionary way with
other parts in firms (Jacobides and Winter 2012). Firm capability research keeps highly active
from 2013 with a slight growth trend—a second development stage. During this period, research
continues in a more integrated, comprehensive, in-depth and evolutionary way, and innovation
and dynamic capabilities are increasingly prominent (Zollo et al. 2016).
3.2 Components of firm capabilities and research hotspots
Table 1 Frequency distribution of keywords about firm capabilities
Keywords of firm capabilities

Frequency

Keywords of firm capabilities

Frequency

Innovation capability
883
Enterprise resource management 76
Dynamic capabilities
530
Personnel training
75
Knowledge management
347
Resource allocation
71
IT capabilities
284
Market orientation
66
Product development
281
Competitiveness
62
Technological capabilities
276
Entrepreneurship
62
Strategic management
260
Leadership
61
Marketing capability
246
Integration
59
Learning
230
Absorptive capacity
58
Commerce
196
Risk management
58
Information management
180
Manufacturing
57
Sustainable development
172
Technological forecasting
47
Electronic commerce
167
Logistics
46
Project management
149
Competitive intelligence
44
Process control capabilities
145
Optimization
43
Decision making
143
Regional planning
43
Research and development
136
Software engineering
43
Quality control
135
Product innovation
42
Production
120
Globalization
41
Supply chain management
114
Networks
41
Technology transfer
106
Planning
41
Core competence
100
Knowledge acquisition
40
Outsourcing
100
Mergers and acquisitions
38
Investments
99
Patents and inventions
38
Human resource management
92
International trade
37
Technological innovation capability 85
To extract components of firm capabilities from the bibliometric data, we collect all keywords
about firm capabilities and their frequency, merged those keywords with same connotations and
formalized those with diverse forms. Finally, keywords representing firm capabilities are listed
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in Table 1 which indicates that there are 51 types of firm capabilities. They are diversified, but
direct or indirectly related, even overlapped with each other. Firm capabilities with frequency
higher than 200, usually as hot topic, are as follows: innovation capability, dynamic capabilities,
knowledge management capability, IT capabilities, product development capability,
technological capabilities, strategic management capability, marketing capability, and learning
capability.
3.3 Co-term network analysis

Fig. 3 Co-term network of firm capabilities
Co-term analysis was conducted in CiteSpace following the procedures conducted in the journal
co-cited network analysis except that the setting on node type is term. After calculating and
visualizing the co-term network, we excluded terms irrelevant with firm capabilities. Nodes are
visible when their frequency is greater than 20 and centrality is greater than 0.01. The final coterm network of firm capabilities is shown in Fig.3.
Firm capabilities with high co-term count imply that they are closely related with other factors in
firms which are more emphasized by scholars. Meanwhile, those with high network centrality
indicate that they have high correlations with other factors, thus they are the nexus in firms.
Those firm capabilities with relatively high co-term count and network centrality are closely
connected, relevant, or even overlapped with each other because of their synonymous
connotation, similarities but different forms. Hence, a further merging and generalization on the
co-term network results in ten types of capabilities: dynamic capabilities, technological
capabilities, organizational capability, innovation capability, marketing capability, core
competence, knowledge management, strategic capability, learning capability, relational
capability. Next, we examined co-term networks of these key firm capabilities above and their
linkages with other factors in firms respectively in chronological order. (Due to the page limit,
we only present technological capabilities and dynamic capabilities here.)
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Technologic capabilities

Fig. 4 Timeline view of co-term network of technological capabilities
Technological capabilities first co-termed in 1987, which is the earliest co-term linkage. And
they have the second highest co-term count. They co-term with, indicated in Fig. 4, other
capability terms including dynamic capabilities, marketing, innovation, knowledge management,
entrepreneurial orientation, IT, technological innovation. Additionally, they also co-term with
non-capability terms including performance, intellectual capital, small firms, mediating effect,
empirical analysis.
Technological capabilities are the abilities to employ various technical resources, combine or
recombine components, methods and process for a better and distinct production (Afuah 2002).
They can facilitate the development and renewal of products or services which is essential to the
success of business in the open market. They are intimately related with process management,
marketing capability, knowledge management and human resource management. To develop this
capability, firms firstly need engage in information exploitation, absorption, and other
knowledge management to access to complementary assets which are accumulated through their
past experience (Rothaermel and Deeds 2004). In the application of technological capabilities,
innovation is necessary for combining and recombining technique, methods, and process.
Therefore, technological capabilities are innovation-oriented. Technological innovation
capabilities are the abilities to search, to select, to master, to apply and to improve technology.
They are the profile of knowledge, techniques and management skills from different areas (Guan
et al. 2006). This indicates that technology itself needs constant improvement and renovation.
But such development of technological innovation capability poses different effects on
competitive performance (Shan and Jolly 2010). Information technology, typically computers,
internet and other infrastructure, is a specific technology which radically shape firms, especially
their business processes and structures. IT capabilities, one specific type of technological
capabilities, are the abilities enabling firms to utilize IT-related resources, skills and knowledge
to coordinate activities in business processes (Stoel and Muhanna 2009). They are
multidimensional, such as technical and organizational dimensions. Thus, they can be enhanced
or promoted together with other capabilities as a whole. Besides, they can support other firm
capabilities (Wang et al. 2007), thus directly or indirectly affect other firm capabilities,
performance and even organization forms (Sher and Lee 2004). Among non-capability co-termed
factors, human capital combined with knowledge creation contributes directly to technological
capabilities because technological capabilities are ultimately performed mainly by human. And
high technological capabilities are usually associated with high firm performance (Su et al. 2013).
Therefore, the cultivation of technological capabilities is crucial to firms, industries and countries,
thus they are usually promoted by both firms and governments (Gold 1979).
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3.4 Burst detection
As research on firm capabilities moves on, the hotspots change over time reflected by the
fluctuation of citation. Burst detection of terms can identify the intensive citation fluctuation of
terms over time, thus reveal some emergent and important terms regardless of their cooccurrence. The top 11 firm capabilities with strongest citation bursts was calculated in Fig.14.

Fig. 5 Top 11 firm capabilities with strongest citation bursts
In Fig. 14, technological capabilities (including technique competence), IT capabilities,
innovation capability, KM capability, core competence are also detected as the citation bursts
although they are the prominent nodes in the co-term network. Technological capabilities
combined with technique competence have the longest burst time which spans from 1968 to
2000. IT capabilities have a two-year citation burst with a high burst strength. The burst of
innovation capability spans from 2002 to 2005. And the burst of KM capability spans from 2001
to 2006. Core competence has both the second highest burst strength and second longest burst
time which spans from 1993 to 2011. Along the timeline in Fig.5, among the firm capabilities,
technological capabilities are the first hotspot which has been focused almost all the time. They
are of paramount importance in firms. And the financial capability emerges as the latest hotspot
which is a novel way to increase firm’s profits or accelerate their development. Between the first
and the last hotspot, several firm capabilities trigger much attention from academia and changes
over time. They promote the firm development from different perspectives.
4. Conclusions
Although firm capabilities have different constituents and forms, they link, interact, overlap with
each other or even intimately dependent on each other. Innovation capability, for instance, covers
capabilities like technology development, operation management and transaction (Zawislak et al.
2012). And it intimately correlates with knowledge sharing, learning, furtherly KM and
organizational learning capability. In addition, firms might not be good at all these capabilities at
the same time during their specific development stage. A holistic view about these capabilities is
necessary for firms to initiate and nurture them step by step.
As for the co-term timeline of firm capabilities, we found that their peaks of co-citation
happened at different periods although many of them overlapped with each other. Along with the
timeline, technological capabilities, is firstly paid attention the first step to conduct a business.
Then capabilities like manufacturing and marketing are developed to satisfy the customers’ need.
Other supportive and supplementary capabilities are tapped to promote these three types of
capabilities. Such as, innovation capability, learning capability, are developed to support and
renovate other firm capabilities, such as technologically capabilities. While IT capabilities can
radically reengineer other routines and firm capabilities. Such linkage can guide firms to develop
their capabilities gradually and holistically, i.e. from few and separate ones to a bundle of
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interdependent and coordinated ones. Meanwhile, strategic capabilities and dynamic capabilities
denote that all other firm capabilities should develop and evolve over time as the environment
shifts. Thus, they are the top-level firm capabilities. Based on the summary and discussion above,
a holistic framework of capability development can be established from resource-based view.

Fig. 6 The holistic framework of firm capabilities
Firm capabilities can be categorized into operational capabilities (or ordinary capabilities or
‘zero-level’ capabilities) and dynamic capabilities although their boundary is blurry (Helfat and
Winter 2011b). And they can be divided into three levels in Fig. 6. On the top level, strategic
capability and dynamic capabilities interact with each other. Meanwhile they regulate and govern
the development of all other firm capabilities, and even themselves. Firm capabilities on the
basic level consist of technological capabilities, supplying chain management capability,
manufacturing capability, marketing capability, financial capability. They act as the fundamental
functions of a firm under the guidance of top-level firm capabilities. Additionally, they are
supported by those capabilities from supportive level. Firm capabilities on supportive level
generally are specific, concrete and interdependent. Learning capability and innovation
capability, for instance, can be developed to promote technologic capabilities, manufacturing
capabilities and so on. Under the interaction and guidance of top-level capabilities, basic-level
and supportive-level capabilities are developed and integrated holistically and harmoniously to
promote and supplement each other until core competence is formed and competitive advantage
is established, and furtherly renovated under the guidance from top-level capabilities when the
surroundings change to create sustainable competitive advantages. Any firm capabilities
emerging in future can be categorized into basic or supportive level and incorporated with other
capabilities.
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Abstract
Content personalization based on users’ offline social network is a widely applied feature of
online platforms that provide location-based offline service information. However, leveraging
offline social networks may have more far-reaching impacts on the ecosystem of the platform
than practitioners had expected. In this study, we examine how people’s content generating
behavior changes when their behavior is observed by offline friends. We leverage the exogenous
policy change of an online review platform, which tops offline friends’ reviews on the review
page of a merchant, to identify the effect. We find evidence that the implementation of this
feature leads to a decrease in review quantity but increases review quality. We further find that
reviewers with friends exhibit a negativity bias in giving ratings after the policy change. More
interestingly, people tend to strategically select more expensive merchants to review when their
friends can easily notice their reviews.
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1. Introduction
Many online platforms are integrated with prominent social networking sites, a practice known
as social network integration (Huang et al., 2017). Beyond the convenience of retrieving users’
information from social networking sites, the potential impact of social network integration is
huge. For example, leveraging users’ social network, the platform can provide personalized
content and/or allow users to share content with their friends. Social network-based content
personalization is particularly valuable for online review platforms, as it incorporates offline
word-of-mouth (WOM), which has long been recognized as more trustworthy and more
influential than reviews from strangers, into the online but weaker social network.
In 2016, the platform that we study implemented content personalization by topping reviews
from friends on the review page of a merchant. However, the users have mixed attitude toward
this feature. On one side, some users perceive this feature to significantly improve the
informational value as well as the social value of the platform. This could be revealed by the
reviews they wrote, e.g. “Known from this platform that my friends had been here and their
ratings are high…”; “(I) had been here many times. There are already 70+ ‘friends had visited’,
seems that they consumed a lot too.” On the other side, this feature might discomfort some
reviewers, since their online behavior that used to be quasi-anonymous is now public to their
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offline friends. Some reviewers explicitly expressed feelings like “don’t want to be seen by my
friends”. Therefore, the implementation of social network-based content personalization may
produce impacts that practitioners might not have expected: it may change users’ content
generating patterns.
In this study, we exploit the exogenous policy change of the platform to examine how people’s
content generating behavior changes when being observed by and being highlighted to off-line
friends. Specifically, in 2016, the platform launched a new feature that top friends’ reviews on
the review page of a merchant. After the policy change, one would see her friends’ reviews
displayed first, with a tag saying “friends had been here”. Further, the real name of the friend (if
known) will replace her username to be displayed. This feature does not directly change the
social network of the user or the content of the reviews. However, it makes one’s reviews more
likely to be noticed and identified by her friends. Therefore, it provides us a proper context to
explore how being exposed to offline friends may change people’s content generating behavior.
We recover the natural experiment by constructing a control group and then quantify the effects
of the policy change on users’ content generating patterns by applying difference-in-differences
(DID) models at the individual level. We find that the policy change decreases users’ reviewing
frequency but increases the overall quality of their reviews. Besides, it leads to a negativity bias
in ratings: Users influenced by this feature tend to give lower ratings to the merchants. More
interestingly, after the policy change, reviewers with friends seem to strategically select more
expensive merchants to review, whereas their purchasing levels do not change accordingly.

2. Research Context and Design
2.1 Research Context
Our research context is a leading third-party online review platform in China. On this platform,
users can look for nearby merchants (mostly restaurants) and exploit a detailed description of
each merchant along with other users’ reviews on this merchant. In 2015, the platform began to
import information of users’ friends on WeChat, QQ, and their phone contact books (these
mobile contacts cover nearly all the offline friends that one has contact with). The operation is
made very simple such that by one-click, one allows the platform to read her contacts in WeChat,
QQ and phone contact book, and one will automatically follow these friends on the review
platform. By default, the platform also automatically updates one’s social network after she adds
new friends on WeChat or QQ, or to her phone contact book. Users on this platform generally
use fake usernames, but their real names, if identified through mobile contacts, will be displayed
to their friends. Besides, the relationships on this platform are directional. That is, one could
follow her offline friends (and thus read their reviews) without their permission.
To better utilize users’ offline social network, the platform implemented a new feature that tops
friends’ reviews in April 2016. After this change, users would see their friends’ reviews (if there
is any) on the top of the merchant’s reviews, with a tag, “friends had been here”, telling the user
that this reviewer(s) is her offline friend. Moreover, the real name of this friend, if available, will
be displayed. The snapshot below demonstrates how the display of the reviews is personalized
based on one’s offline social network (details are hidden due to privacy concerns).
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Figure 1. Snapshot of the Review Page After the Policy Change

Note that the implementation of this feature does not change the composition of the social
network of a user. It merely changes the order of the reviews and moves friends’ reviews upward
(with their real names being displayed). As a result, it makes one’s reviews, as well as his or her
offline identity, more likely to be noticed by his or her friends. No news about the
implementation of this feature is disclosed in advance. Further, this policy is made mandatory on
the entire platform such that neither the review readers nor the reviewers have the option to
change this setting. With that being said, the policy change is an exogenous shock to users:
Before the policy change, users view reviews in the original order, and could hardly identify
their offline friends among the reviewers, most of whom use fake usernames. After the policy
change, however, friends’ reviews will be prioritized under the spotlight (with their real names
being displayed), and users would unavoidably notice these reviews, even not on purpose.
Therefore, this policy change provides a proper context to explore how people would react when
their online behavior, as well as their offline identity, are revealed to their friends.
2.1 Identification strategy
To have a rigorous causal inference, a high degree of similarity between users in the treatment
and control groups is required. In our context, users who have followers before the
implementation of the feature were treated while those without friends were not. This introduces
a non-random selection bias: Treated users might be more active on the platform and more
sociable than those who were not treated.
We note that when a user batch imports her mobile contacts, all these contacts would get a new
follower on the review platform. Therefore, the timing that a user begins to have followers
depends largely on when her friends adopt the social network integration function. Even though
it is possible that one’s adoption decision is influenced by friends, the possibility that one of the
friends determines the timing of the adoption is quite low because a user typically has many
offline friends. To further alleviate the endogeneity concern of the treatment, we consider users
who began to receive followers five weeks before the observation period as the treatment group,
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and those who began to get followers five weeks after the observation period as the control group.
We use a five-week-before and -after processing because having friend(s) five weeks ago is
unlikely to be endogenously affected by the content generation behavior during the observation
period. We also use six weeks and four weeks, respectively, to ensure that the results are not
sensitive to this sample selection criterion.
We observe users’ reviewing behavior for a total of twelve weeks (i.e., six weeks before and
after the policy change). The variables used in our study are described in Table 1. Specifically,
the number of reviews posted, review quality, review valence, and the price of the reviewed
merchants are the dependent variables that reflect a user’s reviewing pattern. Among them,
review quality is determined based on the quality identification algorithm of the platform, which
gives reviews deemed to be of high quality a medal named “High-quality review”. Basically,
long texts (more than one hundred words) and more than three pictures are the basic
requirements for the review to receive this medal. User identity and social relationship are not
among the factors that determine the quality of the review.
Table 1. Description of variables
Variable
ReviewNum
RevQuality
AvgValence
AvgPrice
Treat
After

Description
Number of reviews posted by user i in week t
Percentage of high quality reviews posted by user i in week t
Average valence of reviews posted by user i in week t, if observed
Average price (per person) of the merchants reviewed by user i in week t, if observed
Dummy variable indicating whether the user is in the treatment group
Dummy variable indicating whether the observation is after the policy change

3. Empirical Model and Results
3.1 Model
Our identification strategy relies on comparing the differences in users’ reviewing patterns
between treated and untreated users before and after the policy change. We apply a
difference-in-difference model to estimate the effect of the policy change. Our first dependent
variable is the number of reviews posted. We note that there are different types of reviews, such
as ordinary reviews, check-ins, tastings, etc. Nevertheless, all these reviews will be topped if the
reviewers are friends of the user. Therefore, we consider the total number of reviews for the first
model. For a better identification, we further control individual- specific and time-specific
factors. In Model (1),
is the week-fixed effects,
is the user-fixed effect, and
is the
parameter of interest, as it represents the effect of the policy change.

Note that, in our dataset, there are no observations for the quality or valence of certain types of
reviews (e.g., check-ins). Therefore, for our second and third model (corresponding to H2 and
H3, respectively), we restrict our analysis to the available observations. Above that, we use a
Heckman selection model to correct the potential selection bias. Specifically, we begin with
estimating the probability that the user post reviews that have quality/valence indexes in week
. We then calculate the corresponding inverse mills ratio , which is plugged into the
estimation of the second stage.
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We further explore the price of the merchants being reviewed. An observation will be dropped if
the price of the corresponding merchant at that time is unknown (for a higher credibility, the
platform relies on reviewers’ feedback as well as the possible help from the merchant to estimate
the cost per person, thereby it may not have enough information to estimate the price of some
relatively new merchants). To avoid the potential selection bias, we again use a
Heckman-selection model to estimate the effect of the policy change.

3.2 Results
We present the results of the difference-in-difference model in Table 2. First, the effect of the
policy change on review quantity is negative and significant. Therefore, H1 is supported. Second,
the results for review quality, as shown in Table 2, indicate that the policy change significantly
increases the probability that users with followers generate high-quality reviews, thus H2 is
supported. Further, the results for review valence show that the average valence of the reviews
dropped by 0.36 (the scale is from 0 to 5), implying that reviewers with friends tend to be more
critical in giving ratings after the policy change. Therefore, H3 is supported. Finally, our results
in Table 2 indicate that users seem to strategically select more expensive merchants to review
after knowing that their reviews are going to be exposed to offline friends, as the change in the
average price of the merchants that they review before and after the policy change are
significantly higher than that of the control group. Therefore, H4 is supported.
Table 2. Results
DV
Treat*After
Intercept

Log(RevNum)
-0.061***

0.119***

(0.004)

(0.004)

RevQuality

RevValence

Log(RevPrice)

0.032***

(0.005)

-0.354***

(0.127)

0.215**

(0.106)

-0.654

(0.575)

-1.247

(4.629)

4.277***

(2.007)

2.218**

(1.134)

4.791

(5.350)

3.471***

(0.197)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Significance levels: * p < 0.05 ; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.

4. Discussion
For online platforms that provide information about location-based offline services, content
personalization based on users’ offline social network has always been a fatal attraction: WOM
from offline friends are more reliable and may even provide social value for users. Cooperating
with instant communication tools that cover the profiles of one’s mobile contacts, in this regard,
helps to construct users’ offline social networks and thus improves the value of the platform.
However, the impact of offline social network-based content personalization may be more
far-reaching in practice, as it makes users more identifiable to their offline friends than before.
The literature on anonymity and identity indicates that people tend to be more conservative in
information sharing when prompted to consider their identity (Burtch et al. 2015; John et al.
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2011), due to concerns of privacy as well as responsibility (Jiang et al., 2013). A similar result is
reached by Leshed (2009), who observed that removing anonymity decreases users’ posting
frequency in the discussion forum. In this study, we find when the reviewers come under the
spotlight, they tend to share less while the overall quality of the reviews increases.
Further, social network-based content personalization also provides users an opportunity to
present themselves. According to self-presentation theory, people are more likely to talk about
novel, unique, or surprising products because doing so makes them seem more interesting and
“in the know” (Sia et al., 2002; Barasch and Berger, 2014). Besides, Schlosser (2005)
demonstrates that there is a negativity bias in ratings when social concerns about
self-presentation are triggered. Our results indicate that users with friends tend to select more
expensive merchants to review and tend to give lower ratings after the policy change, which adds
evidence to the literature on acquisitive self-presentation.
Our results also provide several managerial implications. First, content personalization based on
users’ offline social network may change the ecosystem of the online platform by making people
share less and improving the overall quality of their reviews. If the platform has many users and
cares more about review quality, this is good news. However, if the platform needs as many
reviews as possible, it may not want to implement social network-based content personalization
immediately. Second, this feature may transform the platform into one that offers more reviews
for expensive merchants and provides lower ratings overall, which should be noticed by both
merchants and platform managers.
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Abstract
We study the nature of home bias in online employment, wherein the employers prefer workers
from their own home countries. Using a unique large-scale dataset from a major online labor
market containing employers’ consideration set of workers and their ultimate selection of
workers, we first estimate employers’ home bias in their online employment decisions.
Moreover, we find that employers from countries with high traditional values, lower diversity,
and smaller user base (or population size), tend to have a stronger home bias. Further, we
disentangle two types of home bias, i.e., statistical and taste-based, using a quasi-natural
experiment wherein the platform introduces a monitoring system to facilitate employers to easily
observe workers’ progress in time-based projects. After matching comparable fixed-price
projects as a control group using coarsened exact matching, our difference-in-difference
estimations show that the home bias in online employment is primarily driven by statistical
discrimination.
Keywords: Home bias, employment, discrimination, quasi-natural experiment, gig economy,
online labor market
Employers usually make hiring decisions under high uncertainty due to information asymmetry
(Kugler and Saint-Paul 2000). Hiring uncertainty leads employers to rely on heuristics to infer
workers’ capability and diligence (Hendricks et al. 2003; Fryer and Jackson 2008). Two
commonly-examined heuristics in the literature include race (Altonji and Blank 1999; Bertrand
and Mullainathan 2004; Ge et al. 2016) and gender (Chan and Wang 2017; Bertrand and Duflo
2017; Goldin and Rouse 2000; Edelman et al. 2017). The recent development of online
employment has created employment arrangements that the employer and the worker may come
from either the same country or different parts of the world (Hong and Pavlou 2017), leading to
the potential for another form of discrimination – employers might prefer hiring workers who are
geographically closer to them. Anecdotes have suggested that this form of discrimination even
exists in offline employment. For example, managers at Oracle were recently involved in a
lawsuit because of their discrimination against qualified white workers and in favor of Asian
applicants who are mostly from Asia before immigrating to US.
The literature has documented one kind of this phenomenon as home bias, an observation that
individuals prefer conducting financial or trading transactions with counterparts of shorter
geographic distance (Hortaçsu et al. 2009; Lin and Viswanathan 2015). Home bias has been
extensively documented, in areas such as portfolio management (Coval and Moskowitz 1999),
peer to peer lending (Lin and Viswanathan 2015), and product purchases (Hortaçsu et al. 2009).
While not formally documented, the existence of home bias in employment settings is potentially
harmful to the platforms because it decreases the potential for global labor arbitrage (Roach 2003;
Gefen and Carmel 2008) and thus leads to significant inefficiency costs (Gong et al. 2018).
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Further, home bias could be heterogeneous. Since workers’ locations (countries) are highlighted
in many leading global online labor markets (e.g. Upwork, Freelancer), such geographic
information might serve as a salient cue for social categorization when employers evaluate the
workers. Employers may also overvalue local workers and place more trust in them due to
in-group favoritism (Chen and Li 2009). In addition, given that the literature regarding in-group
favoritism suggests that the magnitude of such bias may vary with multiple contingent factors,
we also intend to explore how the strength of employers’ home bias may depend on contingent
factors such as norms in the country (e.g., traditional values or national pride), diversity of
ethnicity or culture, and size of country population (or platform user base).
Home bias in online employment could be caused by various mechanisms. The literature has
offered explanations for the home bias, in particular, for investment portfolios and international
trade (Obstfeld and Rogoff 2000). Generally, home bias is based on the heuristic cue of
nationality instead of individual-level productivity-related attributes (Becker 2010). And home
bias could be driven by either the statistical/rational discrimination mechanism (Cooper and
Kaplanis 1994; Helliwell 2000) or the taste-based discrimination mechanism (Lewis 1999; Lin
and Viswanathan 2015). For example, in the investment example, statistical discrimination refers
to investors’ higher preference for domestic portfolios or trade because of the associated higher
expected returns due to signal extraction (Phelps 1972; Arrow 1973). In contrast, taste-based
discrimination comes from the pre-existing liking for domestic portfolios or trade, which is not
related to the signal extraction or utility function (Becker 2010). Home bias in employment bears
similarity to international trade in terms of the potential mechanisms. However, it is also distinct
because of the hidden action issues in employment decisions. Specifically, unlike the trade
decision where standardized products or commodity are sold, online employment involves
non-contractible elements of labor and thus has severe information asymmetry between the
workers and employers. Therefore, it is not clear which mechanism would primarily drive home
bias in online employment settings. Bearing the above in mind, we seek to extend the previous
literature in home bias by examining employment decisions in online labor markets (Chan and
Wang 2017; Ghani et al. 2014), and specifically, we address the following three research
questions:
•
Q1(existence): Is there home bias towards workers based on nationality in online labor
markets?
•
Q2(heterogeneity): If so, how does the strength of “home bias” vary with
social-environmental factors across countries?
•
Q3(mechanism): Further, what drives home bias in this market? Is such home bias driven by
statistical discrimination or taste-based discrimination?
To answer these questions, we obtained a unique, large-scale data set from an online labor
market, wherein we are able to reliably observe both the employer and workers’ countries (and
other attributes), the employers’ consideration set of workers who applied for the jobs, and the
employers’ hiring choices. The research setting is ideal for examining home bias in employment
because online labor markets are global, resulting in the desired variation in the workers’ country
(or city) of origin. We first quantify home bias in our sample and explore the heterogeneity of
home bias by examining a few contingency factors. We then disentangle the mechanisms for
home bias by leveraging a natural experiment -- the implementation of a monitoring system in
Freelancer.com. This event serves as an exogenous shock to the level of information asymmetry
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by reducing worker hidden actions. By contrasting the theoretical predictions of the statistical
versus the taste-based mechanism, we identify the underlying mechanism of the observed home
bias. Specifically, because the monitoring system lower employers’ reliance on group-specific
signal extraction by alleviating the ex post individual-specific information, the implementation of
the monitoring system should lower the home bias driven by statistical discrimination. At the
same time, taste-based home bias should not be affected by the change in the availability of
individual-level information and remain constant. Our econometric identification also hinges on
the fact that the monitoring system is only applicable to time-based contracts but not to
fixed-price contracts, which allows us to use a difference-in-differences (DID) framework for
causal analyses. Based on our analyses, we observe three key findings. First, there is a robust
observation of the existence of home bias, even after we control for language, time-zone and
currency differences. Second, we find that employers from countries with high traditional values,
lower diversity, and smaller user base (or population size), tend to have a stronger home bias.
Lastly, after the coarsened exact matching of comparable fixed-price projects as a control group
for the time-based projects that received the exogenous information shock, our
difference-in-difference estimations show that the home bias in online employment is primarily
driven by statistical discrimination.
Our paper contributes to several related streams of literature. First, our study contributes to the
home bias literature, as it is among the first to investigate the existence of home bias in the
employment setting that explored the mechanisms with a quasi-natural experiment. It extends
previous equity or trade home bias research, which mainly focuses on decisions under ex ante
information asymmetry, to the employment decision threatened by both ex ante and ex post
information asymmetry. Also, given that the online employment context provides us an ideal
opportunity to examine home bias without the mixture of social referrals or organization culture,
this paper advances the employment discrimination research by demonstrating the impact of the
home country affiliation between the employers and workers. Additionally, our study not just
only broadly confirms the existence of home bias, but highlight the cross-country heterogeneity
in home bias from the perspective of traditional values, group size, ethnic and cultural diversity
as well. Second, our paper adds to our understanding of discrimination in online gig economy.
During the last few years, gig economy platforms provide the digital infrastructure that connects
demand and on-demand service providers, creating significant social welfare. However, even
though the gig economy seems to provide a frictionless avenue of low entry barrier for the
two-sided matching, some emerging research suggests that it also develops into a breeding
ground of discrimination (Ge et al. 2016; Edelman et al. 2017), which is legally prohibited yet
not enforced in anti-discrimination laws (Todisco 2015; Edelman et al. 2017; Belzer and Leong
2018). Our study showcases the existence of another type of discrimination due to home bias,
and suggests that platforms’ information policies such as monitoring could help to alleviate the
statistical home bias.
Table 1. Estimation Results of Employers’ Home Bias
Sample
Model
Homecountry
Same language
Same currency

Full sample
Conditional Logit

0.516***(0.041)

Full sample

Fixed-effects LPM

0.042***(0.004)
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Conditional Logit

0.387***(0.047)
0.416***(0.026)
0.062***(0.021)

Fixed-effects LPM

0.032***(0.004)
0.018***(0.001)
0.004***(0.001)

Same time zone
Log bid price
Log milestone
percentage
Log count rating
Log avg rating
Log bid order rank
Preferred freelancer
Bidder country
dummy
Project fixed effects
Observations
R-squared
Number of projects

0.255***(0.057) 0.025***(0.005)
-1.735***(0.018) -0.090***(0.001) -1.736***(0.018) -0.090***(0.001)
-0.068***(0.016) -0.003***(0.001) -0.067***(0.016) -0.003***(0.001)
0.099***(0.007) 0.005***(0.000) 0.096***(0.007) 0.005***(0.000)
0.102***(0.009) 0.003***(0.000) 0.103***(0.009) 0.003***(0.000)
-0.327***(0.013) -0.017***(0.001) -0.313***(0.014) -0.016***(0.001)
0.499***(0.018) 0.027***(0.001) 0.471***(0.018) 0.026***(0.001)
yes

yes

yes
371,968
0.486
23,943

yes

yes
371,968
0.043
23,943

yes

yes
371,968
0.494
23,943

yes
371,968
0.044
23,943

Notes: a) All the bids which are submitted by workers having prior collaboration experience with the employer
are dropped. Moreover, our sample is only limited to projects with only one winner. b) Log (bidder tenure) is
not included in our model because it is highly correlated with log (count rating). The results are highly
consistent if we include Log (bidder tenure) instead of Log (count rating). c) The result is highly consistent if
we control for the country-month two-way fixed effect and the potential time-varying levels of
competitiveness from a worker’s fellow countrymen. The result is highly consistent if we limit our sample to
bids submitted by workers who bided for both fixed-price and time-based projects (named as “dual-typed
workers”) (Lin et al. 2016). The result is highly consistent if we include the original bid price instead of
log-transformed bid price into the model. d) Robust standard errors clustered by projects are reported in
parentheses. e) R-square in the Logit model is calculated based on the Maximum Likelihood R-square. f)*
p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Table 2. DID Estimation of Employers’ Home Bias
Sample
Model
Homecountry
Time-based Homecountry
After Homecountry
Time-based*After Homeco
untry
Same language
Same currency
Same time zone
Log bid price
Log milestone percentage
Log count rating
Log avg rating
Log bid order rank
Preferred freelancer
Bidder country dummy
Project fixed effects
Observations
R-squared
Number of projects

Full sample
Conditional Logit

Matched sample

Fixed-effects LPM Conditional Logit Fixed-effects LPM

0.218***(0.077) 0.016***(0.006) 0.294** (0.141) 0.041** (0.016)
0.735***(0.176) 0.088***(0.020) 0.680***(0.224) 0.077*** (0.027)
0.230***(0.084) 0.021***(0.007) 0.170 (0.154) 0.016
(0.018)
-1.120***(0.232) -0.119***(0.025) -1.062***(0.290) -0.126***(0.034)
0.366***(0.027) 0.015***(0.001) 0.329***(0.044) 0.022***(0.003)
0.043** (0.022) 0.003***(0.001) 0.059* (0.036) 0.006** (0.003)
0.222***(0.057) 0.024***(0.005) 0.374***(0.092) 0.049***(0.010)
-1.690***(0.018) -0.087***(0.001) -1.811***(0.032) -0.134***(0.002)
-0.113***(0.016) -0.005***(0.001) -0.227***(0.027) -0.017***(0.002)
0.382***(0.007) 0.018***(0.000) 0.391***(0.011) 0.029***(0.001)
-0.146***(0.012) -0.006***(0.001) -0.130***(0.021) -0.007***(0.002)
0.202***(0.019) 0.013***(0.001) 0.150***(0.033) 0.016***(0.003)
0.366***(0.027) 0.015***(0.001) 0.329***(0.044) 0.022***(0.003)
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
371,968
371,968
86,840
86,840
0.494
0.048
0.495
0.079
23,943
23,943
9,028
9,028
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Notes: a) All the bids which are submitted by workers having prior collaboration experience with the employer are
dropped. Moreover, our sample is only limited to projects with only one winner. b) Log (bidder tenure) is not
included in our model because it is highly correlated with log (count rating). The results are highly consistent if we
include Log (bidder tenure) instead of Log (count rating). c) The result is highly consistent if we control for the
country-month two-way fixed effect and the potential time-varying levels of competitiveness from a worker’s
fellow countrymen. The result is highly consistent if we limit our sample to bids submitted by workers who bided
for both fixed-price and time-based projects (named as “dual-typed workers”) (Lin et al. 2016). The result is highly
consistent if we include the original bid price instead of log-transformed bid price into the model. d) Robust
standard errors clustered by projects are reported in parentheses. e) R-square in the Logit model is calculated based
on the Maximum Likelihood R-square. f)* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Figure 1. Heterogeneity of Marginal Effects of the Homecountry Dummy
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Abstract
As a relatively new behavior, purchasing for online paid knowledge (OPK) from knowledge
providers on online knowledge platforms has become very popular in the last few years. This
study focuses on customer value that drives consumers’ purchase since OPK is a new revenue
source for both knowledge platforms and knowledge providers. Drawing on customer value
theory, we examine six value relevant factors extracted from three dimensions of customer value:
functional (knowledge quality and price utility), emotional (perceived enjoyment and anxiety
relief), and social value (social knowledge-image expression and social relationship support).
Identification with the knowledge provider will be discussed as a moderator as well. A survey
will be conducted to test out the proposed research model. We expect that the findings will help
online knowledge platforms and knowledge providers better express OKP’s value and use
identification to improve their sales of OPK.
Keywords: Online paid knowledge, Customer value, Anxiety relief, Identification, Purchase
intention

1. Introduction
With the advancement of Internet technologies and online knowledge platforms, platforms have
developed the way how individuals obtain knowledge. Traditionally, the content on online
knowledge platforms is free, and most platforms’ revenue comes from advertisement. However,
as the volume of content increases, content quality may not be kept up. In recent years, to be
attractive to both knowledge seekers and knowledge contributors, some knowledge platforms in
China provide online paid knowledge(OPK), which allows knowledge providers to charge
knowledge seekers for specific knowledge. It is reported that 75% users in China are willing to
pay for high-quality content(Feng 2017). In general, this mechanism is beneficial for online
knowledge platforms, knowledge providers and knowledge seekers. For knowledge providers,
they are motivated to share their successful methods, experience, or unique thoughts by getting
economic returns(Guo et al. 2017) and social reputation(Wasko and Faraj 2005). For
knowledge platforms, they can get stable revenues in the form of commissions, entry fees and
direct sales. For consumers, they can get knowledge in needs and gain value. People with
fast-paced way of life and the pursuit of knowledge needs lead to the OPK phenomenon, which
help users save time and effort in selecting needed knowledge from a lot of free knowledge and
focus on the knowledge absorption and internalization.
The size in overall economy of OPK in China is between 10-15 billion RMB and is expected to
rise up to 30-50 billion RMB in 2017 as a result of higher aggregate demand(Liu 2018). A
representative case of a profitable knowledge platform is China’s Quora—Zhihu, the most active
social Q&A knowledge community with nearly 70 million users. A typical OPK in Zhihu is
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“Zhihu Live” (https://www.zhihu.com/lives), which is a paid-for, real-time and online Q&A
service. It charges a small amount i.e. 2-3 dollars per person per session(Cathy 2017). Averagely,
each speaker earns about RMB8,300 (US$1,200) per hour in Zhihu Live (Feng 2017). Although
OPK market is promising (Liu 2018) and scholars suggested that content providers should
monetize content (Anja and Kanishka 2017; Cho et al. 2016), what factors attract users and drive
users to purchase and further invest time and effort in learning OPK remain unclear.
Understanding the drivers of users’ purchase does not only motivate knowledge providers to
contribute OPK, but also can help knowledge platforms to develop a stable and sustainable
business model (Guo et al. 2017).
The objective of this study is to investigate factors that influence consumers’ purchase intention
for OPK. Customer value is important in OPK. Previous literature suggests “customer value” to
be an important predictor of customer behavior (Kim et al. 2011; Sweeney and Soutar 2001;
Wang et al. 2013). Literature on online paid content also has provided insights for us to
understand what factors influence consumers, such as e-book subscriptions (Hsiao and Chen
2017) and online paid newspaper (Benedikt et al. 2015). These studies suggest that value derived
from products affects consumers. Customer value can be divided into three dimensions:
functional, emotional, and social (Kim et al. 2011; Sweeney and Soutar 2001). OPK has multiple
value that meet customers’ different needs, not only the needs to learn, but also emotional and
social needs. However, there is limited research about OPK from the customer value perspective.
This study draws upon customer value theory and examines how functional, emotional, and
social value derived from OPK influence purchase intention. As OPK conveys the knowledge
provider’s successful methods, experience, and unique thought, the knowledge content is with
knowledge provider’s identity. The identification with the knowledge provider is a potential
moderator.
From the customer value perspective, this paper attempts to investigate the factors influencing
consumers’ purchase intention for OPK. We begin with the literature review, then propose the
research model and hypotheses. We plan to test the research model using a survey.

2. Literature Review and Research Model
When users are willing to pay for OPK, they have stronger and specific demand. The value from
OPK itself is vital. Customer value is the customer’s evaluations on product (Zeithaml 1988).
Previous studies have proven “customer value” is a vital during shopping process (Kim et al.
2011; Sweeney and Soutar 2001; Wang et al. 2013). In previous studies, functional, emotional,
and social value have significant influences on consumer behavior (Kim et al. 2011; Sweeney
and Soutar 2001). Therefore, in this study, we propose a model that put the three dimensions of
customer value in the same picture with the moderator (see Figure 1).
Knowledge quality (an aspect of functional value) is the perceived degree to which OPK is
helpful to meet needs. High information quality drives users to trust and use the knowledge
community because they are useful (Yan and Jian 2017). Wang et al. (2013) proved that
perceived information usefulness is an important factor on online content services. For example,
knowledge quality includes appropriate format and precise information. Price utility (an aspect
of functional value) is the perceived efficient of money. Perceived price is vital on online paid
content (Hsiao and Chen 2017; Wang et al. 2013). Higher quality and high price utility OPK may
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help consumers get more useful methods or up-to-date information with time saving and effort
saving in rational price, so consumers tend to select OPK to meet their functional needs.
Therefore, we propose that,
H1. Knowledge quality has a positive effect on purchase intention for OKP.
H2. Price utility has a positive effect on purchase intention for OKP.

Figure 1. Research Model
Perceived enjoyment (an aspect of emotional value) is the extent to which the activity of using
specific OPK is perceived to be enjoyable in its own right, aside from any performance
consequences resulting from knowledge use (Abdullah et al. 2016). Perceived enjoyment is an
aspect of perceived value in the context of online paid content services (Wang et al. 2013). A
consumer’s perceived enjoyment positively affects the consumer’s intention to use (Abdullah et
al. 2016; Chang Ching-Ter et al. 2017). The use of OPK is associated with emotional response
and the enjoyment in learning influences the perception of OPK’s benefit. Knowledge absorption
and internalization is a long-term work and requires consumers to invest time and effort, and
enjoyable OPK help consumers to study easier. Previous studies about customer value theory
have focused on generating or improving positive feelings mentioned above, but the role of
reliving negative feelings remains unclear. Anxiety relief (an aspect of emotional value) is the
extent to which activity of using specific OPK is perceived to alleviate anxiety. Negative
emotions significantly influence users’ behavior (Spielberger 1966; Zolkepli and Kamarulzaman
2015). Negative emotions (e.g., fear and anxiety) would increase people’s desire to engage in
problem solving and acquiring utilitarian products (Chen et al. 2016). Obtaining OPK can help
consumers improve skills and solve problems, which bring consumers emotional value about
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relieving anxiety. OPK is utilitarian and is beneficial for releasing consumers’ anxiety, and it
may influence on consumers’ selection. Therefore, we propose that,
H3. Perceived enjoyment has a positive effect on purchase intention for OKP.
H4. Anxiety relief has a positive effect on purchase intention for OKP.
Social knowledge-image expression (an aspect of social value) is specific OPK’s perceived
capability to enhance one’s image about knowledge in the eyes of others. Self-image expression
is a vital factor on digital items’ sales on social networking community (Kim et al. 2011). Using
OPK can help a consumer solve problems, improve skills and know more than others, which will
make a consumer view him-or herself better or be viewed better by others. People prefer to
maintain the positive self-concept of being knowledgeable (Packard and Wooten 2013) and
enhance their professional reputations (Wasko and Faraj 2005). Consumers prefer to select OPK
which may help them have more knowledgeable image, so they will be viewed better by
themselves and others. Social relationship support (an aspect of social value) is specific OPK’s
perceived capability to help form, maintain and enhance interpersonal relationships. Social
responses and emotional support influence users’ seeking behaviors and information adoption
(Yan and Jian 2017). Using OPK can help consumers have more topics or new information to
communicate with others. The types of OPK also help consumers find groups which share same
knowledge interest or focus on achieving same goals. Consumers prefer to select OPK which
may help their knowledge-image expression and social relationship. Therefore, we propose that,
H5. Social knowledge-image expression has a positive effect on purchase intention for OKP.
H6. Social relationship support has a positive effect on purchase intention for OKP.
Social identity theory indicates that people typically go beyond their personal identity to develop
a social identity so they can distinguish themselves from others in social contexts(Tajfel and
Turner 1986). Identification with seller relates positively to purchase intention directly (Albert et
al. 2013). Some recent studies further investigate the moderating role of identification. Davvetas
and Diamantopoulos (2017) examined identification as a moderator, and they proved that
consumer-brand identification attenuates the negative effects on behavioral intentions and
strengthens the positive impact on behavioral intentions.
In the context of purchase for OPK, identification with the knowledge provider is consumers’
feelings about oneness or belongingness with the knowledge provider’s identity (Ashforth and
Mael 1989). Consumers who have deeper identification with the knowledge provider than others
tend to engage in purchase because of identification strengthens the positive impact (Davvetas
and Diamantopoulos 2017), such as knowledge quality, price utility, perceived enjoyment,
anxiety relief, social knowledge-image expression and social relationship support. Therefore, we
propose that,
H7a: Identification with the knowledge provider has a positive moderating effect on the
association between knowledge quality and purchase intention for OKP.
H7b: Identification with the knowledge provider has a positive moderating effect on the
association between price utility and purchase intention for OKP.
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H7c: Identification with the knowledge provider has a positive moderating effect
association between perceived enjoyment and purchase intention for OKP.
H7d: Identification with the knowledge provider has a positive moderating effect
association between anxiety relief and purchase intention for OKP.
H7e: Identification with the knowledge provider has a positive moderating effect
association between social knowledge-image expression and purchase intention for OKP.
H7f: Identification with the knowledge provider has a positive moderating effect
association between social relationship support and purchase intention for OKP.

on the
on the
on the
on the

3. Research Method
All the measurement items used in this study were adapted from prior validated scales. To ensure
that those scales fit the current research context, we only made minimum modification. A post
survey will be conducted to assess the measurement properties. A Web-based survey
questionnaire will be conducted to collect data. We plan to use structural equation modelling
(SEM) to analyze the measurement model and structural model simultaneously. We will conduct
formal data analysis soon.

4. Expected Results and Contributions
This study examined the factors influencing consumers’ purchase intention for online paid
knowledge (OPK) from customer value perspective, including functional (knowledge quality and
price utility), emotional (perceived enjoyment and anxiety relief), and social value (social
knowledge-image expression and social relationship support). Specifically, knowledge quality,
price utility, perceived enjoyment, anxiety relief, social knowledge-image expression and social
relationship support will be influential factors for consumers’ purchase intention for OKP.
The study makes some theoretical contributions. First, the study focuses on consumers’ purchase
intention for knowledge while previous studies have paid more attention to users’ knowledge
seeking behaviors in free context. Second, the study applies customer value theory in OPK
context and extends customer value theory by adding anxiety relief as a new aspect of emotional
value.
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Abstract
The emergency of online health may relieve the stress of health resources. However, online health
consultation market is still concentrated. Based on theories of self-efficacy and Matthew effect, we
used panel data from one of the biggest online health consulting platforms in China and found that
those physicians with higher popularity online would contribute more and get more supports from
patients in online healthcare market. Moreover, we found that physicians with higher titles and
working in famous hospitals may reduce their contributions after getting enough online votes and
other physicians have chances to have more patients and become popular. Those physicians with
higher titles and working in famous hospitals can become popular easier comparing with others.
Keywords: online healthcare service, online popularity, efforts, self-efficacy, Matthew effect
1. Introduction
Following the Matthew effect, polarization always happens(Merton 1968). In traditional Chinese
medical markets, this polarization is more serious. The appearance of online healthcare markets
has not improved this phenomenon but intensified it and this market is still a “superstar market”
with 20% physicians fulfilling 80% orders(Li et al. 2016). Those physicians with greater reputation
offline or they are popular online may enjoy a higher self-efficacy(Bandura 1977) to believe their
ability and try their best to gain more benefits by providing better services. By this way, these
popular physicians become more popular but others are still idle though it’s easier for patients to
access their information(Brynjolfsson et al. 2011). With serious polarization, the imbalance of
medical resources disruption wouldn’t be relieved but more serious online for patients can choose
popular physicians without considering transportation or time costs.
To optimize the medical resource distribution, it’s crucial for those idle physicians to have more
online patients. So, we need to figure out if online patients with higher popularity may put more
contributions into online services and become more popular? Also, we want to make it clear that
whether physicians’ offline titles and the fame of hospitals can influence above relationship.
2. Theoretical Backgrounds and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Self-efficacy and efforts of physicians
Self-efficacy is a belief about performing a particular task(Bandura 1977). Expectations of
personal efficacy determine how much effort will be put, and how long it will be sustained when
face obstacles(Bandura 1977). Higher self-efficacy leads to more efforts.
The quality of physicians positively correlates with their online ranking(Gao et al. 2015).
Physicians who are more famous among patients may have higher levels of self-efficacy. They
may think they have better medical skills and have done good jobs. With stronger beliefs about
their ability, they may contribute more to online patients. Therefore, we hypothesized as below:
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H1: Physicians with more votes may contribute more to provide online health care services.
2.2 Matthew effect and physicians’ online votes
Social influence often induces a rich-get-richer phenomenon (or Matthew effect) where popular
products tend to become even more popular(Merton 1968). Matthew effect derives from the Bible,
and Merton described it in sociology of science as how, among other things, eminent scientists
will often get more credit than a comparatively unknown researcher, even if their work is
similar(Merton 1968). Product recommendations and information about past purchases also
influence consumers’ choices significantly products(Altszyler et al. 2017).
For physicians contribute more to online healthcare services, they may improve their service
quality and obtain more patients. These physicians will prevail over other physicians and further
obtain cumulative advantages for Matthew effect. Patients support these physicians and vote for
them more. Those sluggish physicians still have few patients. So, we hypothesized as below:
H2: Physicians contributing more to online health service get more votes from patients.
2.3 Moderator effect of title and the fame of hospital
In China, only a small number of physicians are chief physicians, but 71.4% chief physicians treats
more than 21 patients every day in hospitals(2016). These physicians are too busy to treat too many
online patients. When these physicians get enough votes from online patients, they may not pursue
a much higher ranking or more votes. After that, they are not motivated to put more efforts into
online health care services. Research about the amounts of visits of hospitals also showed that 7.6%
hospitals which are 3A hospitals treat 47% patients(Feng et al. 2014). Physicians working in these
hospitals are facing too many patients and they may unable to pay more efforts online. Physicians
facing more patients may not pay too much efforts into online services after they get enough votes
and rankings. At the same time, these physicians may face many academic affairs or they need
spend time in teaching students and researching. Therefore, we hypothesized as below:
H3a: For physicians with higher titles, they contribute less to online comparing with others.
H3b: For physicians working in famous hospitals, they contribute less to online comparing with
others.
Medical service is a kind of credence goods(Lu and Hong 2016). Besides the curative effect,
patients may depend more on other ways to evaluate physicians’ quality. Physicians are always at
a unique status for they are experts saving lives(Mishra et al. 2012). Higher titles may make
patients doubt less after treatments for it’s difficult to evaluate the quality of medical service
(Arrow 1963; Lu and Hong 2016). When physicians contribute the same to provide online health
services, those physicians with higher titles may gain more votes for patients may doubt them less.
As for those physicians working in famous hospitals, it’s not easy to register in these hospitals, so
online patients may value the opportunities to be treated online by physicians in these hospitals.
Physicians’ titles and the fame of hospitals are both important for patients to evaluate their service
quality. Physicians with higher titles or working in famous hospitals may gain more votes
comparing with others, so we hypothesize as below:
H4a: For physicians with higher titles, they will get more votes when they contribute the same to
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online health service comparing with others.
H4b: For physicians working in famous hospitals, they will get more votes when they contribute
the same to online health service comparing with others.
Title

Hospital fame

H3aTotal votes in
stage t-1

Title

H3bH1+

Hospital Fame

H4a+
Contribution in stage t

H4b+
H2+

Votes in stage t

3. Method, Data and Analysis
3.1 Method and data
Based on Python 3.6.0, we developed web crawlers to collect monthly information of physicians
from Good Physician Online website (www.haodf.com), which is one of the largest online
healthcare platforms in China, from April to July, 2017.
Our samples include diabetes, depression, lung cancer and hypertension. We chose these four types
of disease for following reasons. Firstly, above diseases are all chronic disease. The mortality
caused by chronic disease raised 29.6% from 1990 to 2015 in China(Zhou et al. 2016). And when
facing with acute disease, patients would go to hospitals directly rather than ask for online help.
Secondly, there are four types of chronic disease, including cardiovascular disease, metabolic
disease, cancer and others. We chose disease covering these four types. Finally, the morbidities of
these four types diseases are higher and higher(Zhou et al. 2016).
Physician’s title is one of the moderator variables of this study. Another moderator variable is the
hospital and department rank in China. Hospital management institute of Fudan University ranked
hospitals and 37 hospital departments in China based on subject construction, clinical skills and
medical quality. They released top 100 hospitals in China and top 10 departments every year.
The website calculates contribution value of each physician. If physicians update their clinic
information and medical field, they will get 2 scores after being examined by administrators of the
platform. If they write some articles online, they will get 20 or 5 scores after being examined. And
physicians can get 5 scores after replying patients’ consultations. Contribution value shows how
much a physician contributes to online services. The website also calculates the vote counts by
patients through this platform, which is to show the online popularity of a physician. We also got
the physicians’ registration information. Finally, after matching data of the 4 months, we got panel
data including 13,706 physicians.
We used following formulas to make panel data model. The subscript t means the stage t, and the
subscript i refers to the physician i. Formula 1 represents the relationships of H1 and H3, and
formula 2 is about the relationships of H2 and H4.
contributionit =  0 + 1votesi(t −1) + 3titlei +  4titlei  votesi(t −1)
+ 5hosFami +  6 hosFami  votesi(t −1) + it
（i = 1,2...13706;t = 1,2,3,4）
votesit = 0 + 1contributionit + 3titlei +  4titlei  contributionit
+ 5hosFami + 6 hosFami  contributionit + it

(1)
(2)

(i = 1,2,3...13706;t = 1,2,3,4)

From high to low titles, we settitle = 4,3,2,1 respectively for chief, associate chief, attending and
resident physicians. The variable hosFam is a categorical variable. Following the list of Fudan
University, hosFam = 1 for top 100 hospitals and top 10 departments as well as nominated to top
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10, and hosFam = 0 for others. We exclude control variables for they are about physicians’
registration information and not varied with time.
3.2 Results and analysis
We ran Stata 14.0 to estimate fixed and random effects models, and the result of Hausman’s test
shows that we should use the fixed effects model (listed in Table 1 and Table 2). Model 1 in Table
1 shows the coefficient of votesi(t-1) is significantly positive ( 1 = 153.089，p  0.001 ), which
supports H1. Physicians with more votesi(t-1), they would contribute more in the next stage. More
supports from patients can encourage physicians to contribute more to online health care services.
The results also support H3a and H3b ( 4 = -2.236,p  0.001;6 = −40.480,p  0.001 ). Physicians’
titles and the fame of hospitals weaken the relationship in H1. When those physicians gain enough
votes online, comparing with others, they’ll contribute less to online services for they may have
too many offline affairs. Furthermore, to examine if these physicians have more votes in last stage,
we choose physicians with high titles, including chief and associated chief physicians, or who are
working in those famous hospitals. Then we sorted these physicians into two groups by the rates
of increase of contribution. We used T test to check whether those physicians with positive
increasing rates and negative increasing rates have the significant difference of votes last month.
If physicians’ rates of increasing contribution are always positive in these period, they are in the
group 1, and others with negative increasing rate are in group 2. The results of T test are in Table
3. To confirm these results, we sorted those physicians without high titles and who are not working
in famous hospitals to do the same T test (Table 4). t = 3,4,5 mean the data of May, June and
July respectively. From the results of T test, we know that those physicians with higher titles or
working in famous hospitals whose increasing rates are negative during that period have higher
votesi(t-1) than that of those with positive increasing rates, especially for physicians who work in
famous hospitals because the probabilities are all higher than 90%. Besides, the results in Table 4
shows physicians with positive increasing rate have even more votesi(t-1), but the probabilities are
not very high and they are likely to be the same. These results confirm the above conclusions.
Table 1 The results of fixed effects model in stage t-1
contributionit
intercept
votesi(t-1)

Model 1
2564.826***
(131.47)
153.089***
(202.51)

title*votes i(t-1)
hosFam*
votes i(t-1)
R2 within
0.4993
p<0.1*,p<0.05**,p<0.01***

t
3
4
5

Table 2 The result of fixed effects model in stage t

Model 2
6695.575***
(529.82)
184.499***
(51.52)
-2.236**
(-2.22)
-40.480***
(-26.37)
0.5077

votest

Model 1
4.789***
(45.78)
0.0033***
(208.47)

intercept
contributiont

Model 2
25.148***
(601.09)
0.0014***
(20.08)
0.0004***
(21.61)
0.0011***
(35.51)
0.5320

Title*contributeont
hosFam*contributiont
R2 within

0.5138

Table 3 The result of T test for physicians with higher titles or working in famous hospitals
If the increasing
Titlei=4,3
HosFami=1

rates are positive
from April to July?
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

N
642
813
642
813
642
813

Means of
votesi(t-1)
60.734
66.161
62.648
68.920
64.997
71.460

SD
4.45
4.33
4.57
4.44
4.70
4.56

Pr ( P(Y)<P(N))
0.8064
0.8347
0.8355

N
334
422
334
422
334
422

Means of
votesi(t-1)
66.272
79.308
68.629
82.737
71.380
85.801

SD
5.66
6.37
5.85
6.51
6.07
6.66

Pr ( P(Y)<P(N))
0.9316
0.9417
0.9406

The results in table 2 are for H2. The coefficient of contributionit in model 1 is significantly
positive ( 1 =0.0033，p  0.001 ), which supports H2. Contributing more may get more votes for
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physicians. The results support H4a and H4b ( 4 =0.0004，p<0.001;6 = 0.0011,p  0.001 ) in model
2. Comparing with others, physicians with higher titles or working in famous hospitals may gain
more votes, for titles and the fame of hospitals are both important for patients to evaluate their
service quality. Patients doubt less when they are treated by these physicians for the quality of
medical service is difficult to measure and patients need depend on these factors to evaluate it.
t
3
4
5

Table 4 The result of T test for physicians with lower title or working in unknown hospitals
Titlei=2,1
HosFami=0

If the increasing rates
are positive from
April to July?
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

N
506
712
506
712
506
712

Means of
votesi(t-1)
45.433
41.452
46.822
43.278
48.599
44.919

SD

Pr ( P(Y)<P(N))

N

4.85
3.45
4.98
3.57
5.10
3.67

0.2457

198
321
198
321
198
321

0.2760
0.2738

Means of
votesi(t-1)
30.975
28.639
32.293
30.21
33.859
31.442

SD
5.93
2.99
6.18
3.11
6.40
3.19

Pr ( P(Y)<P(N))
0.3489
0.3697
0.3544

4. Conclusion, Discussion and Implications
4.1 Conclusion and Discussion
In this research, we investigated the relationship between physicians’ online popularity and their
contributes putting to provide online medical services. We also discussed the influence of
physicians’ title and the fame of hospitals in this relationship. Based on the theory of self-efficacy
and Matthew effect, we developed research model and used panel data to test our hypotheses. The
results correspond our hypotheses. We found that more popular physicians online contribute more,
and further increase their online popularity. The results demonstrate the effect of initiative
superiority. Those physicians with more online votes contribute more to provide online services
for higher self-efficacy. Harder physicians can become more popular. However, those physicians
with higher titles or working in those famous hospitals or departments may reduce their contributes
after they get enough online votes, for they may have many offline affairs. At the same times, titles
and fame of hospitals can help physicians get online votes more easily comparing with others.
4.2 Theoretical contributions
Our research has three theoretical contributions. Firstly, based on the theory of self-efficacy, we
use panel data to figure it out that physicians with more supports form patients may think they
have done a good work online, then they contribute more to online services, and become more
popular, so the polarization intensifies. Secondly, although some previous researches have
investigated that online healthcare markets are more concentrated than traditional market, we make
it clear that those physicians do more works online can earn more online votes and become popular.
Thirdly, we investigated the effects of physicians’ titles and the fame of hospitals. These cues for
patients evaluating physicians influence on their online popularity and how much they contribute.
4.3 Implications for practice
Our research has two major implications for practice. Firstly, physicians who are providing online
services should contribute more to online though they are not chosen by patients now. Platforms
need encourage them to participate more. Secondly, those physicians with lower titles or working
in unknown hospitals need not worry that they can’t be voted by patients online. If they contribute
more, patients have access to their information and they will vote for them. Besides, platforms
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could develop some functions for these physicians show their experiences and abilities. These
physicians do not have to face too many offline affairs and they can be more active online to help
more patients. By this way, medical resources, mainly physicians, can be used more effectively.
4.4 Limitations and suggestions for future research
There are some limitations in our research. Firstly, we used data from a single platform. Secondly,
there are still many unknown factors may influence the model. More factors are needed to be added.
Then, we want to figure out more factors which influence the model.
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Abstract
In this paper, we build a theoretical model to investigate the online labor market. We assume
that: 1) There is an online monitoring system which could perfectly reveal online labor's effort
level but imperfectly reveal productivity; 2) The online labor wants to signal his ability to market
and build a reputation as a worker with high productivity, and the firm wants to maximize its
profit by selecting an appropriate monitoring intensity. We show that the appearance of online
monitoring system could help the online labor successfully signal his ability through the hourly
wage or the effort level. The effort level for the complete information case can be implemented in
equilibrium. However, the monitoring system could also distort the labor supply by achieving an
effort level more than the complete information case. We also find that it may not be the best for
the firm to choose either full monitoring or no monitoring.
Keywords: asymmetric information, online labor market, signaling, online monitoring

1. Introduction
Online labor markets have been increasingly popular during the last decade because it could
provide firms the accessibility to a larger pool of worker candidates and the “global labor
arbitrage”. Though online labor markets are more and more prosperous, the classical agency
problem (moral hazard) about workers’ effort is still one of the critical bottlenecks in such
on-demand economy. To alleviate this problem, workers’ self-signaling and IT-enabled
monitoring are found to be efficient mechanisms to some extent.
As suggested by one strand of literature (Roberts, Hann and Slaughter (2006), Hakim Orman
(2008), and Hann, Roberts and Slaughter (2013)), in online labor markets, working at a lower
wage or even for free is a salient self-signaling behavior, which subsequently tends to increase
workers’ future income. As the result of the serious information asymmetry between employers
and workers who mostly geographically separated, signaling is a unique feature of online labor
markets which has been found to benefit workers’ career. Meanwhile, another strand of literature
regarding monitoring suggests that IT-enabled monitoring could help to mitigate the moral
hazard problem (Lin, Liu and Viswanathan (2016), Liang, Hong and Gu (2017)). However, the
impact of IT-enabled monitoring might also be depending on the monitoring intensity, and
intrinsic signaling mechanism is not clear. Therefore, in this paper, we try to find out the
signaling mechanism and study how the monitoring would affect online labor’s performance.
In this paper, we try to study the incentive effects of monitoring systems in the online labor
market. Specifically, we want to find the online worker’s equilibrium wage, labor input, firm’s
equilibrium monitoring intensity and the relationship among them. To this end, we consider a
two-period model in which each programmer is privately informed as to whether his ability is
high or low. In the first period the programmer proposes an hourly wage to get himself hired by
the firm. The firm observes the wage and chooses a monitoring intensity. In the second period,
the programmer chooses an effort level given the monitoring intensity. At the end of the second
period, the market rewards the programmer based on its belief on the programmer’s ability. We
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start from two simple assumptions: 1) The monitoring system could perfectly reveal online
labor’s effort level and imperfectly reveal the productivity; 2) The online labor wants to signal
his ability to market and build a reputation as a worker with high productivity, and the firm
wants to maximize its profit by selecting an appropriate monitoring intensity.
We construct two categories of separating equilibrium. In the first one, the programmer in
different ability proposes different hourly wage to the firm, then programmer’s ability separates
in the first period. We find that a continuum of equilibria typically exists in this category. The
first result we find is that since the monitoring system could perfectly reveal programmer’s effort
level to the market, then the appearance of monitoring system makes it easier for the programmer
to separate himself by hourly wage. Meanwhile, both types of programmer would choose the
optimal effort level in the complete information case.
However, the monitoring system also induces a surprising, but an intuitive result. We find that to
separate by hourly wage, the monitoring system could make the high ability programmer distort
his labor in the second period. Let us see why. When the hourly wage is not sufficient for the
high ability programmer to separate himself from the low ability one, the high ability
programmer will choose to work more than the optimal level in the complete information case.
This is because he could implement high effort level with less cost than the low ability
programmer. Moreover, high effort level would generate more outcome for the firm. Then the
firm would accept higher wage offer in the first period. This makes the high ability programmer
successfully separate himself from the low ability one.
In the second category equilibrium, the programmer in different ability proposes the same hourly
wage to the firm in the first period but chooses different effort level in the second period. In this
kind of equilibrium, the effort level could be the same as the complete information case or large
than it which is similar to the first category equilibrium. The main reason for not separating
through hourly wage is as follows. When the firm has a strong belief that it is very hard for
programmers to separate their type through hourly wage proposal, their expectation of
programmer’s productivity is reduced. Thus, the hourly wage could be paid to the programmer
would be reduced accordingly. Then the high ability programmer would have less incentive to
separate himself from the low ability one. However, the programmer still can get the expected
reward of building a reputation for being a high ability programmer on the online labor market,
i.e., the future career concern. Then, as long as the additional cost of mimicking high ability
programmer’s effort level cannot be covered by the market reward of mimicking, the low ability
programmer would stick to his optimal effort level in the complete information case. Then the
high ability programmer successfully separates.

2. Model
2.1 Basic Set-up
Let’s us consider an environment in which a firm interacts with a continuum of programmers on
a platform. There are two periods, denoted by t=0,1. In t=0, all programmers and firm freely
register on the platform. The firm hires a programmer who cares their future career from the
platform through a given bidding process. The labor market of programmer is assumed to be
competitive. In t=1, the hired programmer privately chooses an effort to finish the assigned
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project under the supervision (or monitoring) of the platform. At the end of t=1, the outcome of
the assigned job is publicly revealed.
To capture the effect of programmer's career concern, we assume that programmers are
heterogeneous in the sense that they can be either of high or low type, denoted by i ∈ {H, L}. The
type is only privately revealed to the programmer at the beginning of t=0, but each programmer
and the firm have a common prior belief that a programmer from the market is of a high type
with probability Prob{i=H}= " ∈ (0,1) and is of a low type with probability Prob{i=L}=1- ".
Programmer's ``type'' can be interpreted more broadly as his productivity, such as programming
skill, experience, expertise, professionalism or coding speed. Under these interpretations a low
type is more likely to be a newbie in the market. There is a bidding process which would make
the programmer send a requirement of hourly wage, !" ∈[0,H] which will be fulfilled in t=1.
After observing w, the firm updates its prior belief about programmer's type to the posterior:
Prob{i=H|!" }. We denote µ ( !" )=Prob{i=H| !" }. Meanwhile the firm chooses the monitoring
level m to maximize its expected payoff which should be non-negative.
In t=1, the hired programmer who is of type i ∈ H, L privately choose effort level !" ∈ [0,1],
where !" →0 indicates low effort level and !" →1 indicates low effort level. One explanation of
the effort level is the programmer's working load to finish the assigned project. We assume that
the outcome of the firm's project can be publicly observed which could be either high or low:
x∈{1,0}. When x=1 the project is a ``success'' or a high outcome, and when x=0 the it is a
``failure'' or a low outcome. This assumption captures the feature that the programmer's effort is
the key to determine the outcome of a project. To simplify notation but without loss of generality,
we further assume that !(!" )=!" . This induces that high effort level would generate the high
outcome with high probability; however, the low effort level would induce high chance to get
low outcome. If a programmer chooses high effort, he has to pay a positive cost !" (!" )>0 which
is continuous differentiable, increasing and convex in !" , i.e., !'# (∙)>0, !''# (∙)>0, with !" (0)=0
and !'# (e)> "'$ (e). The last requirement means that it is more costly for low ability
programmer to attain the same effort level as the high ability programmer. We further assume
that: 1) the monitoring system will perfectly review programmer's effort level to the firm and 2)
there is no commitment problem on the firm side, i.e., the total payment, will be paid entirely by
the firm at the end of t=1. The hourly wage !" is not state contingent, i.e., the same no matter
what outcome realized. This assumption is motivated by the fact that most of the online
monitoring platforms, such as the evidence documented in Agrawal et al. (2015), Chen and
Horton (2016), Chan and Wang (2017) and Horton (2017), require the firms to pay programmers
hourly before the project finished. We also assume that there is no time discount.
2.2 Monitoring from Platform in 𝑡 = 1
We define a monitoring system as a technology that can 1) imperfectly detect the programmer’s
type, and 2) perfectly reveal programmer’s effort level in 𝑡 = 1. This technology allows the firm,
at a cost, to imperfectly get the true type of the programmer. Formally, we define it as a
probability 𝑝(𝑚)∈[0, 1], it is a continuous, differentiable function in 𝑚 with 𝑝(0)=0 and 𝑝(1)=1.
This reads as: after introducing monitoring intensity 𝑚, the monitoring system would find the
true type of the programmer with probability 𝑝(𝑚). We assume 𝑝′(𝑚) ≥ 0 to capture the feature
that high monitoring intensity would obtain more information about programmer’s true type. To
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simplify the analysis, but without loss of generality, we assume 𝑝(𝑚)=𝑚. Meanwhile, a cost 𝐹(𝑚)
= 𝑚 has to be paid if firm wants to implement monitoring intensity at 𝑚.
In general, we could let the cost function be convex. However, we assume it is linear here for the
following reason. One point we want to argue in this paper is that the firm will choose positive
monitoring intensity for the incentive effect, i.e., inducing the programmers to separate in
equilibrium. If the cost function is convex, then an inner solution, i.e., positive monitoring
intensity, would not be surprising, because the convexity of the cost function could drive it. In
the later section, we will prove that the firm would choose a positive monitoring intensity even if
the cost function is linear. Thus, our argument on the incentive effect of the monitoring system
would be strengthened.
We assume that after observing the effort level !" , the firm forms a posterior on programmer’s
type 𝜌( !" )=Prob{𝑖 = 𝐻| !" }∈ [0,1]. Meanwhile, the outcome of the project is still only
determined by programmer’s effort level, i.e., Prob{𝑥 = 1}=( !" ) > 0. In other words, the
monitoring system will reveal programmer’s effort level to the firm; however it will not
exogenously influence the probability distribution of firm’s outcome. The most straightforward
interpretation of this assumption is that the current online monitoring system, such as the
evidence documented in Agrawal et al. (2015) and Lin, Liu and Viswanathan (2016), only
provide server log files which tells firms how many hours the programmer has been working on
the project. Then the firm will give a review on the review system based on these log files. Thus,
the monitoring itself will not directly influence the probability getting a high outcome.
2.3 Reputation from Online Labor Market
Finally, we assume that with probability 𝑝(𝑚) = 𝑚 the market will perfectly observe the
programmer’s type (i.e., posterior based on information from monitoring system), and with
probability 1−𝑚 the market will observe no information on the programmer’s type. If the later
case happens, the market will believe that with probability 𝜌(!" ) the programmer is the high type
(i.e., posterior based on the effort level). We can also explain this specification as follows: Firm
first updates the belief on the programmer’s type based on both the hourly wage, effort level in
the project and all the information obtained from monitoring, and then passes the posterior belief
to the market through a mechanism or technology.
Meanwhile, the programmer gets a continuation value or reputation return, 𝑉 > 0 from the
market, if the market believes he is a high type. Otherwise, the market believes he is a low type
and programmer gets zero in future. Here, 𝑉 is the expected market return of being a high type
programmer, and we use this to capture the programmer’s return to building a market reputation.
This could be easily derived by assuming a second stage with exactly the same structure as the
game we just described. If the market believes that the programmer is a low type, then we
normalize his future market return to be zero. One implicit assumption here is that the firm will
“sincerely” report the information on programmer’s type to the market. This assumption helps us
focus on the analysis of the impact of monitoring system on programmer’s performance.
Moreover, the strategical report of the firm would not influence the insight of all the primary
results.
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3. Main Results
We define !" (𝑤,𝑒) = {(𝑤,𝑒) ∈ 𝐴|𝑤𝑒 − !" (𝑒) + 𝑉 ≥ !" #" − !" (!" )} as the set of all the
hourly wages and effort levels which are preferred by the high-productivity programmer given
that the low-productivity programmer chooses ( !" , $" ). Meanwhile, we let
!" (𝑤,𝑒|𝑚)={(𝑤,𝑒)∈𝐴|!" #" −!" (!" )≥𝑤𝑒−!" (𝑒)+(1−𝑚)𝑉} be the set of all the hourly wages
and effort levels which generate less utility to the low-productivity programmer than the pair of
(!" , $" ). Here 𝐴 = [0, 𝐻] × [0, 1].
Proposition 1. If there is some (w, e) such that D(w, e)≡!" (𝑤,𝑒)∩!" (𝑤,𝑒|𝑚=0)¹Æ, then there
exists a separating equilibrium with w" ≠ $% = ' , e" > $% , m" = $% = 0 . Here e" is
determined by ! ' # $# = &, (w" , $" ) is a solution to max $%-'( (%) subject to (w, e)∈D(w, e).
Whenever there is a unique solution to above optimization problem, there is only one separating
equilibrium with w" ≠ $% .
This result has characterized the separating equilibrium with w" ≠ $% .It shows that the key
condition supporting separate is that the high-productivity programmer can 1) finish the same job
as the low-productivity programmer with lower pay or do a better job than the low-productivity
one with higher pay; 2) afford current loss caused by low wage and get compensated by future
large reputation return; 3) however, the reputation return cannot be either too small or too large.
A low return would fail to compensate the loss, and a high return would give the
low-productivity programmer incentive to mimic. Besides, in this equilibrium, the firm will keep
the monitoring system to zero.
In the previous result, the crucial condition to support separating is that D¹Æ. The next result
demonstrates that: If it fails to be satisfied, we still can find another equilibrium where the firm
would choose monitoring intensity !" > 0 to help the high-productivity programmer separate.
Proposition 2. If there is some (w, e) such that D(w, e)=Æ and that ! (w,
e)≡!" (𝑤,𝑒)∩!" (𝑤,𝑒|𝑚>0)¹Æ, then there exists a separating equilibrium with w" ≠ $% = ',
e" > $% , !" = 0 , !" > 0. Here e" is determined by ! ' # $# = & , ( w" , $" ) is a solution to
max $%-'( (%) subject to (w, e) ∈ ! (w, e). Whenever there is a unique solution to above
optimization problem, there is only one separating equilibrium with w" ≠ $% .
Proposition 3. If the equilibrium characterized by Proposition (1) and (2), additionally:
$% &
(()' ! " -") then !" = $ > !& = ';
1. If ! " ≥
2. If ! " <

$&
$% &
$&

(()' ! "

-") and there exist some ! < # such that 1) D(e|!)¹Æ or

2) D(e|!)=Æ and ! (e|!)¹Æ ,then we have a separating equilibrium with !" < !$ = &.
In the next result, we will characterize the separating equilibrium with !" > !$ = 0. This result
is broadly consistent with the findings in Lerner and Tirole (2002), Lerner and Tirole (2005),
Lerner et al. (2006), Hakim Orman (2008) and Hann et al. (2013) about the wage compensation
and performance of programmers who contribute to open-source projects.
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$% &

Corollary 1. Given that ! " < $& (()' ! " -") ,
1. If D(e|w=0) ¹Æ, we have a separating equilibrium with !" = $ > !& = 0 , !" = 0.
2. If D(e|w=0)=Æ and ! (e| ! ) ¹Æ, we have a separating equilibrium with
!" = $ > !& = 0 , !" > 0.
Proposition 4. Given that the monitoring system can perfectly reveal programmer’s effort level,
then even if !" = !$ in t=0, we still can find one separating equilibrium with !" ≠ !$ .
This result characterized the equilibrium when the firm has a strong belief that low-productivity
programmer would mimic almost all the hourly wage offer proposed by the high-productivity
programmer. Then the hourly wage could be paid to the programmer would be reduced
accordingly. Thus, programmers cannot separate through hourly wage. However, since the
monitoring system can perfectly reveal programmer’s effort level and imperfectly reveal
programmer’s type to the market in 𝑡 = 1, then the high-productivity programmer still can be
rewarded. Thus, this type of programmer would try to separate himself from the low-productivity
one through the effort level.
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Abstract
Financial contagion is categorized as a systemic risk in the financial sector such that shocks are
propagated in a financial system where the system members, e.g., banks or firms, are
interconnected via liability relationship. The default of some system members can affect the
financial health of others to whom the system members have liability obligations, thereby
influencing their behaviors of debt repayment. Those affected system members, in turn, can affect
yet other members in the system and ultimately cause the financial crisis over the entire system. In
this work, we make a first attempt to study this phenomenon in the context of a peer-to-peer
lending system. We focus on the “bank” users and identify whether and how financial contagion
exists among them. The preliminary results show that banks significantly delay their repayments
when they are confronted with the default of their borrowers, even for those experienced banks
that are generally insusceptible to the negative shocks.
Keywords: Financial Contagion, Systemic Risk, Peer-to-peer Lending

1. Introduction
One ubiquitous phenomenon in contemporary financial systems is the intricate interdependence of
liability between financial institutions (Allen and Gale 2000; Eisenberg and Noe 2001). Most
financial institutions hold liability obligations to each other to improve liquidity and reduce risk.
While being able to enhance the stability of financial systems, such a configuration may also
perform as a mechanism for shock propagation and amplification (Acemoglu et al. 2015; Gai and
Kapadia 2010), i.e., the default of liability of some financial institutions may affect the debt
repayment behaviors of others to whom they have liability obligations, and the affected
institutions may in turn affect yet other institutions in the financial system.
The similar situation can be presented in a peer-to-peer lending system, where the financial
institutions now become the users of the platform and the users are interconnected with each other
through loan relationship. The users can be categorized into three types of roles according to their
behaviors on the platform. First, we refer to as “borrowers” those users who only borrow money
from other users. Second, we refer to as “lenders” those users who only lend money to other users.
Lastly, we refer to as “banks” those users who both borrow money from and lend money to other
users. The users and the associated loan relationships form naturally a financial network that can
propagate financial shocks. In particular, the default or late repayment of a user may affect the cash
flow of the users who lend money to her and, if these users are happen to be banks, it is possible
that they would be in default or delay their repayments to yet other users. Those affected users
might future propagate the shock through the loan network, thereby causing the financial
contagion among a fraction of platform users or even causing systemic risk on the entire platform.
In this paper, we attempt to identify such systemic risk in a large peer-to-peer lending platform in
China. The platform accepts borrowing applications of qualified users and provides them with
candidate ranges of amount, interest rate and instalment number (the time duration of one
instalment equals one month). Once the users confirm the aforementioned three numbers, the
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platform usually approves the applications within one day. The approved applications are typically
fulfilled by lenders and banks within another one or two days. As for the repayment, users need to
repay the prefixed principle plus interest before the due date of each instalment. The total
repayment amount of a loan is evenly distributed into all its instalments. Because of such
repayment scheme, we define “default” or “late repayment” as the default or late repayment of one
instalment in this paper. We then first identify, on the due date of each instalment, whether a
bank’s repayment decision is affected by the repayment behaviors of her borrowers. In particular,
we would like to know whether the default of a bank’s borrowers should cause her default or late
repayment of the current instalment. Second, we try to uncover the relationship between banks’
experience on the platform and their response to the negative shocks. We specify banks’
experience as their historical activities on the platform such as total amount of borrowing and
lending, and number of repayment times. The study contributes to existing literature in the
following three aspects. First, we are among the first to identify systemic risk in the financial
contagion channel in peer-to-peer lending systems. Second, unlike most existing work, we start
from identifying micro-level behaviors, i.e., whether and how individuals are participating in
financial contagion. Lastly, our results make practical suggestions for peer-to-peer lending
platforms to prevent from systemic risk.
In the following section we review certain key studies in the area of peer-to-peer lending and
financial systemic risk, following which we introduce our empirical and data context. In the
subsequent section, we present some preliminary results from our current set of analyses, and
finally conclude and discuss the next steps with this research, while acknowledging some
associated limitations.

2. Literature Review
The research on peer-to-peer lending has mainly fallen in categories such as credit scoring (Duarte
et al. 2012), social network analysis (Liu et al. 2015), default analysis (Ge et al. 2017) and so on.
However, there has been very limited focus in the IS community about identifying systemic risk in
peer-to-peer lending systems.
Pioneering studies by Allen and Gale (2000) and Freixas et al. (2000) firstly modeled systemic risk
in inter-bank networks. They both suggested that more interconnected network structures are more
robust than incomplete structures and are more resilient at absorbing insolvency of any individual
banks. Recently, Acemoglu et al. (2015) argued that there exists a form of phase transition in
financial contagion, such that a more densely connected financial network enhances financial
stability when the negative shocks are sufficiently small, and serves, however, as a mechanism for
the propagation of shocks that beyond a certain point. On the other hand, Eisenberg and Noe (2001)
first studied and proved the existence of a “repayment vector” that clears the liability obligations in
a financial system. They argued that the vector is unique under certain conditions, and they
proposed an iterative solution to find the vector and identify the extent of each firm’s exposure to
the systemic risks faced by the clearing system. More recent work such as Morrison et al. (2017)
attempts to identify financial contagion in a banking network. Nevertheless, all existing work
focuses on traditional financial systems consisting of firms or banks. Moreover, existing work
treats financial contagion as a result of bankruptcy, whereas we argue that in peer-to-peer lending
banks’ panic due to overdue collection mainly drives the propagation of the shocks. To the best of
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our knowledge, we are among the first to study systemic risk in the channel of financial contagion
in peer-to-peer lending systems.

3. Empirical Context
We obtained a dataset in our collaboration with one of the largest peer-to-peer lending companies
in China. By the end of 2017, the number of registered users on the company's platform had
exceeded 68 million, and the number of active users had exceeded 10 million. The annual business
volume has reached 64 billion Chinese Yuan. The overall default rate is below 4%.
3.1 Data Context
The dataset contains the transactional data of year 2016, including user borrowing, lending and
repayment records. In addition, we have the demographic information of the users corresponding
to the transactional data.
Each record of the borrowing data contains applicationId, userId, amount, interestRate, and
instalmentNumber. Each record of the lending data contains applicationId, userId and amount,
meaning user userId lends amount to loan application applicationId. By matching the borrowing
and lending transactions based on applicationId, we are able to construct a series of loan networks
over time, in which the nodes are the users and the edges are the loan relationships between the
users, i.e., who borrows money from whom. The repayment data maintain the historical repayment
information for each user and each instalment. Specifically, each record contains applicationId,
userId, instalmentId, defaultAmount, repaidAmount, dueTime and repaymentTime, where
instalmentId is the order of the current instalment, repaidAmount is the amount that user userId
actually repays for the current instalment and defaultAmount equals the sum of principle and
interest subtracting repaidAmount.
We collectively study the above data and focus on the repayment behaviors of the banks. For each
repayment record, we consider the corresponding user as a "bank" only if she has at least one
expired collection (as opposed to repayment) instalment. That is, the user should have received
repayment from her borrowers or have experienced default of her borrowers, so that her current
repayment decision might be influenced by her borrowers' repayment behaviors. Moreover, the
user’s overall lending rate should be greater than her overall borrowing rate, in order to perform
the role of bank. We preserve only the repayment records of the banks, and the total number of
observations is 69748 in 2016. For each of the records, we define the "focal time" as the earlier
time of dueTime and repaymentTime, and study the focal variable defaultRatio, which is the
ratio of the default amount that the bank’s borrowers have not repaid to her by the focal time to the
total amount that the bank should have collected by the focal time. The intuition is that it is not the
absolute default amount in a bank’s asset that affects the bank’s repayment decision but the default
ratio. We also calculate several other statistics before the focal time as control variables of the bank,
including total amount of borrowing (totBorrowAmount), total amount of lending
(totLendAmount), difference between average lending rate and average borrowing rate
(avgRateDiff), difference between average lending instalment and average borrowing instalment
(avgInstalDiff), and number of repayment times (repayTimes). These variables reflect the bank’s
experience and preference on the platform. In addition, we include age, gender and education to
control for user demographics, where gender equals 1 if the bank is male and equals 0 otherwise,
and education equals 1 if the bank holds a validated degree of college, undergraduate or graduate
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and equals 0 otherwise. Finally, we include an interaction term defaultRatio×repayTimes in our
model. We consider two dependent variables, isDefaulted and isDelayed, respectively, where
isDefaulted equals 1 if the bank does not repay the current instalment and equals 0 otherwise, and
isDelayed equals 1 if the bank repays the current instalment more than six hours later than the due
time (dueTime) and equals 0 otherwise. The summary statistics are shown as Table 1 below.
Table 1. Summary Statistics
Variable

Mean

St.
Dev.

Min

Max

Whether the current repayment is defaulted
(isDefaulteded)

0.001

0.031

0

1

Whether the current repayment is delayed (isDelayed)

0.053

0.225

0

1

Ratio of default amount that the bank’s borrowers have
not repaid to her (defaultRatio)

0.017

0.028

0.000

1.000

Total amount of borrowing (totBorrowAmount)

311355.6

347551.3

100

3326750

Total amount of lending (totLendAmount)

623172.1

720852.1

4

6979381

Average lending rate – Average borrowing rate
(avgRateDiff)

10.763

3.184

0.003

16.000

Average lending instalment – Average borrowing
instalment (avgInstalDiff)

3.640

3.598

-36.00

21.000

Number of repayment times in the past (repayTimes)

101.632

126.316

0

1003

Age of the bank (age)

36.197

10.208

18

81

Gender of the bank (gender)

0.548

0.498

0

1

Education level of the bank (education)

0.389

0.488

0

1

N = 69748

3.2 Analysis and Results
We use cross-sectional logit regression model to investigate whether the repayment decision of the
banks are influenced by the repayment behavior of their borrowers. We decide to use
cross-sectional regression because: a) in each time unit (e.g., week or month) the banks have
different numbers of repayment times, therefore panel regression does not apply; b) throughout
year 2016 the platform maintains relatively stable default rate, interest rate and other key
performance indicators, therefore the time effect should have very slight impact on the repayment
decision. The model specification for the regression is provided in Equation (1) and (2) below,
where the variables are interpreted in section 3.1 above and the dependent variable Y is either
isDefaulted or isDelayed. The subscript i stands for each repayment observation.
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽4 ∗
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽5 ∗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽6 ∗ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽7 ∗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽8 ∗ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽9 ∗
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖
𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖 = 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽2 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽3 ∗ 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽4 ∗
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽5 ∗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽6 ∗ 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽7 ∗ 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽8 ∗ 𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽9 ∗
𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽10 ∗ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 × 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖 + 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖

(1)

(2)

The results are illustrated in Table 2 below. Column (a) and (b) use isDefaulted as the dependent
variable, and column (c) and (d) use isDelayed as the dependent variable. In addition, column (b)
and (d) include the interaction term defaultRatio×repayTimes.
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Table 2. Estimation Results
(a) isDefaulted (b)isDefaulted

(c) isDelayed

+Interaction
Intercept
defaultRatio
totBorrowAmount
totLendAmount
avgRateDiff
avgInstalDiff
repayTimes
age
gender
education

(d) isDelayed
+Interaction

-4.570 ***

-4.558 ***

-1.200 ***

-1.225 ***

(0.677)

(0.680)

(0.080)

(0.079)

1.690 *

1.540

1.759 ***

0.968 *

(0.849)

(1.125)

(0.339)

(0.388)

3.707e-06

3.696e-06

-5.845e-07 ***

-5.799e-07 ***

(6.776e-06)

(6.799e-06)

(1.344e-07)

(1.343e-07)

-5.547e-05 ***

-5.537e-05 ***

-1.053e-09

-9.933e-09

(1.544e-05)

(1.544e-05)

(4.657e-08)

(4.628e-08)

0.011

0.010

-0.059 ***

-0.056 ***

(0.036)

(0.036)

(0.005)

(0.005)

-0.009

-0.009

-0.010 *

-0.013 **

(0.022)

(0.022)

(0.004)

(0.004)

-0.053 **

-0.054 **

-0.001***

-0.003 ***

(0.017)

(0.017)

(2.838e-04)

(4.011e-04)

0.009

0.009

-0.021 ***

-0.020 ***

(0.018)

(0.018)

(0.002)

(0.002)

0.241

0.241

0.024

0.031

(0.347)

(0.347)

(0.036)

(0.036)

-1.278 **

-1.284 **

-0.276 ***

-0.281 ***

(0.433)

(0.434)

(0.037)

(0.037)

defaultRatio×repayTimes

0.038

0.080 ***

(0.178)

(0.016)

Log-likelihood

-387.7019

-387.6804

-7107.531

-7105.007

pseudo-R2

0.290

0.290

0.121

0.121

N = 69748

<0.001 ***, <0.01 **, <0.05 *

The results in column (a) show that banks’ default probability is positively associated with the
ratio of default amount that the borrowers have not repaid to them, suggesting that banks are more
likely to be in default on their borrowers’ default. Second, banks’ default probability is negatively
associated with the total amount of lending and the number of repayment times, which suggests
that experienced banks are less likely to be in default. In addition, more educated banks show a
lower propensity to be in default. The results in column (b), however, show that the ratio of default
amount is not a significant factor when we add the interaction term.
The results in column (c) show that banks have a significantly higher propensity to delay their
repayments when default ratio is higher. Also, more experienced banks that have more total
amount of borrowing and more number of repayment times are less likely to delay their
repayments, which is roughly consistent with the findings in column (a) and (b). Besides, elder
banks and more educated banks have a lower propensity to delay the repayments. Moreover, the
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difference between lending and borrowing preference (rate and instalment) in banks’ portfolio
negatively affects their delay decisions. The intuition is that, banks that prefer higher lending
interest rate and instalment and lower borrowing interest rate and instalment exhibit better
mentality in both investing and getting funds, usually because they have better cash flow
conditions than other banks. Therefore they are less likely to delay the repayments. When we add
the interaction term in column (d), all the effects remain consistent with column (c) except the ratio
of default amount becomes less significant. However, the high significance of the interaction term
suggests that although banks that have repaid more times are generally less likely to delay their
repayments, they are still susceptible to large default ratio. This finding suggests that more
experienced banks may be not always better at responding to negative shocks.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we identify the existence of financial contagion in a peer-to-peer lending system. In
particular, banks have a higher propensity to delay their repayments when being confronted with
higher ratio of default amount of their borrowers. Although banks that have made more times of
repayment are generally less likely to delay their repayments, they are still susceptible to the large
negative shocks. The work identifies the micro-level evidence of the existence of financial
contagion. In future we plan to study the macro-level evidence such as how the dynamics of the
loan network influence the propagation of negative shocks. The findings might serve as an
indicator for the platforms to better control the relationship among banks, borrowers and lenders.
One main limitation of the current work is that we do not observe the asset of the banks, which is
an important factor affecting their repayment decision on negative shocks. We plan to either
require the data from the company, or build a more rigorous model to tease out the effect.
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Opinion leaders are openly observable on online communities and are an essential component to
a social media marketing program. However, currently understanding is limited on the influence
of opinion leaders on community sustainability. In context of online brand communities, this
study draws on the uses and gratification theory to explore the effects of the quantity and
information quality of the content contributed by opinion leaders on members’ level of
community activity, an indicator of community sustainability. We crawled the longitudinal data
from online automobile communities and identified opinion leaders in each community based on
degree centrality and user attribute (i.e., certificate of car ownership). Employing fixed effect
model to analyze the research data, our study shows that quantity of opinion leaders has an
inverted U relationship with community activity, whereas information quality of the content
contributed by opinion leaders has significant positive effect on community activity.
Keywords: Opinion Leader, Community Activity, Online Brand Community, Degree Centrality

1. Introduction
An online brand community (OBC) is the network of relations among brand consumers who
attach a certain value to engaging in a relationship with both the brand and with the brand’s other
consumers (Wirtz et al. 2013). Members of OBCs typically engage in activities such as sharing
product information, providing suggestions and creating social relationship, activities that bring
great value to brand owners. Nevertheless, studies show that many OBCs are unsuccessful in
keeping their members active over time (Ren et al. 2012), a key challenge that impacts the
sustainability of the communities.
Although existing research has extensively investigated the factors that influence community
activity, inadequate scholarly attention has been paid to the effect of opinion leaders on
improving activity of other users. Individuals’ participation in online communities exhibits
significant heterogeneity with respect to the roles they play within the communities (Wasko et al.
2009). Opinion leaders in OBCs usually have in-depth knowledge of and a rich experience in
using certain products or brands (Zhao et al. 2015). They generally invest more time and effort to
participate in OBCs and contribute content to share their knowledge and experience with others.
Hence, opinion leaders would benefit the development of OBCs. How opinion leaders influence
on-going community activity in OBCs, however, is not well understood in prior literature.
To address the gap in prior literature, this study draws on the uses and gratification theory to
answer two research questions: (1) Does the quantity of opinion leaders in OBCs affect the level
of community activity? (2) Does the information quality of the content contributed by opinion
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leaders in OBCs affect the level of community activity? The remainder of the paper is organized
as follows. We first review related research on users’ role in OBCs and methods to identify
opinion leaders. Then, we develop our hypotheses and illustrate our conceptual framework.
Afterward, we introduce our methodology and present the results of analysis. Finally, we discuss
our findings and contributions.

2. Literature Review
Not all users fulfill the same role in an online community, because their attitudes and expertise
often differ (Wasko et al. 2009). Prior research has identified three user roles in an online
community, including novices, regulars, and opinion leaders (Koh et al. 2007). Novices are new
members who are unfamiliar with community norms and thus contribute little in the community.
Regulars are members who follow others’ views in the community, respond to questions
occasionally, and have little impact on other members' behaviors. Opinion leaders are members
who influence others’ attitudes or behaviors, usually via word of mouth. The most common way
of identifying opinion leaders in marketing research is via a self-report scale wherein people rate
their own opinion leadership (Childers 1986). This method may suffer from some biases, as
being an opinion leader is a desirable trait, and people may overestimate their opinion leadership.
The second method used to identify opinion leaders is the nomination technique, where people
report which other individuals influence their own decisions. While this method appears to be
more reliable than the self-report method, it is more suitable for small groups with strong ties
instead of large groups regardless of tie-strength (Moldovan et al. 2017). The third method is to
use network analysis to identify opinion leaders, which commonly involves the assessment of
degree centrality (Zhang et al. 2010). This method is reliable and simple to use when needed data
are available.

3. Hypothesis Development
According to the uses and gratifications theory, an explanation of individuals’ behavioral
intention entails an investigation of the values such behaviors can gratify (Katz et al. 1973). For
members of an OBC, there are three salient values that they desire to obtain from participating in
the OBC: brand identification, functional benefits, and social benefits (Wirtz et al. 2013). Brand
identification involves the set of brand associations from which a person derives self-expressive
benefits. Social benefits are the affective or emotional support from other members of the OBC.
Functional benefits are frequently derived from direct, information-based support that a member
receives from the OBC.
Opinion leaders are the members who are more knowledgeable about certain products or brands,
and are more proactively in providing advice for others (Chan et al. 1990). Generally, opinion
leaders exhibit greater personal involvement in OBC and their enthusiasm of participating in
community helps members feel that the community is activated. It could foster members to pay
more attention to the interactive activities frequently (Koh et al. 2003), thus attaining their needs
of brand identification. In addition, with greater familiarity with particular products or brands,
opinion leaders are typically active in providing advice for others, which may provide needed
input to members in search of information or help, thus satisfying their needs for functional
benefits. Moreover, opinion leaders' enthusiasm to communicate makes it easier for them to
create social connections with other members in the OBC, which helps satisfy the members’
need to derive social benefits from the OBC (Cheung et al. 2012). Thus, we believe that when
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there are a large number of opinion leaders in an OBC, other members will participate more
actively in the OBC so as to attain the desired benefits. However, too many opinion leaders in an
OBC may result in information overload on the part of the members. Further, different opinion
leaders may bring conflicting views, thus exerting cognitive cost on members (Ransbotham et al.
2012) and reduce their likelihood to engage in activities of the OBC. Therefore, we hypothesize
that:
Hypothesis 1: The quantity of opinion leaders has a curvilinear (inverted U) relationship
with community activity in OBCs.
Typically, only a small portion of participants in online communities contribute a majority of the
content (Zhang et al. 2013). In OBCs, as the content contributors are mostly opinion leaders, the
information quality of such content reflects the general quality level of content circulating in
OBCs. Content of high information quality facilitates members’ learning and reduces their
uncertainty when making purchasing decisions by providing reassurance about the brands’
quality (Adjei et al. 2010). This uncertainty reduction function is helpful even when members are
already knowledgeable and experienced users of the brands (Adjei et al. 2010; Mattila et al.
2002). On Internet, consumers can easily switch between different platforms. The higher the
information quality of the content contributed by opinion leaders, the more likely for consumers
to obtained their functional benefits from OBCs, which in turn encourages their sustained
participation (Porter et al. 2008). Thus, hypothesize:
Hypothesis 2: The information quality of the content contributed by opinion leaders in
OBCs will be positively associated with community activity.
Our conceptual framework of this study could be described through Figure 1 as below.
Opinion Leaders
Quantity of OLs in
OBC
Information Quality
of Content
Contributed by OLs
in OBC

Community
Sustainability
H1, invert U
Community
Activity
H2, +
Figure1. Conceptual Framework

4 Method
4.1 Data Collection and Processing
Research data was obtained from a Chinese automobile community which provides users an
online platform to communicate purchase experience and lifestyle association with cars. The
community was founded in 2005, attracting about 4.8 million registered users by 2017. The
community includes a large number of sub-forums under different brands, and consumers are
asked to choose their interested automobile models and brands before being allowed to access
the indicated communities. This setting helps us identify the boundary of users belonging to each
sub-forum. From 09/29/2016 to 12/10/2016, we crawled users’ interaction data in 24 sub-forums
of Audi automobile biweekly, including user name, number of followers, number of fans, help
score, number of sticky posts, and so on. The panel data is 24×5 (N×T) eventually.
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Watts et al. (2007) identified opinion leaders as members with the most connection in online
communities (i.e., top 10%). Based on this study, we computed in-put and out-put degree
centrality of each member and considered a member as an opinion leader if the two indexes are
in the top 10% of each community s/he belonged to. To supplement the degree centrality
measure, we also checked whether the member is an authenticated user holding a certificate of
car ownership. We believe that content posted by true car owners is more credible. Using these
two methods, we identified all opinion leaders, including a total of 186,953 opinion leaders cross
24 sub-forums, with 256 in Audi Coupe community to 32,289 in Audi A4L community.
4.2 Research Method and Operationalization of Constructs
The unit of analysis in our study is a brand community, that is, the relatively independent
sub-forums under Audi automobile brand community. We measured community sustainability
based on the suggestion that members’ participation in the online community is a crucial element
to guarantee the community’s survival in the long term(Koh et al. 2004), members’ level of
community activity, thus, was chosed as an indicator of community sustainability. When a
member post or comment, s/he would be assigned “helpscore” to record her/his participatory
activities in the automobile communities.
The quantity of opinion leaders is operationalized as the number of opinion leaders in each
community. The information quality of the content contributed by opinion leaders is
operationalized as the number of “sticky posts” contributed by opinion leaders. Sticky posts are a
type of posts marked by community managers which represent rich content and high reading
value(De Valck et al. 2009). The more sticky posts are contributed by a member, the much
higher quality of his/her content in a brand community. We also used the total number of
members in each community as our control variable. Table 2 describes these variables.
Table 2. Variable Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Mean
S.E.
Min.
Activityi,t
1.27e+08
9.80e+07
3.60e+07
LeaderQuantityi,t
7688.66
8762.22
256
75711.18
49017.75
26401
LeaderQualityi,t
TotalUsersi,t
62759.98
73635.85
1438

Max.
3.75e+08
32389
188973
258582

We use the Fixed Effect Model (FEM) to analyze the panel data. FEM could control the effect of
those time-invariant characteristics so we can assess the net effect of the predictors on the
outcome variable (Nickell 1981). The equation for the fixed effect model becomes:
Activityi,t=αi+β1 LeaderQuantityi,t+β2LeaderQuantity2i,t+β3 LeaderQualityi,t+β4 TotalUsersi,t +ɛi,t
where Activityi,t is all members’ helpscore in community i by time t. LeaderQuantityi,t is the
number of opinion leaders in community i by time t. LeaderQualityi,t is the number of sticky
posts contributed by opinion leaders in community i by time t. We controled TotalUsersi,t which
is the number of community i’s total users by time t. We also controlled for community fixed
effects, αi. ɛi,t is the error term.
4.3 Result
Table 3 reports the results of FEM regression. LeaderQuantity exerts significant positive impact
on community activity (1=0.892, p<0001) and LeaderQuantity2 has significant negative effect
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on community activity (2=-0.058, p<0001), suggesting that the quantity of opinion leaders in an
OBC has an inverted U relationship with community activity, thus supporting H1. When the
quantity of opinion leader is within a certain range, more opinion leader in an OBC lead to
higher level of member activity in the community. However, when the quantity of opinion leader
was beyond the threshold, more opinion leader in OBCs would actually reduce the activity of
community. Our results also reveal that LeaderQuality significantly influences community
activity (3=1.034, p<0001), thus providing support to H2.
Table 3. Results of Opinion Leaders impact on Community Activity
Coef.
Std. Err.
P>|t|
t
0.892
0.208
4.28
0.000
LeaderQuantity
2
-0.058
0.113
-5.13
0.000
LeaderQuantity
1.034
0.458
22.55
0.000
LeaderQuality
0.024
0.055
0.66
0.660
TotalUsers
3.469
0.871
3.98
0.000
Constant
Community fixed effects: Yes
R-squared: 0.989

5 Discussion and Contribution
For operators who aim to build a sustainable online community, the key challenge is how to
effectively attract and sustain users’ attention. In this study, we try to explore the relationship
between opinion leaders and community activity, a topic that has been largely under-investigated.
Our findings show that opinion leaders are in general beneficial to the sustainability of OBCs.
However, the quantity of opinion leaders should be controlled at a certain level to minimize
information overload on members. Moreover, our results reveal that the information quality of
the content contributed by opinion leaders has positive effect on community activity. It is thus
necessary for community operators to design relevant incentive to encourage opinion leaders to
continually contribute high quality content in OBCs.
This study fills a gap in the literature by examining the relationship between opinion leader and
community sustainability, and thus contributes to research on online communities. Our findings
also have significant implications for community management and operation. However, this
study is limited in that we only investigated brand communities associated Audi automobiles.
Future research is need to validate our research findings with other automobile brands and other
product categories, such as cosmetics (an experience good).
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Abstract
The value of user-generated content has been heatedly discussed in the past few years. Due to its
nature that consumers can approach the content without extra payment, few studies have analyzed
how content-generators’ behavior would be influenced if they are encouraged by monetary
incentive. The industry, however, has started to provide content generators a peer-based monetary
incentive in recent years. Using a unique setting where content-consumers can voluntarily provide
monetary reward to content-generators, we analyze how peer-based monetary incentive influences
the content-generating process such as writing frequency and content quality. We applied
difference-in-difference approach and find that content generators, upon receiving their first
monetary reward, tends to decrease their writing frequency. In the meantime, their content enjoys
better reaction from consumers, e.g., receiving more “likes”. The result shows that contentgenerators are likely to spend more time improving the quality of their content by sacrificing the
frequency of content release.
Keywords: user-generated content, monetary incentive, difference-in-difference

1. Introduction
The value of user-generated content has been widely studied in the past decade. Platforms that
benefit from those content, such as Facebook and YouTube, usually rely on users’ active
participation and high-quality content generated by those users. Content generation takes time and
effort. Content generators, however, are usually unable to enjoy monetary benefits directly from
their content, due to the nature that user-generated contents are offered for free. Consistent with
such observation, past literatures emphasize that content generators’ motivation come largely from
social capital gain, or positive image to the public (Hennig-Thurau, 2004; Shen et al. 2015, Lerner
and Tirole 2002; Daugherty et al. 2008).
In recent years, practitioners have started to involve a peer-based monetary incentive to better
motivate the content generation process. For instance, Wechat, an instant messaging app that
allows for article sharing, enables readers of an article to “support” the writer through money
transaction. Despite the industry’s attempt, limited research has been conducted to analyze how
peer-based monetary incentive would influence content-generators’ behavior.
We use a unique setting in a Chinese microblogging platform to analyze how such monetary
incentive influences content-generators’ behavior. The platform can be seen as a combination of
Twitter and Facebook, in which content-generators (hereafter “writers”) can post not only
microblogs, but also “long articles”. Unlike a microblog that allows writers to post with simply
several words, a “long article” requires a title, a subtitle, a relevant cover picture and more content
to be published. Long articles are thus usually more informative and require more effort to prepare
as compared to the traditional microblogs.
To further motivate writers to generate high quality content, the platform launched a tipping
feature. Specifically, content-consumers (hereafter “readers”) can voluntarily provide monetary
reward to the article he likes through direct money transaction. The feature is available specifically
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to the long articles and was formally launched and available to all users on the platform on March
2015.
We applied difference-in-difference approach to identify the effect of peer-based monetary
incentive on content generation. We find that unexpectedly, writers tend to decrease the writing
frequency after receiving the monetary incentive. Meanwhile, articles written after the first tip is
received tend to receive more “likes” from the readers. We argue that such pattern is because
writers are spending more time to improve the quality of the article and thus sacrifice writing
frequency to improve the article quality. Our finding can help policy makes to better understand
the effect of monetary incentive on content generators’ participation and content quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the data and provide
model-free evidence of writers’ behavior pattern. In section 3, we report empirical models and
results. In section 4, we summarize our main findings and discuss on future research topics.
2. Data
We randomly sampled 5,000 writers from all the writers who have received at least one tip during
the year 2015. For each sampled writer, we collected his article writing history, including the time
each article was released, the article’s content, and readers’ feedback on the articles such as number
of likes, comments, reposts as well as whether the article has received a tip or not. We also
collected their user features including gender, tenure on the platform, whether the user is verified
to be professional in certain areas, and whether he is a VIP user or not.
For later analysis, we consider only writers who have been writing articles prior to the release
of tipping policy. We assume that when a writer receives the first monetary reward from readers,
he is convinced by the tipping feature and get influenced by the monetary incentive. We thus
consider the first reader’s tip as an exogenous shock on the writer’s content generation process.

Figure 1. Distribution of Frequency Ratio and Average Like Ratio
Figure 1 shows the distribution of two before-after ratios: writing frequency ratio, i.e.,
Frequencyafter_first_tip
Frequencybefore_first_tip

, and average like ratio, i.e.,

Number of Likes per Articleafter_first_tip
Number of Likes per Articlebefore_first_tip

. We take

inverse tangent transfer of these ratios so that extreme values would not influence visualization.
Note that after transformation, the solid line represents the point where ratio = 1. Interestingly, we
find that higher portion of writers, instead of writing more frequently, tend to decrease their writing
frequency after receiving the first tip from readers. Meanwhile, higher portion of writers tend to
receive more “likes” for each article after receiving the first tip.
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In preparation for better illustration of the effect of monetary incentive, we construct a weekly
panel and use the number of articles written in week t to represent the writer frequency. We also
obtain article-specific features of the articles written in week t including the number of images,
number of likes, number of comments etc. Detail information of these variables, together with
individual level features, are summarized in Table 1.
Variables
Male
Verify
Follow
Follower
Vip
AvgLike
AvgCmt
AvgRep
AvgImg
AvgReward
BeforeTip
ArticleNum
FirstTip
CuArticle

Table 1. Summary Statistics of Collected Features
Description
Mean
SD
Median Min, Max
Gender of writer
0.516
0.500
1 0, 1
If the writer is verified
0.340
0.474
0 0, 1
Number of users the writer follows
536.988 727.642
315 0, 18821
Number of followers to the writer
132185 1231669
1102 1, 2242836
If the writer is VIP user
0.489
0.500
0 0, 1
Average like per article in week t
76.415 1318.598
3 0, 168263
Average comment per article in week t
43.707 957.812
2.166 0, 225801
Average repost per article in week t
22.300 498.476
0 0, 63547
Average image per article in week t
3.907
8.806
1 0, 277
Average tip per article in week t
0.454
13.010
0 0,1307
If week t is before first tip received
0.352
0.478
0 0, 1
Number of articles written in week t
2.495
3.485
1 1, 103
Amount of the first tip received
1.732
8.183
1.400 0.01, 4000
Cumulate number of articles upon week t 84.824 239.969
30 1, 4404

3. Model and Result
Based on the above model free evidence, we seek to empirically examine how platform’s policy
of allowing monetary incentive affects writers’ writing frequency and the content quality. We
conduct the analysis at an individual-week level using the variables described in Table 1. In
particular, we specify the influence of the first tip ( BeforeTipit ) on writing frequency
( ArticleNumit ) and content quality ( Log(AvgLike)it ) in Equation (1.1) using Poisson model and
Equation (1.2) using linear model respectively.

= β0 + β1BeforeTipit + β 2 Log(AvgLike)it + β3ArticleFeatureit
(1.1)
+ β 4 WriterCharacterit + β5 WriterExpit-1 + γi + ε it
Log(AvgLike)it = β0 + β1BeforeTipit + β 2 Log(AvgNum)it + β3ArticleFeatureit
(1.2)
+ β 4 WriterCharacterit + β5 WriterExpit-1 + γi + ε it
Where
ArticleFeatureit =  Log(AvgCmt)it ,Log(AvgRep)it ,Log(AvgImg)it ,Log(AvgReward)it 
ArticleNumit

WriterCharacteri =  Malei ,Verifyi ,Vipi ,Log(follow)i ,Log(follower)i ,Log(FirstTip),Log 2 (FirstTip)i 
WriterExpit-1 =  Log(CuArticle)it-1 ,Tenureit-1 

We use average number of likes as a proxy for content quality because first, it indicates readers’
appreciation towards the content; and second, it is usually used as a key feature of content
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generators’ social capital gain. Besides, number of likes for each article tends to be stable after
several weeks of the article release, and we assume that when the number of likes is stable, the
number reveals the true readers’ preference towards the article.
The estimation results of the two models are shown in Table 2. From column (1), we find that
the coefficient of binary variable BeforeTipit is significantly positive, indicating that compared to
the weeks before the first tip is received, writers tend to write fewer articles after receiving the first
tip. The result is consistent after controlling for individual fixed effect, as shown in column (2).
Column (3) shows that the coefficient of BeforeTipit is significantly negative, indicating that
writers tend to receive more likes per article after receiving their first tip, and also, the result is
robust after controlling for individual fixed effect.

Variables

BeforeTip
Log(AvgLike)

Table 2. Poisson and Linear
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Poisson
Poisson
OLS
OLS
Y=ArticleNum Y=ArticleNum Y=Log(AvgLike) Y=Log(AvgLike)
0.389***
(0.007)
-0.071***
(0.004)

0.083***
(0.010)
-0.025***
(0.005)

Log(ArticleNum)
Log(AvgCmt)
Log(AvgRep)
Log(AvgImg)
Log(AvgReward)
Log(CuArticle)
Tenure
Log(follow)
Log(follower)
Log(FirstTip)
Log2(FirstTip)
Male
Verify
Vip

0.025***
(0.004)
-0.039***
(0.003)
0.026***
(0.003)
-0.012
(0.010)
0.332***
(0.002)
-0.002***
(0.000)
-0.028***
(0.002)
0.036***
(0.002)
-0.016***
(0.001)
-0.004***
(0.000)
0.096***
(0.006)
0.002
(0.008)
0.044***

0.010**
(0.005)
-0.013***
(0.004)
0.078***
(0.005)
0.049***
(0.014)
0.017***
(0.005)
-0.002***
(0.000)
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-0.215***
(0.009)

-0.149***
(0.009)

-0.085***
(0.008)
0.751***
(0.003)
0.222***
(0.004)
0.001
(0.004)
0.102***
(0.012)
-0.007**
(0.003)
-0.000***
(0.000)
-0.119***
(0.003)
0.142***
(0.002)
0.015***
(0.002)
-0.005***
(0.001)
-0.110***
(0.007)
-0.177***
(0.010)
0.111***

-0.024***
(0.007)
0.637***
(0.003)
0.178***
(0.003)
0.038***
(0.004)
0.011
(0.012)
0.045***
(0.006)
0.001***
(0.000)

(0.007)
(0.008)
Constant
-0.250***
0.264***
(0.018)
(0.022)
Individual FE
N
Y
N
Observations
49,344
49,190
49,344
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * 𝑝 < 0.1, ** 𝑝 < 0.05, *** 𝑝 < 0.01

0.371***
(0.029)
Y
49,344

To better elaborate the causal effect of monetary incentive and control for confounding factors
in the previous model such as the time trend, we then apply difference-in-difference (DID)
approach. In particular, we first partition the panel into three parts: April to May, June to July, and
August to December. We assign writers who have received their first tip between April and May
to the treatment group, and writers who have not received their first tip until August to the control
group. We drop the rest of writers and end up with 222 treated writers and 1,581 untreated writers.
Consider a time period between April and July, writers in treatment group are treated in the week
the first tip is received, while writers in control group are not treated during the period.
Since writers who received tips early (i.e., treated ones) might systematically differ from those
who received the first tip late (i.e., control ones), we use propensity-score matching (Rosenbaum
and Rubin, 1985) to take care of the potential endogeneity issue brought by observable individual
features, i.e., WriterCharacteri . After matching individuals, we conduct difference-in-difference
analysis following equation (2.1) and (2.2).
ArticleNum it

 β 0 + β1Earlyi  Post it + β 2 Earlyi +β3 Post it
 β 4 Log(AvgLike)it + β5 ArticleFeatureit

(2.1)

 β 6 WriterCharacterit + β 7 WriterExpit-1 + γ i + ε it
Log(AvgLike)it

 β 0 + β1Earlyi  Post it + β 2 Earlyi +β3 Post it
 β 4 Log(ArticleNum)it + β5 ArticleFeatureit

(2.2)

 β 6 WriterCharacterit + β 7 WriterExpit-1 + γ i + ε it

where Earlyi is a binary variable representing whether the writer has received the first tip during
April to May (i.e., Earlyi  1 if treated). Post it is a binary variable representing in week t , whether
the first tip has been received or not. Note that Post it  1 if week t is after the first week tipped
for both the treated writer and the respective matched writer in the control group. β1 in the above
models are the average treatment effect of the monetary incentive.
Table 3 provides a brief summary of the estimated results. Similar to the results in Table 2,
we find that the monetary incentive has a negative causal effect on writing frequency and a positive
causal effect on average number of likes per article, which we interpret as overall article quality.
The various effect on frequency and quality can be interpreted that writers are more aware of the
quality of the content, and therefore trading quantity for quality.
Table 3. DID Result
Variables
(1) DID
(2) DID
Y=ArticleNum
Y=Log(AvgLike)
Earlyi  Post it
(Average Treatment Effect)

-0.593***

0.068***

(0.065)

(0.026)
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Constant

0.412***
0.139***
(0.014)
(0.029)
Control Variables
Y
Y
Observations
27,247
27,247
Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * 𝑝 < 0.1, ** 𝑝 < 0.05, *** 𝑝 < 0.01
4. Conclusion and Future Research
Motivated by the popularity of user-generated content and the practitioners’ attempt to encourage
content generation process through monetary reward, we intend to understand how peer-based
monetary incentive would influence content-generators’ writing pattern. Using data from a
microblogging platform that released the tipping policy, we apply difference-in-difference
approach and find that monetary incentive has positive causal influence on the content quality and
negative causal influence on the content generating frequency. Such phenomenon can be explained
by writers’ tradeoff of article quantity to article quality. Our finding helps the platform to better
understand content generators’ decision. Specifically, monetary incentive brings the awareness of
content quality to the writers. Besides, content generation is costly, and therefore, a decrease in
writing frequency does not necessarily indicate less participation or motivation decrease and may
instead indicates a potential quality increase in the content.
This paper has a couple of limitations. First, we used a naïve measure of average number of
likes to represent the quality of an article. Although the feature shows readers’ appreciation to
certain extent, the measure is influenced by the writers’ own popularity. Thus, it would be better
to use the article-specific features, such as article content, to come up with other quality measures.
Besides, we did not analyze the detailed mechanism on how the writer would sacrifice the article
number for article quality. Future research could consider modeling writers’ decision process and
estimate the cost and benefit of content generation.
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Abstract
We study the impact of online home sharing on affordable housing. Using a unique data set of
Airbnb listings from ten major housing markets in the U.S., we leverage a “natural
experiment”—a platform regulation that caps the number of properties a host can manage in
some markets—to estimate the impact. We find that the restriction was associated with a 3.5%
decrease in local rental prices and a 1.9% decrease in housing value. The decrease can be
attributed to the removal of absentee landlords’ properties from Airbnb back to local markets.
The price-to-rent ratio, however, increased by about 1.6%, which suggests that online home
sharing is mainly a substitute for local rental markets. These findings speak to the question
whether and how home sharing makes housing less affordable.
Keywords: Home sharing, Affordable housing, Airbnb, Natural experiment, Synthetic control

1. Introduction
Home-sharing services allow individuals to make extra earnings by sharing with guests their
spare accommodation space. The growth of home-sharing services, particularly Airbnb, has been
exponential. Starting from renting out three air mattresses in 2008, Airbnb now hosts 4.5 million
listings in 81,000 cities of more than 191 counties worldwide (Airbnb 2018). An important driver
of the growth is the significant interest from hosts, particular those who capitalize on short-term
rentals by listing multiple homes on Airbnb. Crtics began to accuse these multi-property hosts of
reducing the supply of housing that would otherwise be listed on long-term rental markets or
homeowner markets, contributing to rising rents and house values (Barron et al. 2017). In
contrast, advocates insisted that hosts who manage multiple properties on Airbnb did not
influence housing affordability because the question whether Airbnb listings substitute a
significant share of offline housing markets remains unanswered (Stulberg 2016). As Airbnb has
become politically controversial, city legislators around the world are experimenting with ways
to meet the goals of affordable housing while still reaping the benefits of home sharing. In this
paper, we aim to answer the question: Is home sharing making housing less affordable?
It is not hard to see that the proliferation of home sharing platforms serves as an alternative
channel for homeowners, absentee landlords, and professional rental companies to list their
properties. The convenience brought by the technology, the higher turnover rates, and potentially
higher profits make home sharing more attractive to these sellers in housing markets. Yet it
remains unclear how home sharing platforms such as Airbnb would affect the long-term rental
and homeowner markets. Fortunately, Airbnb provides us a unique opportunity to answer this
question. In some cities, Airbnb restrict that a host can only list one property on the platform. We
exploit this “natural experiment” to uncover the impacts on two major housing markets, the
long-term rental and homeowner markets. We collected Airbnb listing data from ten major US
metropolitan areas including those with the restriction. We construct a panel over a three-year
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period at the zip code level. Using the heterogeneity of areas during the staggered rollout of the
restriction, we employ a difference-in-difference (DID) specification (Angrist and Pischke 2008),
augmented by synthetic control (Abadie et al. 2010), to investigate the impact of Airbnb
restriction on housing affordability.
We find that, first, the announcement and the enforcement of the restriction decreased both the
rental prices and house values. Numerically, the policy was associated with a 3.5% decrease in
Zillow’s rental index ZRI and a 1.9% decrease in its house value index ZHVI. The relative
magnitudes seem to suggest that the restriction had a larger impact on the long-term rental
market than the homeowners' market. To consolidate this conjecture, we further find that the
policy increased the price-to-rent ratio, which is a ratio between ZHVI and ZRI. Under the
restriction, multiple properties managed by one host were removed from Airbnb back to local
markets (either long-term rental or homeowners' market, not determinate a priori). Our findings,
therefore, provide empirical evidence that home sharing services such as Airbnb are mainly
substituting channels of the long-term rental markets.
There have been a few recent papers investigating the impact of home sharing on affordable
housing (Barron et al. 2017; Horn and Merante 2017). We contribute to this strand of literature
by studying a unique policy change that helps identify the impacts of home sharing on local
markets. We also add to the literature by providing empirical evidence that home sharing has a
greater impact on the long-term rental markets than homeowner markets. Our findings provide
timely and important implications for both city legislators and IS scholars as home sharing
services continue to grow. First, it suggests to city legislators that home sharing is welfare
destructing to local residents by dwindling housing affordability and may deserve close
regulation. Second, the impact of Airbnb on affordable housing is IS relevant, in the sense that it
essentially points out unintended consequences of online platforms (e.g., Airbnb) to offline
markets (e.g., housing). These platforms can be used to stock up housing supply, harming
housing affordability and potentially widening the gap of income inequality between property
owners and non-owners. We advocate IS scholars to be mindful of the dark side of new
platforms and be inclusive and critical in technology evaluation.

2. Data and Method
The restriction was first announced in April 2016, followed by the actual enforcement in
November 2016, in San Francisco and New York City. It was later rolled out to Portland without
pre-announcement in January 2017. This restriction allows for only one address per host in these
three high-priced, regulation-obsessed cities. Because insofar the rollout of the restriction was
only in these three cities, we have a natural experimental context to study its impact on housing
affordability. As Table 1 illustrates, because the restriction only affected Airbnb listings in San
Francisco, New York City, and Portland, zip codes in these three cities serve as the treatment
group, while those in other comparable cities but were not affected by the restriction serve as the
control group. To decide comparable cities, we first ranked the rest of cities in the U.S. with
criteria such as the number of Airbnb listing, GDP, population, median income and distance to
the treatment cities and then used the Euclidean distance algorithm to calculate nearest
“neighbors” as comparable cities to the treatment cities. The resulting control group consists of
seven comparable cities, namely Los Angeles, San Diego, San Jose, Seattle, Washington D.C.,
Boston, and Philadelphia.
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Table 1. The Difference-in-Difference Design
Experimental Group
Treatment
Control

Zip codes in San Francisco, New York City and Portland
Zip codes in Los Angeles, San Diego, San Jose, Seattle,
Washington D.C., Boston, and Philadelphia

Before
Restriction
O

After
Restriction
X

O

O

A difference-in-difference (DID) specification was used to utilize zip code level heterogeneity of
areas during the rollout of the restriction. For each zip code i in month t, the impact of the
restriction on housing affordability is
𝑌𝑖𝑡=𝛽11(Restriction_𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑐𝑒d) 𝑖𝑡+𝛽21(Restriction_Enforced) 𝑖𝑡+𝛾′𝑍𝑖𝑡 +µ𝑡 +v𝑖 +𝜀𝑖𝑡,

(1)

where the indicator 1(Restriction_𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑐𝑒d) equals to 1 if zip code i is in New York City or
San Francisco and t is after the restriction was announced (Note it is 0 for Portland where the
policy was directly enforced without announcement); 1(Restriction_Enforced) equals to 1 if zip
code i is in the treatment cities and t is after the restriction actually took effect; 𝑍𝑖𝑡 is a vector of
co-variates including zip code demographics and city specific trends; µ𝑡 denotes month dummies;
vi denotes zip code dummies; 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is the idiosyncratic error term. We separate the announcement
from the enforcement because announcing the policy may change hosts’ expectations and their
listing decisions. For the dependent variable Yit, we use the Zillow Rent Index (ZRI), Zillow
Home Value Index (ZHVI), and the price to rent ratio (ZHVI/(12*ZRI)) to estimate the impacts
of restriction on different aspects of housing affordability. We use ZRI and ZHVI because they
measure the changes at the zipcode-month level, while as far as we are aware, other housing
price measures are not as granular.
One concern of the DID specification is that the zip codes in the control group may not be a good
counterfactual comparison for the treatment group. To address this concern, we also illustrate the
impact of restriction announcement on rental prices and housing values using the synthetic
control method. This method involves the construction of a weighted combination of groups used
as controls, to which the treatment group is compared; this comparison is then used to estimate
what would have happened to the treatment group if it had not received the treatment (Athey and
Imbens 2017). Unlike the DID approach that takes a simple average of rents and home values
from all zip codes in the seven control cities, the synthetic control method account for the effects
of confounders changing over time, by weighting the control group to better match the treatment
group before the intervention (Abadie et al. 2010).
The estimation is instantiated on data sources from Airbnb, Zillow, and the U.S. Census Bureau.
We constructed a panel dataset at the zip code by month level and merged it with a panel of
publically available rent and housing indices from Zillow, a platform specializing in residential
real estate transactions (Barron et al. 2017). Our data includes 12,835 observations of 535 zip
codes in the three treatment cities and seven control cities between October 2014 and July 2017
(a total of 34 months). Table 2 presents the definition of the variables and their summary
statistics. To evaluate the robustness of our findings, we control the total number of properties,
entire home fraction, average price, and the average number of reservations on Airbnb in each
month for each zip code. We also control a comprehensive set of annually compiled
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demographic information in each zip code from the Census Bureau’s American Community
Survey (ACS), including population count, number of households, median household income,
home vacancy rate, unemployment rate, shares of college degree holders, and fractions of white,
Hispanic and female population. Because the annual controls from ACS are only available up to
2016, we use them only as a robustness check of our results. We also omit the summary statistics
and coefficients of control variables due to the page limitation.
Variable
ZRI
ZHVI
Price2Rent
1(Restriction_Announced)
1(Restriction_Enforced)

Table 2. Summary Statistics of Key Variables
Description
mean
Zillow Rental Index in $1,000
2.55
Zillow Home Value Index in $1,000
606.11
Price-to-rent ratio = ZHVI / (12*ZRI)
18.58
A dummy variable indicating whether
0.16
the restriction has been announced
A dummy variable indicating whether
0.10
the restriction has been enforced

s.d.
1.00
355.71
5.37

min
0.83
32.60
2.92

max
9.30
2,648.40
37.40

0.37

0.00

1.00

0.31

0.00

1.00

3. Findings and Implications
3.1 Results from DID Regressions
Table 3 reports the estimated impacts of the restriction announcement and enforcement on rental
price, home value, and price to rental ratio, respectively. We transform all the dependent
variables using natural logarithm so that the interpretation of the coefficients is percentage
changes. In Models (1) to (3), we include zip code and month fixed effects (FE), as well as
city-specific trends for the ten cities. Model (1) shows that after the announcement of restriction,
the rental price decreased by 1.3%, and it further decreased for another 2.2% after the
enforcement. In total, the rental price decreased by about 3.5% due to the restriction. Similarly,
as Model (2) shows, the home value decreased by 1.3% after the announcement and another
0.6% after the enforcement. Meanwhile, the price-to-rent ratio increased by 1.6% after the
enforcement in Model (3). The relative magnitudes in Models (1) and (2), as well as the increase
of price-to-rent ratio in Model (3), seem to suggest that the restriction had a larger impact on the
long-term rental market than the homeowners' market.

D.V.
1(Restriction_
Announced)
1(Restriction_
Enforced)
Zip code controls
City Trends
Zip code FE
Month FE
R-squared
Observations

Table 3. Impact of the Restriction Announcement and Enforcement
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
log(ZRI) log(ZHVI) log(Price2Rent) log(ZRI) log(ZHVI)
-0.013*** -0.013***
0.000
-0.017*** -0.005***
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
-0.022*** -0.006***
0.016***
-0.009***
0.004
(0.001)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.003)
(0.003)
YES
YES
YES
0.995
12,835

YES
YES
YES
0.998
12,835

YES
YES
YES
0.991
12,835
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YES
YES
YES
YES
0.997
10,168

YES
YES
YES
YES
0.999
10,168

(6)
log(Price2Rent)
0.012***
(0.002)
0.013***
(0.003)
YES
YES
YES
YES
0.993
10,168

In Models (4)-(6), we further include the time variant Airbnb and ACS control variables in the
model to test the robustness of our findings. Because the ACS controls are only available up to
the end of 2016, the observations in 2017 are dropped, which reduces the number of observations
to 10,168. As the restriction was enforced in end of 2016, its effect on housing price becomes
insignificant. Other than that, all other results are qualitatively consistent with our results from
Models (1)-(3).
3.2 Results from a Synthetic Control Method
We present the findings from our synthetic control method in Figure 1. Panel (a) illustrates the
estimated coefficient of the restriction announcement, where the x-axis is the relative months to
the treatment with zero being the month that the restriction was announced, and the y-axis
presents the difference between the treatment group and the synthetic control group. The grey
area is the 95% confidence interval. As shown in Panel (a), the difference between the treatment
group and the synthetic control group is close to zero before the treatment. In other words, the
two groups are similar to each other in terms of their rental prices. However, after treatment
(Month = 0), the rent in the treatment group decreases significantly compared to the synthetic
control group.
(a) Coefficient Estimates for ZRI

(b) Estimated Counterfactuals for ZRI

(c) Coefficient Estimates for ZHVI

(d) Estimated Counterfactuals for ZHVI

Figure 1. Impact of the restriction announcement on rental and housing prices (detrended and in $1,000)
using the synthetic control method. Note that because this approach requires the demographics of the zip
codes, which are only available up to 2016, for weighted averaging, we can only study the effect of the
policy announcement.
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Panel (b) illustrates the average rent of the treatment group with the red line and the estimated
counterfactual rental prices from the synthetic control group using dashed blue line. It shows that
while the rent from the synthetic control group continues to grow, the rent from the treatment
group drops after the treatment. The results support the negative impact of Airbnb restriction on
rents. The findings confirm that restricting multi-listing is associated with the drop of rents in
treatment cities, supporting the effectiveness of the restriction in protecting housing affordability.
Panels (c) and (d) show the coefficient estimates and counterfactuals for home values,
respectively. The results again support the negative effect of the announcement on home values.

4. Concluding Remarks
Home sharing arises with the proliferation of Internet-related technologies and the prevalence of
peer-to-peer markets in a variety of applications. Yet, its impacts on local housing markets are
largely unclear. In particular, the emergence of these platforms leads to a natural concern that
they might potentially harm affordable housing. In this paper we utilize a "natural experiment"
on Airbnb—a platform restriction capping the properties a host can manage—to disentangle the
policy's impacts on the long-term rental market and homeowners' market, two seemingly
separate markets. We find that the restriction led to decrease in both rents and house values.
More important, relative to the homeowners' market, the policy had a greater impact on the
long-term rental market as the policy caused the price-to-rent ratio to go up.
These findings speak to the question: is home sharing making housing less affordable? We find
that it potentially may. The policy change serves as a counterfactual that restrictions on home
sharing cause housing more affordable—lower rents and home prices. In other words, the
penetration of home sharing would increase both the rents and house values. On top of that, our
findings of greater impacts on rental markets suggest that the policy removed mostly properties
that should have been listed in these local rental markets. Without the restrictions, home sharing
could have been "institutionalized" by the rental companies and professional absentee landlords.
Our results, therefore, have important policy as well as managerial implications.
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Abstract
In crowdfunding campaigns, fund seekers tend to employ various linguistic styles as their
main vehicles to convince investors. Linguistic styles may change the investors’ perception on
project quality and prospects, thus leading to different persuasiveness on investment intentions.
First, based on the Hovland's persuasion model and the Aristotle's rhetorical persuasion triples,
ground theory is employed to divide the linguistic styles into 6 types. Then, we extract the
seminal keywords for these 6 categories respectively by text mining. Finally, an econometric
model is formulated and a large data set of 128,345 campaigns from Kickstarter is adopted, to
estimate the impact of the linguistic styles on campaign success rates. Resorting to reward is the
most effective linguistic style in pooled-data, and categories show significant difference. The
results provide fund seekers and Crowdfunding operators with guidance on how to produce
effective linguistic content on describing projects.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, text mining, linguistic style, persuasion, investment intention,
Kickstarter

1. Introduction
As an emerging business model, crowdfunding raises money to support the campaigns from
public. Crowdfunding is developing rapidly in recent years and is well received by the market.
Taking Kickstarter as an example, so far it has raised $1.6 billions for 83,546 campaigns from
8.5 million backers. Some of these campaigns have received the second round of financing.
However, more than half of the campaigns fail to pledge enough money.
Previous studies show that the campaigns’ presentation have significant impact on pledge results
which includes text description (Parhankangas and Renko 2017). Similar to the field of tourism
where text shows persuasion on the consumers (Sattar 2017), researchers recommend that
founders should improve display quality, especially producing better text description (Mollick
2014). This in general has become important in the online world.
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However, from the limited literature we can find, there is no systematic research on the impact of
presentation, especially linguistic features, on successful campaigns. Linguistic features are the
proxies for founders to disclose project information and improve their confidence level.
Therefore, in this paper we seek to analyze the impact of campaigns’ linguistic features in a
quantifiable way, to evaluate the influence of persuasiveness on the pledge results of the
crowdfunding campaigns.

2. Literature review
Similar to the traditional situation where orders are placed and fulfilled individually, in online
pitch with the crowdfunding mechanism, buyers are sufficiently heterogeneous in their product
valuations, the creator should offer a line of products with different levels of product quality (Hu
et al. 2015). Several factors impact the crowdfunding pledge results, including collective
attention effects from platform-sorting options, the role of social influence (e.g., by family and
friends) in supporting projects, and the role of project updates over the project-funding cycle
(Kuppuswamy and Bayus 2018).
The persuasion perceived by the readers influence the consumption intention (Briñol et al. 2017).
Furthermore, linguistic style depends on whether an entrepreneur belongs to an emergent
category of new ventures (social entrepreneurs) or to an established category (commercial
entrepreneurs)(Wei Wang et al. 2016). In particular, social entrepreneurs need to compensate for
their incomplete social categorization and the related ill-formed expectations by relying more
extensively on linguistic style to attract funding (Parhankangas and Renko 2017).

3. Data and Methodology
Our data comes from Kickstarter (www.kickstarter.com), one of the largest reward-based
crowdfunding platforms in the world. The campaigns in Kickstarter fall into 15 categories. Table
1 shows the statistics of campaigns grouped by categories.
Table 1. The category statistics for the sample
Category
Art
Comics
Design
Fashion
Film & Video
Food
Games
Journalism
Music
Photograph
Publishing
Technology
Theater
Sum

Number
10534
3848
7527
5233
30741
5902
9551
865
25985
3931
14132
4465
5631
128345

Success ratio
53.63%
52.26%
40.16%
34.28%
45.87%
41.55%
38.07%
42.31%
61.77%
41.39%
38.17%
36.24%
69.10%
47.09%

Avg. goal ($)
20938.83
8167.99
25044.48
12835.29
32308.24
17429.24
38317.90
38010.52
9066.27
10458.30
9455.86
59145.46
11070.85
22543.85

Avg. pledged ($)
3566.94
7436.32
23557.94
6692.56
6986.22
7905.11
25691.30
4706.21
4324.36
3479.56
3558.91
38044.18
4310.54
9547.59

Avg. backers
49.74
149.70
279.96
88.67
79.30
94.23
428.07
77.75
64.43
107.26
62.20
335.43
54.67
124.73

We adopted the grounded theory to classify the linguistic features. Our model is based on the
Hovland's persuasion model and the Aristotle's rhetorical persuasion triples. We extract the
frequent words, such as please, return, best, coolest, most advanced, first, authority, logic,
tolerance, reward, credible, expert, education, experience, thank, hard, reasoning, causal, etc. In
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this step, no words are merged or processed in any form, so all the words are logged in the
original format.
Then, we extract the relationships between the above words into two aspects: association of
object and association of semantic. In the former, there are 3 descriptive objects: the description
of the "people", the description of the "project", and the language strategy. In terms of semantics,
the concepts are connected by 5 genera: professional, request, logic, reward and exaggeration.
The 5 genera have the following characteristics: (1) classes cannot be strictly separated, some
semantics are overlapped, such as professional and exaggerated (an example is the "first class"
which can be logged into a professional presentation, or an exaggerated statements); (2) each
category includes the corresponding sub-classifications. For instance, a request can be made for
support, for forwarding, for promotion, for investment or for advice.
Finally, we divide the linguistic styles into 6 categories: resorting to credibility, to sentiment, to
logic, to reward, to exaggeration and to truth, respectively, as shown in the table 2.
Table 2. The classification of linguistic features and keywords
Linguistic feature
Resorting
to
credibility
Resorting
to
sentiment
Resorting to logic
Resorting
to
reward
Resorting
to
exaggeration
Resorting to truth

Description
Highlighting the professional, authoritative and
honors of the founder.
Use the sentimental text to move the investors.
Describe the project with strict logic to get
support.
Highlight the reward in the description.
Describe a project in an exaggerated way, often
with a bragging style.
To win the campaign by facts and data.

Keywords (examples)
specialist, trustworthiness, credibility, reliability, expert,
proficient, authority, veteran, prize
please, help, pity, support, alm, charity, goodness,
appreciate, gratitude, thanksgiving, thank
logical, analogy, anecdote, reason, why, then, so
delivery, reward, souvenir, transport, postage, post,
bonus, shipment, in return
best, coolest, first, number 1, country, all over, most
success, the most
statistics, fact, case, statistics, experiment, truth

4. Results and discussion
4.1 First level analysis: linguistic VS. non-linguistic
Table 3 shows the results of first level analysis: linguistic VS. non-linguistic. It is clear that the
linguistic description has a significant impact on the successful funding. Taking the status model
as example, the regression coefficient of the linguistic style is .0649***. The result indicates that
being linguistic would lead to successful campaigns.
Table 3. The results of first level analysis: linguistic VS non-linguistic
Status (logit)
Backers count
Pledged progress Pledged money
NumUpdates
1.393***
.6095***
.1582***
.7852***
NumComment
.6208***
.4502***
.0636***
.3536***
NumGoal
-1.023***
.067***
-.1029***
.2442***
NumLastdays
-.59***
-.2465***
-.0672***
-.2897***
NumPledgeLevel
.3688***
.3427***
.047***
.4626***
Video (Dummy)
.5478***
.3342***
.0596***
.4554***
Linguistic (Dummy)
.0649***
.0122**
.0044***
.0027
Constant
7.214***
1.343***
1.145***
3.407***
Observations
120720
120720
110298
113403
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Adjusted R-squared
* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01

0.6530

0.5129

0.5105

For the pledged progress, compared with the non-linguistic description, the regression coefficient
is .0044*** for linguistic description. It indicates that the linguistic features accelerate the
progress of funding. Furthermore, we examine the difference between the linguistic style and the
non-linguistic style on the average pledged progress. Figure 1 shows the difference between the
linguistic and non-linguistic description in term of pledged progress. The pledged progress is
248% on average for the group of linguistic style, while 149% for non-linguistic style. It
indicates the effectiveness of the linguistic features to attract investors to involve crowdfunding.

Figure 1. The difference between the linguistic description and non-linguistic description

4.2 Second level analysis: linguistic in pooled data
Table 4 shows the results of second level analysis: linguistic in pooled data. We choose “resort to
reward” as the benchmark for comparison, because Kickstarter adopts reward-based
crowdfunding model itself, thus, an important factor to attract funding is the promised reward of
the fundraisers. Among all linguistic styles, resorting to credible, to sentiment, to logic, to
exaggerate and to truth have significantly negative effect, compared to reward style. That is, in
the reward-based crowdfunding, a considerable number of investors support the project because
of the reward that the founder committed.
Table 4. The results of the second level analysis: linguistic in pooled data
Status (logit)
Backers count
Pledged progress
Pledged money
NumUpdates
1.403***
.6126***
.1576***
.7816***
NumComment
.6368***
.4454***
.064***
.3583***
NumGoal
-1.007***
.075***
-.1005***
.2531***
NumLastdays
-.5735***
-.2468***
-.0652***
-.2839***
NumPledgeLevel
.384***
.3501***
.0485***
.4705***
Video (Dummy)
.5418***
.3238***
.0592***
.4439***
Rewards
----Ethos
-.8566***
-.2821***
-.084***
-.4433***
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Pathos
-.1628***
Logos
-.583***
Exaggerate
-.4113***
Truth
-.5316***
Constant
7.414***
Observations
84537
R-squared
* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01

-.0558***
-.1962***
-.1225***
-.186***
1.412***
84537
0.6539

-.0167***
-.0586***
-.039***
-.0538***
1.157***
77404
0.5172

-.0757***
-.275***
-.1806***
-.2652***
3.497***
79538
0.5154

4.3 Third level analysis: linguistic between categories
If we only discuss the status model specifically, Logit regression is employed to evaluate the
linguistic styles, and we get the results of the third level analysis: linguistic difference between
categories, as shown in Table 5.
Table 5. The results of third level analysis: linguistic difference between categories
Best style
Category
Rewards Ethos
Pathos
Logos
Exaggerate
Film & Video -1.639***
1.51***
1.396***
1.43***
Ethos
Food
-1.221***
1.156*** 1.091***
.9316***
Art
-1.478***
1.178*** 1.244***
1.209***
Publishing
-.5333*
.8323*** .5105
.69**
Pathos
Theater
-2.633***
2.933*** 2.886***
2.823***
Fashion
-.2122
.9043*** .0265
.5789*
Logos
Journalism
-1.043**
1.375*** 1.557***
1.453***
Games
--1.809*** -1.47*** -1.719*** -1.937***
Technology
--.128
.2158
-.2644*
-.1544
Rewards
Dance
-3.09***
3.075*** 3.204***
3.342***
Design
--.3974
.2072
-.3489
-.1504
Comics
--.2029
-.1508
-.4262
-.3309
Exaggerate
Music
-1.612***
2.122*** 1.99***
1.991***
Truth
Photograph
-1.156***
.9684*** .7477**
.971***
Non
Crafts
--.493
.3028
.5848
-.0938
* p<0.1; ** p<0.05; *** p<0.01

Truth
1.46***
1.032***
1.352***
.4564
2.855***
.11
1.428***
-1.437***
.2537
3.254***
-.3319*
-.314
1.941***
1.156***
-.3082

There are significant differences in linguistic between categories. Credibility is the most
effective linguistic style for art, film & video and food. The possible reason is that for these 3
types of campaigns, the experience, fame and credibility of the founder are the quality signal for
the backers to judge the campaigns. For example, in movie and art industry, investors will
support projects because of their personal expertise, including the fame of actors or artists'
achievements. For art and film & video, sentiment and exaggeration are also effective, indicating
that investors appreciate exaggerated description or sentimental description. Also the logical
description is positively correlated with the movie campaigns. For such type of campaign, the
introduction of movie plot in logical way is needed, along with the prominence of actors’
reputation. It also means that the reward strategy can rarely be considered for the film & video.
In other words, investors in film campaigns do not expect physical return from the investment.
Credibility significantly improves the success rate of food projects. For food projects, the
attention to credibility may be attributed to people's consideration of food safety, which is
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directly related to health. Therefore, when the credibility is highlighted in the food’s description,
the success rate can be significantly improved.
4.4 Predictive model
Table 6 shows the results of predictive model for pledge results, linguistic style helps to improve
the pledge results for the campaigns. The baseline model includes all variables except linguistic
styles, while the dummy model indicates whether or not it contains linguistic styles and the
classification model represents that the specific classification of linguistic styles are added to the
model. As can be seen, the comprehensive predictive capacity gradual enhanced.
Table 6. The results of predictive model for pledge results
Predictive model
Precision Recall
F1
Baseline (Control variables)
74.14% 72.39% 69.64%
Baseline + Linguistic (Dummy)
80.51% 67.90% 71.20%
Baseline + Linguistic (Classification)
80.32% 72.57% 73.63%

5. Conclusion
This study contributes to the literature in the following aspects: (1) it extends the theory of word
of mouth to linguistic styles. We combine text analytics and econometrics model, to quantify the
effect of linguistic features on the investment intention, which extends the word-of-mouth
literature to certain extent; (2) according to the characteristics of the crowdfunding campaigns,
we put forward a classification method for linguistic features through ground theory, which
provides the basis for the study of linguistic style in other areas; (3) through the econometric
model, we estimate the impact of linguistic styles on the success rate of crowdfunding campaigns
on multi-levels, including linguistic vs. non-linguistic, linguistic in pool-data and linguistic
between categories. These results provide crowdfunding participants with implications on how to
produce effective linguistic content on achieving desired outcomes.
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Link prediction aims at predicting the probability that a potential link in an online social
network will be established in a future time period. In addition to being a fundamental scientific
problem concerning the dynamic nature of online social networks, link prediction is also of great
interest from a business perspective. Existing link prediction methods predict link establishments
in an online social network using observed features of the network. Some methods employ nodal
features that describe the intrinsic characteristics of a node (e.g. a LinkedIn user’s profile such as
age, gender, and occupation) and argue that nodes with similar nodal features have a high
tendency to connect. Some target structural features that characterize the structural position of a
node in a social network such as its number of network neighbors and its distance to another
node in the network. Many others utilize both nodal and structural features for link prediction.
In addition to observed features, unobserved factors, for which data are not readily available,
could influence link establishments in a social network as well. Let us consider the following
example: parents become friends on Facebook because their children go to the same
kindergarten; these parents may have quite different occupations such as homemaker, nurse, and
professor, and would never become friends if their children were not at the same kindergarten. In
this example, link establishments in an online social network are attributed to factors such as
their children’s attendance of same kindergarten. Data on these factors are not readily available
(i.e., unobserved), partly due to the following reasons. First, users may not disclose sensitive
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information such as which kindergarten their children attend for privacy concerns. Second, users
live in a social environment much broader than an online social network. As a result, many
factors extrinsic to an online social network could influence link establishments in the network.
Existing methods that rely on observed network features fail to predict link establishments in the
above example. For instance, methods that predict link establishments based on the similarity
between observed user profiles cannot forecast them because observed user profiles in the
example are quite dissimilar. Therefore, we are facing a dilemma: on the one hand, unobserved
factors are important for link prediction; on the other hand, we may not have data about them. To
break the dilemma and substantially improve the performance of link prediction, a fundamental
challenge is how to integrate both observed features and unobserved factors for link prediction.
This paper aims at addressing the challenge. We formulate a new link prediction problem,
distinctive in its consideration of unobserved factors that could affect link establishment in an
online social network. To solve this new problem, we propose a novel method that integrates
both unobserved factors and observed features for link prediction, in contrast to existing methods
that employ observed features only. Specifically, we operationalize observed features as
observed predictors, represent unobserved factors with a hidden predictor, and weight them
according to their pair-wise distribution distances and point distances. We then design a method
to estimate these predictors and predict the probability of link establishment based on these
estimated predictors. Using data collected from a major US-based online social network, we
demonstrate the superior performance of our proposed method over several prevalent link
prediction methods as well as the value of considering unobserved factors for link prediction.
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Abstract
To manage information security efficiently, firms usually outsource security functions to a
managed security service provider (MSSP). The process of improving security quality entails a
dynamic cooperation between the MSSP and its clients. Since their efforts are private to each
other, a double moral hazard (DMH) problem arises in a bilateral refund contract. Moreover,
system interdependency risk complicates the DMH problem. Using a differential game model,
this paper studies the DMH problem in a dynamic environment. We also propose a new contract
namely liability contract, and find that the liability contract is worthy of implementation when
improving security quality is a long-term goal, or there exists serious system interdependency or
the two parties’ productivities of security effort are close to each other.
Keywords: information security outsourcing; double moral hazard; liability contract

1. Introduction
The frequent occurrence of cyber-attacks and the availability of sophisticated technologies for
information security have pushed many firms to outsource security protections to managed
security service providers (MSSPs). Firms usually outsource prevention and detection
technologies to an MSSP, and operate the basic security fundamentals such as employee training
and updating policies and controls in-house. Thus, managing information security needs both the
MSSP and client firms to work together to create a high quality secure environment. Compared
with managing security in-house, security outsourcing has both advantages and disadvantages.
As can be expected, the MSSP is usually more cost-efficient in managing security than firms. In
term of the disadvantages, a double moral hazard (DMH) problem arises in a bilateral refund
contract because of the imperfect information about both parties’ efforts (Cooper & Ross, 1985).
In addition, system interdependency emerges when clients’ security levels are often
interdependent because the security technologies adopted by the MSSP have similar security
vulnerabilities. Consequently, when hackers breach such vulnerabilities, it is quite possible that a
simultaneous breach occurs at all the MSSP’s clients.
This paper studies the management of information security outsourcing under a collaborative
and dynamic setting. Both parties’ ability to improve security quality may change while
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implementing the contract because of new attack types or changed computing environments.
Once the MSSP and its client sign a security contract, each of them needs to exert efforts and the
allocation of efforts can change throughout the duration. We find that both the MSSP’s and
clients’ efforts are always smaller than their own benchmark efforts under bilateral refund
contract, which can lead to the DMH problem. To address the DMH problem, we propose a new
contract namely liability contract, and find that the new contract can address the DMH problem.

2. Literature Review
Since security outsourcing as a strategy to manage information security is a recent
development, the extant research on this topic is limited. Hui et al. (2012) examine how system
interdependency risks would interact with a mandatory security requirement to affect the
equilibrium behaviours of an MSSP and its clients. Zhao et al. (2013) examine three alternative
risk management approaches and show that an MSSP serving multiple firms can internalize the
externality of security investments and mitigate the inefficiency in security investment. Cezar et
al. (2014) propose a new contract to enhance the advantages offered by complementarity
between prevention and detection functions. Cezar et al. (2016) also present an explanation for
firms’ decisions to outsource security based on interdependent risks and competitive externalities
associated with IT security. The research mentioned above focuses on the MSSP’s effort and
does not consider clients’ involvement in generating a high-quality security environment.
However, clients’ efforts in improving security quality is as important as the MSSP’s, and should
be taken into consideration seriously.
To our knowledge, Lee et al., (2013) is the only other paper that develops an analytical
approach to discuss the collaborative relationship between the MSSP and its clients. They
propose a multilateral contract to solve the DMH problem in security outsourcing with the
existence of security externality. Our research differs from that of Lee et al. (2013) in two
aspects. First, the multilateral contract proposed by Lee et al. (2013) depends on the security
externality of both parties’ security efforts, and the magnitude of security externality depends on
the magnitude of both the MSSP’s and clients’ security investments. However, the basic
assumption in information security economics is that neither party knows the other’s security
investments, as mentioned before. Thus, the contract terms in Lee et al., (2013) is difficulty to
determined. By contrast, we focus on security externality from the perspective of the security
loss, which can be easily estimated using the data from the past breaches. Second, Lee et al.
(2013) develop a lump-sum, single-shot model while we consider the relationship between the
parties to be dynamic. However, if some characteristics change, say the MSSP enhances its
ability to improve security quality because of new protection technology while implementing the
contract, the change is not incorporated in either party’s updated security decisions. Thus, it is
important to investigate dynamic changes in the security investments of both parties in order to
ensure effective IT security defence on a continued basis.

3. The Model
We consider an MSSP providing some security functions to its clients. Both the MSSP and
clients need to exert respective security efforts to improve security quality in a dynamic
environment. The total time horizon of the contract is denoted by T . We denote the security
effort levels of the MSSP and client i at time t by eMi (t ) and eFi (t) .
Assumption 1: Both the MSSP’s and clients’ costs of security efforts are increasing convex
functions, and are denoted by 1  CeMi2 (t ) and 1 CeFi2 (t ) , where
2

2

captures the MSSP’s cost efficiency.
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C

is a cost coefficient, and 

Assumption 2: Client i ' s instantaneous increase in security quality is qi (t )   ( eFi (t )   eMi (t )) ,
where  (  ) is the output sensitivity of client i ' s (the MSSP’s) security effort. Client i has
an initial security quality q0 , i.e., qi (0)  q0 .
Assumption 3: A client will obtain an increasing nonnegative utility V (t ) . If the client’s
system is compromised by hackers, the client incurs a loss of L , and the other client incurs a
loss of  L , where   [0,1] measures the degree of system interdependency.
The game between the MSSP and clients is a Stackelberg game, where the MSSP is the
principal, and includes two stages. In stage 1, the MSSP offers a contract ( f i , i ) to client i .
Client i pays a fixed price f i to the MSSP. A refund i L will be given by the MSSP to the
client, if the latter suffers a breach. In addition, the MSSP also needs to compensate  j L to
client j who suffers an indirect loss due to system interdependency. In stage 2, clients can
accept or reject the contract. If client i rejects the contract, it obtains a reservation utility U F
and the MSSP obtains a reservation utility UM . If client i accepts the contract, the MSSP exerts
eMi (t ) and client i exerts eFi (t) to improve client i ' s security quality.
3.1 Benchmark efforts
We first analyze the benchmark efforts that maximize the summation of the expected payoffs
of the MSSP and the two clients. The benchmark payoff and constraints are as follows:
2
T
1
1
 T

2
max SW   2Vdt    [(1  qi (t ))(1   ) L  CeFi2 (t )  CeMi
(t )]dt 
0
0
eFi ( t ), eMi ( t )
2
2

i 1 

s.t. qi (t )   ( eFi (t )   eMi (t )), i  1, 2 and i  j

eFi (t )  0,

eMi (t )  0, i  1, 2 and i  j
SW  U M  2U F

Lemma 1:

e*F (t ) 

 L (1   )(T  t )
C

, eM* (t ) 

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

 L (1  )(T  t )
.
C

Lemma 1 indicates that the benchmark efforts of both parties only depend on their own output
sensitivity and have nothing to do with the other party’s output sensitivity. We also can see that
security efforts of both parties decrease with time. In practice, the MSSP can benefit from
self-learning experience gained through its working on clients’ security environment in the
process of the contract implementation. Thus we assume the MSSP’s cost efficiency follows the
function e wt , where w is a given learning rate. Now the benchmark efforts are
e*F (t ) 

 L (1   )(T  t )
C

and eM* (t ) 

 L  (1   )(T  t )
. We find that when the contract duration is
e  wt C

1
, the MSSP’s effort always decreases with time. However, when the contract is
w
1
long, i.e., T  , the MSSP’s effort first increases then decreases with time. Since it becomes
w

short, i.e., T 

gradually less costly to exert security effort, the MSSP has an incentive to increase the security
effort at the beginning of the contract. Thus, both parties could create a higher security quality in
a short time with a less costly effort, which in turn results in a higher payoff to the MSSP.

4. Bilateral Refund Contract
Under bilateral refund contract, the goal of the MSSP and clients is to maximize their own
expected benefits. The expected payoffs for the MSSP and clients under bilateral refund contract
are as follows:
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max U M (eˆF1 (t ), eˆF 2 (t ), eˆM 1 (t ), eˆM 2 (t ))

(5)

f1 ,1 , f2 ,2

s.t. eˆFi (t )  arg max U Fi (eFi (t ), eˆFj (t ), eˆMi (t ), eˆMj (t )), i  1, 2 and i  j

(6)

(eˆM 1 (t ), eˆM 2 (t ))  arg max U M (eˆF 1 (t ), eˆF 2 (t ), eM 1 (t ), eM 2 (t ))

(7)

eFi ( t )

( eM 1 ( t ), eM 2 ( t ))

U Fi ( eˆFi (t ), eˆFj (t ), eˆMi (t ), eˆMj (t ))  U F , i  1, 2 and i  j

U M (eˆF 1 (t ), eˆF 2 (t ), eˆM 1 (t ), eˆM 2 (t ))  2U M
qi (t )   ( eFi (t )   eMi (t )), i  1, 2 and i  j
eFi (t )  0,

Lemma

2

In

：

the

eMi (t )  0, i  1, 2 and i  j
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refund

contract,

the

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
MSSP sets
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2
2
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It is straightforward to find that eˆM (t )  eM* (t ) and
are always smaller than their own benchmark efforts.
Proposition 1:
(1  0 )2

 eˆMi (t )
   0 when   0

 eˆMi (t )  0 when   
0
 

,

eˆF (t )  e*F (t ) ,

 eˆFi (t )
   0 when   1

 eˆFi (t )  0 when   
1
 

i.e., both parties’ BRC efforts
 ˆi
 0 when   1

 

 ˆi
   0 when   1

,

, where

 2
  
and 1 
.
2

2(1  0 )  1 


Proposition 1 suggests that, the MSSP’s security effort first decreases and then increases with
system interdependency. Two factors affect the MSSP’s incentive. First, investment cost
discourages the MSSP from investing in security. Second, intensified system interdependency
increases the threat faced by the client, thus the MSSP is forced to increase the effort so as to
lower the client’s breach probability and ensure that the client can get the reservation utility.
When the system interdependency is low, the former effect dominates, and when the system
interdependency becomes high, the latter effect dominates. The reason of the relationships
between the system interdependency and client’s effort (the refund) are similar with that of the
MSSP’s security effort, and we omit them for brief.

5. The Liability Contract
We now consider a new contract named liability contract to solve the DMH problem.
Assumption 4: In the liability contract, the client pays a fixed fee, denoted by fi , to the
MSSP. A refund combination D  ( d , d , d ) will be returned by the MSSP to the client, where
the MSSP compensates each client d if both clients are breached, compensates the breached
client d and the un-breached client d if only one client is breached. In addition, the MSSP
incurs a fixed implementation cost Cv to enforce the contract.
bb

bn

nb

bb

bn

nb

 2 L2 (1   ) 2 T 3 2
f  VT  U F 
6C


d nb  (1  2  ) L , and d bn    L .

Lemma 3：In the liability contract, the MSSP will set the price
and the refund combination D

 ( d bb , d bn , d nb )

, where
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dbb  (1   ) L

,

The

MSSP

exerts

effort

effort eFi (t )  eF* (t )   L (1   )(T  t )
C

eMi ( t )  eM* (t ) 

 L  (1   )(T  t )
C

and

the

client

exerts

, i  1, 2 .

Lemma 3 indicates that both the MSSP and the client will exert the benchmark efforts under
the liability contract, and thus the liability contract can eliminate both parties’ DMH problem.
What is interesting is how this operating mechanism can eliminate both parties’ DMH problem.
Here we only analyze the MSSP’s incentive for exerting the benchmark effort under liability
contract. As evidenced from Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, as the principal, the MSSP’s incentive is
always to maximize the social welfare, no matter what the contract form is. Thus, when the
liability contract induces clients to exert the benchmark efforts, it is optimal for the MSSP also to
exert its own benchmark effort to maximize social welfare. As discussed in Lemma 2,
eˆM (t )  eM* (t ) only when i  1 . Thus, in order to exert benchmark effort, the MSSP needs to take
full responsibility for the breach, i.e., the MSSP is penalized by (1   )L for each breach.
In conclusion, when client i is breached and client j is not, the MSSP is penalized by
(1   )L and client i ' s penalty is  L for the breach. Hence the total penalty of (1  2 )L is
offered to client j as a reward for suffering an indirect loss while keeping itself secure. We can
find that the operating mechanism that the MSSP penalizes the breached client and reward the
un-breached client makes the breached client more “poor” and the un-breached client more
“rich”. When both clients are breached, the MSSP’s penalty is 2(1   )L for the two breaches,
client i is penalized by  L for its breach and rewarded by (1  2 )L for suffering an indirect
loss. The same would be the case for client j . As a result, the MSSP pays a refund of (1   )L to
each client when both clients are breached. Table 1 summarizes the penalties and rewards under
all scenarios for the Liability Contract case.
Table 1: Penalties and Rewards under All scenarios for the Liability Contract Case
Only firm 1 is breached
Only firm 2 is breached
Security Refund Total
Security Refund Total
Loss
penalty loss
penalty
MSSP
0
(1+b)L (1+b)L
0
(1+b)L (1+b)L
F1
L
-bL
(1+b)L
bL
(1+2b)L -(1+b)L
F2
bL
(1+2b)L -(1+b)L
L
bL
(1+b)L

Both firms are breached
Security Refund Total
loss
penalty
0
2(1+b)L 2(1+b)L
(1+b)L (1+b)L
0
(1+b)L (1+b)L
0

From Lemma 3, we can find that the new refund combination D  ( d bb , dbn , d nb ) is only related
to the system interdependency and security loss, and has nothing to do with other parameters. As
mentioned before, both system interdependency and security loss can be estimated easily using
the data from the past breaches. Thus, it is easy to evaluate the refund combination, which is an
advantage for the liability contract compared to the bilateral refund contract.
Proposition 2: The gap between the MSSP’s expected payoff under liability contract and that
under bilateral refund contract is: (a) higher when either party becomes more sensitive to security
quality; and (b) lower when either party has more responsibility for improving security quality.
Proposition 2(a) shows that by keeping one party’s output sensitivity as a constant, the gap
between the MSSP’s LC payoff and BRC payoff increases with the other party’s output
sensitivity. In other words, the MSSP has an incentive to choose the liability contract rather than
bilateral refund contract when either party’s output sensitivity increases.
The setting that maintains the total of the two parties’ output sensitivities as a constant and
change one party’s output sensitivity can be regarded as responsibility assignment between the
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MSSP and the client. Proposition 2(b) shows that, while keeping the total of the two parties’
output sensitivities as a constant, the gap between the MSSP’s expected payoff under the liability
contract and that under the bilateral refund contract first increases and then decreases with either
party’s output sensitivity. In other words, the MSSP has an incentive to choose the liability
contract when both parties have almost equal responsibility for improving security quality, and
has an incentive to choose the bilateral refund contract when either party has more or unequal
responsibility. This result can be explained as follow. When one player’s security quality
sensitivity is comparatively higher than that of the other player, the responsibility for improving
security quality relies more on the former player. In such a case, the MSSP faces a one-sided
moral hazard problem instead of DMH problem. However, when the two parties’ output
sensitivities are almost equal, the responsibility for improving security quality relies on both
players’ efforts. Thus, in this case, the MSSP faces a more severe DMH problem. Therefore,
bilateral refund contract performs worse when the two parties’ productivities are almost equal,
and performs better when one party has a higher output sensitivity than the other party.

6. Conclusion
This paper emphasizes the fact that the task of improving security quality needs a dynamic
cooperation between the MSSP and its clients. We find that under the bilateral refund contract, it
is rational for clients who do not have the in-house expertise to outsource more security
functions to the MSSP and exert less efforts on security, and the system interdependency has an
opposite effect on the MSSP’s and client’s security efforts. We also show that the bilateral
refund contract can induce the DMH problem. To solve the DMH problem, we propose a new
contract namely liability contract, and determine the optimal contract terms as well as each
party’s optimal security efforts. For the liability contract, we show that the liability contract can
also motivate both the MSSP and clients to exert benchmark efforts and thus solve the DMH
problem. The liability contract is easy to implement after breaches happen since the refund
combination only depends on system interdependency and security loss, and the liability contract
is worthy of implementation when improving security quality is a long-term goal, or there exists
serious system interdependency or the two parties’ productivities of security effort are close to
each other.
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Abstract
The value of an information product diminishes because of the changing requirements of
customers over time. To maintain the value of products, firms sequentially introduce upgraded
versions of existing products. Therefore, a critical challenge faced by these firms is to determine
the timing of introducing upgrades. In this work, we develop an analytical model that
incorporates variation requirements and a product diffusion process in a multiple-period context.
The comprehensive model considers two types of transition strategies (i.e., older generations are
gradually phased out or totally replaced). We investigate the optimal entry timing of new
product generation by conducting several experiments. Under total replacement, an astute
manager will introduce the upgrade when the existing version has reached the maturity stage.
However, phase-out transition, the new upgrade will be introduced now or never according to
the rate of requirements variation.
Keywords: Market Entry Timing; Requirements variation; Information Products Upgrade;
Successive Versions

1. Introduction
Information products firms adopting the strategy of successive releases face a trade-off in
deciding the entry timing of the new generations. With the introduction of a new generation of
product, firms can keep their products valuable to customers. However, the introduction of a new
version can cannibalize the sale of the former one. Therefore, decisions of firms on the timing of
launching the new version can dramatically affect their profits from all product generations.
Kalish and Lilien (1986) [1] imply that mistiming the introduction of a new product may lead to
significant market loss for the firm.
The current work presents a novel model that can derive the optimal introduction timing for a
new version of current information product. This work comprehensively considers the variable
requirements of customers and product diffusion dynamics with successive generations. The
model is based on the Generalized Norton–Bass (GNB) model (Jiang and Jain, 2012) [2] and
incorporates product depreciation caused by requirements variation. To develop a holistic
understanding of release timing decisions involving successive upgrades, we consider two
transition strategies, namely, total replacement and phase-out transition, as proposed by Jiang
and Jain (2012) [3]. Numerical analysis illustrates that under total replacement, the new version is
optimal to the entry market when the sales of its former version reach the peak of sales. In the
context of phase-out transition, upgrades are optimal to enter the market as soon as possible
(when the rate of requirements variation is low) or as late as possible (when the rate of
requirements variation is high).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a survey of the
literature in the market entry timing of new products. In Section 3, we develop a model to
explore the problems on the release timing of the new version with homogeneous customers. In
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Section 4, we investigate the optimal new version release policy of the information product firm
with a monopoly position. In Section 5, we discuss the managerial implications of our model.

2. Related Literature
Our study is closely related to the market entry strategy for new products, which is a
long-standing research topic that has been studied in various streams of literature in new product
development, marketing, and economics.
Prior models incorporate product value to derive the optimal entry timing of the next product
generation. Mehra et al. (2014) [4] capture the balance between costs and revenues of introducing
an upgraded version. The balance results in increasing upgrade intervals through the product life
cycle. Other literatures consider the diffusion dynamics of existing products. Wilson and Norton
(1989)[5] suggest a “now or never” policy in which the line extension is best introduced as early
as possible or not be introduced at all. Mahajan and Muller (1989) [6] relax Wilson and Norton’s
assumption of decreased profit margins for the new product. They claim that the introduction of
a new product is optimal as soon as the product is available or when the sale of previous version
nears its peak (they call this policy “now or at maturity”). Jiang and Jain (2012) [3] find that the
optimal entry timing of the successive version can also lie between now and maturity.

3. Model
We present a two-period model with a monopolist firm denoted as M . Monopolist M
introduces information product V1 at the beginning of period 1( t1 ) and information product V2
at the beginning of period 2 ( t2  t1 ). V2 is the upgraded version of V1 , which is similar to
Windows 8 as the improved product generation of Windows 7, and provides more functionalities
to its users. We assume that both V1 and V2 are state of the art. This assumption is rational. In a
perfect world, firms, such as Microsoft, Oracle, and IBM, generally leverage all possible new
opportunities to provide utility to customers.
The market consists of homogenous customers. Inspired by the pioneering work of Mehra et al.
(2014) [4], we define that each customer in the homogeneous user market obtains instantaneous
utility (see Equation (1)) at time t from Vi ( i =1, 2) after the product is released.  is the
instantaneous utility that customers obtain from Vi at the just time when the product is
introduced. After Vi has been introduced, instantaneous utility declines over time at a rate of
f ( ) due to product devaluation caused by the requirements changes of customers.  represents
the variation rate of customers’ requirements. Function f ( ) has properties of f ( )  0
and f ( )  0 . Without loss of generality, we assume f ( )  k , k  0 . A significant difference
between Mehra et al. (2014) [4] and the current study is that the former assumes that depreciation
is caused by some objective factors, such as economic and technological obsolescence, whereas
the latter focuses on the subjective factor, the customers’ requirements.
ui (t )    f ( )  (t  ti )
(1)
Because of monopoly position in the market, M can assign the price of Vi (denoted as Pi (t ) )
to equal customer utility defined in Equation (1) and extract the customers’ full surplus.
Pi (t )  ui (t )
(2)
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We now turn to the instantaneous demand of each version. To obtain the demand of successive
product generations, we need a multigenerational model to capture across-generation diffusion
dynamics. By reviewing studies on multigenerational diffusion models, we find a viable
approach in building upon the GNB model (Jiang and Jain, 2012) [2], which is mathematically
consistent with the Norton and Bass model (1987) [7]. The GNB model can differentiate users
that have already adopted an earlier generation from those who have not when counting the
number of adopters substituting an old with a new generation. This feature makes the GNB
model distinct from the Norton–Bass model. The noncumulative adoption rate for Vi at time t
is denoted by yi . Adopting the GNB model, yi takes the following form:

t  t2 ,
m f (t )
(3)
y1 (t )   1 1
m1 f1 (t )[1  F2 (t  t2 )] t  t2 .
(4)
y2 (t )  [m2  m1F1 (t )] f 2 (t - t2 )  m1 f1 (t ) F2 (t - t2 ) t  t2 .
In Equations (3) and (4), mi represents the potential adopters that are unique to Vi , Fi (t ) is
the cumulative number of adopters by time t in period i , and fi (t ) is the derivative of Fi (t )
and represents the diffusion rate of Vi at time t .
t  0,
0

 ( pi  qi ) t
Fi (t )  
1 e
 (q / p )e ( pi  qi )t  1 t  0.
 i i

(5)

t  0,
0,

 ( pi  qi ) t
2
fi (t )   ( pi  qi )
1 e
t  0.

pi
[(qi / pi )e ( pi  qi )t  1]2


(6)

To derive the total profit over the two periods, we need to understand the transition behavior
of providers. Some firms discontinue the production and/or sale of the old generation as soon as
a new generation is introduced. For example, Microsoft stops selling an older version as soon as
an upgrade is released. This generation transition strategy is known as total replacement (Jiang
and Jain, 2012) [3].
Under total replacement, all potential adopters who adopted the older generation will leapfrog
to the new generation after its introduction. Suppose that each customer demands at most one
unit of a specified version over the two periods, the instantaneous profit by time t in period 1 is
P1(t )m1 f1(t )  [   (t  t1)]m1 f1(t ) , and instantaneous profit by time t in period 2 is

P2 (t ) y2 (t )  [   (t  t2 )] y2 (t ) . We denote the planning horizon of M as T , and the cumulative
profit in each period is the integral of instantaneous profit. The decision problem faced by the
monopolist is to maximize the total cumulative profit over two periods. The optimization model
is derived as the following equations. To ease exposition, we ignore discounting in this section.
t
T
(7)
Max    [   (t  t1 )]m1 f1 (t )dt   [   (t  t2 )] y2 (t )dt
2

t2

t1

t2

(8)
s.t. t1  t2  T
Some vendors allow their old product generations to run their course on the market, and this
generation transition strategy is called phase-out transition (Jiang and Jain, 2012) [3]. As old and
new generations coexist in the market, a portion of potential adopters will purchase V1 , rather
than V2 , after V2 has been introduced to the market in the phase-out transition. Therefore,
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instantaneous profit in period 2 becomes P1 (t )m1 f1 (t )[1  F2 (t  t2 )]+P2 (t ) y2 (t ) . The optimization
model is obtained in the following equation (we also ignore discounting in the phase-out
transition):
t
T
Max    [   (t  t1 )]m1 f1 (t )dt   [   (t  t1 )]m1 f1 (t )[1  F2 (t  t2 )]dt
t
t
t
(9)
T
  [   (t  t2 )] y2 (t )dt
t
2

1

2

2

2

s.t. t1  t2  T

(10)

4. Computational Study and Insights
Our analysis focuses on the impact of requirements variation on (1) the optimal entry timing of
the new version, (2) the total profit over two periods, and (3) the relationship between the entry
timing of the new version and the maturity timing of the old version. To investigate these three
issues, we turn to the numerical method. Optimization models are calculated using Matlab. The
parameter settings and Matlab program are not presented for lack of space.
4.1. The Impact of  under Total Replacement
For simplicity, we denote t 2* as the optimal entry timing of V2 ,  * as the maximum of total
profit, and tˆ1 as the timing when the non-cumulative diffusion rate of V1 reaches the peak. The
behavior of t 2* , tˆ1 and  * are plotted in Fig. 1 We now describe the results of the sensitivity
analysis as follows.
0.5

Fig.1(b) impact of  on entry timing t 2*
new product entry timing

Fig. 1(a) impact of  on t2*  tˆ1
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Fig.1(c) impact of  on total profit  *
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0.6

T=0.1

0.5

T=0.3

T=0.5

T=0.7

T=0.9
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0.2
0.1
0
0.1
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0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
variation rate of requirements ()
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OBSERVATION 1. In the situation of total replacement, ( Ⅰ ) t 2* nearly equals
to tˆ1 ( t2*  tˆ1  0 )and increases in  . (Ⅱ)  * decreases with the increase of  ,moreover, the
decreasing speed positively relates to planning horizon.
In the situation of total replacement, the entry timing of the new version increases with the
requirements variation. In such a situation, the monopolist prolongs the sales timing of the old
product, and it makes the old product contribute more to the firm’s margin before it quits the
market. From Equation (2), the existing product’s non-cumulative diffusion rate declines after
the timing when it arrives at its peak. The decline of the diffusion rate results in the shrinking of
profit margin contributed by the existing product. Therefore, the vendor tends to provide the new
version when the marketing of an existing product reaches maturity. Moreover, the optimality of
the firm’s profit decreases with respect to increases in the requirements variation. A faster
change of requirements makes the customers devalue the information products more, and it
forces the firm to reduce prices and suffer losses from the low sales performance.
4.2. The Impact of  under Phase-out Transition
The impact of  is illustrated in Fig. 2 and established analytically in Observation 2.
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Fig.2(b) impact of  on  *
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Fig. 2(a) impact of  on t 2*
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OBSERVATION 2. In the situations of phase-out transition, (Ⅰ)if  is sufficiently low,
V2 should be introduced to the market as soon as possible. However, if  is sufficiently high,
V2 should be introduced to the market as late as possible. The threshold of  beyond which the
firm changes its release policy declines with the growth of planning horizon. (Ⅱ)  * decreases in
respect of the growth of  ,and the decreasing rate positively relates to planning horizon.
The introduction of V2 expands the product line and enlarges potential customers. However,
releasing V2 also cannibalizes the profit margin of V1 . Considering the positive and negative
effects of releasing V2 , the firm faces the problem of a trade-off between these two opposite
effects.
When the rate of requirements variation is low, information products suffer relatively low
depreciation. In this case, the provider is able to maintain a relatively higher price of products.
When the provider introduces V2 to the market, the lower  permits the charging of higher
prices for both V1 and V2 . At this point, the positive effect of releasing V2 (enlarging the firm’s
potential customers) exceeds the negative one (cannibalizing the margin of V1 ). Therefore, the
introduction of V2 as soon as possible under a relatively slower  is optimal.
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In comparison, when the requirements variation is faster, the information products in the
market suffer sharper depreciation. In this context, the provider has to continue to reduce the
price of V2 after it has been released. Under such a scenario, V2 cannibalizes the profit margin
of V1 , but it is less helpful in expanding the market coverage of the provider. In other words, the
negative effect of releasing V2 surpasses the positive one. Therefore, the vendor should delay
releasing V2 as much as possible when facing higher requirements variation.
The requirements variation also has a negative effect on the profit of the provider. The
requirements variation disables the information product to meet customer needs, which in turn
devalue the information products. The firm has to reduce prices in both periods because of
product depreciation, and this move harms profit.

5. Conclusion
The successive release of information products is a complex task, and the timing of launching a
new version is one of the most difficult decisions a manager must make. The evolvement of
customer requirements drives the decision to issue a product generation. We build an analytical
model driven solely by economic considerations to study this decision problem. The numerical
results indicate that, under total replacement, the monopolist will introduce a new version when
the former version has reached its maturity stage. However, under phase-out transition, the new
version will be introduced now or never, depending on the rate of requirements variation.
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Abstract
We propose an approach to match donors to projects on online charitable giving platforms, taking
into account donors’ preferences, budget, and cognitive limitations as well as the dynamic status
and budgetary needs of the projects. Our approach is based on a structural model of donors’
behavior driven by the impure altruism from philanthropic acts. We explicitly model the time taken
by a donor to return to the platform after a donation as a result of her exposure to fundraising
campaigns and prior funding experience, the effect of the small latent subset of projects a donor
might be aware of out of thousands of available projects at any time, and the utility maximizing
allocation of a donor’s budget to donations. We estimate the proposed model using a highly
granular donations and fundraising campaigns dataset from DonorsChoose—a philanthropic
crowdfunding platform that focuses on public K-12 education. We demonstrate that the proposed
model better captures donation behavior than several benchmarks using a set of model fit
measures and out-of-sample prediction. Using the estimated model, we design and evaluate
optimal recommendation policies to maximize fundraising success. By matching projects to donors,
not only based on the donors’ preference, but also their budget, and their willingness to support
projects with different odds of success; as well as the needs of the projects, the optimal
recommendation strategies increase the donations raised by about 22% from the current levels.
Keywords: Recommender System, Charitable Giving, Crowdfunding Platform, Structural Model

1. Introduction
Matching donors with causes they would like to support is critically important in philanthropy
(Klasky et al. 2002). Typically, donors are not willing to incur significant search cost to find
projects that match their interest (Breeze 2013). Therefore, managers in various non-profits have
historically matched donors to projects based on their knowledge of donors’ interests and the
agendas of the philanthropic projects. However, the recent advances in online peer-to-peer
fundraising has the potential to fundamentally change the matching process. It has already deeply
reshaped the donor-recipient relationship by easing both donation and philanthropic campaigns.
Donors are increasingly turning to online platforms to access a large number of charities; and vice
versa. This has led to the aggregation of large amount of fundraising and donation data at these
platforms. Therefore, there is now an opportunity to take a data-driven approach, instead of relying
on only the personal knowledge of individual match-makers, to understand donors’ preferences
and match, among large number of projects, to few that fit donors’ interest, to optimize platformlevel funding goal.
There has been much progress in personalized recommender systems domain in matching users to
items by inferring user’s unique preferences. Our research adds to these literatures by considering
the following novel and important elements of matching in charitable giving:
Impure Altruism: The nature of the utility from donating to a philanthropic project is different from
the utility considered in typical product recommendation (Adomavicius and Tuzhilin 2005; Yang
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et al. 2011). Donors not only care about the outcome of the project like the welfare of the recipients,
but also exhibit non-outcome related motivation often referred to as warm-glow giving (Andreoni
1990). When donors give to charity, they not only consider the impact of their contribution (i.e.,
welfare of the recipients), they also receive utility from the act of giving in the form of warm glow
— the positive emotional feeling from helping others. Moreover, there are other non-outcome
related motivations such self/social image (Ariely et al. 2009; DellaVigna et al. 2012) due to the
desire to be liked and be respected by others and by one’s self.
Collaborative Consumption: The recommender systems literature (He and McAuley 2016)
typically assumes that users are independent, i.e., a user individually gains utility upon consuming
an item (e.g. watching a movie). However, charitable giving on crowdfunding platforms is
characterized by collaborative consumption due to the all-or-nothing mechanism: a project will be
funded only if it successfully reaches the funding target before the deadline. Otherwise, the project
will be terminated and outcome-oriented donors would not gain utility from the project. Therefore,
a donor’s utility from donating to a project depends on the final funding outcome, which is the
collective effort from all donors.
Budget Allocation in Continuous Amount: In typical recommender systems contexts, one typically
learns from a user’s choice from multiple discrete alternatives or a user’s rating of a product. For
online charitable giving, however, a typical donor usually doesn’t exhaust her effort to actively
collect information to make deliberate decisions. Moreover, she also need to make the decision of
how much to donate from her limited budget on top of which project(s) to donate. Thus to learn
donors’ preferences for matching them to projects one needs to learn from the donors’ budget
allocation. This can allow a recommender system to strategically expose projects to donors to
maximize the realized fund while providing the donors high utility from their donations.
In this work, we propose an approach to match donors to projects on online charitable giving
platforms, taking into account donors’ preferences, budget, and cognitive limitations as well as the
dynamic status and budgetary needs of the projects. We do so by developing a structural model of
donor’s behavior to learn their preferences. We estimate the proposed model of donation using a
highly granular donations dataset from DonorsChoose—a philanthropic crowdfunding platform
that focuses on public K-12 education. The dataset consists of 992,037 fundraising campaigns by
361,564 teachers spanning 8 years (2009–2016), which in total receive $188M from 3.8M
donations. We establish that the proposed model better captures donation behavior than several
benchmarks using a set of model fit measures and out-of-sample prediction of future donations to
individual projects. Then using the estimated model, we design and evaluate optimal
recommendation policies to maximize fundraising at the studied platform.

2. Model of Donation
There are three main components in the proposed model as illustrated in Figure 1: 1) a survival
model for the donors’ return to the platform due to their exposure to fundraising campaigns and
prior funding experiences, 2) an awareness model that allows the donor to be aware of a small
latent subset of projects out of the thousands present on the platform, and 3) a model of budget
allocation to donations as a donor’s utility maximizing decision. The utility maximizing problem
for donor 𝑢 at period 𝑡 given a project pool 𝐼 is:
𝐼
𝑡
𝑡
max
𝜇𝑢𝑡 = max
(∑ 𝜇𝑢𝑖
+ 𝜇𝑢,𝑜𝑢𝑡
)
𝒕
𝒕
𝒅𝒖

𝒅𝒖

𝑖=1
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(1)

𝑡
where 𝜇𝑢,𝑜𝑢𝑡
is the outside option utility. Following the literature in philanthropic giving, the
𝑡
utility 𝜇𝑢𝑖 donor 𝑢 obtains from donating to project 𝑖 in period 𝑡 is modeled to have two parts:
1) outcome oriented utility if the project can be successfully funded and 2) non-outcome related
utility due to warm glow feeling (Andreoni 1990) and self/social image motivation (Ariely et al.
2009; DellaVigna et al. 2012). This “impure” altruism utility is the sum of outcome oriented utility
𝑜𝑐
𝑛𝑜𝑐
𝜇𝑢𝑖
and non-outcome related utility 𝜇𝑢𝑖
:
𝑡
𝑜𝑐
𝑛𝑜𝑐
𝑜𝑐
𝑡 𝑡
𝑛𝑜𝑐
𝑡
𝜇𝑢𝑖
= 𝜇𝑢𝑖
+ 𝜇𝑢𝑖
=𝛼
⏟𝑢𝑖 ∗ 𝑃(𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑|𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖 , 𝑑𝑢𝑖 ) + 𝛼
⏟𝑢𝑖 ∗ log(𝑑𝑢𝑖 + 1)
𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑

(2)

𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑑

𝑡
) is the donor’s estimated probability that the project 𝑖 will get
where 𝑃(𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑|𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑡 , 𝑑𝑢𝑖
successfully-funded given the current status of the project 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑡 if the donor contributes an
𝑡
amount of 𝑑𝑢𝑖
. The utility maximization is subject to the following constraints:
𝑡
𝑡
∑ 𝑑𝑢𝑖
+ 𝑑𝑢,𝑜𝑢𝑡
− 𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑢𝑡 = 0

(3)

𝑖

𝑡
(−𝑑𝑢𝑖
) ≤ 0 ∀ 𝑖 and 𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(4)

Solving this optimization problem uncovers the insight that the donor always allocates her budget
to projects to ensure the marginal utilities from the projects are equal to the marginal utility of the
outside option. The awareness model is layered on top of this utility maximizing decision model
to allow for the possibility that each project that the donor has not donated to is either because the
donor has decided not to donate the project or the donor was not aware of the project at all. The
probability that the donor is not aware of project is modeled as:
𝒄𝒂𝒎𝒑

𝑡
𝜈𝑢𝑖
= 𝜎(𝜶𝒖

𝑡
∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑖
+ 𝛽𝑢𝑜 )

(5)

𝑡
where 𝐶𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑖
is a vector contains various fundraising campaigns for project 𝑖 happened during
𝒄𝒂𝒎𝒑
the inter-session gap before the 𝑡’th session, 𝜎 is a sigmoid function, and 𝜶𝒖
and 𝛽𝑢𝑜 are
parameters to be estimated for the donor. We show that by formulating the estimation task in an
Expectation Maximization framework, one can avoid the problem of having to consider very large
awareness sets due to combinatorial explosion. This also giving the enriched interpretation of
none-donation behavior: it is either due to the donor had been aware of the project but decided not
to donation or the donor didn’t notice the project at all.
Fundraising
Campaign
Donation Session 1

$80

Awareness Set 1

Fundraising
Campaign
Donation Session 2

… Session Gap …

$20 $20

$45

Awareness Set 2

Donation Session 3

… Session Gap …

$20

$35

Awareness Set 3

Figure 1. Illustration of model of donation.
We compare our model with several alternatives on model fit (BIC) and out of sample prediction
of future donations to individual projects (Table 1). Such a prediction is useful in assessing the
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viability of the projects and estimating overall donations that the platform can raise, which could
be helpful in strategic planning. We observe the following key points from our evaluation:
The full model with impure altruism utility and awareness model better describes the donation
behavior than each of its partial models. Only outcome orientated utility will bias the prediction to
those “promising” project because all donors are willing to donate such projects. Only use of nonoutcome orientated utility leads to the predicted amount being much lower than the ground truth,
because the social connection and geography plays a bigger role in the utility function and donors
are only likely to donate to the projects with such social connections.

Figure 2. (a) Utility ratio histogram. (b) Different donation pattern based on the utility ratio
between outcome and non-outcome and outcome driven utility.
Aware
Model
Setting 1
Setting 2
Setting 3
Setting 4
Setting 5
Setting 6

NonOutcome
Oriented

√
√

√
√
√

Outcome
Oriented

√
√
√
√

√
√

BIC

SMAPE

22,135,382
21,350,417
23,551,875
22,923,833
22,651,778
20,336,132

6.48%
4.11%
5.46%
3.03%
4.14%
2.83%

Predicted
Average
Donation
$55.45
$69.12
$80.69
$65.15
$73.31
$83.14

Predicted Total Predicted #
Donation
Donations
$285.47
$151.63
$129.48
$73.01
$237.14
$101.26

5.33
2.25
1.54
1.05
3.23
1.24

Table 1. BICs, SMAPE (donation level) and predicted donated amount of alternate models. The
average total donation amount during the testing period per donor is $97.38, total donation per donor is
$ 98.25 and average number of donation is 1.04.

Without the awareness model, that is if we do not allow for the possibility that donors could be
selecting from a small subset of large number of available projects, the model overestimates the
donation amount and the number of projects the donors will donate to, while it underestimates the
donation per project.
To examine the relative effect of outcome vs. non-outcome related motivations, we introduce
𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑖 =

𝑛𝑜𝑐
𝜇𝑢𝑖
𝑜𝑐
𝜇𝑢𝑖

𝑛𝑜𝑐 𝑛𝑜𝑐
based on the estimated 𝜇𝑢𝑖
, 𝜇𝑢𝑖 . As shown in Figure 2(a), the relative

values of the utilities from outcome vs. non-outcome driven motivations show that non-outcome
related motivations play a dominant role in 71% of the donations on the platform. We also find
that non-outcome driven donations are more likely to contribute to local projects and become early
donations for the project even the uncertainty of funding success is relatively high in the initial
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stage (Figure 2(b)). For those outcome driven donations, however, their choices are less restricted
to local projects but they are also more likely to contribute to the projects that shown the promise
of reaching the target.

3. Optimal Recommendation Policy
Better understanding of donation behavior can help the platform design optimal fundraising
campaign policy to increase the realized funding. We design a fundraising campaign policy at the
platform level to maximize the total realized donation. Specifically, by exposing each donor to
specific project in a personalized manner we want to maximize the following total expected
donation in each period 𝑡:
𝑈

𝐼

𝑡
𝑡
) 𝑑𝑢𝑖
∑ ∑ 𝑃(𝐹𝑢𝑙𝑙𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑|𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑡 , 𝑑𝑢𝑖
𝑢=1 𝑖=1

This optimization problem is solved under a set of four constraints that makes sure that the
donations are within donor’s budget, non-negative, adhere to the projects’ needs, and are utility
maximizing for the donors given the projects they are aware of. Solving the above optimization
∗
𝑡 ∗
𝑡 ∗ 𝑡 ∗
𝑡 ∗
model leads to the optimal allocation policy 𝑑𝑢𝑡 = [𝑑𝑢1
, 𝑑𝑢2 , … , 𝑑𝑢𝐼
]. If 𝑑𝑢𝑖
> 0, in our
policy simulations, we expose donor 𝑢 to project 𝑖 at the beginning of week 𝑡 via fundraising
campaign email. Once the donor returns to the platform, the home page promotion will also show
𝑡 ∗
this project. On the other hand, if 𝑑𝑢𝑖
= 0, we do not expose project 𝑖 to the donor 𝑢. When
implementing above policies, we also add two more constrains: 1) to avoid sending too much
donation request to the donors, if the donor already donates at least once, the platform will not
send any fundraising campaign to her within one month; 2) each email/homepage campaign
includes at most 6 projects (current system has 6 homepage promotions for each visit). These
constrains ensure that we are not aiming to send larger volume of the campaign but focusing on
the accurate project-donor recommendation.
We compare the proposed strategy with 3 other heuristics: 1) Policy 1 simply recommends the
project that will provide highest utility to each donor, 2) Policy 2 assumes the donor is aware of
all available projects and make utility maximizing decision under her budget constrain, 3) Policy
3 collects top 30 favored donors for each project and recommend the project to these donors. The
performance comparison is given in Table 2.
Model

Current System
Policy 1
Policy 2
Policy 3
Proposed Policy

Average Fund Rate
from existing
donor
38.42%
38.78%
41.53%
41.33%
46.83%

Realized Utility per
Donor
Donation Outside
0.576
8.342
0.582
8.341
0.623
8.335
0.615
8.339
0.641
8.328

# of Full-funded
Projects
86,117
87,015
93,163
92,718
103,786

Realized
Donation
Amount
$ 13,648,719
$13,787,187
$14,775,745
$14,692,745
$16,815,286

# of Donation

183,223
185,231
198,144
197,225
224,084

Table 2. Simulated donation result from existing donors under different recommendations
We find that the recommendation policy we proposed leads to a Pareto improvement from the
platform’s current policy and all three baselines. As a result, the total realized funding on the
platform could increase by 22% whereas donors’ utility from donations could increase by about
11%.
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Mechanism design of Multi-attribute reverse auction on margin bid
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Abstract
Designing a multi-attribute auction has many advantages in respect to attributes
besides price. Nevertheless, the complexity of this method makes it hard to carry out
the optimal mechanism. This paper combines the first-sealed auction mechanism with
multi-attribute auction, and gives a method of transforming multi-attribute auction
into single-attribute auction on margin bid. The analysis indicates that this method
can just not only reduce the transaction risk caused by suppliers who will abandon
the bid, but also makes the multi-attribute auction more easier to implement and
operate; Besides, the method meets the incentive compatibility and participation
constraint conditions under which the highest bidding supplier will win the auction.
Keywords: multi-attribute auction; single-attribute auction; margin; procurement;

1. Introduction
Auction mechanisms have been widely used in electricity procurement and other
fields (Schottmüller, et al., 2016), and thanks to the rapid economic developments,
China is becoming one of the largest procurement markets in the world. This drives
research focus on the reverse auction, which mainly consists of government
procurement. As the single-attribute price auction can’t meet the requirements of bulk
procurement on the attributes of quality, delivery time, aesthetic characteristics and
service level and so on, thus resulting in the research requirements of multi-attribute
auction at a broader scale (Bichler, 2000).
Multi-attribute auction has greater applicability than single-attribute auction, but
the complexity of the mechanisms leads to relatively slow developments in the process
of procurement. Like as in many procurement activities, if the single-attribute auction
mechanism is used to determine the transaction only by price, non-price attributes such
as quality can not be guaranteed to meet the requirements; and if the multi-attribute
auction mechanism is used to bid for each attribute, the auction becomes complicated.
In view of the above problems, by using first-sealed auction mechanism method,
takes into account of the advantages of single-attribute auction with multi-attribute
auction, this article presents a new mechanism of multi-attribute reverse auction on
margin bid. The mechanism is designed as: each supplier cannot bid more than its net
profit (which is the supplier's private information).

2. Literature Review
Much of the research on multi-attribute auction theory is based on the work of Che
(1991), such as the risk types of buyer and supplier, the collusion in auction and so on.
In order to study multi-attribute auction, he built a two-dimensional attributes model of
government bidding and procurement, which examines the basic research for
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multi-attribute auction. Based on aforementioned research, the optimal mechanism for
maximizing the total social surplus is studied (Branco, 1997), assuming that the
bidders' costs are correlated. Further studies showed (Rezende, et al., 2002) that
auctioneers can devise a scoring function in the form of utility function that enhances
the competition between bidders and thus brings greater revenue to the auctioneer.
In the real life, each supplier and buyer has different risk preference. So to
address the different risk perceptions, Cobb-Douglas utility function is used to discuss
the impact on the equilibrium bidding strategy and compared the expected utility of the
buyer (Li, et al., 2012). Another solution to eliminate risk perception is Arrow-Pratt
measure, which, is used to study the situation when both buyer and sellers are risk
averse, can be used to discuss the profit distribution between the two parties under
cooperative and non-cooperative conditions (Tian, et al., 2014).
Collusion is a common phenomenon in the auction (Fugger, et al., 2015), results
from previous research show that when the bidder increases or the uncertainty variable
declines, the probability of forming a collusive price will decrease. For considering
third-party agencies (Zhu, et al., 2016), it is argued that in order to effectively prevent
collusion, in addition to paying the auctioneer a fixed fee, buyer should pay an extra
payment to the auctioneer.
With the rise of e-commerce in developing economies (Kauffman, et al., 2005),
online fraudulent behavior is likely to appear in the internet auction. Empirical
researches based on auction websites (Bichler, 2000; Chen, 2005), the results pointed
towards the fact that multi-attribute auction can bring greater utility to buyer and sellers
in comparison to single-attribute auction. Also by optimizing contract parameters (Li,
et al., 2015), retailers can continuously reduce the cost of information, and retailers
can overcome the problem of asymmetric information to maximize supply chain
profits under specific conditions.
Designing a reasonable model to make it more realistic and effectively application
to practice is the key to the auction theory (Karlsson, 2016). Later, David, et al. ( 2006)
extended the multi-attribute auction to any number of attribute scenarios, and the article
also made a corresponding study on the determination of the scoring function when the
buyer profited the most. Based on the research by David, an improved multi-attribute
auction model is proposed to make it more applicable and give a balanced bidding
strategy for this model (Sun, et al., 2010). In the theory of single-attribute auction, the
four typical auction patterns give buyer the same expected return (Vickrey, 1961;
Myerson, 1981; Samuelson, et al., 1981). Asker et al.(2004) showed that this
expectation of equal returns also exists in the multi-attribute auction. Later Zeng et al.
(2014) also used the improved model to prove the payoff equivalence theory. In order
to know buyer’s preference information, knowing of the buyer's preference is the key
to winning the bid (Yang, et al., 2014).

3. The model
Assumption 1 Single buyer and
risk-neutral.

number of suppliers, buyer and suppliers are
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Assumption 2 Quality 𝑞 and delivery time
of supplier-supplied product are
independent of each other, and the quality 𝑞 and delivery time are both determined
by the technology type of . Furthermore the supplier of technology type obeys
,

-, The distribution function is
( )

(

)⁄(

( )

⁄(

) , and the density function is

).

Assumption 3 Suppose that the net utility function of supplier
𝑣( 𝑖 )

𝑝( 𝑖 )

𝑖

,𝑘1 𝑞 𝑡1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝑘2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑡2 -

𝑝𝑖

𝑐(𝑞𝑖

is:
𝑖

𝑖)

Where 𝑘1 、𝑘2 are greater than zero, the supplier is given the weight of attribute
𝑞𝑖 and attribute 𝑖 . To satisfy 𝑐𝑞 > 0，𝑐𝑞𝑞 > 0 and 𝑐𝑙 < 0，𝑐𝑙𝑙 > 0, we have 𝑡1 ≥ ，
𝑡2 ≥ . And 𝑝𝑖 is a short for 𝑝( 𝑖 ), and the subsequent similar forms have the same
meanings. When supplier bid on margin 𝑉( 𝑖 ), which is not to be returned, the
expected return is:
𝜋( 𝑖 ) ,𝑝( 𝑖 ) 𝑐(𝑞( 𝑖 ) ( 𝑖 ) 𝑖 ) 𝑉( )-𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑉(θ−𝑖 ) < 𝑉( 𝑖 )When a bidding firm with a true technical type of 𝑖 reports that, it’s technical type
is x (that is, when the supplier negotiates the product quality), the expected return is:
π(x 𝑖 ) ,𝑝(𝑥) 𝑐(𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) 𝑖 ) 𝑉( )-𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑉(θ−𝑖 ) < 𝑉( 𝑖 )The incentive compatible constraint is:
∀ 𝑥 𝑖 ∈ ,0 - 𝜋( 𝑖 𝑖 ) ≥ 𝜋(𝑥 𝑖 )
Π 𝜋( 𝑖 𝑖 ) indicates that the bidding company, whose technical type is 𝑖 , reports its
own technical type as 𝑖 .
This also needs to meet the participation constraints:
π( 𝑖 ) ,𝑝( 𝑖 ) 𝑐(𝑞( 𝑖 ) ( 𝑖 ) 𝑖 ) 𝑉( )-𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏,𝑉(θ−𝑖 ) < 𝑉( 𝑖 )- ≥ 0
Now suppose the utility function of buyer is:
𝑈𝑖 𝜔1 𝑞 𝑆1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝜔2 (𝐿
( 𝑖 ))𝑆2 𝑝( 𝑖 ) + 𝑉( 𝑖 )
𝑅(𝑞𝑖 𝑖 ) 𝑝𝑖 + 𝑉𝑖
Where𝜔1 & 𝜔2, both are greater than zero, giving the buyer the weight of attribute
𝑞𝑖 and attribute 𝑖 . 0 < 𝑆1 ≤ 0 < 𝑆2 ≤ in order to meet 𝑅𝑞 > 0 𝑅𝑞𝑞 < 0 and
𝑅𝑙 < 0 𝑅𝑙𝑙 < 0。

4. Equilibrium bidding strategy
By using the first price-sealed auction method in this paper, we have the
following theorem:
Theorem 1: Under the given assumption before, in the multi-attribute reverse auction
on margin bid, the bidder's bid of 𝑉( 𝑖 ) (bidding strategy) is:
𝑉𝑖

𝑣𝑖

,𝑝𝑖

𝑐(𝑞𝑖

𝑖

𝑖 )-

Proof: Knowing the probability of winning:
, (θ− ) < (θ ), ( − ) < ( )-= −1 ( −1 ( ( )))
The expected return of the supplier can be expressed as:
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π(θ ) , (θ ) 𝑉( 𝑖 )-Φ𝑛−1 (𝑉𝑖 )
The optimal first-order condition for bidding to maximize 𝜋( 𝑖 ) is:
)Φ′ (𝑉𝑖 ) 0
Φ(𝑉𝑖 ) + ,𝑣𝑖 𝑉𝑖 -(n
.𝑉 −1 (𝑉(𝑣𝑖 ))/

However,

Φ(𝑉𝑖 )

(𝑣𝑖 )

𝑣𝑖 −𝜃
𝜃−𝜃

(1)

, it can be seen from

equation (1), which can be transformed into:
Φ(𝑉𝑖 ) + [ + (

)Φ(𝑉𝑖 )

)Φ′ (𝑉𝑖 )

𝑉𝑖 ](n

0

(2)

By solving equation (2), we can have the results for margin, which is shown by
equation below:
𝑉( 𝑖 )

𝑣𝑖

,𝑝𝑖

𝑐(𝑞𝑖

𝑖

𝑖 )-

Theorem 2: While creating a new mechanism, which bid on margin, the optimal
transaction attributes proposed by the buyer to the supplier is the same as the study of
David (2005).
𝑝𝑖∗
𝑞𝑖∗
{

∗
𝑖

𝑐(𝑞𝑖

𝑖

𝜃

𝐹(𝜃)

),𝐹(𝜃 )-𝑛−1 𝑑

𝑖
∫𝜃 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞

𝑖)

𝑖

1

𝜔 ∙𝑆 ∙𝜃
( 1 1 𝑖 )𝑡1−𝑆1
𝑘1 ∙𝑡1

𝐿

1

𝜔 ∙𝑆 ∙𝜃 𝑡 −𝑆
. 𝑘2 ∙𝑡2 𝑖 / 2 2
2 2

Proof: The supplier will eventually accept the buyer's property requirements and
provide the corresponding attributes of the product.
Using the same method as Che (1991) and David (2005), we can know that the
final transaction price is:
𝑝( 𝑖 )

𝑐(𝑞𝑖

𝑖

𝜃𝑖

𝑖)

∫ 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞

),

𝜃

( ) 𝑛−1
- 𝑑
( 𝑖)

The total social income is:
𝜔1 𝑞 𝑆1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝜔2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑆2

1
𝜃𝑖

,𝑘1 𝑞 𝑡1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝑘2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑡2 -

(3)

Then the quality of the transaction is:
𝑞𝑖∗

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥*𝜔1 𝑞 𝑆1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝜔2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑆2

𝑖

,𝑘1 𝑞 𝑡1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝑘2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑡2 -+

,𝑘1 𝑞 𝑡1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝑘2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑡2 -+

Delivery time is：
∗
𝑖

𝑞𝑖
𝑖

𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥*𝜔1 𝑞 𝑆1 ( 𝑖 ) + 𝜔2 (𝐿

( 𝑖 ))𝑆2

𝑖

By using partial derivative, and make equation (3) equal to zero, we can conclude：
𝜔1 ∙ 𝑆1 ∙ 𝑖 1
(
)𝑡1 −𝑆1
𝑘1 ∙ 𝑡1
𝐿

(

1
𝜔2 ∙ 𝑆2 ∙ 𝑖 𝑡 −𝑆
)2 2
𝑘2 ∙ 𝑡2
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Theorem 3: In this paper, the model satisfies the incentive compatible constraint and
the supplier will not hide his true information.
Proof: When the supplier’s real technology type is 𝑖 , and he hides the information
and misrepresents that the type is 𝑥, the expected profit is:
π(𝑥

𝑖)

,𝑝(𝑥)

𝑐(𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥)

And by using 𝑝(𝑥)

𝑐(𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) 𝑥)

We can know conclude π(
𝑥

∫ ,𝑐𝜃 (𝑞( ) ( ) )
𝜃𝑖

𝑖 )-

𝑖

𝑖)

𝑛−1 (

π(𝑥
)

𝑛−1

(𝑥)

𝑥

𝐹(𝜃)

∫𝜃 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞( ) ( ) ),𝐹(𝑥)-𝑛−1 𝑑
𝑖)

𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) )

𝑛−1

(𝑥)-𝑑

As we know 𝑞( ) is an increasing function of the type of technology θ, and
delivery time ( ) is a decreasing function of the technology type .
（i）when 𝑥 > 𝑖 ， ∈ , 𝑖 𝑥By 𝑞(𝑥) > 𝑞( ) 𝑐𝜃𝑞 < 0 and ( ) > (𝑥) 𝑐𝜃𝑙 > 0, we have：
𝑐𝜃 (𝑞( ) ( ) ) > 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) )
And since the distribution function (∙) increases with respect to the type of
technology 𝑖 , 𝑛−1 (𝑥) > 𝑛−1 ( )
Can know ：
𝑐𝜃 (𝑞( ) ( ) ) 𝑛−1 ( ) > 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) ) 𝑛−1 ( ) > 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) ) 𝑛−1 (𝑥)
Which is ：𝜋( 𝑖 𝑖 ) 𝜋(𝑥 𝑖 ) > 0
（ii）when 𝑥 < 𝑖 ， ∈ ,𝑥 𝑖 By 𝑞( ) > 𝑞(𝑥) 𝑐𝜃𝑞 < 0 and (𝑥) > ( ) 𝑐𝜃𝑙 > 0, we have：
𝑐𝜃 (𝑞( ) ( ) ) < 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) )
We can know：
𝑐𝜃 (𝑞( ) ( ) ) 𝑛−1 ( ) < 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) ) 𝑛−1 ( ) < 𝑐𝜃 (𝑞(𝑥) (𝑥) ) 𝑛−1 (𝑥)
Which is：𝜋( 𝑖 𝑖 ) 𝜋(𝑥 𝑖 ) > 0
The above proof shows that the supplier will not hide his real information. Hence,
the mechanism meets the incentive compatible constraints.
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More than the Quantity: Estimating the Value of Editorial Review for UGC
Platform
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Abstract
This work studies the implication of an editorial review program where a review platform starts
to supplement the user-generated content on its website with editorial reviews that are written by
the platform. Our research question is whether platform-generated content (i.e., editorial reviews)
influences subsequent user-generated content (i.e., online reviews) both in terms of the quantity
and quality (e.g. topics covered, sentiment and readability). To answer this question, we obtain
the data set through a partnership with a restaurant review platform in Asia. Our analysis suggests
that platform-generated content has a positive net effect on subsequent user-generated content in
general. Specifically, users post more reviews for restaurants that have editorial reviews.
Moreover, these user reviews tend to be longer on average and resemble editorial reviews in
respect of quality.
Keywords: NLP, editorial review, user-generated content, DID, natural experiment

1. Introduction
With the rapid growth of the Internet, online shopping has become a prevalent option for many
consumers. However, when shopping online, they usually face an issue which exists only in the
online channel. That is, unlike the case of offline shopping where consumers can learn more about
the products by trials before making the final purchase decision, they cannot fully evaluate the
product while the cost of purchasing unsatisfying products (e.g., the return cost) is non-trivial
(Archak et al. 2007). For this reason, a growing number of consumers use online reviews, which
usually refer to consumers’ evaluation of the product, as their primary source of information
(Dellarocas 2003). Empirical research has also shown that online reviews can be a decisive factor
in consumers’ decision process (Park and Lee 2009). As a result, product sales can be impacted by
online reviews in various ways. For example, Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) have shown that the
total number of user reviews can significantly increase sales of books on Amazon.com compared
to the sales of similar books on Barnes and Noble.
With the importance of online reviews becoming apparent, online platforms that own and collect
user-generated reviews have constantly been trying to be innovative on how to utilize and
capitalize the reviews they have. Large review platforms such as TripAdvisor have focused their
effort to enhance review reading experience, so that their users do not have to browse through
hundreds of reviews to infer the true underlying quality of products or services they are interested
in. For instance, some platforms such as Tmall extract most frequently mentioned keywords in
user reviews and classify all the reviews into three types based on the average ratings: positive
reviews, neutral reviews and negative reviews. This allows users to learn about the product features
in a quicker way and choose the type of the reviews they want to read more easily. However, for
small and medium platforms, the problem at hand is usually the lack of reviews available to read.
As a result, many of them have attempted to attract new reviewers to the platform and keep existing
ones through several incentive schemes including both intrinsic rewards (such as awarding badges
or experience points for posting reviews) and extrinsic rewards (such as awarding monetary
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incentives or loyalty points which are cash-equivalent). Previous studies have shown that the
incentive program usually affects user behavior in a significantly manner but the direction and
magnitude of the effect vary by context (Goes et al. 2014; Shen et al. 2015).
To mitigate the issue of limited number of user reviews available to its readers, one of restaurant
review platforms in Asia utilizes an alternative approach. Specifically, this platform supplements
consumer-generated restaurant reviews with its own editorial reviews. These editorial reviews are
the evaluations of restaurants that are written by professional writers who work with the review
platform itself. This editorial review program raises a series of questions: whether platformgenerated content (i.e., editorial reviews) could influence subsequent user-generated content (i.e.,
user reviews). If so, how does platform-generated content affect user-generated content? On the
one hand, it is possible that the editorial review program may work as a stimulation to encourage
users on the platform to contribute more reviews with higher quality content. In that regard, the
platform-generated content would be a great complement to user-generated content. On the other
hand, it is also plausible that editorial reviews might act as a deterrent which discourages users to
provide additional reviews to that restaurant. If it is the case, then editorial reviews would only
substitute consumer-generated reviews and further drive away potential reviewers of the platform.
Overall, we empirically investigate the implications of the editorial review program. By leveraging
a natural experiment setting in this research, we examine the effect of editorial reviews on user
reviews in terms of quantity. Moreover, by using methods in natural-language processing, we take
a closer look at the review text and estimate the impact of editorial reviews on the quality of user
reviews. Our analysis reveals several interesting findings. First, platform-generated content
induces lower user review valence. Second, platform-generated content inspires users to write
more high-quality reviews by guiding them to some extent.
Our study contributes to the literature on online reviews in particular and the literature on wordof-mouth in general. To the best of our knowledge, we are among the first to empirically study the
relationship between platform-generated content and user-generated content. In addition, this work
will also inform business managers regarding the potential value and adverse effect of the use of
editorial reviews.
2. Literature Review
Most of the research about online reviews focuses on the effect of different characteristics of online
reviews on product sales. Chen et al. (2004) study the effect of review volume on sales by using
data collected from Amazon.com. They find that the total number of online reviews is positively
related to the product sales because online reviews can reduce consumers’ uncertainty towards
products and then reduce consumers’ search cost. However, the overall ratings have nothing to do
with sales. Different results are obtained by Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006). By using public data
offered by Amazon.com and BarnesandNoble.com, they figure out the impacts of online reviews
on books’ sales. This cross-platform study pays more attention to the valence of online reviews.
They suggest that higher online ratings will lead to higher book sales. Furthermore, negative
reviews such as one-star reviews have much more influence than positive reviews like five-star
reviews. Mudambi and Schuff (2010) utilize reviews from Amazon.com across six products to
estimate the effects of reviews’ content length on sales. Surprisingly, they believe that the length
of review has a positive effect on the helpfulness of it. As a result, a longer positive review will
increase the sales.
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In summary, prior research mostly aims to investigate the effect of user-generated content on
products’ sales while few research looks at platform-generated content. However, given that both
types of content can co-exist, it is particularly important to understand how they interact, which is
the focus of our study.
3. Research Context and Data
To estimate the effects of editorial reviews on user reviews, we construct a unique data set that is
obtained through a partnership with a large restaurant review platform in Asia. This review
platform is similar to Yelp in that it does not directly provide any products and/or services to the
consumers. It works as an information gateway as it collects the reviews posted by review writers
and displays them to the readers. The data set in this study consists of user reviews of more than
140 thousand businesses and editorial reviews of more than 2,000 businesses. Further, these
reviews span from July 2010 to May 2017. Therefore, this rich data set gives us enormous reviewlevel information such as review date, associated rating, review content, etc. Meanwhile, the data
also contains reviewer-level information such as gender, birthdate and user-report location along
with the restaurant-level information such as address and restaurant category. To disentangle the
relationship between platform-generated content (i.e., editorial reviews) and user-generated
content (i.e., user reviews), we construct the dependent variables and independent variables from
this data set as follows.
3.1 Dependent Variables
The dependent variables for the main analysis are some characteristics of user reviews (e.g. the
total number of reviews aggregated on a monthly basis, the content length and the rating) and the
differences between user reviews and editorial reviews (e.g. readability, sentiment and topic). For
instance, Review Volume is the total number of user reviews posted for the restaurant (individual
i) at each month (time t). The variable Content Length is the count of characters for each review
text. Similarly, Rating is the score (on a scale of 1 to 5) given by each user review. Note that these
basic characteristics are obtained directly from the records of each review. The differences
between user reviews and editorial reviews are measured by Topic Similarity, ΔSMOG index and
Δ Sentiment Scores (e.g. positive, negative, neutral). Here, we interpret Topic Similarity as a proxy
that shows the level of similarity of topics covered by editorial reviews and user reviews. The
variable ΔSMOG represents the difference in readability. Similarly, ΔNeutral, ΔPositive and
ΔNegative are the difference in sentiment. Note that these characteristics are obtained after natural
language processing of each review content.
3.2 Independent Variable
One thing to mention is that editorial reviews are lengthy and detailed. Unlike user-generated
reviews, editorial reviews do not have a rating associated with them. Thus, the main independent
variable of interest is EditorialReviewit, which indicates the number of editorial reviews for each
restaurant i at time t. The construct of this independent variable can be considered as analyzing the
direct implications of editorial reviews on the dependent variables of interest.
As we need to compare user reviews with editorial reviews, it is necessary to construct another
data set containing all reviews for those businesses with editorial reviews besides a data set
containing all reviews. The summary statistics are reported in Table 1 and Table 2. Note that for
Table 1, the data set contains data for all restaurant reviews from July 2010 to May 2017. We
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aggregate the number of user reviews on a monthly basis. In this data set, the total number of
observations is 874,705. For Table 2, the data set contains data for all restaurant reviews of
businesses with editorial reviews during the same time period. In this data set, the total number of
observations is 86,541.
Table 1. Summary Statistics (Cross Sectional, Per Restaurant)
Variable
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Review volume
1.467
1.902
1
Rating
3.842
0.920
1
Content length
415.1
545.161
0
Editorial reviews
0.110
0.381
0

Max
532
5
41,600
9

Table 2. Summary Statistics (Cross Sectional, Per Restaurant with Editorial Review)
Variable
Mean
Std. Dev.
Min
Max
Review volume
2.139
2.541
1
184
Rating
3.915
0.870
1
5
Content length
543.6
696.148
0
14,103
Editorial reviews
0.808
0.640
0
5
SMOG index
6.308
2.902
0
26.5
Sentiment score (Positive)
0.186
0.126
0
1
Sentiment score (Neutral)
0.783
0.124
0
1
Sentiment score (Negative)
0.030
0.046
0
1
Topic cosine similarity
0.817
0.173
-0.453
1
4. Model Specification
As editorial reviews for each business are written in different time, we use Difference in Difference
model to utilize the nature of our data. Also, to ensure that our model captures the heterogeneity
of restaurants and time periods, we include the restaurant fixed effect and time fixed effect to
control it. Particularly, the specification of our model is as follows:
𝐷𝑉𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛿𝑡 + 𝛽𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 ,
In the equation above, subscript i denotes one restaurant and subscript t denotes the time period
corresponding to each observation. 𝛼𝑖 is restaurant-specific fixed effect that controls the timeinvariant factors across restaurants, and 𝛿𝑡 is time-specific fixed effect that controls unobserved,
common shocks across all restaurants. Lastly, parameter 𝛽 is the coefficient that we are interested
in.
5. Results
Table 3 and Table 4 present the impact of editorial reviews on user reviews. Our result reveal that
the editorial review program is a great addition to the restaurant review platform. In Table 3, the
positive and statistically significant coefficient for Review Volume indicates that on average,
restaurants with one editorial review receive about 0.2 more user reviews comparing to the
restaurants without any editorial review. Similarly, the coefficient for Content Length is also
significantly positive, which suggests that user reviews written for restaurants that have an editorial
review are about 67 characters longer than user reviews written for restaurants that do not have an
editorial review. Therefore, it appears that editorial reviews work as a stimulation to encourage
users not only to contribute more reviews to the platform but also to spend more effort in writing
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those reviews, resulting in longer reviews and potentially more helpful reviews. The negative
significant result for Rating shows that the rating of each restaurant decreases at the same time.
Therefore, we suggest that editorial reviews affect users’ behavior of writing reviews, in which
they become more conservative with ratings after reading editorial reviews.
Table 3. Effect of Editorial Reviews on Basic Review Characteristics
Review Volume
Content Length
Rating
Editorial reviews
0.229***
67.308***
-0.046***
(0.019)
(3.494)
(0.006)
Restaurant Fixed Effect
Time Fixed Effect (quarter)

Yes
Yes

Number of Observations
874,705
Adjusted R-Squared
0.006
Notes. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

874,705
0.067

874,705
0.169

In Table 4, we analyze the impact of editorial reviews on user reviews in three dimensions: topic,
readability and sentiment. First, Topic Similarity is significantly positive, which indicates that the
topics covered by subsequent user reviews become more similar to that in editorial reviews.
Second, ΔSMOG is significantly negative, reflecting the decrease in the difference between
editorial reviews and subsequent user reviews on readability. Finally, Δ Sentiment Scores (e.g.
ΔNeutral, ΔPositive) are also significantly negative, indicating that user reviews tend to imitate
editorial reviews written for restaurants in sentiment. Therefore, it appears that editorial reviews
act as the template for users while writing user reviews. It guides users to write reviews with higher
quality on the platform and gradually changes people’s way to write online reviews.
Table 4. Difference between Editorial Reviews and User Reviews
Topic
ΔSMOG
ΔNeutral
ΔPositive
ΔNegative
Similarity
0.005*** -0.061*** -0.004*** -0.005***
-0.000
Editorial reviews
(0.002)
(0.024)
(0.001)
(0.001)
(0.000)
Restaurant Fixed Effect
Time Fixed Effect (quarter)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Number of Observations
86,541
86,541
Adjusted R-Squared
0.179
0.132
Notes. Standard errors are reported in parentheses.
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

86,541
0.116

86,541
0.118

86,541
0.026

6. Discussion and Conclusion
Online review platforms, especially small and medium ones, have been struggling with policies to
encourage user contribution. Previous research has shown that monetary incentives usually
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backfire while non-monetary ones are not always reliable in nudging and shaping user behavior.
In this study, we aim to comprehensively examine the implications of a practice used by one
restaurant review platform in Asia, where reviews written by the platform called “editorial reviews”
are posted to supplement user-generated reviews. The theoretical prediction regarding potential
implications of this editorial review program is not ex-ante clear. On the one hand, the presence of
editorial reviews may crowd the users out of the platform since reviews written by the platform
tend to be lengthy and detailed thus limit the discussion points available to users. On the other
hand, editorial reviews could stimulate user contribution and act as an initial point of discussion
thus encourage more users to contribute to the platform. By leveraging a natural experiment set
up, we demonstrate that editorial reviews significantly contribute to the reshaping of user reviews
both in terms of review quantity and quality by changing users’ behavior of writing reviews.
Interestingly, restaurants that have at least one editorial review receive more reviews in the
subsequent period and these reviews are copying editorial reviews to some degree. Therefore, the
editorial review program could be a promising method to encourage user contribution.
The overall vision of this research project is to provide insights into a practice that could enhance
the contribution level and quality of user-generated content. We are among the first to empirically
uncover the relationship between platform-generated content and user-generated content. Our
work contributes to the literature in word of mouth in general and user-generated content in
particular, regarding how the platform can use its own content to stimulate user content generation
behavior. This study also yields significant managerial insights into the implication of platform’s
content creation policies and how platform-generated content affects subsequent user-generated
content.
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Online Celebrity Endorsement Effect in E-Commerce
Mengdan Mao, Geng Ruibin, Xi Chen
Abstract
This paper quantifies the effect of online celebrity endorsement on e-commerce platforms by using
a random coefficient model (BLP model) with a data set which is provided by Alibaba Group
consisting of daily perfume sales, perfume sellers’ characteristics and online celebrity endorsement signals and so on. With the model and data, this paper find that the effect of online celebrity
endorsement varies among online celebrities. Our study also shed light on the underlying mechanism of online celebrity endorsement effect by using a data set consisting of online celebrities’
characteristics. Results show that the number of followers and online celebrity’s domin can not
affect the effect of online celebrity endorsement, while the more products the online celebrity endorse at one time, the less the effect are.
Keywords: Online celebrity, Endorsement, Random coefficient logit model
1. Introduction
With the development of social media and internet, millions of people participate in content generation on the Internet. According to 2016 Digital Report released by We Are Social, the number
of Internet users has reached more than 3 billion on December 31, 2016, accounting for 46% of
the global population. A number of Internet users become famous online. We define the one who
become famous through the internet as an online celebrity. The most prevalent way to earn money
for online celebrities is posting an advertising content which is generated by themselves. According to China New Media Development Report 2017, the overall size of “online celebrity economy”
in China has been 52.8 billion Yuan in 2016.
The largest “consumer to consumer” (C2C) e-commerce platform in China, Taobao launched a
content exchange platform named “Vtask” in 2016, aiming to promote the cooperation between
online celebrities and e-commerce sellers. Sellers can invite online celebrities to endorse for their
online stores through “Vtask” platform. Once the contract is signed, the celebrity has to generate
contents to post on Taobao before the deadline and then get his or her pay. It is important for sellers
and platform to evaluate the effect of online celebrity endorsement. By knowing each online celebrity’s endorsement effect, sellers can maximize their marketing strategy’s profit. For the platform, it helps to build a system of talent discovery.
Despite the importance for business, in social media marketing area, few have attempted to quantify the online celebrity endorsement value and address the underlying mechanism. Previous work
mainly focuses on the effect of marketer-generated content (MGC) and user-generated content
(UGC) on brand awareness (Kim and Ko 2012; Hoffman and Fodor 2010), and word-of-mouth
(Goh et al. 2013; Thompson and Malaviya 2011). To the best of our knowledge, there are only a
few studies close to our study. Knittel and Stango(2016) estimate that after Tiger Woods’ scandal,
shareholders of Tiger Woods’ sponsors lost $5-$12 billion relative to those firms that Woods did
not endorse by looking at the stock prices. Kevion, Timothy and Kannan (2013) quantify the economic worth of Tiger Woods by studying the sales of golf balls with a structural model. However,
traditional stars are different with online celebrities in many aspects, such as the way they become
famous, advertising or endorsement patterns and so on. These differences between traditional stars
and online celebrities together with online economic explosion phenomena drive us to yield new
insight on new area.
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In this paper, we first address the fundamental question that whether online celebrity endorsements
will affect customer’s purchasing decision, and thus it is a profitable marketing strategy to implement for sellers. Secondly, we address another question that what makes the online celebrity endorsement effect significant, in another word, the underlying mechanism.
2. Data and Variables
This study focuses on perfume market in Taobao content community, which contains 231 online
perfume sellers who have sponsor at least one online celebrity through “Vtask” before 22nd November, 2017. Taobao content community represents places where Taobao’s online celebrities post
their contents. Perfume is a mixture of fragrant essential oils or aroma compounds, fixatives and
solvents, used to give a pleasant scent to a person's body. It is usually in liquid form.
The data set used in this study contains aggregated daily perfume sales, perfume features, seller
features, endorsement records between sellers and online celebrities, and online celebrity features
from 22st September, 2017 to 22nd November, 2017. There are 25 online sellers who have sponsored at least one online celebrity through “Vtask” in the time period from 22st September,2017 to
22nd November, 2017.
Going through taobao.com and searching perfume we find some important product features in the
category that may be considered by customers when choosing a bottle of perfume since they are
listed in the top on the searching page. These factors include brands, producing areas and etc. Since
our study focus on online celebrity endorsement effect on sellers, we transfer these product features
into seller characteristics. In detail, we calculate the number of product brands to reveal seller’s
product diversity, log of sold quantity, the number of not free shipping products and the mean price
of seller's products.
Our data set spans over Double eleven Shopping Festival. In order to eliminate the effect of this
festival we use a time-fixed dummy variable. Since it is difficult for us to get each seller’s advertising cost excluding the cost of online celebrity endorsement, we use the log of seller’s UV
(Unique Vistor) from channels except online celebrity endorsement to represent seller’s advertising level. Table 1 shows summary statistics.
Table 1 Summary Statistics (22st September,2017- 22nd November, 2017 )
Variables
Mean SD
Min
Max
market share
0.014 0.040 5.47e-06 0.603
seller credit rating
13.848 1.995 8
17
log of sold quantity
11.498 2.766 0
15.708
number of product brands
3.318 3.696 1
14
number of not free shipping products 4.252 11.041 0
40
advertising level
9.164 1.6799 3.526
12.747
mean price
4.985 2.292 1.226
9.657
3.Model
In this paper, we assume that a seller is endorsed by an online celebrity if an online celebrity
generates contents for the seller on Taobao content community. Online celebrity endorsement on
e-commerce platform is totally different from traditonal endorsement. The way an online celebrity
endorsing for sponsors is generating contents on the internet by themselves while traditional celebrities not. Online celebrities’ contents may bring customers to the sellers when they are released
on the platform and exposed to customers, since they may change customers’ utility. We define
online celebrity endorsement value as average marginal utility of online celebrity endorsement for
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consumers. In customers’ decision-making process, there are many factors may affect customers’
utility. In this part, we will use a random coefficient logit model to identify the endorsement effect
amongst many other confounding factors. Then we will use a multiple linear regression model to
address the impact of number of followers, online celebrity’s domin and products the online celebrity endorse at one time on online celebrity endorsement effect.
3.1 Endorsement Effect Model
Given the nature of the data structure, we measure the endorsement effect by the following methodology of Berry et al. (1995) and Kevin et al. (2013).
We define a market as the perfume market in Taobao content community for each day from 22st
September 2017 to 22nd November 2017, and Taobao content community represents places where
Taobao’s online celebrities post their contents. There are more than 200 online sellers who have
sponsored at least one online celebrity to generate contents before 22nd November 2017 in each
market. The market size of each market is the sum of the perfume sales of those sellers.
We define consumer i’s indirect utility for purchasing products from seller j in market t is,
𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑡 = −𝛼𝑖 𝑝𝑗𝑡 + 𝑥𝑗𝑡 𝛽𝑖 + 𝛾𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑗𝑡 + 𝜆𝐸𝑛𝑗𝑡 + 𝜅𝑇𝐷 + 𝜌𝑇𝑟 + 𝜉𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡
(1)
(𝛼𝛽𝑖 ) ~ (𝛽𝛼) + Σ𝑣i ，𝑣i ～𝑁（0, I）
(2)
𝑖
st
We assume one day as a market, thus we have 62 markets (t=1, 2,…, 62), from 22 September
2017 to 22nd November 2017. 𝑥𝑗𝑡 is a 1 × 𝐾 vector representing seller j’s exogenous characteristics, including the number of perfume brand, seller credit rating, the log of aggregated perfume
sold quantity and the number of products which are not free shipping. 𝑝𝑗𝑡 is the mean price of
perfume of seller j in market t. 𝐸𝑛𝑗𝑡 is the endorsement indicator vector. There are 27 online
celebrities who have endorsed at least one time for at least one seller in the perfume market from
22st September 2017 to 22nd November 2017. Thus, 𝐸𝑛𝑗𝑡 is a 1 × 27 vector. In detail, 𝐸𝑛𝑗𝑡 can
be divided into 27 daren_gtj (g=1, 2,…, 27) to represent online celebrity g’ endorsement times for
seller j in market t. In the model, we include a Double eleven Shopping Festival fixed effect dummy
variable 𝑇𝐷 and time trend variable 𝑇𝑟 to capture any trend on seller performance that may increase or decrease over time in customer’s indirect utility function. We also include the unobservable seller and time specific characteristics 𝜉𝑗𝑡 , and individual taste parameter 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 . 𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑗𝑡 represents the advertising level of seller j in market t. Σ is a scaling matrix.
Consumers are assumed that purchasing one unit of goods from seller j in each purchase occasion
t obtains the highest utility, including the outside option which is normalized to zero. The aggregate
market share of seller j in market t is the probability that seller j gives the highest utility across all
online shops including outside goods. Assuming 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 distributed i.i.d. The predicted market share
can be interpreted by integrating out 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 .
exp(𝑥𝑗𝑡 𝛽𝑖 −𝛼𝑖 𝑝𝑗𝑡 +𝛾𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑗𝑡 +𝜆𝐸𝑛𝑗𝑡 +𝜅𝑇𝐷+𝜌𝑇𝑟+𝜉𝑗𝑡 )
𝑠𝑗𝑡 =
(3)
𝐽
1+∑𝑘=1 exp(𝑥𝑘𝑡 𝛽𝑖 −𝛼𝑖 𝑝𝑘𝑡 +𝛾𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑘𝑡 +𝜆𝐸𝑛𝑘𝑡 +𝜅𝑇𝐷+𝜌𝑇𝑟+𝜉𝑘𝑡 )
We define 𝛿𝑗𝑡 = 𝑥𝑗𝑡 𝛽 − 𝛼𝑝𝑗𝑡 + 𝛾𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑗𝑡 + 𝜆𝐸𝑛𝑗𝑡 + 𝜅𝑇𝐷 + 𝜌𝑇𝑟 + 𝜉𝑗𝑡 as the mean utility for
seller j. 𝑈𝑖𝑗𝑡 = 𝛿𝑗𝑡 +𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 , 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 denotes the individual deviations.
𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡 = [−𝑝𝑗𝑡 , 𝑥𝑗𝑡 ]𝑣𝑖 Σ, 𝑣𝑖 ～𝑁（0, I）
(4)
Parameters need to be estimated are linear parameters: 𝜃1 = (𝛽̅ , 𝛼̅, 𝛾, 𝜆, 𝜅, 𝜌) and non-linear parameters: 𝜃2 = Σ. And parameters will be estimated by generalized method of moments.
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In the model, price is endogenous, thus we need to find instruments. Following the method that is
mentioned in Nevo(2000) we choose instrumental variables which capture how competitive the
market is: total number of other sellers’ products in market t, sum of other sellers’ credit rating in
market t, sum of number of other sellers’ brands in market t, sum of the sold quantities of other
sellers in market t, sum of number of other sellers’ not free shipping products in market t. We also
include the variable number of seller’s products’ producing area in market t as an instrument. With
the method of ordinary least squares, the result shows 59.71% of the price variation is explained
by the regressor.
3.2 Important Factors of Online Celebrity Endorsement Effect
We also want to address the underlying mechanism of online celebrity endorsement effect. From
the previous model we can get 𝜆𝑔 which is the estimation of the endorsement value of online
celebrity g. By looking at the result of Endorsement Effect Model which will be presented in the
next part, we find that not all of the online celebrities’ effect is significant. This result is exactly in
line with the facts as we assumed. Here comes our second question what is the underlying mechanism of the online celebrity effect. We use a multi linear regresion model to link the characteristics
of online celebrity with their endorsement effect. We assume the function below:
𝐸𝑔 = 𝜔0 + 𝜔1𝑉𝑔 + 𝜔2𝐸𝑥𝑔 + 𝜔3𝑄𝑔
here, if online celebrity g’s endorsement effect is significant, Eg= 𝜆𝑔, else Eg=0. Vg is the log of
number of followers , Exg represents online celebrity’s domin, Qg represents the number of products the online celebrity g endorses at one time.
4.Results
4.1 Result of Endorsement Effect Model
In this model, we assume that the consumer's preference for seller’s characteristics and seller’s
price level is heterogeneous, so the coefficients of seller’s characteristics and seller’s price level
are random coefficients. There are 27 endorsement variables, representing the number of endorsements of online celebrity respectively. We list important results in table 2.
Table 2 Results of Endorsement Effect Model
Parameters
Coef.
SE
Mean utility
cons.
-14.050***
1.953
seller credit rating
0.075
0.335
log of sold quantity
0.336
0.508
number of product brands
0.136
0.112
number of not free shipping products - 0.667
0.838
time trend
- 0.011**
0.004
if is double eleven festival
0.174
0.647
advertising level
0.659***
0.072
daren_4
- 2.259**
0.919
daren_6
2.002*
1.107
daren_7
1.576**
0.676
daren_11
2.150**
1.093
daren_12
0.839***
0.282
daren_19
2.512**
1.073
daren_24
- 1.997*
1.180
mean price
- 0.618***
0.190
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SD
seller credit rating
log of sold quantity
number of product brands
number of not free shipping products
mean price
∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

0.020
0.034
9.67E-10
0.406
2.37E-07

0.695
0.836
2.736
0.465
2.458

The coefficient of time trend is significantly negative, which means on the average level sellers
perform worse over time. The coefficient of advertising level is significantly positive. Mean utilities of log of sold quantity, number of product brands, number of not free shipping products, and seller credit
rating are not significant, meanwhile their standard deviation coefficients are not significant. The
negative effect of mean price means on the average level the higher price lower customers’ utility.
With the result of the model, we find that the effect of online celebrity endorsement varies among
online celebrities. For our main variables daren_gs, 7 of them are significant on the average level
which means these 7 online celebrities can affect customer’s utility.5 online celebrities have positive effect on customers’ utility, while 2 online celebrities have negative effect, and 20 online celebrities have no effect on customers’ utility. With the coefficients we get, we can calculate out 7
online celebrities’ economic value. However, there are 20 online celebrities’ endorsement effect is
not significant, we use the following multiple linear regression model helps us to address the online
celebrity endorsement effect’s underlying mechanism.
4.2 Result of Multiple Linear Regression Model
Table 3 shows the results of multiple linear regression model. The coefficients of log of number of
followers and online celebrity’s domin are not significant, while the coefficient of number of products the online celebrity endorse at one time is significantly negative, which means when online
celebrity recommends too many products at one time may produce negative effects.
Table 3 Results of Multiple Linear Regression Model
Parameters
Coef.
log of number of followers
0.071
online celebrity’s domin
-0.184
number of products the online celebrity endorse at one time -0.032***
cons
-0.136
∗∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗p < 0.05, ∗p < 0.1

SE
0.071
0.200
0.005
0.730

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Our contribution to the online marketing literature is twofold. First, we extend the topic of quantifying the effect of endorsements from stars to online celebrities. Secondly, we shed light on the
underlying mechanism of the online celebrity endorsement effect and find that the more products
the online celebrity endorse at one time, the less the effect are.
Our paper isn’t without any limitation. The data set is not ideal, it difficult for us to tease out the
actually festival impact on sales, since many online stores launch pre-Double eleven promotions
days and even weeks before the festival. We need to check the result in more markets, since it is
just focus on perfume market in Taobao content community. We also have to check our results in
a longer time period, because the data set we use to generate the result only contains 62 days, from
22st September 2017 to 22nd November 2017.
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Abstract
This study proposes a two-period analytical model with word-of-mouth (WOM) bridging
sequential periods to explore the relative optimality of three sequential releasing strategies for a
software vendor: Skipping Strategy, Replacement Strategy, and Line-extension Strategy. Our
analysis shows that Skipping Strategy is optimal when the net WOM is negative and sufficiently
small, while the Replacement Strategy becomes the optimal choice when the net WOM is
negative but not sufficiently small. However, the Line-extension Strategy dominates other two
strategies when the net WOM is positive. Different pricing pattern may be chosen when adopting
Line-extension Strategy, i.e. when the net WOM is positive and not very large, a Low-High
pricing pattern is optimal, but a High-Low pricing pattern will be the best choice when the net
WOM is positive and sufficiently large.
Keywords: Software products, Sequential releasing strategy, Pricing strategy, Word-of-mouth
effect

1. Introduction
In software industry, software vendors employ various sequential releasing strategies.
Replacement Strategy is a common choice, namely, replacing a low-quality version by releasing
a high-quality version, such as Microsoft Office 2016 for Windows replacing Microsoft Office
2013, or Mathematica 11 replacing Mathematica 10. In addition, some software vendors adopt
the Line-extension Strategy i.e., release a low-quality version first and extend the product line by
releasing a high-quality version later and sell both versions simultaneously. For instances, Adobe
Acrobat 3D was added to the product line of Adobe Acrobat in 2005, Adobe Premiere Pro was
added to the product line of Adobe Premiere Elements in 2003, and Dishonored 2 was added to
the line of the old version Dishonored in 2016. In this case, after the release of the high-quality
version, the low-quality version is still available, and the consumers could purchase either
version. Moreover, some software vendors may choose to skip a planned release time point for
its software and delay its release until a later period for further quality improvement, i.e. Java 8
was delayed by Oracle in 2013, Azure Stack software was delayed by Microsoft in 2016 and so
forth. We refer to such a strategy as Skipping Strategy.
When choosing from such sequential introduction strategies, the word-of-mouth (WOM)
bridging sequential periods is a vital factor for firms to consider, because the valuation of
consumers for a newer high-quality product can be significantly affected by the presence of the
older low-quality product (Chau and Desiraju 2017). And WOM could be estimated by the firm
via various ways (Bughin et al. 2010; Godes and Mayzlin 2004; Harrison-Walker 2001). We
1

This work was supported by the Key Program of the National Science Foundation of China (No.71631003), the National Science
Fund for Distinguished Young Scholars of China (Grant No.70925005), and the General Program of the National Science
Foundation of China (No.71371135).
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summarize the pros and cons of the three releasing strategies in Table 1, and the present study
aims to explore which sequential release strategy a software vendor should adopt according to its
estimation about WOM: Skipping, Replacing, or Line-extension.
Table 1. The tradeoff among three releasing strategies
Replacement

Line-extension

Skipping

Pros

 Profit gain from low-quality
version in the first period
 Benefit from positive WOM

 Profit gain from low-quality version
in both periods
 Benefit from positive WOM

 Avoid negative WOM

Cons

 Suffer from negative WOM

 Cannibalization effect between two
versions
 Suffer from negative WOM

 Profit loss in the first period

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we review the related
literature. In §3 and §4, the optimal price schemes for each strategy are derived. In §5, we
compare the optimality of three strategies. The conclusions of this study are summarized in §6.

2. Literature Review
Prior literature relevant to our study is on product sequential introduction strategies. By
examining the optimal sales strategy of a monopolist when introducing an improved version of
its current product, Levinthal and Purohit (1989) find that Skipping Strategy is optimal when the
level of product improvement is modest. The research conducted by Siebert (2015) also reveals
that the optimal strategy for a monopolist to enter new markets is introducing only a
higher-quality version, namely Skipping Strategy. The following work demonstrates the
optimality of Replacement Strategy by releasing a low-quality product prior to a high-quality
product under specific conditions such as upgrade option for the newer version (Pedram and
Balachander 2015) and demand uncertainty (Biyalogorsky and Koenigsberg 2014). Bhargava
(2014) found that product line expansion is an especially useful strategy under network effects.
Chau and Desiraju (2017) explored how the type of compatibility and the magnitude of the
network effect influence the manufacturer’ preference for various product introduction strategies.
They found that only three strategies (replacement, skipping, a delayed line) can be optimal,
while in our study, the line-extension is the optimal strategy in most scenarios but the delayed
line is always a suboptimal strategy. The prior literature aforementioned ignored the presence of
WOM (positive or negative), which is an important factor for software vendors to consider. In
this study, we will explore the impact of WOM effect bridging sequential periods on the
optimality of three sequential releasing strategies for a software vendor.

3. The Model
Consider a software monopoly intending to provide a software product containing certain
number of functionalities. We assume that the main functionalities have been pre-developed in
the first period, but due to the fact that consumers’ requirements are uncertain in this period,
some functionalities may not fully meet consumers’ real requirements. Hence, the software
vendor may release a limited-functionality version in the first period, denoted by 𝑞𝑙 , to gain
recognition and establish reputation. In the second period, consumers’ requirements become
clear, and the software vendor could release a full-functionality version (denoted by 𝑞𝑓 ) to meet
these requirements.
We assume a normalized mass N=1 of consumers with types 𝜃 uniformly distributed over [0,
1], where 𝜃 captures heterogeneity in the consumer marginal willingness to pay (WTP) for
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quality. Consistent with literature (Dogan et al. 2011), “quality” in our study refers to the number
of functionalities of a software. Following the work by Bensaid and Lesnea (1996), we assume
that the purchasing decisions of consumers in the first period would not be affected by WOM.
Thus, the net utility that an adopter with type 𝜃 could derive from version 𝑞𝑙 is
𝑢𝜃 = 𝜃𝑞𝑙 − 𝑝𝑙
(1)
where 𝑝𝑙 is the price of the version 𝑞𝑙 . We assume that consumers are myopic and make
purchase decisions based on their utility of current period.
In the second period, all consumers re-evaluate the full-functionality version, and then early
adopters would upgrade to and new consumers would purchase the full-functionality version if
they derive non-negative utility from their upgrade or purchase. Following Katz and Shapiro
(1985), we assume that consumers are heterogeneous in their basic willingness-to-pay for
product quality but homogeneous in the WOM effect. Then the net utility that a consumer 𝜃
derived from purchasing a full-functionality version 𝑞𝑓 is
𝑢𝜃 = 𝜃𝑞𝑓 + 𝑊𝑁 − 𝑝𝑓
(2)
where 𝑊𝑁 denotes the net WOM generated by the first period’s users, and 𝑝𝑓 denotes the price
of the full-functionality version.
Consumers upgrading from a previous version to the current version only need to pay the price
difference is a common pricing strategy in information products industry, such as Microsoft
Enterprise software products, and VMware software products and so forth. Therefore, we assume
that customers of the limited-functionality version could upgrade to the full-functionality version
by paying for the difference between 𝑝𝑙 and 𝑝𝑓 if they derive non-negative utility from the
full-functionality version.
We compare three releasing strategies: (i) Skipping Strategy (SS), where only the
full-functionality version is released in the second period; (ii) Replacement Strategy (RS), where
the limited-functionality version released in the first period is replaced by the full-functionality
version in the second period; (iii) Line-extension Strategy (LES), where the full-functionality
version is added in the second period to the product line with the limited-functionality version
being sold in both periods.
The decision task for the software vendor is to choose an optimal releasing strategy and the
corresponding pricing to maximize its total profit gained in both periods, according to its
estimation about the potential WOM effect. Without loss of generality, product development
costs are assumed to be zero in our model.
All consumers could be categorized into five types: (i) type LU: purchase the
limited-functionality version in the first period and upgrade in the second period; (ii) type LN:
buy the limited-functionality version in the first period but not upgrade in the second period; (iii)
type NF: does not purchase in the first period but buy the full-functionality version in the second
period; (iv) type NL: buy nothing in the first period but buy the limited-functionality version in
the second period; (v) type NN: purchase nothing in both periods. The market segmentation and
the optimization problem of three strategies are shown in Table 2.
Table 2 The market segmentation of three strategies in both periods
Skipping Strategy

Replacement Strategy

Period 1
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Line-extension Strategy

Period 2

Optimization
problem
Constraint
condition

𝑝𝑓𝑅𝑆 > 𝑝𝑙𝑅𝑆 > 0
𝑞𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑞𝑙 ≤ 𝑞𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑝𝑓𝐿𝐸𝑆 > 𝑝𝑙𝐿𝐸𝑆 > 0
𝑞𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑛 ≤ 𝑞𝑙 ≤ 𝑞𝑙𝑚𝑎𝑥

4. Optimal Pricing Strategy
In this section, we examine the software vendor’s optimal pricing strategy when adopting
different releasing strategies.
4.1 SS-Skipping Strategy
Skipping Strategy indicates that the software vendor will not release a limited-functionality
version in the first period but sell the full-functionality version 𝑞𝑓 with price 𝑝𝑓𝑆𝑆 in the second
period. The optimal price, demand and profit are: 𝑝𝑓𝑆𝑆∗ =

𝑞𝑓
2

1

, 𝐷 𝑆𝑆∗ = 2, and 𝜋 𝑆𝑆∗ =

𝑞𝑓
4

.

4.2 RS-Replacement Strategy
When adopting the Replacement Strategy, the software vendor introduces a limited-functionality
version 𝑞𝑙 with price 𝑝𝑙𝑅𝑆 in the first period, and then replaces it with a full-functionality version
𝑞𝑓 with price 𝑝𝑓𝑅𝑆 in the second period. The optimal prices for both versions and the
corresponding market demand and profit are presented in proposition 1.
Proposition 1. When adopting the Replacement Strategy,
1

(i) if 𝑞𝑙 < 𝐴, or 𝑞𝑙 > 𝐴 and 𝑊𝑁 > 𝑞𝑙 − 𝑞𝑓 , where 𝐴 =
2
both versions are 𝑝𝑙𝑅𝑆∗ =

𝑞𝑙 (𝑞𝑓 −𝑊𝑁 )
4𝑞𝑓 −𝑞𝑙
𝑞𝑓 −𝑊𝑁

optimal profit are 𝐷𝑅𝑆∗ = 1 − 4𝑞

𝑓 −𝑞𝑙

and 𝑝𝑓𝑅𝑆∗ =

(ii) Otherwise, the optimal prices for both versions are
𝑞

4

, the optimal prices for

2𝑞𝑓2 +𝑊𝑁 (2𝑞𝑓 −𝑞𝑙 )

and 𝜋 𝑅𝑆∗ =

1

√1+16𝑞𝑓 −1

4𝑞𝑓 −𝑞𝑙

. The total demand and the

𝑊𝑁2 +(2𝑞𝑓 −𝑞𝑙 )𝑊𝑁 +𝑞𝑓2
4𝑞𝑓 −𝑞𝑙
𝑅𝑆∗
𝑝𝑙 = 𝑝𝑓𝑅𝑆∗

.

𝑞

= 𝑙. The total demand and
2

𝑅𝑆∗
the optimal profit are 𝐷𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙
= 2 and 𝜋 𝑅𝑆∗ = 4𝑙.
In Replacement Strategy, when the quality level of the limited-functionality version is not very
large, or it is sufficiently large but the generated net WOM is also large enough, the optimal
price for the limited-functionality version decreases with the net WOM level, but the optimal
price for the full-functionality version, the resulting total market demand and the profit increase
with the net WOM level. Therefore, the enhanced net WOM is always beneficial for the software
vendor to obtain greater market coverage and higher profit in this scenario. Otherwise, WOM
will not affect the software vendor’s prices for both versions, the resulting demand and profit.

4.3 LES-Line-extension Strategy
In the Line-extension Strategy, the software vendor introduces a limited-functionality version 𝑞𝑙
with price 𝑝𝑙𝐿𝐸𝑆 in the first period and sells both the limited-functionality version as well as the
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full-functionality version 𝑞𝑓 with price 𝑝𝑓𝐿𝐸𝑆 in the second period. We derive two local optima:
LES-I and LES-II, corresponding to two pricing patterns: Low-High and High-Low respectively.
Low-High pricing pattern refers to setting a relatively low price for the limited-functionality
version and a relatively high price for the full-functionality version, while High-Low pricing
pattern refers to setting a relatively high price for the limited-functionality version and a
relatively low price for the full-functionality version. Then the proposition 2 is obtained.
Proposition 2. If the software vendor adopts the Line-extension Strategy,
(i) When 0 < 𝑊𝑁 ≤ 𝐹2 , LES-I (Low-High pricing pattern) is more profitable.
(ii) When 𝐹2 < 𝑊𝑁 ≤ 𝑞𝑙 , LES-II (High-Low pricing pattern) will be the dominant choice.
(iii) When 𝑊𝑁 < 0, Line-extension Strategy will transform into the Replacement Strategy.
(Due to space limitations, we omitted the detailed presentation of the two solutions and 𝐹2 )
If the software vendor adopts Line-extension Strategy, when the net WOM is positive, it may
adopt different pricing patterns. Specifically, the Low-High pricing pattern is the optimal choice
when the net WOM is positive but not sufficiently large. While the High-Low pricing pattern
will be the best choice when the net WOM is positive and sufficiently large. When the net WOM
is negative, Line-extension Strategy will equal to Replacement Strategy.

5. Comparisons of Different Releasing Strategy
In this section, we examine the optimality of the three release strategies by comparing the
optimal profit obtained in different strategies. Then we have the proposition 3.
Proposition 3. The optimality of the three releasing strategies is as follows:
(i) When 𝑊𝑁 < 0, RS or SS is the optimal strategy. Specifically,
a) if 𝑊𝑁 > 𝑋2 , RS is the optimal choice.
b) if 𝑊𝑁 < 𝑋2 , SS will be the best choice.
(ii) When 𝑊𝑁 > 0, LES is more profitable than the other two strategies. More specifically,
c) if 𝑊𝑁 < 𝐹2 , Low-High pricing pattern (LES-I) is the optimal choice.
d) if 𝑊𝑁 ≥ 𝐹2 , High-Low pricing pattern (LES-II) will be the best choice.
(Due to space limitations, we omitted the detailed presentation of 𝑋2 and 𝐹2 )
𝑊𝑁 < 0

𝑊𝑁 < 𝑋2
SS
1

𝑊𝑁 > 0

𝑊𝑁 > 𝑋2

𝑊𝑁 < 𝐹2

𝑊𝑁 > 𝐹2

RS
2

LES-I
3

LES-II
4

Figure 1. Decision tree for the software vendor to choose the optimal strategy

As shown in Proposition 3(i) and the left branch of the decision tree in Figure 1, when the net
WOM level is negative, Skipping Strategy or Replacement Strategy is optimal. Particularly,
Skipping Strategy is the optimal choice when the net WOM is negative and sufficiently small
(Path 1). But when the net WOM is negative and not sufficiently small, the Replacement
Strategy will be the best choice (Path 2).
As shown in Proposition 3(ii) and the right branch of the decision tree in Figure 1, when the
net WOM is positive, Line-extension Strategy will be more profitable than the other two
strategies. When the net WOM is positive but not sufficiently large, the software vendor will
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choose the Low-High pricing strategy (Path 3). When the net WOM is positive and sufficiently
large, the High-Low pricing pattern will be chosen by the software vendor (Path 4).

6. Conclusions
With regard to the optimality of three releasing strategies (Skipping, Replacement,
Line-extension), when the net WOM is negative and sufficiently small, Skipping Strategy is the
optimal choice. While the Replacement Strategy will be the best choice in the scenario that the
net WOM is negative but not very small. When the net WOM is positive, Line-extension
Strategy will dominate the other two strategies, but different pricing patterns may be adopted.
More specifically, when the net WOM is positive and not sufficiently large, the Low-High
pricing pattern is the optimal choice. While the High-Low pricing pattern will be the best choice
in the scenario that the net WOM is positive and sufficiently large.
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Abstract
Conventional wisdom suggests that competing firms should seek to increase the perceived
differentiation between their products from the consumer perspective and that product
differentiation benefits the firms at the expense of consumers. We show that this conventional
wisdom need not hold in the emerging sharing economy system, such as the ride sharing in which
platforms like Uber and Lyft connect riders to drivers by dynamically adjusting the prices charged
to riders and wages offered to drivers. We show that platforms can be worse off from increasing
the perceived differentiation from the perspective of either drivers or riders. Moreover, an increase
in one side's perceived differentiation can benefit its own side but it always hurts the other side.
We further show that a fixed commission rate scheme (FCR) in which the platforms commit to
offering drivers a wage that is a constant fraction of the price charged to riders can be superior
to the dynamic commission rate scheme (DCR) in which the platforms dynamically adjust the
commission rates from platforms' perspective. More importantly, the drivers are not necessarily
worse off under DCR than FCR. We posit that two key characteristics of the ride sharing context—
a platform's revenue is contingent on matching a rider with a driver and platforms compete for
drivers (supply) through wages in addition to competing for riders (demand) through prices—
drive our results.
Keywords: Platform, Competition, Sharing Economy

1. Introduction
The sharing economy is rapidly growing. According to a report by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC),
the size of the sharing economy is expected to increase to 335 billion dollars in year 2025 from 15
billion dollars in 2014. While no consensus has been made on what constitutes the sharing
economy, it is widely accepted that sharing economy refers to an economic system in which private
individuals that own excess capacity of an asset during a time period share it with others that need
it in that time period, typically for a fee, and such sharing is enabled by the Internet and mobile
technologies. Ride sharing, home renting, and talent-sharing are but some examples of sharing in
this economy.
Benkler (2004) identifies lumpiness of assets and technology as the two essential elements of the
sharing economy, using ride sharing as an example of large-scale sharing of goods by private
individuals. “Lumpy” goods are those that have to be purchased in units that often exceed the
buyer's needs during much of their life time, automobiles being one example of such goods. When
the owner realizes little or no need for the good during a period, he has an incentive to share it with
others that need it (i.e., seekers) during that period, provided such sharing is profitable for the
owner.
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While goods sharing is not new, the Internet and mobile technologies have made it significantly
easier for owners and seekers to find each other in real time. For instance, in the case of ride sharing,
online platforms such as Uber and Lyft connect drivers and riders on demand and in real time.
These platforms rely on information about owners and seekers such as their current locations,
availability, and trip destination to match them with each other, and in return, charges the owners
a fee when a successful match is made.
The sharing economy raises several challenges for all players that participate in it (i.e., owners,
seekers, and platforms). First, a platform receives a payment only when an owner is successfully
connected with a seeker. Therefore, matching the demand from seekers and the supply from
owners is a key issue faced by a platform in this economy. One distinctive feature of the sharing
economy context is that the supply is neither infinite nor fixed, but rather it depends on the net
price the owners expect to receive for sharing the good. The demand from seekers also depends
on the surplus they expect to receive. Therefore, choosing the right prices for owners and seekers
that result in an optimal match between them is a key decision made by the platforms. Furthermore,
because the number of owners and number of seekers participating in the economy can change
over time, coordinating the supply and demand requires dynamic pricing.
Second, the presence of competing platforms further complicates the pricing issue because both
owners and seekers generally multi-homing in the sharing economy context. Thus, in any time
period, each owner and seeker choose the platform that offers her a higher surplus in that period.
Therefore, the platforms must take into account not only the matching of its own demand and
supply but also the competitor's actions while setting prices.
Finally, the platforms' pricing policy has important implications for all participants. A simple
policy for the platform is to charge a fixed price to seekers and to pay a fixed wage to owners while
retaining the difference in price and wage as commission, regardless of the market conditions.
Such a static pricing policy is rarely adopted by platforms because it cannot coordinate the supply
and demand efficiently, leading to both low social welfare and low platform profits. Many
platforms adopt dynamic pricing for seekers, also known as surge pricing, in which the platforms
vary the price to be paid by seekers based on the demand and supply conditions in the market.
Analogous to the demand side, on the supply side, platforms have employed both fixed
commission rate and dynamic commission rate schemes for paying the owners. Under the fixed
commission rate scheme (FCR), the platform commits to paying the owners a fixed fraction of the
price charged to seekers. Under the dynamic commission rate scheme (DCR), the commission rate
can vary and the platform does not commit to a fixed rate.
The primary purpose of this paper is to enhance our understanding of the nature of competition
between platforms in the ride sharing economy context by answering the following research
questions: In the presence of platform competition, (i) how does increasing differentiation (or
reducing substitutability) between platforms affect platforms, seekers, and owners? (ii) How does
the relative number of owners vis-a-vis the number of seekers affect the platform, seekers, and
owners? (iii) How does different price schemes, such as dynamic commission rate scheme vs.
fixed commission rate, affect platforms, seekers, and owners?
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The sharing economy phenomenon is relatively new. Some studies have examined the operational
details of demand-supply matching in a sharing economy (e.g., Allon et al., 2012; Chen and Hu,
2016). Different from them, we examine platform competition in the ride sharing economy context.
Our work is thus also related to the extensive literature on two-sided markets and platform
economics (e.g., Rochet and Tirole, 2003).

2. Model
We discuss the model using the ride sharing context, for expositional clarity. The market comprises
of three categories of players: platforms, riders, and drivers. The platforms function as
intermediaries that connect riders and drivers at various time periods. We consider a time horizon
that consists of discrete time periods which we normalize to one, without loss of generality. We
consider two platforms, 1 and 2, that offer the ride sharing service and they compete with each
other for riders and drivers. There are
potential riders and
potential drivers in the market.
A rider (driver) needs (offers) a maximum of one ride. Whether a rider (or a driver) uses a ride
sharing service and which platform she uses depends on the net utility she derives from the two
platforms.
We distinguish between two types of riders based on the utility she derives from the ride sharing
service: those with high utility ( ) for the service and those with low utility ( ). A rider has a
high utility for the service with probability . The rider utility captures the intensity of her need
for the service in that time period. Additionally, the riders are heterogeneous with respect to their
preference for the services they desire in a ride sharing platform. We model the rider preference
using the classical Hotelling line. In particular, we assume that the two platforms are located at the
two ends of a line of unit length–platform1 is located at zero and platform 2 is located at one–and
be the unit misfit cost for a
rider preferences are uniformly distributed along the line. We let
rider and we refer to it as the degree of differentiation between platforms from the riders'
perspective. While a rider’s utility can vary across time periods, her preference remains the same
during the time horizon.
Drivers, similar to riders, belong to one of two types: those with low cost ( ) for offering the
service and those with high cost ( ). A driver has a low cost for the service with probability .
The cost to a driver includes the real costs such as those related to material and time and the
opportunity cost that includes the value of outside option. Similar to riders, the drivers also have
preferences for the services they desire in a ride sharing platform, which is again modeled by the
classical Hotelling line with unit misfit cost of . The drivers' preference could stem from
different policies adopted by the platforms. For instance, Uber has more favorable policies towards
drivers that have newer cars compared to Lyft; similarly, Uber and Lyft also differ regarding the
incentives and insurance they provide to drivers based on driver and vehicle characteristics. We
as the degree of differentiation between platforms from the drivers' perspective.
refer to
The timeline for the game is as follows: First, the two platforms decide the price charged to riders
and the wage offered to drivers , ∈ 1,2 . Then, the riders and drivers make their
participation decisions simultaneously.
In the baseline model, we assume that both riders and drivers multi-home in the sense that they
choose the platform that offers a higher positive surplus in that time period. For all riders and
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drivers, their utility of outside option (i.e., not using any of the two platforms) is normalized as 0.
To exclude trivial cases, we assume that the markets for high-valuation riders and low-cost drivers
are covered in the sense that they will choose one of the platforms and participate in the sharing
economy. On the other hand, the market for low-valuation riders and high-cost drivers are not fully
covered in the sense that some of them choose not to participate in the sharing economy. All
players are risk neutral.

3. Summary of Main Results
In our model, the platform competition is characterized mainly by the parameters
and . We
examine the impacts of platform competition in the sharing economy by analyzing the impacts of
the parameters on key equilibrium outcomes.
Proposition 1. Under DCR, in equilibrium, an increase in the rider-side platform differentiation
(i.e., an increase in ) (a) decreases the wage offered to drivers and decreases the driver surplus,
∗

(b) increases the price charged to riders if and only if
∗

∗
∗

∗

, and decreases

, and (c) increases the platform

∗

∗

2

1
1

∗

∗

the rider surplus if and only if
profit if and only if

/

2

0.

Proposition 1(a) and 1(b) reveal that a higher rider-side differentiation does not necessarily
increase the rider' price but it always decreases the wage offered to drivers, whereas conventional
wisdom may suggest that the platforms might increase prices when rider-side differentiation
becomes stronger. In classical Hotelling models of differentiation, the consumers are worse off if
the degree of differentiation increases. If the platforms in our model could not control the supply
through wage in the sense that the supply and wage are constants, we can prove that the riders
would be always charged a higher price if the degree of differentiation increases. Therefore, the
fact that the platforms can control the supply in the sharing economy context makes the insights
different from the conventional wisdom. In the sharing economy context, the platforms must offer
a higher wage in order to have a higher supply because the supply side are self-scheduled. This,
however, will bring negative effects to the drivers when the preference of rider side increases as
shown by the proposition. We can show that the platforms always have a higher profit margin if
increases. Therefore, the demand side could possibly be better off because of the worsening of
the supply side.
Proposition 2. Under DCR, in equilibrium, an increase in the driver side platform differentiation
(i.e., an increase in ) (a) increases the price charged to riders and decreases the rider surplus,
∗

(b) increases the wage offered to drivers if and only if
∗

/

∗

, and increases

∗

the driver surplus if and only if

∗
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, and (c) increases the platform

∗

profit if and only if
∗

∗

1

∗

2

1
2

0.

Proposition 2, together with Proposition 1, suggests that the increase in platform differentiation
from the perspective of either side does not necessarily hurt its own side but negatively affects the
other side.
Proposition 3. Under FCR, the impact of an increase in the rider-side platform differentiation
(i.e., an increase in ) is given by Table 1.
Table 1: The impact of an increase in t under FCR scheme
Equilibrium
supply exceeds demand
supply matches demand
Price and wage
Increases
Decreases
Platform profit
Increases
Decreases
Driver surplus
Increases
Decreases
Rider surplus
Decreases
increases if and only if
∗
∗
4
∗
8

4

We note that under FCR, when supply is excessive in equilibrium, the impact of rider-side
differentiation is similar to the conventional wisdom. On the other hand, when the demand equals
supply in equilibrium, the qualitative impact of rider-side differentiation is generally opposite of
that when supply of drivers is excessive. The primary reason for this finding is that the platforms
increases the platforms' incentive
compete for drivers in this equilibrium. While an increase in
to increase rider prices, ceteris paribus, the increase in a platform's price leads to an excess supply.
This, in turn, induces the platform to decrease wage, which can only be achieved by reducing price
because the wage is a fixed fraction of price. When it is profitable for a platform to match demand
with supply, the latter effect dominates the incentive to increase price. A decrease in price not only
decreases the profit margin but also the number of matched transactions (through a decrease in
number of drivers caused by a wage decrease), resulting in a smaller profit for the platform as well
if the
as a smaller surplus for drivers. However, the riders could benefit from an increase in
surplus gain from a reduction in price offsets the surplus loss from a reduction in matched riders.
Proposition 4. Under FCR, the impact of an increase in the driver-side platform differentiation
(i.e., an increase in ) is given by Table 2.
under FCR scheme
Table 2: The impact of an increase in
Equilibrium
supply exceeds
supply matches demand
demand
Price and wage
unaffected
Decreases
Platform profit
unaffected
increases if and only if
∗
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4

2

Driver surplus

decreases

Rider surplus

unaffected

∗

Increases if and only if

∗
∗

Decreases

When the supply exceeds demand,
plays no role in the equilibrium except for driver surplus.
In contrast, if demand matches supply in equilibrium, an increase in
increases price and wage.
This finding arises from the fact that the platforms compete for drivers in this equilibrium, and
increase in driver-side differentiation softens the competition. However, the softening of
competition does not always increase platform profits because the increase in price also decreases
the number of matched transactions by decreasing the number of riders. The increase in price
combined with a decrease in number of riders in the equilibrium decreases the rider surplus when
increases. On the other hand, the driver surplus can increase with an increase in
because of
the increase in wage enjoyed by drivers.
Proposition 5. (a) The platform profit is higher under FCR than DCR scheme if an only if supply
∗
∗
2
is matched to demand in equilibrium under FCR scheme and
∗

;

(b) The rider surplus in FCR scheme is smaller than that in DCR scheme only when supply is
∗
matched to demand and ∗
;
(c) The driver surplus in FCR scheme is smaller than that in DCR scheme only when supply is
∗
.
matched to demand and ∗
Proposition 5(a) is surprising because it shows that the platforms could be better off under FCR
than DCR. Clearly, DCR offers platforms more flexibility or degrees of freedom than FCR because
the platforms can set both price and wage under DCR scheme. In contrast, they can only set the
price under FCR. However, the result shows that the platforms may not be able to take advantage
of the increased flexibility. On the contrary, the increased flexibility can actually hurt the platforms.

4. Conclusion
We examine the nature of competition between platforms in the sharing economy using a model
of ride sharing that has two platforms competing for riders and drivers. We show that some
standard results regarding the impact of the degree of perceived differentiation (or substitutability)
between competing firms in traditional one-sided markets need not hold in the ride sharing context.
For instance, in traditional markets, an increase in the degree of perceived differentiation between
competing firms softens the price competition, benefits firms, and hurts consumers. In contrast,
we show that in the ride sharing context, an increase in the degree of perceived differentiation
between platforms, either from the riders' perspective or the drivers' perspective, can intensify the
price competition and hurt the platforms. Moreover, an increase in the perceived differentiation
from the perspective of one side (either driver or rider) can benefit own side, but it always hurts
the other side. Furthermore, we show that even though DCR offers more flexibility than FCR to
platforms in choosing their prices, the platforms can be worse off when both platforms adopt DCR
compared to when both adopt FCR. Interestingly, the drivers and riders can be worse off under
FCR than DCR.
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Abstract
Borrowers repeatedly request loans in online debt market. We posit that borrowers can learn
from these repetitions and as a result, they can improve their future funding success. Our results
confirm our conjectures. We then examine what borrowers can learn from such repetitions. The
results show that borrowers learn from his own failure and adjust interest rate and requested
amount and that such learning effects are larger if time lag from previous request is smaller. We
further investigate how such learning relates to loan outcome. The findings of this study not only
shed lights on borrowers’ strategical learning but also point out opportunities where online
lending platforms can improve efficiency by moderating such learning behavior.
Keywords: P2P lending, crowdfunding, learning
1. Introduction
Relisting is a common phenomenon existing in many online markets such as online job
market, e-commerce websites, and online debt crowdfunding (i.e. Peer-to-Peer lending (P2P)).
For example, sellers at e-commerce websites relist a product multiple times while varying
pricing or other auction parameters due to unsatisfied sales. Similarly, house sellers relist their
houses on online real estate platform such as Zillow and Redfin by changing price or other
information if their houses stay too long on the market. In these contexts, can sellers learn from
these repeated behaviors? If they can, how do they learn from these repetitions? And what would
be the consequence of such behaviors on consumers? The answers for these questions not only
allow us to have a better understanding about these behaviors, but also are important for the
long-run viability of online market.
We chose P2P lending, where anonymous borrowers directly borrow from a pool of online
potential lenders, as our study context to answer these questions. Our choice is based on two
main reasons: (1) unlike other contexts where it is difficult to identify whether the effects, if any,
on buyers’ behaviors, are due to sellers’ learning from relisting or many other factors such as
personal tastes and social norms, in P2P market almost all lenders seek the same goal— higher
returns. If borrowers do learn from their repeated listings, they are more likely to improve their
funding success rate. (2) It is much easier to measure the consequences of learning behaviors
because we have objective measurement about the outcome of these loans, whether they were
fully repaid after maturity. However, it is almost impossible to track the effect of learning in
other contexts such as e-commerce and housing markets where little or untrustworthy of aftersale information is available.
2. Related Literature
Our study is mainly related to two streams of research. One stream is research on P2P lending.
Studies in this context mainly focus on two topics: factors that affect lenders’ behaviors (Duarte
et al., 2012; Zhang & Liu, 2012; Iyer et al., 2015; Lin & Viswanathan, 2015) and mechanisms that
can reduce information asymmetry (Lin et al., 2013; Iyer et al., 2015; Hildebrand et al., 2016).
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However, all these studies examine P2P lending from lenders’ perspectives to learn the quality of
borrowers and no research studies borrowers can learn from their own behaviors.
Another stream of relevant literature is on learning-by-doing. Learning-by-doing, an economic
theory, states that learning can be achieved through activities to solve problems (Arrow, 1962). It
is a widely accepted finding in many fields such as economics, productions, and management that
learning-by-doing results in improvement. One study (Freedman & Jin, 2011) also found that
learning-by-doing plays an important role in P2P lending context where lender learns to effectively
reduce risk through their own bidding. Since borrowers and lenders are two sides of this emerging
market, we conjecture that borrowers are more likely to learn from their repeated listing and as a
results, improve funding success rates.
3. Background, Data Sources, and Variables
3.1 Background and Data
We use data from Prosper.com to test our hypothesis. This platform is the first and one of the
largest P2P lending sites in the US with more than 2 million members and over $7 billion in funded
loans by 2017. A typical lending process is available in published studies using data from the same
website, such as Lin et al. (2013) and Zhang and Liu (2012).
A borrower at Prosper.com can repeatedly list loan requests as long as none of her or his previous
loan has already defaulted. Every request may end up in one of three main possible funding
outcomes1. The first possible outcome is completed which means that a loan request has reached
its funding goal and officially become a loan after satisfying other requirements. The second
outcome is expired when a loan request fails to reach its funding goal at the end of active period.
The last outcome is withdrawn when a borrower strategically withdraws a loan request even if it
is still active.
We gathered all loan requests from Prosper.com between July 2006, and May 2013. All
requests during this period have passed their allowed active period; therefore as of the time of our
study, we have objective information on whether the loan requests were fully funded or not at the
end of funding period and if they were, whether loans were fully repaid after three years maturity.
During out study period, out of total 370,008 loan requests, 262,875 of them are from 74.296
borrowers who had at least two loan requests. Among them, 39,309 were fully funded and 11,456
of them were defaulted at the end of them maturity. The number of loan requests a borrower had
ranges from 1 to 80.
3.2 Variables
Funding outcome, which measures whether a loan request is successfully funded, is the main
dependent variable. It is a binary variable, either successfully funded or not successfully funded.
The main independent variables include the number of requests a borrower had till current request,
the outcome of each previous request and the percentages of each outcome among all outcomes
till current request, the changes between current loan request and previous loan requests of a
borrower in terms of the requested amount, the offered interest rates, and the time interval between
consecutive requests.
Four groups of control variables are included in this study. Following prior studies that use
1

One additional funding status is cancellation when a loan has reached funding goal but is cancelled due to
borrowers’ failure to satisfy some required information. Because less than 1% of loan requests ended in this status,
we will not consider it in this study.
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data from Prosper.com (Michels, 2012; Lin & Viswanathan, 2015), the first three groups of control
variables are hard information (e.g., credit grade and debt-to-income-ratio), auction information
(e.g., loan amount and loan category), and social information (i.e., group membership and friend
investment). These groups of information include almost all information lender can observe on
loan request web page when borrowers are requesting loans. We call it “standard information”. In
addition to individual loan request level information, this study considers platform level of
information such as the total number and amount of active loan requests, total number and amount
of successful requests, and the number of lenders who contributed during the focal request active
period.
4. Is borrower learning through repeated borrowing?
Prior to an examination of how borrowers can improve funding success through repeated
borrowing. We need to first verify whether repeated borrowing does have any impact on funding
outcome. Because investors cannot observe the number of failed listings a borrower has but the
number of successful funded loans on Prosper.com platform, previous failed loan requests a
borrower have will not induce any reaction such as the sympathy from lenders and as a result, they
will have no effects on lenders’ funding decisions. Additionally, lenders’ funding decisions are
hugely affected by borrowers’ credit history (Iyer et al., 2015), such as credit score, debt-to-income
ratio, and delinquent history, which cannot be quickly, easily improved. Thus, repeated borrowing
will not necessarily improve the successful odds of a borrower.
On the other hand, it is reasonable to believe that practice gains experience and knowledge.
Borrowers can learn from either failed or successful borrowing by observing the bidding behaviors
of lenders. Thus, they may be able to increase their probability to be funded by adjusting their loan
requests in many aspects such as the amount and the promised interest rate. Therefore, whether
borrowers learn through multiple-listing is unknown. To fill this gap we construct a panel dataset
of borrowing history for borrowers who had at least two loan requests.
4.1 Repeated Listing and Funding Success
We first examine the relationship between number of listing and funding outcome by
implementing a logit model with fixed effects model. The dependent variable is loan request
outcome—if a loan request is fully funded to become a loan. The main independent variable is
accumulated loan requests a borrower had till current request and a quadratic term of this number
to examine whether there is any curvilinear relationship. Control variables include all
aforementioned controls. The results in Table 1 confirm our hypothesis that borrower indeed learn
from past failure and improve funding success probability through repeated borrowing. The
significantly negative coefficient of quadratic term of number of listing indicates that learning is
only up to a certain number of repetition, after which, as a borrower continues requesting loans,
his funding success rate drops.
Table 1. Results of Number of Repeated Requests on Funding Outcome
Variables
Coefficients Odds Ratios
Number of listing so far
0.166***
1.181***
Square of Number of Listing
-0.00436*** 0.996***
Observations
261,836
261,836
Number of borrowers
74,294
74,294
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Hard Credit, Social, Personal, Auction, Platform Information
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

YES

YES

4.2 Identification
In addition to fixed effects model, we employ an instrument strategy to address identification
concern. The instrument we use is the ratio of the number of failed requests to total number of
requests a borrower had till the current request. Previous studies on learning-by-doing consider
that learning occurs when learners deal with problems (Arrow, 1962) which is the failure to secure
a loan in P2P lending context. If a borrower had higher number of failed requests, he is more likely
to seek reasons and learn. Meanwhile, lenders will not be able to observe this ratio. This ratio,
therefore, is a valid instrument. We implement the same model and the results almost identical to
that of main analysis.
5. How Do Borrowers Learn From Repeated Borrowing?
Previous results show that borrowers indeed learn from their repeated borrowing and
eventually improve their funding success rate. The next natural question will be: how can borrower
improve their funding success through repeated borrowing?
5.1 The Impact of Previous Request Outcome on Next Request
For every previous request a borrower can observe information in auction process such as the
number of bids, the amount of bids, and bid timing. A learning borrower is more likely to
accordingly make adjustments to new request. Now we test this conjecture using two analyses.
The dependent variables are changes from previous requests in terms of interest rates and request
amount, the major components of a loan request. The main independent variable is the status of
previous request (i.e. completed, expired, or withdrawn). We implement a Tobit model for interest
rate changes and an OLS model for requested amount changes. Both models are with fixed effects
and clustered at borrower level. The results show that borrowers indeed make changes in new
requests according to previous request outcomes. While borrowers whose previous requests ended
in either “expired” or “withdrawn” tend to promise higher interest rates and less asked amount,
borrowers whose previous loan requests were successful are more likely to offer a lower interest
rate and ask for a larger amount.
Table 2. Results of Previous Request Outcome On Next Request
Variables
Interest Rate
Requested Amount
Changes
Changes
Coefficients
Coefficients
Previous Request Outcome (Completed)
-0.0153***
2,569***
Previous Request Outcome (Expired)
0.00242*
-1,162***
Previous Request Outcome (Withdrawn)
0.00445***
-1,416***
Observations
187,575
187,575
Number of borrowers
73,372
73,372
Hard Credit, Social, Personal, Auction, Platform
YES
YES
Information
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

5.2 Loan Request Adjustments and Funding Success
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We turn to what request adjustments will improve funding success. For a new request
borrowers may choose one of two strategical decisions after previous failure. They can either
strategically adjust future loan requests in terms of interest rates, loan amount, or time of request
or repost the same loan requests as previously failed ones without any changes. We call the first
type of learning as “learning-by-doing” comparing with the second type of “learning myopia.”
However, “learning-by-doing” may not necessarily improve a borrower’s success rate due to many
reasons. For example, this borrower may wrongly interpret the observations. The observed lenders’
behaviors in previous listing may be biased. We implement a linear probability model with fixed
effects to examine the true effects of each strategy and of different adjustments if choosing
learning-by-doing. The main dependent variable is funding outcome (i.e. success or failure). The
main independent variables include the adjustments if any, the timing of requesting (i.e. time
interval from previous request), and the interactions between different adjustments and posting
time.
The Results in Table 3 show that learning-by-doing can in general achieve a higher funding
probability than learning myopia. Among potential adjustments, while requesting larger amount is
negatively related to success, an increase in interest rates averagely has a positive relation with
success but this relationship turns negative if the time interval from last request is larger. In
addition, it is recommended to reduce the time between request posting. Larger time lag from last
request has negative impact on current request success.
Table 3. Strategies Changes on Funding Success
Variables
Learn-by-doing
Interest rate change
Request amount change
Days from last request
Interest rate change × Days from last request
Request amount change × Days from last request
Hard Credit, Social, Personal, Auction, Platform Information
Observations
Number of borrowers

Coefficients
0.0342***
0.209***
-2.75e-06***
-0.000111***
-0.000137***
-7.57e-09***
YES
187,575
73,372

6. Should we encourage repeated behaviors?
All previous analyses show that borrowers learn from previous requests and accordingly make
adjustments to future loan requests. As a result, lenders are more likely to fund these loan request.
However, are these learners worth the trustworthiness? It’s higher possible that a borrower can
manipulates his loan request using knowledge inferred from previous requests and this borrower
is less likely to repay the loan. We reduce the data to include only loans and conduct two tests to
examine the different types of learning and the loan outcome. The dependent variables are loan
outcome (i.e. default or not) and Internal Rate of Return (IRR), respectively. The main independent
variables are same as above analyses.
Table 4 shows that borrowers who implement learning-by-doing strategy is less likely to
default but this result is statistically insignificant. Loans from these borrowers have positive
internal rate of return (IRR). A borrower who promises a higher interest rates unexpectedly has a
lower default probability and a higher IRR. If the adjustment is made long after last request, these
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request have become more likely to default. Similarly, an increase in requested loan amount does
not relate to higher default probability but is positively associated to higher IRR. It is not clear
about the impact of a combination of larger loan amount and longer period from last request on
either default or IRR.
Table 4 Results of Learning on Loan Outcome
Variables
Default
Odds Ratios
Learn-by-doing
0.893
Interest rate change
0.197***
Request amount change
1.000
Days from last request
0.999***
Interest rate change × Days from last request
1.004***
Request amount change × Days from last
1.000*
request
Hard Credit, Social, Personal, Auction,
YES
Platform Information
Observations
29,410
Number of borrowers
22,240

IRR
Coefficients
0.970***
0.902**
1.000***
1.000
1.000*
1.000
Yes
26,475
20,489

7. Implications
The study examines whether and how borrowers can learn through multiple listing their loan
requests on P2P lending websites. The empirical results show that borrowers indeed learn by doing
and improve their funding success rate and that adjustments in interest rates has the largest impact
on their success. We further test the impact of such learning on lenders and find that learning-bydoing allow borrowers to achieve higher IRR. This research has both important academic and
practical implications.
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Abstract
Corporate venture capital (CVC) is a practice where large non-financial firms (i.e., corporate
investors) invest directly in private entrepreneurial companies (i.e., portfolio companies). CVC
has experienced a strong global growth over the past decades and drawn an increasing attention in
academic literature. According to the Global CVC report by CBInsights, the global investments in
corporate venture programs reached a historic high in 2017, up to $31.2 billion across 1,791 deals.
As a critical first step for effective CVC investment, the selection of appropriate portfolio
companies is challenging and difficult due to the high level of uncertainty about potential financial
and strategic benefits. In current CVC practices, the selection of target portfolio companies is
usually done by manual screening. The selection quality heavily depends on the experience and
selection capability of the CVC program. In this study, we take a novel approach and address the
problem of target selection in CVC investment through data science.
Although many M&A prediction models have been developed to facilitate the target selection in
M&A activities, the differences between CVC investments and M&A activities make these models
not directly applicable in the CVC context. Unlike M&A, which results in a legal consolidation of
two entities into one entity and is therefore an exclusive transaction between two firms, CVC
investment allows multiple enterprises to invest in the same portfolio company. CVC is also
different from typical VC investment because CVCs pursue both strategic goals and financial
returns for their parent companies, while the sole investment goal of VC firms is to achieve high
financial returns.
The primary goal of this study is to apply data science to develop a prediction model to facilitate
CVC investments by identifying a short list of highly promising investees from a large pool of
portfolio companies for a CVC investor. The business implications of solving this problem are
enormous and can lead to substantial financial gains and improved operational efficiency for CVCs.
Portfolio companies can also benefit from the suggestions provided by the model as they can
proactively reach out to potential CVCs to secure additional funding and maximize their strategic
fit with the corresponding CVCs.
Our main data source is CrunchBase, a popular database of startup ecosystems in the high-tech
world. Information provided by CrunchBase include company/investor profiles, funding rounds,
and historical investment deals. Our dataset contains 308 CVCs, 581,123 portfolio companies, and
9,192 investment deals by these CVCs from 1987 to 2017. For each entity, detailed profiles such
as organization description, founding date, firm status (operating, acquired, closed, or IPO),
number of employees and so on are available in the dataset. All the 479,118 portfolio companies
that are operating as of 2018 are candidate targets for future CVC investments; among them, only
4,060 portfolio companies have been funded by CVCs so far.
We develop three novel features based on textual and network-based information to measure the
strategic alignment and fit between a CVC investor and a startup, as shown in Figure 1. First, we
apply topic models on the textual descriptions of investors/companies and construct a first-order
topical similarity feature to assess the closeness between two companies in the space of products,
technologies, and markets (Shi et al., 2016). Second, using the CVC-portfolio investment network,
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we construct two second-order topical similarity features. The basic idea is that a CVC-portfolio
relationship should be mutually beneficial to both parties. One way to identify such relationship is
to compare one party with the past partners (i.e., investors or investees) of the other party.
Following this logic, our first second-order feature is computed as the topical similarity between
the focal CVC investor and the past CVC investors of a candidate startup in consideration. The
other second-order feature is operationalized as the topical similarity between the focal startup and
the past CVC investees of a CVC investor. Both second-order features quantify the fit between a
CVC investor and a startup company in terms of corporate objectives and business focuses based
on the theory of strategic consistency (Lamberg et al., 2009).
Our baseline features include mainly the firm characteristics (e.g., number of employees, number
of prior funding rounds, etc.) of a candidate startup. Looking at the problem of target selection
from the perspective of a CVC investor, we do not consider the firm characteristics of a specific
CVC investor, as the predictive power from the CVC characteristics would be the same for a given
CVC investor. In terms of prediction models, we select the logistic regression model to report our
results. Our main purpose in this study is to propose novel features for the problem at hand. Other
machine learning models such as decision trees and support vector machine (SVM) can also be
easily applied when the key features are identified.
A series of computational experiments are conducted on the CrunchBase dataset to evaluate the
performance of our prediction model. The suggested list of potential investees is compared with
the real investment choices of corporate investors on a hold-out sample. We compute the precision,
recall, and F measure among top 10, 20, 50 recommendations as the evaluation basis. Results show
that the model that incorporates first-order and second-order topical similarity features
significantly outperforms the benchmark method.
The contributions of this study are twofold. First, we are among the first to develop a prediction
model for CVC investment, which differs significantly from M&A transactions and venture capital
investment. The prediction model is able to quickly identify a short list of promising investees
from a large pool of portfolio companies. In the prediction model, we develop three novel
similarity features, which are based on the textual descriptions of companies and the historical
investment deals. Second, the study contributes to CVC investment practices by solving an
important business problem of target selection. On the one hand, an effective and efficient target
selection can bring substantial financial gains and improved operational efficiency for CVCs. On
the other hand, portfolio companies can also benefit from the selection suggestions.
Figure 1. Feature Construction Based on CVC-Portfolio Investment Network
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Abstract
The existing analyses of crowdfunding platforms have shown a growing number of participants
and fund raised through these platforms. However, only less than half of the crowdfunding
campaigns achieve their funding goals. Hence, there is an urgent need to estimate the probability
of crowdfunding project success. Most prior research ignores backers' perspective when
examining the features that lead to project success. In this study, we propose a model to quantify
the backers’ interests based on their historical pledging activities. We identify a group of
experienced backers who have higher predictive power than the less experienced backers in
predicting funding project success. Moreover, we design a procedure for generating a quantitative
representation of the experienced backers’ general interests, which we use to predict funding
success. The evaluation of the prediction model shows that our proposed model can achieve an
accuracy of 83% outperforming the baseline model.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Data Mining, Predictive Model, Funding Success

1. Introduction
Crowdfunding platforms, such as Kickstarter and IndieGoGo, allow entrepreneurs to seek funding
opportunities worldwide. The existing analyses of crowdfunding platforms have shown the
growing volume of participants and the funds raised through the platforms. For example,
Kickstarter has raised $3.5 Billion since 2009 with over 10 million backers (KickStarterStats).
Despite the rapid growth of the platforms, previous research shows that only around 40% of the
projects on these platforms are successfully funded (Li et al. 2016; Mollick 2014). The current
success rate on Kickstarter has even declined to 35.97% (KickStarterStats). Therefore, how to
make projects successfully funded is crucial not only to project creators, but also to backers who
fund the projects. Researchers have been examining the antecedents of funding success in order to
provide insights on how to maximize the possibility of funding success in crowdfunding platforms.
(Burtch et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2016).
Given the fact that the number of crowdfunding projects has increased dramatically in recent years,
the competition for backers' attention is becoming increasingly fierce (Mollick 2014). Projects
with a quality project description, frequent updates, and a well-designed reward scheme can attract
more backers’ attention, which in turn raise more money (Xiao et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2014). This
highlights the importance of exploring backers’ interests in crowdfunding campaigns. However,
there is little information about project backers on crowdfunding platform. We design our study to
better understand backer interests on crowdfunding platforms and focus on two key research
questions: 1) How to effectively utilize the limited backer information on crowdfunding platforms
to quantify backer interests? 2) Can we improve the performance of existing predictive models by
adding backers' interests as a new predictor? Toward answering the questions, we look into backers’
pledge history and attempt to use a backer’s pledge history to represent a backer’s interests. We
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believe a backer’s previous decisions can reflect the backer’s interests in the crowdfunding
communities.
On the other hand, backers evaluate a project mainly based on project descriptions. Project
description is one of the few available resources for project creators to communicate with potential
backers and promote their projects. Project creators introduce the key facts about their projects
through project descriptions. Thus, we use project descriptions of a backer’s pledged projects to
quantitatively represent each backer’s interests. In this paper, we propose a new feature, backer
interests, to predict the success of crowdfunding campaigns. The main contributions of our paper
are two-folds: 1) we design a mechanism to capture the backers' interests based on their pledging
history. More specifically, we develop a vector space model to create a quantitative representation
of backers' interests; 2) we show that, by including backers' interests, our predictive model
performs better than previous baseline models. Our result suggests that experienced backers’
interests are crucial to predicting crowdfunding project success.
In the following sections, we begin with review of crowdfunding literatures toward the project
success prediction. Then we present our methodologies and discuss our findings. Finally, we
conclude the paper with implications and future research.

2. Literature Review
A key challenge for the crowdfunding research is to predict the success of a project. Many
researchers try to identify factors that may affect the success propensity of crowdfunding projects
(Burtch et al. 2012; Mitra and Gilbert 2014; Mollick and Nanda 2016). However, the majority of
existing research focuses on basic project properties such as project categories, funding goals, the
duration of the pledged projects, etc. ( Mollick 2014; Etter et al. 2013).
Recently, studies on crowdfunding focus on understanding the rich information contained in
project descriptions for the influence of funding success. Content of project descriptions has a
significant contribution to project success prediction (Mitra and Gilbert 2014; Zhou et al. 2016).
For example, building on the persuasion theory, Mitra and Gilbert (2014) show that project
description could be used to improve prediction performance of funding. They utilize a large
corpus with over 45000 crowdfunding projects and analyze phrases and variables commonly
present in project descriptions. They find that the language used in the project description has a
surprisingly high predictive power, accounting for 58.56% of the variance of funding success.
However, most of these content analyses only focus on project properties without considering
backers’ perspectives for funding success prediction, which is the focus of this study.
While most researchers focus on predicting the success based on project descriptions, another
stream of the research start to consider the role of users as an important factor for the success of
the campaigns. For example, Chung and Lee (2015) find that project creators’ prior experience on
Kickstarter could impact the success of the project. When experienced creators launch projects on
Kickstarter, the success rate increases. (Chung and Lee 2015). Others provide evidence that project
creators’ previous pledge behavior has a significant effect on project success. The projects initiated
by owners who have previously supported others can attract more backers and collect more funds,
as a result, these projects may have higher success rates (Zvilichovsky et al. 2013). In addition,
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project creators’ social media activities have also been considered as a feature to predict the project
success (Chung and Lee 2015; Hui et al. 2014).
Despite the growing interests in creators’ impact on crowdfunding project success, the study on
the impact of backers is very scant. Backers from different cultures, knowledge backgrounds, or
even geographical locations may have different preferences of projects (Agrawal et al. 2014;
Mollick and Nanda 2016). Kuppuswamy and Bayus (2013) highlight the importance of studies
from backers’ perspective, and reveal that social information (i.e., other backers’ decisions)
impacts the success of a Kickstarter campaign (Kuppuswamy and Bayus 2013). This paper adds
to the literature which helps to understand and measure backer interests more explicitly and
holistically in crowdfunding communities. We consider backer interests as a unique factor for the
project success, which has not been considered in the past work. We argue that backer’s pledge
history can indicate backer interests, which can be used to estimate general market tastes and
predict the success of the project. We further investigate the description of backers’ pledged
projects and design a vector space model to represent backer interests. Our results show that
experienced backers’ general interests have a higher predictive power than those from normal
backers. Our new predictive model performs significantly better than previous models. Our
findings provide important implications for future project creators’ decision making.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data
The data set consists of two parts: the projects description and backer pledge history. We collect
all projects on Kickstarter from 2009 to 2014. In our analysis, we exclude ongoing projects as well
as projects that were canceled or pending. are not equivalent to failed projects since projects can
be canceled or pending for a reason other than insufficient funds they have raised. In addition, we
follow the procedures in previous studies and remove non typical projects with a funding goal
below $1000 (1982 projects) or above $1,000,000 (294 projects) (Mollick 2014). The resulting
data set has 90,446 projects in total. Table 1 presents detailed data description.
The backer pledge history data set includes the complete user list extracted from all the projects’
pages. There are 37,588,693 pledges created by 4,089,135 backers on Kickstarter for all the
projects in the first dataset at the time we collect the data. Since Kickstarter does not have a
comprehensive backer profile page, it creates a challenge to track backer’s history for each
individual backer in the sample. However, since our goal is to use backer’s information to enhance
the prediction power of project success, we identify a subset from the backer sample and focus on
backers who are more active and have more experience than the rest of the backers. Backers with
more pledging experience may cumulate more knowledge of identifying a project with better
chance to succeed and make more serious pledge decisions than backers that are less experienced
and less active (Chung and Lee 2015). Following previous studies, we first remove inactive
backers who have participated only once in the whole data collection period. We then select a
subset of backers who have created a project on the platform and at least made one comment to a
project. Finally, we keep the backers who have pledged more than 30 projects in the past. Our final
dataset includes 69,561 backers. We consider these backers left in our dataset as experienced
backers. Based on this backer list, we crawl the historical pledge activities for each user.
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To test whether experienced backers have higher predictive power than the whole backer set, we
conduct a correlation analysis between backer number and funding success. The results are shown
in Table 2, which suggests that experienced backers have pledged in a higher number of successful
projects than the whole sample. Our initial analysis indicates that experienced backers’ pledging
interests could be a key factor to predict funding success of projects.
Table 1. Basic Statistical Information
Project Data
All Projects Crawled
Live projects
Cancelled and suspended projects
Invalid project description
Projects with goal less than 1000 or above 1,000,000
Projects missing required variables
Total Projects

Number
183648
6559
15736
1238
20044
49625
90446

Table 2. Correlation between Backer Number and Funding Success
2
Coefficient
P-value
R
Actual Pledge Number
0.005
< 0.0001
0.049
Pledge Number from Experienced Backers
0.08
<0.0001
0.136

To test the prediction power of experienced backers, we randomly select 10,000 successful projects
and 10,000 failed projects respectively for training set. Correspondingly, we also crawled
1,666,652 related pledge activities created by 69,561 backers.
3.2 Prediction Model with Backer’s Perspectives
In this study, we focus on predicting project success by considering backer’s perspectives. We
develop a new prediction model, which takes into consideration of experienced backers’
preference. As our initial analysis suggests, experienced backers may have a stronger prediction
power than taking all backers as a whole. We focus on experienced backers rather than including
all backers from the dataset. The results show that our model has significant improvement over the
previous models.
We build interests representation for each backer using a set of phrases with predictive power.
First, we generate the set of phrases with predictive power following the previous work (Mitra
and Gilbert 2014). For each project, we crawl the project’s textual description and the promised
reward description from Kickstarter. Then we preprocess all the textual content to lowercase,
remove the stop words, and tokenize them to every possible unigram, bigram, and trigram. Our
sample has 18,197,196 phrases in total. To improve model performance and simplify backer
interests representation, we exclude less frequent phrases which occur less than 50 times in our
training data set. Finally, we calculate the CHI2 score for each phrase and select the top 3000
phrases as features. Figure 1 summarizes the procedures to generate backer interests representation.
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Preprocessing
Backers
Project List

Project
Description

Lowercase text

Feature Reduction
CHI2 score to select
top 3000 Phrases

Remove stop words

TF-IDF

N-gram

Backer Interests
Representation

Calculate Centroid

Remove occurrences
< 50

Figure 1. The Procedures of Generating the Predictive Phrases

Second, we build a vector space representation for each project description including the reward
description based on the 3,000 selected phrases. In the 3,000 dimensional vector, each dimension
represents a specific phrase and the value is the TF-IDF score of this phrase.
Third, for each backer, we aggregate all projects vectors pledged by him/her based on his/her
pledge history. Then we calculate these vectors’ centroid as backers’ representation (see Figure 2).
This centroid can express that each backer’s favor on each phrase according to the weight on this
phrases dimension. After calculation, we get a centroid vector for each backer. More specifically,
there are 69,561 vectors.
Pledge History of Backer A
Representation of Backer A

Project 1: [0.12, 0.56,…., 0.74]
Project 2: [0, 0.47,…., 0.62]

Centroid: [0.06, 0.44, ….0.66]

……

Project K: [0.02, 0.26,…., 0.57]

Figure 2. Backer Interests represented by centroid

Finally, we generate the backer interests. For each project, we calculate the cosine similarity of
this project and each backer. Each similarity score indicates the probability that a backer may
pledge the project. Then we obtain a vector (size = 69,561) of similarity scores for this project. In
our study, we use the mean value as backer interests representation in our prediction model.
3.3 Preliminary Results
In order to investigate whether backer interests have incremental influence on predicting project
success, we run a predictive model using backer interests along with other features proposed by
previous studies. We summarize the features we used in project success prediction in Table 3. The
baseline includes antecedents identified by previous papers. The proposed model includes the
features from both baseline model and backer interests.
Features
Length

Table 3. Features of Our Prediction Model
Definitions
The number of word contained in project description.

Readability

The ease of understanding the project description, measured by readability index

Tone

The ratio of positive and negative words in project description

Past experience

The number of projects previously created and backed by the project creator

Past expertise

The rate of projects successfully funded by the project creator

Goal

The amount that project creator seeks to raise for the project

Duration

The number of days for a project to collect funds
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Rewards

The number of rewards

Image

The number of images embedded in the project page

Video

The number of images embedded in the project page

FB Connection

Whether the project creator has linked a Facebook page for the project

FB Friends

The number of Facebook friends that a project creator has

Backer Interests

The similarity score of the project description and experienced backer interests

We use a logistic regression model to to predict the campaign success based on the extracted
features. We choose the model because it has competitive performance compared with other
traditional binary classification models. In addition, we can better evaluate our model since logistic
regression is also used by the baseline model (Zhou et al 2016). We then compare the result of our
proposed model with the baseline model. To valid our results, we employ K-fold cross validation
test for each predictive model. The average prediction performance (accuracy and F-1 score) is
reported for each predictive model. In our study, we adopt three values of K, namely 3, 5 and 10.
Our results are shown in Table 4. The results show that our proposed model performs better than
the mainstream prediction model. We improve the prediction performance by 8% when K = 10.
(Note: because of the large cost of computation, we did not use the all backer interests in the
predictive model. For the results in the table below, we only use the experienced backers who
pledged more than 50 projects.)
Table 4. Performance of K-Fold Cross-Validation
Baseline
Backer Interests
K
Precision
F-1
Precision
F-1
3

0.75

0.74

0.82

0.81

5
10

0.75
0.75

0.74
0.75

0.83
0.83

0.82
0.83

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a new measure to capture the backers’ interests by looking at backers’
pledging activities. We show that experienced backers’ interests has a higher predictive power
than normal backers for predicting the success of crowdfunding projects. We find evidence to
support a predictive model that have a better performance than the previous models. Our finding
indicates that if the project description has a higher similarity with the experienced backers’
interests, the project has a higher probability for success. Our findings can provide helpful insights
to both project creators and backers.
For future research, we will extend our prediction model to include factor analysis. We plan on
identifying which crowd of backers are important on funding success and investigating why they
play a critical role. In addition, we will expand the data set of experienced backers to test the effect
of including less experienced backers.
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Abstract
Hospital readmission refers to the situation where a patient is re-hospitalized with the same
primary diagnosis after discharge. It causes $26 billion preventable expense to the U.S. health
systems annually and may indicate suboptimal care for patients. Predicting readmission risk is
essential to alleviate such financial and medical consequences. Yet such prediction is
challenging due to the dynamic and complex nature of the hospitalization trajectory. The
state-of-the-art studies apply statistical models with unified parameters for all patients and use
static predictors in a period, failing to consider patients’ heterogeneous illness trajectories. Our
approach – TADEL (Trajectory-BAsed DEep Learning) – addresses the present challenge and
captures various illness trajectories. We evaluate TADEL on a unique five-year national
Medicare claims dataset, reaching a precision of 0.780, a recall of 0.985, and an F1-score of
0.870. This study contributes to IS literature and methodology by formulating the readmission
prediction problem and developing a novel personalized readmission risk prediction framework.
This framework provides direct implications for health providers to assess patients’ readmission
risk and take early interventions to avoid potential negative consequences.
Keywords: Hospital readmission, Predictive analytics, Deep learning, Health IT, Design science

1. Introduction
Hospital readmission is a critical concern in disease management. It is usually defined as the
situation where a patient discharged from a hospital is admitted again within 30 days (Axon and
Williams 2011). The 30-day readmission leads to an annual cost of $26 billion dollars (Center
for Health Information and Analysis 2015) and may indicate suboptimal care for patients, such
as fragmented and poorly coordinated care, inappropriate transitions between inpatient and
outpatient settings, and even medical errors (Dhalla et al. 2014). Taking interventions to alleviate
such consequences demands proactive prediction for patients’ readmission risk.
Most prior studies apply statistical methods, such as regression and duration models, to predict
patients’ readmission risk (Bardhan et al. 2015, Jovanovic et al. 2016). However, significant
challenges still exist in those methods, because of the complex nature of patients’ illness process.
Numerous studies have documented that an illness is not a one-stop outcome. Rather, it contains
a dynamic trajectory, such as initial, onset, crisis, acute, stable, unstable, downward, and dying
(Corbin and Strauss 1991, Woog 1992). The multi-stage illness trajectory viewpoint poses three
major challenges for existing statistical models. First, patients visit hospitals in different phases
in the illness trajectory, thus having varied health states and hazard. Regression and duration
models aim to estimate the readmission risk at the population level. Such homogeneous models
are not capable of capturing patients’ heterogeneous health states. Second, as some patients may
not experience all the eight phases in the illness trajectory, the hospitalization trajectory should
differ for different patients. In addition, patients’ time and frequency of hospitalizations and
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illness phase transitions vary significantly. The current statistical models cannot capture such
variance in patients’ hospitalization trajectory. Third, a multi-stage illness trajectory requires
sequential and dynamic predictors to model the process. Existing studies only use static
predictors for each patient (Jovanovic et al. 2016, Radovanovic et al. 2015). Even for studies
with panel data, each data entry only contains the predictors for a specified time period. This
static feature representation neglects information at different phases of the illness trajectory. To
address the abovementioned three challenges, we aim to develop a more fine-grained model to
account for patients’ illness trajectory.
Recent advances in deep learning, such as long short-term memory (LSTM), show great promise
in processing sequential data and remembering long term information (Xie et al. 2017). This
unique feature may improve the readmission prediction by incorporating the complete illness
trajectory. However, standard LSTMs assume that each health state has a constant contribution
to the next health state, ignoring different hospitalization patterns of various patients. During a
series of hospitalizations, the time intervals between successive hospitalizations vary from days
to months. The potencies of such varied-time hospitalizations should differ. To utilize a dynamic
sequential representation and account for patients’ heterogeneous health conditions and
hospitalization trajectories, we aim to base on an LSTM design while enhancing it by weighting
the potencies of different states in the hospitalization trajectory.
This study contributes to healthcare theory by examining the validity of illness trajectory theory
in the context of hospital readmission. We also contribute to methodology by developing a novel
trajectory-based deep learning approach. The proposed approach also has the potential to tackle
any other sequential data with differed potencies in different states, such as online shopping
history, crowdfunding investment records, and online course learning process. To IS literature,
we formulate the hospital readmission prediction problem and develop a risk predictive approach
to improve clinical decision making. This problem together with the proposed approach can be
generalized to many other risk assessment context, such as phishing website detection, financial
fraud identification, and IT vulnerability assessment.

2. Literature Review
Prior studies developed predictive models to identify patients with high risk of being readmitted
within 30 days, so that early interventions can be taken to improve health care for patients and
avoid unnecessary cost to the health systems. Most of the existing studies leveraged statistical
models, such as regression and duration models, to predict patient’s risk of being readmitted in
30 days, with an AUC ranging from 0.6 to 0.8 (Radovanovic et al. 2015, Shadmi et al. 2015). A
few studies also applied machine learning models, including SVM and Naïve Bayes (Chen et al.
2015, Yu et al. 2015). To construct the feature set for these models, extant research used static
predictors within a study period, such as demographics, augmented medical service uses, and
illness severity (Kansagara et al. 2011).
Instead of using a static and homogeneous model, abundant health studies have documented that
a patient may experience a series of phases in an illness trajectory (Corbin and Strauss 1991,
Woog 1992). Each phase has different level of hazard, resulting in greatly varied risks across
patients. Corbin and Strauss (1991) have proposed the illness trajectory theory which details
eight phases of an illness trajectory: initial, onset, crisis, acute, stable, unstable, downward, and
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dying. Various studies successfully leveraged a multi-state approach to model an illness
trajectory and outperformed methods without the trajectory. Despite its value in various research
applications and its outstanding performance compared to methods without trajectory, the
multi-state approach has not been utilized to understand the latent health states during
readmission process. Therefore, we are motivated to harness a multi-state design for this study to
consider patients’ dynamic illness trajectory and heterogeneous hazard.

3. The Proposed Approach
We propose a novel trajectory-based representation to represent the hospitalization trajectory.
Let !" be an array of features for hospitalization at time ! . Let ! be the number of
hospitalizations of a patient in the study time window. We construct a hospitalization trajectory
matrix denoted as ["# , "% , … , "' ] . In the staged trajectory-based deep learning model, each
hospitalization will be fed into the model in a stepwise manner.
We design the trajectory-based long short-term memory (LSTM) to process the trajectory-based
representation and predict the 30-day readmission risk. An LSTM unit contains a memory cell
that stores long term hospitalization information, as shown in Equation 1. At each time step, this
(#)
memory cell takes a new hospitalization record !
and maintains a portion of prior
(#-%)
!"#ℎ
(∙)
ℎ
hospitalization information
.
is the activation function for the memory cell. The
∘
operator is element-wise multiplication. ! , ! , and ! are the learnable weight parameters
!

with value between 0 and 1. We further add a decreasing function "#$ ('(∆* ) to discount the last
hidden state, where ∆" is the time interval between two consecutive hospitalizations, as shown in
Equation 2. The decreasing function could discount the hospitalizations that are far away from
the current health state. For instance, a large ∆" means that the previous hospitalization is far
away from the current health state. Thus the decreasing function will be small, indicating a minor
impact of the last hospitalization on the next health state. To increase the impact of historical
readmission records, we further modify the memory cell by multiplying an indication function
!"# (& + 1()&*+,-..&+)) to each hospitalization input. When ! " is a historical readmission
record, 1(#$%&'())$&) returns 1 (!"# (& + 1()&*+,-..&+)) > 1), thus amplifying the impact of
this record.
! " * = % (") ∘ ) + + (") ∘ ! ",(1)
! = #$%ℎ ()* (+

,

×./0(1 + 1(41$567##15))) + 9* (ℎ

,-;

;
<=> ?@∆B
(#)

×

) + C* ).

(2)
The trajectory-based LSTM unit also contains an input gate ! , a forget gate ! , an output
(#)
(#)
gate ! , and a hidden state ℎ . The three gates inherit prior hospitalization information ℎ "-$
(#)
and also receive the current hospitalization record ! . Similar to the adjustment in the memory
(#)

!

cell, we also modify the three gates by discounting the last health state with the function "#$ %&∆( ,
so that the gates are sensitive to varied time intervals. We also adjust the input ! " by
multiplying the indication function !"# (& + 1()&*+,-..&+)) to increase the influence of prior
readmission records. Equation 3-6 detail the computation.
!
!
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For a patient, the input to the trajectory-based LSTM model is the hospitalization trajectory
matrix. The following layer is the trajectory-based LSTM unit to process this matrix recurrently.
Finally, a Softmax layer (the following equation) is stacked on top to predict the probability of a
patient to be readmitted within 30 days.

4. Empirical Analyses
We utilize patient hospitalization information and health conditions from a five-year national
Medicare claims dataset in this study. Based on prior literature (Kansagara et al. 2011, van
Walraven et al. 2010), we select four categories of features from the Medicare claims dataset to
predict readmission risk. 1. Health status factors (Hammill et al. 2011, Holman et al. 2005). 2.
Social determinants of health (Hasan et al. 2010, Silverstein et al. 2008). 3. History of health
service utilizations and hospitalizations (Howell et al. 2009, van Walraven et al. 2010). 4.
Sociodemographic information (Bottle et al. 2006, Krumholz et al. 2009).
We initially identified 72,709 patients who had at least one 30-day readmission record in 2015 as
the readmission group. We then randomly selected another 72,709 patients who had only one
hospitalization record (no 30-day readmissions) in 2015 as the control group (non-readmission
group). Table 1 shows the model performance. Table 2 shows the significance tests.
Table 1. Model Performance
Model
Precision
Naïve Bayes
0.708
Logit
0.827
SVM
0.830
HMM
0.522
LSTM
0.735
TADEL1 (Ours)
0.780
1
TADEL: trajectory-based deep learning

Recall
0.728
0.703
0.687
0.614
0.997
0.985

F1-score
0.718
0.760
0.751
0.565
0.846
0.870

Table 2. P-value of T-tests for TADEL Against Baseline Models
Model Pair
TADEL vs Naïve Bayes
TADEL vs Logit
TADEL vs SVM
TADEL vs HMM
TADEL vs LSTM
(.): TADEL < baseline model

Precision
<0.001***
(0.012*)
(0.009**)
<0.001***
0.015*

Recall
<0.001***
<0.001***
<0.001***
<0.001***
(0.055)

F1-score
<0.001***
<0.001***
<0.001***
<0.001***
0.011*

Our proposed trajectory-based deep learning (TADEL) outperforms all the baseline models,
indicating good design of the trajectory component.
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5. Conclusion
Our research objective was to predict patient’s 30-day readmission risk while accounting for
patient’s heterogeneous illness trajectory. We designed a high-performance trajectory-based deep
learning framework. The key stakeholders could leverage this framework to take targeted
interventions for high-risk patients in order to reduce negative consequences.
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Abstract
Despite the growing number of studies on online reviews helpfulness, little is known about
factors that predict helpfulness of online physician reviews. This study aims to investigate
message factors that influence the helpfulness of online physician reviews in the context of
different disease risk reviews using text mining. An analysis of 5,555 reviews of 422 physicians
from RateMDs indicated that rating, longevity, and disease risk reviews affect the perceived
helpfulness of the review. Reviews with low star rating and longevity significantly affect review
helpfulness. While Disease risk moderates the effect of review rating and longevity on the
helpfulness of the review. For high disease risk, reviews with positive rating are less helpful than
reviews with the negative rating. Finally, Disease risk positively moderates the relationship
between longevity and review helpfulness. Theoretical and practical implications are discussed.
Keywords: Physician reviews, Helpfulness, Sentiment mining, Physician rating websites.

1. Introduction
The Internet is transforming traditional ways of choosing doctor, particularly as people access
online reviews on physician-rating websites (PRWs). Recently, online reviews are considered to
be a specific form of electronic word-of-mouth (eWOM) that have become an important source
of information for patient decision making (Lockie et al. 2015). The influence of online reviews
is particularly important for credence based services such as healthcare services (Yang et al.
2015). With the increase in numbers every year, many patients look up PRWs before consulting
their physicians (Alodadi and Zhou 2016). Previous studies have investigated that the number of
patients who use online physician reviews has increased by 68% from 2013 to 2014. Among
those patients, 61% of patients responded that they indeed consult online physician reviews
before choosing their physicians. A recent survey in Europe and the U.S. found that, on average,
more than 40% and 59% respectively, people consider the eHealth services information to be
valuable when choosing a new doctor (Hao et al. 2017).
As a matter of fact, online physician reviews can significantly influence patients’ decision in
choosing a doctor. While the helpfulness of online product and hotel reviews has been widely
studied, there is scarce research about the helpfulness of online physician reviews. To fill this
research gap, this study analyzes the factors predicting helpfulness of online physician reviews in
the context of different disease risk reviews using text mining tools. Researchers in the online
reviews domain have investigated that readers of reviews first have to form an opinion about the
review helpfulness. Subsequently, the likelihood the perceived helpful review increases the
decision-making process of a patient. Thus, we not only take the valence of the review into
account but review longevity and sentiment as well using the research question. RQ: Which
message factors predict the helpfulness of online physician reviews in the context of different
disease risk reviews? To our best knowledge, this work is the first to investigate factors that
predict the helpfulness of online physician reviews in the context of different diseases. This work
first reviews the literature, the theoretical model, method, and study design presented. Finally, it
discusses the results. The paper is concluded with the major findings and their implication.
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2. Literature review
Online physician reviews enable two primary functions: to assist the health consumer in
decision-making and to assist service providers in service quality improvement. Potential health
consumers use online reviews to select a physician since they relate other individuals’ experience
with these services. Researchers investigated that exploring data from online review websites
have often bypassed an extensive examination of the textual comments, instead relying on the
numeric rating (e.g., the star rating of the services or helpfulness rating value) (Alodadi and Zhou
2016). The current study extends the explorations conducted in much of the literature by
focusing on the factors that predict helpfulness of online physician reviews in the context of
different diseases reviews. Previous research provided key findings to predict review helpfulness.
Liu and Park (2015), investigated that positive valance reviews are perceived as more helpful
than either negative or moderate valance reviews. Linchi and Karen (2016), found that reviewers
depend more on low-rating reviews because they feel that they are more diagnostic and more
helpful as compared with positive reviews.
Salehan and Kim (2016), noted that life of review has a positive effect on the helpfulness of
online reviews, i.e., older reviews receive more helpful votes because earlier reviews have been
on the website for a longer time and are more likely to be viewed by readers. Alternatively,
reviews that have been recently added to a website are less likely to be read because of their
short exposure to users (Wu 2017). Previous studies proposed the effect of review sentiment on
the helpfulness of online reviews. The review sentiment can be effectively communicated
through the text and significantly influences the review helpfulness (Minwoo et al. 2017).
Consequently, researchers expected high-sentiment reviews to be less helpful to the consumers
because they are less likely to convey the experience with the product.The effect of sentiment on
helpfulness was found significant and positive for neutral reviews (Salehan and Kim 2016).
It is observed that positive reviews will motivate consumers to consider further purchasing the
product, but they are not reflected as useful by other reviewers. On the contrary, consumers tend
to perceive negative reviews to be more helpful than positive ones. When consumers purchase a
product first-time, negative reviews tend to become more salient than positive reviews.
According to the uncertainty reduction theory, consumers are risk-averse. They tend to make
sure their purchasing decision poses the least risk by looking for any potential shortcomings of a
product. Therefore, reviews with negative rating will have a more significant bearing on
perceived helpfulness (Linchi and Karen 2016). Studies in service and e-health context also
support the notion of adding the diagnosticity for online reviews. Previous studies have focused
on the effects of patients characteristics in the e-health context. Patient characteristics consist of
different disease risk in reviews that affect the health consumer decision making in health
services. The association between disease risk reviews and mortality, patients with the high-risk
disease reviews need more motivation to undertake a more cognitive effort to attain a better
physician (Cao et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2015). Therefore this study fills the previous knowledge
gap by examining the moderating effects of patients' characteristics i.e., disease risk reviews on
the relationship between review characteristics and review helpfulness.

3. Theoretical model and hypothesis
3.1 Theories related to message selection
Attribution theory addresses that the more product attributes a customer mentions in a review,
the more credible this reviewer seems. The theory explains the consumers’ perceptions regarding
the helpfulness of reviews. Reviewers consider the motivation of the review author when deciding about whether or not to use the information contained in the review (Salehan and Kim 2016).
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Uncertainty reduction theory provides a basis for online reviews in consumer decision making.
Customers seek information on services and providers quality, in order to reduce purchase risk
and associated uncertainty to maximize the outcome (Wu and Wu 2016). Customers can reduce
uncertainty by drilling down the reviews that assist passive uncertainty reduction. In online
reviews, potential consumers may ‘observe’ the effectiveness of a product in meeting another
consumer’s (reviewer) expectations without actually contacting the consumers (Linchi and Karen
2016). According to both theories, reviews and their determinants, that reduces high purchasing
uncertainty and credible, are helpful reviews. In this paper, we examine the impact of message
characteristics on physician review helpfulness in the context of different disease mortality.
Review star rating talks about the number of stars allocated by the reviewers, to assess the
products/services used. Star rating is considered as a useful signal to reflect the consumers'
attitude towards the product quality evaluation. There is a significant effect of Star rating on
review helpfulness, but previous papers have suggested inconsistent views about this relationship
(Liu and Park 2015). Linchi and Karen (2016), investigated a significantly negative relationship
between Star rating and review helpfulness, i.e. people put more emphasis on negative infromation than positive one; whereas they analyzed this relationship to be significantly negative.
The longevity refers to the age of a review. Researchers investigated that there is a positive
association between the life of marketing communication mix and review helpfulness.
Researchers analyzed that reviews that have been recently written on a website are less likely to
be read because of their short window of exposure to users (Salehan and Kim 2016). Review
sentiment is defined as the total amount of sentiments that exist in a text, both positive and
negative. Researchers argued that not only the numerical rating but sentiments contained in the
review are also the driver of perceived helpfulness. Sentimental reviews can better convey the
product experience (Minwoo et al. 2017). Therefore, high-sentiment reviews are perceived to be
more helpful to the patients because they are more likely to convey service experience. Thus:
H1: Reviews with the lower rating are voted more helpful than reviews with, the higher rating.
H2: Longevity of review has a positive effect on the perceived helpfulness of the reviews.
H3: Larger the amount of sentiment in the online review, the more helpful it is perceived to be.
Consumers are in search of specific information regarding the service quality in experience and
credence services. An interaction may exist between product/service type and rating, as different
products/services have different information needs. On rating sites, consumers are more exposed
to the moderate and negative rating of experience goods/services, as they could represent a more
objective assessment (Linchi and Karen 2016; Mudambi and Schuff 2010). Therefore, we expect
a nonlinear relationship between the Rating and Helpfulness. Model 2 includes the star rating
(Rating, Rating2) as a linear term and a quadratic term. We expect the linear term to be positive
and the quadratic term to be negative, indicating an inverted U-shaped relationship, i.e. positive
reviews will be less helpful than negative reviews. Because we believe that the relationship
between rating and helpfulness depending on the disease type reviews, we include interaction
terms between rating and disease risk reviews. Patients’ characteristics moderate the relationship
between online health service quality and purchase intention, i.e. consulting intention. In the
PRWs, disease risk is associated with purchase importance of health services for patients. Patients with high-risk diseases will expect higher service quality from their physicians than patient
with low-risk disease (Cao et al. 2017; Yang et al. 2015). Patients consider online reviews and
message characteristics of other patients to choose a good doctor (i.e., purchase intention). Thus:
H4a: Disease risk moderates the effect of rating on review helpfulness, i.e. high disease risk with
positive rating are less helpful than negative rating exhibiting “Inverted U-Shaped” relationship.
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Figure 1. Research model
H4b: Longevity is more influential on helpfulness for high risk than low disease risk reviews.
H4c: Sentiments are more influential on helpfulness for high risk than low disease risk reviews.

4. Data collection, and measurements
To collect data from the RateMDs, the web crawler was developed in Python3.0 programming
language to download the web pages of the 422 physicians (5555 reviews) from January 2,
2018, – January 15, 2018, from 2 metropolitan cities (California; New York City). We selected
ten types of diseases based on the disease mortality rate from USA health static book 2016.
We defined review helpfulness as a categorical variable such that physician who received only
one or less helpfulness vote were labeled unhelpful (0), and reviews that received two or more
helpfulness vote were labeled as helpful (1) reviews (Alodadi and Zhou 2016). The Rating was
measured by average rating that the reviewer assigns from one to five stars (with 1-Extreme
negative, 3 Average, 5- Extreme positive). Longevity was measured by counting the number of
the days since the review was created. Sentiment mining was done by using the SentiStrength
software. To calculate the total amount of sentiment in a review, following formula was used
(Huang et al. 2015; Liu and Park 2015; Salehan and Kim 2016).We subtracted -2 from formula
to normalize values in a range. Sentiment = (positive sentiment – negative sentiment) – 2
A dummy variable DR_Rev with low mortality = 0 else 1 (Cao et al. 2017). This study used
TOBIT regression model by STATA software; The reason for using Tobit regression model is
that the dependent variable is bounded in its range and the response is limited at the extremes
(Liu and Park 2015). Health consumers may vote to review helpful or unhelpful; no other option.
M1:Helpfulness=β0+β1*Rating+β2*Rating2+β3* log(Longevity)+β4*Sentiment+€1
M2:Helpfulness=β0+β1*Rating+β2*Rating2+β3*log(Longevity)+β4*Sentiment+β5*DR_Rev+β6*
Rating×DR_Rev+β7*Rating2×DR_Rev+β8*log(Longevity)×DR_Rev+β9*Sentiment×DR_Rev+€2

5. Results and discussion
Table 2, provides the descriptive statistics for the main variables of the data set. We run several
diagnostic tests to check the stability of our analysis and results i.e., Breush-Pagan test. As a result, we exhibited heteroscedastic error distribution and calculated heteroscedasticity-consistent
standard errors for our both models. We then applied Box-Cox transformation to solve this problem. Table 1, reports the heteroscedasticity consistent regression results. Both models achieved a
goodness of fit with Efron’s R2 ranging from 0.13 to 0.16 (Liu and Park 2015). In order to check
the robustness of study results, entire data was divided into two subsamples and rerun the model.
No major difference was found, and main effects remained the same(Yang et al. 2015) (Table 2).
In line with previous studies (Huang et al.2015; Linchi and Karen 2016; Salehan and Kim 2016),
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Table 1. Heteroscedasticity-consistent results of hypothesis testing
Hypothesized relationship
β
Std.error
Results
H1 Rating
Helpfulness
-.241*
.0361
Supported
H2 Longevity
Helpfulness
.006*
.0038
Supported
H3 Review sentiment
Helpfulness
-.007
.0234
Rejected
2
H4a (Rating,Rating )× DR_Rev
Helpfulness .23*, -.04* .536, .079 Supported
H4b Longevity× DR_Rev
Helpfulness
.189*
.113
Supported
H4c Review sentiment×DR_Rev
Helpfulness -.044
.0482
Rejected
2
Efron’s R
Model 1 = 0.13,
Model 2 = 0.16
Log-likelihood
Model1=-1651.22,Model 2= -2778.42
Note: *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.NTobit=5555. Correctly Classified = 86.98%
our results indicated that review characteristics including review rating and longevity were
significant factors predicting review helpfulness. Testing model 1, the significant negative
estimation of Rating (β =-.241, p<.05) indicated that negative information is more helpful. H1
was supported. This showed that the lower star rating enhances review helpfulness. The
proposed relationship between review longevity and review helpfulness was significant (β =
0.006, p<.05), because like the healthgrades.com that sort reviews by “most recent first” and
“most oldest first, on RateMDs.com, older reviews perceived to be more helpful due to their
presence on the website for a longer time which lead to more helpful votes. H2 was supported.
Our next proposed relationship between review sentiment and helpfulness was insignificant (β =
−0.007, p>.05). Thus, H3 was not supported because health consumer may perceive that
emotions subvert the rational processes of decision making. They may also perceive emotional
content to be less rational and less useful. These results were consistent with the previous studies
(Huang et al. 2015; Linchi and Karen 2016; Mudambi and Schuff 2010; Salehan and Kim 2016).
H4a, H4b and H4c, i.e. there was a significant relationship between both Rating (p < 0.05)
Rating² (p < 0.05) and helpfulness. H4a was supported. The positive coefficient for Rating and
negative coefficient of Rating² also indicated our hypothesized “Inverted U-Shaped” relationship.
For high disease risk, reviews with higher star rating were associated with lower levels of
helpfulness than reviews with the lower rating. Following the interaction effect of DR_Rev with
longevity and sentiment, the effect of longevity×DR_Rev was significantly positive (β = .189, p <
0.1), indicating that disease risk review moderated the effect of review longevity on helpfulness.
The effect of longevity on review helpfulness was stronger for high-risk disease than a low-risk
disease review supported H4b. The relationship between interaction terms Sentiment×DR_Rev was insignificant, rejecting H4c. These results are consistent with previous studies (Cao et al. 2017;
Linchi and Karen 2016; Mudambi and Schuff 2010; Salehan and Kim 2016; Yang et al. 2015).
Finally, this study is the first that integrates theoretical, text mining and econometric modeling
techniques to predict the helpfulness of online physician reviews. This study provides practical
implications to physicians by improving the design of health consumer review systems to promote more helpfulness votes for online reviews that can be facilitated by enhancing the quality of
physician services. Future studies should consider the data collection from other PRWs as well
as more comprehensive theoretical foundation that’s lacks in current study due to the space
limitations. Future, the reviewer and other message characteristics should be considered. Finally,
qualitative (NLP and text analytics) tools can be adopted as further methodological contribution.

6. Acknowledgments: This research is supported by the National Natural Science Foundation,
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Table 2. Parameter estimates of robust check and descriptive statistics
IV
H.Risk
Std.er
L.Risk
Std.er
Mean(SD)
Med
a
Constant
-.868*
.453
-2.29*** .407
.130 (.34)
0a
Rating
-.274*
.032
-.128*
.210
4.59(1.01)
5
Rating2
.055*
.077
.064*
.030
22.06(6.86)
25
Log(Longevity)
.006*** .004
.002**
.005
1682.5(1150.9) 1464
Review sentiment -.0067
.034
-.049
.041
2.96 (1.48)
3
Note: *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. ***Significance: p < 0.001. a=helpfulness Med=Median

Range
0-1a
1-5
1-25
1-3453
0-8
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Abstract
We model a fully covered duopoly market in which two firms offer a differentiated information
product that exhibits positive network effects and a complementary premium service to consumers.
Each firm has two marketing strategies: the freemium strategy and the bundling strategy. We find
that a firms’ decision whether to employ the freemium strategy depends largely on the information
product’s quality. When the information product quality is similar and the products’ intrinsic
values are sufficiently large, both firms will be better off by adopting the freemium strategy, while
the bundling strategy will prevail if the products’ intrinsic values are sufficiently small. Besides,
an increased product complementarity or network effects can enhance both firms’ profits only if
complementary effects or network effects is sufficiently strong. A firm can benefit from an
increasing market size only if the intrinsic value of its information product is sufficiently large.
Keywords: Freemium Products, Bundling, Product Complementarity, Network Effects
1. Introduction
During the past decade, the freemium business model, a pricing structure in which basic
functionalities are given away for free but customers are charged for access to richer features, has
become increasingly prevalent among software enterprises and internet start-ups. This business
model, which is increasingly being taken up by vendors, can generate revenue by effectively
building an audience base that potentially boosts the sales of premium services (Kumar 2014). As
Gartner predicts, 94.5% of mobile applications will be downloaded globally at no cost in 2017, and
the share of in-app purchases will grow from 11% of total revenue in 2012 to 48% in 2017 (Zhang
et al. 2016). Despite the popularity and clear benefits of the freemium model, it is so inherently
challenging to employ that some Web start-ups failed to benefit from it. However, when the
complementarity between the free product and premium service is considered, the situation will
improve since a strong functional fit between the free version and the paid associated service
stimulates free customers to upgrade to the premium features and brings more subscription
revenue (Wagner, Benlian, and Hess 2014). Moreover, for many information products, the
purpose of the premium service is not improving service quality but is strongly associated with the
freemium products (Hamari, Hanner, and Koivisto 2017). Therefore, designers should invest more
to strengthen the complementary effects between the free product and premium service so that
freemium users are more incentivized to purchase the paid service. In addition, the sold bundle
creates more value when the complementarity is exhibited. How much revenue do both selling
tactics generate and which is more beneficial in this setting are additional interesting topics. This
paper considers the complementary effect in freemium information products by comparing the
freemium strategy with the bundling strategy and articulates the impact of complementary effects
on market decisions and vendor’s profit.
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2. Model Setting
Two competing firms (Firm 1 and Firm 2) offer differentiated information products which have
no-cost in production. Each firm can provide a complementary premium service to consumers who
use its information products, and has an option whether to do so. There are N potential customers
who are heterogeneous in terms of their valuations for the information product and each consumer
demands at most one unit of the product. Consumers’ product preferences are assumed to be
distributed on [0,1] uniformly, with Firm 1 located at 0 and Firm 2 located at 1. The location of
each consumer corresponds to his ideal product. If a consumer uses a product that is different from
the one he most desires, a misfit expense will be incurred. The misfit cost of a consumer increases
with the increase of the distance between his ideal product and the seller. Let Vi represent the
intrinsic value of the product from Firm i (i=1, 2) and t denote the misfit cost per unit distance.
Therefore, the utility of a consumer whose ideal product locates at x is V1 – tx when choosing Firm
1’s product and V2 – t(1 – x) when consuming Firm 2’s product.
We assume that the intrinsic value of the premium service provided by both firms (denoted by V) is
equal and has a complementary effect on the information products. Following Venkatesh and
Kamakura (2003), we formulate the intrinsic value of the bundle consisting of an information
product and a premium service as (1+)(Vi+V), where the parameter  > 0 records the degree of
complementarity. Since a bundle contains an information product and a complementary premium
service, the unit-distance misfit cost of a bundle is denoted by (1+)t. In addition, two firms are
assumed to have the same technological ability to provide a premium service and the marginal cost
of providing the service is denoted by c
A consumer obtains positive utility αNik from consuming a product of Firm i, where α represents
the intensity of network effects and Nik denotes the expected market size of the user base in a
fulfilled expectation equilibrium. Each firm has two marketing strategies: (1) the freemium
strategy, in which the firm offers a free information product and operates a paid premium service
so that all customers who use the product for free can pay for the premium service if they wish, and
(2) the bundling strategy, in which this firm can choose to provide a bundle consisting of an
information product and a premium service. Two strategic options for both firms may result in four
market configurations as follows. Case BB: Both firms sell a bundle containing an information
product and the premium service; Case FB: Firm 1 provides a free information product and prices
the premium service while Firm 2 sells a bundle; Case BF: Firm 1 sells a bundle while Firm 2
provides a free information product and prices the premium service; and Case FF: Both firms
provide a free product and a paid service.
Let Rpi denote the surplus a consumer gains when using only Firm i’s information product and Rbi
represent the consumer surplus of purchasing a bundle offered by Firm i, i=1,2. Then, we have the
following consumer surplus functions:
(1)
Rp1  V1   N k1  tx
Rb1  (V1  V )(1   )   N k1  t (1   ) x  Pk1

(2)

R p 2  V2   N k2  t (1  x)

(3)

Rb 2  (V2  V )(1   )   N k2  t (1   )(1  x)  Pk2

(4)

3. Equilibrium Analysis
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The strategic game in our study has three stages. First, both firms simultaneously make their
offering decisions: to adopt the freemium strategy or to choose the bundling strategy. Next,
according to the decisions made in the first stage, both firms price their products simultaneously.
Finally, consumers make their purchasing choices after acquiring the market information (i.e.,
product prices, firms’ offering strategies and the expected network size).
3.1 Market Equilibrium Analysis
By solving this three-stage game in reverse, we can obtain the sub-perfect market equilibrium
outcomes. In each sub-game, we derive the optimal profits for both firms, which are summarized,
in Table 1. By solving the payoff matrix, we obtain the following proposition.
Table 1 The equilibrium profits
Firm 2
Firm 1

Freemium strategy
∗

Freemiums
trategy

∗

∗

Bundling
strategy

=

=
=

(
(

Bundling strategy

+ (1 + ) − )
4
+ (1 + ) − )
4

((1 + )( + ) + − − −
4((2 + ) − 2 )
(
+ (1 + ) − )
∗
=
4

+ (1 + ) − )
4
((1 + )( + ) + − − −
=
4((2 + ) − 2 )
∗

∗

)

∗

∗

=

(

− )(1 + ) − 3
18((1 + ) −
)
((3 + − )(1 + ) − 3
=
18((1 + ) −
)
=

((3 +

)
)
)

Proposition 1 (Market Equilibrium Conditions)
(1) Both firms provide a free information product and a paid service separately. Case FF is an
equilibrium iff V1>AV2+B and V2>AV1+B.
(2) Both firms provide a bundle. Case BB is an equilibrium iff V1<CV2+D and V2<CV1+D.
(3) Only Firm 1 provides a free information product and a paid service. Case FB is an
equilibrium iff V1<AV2+B and V2>CV1+D.
(4) Only Firm 2 provides a free information product and a paid service. Case BF is an
equilibrium iff V1>CV2+D and V2<AV1+B, where:
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Four possible market equilibria are illustrated in Figure 1. We can find that in the region O-a-c-b,
the intrinsic values of the information product (i.e., V1 and V2) are so low that both firms choose to
offer a bundle at equilibrium. In region g-e-d-f-h, V1 and V2 are sufficiently high and, therefore,
both firms provide a free information product and a paid service separately. In region V2-a-e-g, an
equilibrium in which Firm 1 provides a free information product and a paid service while Firm 2
offers a bundle prevails. In region V1-b-f-h, Firm 1 offers a bundle and Firm 2 provides a free
information product and a paid service at equilibrium.
For a group of parameter values that exist in region d-e-c-f of Figure 1, two feasible equilibria exist
in which both firms decide to adopt the freemium strategy (i.e., Case FF) or choose the bundling
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strategy (i.e., Case BB) simultaneously. In this range of parameters, we show that the equilibrium
in which both firms choose the bundling strategy is payoff dominated.

Figure 1 The market equilibrium in the V1-V2 space

Proposition 2 (Dominant Equilibrium Strategy) If two equilibria coexist in which both firms
sell the information product and the service as a bundle or both offer a free product and charge for
the associated service, the former is a payoff dominated equilibrium strategy for both firms.
When the intrinsic value of an information product decreases to a relatively small level, releasing a
free product will result in a purchaser loss because the free product is not sufficiently attractive to
consumers. In other words, the freemium strategy will cannibalize potential sales of the paid
services. If one firm chooses the freemium strategy, the other one will follow the freemium
strategy at equilibrium, even if both adopting the bundling strategy would generate more benefits
(in region d-e-c-f, labeled BB/FF). Both firms are caught in a prisoner’s dilemma in this scenario
and the condition is identified in the following proposition.
Proposition 3 (Prisoner’s Dilemma Conditions) When both firms provide a free information
product in equilibrium and Vj<CVi+D holds, Firm i would be better off if neither firm provides an
information product for free.
1*
2*
2*
By comparing the payoffs in Table 2, we can find that1*
FF=FB andFF=BF. Thus the result of
Proposition 3 can be easily obtained. Proposition 3 suggests that when the quality of two firms’
information products is approximate and sufficiently low (i.e., Vj－CVi<D with C<1), both firms
would be better off when neither releases a free information product compared to when both do.

3.2 Complementary Effects and Profits
In this model, we consider the complementary effects between the information product and the
premium service. Here, we investigate what impact an increase in the degree of complementary
effect has on a firm’s profit. Proposition 4 reveals the conditions under which an increasing
complementary effect influences a firm’s profit positively.
Proposition 4 (Impact of Complementary Effects on Two Firms’ Profits)
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(1) If both firms provide a free information product and a paid service separately at equilibrium,
the profit of Firm i increases as the degree of complementary effects  increases when:


V c
V  Vi

(2) If both firms provide a bundle at equilibrium, the profit of Firm i increases as the degree of
complementary effects  increases when:
3t  N  t   Vi  V j   2 N  t 

t  3t  Vi  V j 

(3) If only Firm i offers a free information product and Firm j provides a bundle at equilibrium,
the profit of Firm i increases as the degree of complementary effects  increases when:
V c



V  Vi

while the profit of Firm j increases as the degree of complementary effects  increases when:
t  c  Vi   N 4 N  3t


V  Vj

t

Proposition 4 suggests that there exists a fixed threshold with regard to the degree of
complementary effects for a given equilibrium profit of a firm. If the degree of complementary
effects is larger than this threshold, an increase in  will cause a greater gain for this firm. However,
when the degree of complementary effects is smaller than this threshold, an increasing  brings
less benefit.
3.3 Network Effects and Profits
Now we examine how the profit of a firm changes with the exogenous increasing intensity of
network effects. Proposition 5 states the conditions under which one firm would benefit from
strengthening network effects exhibited by the information product.
Proposition 5 (Impact of Network Effects on Two Firms’ Profits)
(1) If both firms provide a bundle at equilibrium, the profit of Firm i increases as the network
intensity α increases when:


1     3t  V

j

 Vi 

3N

(2) If only Firm i offers a free information product and Firm j provides a bundle at equilibrium,
the profit of Firm j increases as the network intensity α increases when:


2   t  2
2N

Proposition 5 shows that an increasing intensity of network effects only has an impact on the profit
of a firm that chooses to sell a bundle, but the firm that adopts the freemium strategy does not
receive benefits. There exists a certain threshold with respect to the network effects intensity for
the equilibrium profit of a firm that offers a bundle. When the network effects intensity is
increasing beyond the given threshold, this firm will obtain an increasing profit. While the network
effects intensity grows below this threshold, the firm will have a decreased profit.
3.4 Market Size and Profits
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The following proposition demonstrates how the profit of a firm changes due to an exogenously
increasing market size N.
Proposition 6 (Impact of Market Size on Two Firms’ Profits)
(1) If both firms provide a free information product and a paid service separately at equilibrium,
the profit of each firm always increases as the market size N increases.
(2) If both firms provide a bundle at equilibrium, the profit of Firm i increases as the market size
N increases when:
Vi  V j 

9 N
1

2



6 2 N 2  3 1    t 2

1   2 t

(3) If only Firm i offers a free information product and Firm j provides a bundle at equilibrium,
the profit of Firm i always increases with respect to the market size N, while the profit of
Firm j increases as the market size N increases when
1 
4 2 N 2 
Vj 
V

N

t

3

 i
 V
1 
2  t 
A firm that offers a free information product always benefits from increasing the market size. The
equilibrium price is independent of N, and thus the equilibrium market share is increasing.
However, when only one firm chooses to sell a bundle, its profit increases with respect to an
increasing N only if the intrinsic value consumers gain from its information product is sufficiently
large, while the competing firm can always benefit from an increase in the market size.
4. Conclusion
By applying a game theoretical method, we derive the equilibrium prices and profits and analyze
the market equilibrium. The conditions under which each marketing strategy prevails are
identified. We have identified the conditions under which a prisoner’s dilemma occurs. We also
reveal that a firm’ profit can be enhanced by an increase in the degree of the complementary effect
or in the intensity of network effects only certain conditions hold.
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Abstract
Mobile channel becomes the new favorite of retailers, which has prompted growing literature.
However, little is known about the transaction revenue implications of customer visit toward
mobile channel, and what the difference is between it and desktop channel in value creation.
Furthermore, traffic source characteristics were largely overlooked This study examines (1)
differences in economic value of visits to different channels, and (2) from the perspective of
source and product type, which type of mobile visits are more effective. Using data from an
online travel agency in China, we find that mobile visit is more efficient than desktop regarding
economic value, but the impact is short-term. In addition, mobile channel has larger impacts
when traffic is from search engine or products being visited are with lower involvement. Our
research has theoretical and practical implications for multi-channel management.
Keywords: Mobile channel, Web traffic, Firm revenue, Vector autoregressive method

1. Introduction
One of the most prominent trends in customer-firm interactions is the penetration of mobile
devices (Yadav and Pavlou 2014). Considering the popularity of mobile devices, adding mobile
channels to traditional online channels is an important decision for firms. The importance of
mobile channel has prompted more literature to focus on mobile channel transactions. However,
there are two significant gaps in these researches. First, little is known about the transaction
revenue implications of customer visit toward mobile channel, and what the difference is
between it and desktop channel in value creation. Second, traffic source characteristics were
largely overlooked in the literature. Hence, we explicitly quantify different value mobile channel
traffic monetized, and explore how different traffic sources and products might differentially
contribute to transactions. We choose China's major online travel agency as the empirical setting.
By adopting vector autoregressive (VAR) methods to incorporate the dynamic, we find that as
compared with desktop channel visits, mobile channel visits have shorter carryover effect, but
larger short-term effects on firm revenues; and compared with search engine and referral traffic,
direct visits have smaller short-term effects on firm revenues; in addition, compared with high
involvement products, mobile visits of low involvement products have larger short-term effect
on firm revenues. Therefore, these findings contribute to the existing literatures. First, the study
testifies the value of mobile channel. We find that mobile traffic has rapid but short influences on
transaction revenue. Companies are pursuing different strategic goals, and marketers need to
evaluate the specific contribution of mobile channels correspondingly. Second, this research shed
light on multi-channel strategies’ literature. Exploring and exploiting particular function of
mobile and traditional channel make it possible to realize cross-channel synergy. Finally, our
research proposes the contingencies generated by the value of mobile channels. Many companies
*
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utilize mobile advertising with a “spray and prayer” mentality and do not realize how effective
they are (Bart et al. 2014). Our analysis shows that retailers can increase profit mobile channels
can produce by diverting certain sources of traffic for certain products.

2. Which Visits are More Effectiveness in Affecting Firm Revenue? Mobile versus
Desktop Visits
As compared with desktop channel, mobile channel has at least two advantages: convenience and
targeting. First, mobile devices are designed to be taken everywhere with customers, more
portable than desktop. Second, mobile technology has the distinct capacity for targeting through
location-based service (LBS) by both location and time. This property provides marketers the
opportunity to target location-sensitive promotional offers to mobile devices users and also
allows marketers to communicate with customers at the right moment (Hui et al. 2013). Mobile
channel also has two disadvantages. First, smaller screen sizes on mobile devices increase the
search cost for customers. Second, the perceived payment risk is higher. The risk associated with
mobile payment is mainly perceived as security and privacy. Mobile applications have raised
widespread customers’ concern about the privacy of their personal information.
Because of the advantage in convenience, mobile channel can support time-critical activities and
facilitate immediate transactions. When customers receive the timely location-based promotion,
they will transact immediately if they are interested in. Therefore, the whole duration between
need recognition and transaction is short in mobile channel, and mobile visits have larger effect
on short-term revenues than desktop visits. In contrast, because of the advantage in search costs,
the low search cost makes it feasible for customers to acquire full knowledge of product
information in the search stage. In addition, because of the advantage in transaction risk,
customers will transaction high risk products in desktop channel, which further increases the
duration between need recognition and transaction. Hence, we develop following hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. As compared with desktop channel visits, mobile channel visits have a larger
short-term effect, but shorter carryover effect on firm revenues.

3. Which Type of Mobile Visits are More Effective?
Considering the mobile visits mainly have short-term effects on firm revenue, we compare
different types of mobile visits. First, we compare different sources of mobile visits: direct visits,
search engine traffic, and referral traffic. Direct visits refer to the clicks from visitors who type in
the address of website directly. Search engine traffic relates to the visits that come from search
engine, such as Google, Yahoo, and Bing, whereas referral traffic is defined as the visits that
come from other cooperated websites. These sources of traffic differ in the level of targeting. For
search engine and referral traffic, firms can target customer by choosing the keywords or
selecting the cooperated website. Customers will click links on topics targeted to their interests
and get directed to the pages containing information they want and expect (Luo et al. 2014). In
contrast, for direct visit, it is hard for firms to target according to customers’ interest. In the
information search sage, customers will significantly perceive the search cost disadvantage for
mobile channel, which further weaken the short-term duration between need recognition and
transactions. Hence, we hypothesize:
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Hypothesis 2. Compared with direct visits, search engine and referral traffic have stronger
short-term effects on firm revenues.
Except for sources of traffic, we also differentiate products with different level of involvement
referring to a general level of interest in or concern about a product class (Suh and Yi 2006).
When product involvement is high, customers are likely to perceive the transaction as personally
relevant. The perceived risk associated with transactions will be high. Customers are likely to
search information about the products more intensively before making purchase decisions (Suh
and Yi 2006). The high risk and extensive information needs make customer less likely to rely
on mobile visit for transactions. For low involvement products, customers often make automatic
purchase decisions based on limited information or information they have gathered in the past.
Therefore, the transaction convenience is more important in channel choice decisions. Thus, we
hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3. Compared with high involvement products, mobile visits of low involvement
products have a larger short-term effect on firm revenues.

4. Method
4.1 Data and Measurement
We obtained data from a major online travel companies in China established in October 2006. Its
website provides information about tourism lines such as destination, schedule, attractions,
activities, dining, accommodation and price. Customers can search and purchase through both
desktop and mobile channels. As of year 2013, the total transaction value is about 59 million
Yuan per day, and 6% of transactions are conducted on mobile channel. We tested our model
using a longitudinal daily data set over the period of September 22, 2013 and February 28, 2014
(160 days). We used the number of unique pages viewed and total transaction revenue in mobile
and desktop channel respectively as volume of web traffic and transactions revenue in each
channel. We also measured traffic and revenue for direct visit, search engine and referral visits.
According to different products, we focused on two kinds of tourism lines: traveling
domestically and nearby traveling.
4.2 Data Analysis
In estimating our empirical model, we used a persistence modeling technique, the vector
autoregressive (VAR) method. By treating each variable as potentially endogenous, VAR model
can reveal their autoregressive carry-over effects, complex interdependence and capture the
complex feedback loops. The results from augmented Dickey-Fuller test (ADF) all rejected the
existence of unit roots after using the first difference. We estimated a four-equation VAR model,
where endogenous variables are traffic and transaction revenue in both mobile and desktop
channel. A vector of the exogenous variables is included such as, intercept C; deterministic-trend
variable T, which captured the impact of the omitted, gradually changing trend of the variables;
indicator for holidays H. The VAR specification is given by Equation 1:
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33j 34j   RMt − j   RM , t 

 

43j 44j   RDt − j   RD , t 
where TM is traffic in mobile channel, TR is traffic in desktop channel, RM is transaction
revenue in mobile channel, RD is transaction revenue in desktop channel, t refers to days, j
equals the number of lags included, and ε is white-noise disturbances distributed as N(0, Σ). Both
δ, γ and φ are parameters that need to be estimated. On the basis of the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) and Schwarz-Bayesian information criterion (SBIC), we selected six lags as the
appropriate lag length to ensure residual whiteness (AIC = - 1.01, SBIC = 1.15). The R-square fit
statistics are 0.53 for mobile channel and 0.52 for desktop channel. We also tested for the
presence of serial correlation (Lagrange-multiplier test: p = 0.49), which suggests white noise.

Following Dekimpe and Hanssens (1999), we used Generalized IRFs to ensure that the order of
variables in the system did not affect the results. Standard errors were derived by simulating the
fitted VAR model by Mont Carlo simulation with 1,000 runs. Duration of carryover effects were
measured by the lag number of periods it takes after the peak impact before transaction revenue
effects die out. We estimated the similar VAR mode to compare the effect from different traffic
sources, where endogenous variables are traffic and transaction revenue in mobile for direct visit,
search engine, and referral. We selected four lags as the appropriate lag length to ensure residual
whiteness (AIC = 4.17, SBIC = 7.40). We also estimated the model for two kinds of tourism
lines: traveling abroad and nearby traveling. The endogenous variables are traffic and transaction
revenue in mobile for high and low involvement product. Five lags were used to ensure residual
whiteness (AIC = 2.85, SBIC = 4.68).

4. Results
Mobile channel and desktop visits show a significant positive relationship with firm revenue
(0.19 and 0.12 basis points respectively, p < .01) for short-term. Mobile channel visits are more
effective in affecting firm revenue, whereas desktop channel visits demonstrate a longer
wear-out time (10 days) than mobile channel visits (2 days). Thus, these results provide
empirical evidence for Hypothesis 1. In addition, the coefficient of search engine (0.12 basis
points, p < .10) and referral visits (0.06 basis points, p > .10) are larger than that of direct visits
(0.00 basis points, p > .10). Only search engine visits are significantly related to firm revenue in
the short-term. As such, the findings support Hypothesis 2 partially. Referral traffic does not
achieve significant effect that may result from the methods diverting referral traffic. This kind of
traffic are without explicit shopping goal. In addition, due to some of the significant technical
limitations display advertisements face in mobile, some literatures suggest that this kind of ads
may not be effective. With regard to product type, mobile visits for low involvement products
are more effectively associated with firm revenue (0.23 basis points, p < .05) than high
involvement products (0.16 basis points, p < .01). Thus, the findings support Hypothesis 3. We
conducted two robustness checks by increasing the lag number and changing the measurement to
test for the stability of the parameters. The results remained essentially the same.
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5. Discussion
This study explores (1) how effective mobile traffic is in improving firm revenue, which is
different from traditional desktop, and (2) whether mobile channels’ effect depends on traffic
source and product type. Our research is of great significance for retailers to effectively enhance
the potential of mobile channels and to design multi-channel integration strategies. This study
has subject limitations. First, the findings need to be carefully extended to other industries.
Second, collecting data from multiple competing companies and checking the impact of mobile
channel traffic on competitors' transactions will be an interesting topic to follow up.
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Abstract
We develop an analytical framework to study the recommendation strategy of a firm selling two
products with different profit margins. The firm makes a personalized recommendation to each
consumer based on its knowledge of their preferences. Consumers may accept the
recommendation or search. We show that the precision of the knowledge of consumer preference
increases has non-monotonic impacts on consumers. Moreover, the firm’s profit and consumer
surplus change non-monotonically with increasing search cost. Interestingly, consumer surplus
may increase when search cost increases. Furthermore, we compare our results in the
“personalized recommendation” case with a benchmark case where the firm does not deploy a
recommendation system. Counterintuitively, we find that the number of consumers who search
for products can be higher in the personalized recommendation case compared to the benchmark
case.

Keywords: Recommendation system, consumer search, consumer surplus

1. Introduction
Product recommendation systems are personalized sales assistance tools designed to make
product search easier for consumers. In general, firms or online intermediaries use
recommendation systems to provide personalized product or content recommendations that
individual consumers may be interested in. These systems are used where there are a large
number of differentiated products and have become extremely popular in recent years in a
variety of applications, like books, movies, and music. From consumers’ perspective,
recommendation systems make their product search easier and less time consuming.
The value proposition of recommendation systems is that they provide consumption experience
that is personalized to consumers’ tastes (Hosanagar et al. 2013). Consumers do not have to
search for products if they are provided with what they prefer in a context where consumers face
many choices.
Recommendation systems can have a significant impact on firms. Google News reports that the
use of recommendation increases articles viewed by 38%; Amazon reports that 35% of sales
originate from recommendations; and Netflix reports that 60% of their movie rentals originate
from recommendations. Technological aspects, algorithm and volume of consumer-product data
determine the quality of a recommendation system. And it is easy to see that the quality of the
recommendation system could have a profound impact on business. Moreover, the quality of the
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recommendation system increases with the business’s effort in improving the algorithm, like the
Netflix Prize , and with the amount of data collected and made available to the recommendation
system.
On the other hand, firms can manipulate the product search process of consumers by providing
information about only a selection of the products for higher profitability. Online
advertising-supported intermediaries, like online news sites and search engines, display
advertisements in more prominent places than the content that is of interest to consumers. This is
referred to as search diversion by Hagiu and Jullien (2011). One recent account is that Google
allegedly manipulated search results—promoting its own services and suppressing competitors.
In addition, Amazon deliberately removed pages promoting books by Hachette in midst of a
dispute over e-book pricing . Similarly, a firm often needs to manage conflicting goals: assist
consumers in finding a desirable product vs. increasing profitability of the firm (Dukes and Liu
2015). This implies that a firm can deliberately direct consumers’ attention to specific products
that are not preferred by consumers but have a high profit margin.
Understanding consumer information search and acquisition has been an important theme in
economics, marketing, and information systems. In Bakos (1997), the electronic market system
provides a product search function that reduces consumer search costs and improves market
efficiency. In recent years, firms have not only reduced consumer search costs via improved
product search functions, but also provided recommendation systems to consumers to improve
their product search experience. Due to its popularity, recommendation systems have become a
major theme of research (Hosanagar et al. 2014), and its impact on consumer product search and
market structure is being studied (Kim et al. 2010).
One of our contributions is to develop a framework where consumers can search for products
and use a recommendation system, which is deployed by the firm to facilitate and influence
consumers’ search and consumption decisions. With a recommendation system, the firm can
identify consumers’ product preference with a certain level of precision and calculate the
probability of consumer responses to a product recommendation. A consumer can respond to a
product recommendation in three ways: 1) accept the recommendation and consume the
recommended product, 2) reject the recommendation and leave the website, 3) reject the
recommendation, and incur search cost to find another product on the firm’s website.
In this paper, we address a few key questions about the use of recommendation systems on a
firm’s website. Specifically, the research questions addressed in this paper are: 1) What is the
firm’s optimal personalized recommendation strategy when the products have different profit
margins? 2) What is the impact of the precision of the recommendation system on the firm’s
profit and consumer surplus? 3) How does consumer search cost affect the firm’s profit and
consumer surplus in the presence of a recommendation system? 4) What is the impact of the
recommendation system on product demand? 5) How do recommendations affect the number of
consumers searching for products?

2. Model Setup
We model a monopolist firm who sells two differentiated products, H and L, on his website. To
simplify exposition, we assume that product H is located at 0 and product L is located at 1/2
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(Figure 1). Without loss of generality, we assume that H is more profitable than L. We normalize
the profit margin of H as H  1 , and the profit margin of L as L  y ( y  1 ).
Location of product H
0

1/2
Location of product L

Figure 1: Circular city model of consumer and the two products (H and L) are located at 0 and 1/2

Following Salop’s circular city model (Salop 1979), consumers’ misfit cost is linear in the
distance between the consumers’ ideal locations and the product location. A consumer located at
x who consumes the product i , i  H or L , derives utility (net of price):
(1).
ui ( x)  V  d i ( x)t , i  {H , L}
where di ( x) is the distance between the location of the consumer, x , and product i ’s location,
and V is a consumer’s baseline utility, net of price and misfit cost.
In the “personalized recommendation” case, the firm provides personalized product
recommendations to individual consumers. When a consumer at x is recommended with a
product by the firm, she has three possible responses: she can 1) accept and consume the
recommended product without incurring search cost; 2) reject the recommendation, then search
for and consume the non-recommended product; and 3) reject the recommendation, then leave
the website. When this consumer is recommended with H, she can take the first response and
derive uH ( x) , or the second response and derive uL ( x)  c , or the third response and get zero
utility. We assume consumers are rational. Thus, she will accept the recommendation of H (the
first response) if uH ( x)  uL ( x)  c and uH ( x)  0 ; or reject the recommendation of H and search
for L (the second response) if uL ( x)  c  uH ( x) and uL ( x)  c  0 ; or reject the recommendation of
H and leave the website (the third response) if uH ( x)  0 and uL ( x)  c  0 . Similarly, when this
consumer is recommended with L, the consumer will accept the recommendation of L if
uL ( x)  uH ( x)  c and uL ( x)  0 ; or reject the recommendation of L and search for H if
uH ( x)  c  uL ( x) and uH ( x)  c  0 ; or reject the recommendation of L and leave the website if
uL ( x)  0 and uH ( x)  c  0 .
The firm knows the distribution of consumer locations, but not the exact location of individual
consumers. In practice, a firm may gather information about consumers and products, then
employ data mining techniques to predict individual consumers’ locations. In our model, the firm
can predict the interval within which the consumer is located. We refer to this interval of
possible consumer locations as a bucket. The consumer’s exact location is within the bucket so
that the bucket certainly contains the consumer’s location.
When a consumer arrives at the website, instead of her exact location, the firm knows her bucket.
The width of a bucket is denoted by r ( 0  r  1 ), and it is centered at b (spans from b  r 2 to
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We define the precision of the recommendation system as 1  r . Higher precision of the
recommendation system translates to a narrower bucket. Figure 3 shows a consumer bucket, b ,
for a consumer located at x . We assume that a consumer’s location is equally likely to be at any
point within the bucket. Since consumer locations are distributed uniformly on the circle, the
buckets are distributed uniformly on the circle, b ~ U [0,1] . For convenience, we also use a
horizontal representation of the circular model as shown on the right side of Figure 2.
b  r 2 ).

H

0

br 2

Bucket b

1/2
L

x
br 2

H
0

br 2

br 2

x

L

H
1

1/2

consumer location

Figure 2: Consumer bucket b for a consumer located at x

The firm can improve the precision of the recommendation system by employing advanced data
mining techniques or gathering more information about consumer preferences. At the limit when
precision is 1 ( r  0 ), the firm can identify the exact location of each individual consumer.
When the firm recommends product s to a consumer, he 1) gets the profit margin of the
recommended product,  s , if this consumer accepts the recommendation, or 2) gets the profit
margin of the non-recommended product,  k , if the consumer rejects s then searches and
consumes the non-recommended product k , or 3) gets zero profit if the consumer rejects s and
leaves the website, where s  k and s, k  {H , L} . The probabilities associated with these three
responses depend on the product recommendation, the location of the bucket, b , and the width
of bucket, r . The probability of each response is discussed in Section 4. The firm’s expected
profit from recommending product s to a consumer in a bucket centered at b is:
E[ b ( s)]  s  Probb (accept s)+k  Probb (reject s,search k ) , where s  k and s, k  {H , L}
The firm compares the expected profit of recommending H and L to a particular bucket b ,
E[ b ( H )] and E[ b ( L)] , and recommends the product, sb , that leads to higher expected profit.
This leads to the highest total profit for the firm. The firm’s expected total profit from providing
personalized recommendations to individual consumers is:
1
E[ ]   E[ b ( sb )]db , where sb  {H , L}
0
A consumer incurs search cost only if she chooses to search for the non-recommended product
k after rejecting the recommendation s . The expected surplus of a consumer bucket centered at
b is:
E[csb ( s)]  us  Probb (accept s)+(uk  c)  Probb (reject s,search k ) , where s  k and s, k  {H , L}
Summing up the expected surplus of all consumer buckets, we get expected consumer surplus in
the “personalized recommendation” case:
1
E[CS ]   E[csb ( sb )]db , where sb  {H , L}
0

3. Some Results
When precision increases, it allows the firm to recommend H to consumers when
recommendation accepting effect is high, or to recommend the preferred product to consumers
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when leaving effect is high. The first effect is moderated by the profit margin difference between
the two products. The first effect is strong when precision is high, whereas the second effect is
strong when precision is low.
When search cost increases, it may lead to two effects, recommendation accepting effect and
leaving effect for consumers who do not have strong preference to either products.
If the products are of the same profitability, that is the firm gets the same profit when a consumer
accepts H or he accepts L, the firm would recommend H to the consumer if he is more likely to
accept H or recommend L to him if he is more likely to accept L. Moreover, if search cost is zero,
the firm would recommend H to a consumer if the center of his bucket is less than ¼ or larger
than ¾, and the firm would recommend L to him if the center of his bucket is between ¼ and ¾.
In this case, when precision about the consumer location improves, the firm does not change the
strategy, that is recommend H to a consumer if the center of his bucket is less than ¼ or larger
than ¾, and the firm would recommend L to him if the center of his bucket is between ¼ and ¾.
However, the firm’s expected profit increases, as less likely the consumers would leave the
website. Consumer surplus should also increases.
Fixing the precision, when search cost increases, more likely a consumer would leave the
website. The firm’s strategy does not change, but his expected profit decreases. Thus, reducing
search cost has the same effect on the firm as improving the precision.
If the product are of different profit margin, the firm gets higher profit when a consumer accepts
H than he accepts L. Thus, the firm would recommend H to more consumers if everything else
hold constant. This means, the firm needs to adjust the recommendation strategy. How does the
firm adjust, recommending H to more consumers, or to fewer consumers at the high level, when
precision improves? How does the firm adjust when search cost decreases? How does it affect
firm’s profit and consumer surplus?
PROPOSITION 1: Impact of precision on recommendation strategy: When the precision of
the knowledge of consumer preference increases, the firm can recommend product H to more or
fewer consumers if search cost is moderate, or 2) the firm recommends product H to fewer
consumers if search cost is small.
Proposition 1 provides an interesting insight on the firm’s recommendation strategy, that is
whether the firm promote the higher profitable product via recommendation depends on the
interaction between the precision of the knowledge of consumer preferences and the search cost.
PROPOSITION 2: Impact of precision on product demand: The demand for product H
increases in spite of the firm recommending H to fewer consumers as the precision increases
when the search cost and the precision is moderate.
Proposition 2 demonstrates that the firm benefits from improvement on the precision of
consumer preference as more consumers would consume the higher profitable product.
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PROPOSITION 3: Impact of search cost on recommendation strategy: When search cost
increases, the firm recommends product H to more consumers if search cost is relatively small,
or recommends product H to fewer consumers if search cost is moderate.
Proposition 3 highlights the firm’s strategy of promoting the higher profitable product via
recommendation has a non-monotonic interaction with consumer search cost. An increase in
consumer search cost can aid or hinder the firm’s recommendation strategy depending the
magnitude of the consumer search cost.
PROPOSITION 4: Impact of precision on profit and consumer surplus: When the precision
of the knowledge of consumer preference increases, the firm’s profit weakly increases. Consumer
surplus can also increase when search cost is moderate.
Proposition 4 presents a scenario where both the firm and its consumers can benefit from the
precision improvement of knowledge of consumer preference. This implies that consumers
should provide their preference information to the firm, which may lead to a win-win case.
PROPOSITION 5: Impact of search cost on profit and consumer surplus: When the
consumer search cost increases, a) the firm’s profit, 1) increases if search cost is relatively small,
and 2) weakly decreases if the consumer search cost is moderate; b) consumer surplus can
increase if the consumer search cost is moderate.
Proposition 5 shows that the firm should have a contingent strategy toward managing consumer
search cost. Proposition 5 also implies that consumers may benefit from increasing search cost
which is different from the common belief that reduction in search cost benefits consumers.
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Abstract
Over the past decades, research on online book reviews has inundated academic circles with
numerous theoretical reflections and empirical manifestations aimed at explaining participation
in such activities. Yet, these studies succumbed to the conventional pitfall of assuming that
consumers write reviews only after they fully read the book that they purchased. With these
considerations, we investigated how consumers’ book consumption patterns (e.g., reading
completion rates) affect their review behaviors. Consumption patterns were traced from records
of reading activities on e-book devices and apps, and subsequent review behaviors were measured
on the basis of review intention, valence, length, and extremity. Our results indicated that
consumers who exhibit either extremely low or high completion rates are more likely to write
online reviews than those with moderate completion rates. The findings also show that these
consumers at the extreme ends of the completion continuum provide higher review ratings with
the shorter length.
Keywords: digital content, digital content consumption, online reviews, completion rate, mental
accounting
1. Introduction
Commensurate with their increasing value propositions, research on online content reviews (e.g.,
book reviews) has radically proliferated and has become one of the most well-established scholarly
domains in the IS discipline over the past decade. Researchers have presented myriad theoretical
underpinnings and empirical models to delve into numerous issues that surround the business
ramifications of online book reviews, such as the effects of book ratings on sales (Chevalier and
Mayzlin 2006; Chen and Xie 2008), the helpfulness of online book reviews (Mudambi and Schuff
2010), the dynamics between reviewer identity disclosure and book sales (Forman et al. 2008),
and the self-selection aspects of online product reviews (Li and Hitt 2008). Although these studies
varied substantially with respect to research scope and orientation, they were all carried out with
the implicit premise that consumers write text-based reviews and provide star-based ratings (e.g.,
five stars) after they complete a book and fully experience its engaging narratives and compelling
endings. Such implicit assumption may be valid for many search and experience goods that require
minimal or no attention in consumption1, however, it may nonetheless fail to precisely represent
1

Nelson (1974, p. 73 8) asserted that "goods can be classified by whether the quality variation was ascertained predominantly by search or by
experience." Perceptions of the quality of a search good involves attributes of an objective nature, whereas those regarding the quality of an
experience good depends on subjective attributes that are a matter of personal taste. As discussed in Mudambi and Schuff 2010, “the dominant
attributes of an experience goods are evaluated or compared more subjectively and with more difficulty (Huang et al. 2009). Unlike search goods,
experience goods are more likely to require sampling in order to arrive at a purchase decision, and sampling often requires an actual purchase.”
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the review and consumption process for many other products that require a longer attention span
(e.g., a movie or a book). This is the case particularly for almost all types of information goods,
for which all value lies in the information carried. The reality is that we remain in the dark as to
what readers actually do after they purchase books (e.g., nonfiction, novel, romance, and memoir)
and how reading completion rates affect their reviews. Do they read every single page of an entire
book or abandon reading in early chapters or after having skimmed a few pages? Are there
consumers who provide positive, rather than negative, reviews despite having read only a small
segment of a book (e.g., 30% of chapters)?
A New York Times article recently revealed an intriguing pattern in regard to consumers’
book reading behaviors, demonstrating that reading declines substantially after the first 100 pages
of a book and that 90% of readers give up after only five chapters of books that contain more than
30 chapters (Alter and Russell 2016). Jellybooks, a research firm that tracks people’s reading
behaviors, discovered that only 5% of 200 books tested were completed by more than 75% of
readers. Interestingly, many best-selling books were identified as the most frequently initiated but
never completed readings. Stephen Hawking’s A Brief History of Time, for example, has sold
more than 9 million copies globally since its publication nearly 30 years ago, but consumers who
bought this book read, on average, only 6.6% of its content (an equivalent to one chapter in page
length). Motivated by the fact that most people do not finish the book that they purchase, we
examined how consumers’ book consumption patterns are associated with their review and
evaluation behaviors. Particular attention was devoted to how consumption ratio (i.e., how far
readers progress into a book) influences review performance. To obtain data on consumption
patterns, we deviated from the typical reliance on highlight functions and instead developed an
alternative mechanism that, similar to Amazon’s reading tracker, traces the portion of a book that
is read each time a person closes an e-book reader. To measure review entry behaviors, we used
review intention, valence, length, and extremity as indicators of such conduct.
Our analysis uncovered many unexpected review patterns. Despite the absence of
financial incentives, for instance, numerous consumers provide maximum positive ratings and
lengthy text reviews for books that they begin reading but never finish. Equally intriguing results
were found with respect to the timing of review writing and book rating; a considerable number
of readers who complete a book post reviews in the middle of reading (i.e., in middle chapters that
are still far from the final page) and not after completion. Our empirical findings suggested that
the likelihood of participation in online reviews exhibits a U-shaped relationship with content
completion rate; consumers who are on the farthest ends of the completion continuum are more
likely to tender book reviews than those who are in the middle of the scale. The same U-shaped
association was found between the valence and extremity of online reviews and the rate of content
completion, showing that consumers generate higher and more extreme review valence either in
the early or end stage of completion. Conversely, online review length exhibits an inverted Ushaped relationship with completion rate, implying that online reviews written at the point of
extremely high or low completion are less informative and accurate than those written at the
midpoint of completion.
2. Theoretical Background
On the basis of intertemporal choice and mental accounting frameworks (Thaler 1985), we
theoretically explored why readers provide reviews despite having only partially completed a book
and how such behaviors lead to inaccurate and biased evaluations. Mental accounting theory
describes the process by which people code and evaluate economic outcomes, dealing with the
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recall and perception of various expenditures (i.e., consumption experience) to track future
decisions (i.e., the decision to write reviews) under conditions of uncertainty. During content
consumption, for example, consumers may encounter a certain level of discrepancy between the
expected and actual experience of a product (Ho et al. 2017) and are thus tempted to evaluate
product quality before completion. The manner by which people assess experiences can also be
illuminated through expectation disconfirmation theory (Oliver and Swan 1989), which maintains
that the negation stemming from product consumption significantly affects consumers’ postpurchase activities, such as repurchase, loyalty, and online review or rating behavior (Anderson
and Sullivan 1993; Ho et al. 2017). Consumers may, for instance, be inclined to post reviews when
either strongly satisfied or dissatisfied and thus exhibit a bimodal distribution of review valence
(Ho et al. 2017; Hu et al. 2006).
Two plausible explanations may account for why consumers participate in online reviews
before completing a book. The first is that consumers choose to abandon a book before reaching
its final chapters because they believe that the utility (benefits) gained from reading the rest of the
chapters in the future does not outweigh the disutility (costs) that they perceive from the
consumption of chapters in the past or present. In other words, when consumers find a mismatch
between anticipated and actual experience in the course of consumption, they may heavily
disregard the utility that they would attain from the future consumption of remaining content
(Becker 1965). These consumers are thus likely to abandon consumption midsession and post
online reviews to express their dissatisfaction. The second is that consumers post reviews before
finishing a book because the utility that they acquire from the consumption of early or middle
chapters exceeds the possible disutility arising from reading the remaining chapters of the book.
These readers therefore cease reading midsession and post reviews accordingly as a reflection of
satisfaction. Whatever the reason for reading abandonment, however, the heavy discounting of
either utility or disutility from the future consumption of unread chapters is considered myopic
and irrational (Strotz 1955; Frederick, Loewenstein, O’donoghue, 2002), producing biased and
inaccurate reviews that fail to reflect the true quality of products.
3. Data
Our data consist of detailed records of individual consumers’ consumption of e-book content and
review entries from July 19, 2016 to April 9, 2017. The consumption data contain information on
e-book, consumer, and device identification codes; time stamps; and percentages of content
consumed on a given e-book upon closure of e-book app. We used completion rate as consumption
variable that indicates how far individuals progress into a book before writing the review and
measured such rate for each consumer on the basis of the final proportion of e-book content
consumed. We then collected information related to online review entries, including review
schedule (i.e., the time at which reviews on a specific e-book were provided), valence, and content.
Review valence was measured on the basis of a five-point star rating scale, reflecting consumers’
overall quality assessments of a product. Review length was determined using the number of words
in online reviews, and review extremity was computed according to the magnitude of differences
between the midpoint of the valence scale (3 point) and the review rating given by a consumer
(Mudambi and Schuff 2010). We also obtained consumer- and product-specific information, such
as gender, age, registration date, fixed price, publication date, and book content category. Our final
dataset comprises 16,738 non-series e-books that were read in full or partially by 16,808 distinct
consumers. Table 1 presents the description of the variables and their summary statistics.
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Table 1. Variable definitions and summary statistics
Variable
Definition
Completion rate Extent (ratio) to which a user reads e-book
(%)
content before writing a review
Review valence Review star rating
Review length
Number of words in a review
Review extremity Extent to which review valence is deviated
Gender
Age
Registration date
Price (USD)
Publication date
Adult book

Mean

S.D.

Min

Max

73.053

34.384

0

100

4.538
8.763

0.943
25.748

1
1

5
804

from the midpoint 3

3.256

1.413

0

4

Gender of consumer (female = 0, male = 1)
Age of consumer
Days elapsed since a consumer registered on
the platform to April 9, 2017
Fixed price of a book
Days elapsed since the book was published
to April 9, 2017
Binary variable indicating whether an ebook belongs to an adult category

0.086
41.373

0.28
9.059

0
15

1
98

921.992

609.424

7.08

2890

4.262

3.553

0.09

89.84

496.888

527.946

41

5122

0.803

0.398

0

1

4. Empirical Analysis and Results
We empirically tested the effects of reading completion rates on consumers’ review pattern, with
four aspects of online review behaviors used as dependent variables: (1) review intention, (2)
valence, (3) length, and (4) extremity2. The first two variables represent the quantitative aspects of
online reviews, wherein higher number of reviews provided by consumers triggers a greater
volume of discussion about the product being evaluated (Zhu and Zhang 2010), and the stronger
review valence reflects higher product quality (Mudambi and Schuff 2010). Review extremity and
review length, by contrast, denote the qualitative dimensions of online reviews. Review extremity
shows deviation from the midpoint of review valence, which can be indicative of the helpfulness
of online reviews (Mudambi and Schuff 2010). Review length signifies the depth of comments, in
which long reviews are likely to contain extensive product information (Korfiatis et al. 2012).
Figure 1 depicts distributions of variables of interest, wherein the reviewing patterns (i.e.,
review intention, valence, length, and extremity) exhibit non-linear relationship in respect to
consumption patterns. Specifically, review intention (Figure 1A) shows clear U-shaped pattern
related to completion rate, suggesting that the intention to generate online reviews is the highest
among the consumers who either barely consume the content of book (i.e., 0-5%) or almost finishes
reading the content of book (i.e., 95-100%). Similarly, review valence followed U-shaped pattern
(Figure 1B), indicating that the customers with either minimal consumption (0-5%) or higher
completion rate (95-100%) had the highest review valence. The length of review (Figure 1C)
showed inverted U-shaped pattern, suggesting that the customers with minimal consumption are
likely to generate shorter reviews than those with higher completion rate. Finally, in the case of
review extremity, the U-shaped pattern associated with completion rate indicates that the
customers with minimal consumption give the most extreme ratings than consumers with higher
completion rates. (Figure 1D) On the basis of the descriptive regularities found in the figures, we
employed quadratic terms of completion rates in our model to accurately assess the dynamic
relationship between completion rates and review entry behaviors.
2

The choice of review entries was estimated via fixed effect logistic regression; review valence and review extremity were
estimated using random effect Poisson regression; and review length was estimated through fixed effect regression.
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Figure 1. Effects of Completion Rate on Reviewing Patterns
A. Review Intention

B. Review Valence
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Our empirical results lend support to the relationship between content completion rate and
each of the four dependent variables (Table 2). The coefficient of 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 (first column
of Table 2) is negative and significant at the 0.01 level, whereas the coefficient of
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 2 is positive and significant at the 0.01 level. This result suggests that the
relationship between content completion rate and the propensity to write online reviews can be
best described as a U-shaped pattern. Specifically, consumers who are at either the extremely high
or low end of the completion continuum are highly likely to provide online reviews, whereas
consumers occupying the moderate end of the completion scale are less likely to participate in
such voluntary tasks. The same U-shaped pattern was revealed by the estimation results for the
relationship between content completion rate and review valence, implying that review valence
decreases at the initial stage of content completion, but increases as content completion exceeds a
certain threshold (e.g., 30%) (Figure 1B). With respect to the association between content
completion rate and online review length, the estimated coefficient of 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 is
positive and significant, whereas the coefficient of its squared term is negative and significant.
This finding may be indicative of the predilection of consumers to provide long reviews as they
read more of an e-book, but post short reviews as they approach the end of the book. Interestingly,
Figure 1C shows that the highest review length was found at low completion rates (e.g., 10% and
30%). Finally, the relationship between 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒 and review extremity exhibits a Ushaped pattern, indicating that consumers with extremely high or low completion rates are more
likely to confer extreme valence in reviews than consumers with moderate content completion
rates.
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Table 2. Estimated Results of the Relationship between Content Completion Rate
and Online Review Patterns
VARIABLES
Review
Valence
Length
Extremity
Fixed logit
Random Poisson
Fixed Regression Random Poisson
-0.0390***
-0.00246***
0.0571***
-0.00221***
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
(0.00157)
(0.000495)
(0.0148)
(0.000819)
2
0.000342***
2.47e-05***
-0.000468***
2.11e-05***
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒
(1.44e-05)
(4.68e-06)
(0.000136)
(7.72e-06)
3.33e-05***
2.15e-06
0.000527***
2.47e-06
𝐹𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒
(4.45e-06)
(1.40e-06)
(4.89e-05)
(2.32e-06)
-0.000967***
8.06e-07
-0.000770***
-1.61e-06
𝑃𝑢𝑏𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒
(2.92e-05)
(1.01e-05)
(0.000289)
(1.66e-05)
0.0606*
0.00212
-0.648**
-0.00535
𝐴𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑡
(0.0319)
(0.0109)
(0.313)
(0.0180)
0.0444*
0.0863**
𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
(0.0230)
(0.0400)
0.00114*
0.000717
𝐴𝑔𝑒
(0.000590)
(0.00103)
1.97e-05**
1.64e-05
𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒
(9.24e-06)
(1.62e-05)
1.438***
6.266***
0.488***
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡
(0.0300)
(0.473)
(0.0513)
-5.150***
-3.702***
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑝ℎ𝑎
(0.128)
(0.0982)
Observations
84,948
16,126
16,126
16,126
Number of individuals
1,874
2,044
2,044
2,044
R-squared
0.010

5. Implications
The findings present valuable implications for research and practice. Prior research on online
review conventionally assumed that readers fully experience the books that they purchase. Our
data revealed that a significant amount of online reviews are generated under incomplete product
consumption. This discovery provides scholars with novel insights into consumers’ reading
behaviors and, more importantly, their subsequent review patterns. A rational choice perspective
indicates that consumers who provide reviews, whether positive or negative, without fully
experiencing a book can be regarded as myopic individuals who heavily discount the utility that
may arise from the future consumption of unread chapters. This considerable disregard of future
consumption gives rise to inaccurate evaluations and biased opinions that insufficiently evince
content quality. Researchers should be alert to the possibility that “fake” reviews (i.e., those based
on minimum consumption) can also be created through irrational review behaviors.
A number of key practical perspectives also emerged from the results. We found that
completion rates are directly associated with consumers’ online review entry behaviors. E-book
consumers with either extremely high or low completion rates tend to write more reviews and
provide higher review ratings than do consumers with moderate completion rates. These
consumers can therefore be beneficial to e-book sellers with respect to the quantitative aspects of
their online reviews, which can increase sales. Marketers should therefore target these users when
necessary to solicit reviews for newly published books with limited evaluations. In terms of review
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quality, however, consumers who are on the extreme ends of the completion continuum write
shorter text reviews and exhibit higher variances in ratings than do consumers at the moderate
completion scale. Consequently, the online reviews produced by these consumers may provide
insufficient and inaccurate information. Publishers can capitalize on our findings by using them as
bases for increasing marketing resources for books for which consumers exhibit high completion
rates and decreasing the budget for books that are minimally consumed by consumers, particularly
those that are characterized as “unread” best-sellers. They can further scrutinize consumers’
consumption patterns and review behaviors across diverse demographic groups to develop
customized marketing campaigns and recommendation systems accordingly.
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Abstract
Sharing-bike was introduced to solve the “last-mile problem” whereas ride-sharing platform has
been serving as a popular means for both short-distance and long-distance journeys. Does
sharing-bike solve the “last-mile problem” and have a substitution effect on ride-sharing
platform? Will geographic heterogeneity affect the way sharing-bike and ride-sharing platform
compete? We take a natural experiment setting and conduct an RDD model to answer these
research questions. We exploit granular order data from a leading ride-sharing platform in
China and combine it with geographic information from Gaode-Map. Our analyses show three
main findings. First, there is a significant substitution effect between sharing-bike and
ride-sharing platform. Second, the effects of sharing bikes are heterogeneous across geographic
characteristics. Third, sharing-bike can indeed help to solve the “last-mile problem,” especially
for some traffic nodes and working places.
Keywords: Sharing-bike, Ride-sharing, Transportation, Natural Experiment, Regression
Discontinuity Design, Substitution Effect, Geographic Heterogeneity, Last-mile Problem

1. Introduction
With the introduction of ride-sharing platforms such as DiDi in China, many cities have
benefitted from their convenience. Ride-sharing platforms provide real-time app-based service to
both passengers and drivers. Digital platforms create efficiency gains by providing convenience
and reducing transaction costs on both sides of the platform (Bakos [1997], Brynjolfsson et al.
[2011]). Ride-sharing platforms have attracted many users. On the driver side, because car
owners can easily register as a full-time or part-time driver, the number of “sellers” has increased.
At the same time, due to an increasing number of service providers, passengers can easily find a
ride at the right time at a reasonable price, which has encouraged more “buyers” to participate.
As a result, the market has boomed and the number of orders has increased.
However, there is a dark side to this phenomenon. More car orders and less public transportation
usage can lead to heavier traffic jams, which increases time and economic cost for buyers. In
addition, orders submitted in peak traffic hours are subject to a high dynamic pricing and longer
wait time. Therefore, people who are not too far away from their destination and those who can
use public transportations without walking too far may choose to use public transportations or
walk. However, due to inefficiency of walking and the fast pace of city life, few people do so.
Sharing-bike aims to solve this “last-mile problem.” Unlike walking, an average speed of riding
a bike can reach up to 20km/h, which makes it an efficient means of short distance transportation
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(Schu J, Ham R [2016]). Instead of bearing the cost of purchasing and storing their own bike,
sharing-bike users can have a flexible access to well-maintained bicycles (the sharing-bike
company ensures this by checking bike conditions every day) at a rather low price. After
sharing-bikes were introduced, they have become widely popular; there were significant news
and media coverage, and streets were filled with colorful sharing-bikes.
In this paper, we focus on two research questions. First, does the introduction of sharing-bike
really solve the “last-mile problem” and impact ride-sharing platform orders? If it does, are
effects heterogeneous across different places in a particular city? To investigate these two
questions, we use a regression discontinuity design approach to exploit a natural experiment
setting: sharing-bike has entered a city where ride-sharing platform is popular. We combine rich
granular ride-sharing order data with the city’s geographic data to investigate the heterogeneity
in effect among different origin and destination (OD) locations. Our estimation suggests a
significant drop in short-distance ride-sharing orders after the introduction of sharing-bike,
especially in financial company/subway exit/bus station/shopping mall areas. In Section 2, we
present our data and empirical model. Section3 shows our empirical estimation results. Section 4
discusses underlying mechanisms and the directions for further research.

2. Methodology
2.1 Context
DiDi, founded in May 2014, serves as a main ride-sharing platform in China by matching
full-time or part-time drivers to ride seekers. Chengdu ranked the first in the total DiDi mileage
during the time period our data cover (news.chengdu.cn 2016), and the 'DiDi penetration' in
Chengdu reached up to 60% in 2016, ranking the first in western part of China (sichuan.scol.com
2016). People were dependent on DiDi for their daily transportation in Chengdu.
Sharing-bike, as a new kind of service under the concept of sharing economy, became popular
rapidly after its emergence. Sharing-bike aims to solve the so-called “last-mile problem,” and
distinguishes itself from ride-sharing platforms by offering convenient short-distance vehicles.
After a huge success in several other big cities, sharing-bike was launched in Chengdu on
November 10, 2016. This provides us a nice setting of a natural experiment.
2.2 Data
Our data consists of two parts: the ride-sharing platform order-level data and the geographic
information data.
2.2.1 Ride-sharing Platform Order-level Data
We get granular order-level data from DiDi, a leading ride-sharing platform in China. The order
data, covering from November 1, 2016 to November 30, 2016, contain order ID, pick-up location,
destination location, pick-up time and destination arrive time, as an example shows in Table 1.
Table 1. Order-level Data
OrderID
xBrA9y.FfF

Pick-up
Longtitude
1477964797 1477966507 104.09464
StartTime

EndTime

2.2.2 Geographic Data
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Pick-up
Destination Destination
Latitude
Longtitude Latitude
30.703971 104.08927
30.65085

The ride-sharing platform order-level data reveal that orders originate from wide geographic
locations including downtown and suburban areas. We focus our analysis on central areas (see
Figure 1) of Chengdu, where more than 90% of orders are generated.
To investigate the origin and destination (OD) locations of each order, we use a high-precision
base map from Gaode-Map. Our geographic area of research is about 21 km by 17.8 km. We
partition it into 22,500 (150*150) grids, where each grid is about 140 m by 119 m. By collecting
information from Gaode-Map and manually labeling grid characteristics, we traverse all 22,500
grids and label them with 32 attribute variables (i.e. Bus Station, Subway station, Shopping Mall,
etc.), most of which are count variables. We treat these grids as our basic geographical units of
analysis.
We use spatial methods to match locations of the order to the map, thus connecting the order
information with OD locations’ geographic information.
Figure 1. Geographic Area of Research
Figure 1.a

Figure 1.b

Overview of Research Area

Partitioned Research Area With Order Points

2.3 Empirical Model
Because our primary goal is to examine substitution effect of sharing-bike on short distance
(defined as less than one mile in this paper) ride-sharing orders, we use the number of
lee-than-one-mile orders as our dependent variable, denoted as LessThan1m _ Oit and
LessThan1m _ Dit . We find that the total number of orders (of all distances) increased gradually
during our research period. To take into account such an overall trend, we use the number of
more-than-5-miles-order (which would not be affected by the introduction of sharing-bike
because people are unlikely to ride a bike for such a long distance journey) as our control
variables, denoted as MoreThan5 _ Oit and MoreThan5 _ Dit , for Origin and Destination,
respectively.
As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, we have 32 attribute variables for all grids. When we examine the
casual effect of sharing-bike on grids of each attribute, we find that 23 of attributes are
statistically significant. In this paper, due to the page limitation, we only include four attributes
into present model. Because there may be heterogeneity in effect between arrivals and departures,
we estimate the model separately for origin and destination locations. The model is specified as:
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LessThan1m _ Oit =  +  AfterSharingBiket +  dayi +  AfterSharingBiket * dayt +  MoreThan5 _ Oit + 1BusStation i

(1)

+ 2 SubwayExit i + 3shoppingMalli +  4 FinancialCoi + 1 AfterSharingBiket * BusStation i +  2 AfterSharingBiket *
SubwayExit i + 3 AfterSharingBiket *shoppingMalli +  4 AfterSharingBiket * FinancialCoi + WeekDummiest +  it
LessThan1m _ Dit =   +   AfterSharingBiket +  dayi +   AfterSharingBiket * dayt +   MoreThan5 _ Dit + 1 BusStation i
+ 2SubwayExit i + 3shoppingMalli +  4 FinancialCoi + 1 AfterSharingBiket * BusStation i +  2 AfterSharingBiket *

(2)

SubwayExit i + 3 AfterSharingBiket *shoppingMalli +  4 AfterSharingBiket * FinancialCoi + WeekDummiest +  it

AfterSharingBiket equals 1 for t after the introduction of sharing-bike. The  * and *
measure the effect of sharing-bike on the number of DiDi orders (within 1 mile). Furthermore,
dayt is the running variable which represents time relative to the sharing-bike introduction date
measured in days. BusStation, SubwayExit, shoppingMall are the number of bus stations, subway
exits and shopping malls, and FinancialCo is the number of financial companies in a grid. We
control for the cyclicality in traffic condition by using Weekdummies, which include six weekly
dummies from Monday to Saturday. Then we include interaction terms to explore the
heterogeneity in the shock of sharing-bike on different categories of grid. Equation (1) and
Equation (2) share the same independent variables, there are cross-equation restrictions, and
error terms are correlated. Therefore, we use Seemingly Unrelated Regression Estimation
(Srivastava V K, Dwivedi T D [1979]) to estimate these two equations together.

3. Results
We use Regression Discontinuity Design (RDD) to measure the impact of introducing
sharing-bike on the number of short-distance (specified as less than 1 mile in this paper) orders
in a leading ride-sharing platform. This RDD approach is commonly used to verify the causal
effect of a treatment when the treatment is determined by an exogenous assignme nt variable to a
cutoff point (Lee and Lemieuxa 2010). Here our treatment variable is the emergence of
sharing-bike ( AfterSharingBiket ), and the assignment variable is time ( dayi ), and all the grids
were exposed to this exogenous treatment at the same time.
Table 2 presents the empirical results where we use SUR to estimate the Origin (model 1) and
Destination (model 2) RDD models together.
Table 2. Seemingly Unrelated Regression Estimation Result

AfterSharingBiket

dayt
AfterSharingBiket * dayt
MoreThan5 _ O / Dit

BusStation
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Model (1)
-.0133117 ***
(.0028075)
.0012688 **
(.0003722)
-.0014976 ***
(.0003938)

Model (2)
-.0122754 ***
(.0034049)
.0013274 **
(.0004513)
-.0014516 **
(.0004776)

.029411 ***
(.0000553)
-.0195727 ***

.0228327 ***
(.0000406)
.0155258 ***

(.0030184)
.5888355 ***
(.0074571)
.3864314 ***
(.0117189)
.0419709 ***
(.001102)
-.0125586 ***
(.0036836)
-.0200957 *
(.0091099)
-.0330428 *
(.0142978)
-.0047967 ***
(.0013433)
.0113226 ***
(.0023494)
.005803 *
(.0022487)
.001899
(.0022485)
.0044647 .
(.0023733)
.0155972 ***
(.0023613)
.0073922 **
(.0023494)
-.0093377 **
(.0028153)
6.8e+05
0.3862

SubwayExit
shoppingMall
FinancialCo
AfterSharingBiket * BusStation i
AfterSharingBiket *SubwayExit i
AfterSharingBiket * shoppingMalli
AfterSharingBiket * FinancialCoi

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
intercept
N
Adj-R2
Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’

0.001 ‘**’

0.01 ‘*’

(.0036493)
.4640424 ***
(.0090454)
.8100406 ***
(.0142074)
.0653533 ***
(.0013325)
-.0108633 *
(.0044674)
-.0451719 ***
(.0110484)
-.0151471
(.0173405)
-.0054426 ***
(.0016292)
.0093956 ***
(.0028493)
.0045364 *
(.0027272)
.0010237
(.0027269)
.00359
(.0028783)
.0160245 ***
(.0028638)
.0091052 **
(.0028493)
.0104517 **
(.0034106)
6.8e+05
0.3622

0.05 ‘.’

4. Discussion
This paper empirically investigates the effects of introduction of sharing-bike on ride-sharing
platforms such as DiDi. Our estimation results suggest that there is an obvious substitution effect.
Sharing-bike causes a significant drop on the number of short distance (within 1 mile) orders.
As can be seen from the coefficient of AfterSharingBiket and its four interaction terms, which
are our primary variable interests, the introduction of sharing-bike has a significantly negative
effect on the number of less-than-1-mile ride-sharing orders, decreasing the order number by
approximately 8.4~8.9 percent. More specifically, for departures, we can see from the
coefficients that sharing-bike has a negative effect on all kinds of grids. The effect is especially
significant for grids of bus stations and financial companies. For observations from bus stations,
we find that after the introduction of sharing-bike, people are less likely to order a ride-sharing
service for a short-distance travel when they arrive at or depart from a bus station. This evidence
is consistent with people switching to riding a sharing-bike instead of using a ride-sharing
service when they travel to or from bus stations. For financial companies, their employees are
likely to be well-paid white-collar workers with high education. Before the shock, there has been
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a high demand of ride-sharing service, but after the introduction of sharing-bike, they may be the
first to take advantage of sharing-bikes when they get off work and go home. The coefficients for
subway exit and shopping mall are significantly negative as well. People who just got off the
subway can use a sharing-bike to get to the next destination instead of using a ride-sharing
platform. When people leave the shopping malls they are less likely to order a ride-sharing
service after sharing-bike emerged. For observations from arrivals, the effect is slightly different.
The decrease in arrivals for financial companies is significantly negative, which can indicate that
people who work in these companies enjoy riding sharing-bike to go to work (such as taking
sharing-bike as the follow-up of public transportations), and therefore reduce their arrivals in
ride-sharing after the introduction of sharing-bikes. Interestingly, however, the coefficients for
other three covariates are quite different from the coefficients from departure observations. The
effect of sharing-bike on subway exits is larger and more statistically significant for departure
observations, which indicates that people are less likely to use ride-sharing services to their next
destination when they depart from subway stations. Observations from bus station seem to
suggest an opposite phenomenon. People are less likely to ride a sharing-bike to get to a bus
station than to leave a bus station. For observations for the arrivals for shopping malls, the
coefficient is statistically insignificant. This may be because when people want to visit shopping
malls, they are always driven by certain kinds of needs, such as to purchase items in urgent need
or to date someone, which makes them time-sensitive and unlikely to take sharing-bike in
substitution of ride-sharing.

5. Future Work
This is an on-going project, and results we present here focus on less-than-one-mile orders.
However, we have already analyzed the effects on different miles, and have gotten more
interesting results. Next, we will focus on the following aspects in the future.
First, we will use spatial model to exploit the underlying spatial dependences and spatial
heterogeneities. Because current grids are divided artificially, actual relationship between grids
should be taken into a more careful consideration.
Second, our basic unit of time in current research is a day. We plan to use more granular time
level data to further explore the effects of rush hours and other daily periodicities. We will
additionally examine underlying mechanisms of order variations across time.
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Abstract
We examine how a spillover effect of consumer awareness across different products affects a
retailer’s openness decision and a third-party seller’s product offering on a retail platform. We
develop a game-theoretic model in which a third-party seller carries identical products as the
retailer as well as exclusive products that the retailer does not carry. We find that the third
party’s optimal selling strategies vary with its initial awareness, the extent of spillover effect,
and the commission rate. Furthermore, these factors influence the retailer's openness decision.
When the spillover effect is mild, the retailer has incentive to open, and the third-party seller
sells the exclusive product on its platform. When the spillover effect is salient, the retailer has
incentive to open only if the retailer’s awareness advantage over the third-party seller is small,
and the third-party seller has incentive to sell the identical product on its platform.
Keywords: Online Retailing, Spillover Effect, Coopetition, Consumer Awareness

1. Introduction
E-commerce has experienced unprecedented prosper for the past years, together with the
emergence of giant online retailers such as Amazon.com in the U.S. and JD.com in China.
Traditionally these retailers adopt merchant revenue model under which they buy products from
suppliers and resell to consumers. Over years, the leading online retailers have developed a
considerable consumer base. With the options of reaping their dominance via their merchant
revenue model, these retailers open their platforms and allow third-party sellers to sell on their
platforms, thus inviting competition. Small merchants might use the platforms to reach
customers who otherwise would not know the existence of the merchants, and are attracted to the
retailers' platforms by the promise of tapping into their huge user base. Interestingly, many
third-party sellers have their own websites and carry more products than retailers in some
specific category, and when they join a retailer's platform they sell some of their products on the
retailer's platform. Sometimes these third-party sellers may even choose to sell the identical
product as the retailer, instead of exclusive products, on the retailer's platform. For example,
www.HANDU.com sells clothing for women, men, and kids on its own website, but only sells
for men on JD.com. Conceivably, the sellers do so because the presence of sellers on a retailer's
platform can increase the traffic to the sellers' websites: When a product by a third-party seller is
listed on a retailer's platform and is exposed to its consumers, some of the consumers may also
become aware of the other products offered by the seller, with the help of different online tools
such as search engines. We call this cross-product awareness increase spillover effect of
consumer awareness. This paper aims to answer the following questions: how does the spillover
effect affect a retailer's openness decision? How does the spillover effect affect the third party’s
product offering on the retailer’s platform?
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2. The Model
We consider two players, an online retailer R and a third-party seller S. The third-party seller
sells two products, product 1 and product 2, and the retailer sells product 1 but does not sell
product 2. One unit of consumers are in the market, and each consumer has a unit demand for
product 1 and for product 2. Compared with the third-party seller, the retailer has valuation
advantage and information advantage. Valuation advantage is because of the retailer’s
established reputation of, for example, good customer service. When consumers purchase
product 1 from R, the valuation they can derive is v . When consumers purchase the product 1
from S, they can derive a discount valuation k , where k is uniformly distributed over [0,1] . In
addition, the retailer has information advantage. We assume that all consumers are aware of the
retailer, but only proportion  of the consumers are aware of the third-party seller, where
  (0,1) . The retailer may choose to open its platform and allow the third-party seller to sell
product(s) on its platform via charging a commission fee with a commission rate  ,   [0,1] .
When the platform is open, if the third-party seller chooses to sell both products on its platform,
we assume all the consumers become aware of the third-party seller’s both offering. If the
third-party seller chooses to sell only one product on its platform, all the consumers become
aware of third-party seller’s that product. In addition, we assume proportion  ,   [0,1] , of
consumers who otherwise do not know the third-party seller’s offering of the other product
become aware of that offering. We call such a cross-product awareness increase spillover effect
of consumer awareness.
The utility that a consumer derives from a product is the valuation of the product net its price.
We normalize the valuation of buying product 1 from the retailer is 1, and denote the prices
charged by the retailer R and the third-party seller S for product 1 are pr and ps respectively.
Then, a consumer’s utility of buying from R is 1− pr and buying from S is k − ps . A consumer
can only buy from a seller that the consumer is aware of. For product 1, when a consumer is
aware of both sellers, the consumer buys from the seller that gives it higher utility; When a
consumer is only aware of the retailer R, the consumer buys from it as long as the utility is
non-negative. For ease of exposition, we assume that the marginal cost of selling product(s) for
both firms is zero, and the third-party seller charges price t for product 2 and sells one unit to
each consumer who is aware of product 2. To rule out some trivial cases, we assume t is not too
small, because otherwise the third-party seller may simply choose to sell the low-value product.
The timing of this game is as follows. In stage 1, the retailer chooses whether to open its
platform; and, if so, sets the commission rate. In stage 2, the third-party seller chooses whether to
join the retailer’s platform; If so, the third-party seller may choose to sell product 1 only, product
2 only, or both products on the retailer’s platform. In stage 3, the retailer and the third-party
seller price their products, and consumers make their purchase decisions.

3. Equilibrium Analysis
We analyze the game using backward induction. (Because of the page limit, all proofs are
omitted.)
3.1 Pricing Competition in Stage 3
Considering the third party’s different choices in stage 2, we distinguish four scenarios.
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Scenario 1: Selling Separately When the third party does not sell on the retailer’s platform and
they sell their products separately, a portion  of consumers are aware of both the retailer’s and
the third party’s offering of product 1, and a portion (1 −  ) of consumers are only aware of the
retailer’s offering of product 1. The consumers who are aware of both offering will buy from the
retailer as long as 1− pr  k − ps . Therefore, among all consumers who are aware of both
offering, the ones with k  1 − ( pr − ps ) buy from the retailer and the rest buy from the third
party. We can formulate the profit functions for both firms as follows.
 r ( pr , ps ) = pr  (1 − ( pr − ps ) ) + (1 −  ) 

 s ( ps , pr ) =  ps ( pr − ps ) +  t

(1)

where pi  [0,1] , i  {s, r} , and  t is the third party’s profit from selling product 2.
Scenario 2: S Sells Product 2 through R When the third party sells product 2 on the retailer’s
platform, the third party has to pay commission  of each sale of product 2 to the retailer. The
reward for the third party is that all consumers are aware of the third party’s offering of product 2
and additional  (1 −  ) of consumers become awareness of product 1 because of the spillover
effect, in addition to its initial awareness  . We call  the mixed awareness of the initial
awareness and the spillover effect, where
(2)
 =  +  (1 −  )
Similar to Scenario 1, we can formulate the profit functions for both firms as follows.
 r ( pr , ps ) = pr   (1 − ( pr − ps ) ) + (1 −  )  +  t

 s ( ps , pr ) =  ps ( pr − ps ) + (1 −  ) t

(3)

Scenario 3: S Sells Product 1 through R When the third party sells product 1 on the retailer’s
platform, all consumers become aware of the offering of product 1, and meanwhile proportion
 of consumers become aware of the offering of product 2 from the third party because of the
spillover effect. We can formulate the profit functions for both firms as follows.
 r ( pr , ps ) = pr 1 − ( pr − ps ) +  ps ( pr − ps )

 s ( ps , pr ) = (1 −  ) ps ( pr − ps ) + t

(4)

Scenario 4: S Sells Both Products through R When the third party sells both products 1 and 2
on the retailer’s platform, all of the consumers become aware of the two offerings from the third
party. Similarly, we can formulate the profit functions for both firms as follows.
 r ( pr , ps ) = pr 1 − ( pr − ps ) +  ps ( pr − ps ) +  t
(5)
 s ( ps , pr ) = (1 −  ) ps ( pr − ps ) + (1 −  ) t
Both firms maximize their profits by choosing optimal prices. Based on the best response
functions, we can derive the equilibrium prices and equilibrium profits, as summarized by the
following table.
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Scenario
1
Scenario
2
Scenario
3
Scenario
4

Table 1: Equilibrium Prices and Profits in Pricing Competition
Equilibrium Prices
Equilibrium Profits

2 −
2
2
if   3
if   23
 pr = min  3 1
 2
 4 +  t
*
*

=

=
 4
1
r
s
  p
 9 otherwise
 9 +  t otherwise
 ps = 2r
 pˆ r* = min 32 1
 2−2 +  t
 4 + (1 −  ) t
if   23
if   23


*
*

ˆ
ˆ
r =  4
s =  1

otherwise
pr*
*

 9  + (1 −  ) t otherwise
9 +  t


 pˆ s = 2
 pr* = 3−2
 r* = 4− 2
( 3− )

 * pr*

*
1−
 ps = 2
 s = (3− )2 + t

 

 pˆ r* =
 *
 pˆ s =

2
3−
pr*
2

 r* = 4− 2 +  t
( 3− )

 * 1−
 s = (3− )2 + (1 −  )t

3.2 Third Party’s Selling Choice in Stage 2
By comparing the equilibrium payoffs under these four different choices, we can derive the
conditions under which the third party has incentive to sell product 1, product 2, products 1 and 2,
or no product on the retailer’s platform, as summarized in Proposition 1. For ease of exposition,
we define
1 6x
1 8x
(6)
K ( x)
2x
1 −  +  (1− )
if   23
4t

 K (  −  (1 −  )t ) if   23

(7)
ˆs = 1 −  + 1t ( 91 − 4 ) if   23 and   23 ,  s =  41
K
(
−

(1
−

)
t
)
otherwise
 9

1 1
1
1 −  + t ( 9  − 9 ) otherwise
Proposition 1. For a given  , the third party sells on the retailer’s platform if and only if one of
following conditions is satisfied: (a) When   94 , if   K ( 4 ) , the third party sells both
products 1 and 2; otherwise, (a.1) when    ( ) , if   ( K (  ) ˆ ) , the third party sells
4



s

product 2; (a.2) when    ( ) , if   ( K ( 4 ) ) , the third party sells product 2; if


  (   s ) , the third party sells product 1;

(b) When

4
9

  , (b.1) when    ( ) , if   ˆs , the third party sells product 2; (b.2) when

   ( ) , if     , the third party sells product 2; if   (   s ) , the third party sells product

1, where   is the solution to min




4



, 91 + (1 −  ) t =

1−

( 3− )2

+ t ,  ( ) is the solution to ˆs =  s ,

and K ( x ) , ˆs , and  s are defined as in Equations (6), and (7).
Proposition 1 prescribes the third party’s optimal selling strategies: how the best choice varies
with its initial awareness, the extent of spillover effect, and the commission rate. To make it
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more concrete, we use the case with t = 1 to illustrate the optimal selling strategies, as depicted
in Figure 1. Specifically, when the expected mixed awareness is low, if the spillover effect
relative to initial aware is salient, the third party sells products 1 and 2, product 2, product 1, and
no product, varying the commission rate from low to high (Area A in Figure 1); if the relative
spillover effect is mild (Area B in Figure 1), the third party sells products 1 and 2, product 2, and
no product. When the expected mixed awareness is high, if the relative spillover effect is salient,
the third party sells product 2, product 1, and no product (Areas C in Figure 1); if the relative
spillover effect is mild (Areas D in Figure 1), the third party sells product 2 and no product.

Figure 1. Third Party's Best Choice under
Different Awareness Structures ( t = 1 )

Figure 2. Game Equilibrium ( t = 1 )

A few observations are worth highlighting. First, the third party sells both products 1 and 2 on
the retailer’s platform only if the both commission rate and the expected mixed awareness are
low. Low commission rate means the cost of doing so is low; low mixed awareness level means
the benefit of doing so is high, because selling on the retailer’s platform increases the awareness
from  or  to 1. Second, when the commission rate is low or intermediate, if the third party
chooses only one product to sell on the retailer’s platform, it chooses product 2 rather than
product 1. Selling product 2 on the platform can increase the demand for product 2 to the largest
extent, thus benefiting the third party, because the retailer does not compete with the third party
in the market of product 2. Third, even when the commission rate is very high (e.g.,  = 1 to the
extreme), when the spillover effect relative to the initial awareness level is significant (when
  ˆ ( ) in Figure 1), the third party may still have incentive to sell product 1 on the retailer’s
platform. This surprising result is because in this case the spillover effect is more important than
the initial awareness, the benefit of increased demand for product 2 resulting from spillover
effect outweighs the cost of contributing the revenue from product 1 to the retailer.
3.3 Retailer’s Openness Decision in Stage 1
We next derive the retailer’s equilibrium openness decision by analyzing the payoff under each
scenario.
Proposition 2: In equilibrium, the retailer opens its platform only in the following cases:
(a) When    ( ) and ˆr  ˆs the third party sells product 2;
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(b) When    ( ) , (b.1) when   12 , if ˆr    , the third party sells product 2. (b.2) when
  12 , if ˆr    and ˆr (  )   r (min{ s ,1}) , the third party sells product 2; if r   s and
ˆ  (  )    (min{ ,1}) , the third party sells product 1, where ˆ and  are as
r

r

r

s

r

 (1− ) 
if   23
 2t
 5−32−−5− 2
if   32
1

4
2
2
ˆ
r =  t 1 − 2 − 9
if   3 and   3 ,  r = 
24 −9 −3 9 2 +16
otherwise
1 4 4
8

otherwise
 t 9 − 9 
Proposition 2 shows that the retailer's openness decision depends on the extent of spillover effect
and its level of informational advantage (i.e., 1 −  ). For the purpose of illustrating Proposition 2
clearly, we depict Figure 2 by setting t = 1 . As shown in the figure, when the spillover effect is
mild (i.e., the gray area), the retailer opens its platform and the third party sells product 2 on its
platform; when both the spillover effect and the informational advantage are salient (the blank
area), the retailer does not open; when the spillover effect is salient and the informational
advantage is mild (i.e., the brown area), the retailer opens and the third party sells product 1 on
its platform. The intuition is as follows: When the spillover effect is mild, the retailer has no
incentive to let the third party offer product 1 on its platform, because doing so increases the
competition against the retailer in the market of product 1. As a result, the retailer intends to set a
commission rate in a way such that the third party has incentive to offer product 2 but has
disincentive to offer the product 1 on the platform. When the spillover effect is salient, if the
retailer has a big awareness advantage over the third party, the third-party seller would have
incentive to sell product 2 on its platform if the commission rate is immediate and would have
incentive to sell product 1 if the commission rate is high. Either way can increase the
competition in the market of product 1 against the retailer, because of the increased awareness
for the third party and reduced information advantage for the retailer. In contrast, if the
awareness advantage is small, the retailer should have incentive to induce the third party to sell
product 1 on its platform.

(
(

)

)

4. Conclusion
We examine how a spillover effect of consumer awareness affects a retailer’s openness decision
and a third-party seller’s product offering on the retailer’s platform. We find that the third party’s
optimal selling strategies vary with its initial awareness, the extent of spillover effect, and the
commission rate. Furthermore, these factors influence the retailer's openness decision. In general,
the spillover effect makes the retailer have less incentive to open its platform, but makes the
third-party seller have greater incentive to join the platform and more likely offer the identical
product as the retailer.
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Abstract
Sharing economy marketplaces offering traveling-related services are becoming very popular.
Unlike traditional products for which customers can gather information from multiple sources,
the only information sources for sharing economy are from sellers’ disclosures and customers’
reviews. Thus, information disclosure is important and may be strategic actions of sellers.
Existing studies only targeted one aspect of information (e.g. sellers’ profile, product
description); ignoring the strategic disclosure behaviors and the fact that purchase
decision-making is impacted by many factors. This study provides a comprehensive analysis of
hypotheses on multi-faceted information disclosure and the impact thereof on sales. We
constructed an econometric model to test our hypotheses using large-scale Airbnb datasets. Our
model achieved satisfying prediction power on sales by incorporating information disclosure
features. We found hosts’ disclosure behaviors can be influenced by review volume. Our findings
make significant contributions to sharing economy research and practice.
Keywords: Sharing Economy, Airbnb, Information Disclosure, Policy Selection, Room Sales

1. Introduction
Sharing economy marketplaces’ popularity has soared in recent years, especially for tourism
services (Ert et al. 2016). One of the most distinct differences between sharing economy and
traditional marketplaces is that the major information source for customers is from sellers’
disclosure. In the accommodation industry, for example, besides the information on the hotel’s
website, guests can also make a hotel selection based on other factors, such as star-ratings, brand
reputation, loyalty program, etc. (Cantallops and Salvi 2014). However, Airbnb guests can only
find relevant information from Airbnb website, including prices, property description, host
profile, photos, and reviews (Ma et al. 2017). However, due to the limited time of development,
the review volume is not huge. Thus, hosts’ (seller in Airbnb are defined as host) information
disclosure becomes more important and could impact accommodation choice (Ert et al. 2016).
Emerging studies are examining how individuals assess trustworthiness and make purchase
decisions through hosts’ profile (Ert et al. 2016; Ma et al. 2017), reputation systems (Liang et al.
2017), guest reviews (Fradkin et al. 2017), social factors (Lee et al. 2015), etc. However, existing
studies only focused on one aspect of the factors, it is not clear how they jointly impact the sales.
In addition, Airbnb allows hosts to disclose information from multiple aspects. We know little
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about the information disclosure strategies adopted by hosts, and how the disclosure behaviors
would be impacted by other factors (e.g. review volume). We also include the different policies
(e.g. cancellation policy) as one aspect of information since they represent hosts’ confidence and
tolerance to guests, and few studies have examined the impacts of different policies.
To study the information disclosure behaviors and their impacts on the sales of sharing economy,
we choose Airbnb, one of the largest sharing economy marketplaces, as our research context.
Airbnb is to help guests to find accommodation offered by unknown individuals, which comes
with potential uncertainties and risks (Ert et al. 2016). Thus, studying how the information
disclosed by the host would result in trust and guest’s choice is of great significance. In addition,
the expertise level of Airbnb host is often lower than those professionals who work in the related
areas (e.g. hotel managers) (Liang et al. 2017). Thus, our findings could provide actionable
insights to them in managing their listings. Given the importance of information disclosure in
sharing economy, with this work, we aim at advancing our understanding of information
disclosure behaviors, their impact on accommodation decision-making. To the best of our
knowledge, this study is one of the first to focus on the overall information disclosure strategies,
how they are influenced by other factors and their joint effects on the Airbnb sales.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Information Disclosure Strategies in Airbnb
Establishing trust is essential for accommodation service, which comes with potential
uncertainties and risks (Ert et al. 2016). Ma et al. (2017) found that the perception of
trustworthiness would lead to a guest’s decision for Airbnb lodging selection. Thus, to earn trust
from guests through information disclosures is of practical significance. Ert et al. (2016)
examined the role of personal photos in Airbnb. They found the more trustworthiness the guests
can perceive from the host’s photo of a listing, it is more likely to be chosen by guests. Ma et al.
(2017) examined the trustworthiness perceived from hosts’ profile. They demonstrate hosts tend
to use a variety of topics and emphasize on the types of disclosures with more impact on
trustworthiness. They also showed that perceived trustworthiness could impact the selection of
Airbnb listings. Zhang et al. (2016) found that rooms with more photos will result in higher
demand. They also examined that higher aesthetic quality of the photo can lead to higher sales.
Online review is another critical factor that can impact the purchase decisions. First, besides the
information disclosed by sellers, the online review can provide additional information to
consumers from peers’ perspective (Vermeulen and Seegers 2009). Sotiriadis and Van Zyl (2013)
found that sales of tourism services are negatively impacted by the lack of reviews. Also, higher
review volume often means the products have higher popularity. Godes and Mayzlin (2004)
found that products with more reviews are more likely to be chosen by consumers. However,
existing Airbnb studies mainly focus on review system design to reduce the bias and reciprocity
in reviews (Fradkin et al. 2017), very little attention has been drawn to study how information
richness and popularity captured by reviews would impact the sales.
2.2 Determinants of Airbnb Sales
Several studies have been conducted to identify the factors determining the sales of Airbnb
rooms. Lee et al. (2015) found factors, such as response speed and rate, membership seniority are
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significantly associated with room sales, they categorized these factors as social factors. Liang et
al. (2017) examined the impacts of “Superhost” badge system on Airbnb sales. They found that
accommodations with the “Superhost” badge is more likely to receive more reviews, while the
number of reviews can be treated as a proxy for online sales (Ye et al. 2009). Fradkin et al. (2017)
found that 67% of bookings result in a guest review based on the Airbnb internal transaction data.
Liu and Mattila (2017) examined how the advertising strategies for Airbnb would impact the
guests’ purchase decision. They found that Airbnb hosts should develop personalized advertising
strategies by offering guests a belongingness or uniqueness of the stay to different guests based
on their sense of power to increase online purchases.
2.3 Research Questions
This paper differs from the existing studies in that we conducted our research mainly from hosts’
information disclosure behavior perspective. We considered three aspects of information
disclosures under hosts’ control: self-profile description, property text description, and property
photos, and studied the impacts of guests’ reviews on the disclosure behaviors. Few existing
studies had examined the information disclosure behaviors in sharing economy. As a result, we
still know very little about how the hosts coordinate these different information disclosures, their
interactions, how they would impact the sales, and how they are affected by reviews volume.
Moreover, Airbnb allows hosts to choose several different policies, including instant booking
policy and cancellation policy, which could have significant impacts on the room sales. Very few
studies had touched upon this area. Our study will provide practical insights for the hosts in the
Airbnb to list and manage their properties strategically and effectively. In the next section, we
will present our conceptual framework and hypotheses to answer these research questions.

3. Hypotheses
Airbnb allows hosts to disclose three aspects of information: host’s profile, property text
description, and property photos. According to uncertainty reduction theory, the host should
disclose as much information in their listings as possible. Thus, when a listing contains more
detailed and diverse information, the more likely it is perceived as trustworthy, which will lead
to more sales. In addition, the booking and cancellation policies can offer guests the ability to do
instant booking without approval from host and flexibility to cancel the reservations without
penalty, which are expected to be positively correlated with sales. Therefore, we predict that:
H1a. Listings with longer host’s profile will be associated with higher room sales.
H1b. Listings with longer property text description will be associated with higher room sales.
H1c. Listings with more property photos will be associated with higher room sales.
H1d. Listings allowing for instant booking will be associated with higher room sales.
H1e. Listings with more flexible cancellation policy will be associated with higher room sales.
Reviews can provide additional information to consumers in the purchase decision-making, and
reviews volume also represents the popularity of a product, both of which can impact the sales.
Applying this finding to the context, if two listings have near-identical external conditions, but
one has more reviews, we expect prospective guests are more likely to choose the listing with
more reviews. Thus, the listings with less information disclosed by the host could achieve same
trustworthiness if they have more guest reviews. We thus propose four hypotheses for exploring
the positive correlation of the number of reviews with room sales, and the moderating effect of
the number of reviews on disclosure behaviors. The conceptual framework is shown in Fig. 1(a).
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H2a. Listings with more guest reviews will be associated with higher room sales.
H2b. The positive association of host’s profile and room sales can be negatively moderated by the
number of reviews
H2c. The positive association of property text description and room sales can be negatively
moderated by the number of reviews
H2d. The positive association of property photos and room sales can be negatively moderated by
the number of reviews

Fig. 1 Conceptual framework

It is possible that hosts could have certain disclosure behaviors among the information they
disclose. Thus, we further explore the interactions among these three disclosures: host profile,
property description, and property photos. For the interaction between host profile and property
description, we predict that they are positively interacted, as hosts post longer property
description are more likely to disclose more information about themselves. For interaction
between host profile and property photos, we expect they are not significantly interacted, as they
are describing very different aspects. For the interaction between property photos and property
description, we predict they are negatively interacted. They describe the same things, and photos
are believed to be more informative and objective than text. In summary, we propose:
H3a. Hosts who disclose more text information about the property (property description) tend to
disclose more information about themselves (host profiles).
H3b. Hosts’ behaviors on disclosing photos about the property and information about themselves
(host profiles) will not be significantly interacted.
H3c. Hosts who disclose more photos about the property tend to disclose less text information
about the property (property text description)

4. Methodology
We used the dataset on the InsideAirbnb.com, which periodically scrapes Airbnb website from
some famous cities all over the world. In this study, we selected San Francisco as the target
destination. We downloaded the listing data ranging from Oct. 1, 2016 to Oct. 2, 2017, a total of
13 data files was scraped at the beginning of every month. We excluded the hosts and their
corresponding listings which exit the market in the 12 month period, as the previous study
reported that some hosts pursue the rental business just for fun (Wang and Hung 2015). They
lack the motivation to manage their listings. Furthermore, we excluded inactive listings if they
have no availability within a 365-day period. We obtained 2,432 unique listings for our further
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analysis. We used the number of reviews increased in this period as a proxy for room sales,
which was studied by Ye et al. (2009) and validated by Airbnb internal data (Fradkin et al. 2017).
The dependent variable for this study is the increase in the number of reviews as a proxy for
room sales. Based on the previous literature on accommodation rentals and our hypotheses, the
effects of 39 independent variables are examined. These variables are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Variable list, descriptive statistics, and definition
Variables
Sales
Super Host
Response Time
Room Type (Shared)
Room Type (Private)
Room Type (Entire)
Number of Amenity
Price
Deposit
Cleaning Fee
Minimum Night
Bed Type
Property Type (Apartment)
Property Type (House)
Property Type (Others)
Number of Accommodates
Number of Bathrooms
Number of Bedrooms
Number of Beds
Seniority of Host
Overall Rating
Accuracy Rating
Cleanliness Rating
Check-in Rating
Communication Rating
Location Rating
Value Rating
Length of Summary
Length of Space
Length of Description
Length of Transit
Length of Notes
Length of Transit
Length of Host Profile
Instant Bookable
Cancellation Policy (Strict)
Cancellation Policy (Moderate)
Cancellation Policy (Flexible)
Number of Reviews
Acceptance Rate

Mean
38.67
0.23
0.45
0.02
0.39
0.59
14.9
215.8
272.9
67.1
4.49
0.97
0.51
0.38
0.11
3.20
1.22
1.34
1.72
4.21
8.23
8.77
8.67
8.91
8.91
8.62
8.49
35.5
104.5
153.1
45.1
32.3
45.1
67.1
0.16
0.46
0.35
0.19
35.7
81.0

Std. Dec
38.4
0.32
0.50
0.14
0.48
0.49
4.89
187.9
433.7
59.4
7.35
0.17
0.50
0.49
0.31
1.94
0.54
0.83
1.13
1.68
2.70
2.87
2.85
2.89
2.89
2.85
2.80
15.1
65.4
41.5
48.8
44.4
48.8
94.5
0.36
0.50
0.48
0.39
48.4
32.3

Max
209
1
1
1
1
1
27
2500
5000
725
90
1
1
1
1
16
5.5
6
16
9
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
209
200
209
208
199
208
1578
1
1
1
1
408
100

Min
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
28
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Definition
Room sale proxy
Being a superhost (Dummy)
Response within 1 hour (Dummy)
Shared room (Dummy)
Private room (Reference group)
Entire home (Dummy)
Number of amenities provided
Listing price
Amount of deposit required per stay
Amount of clean fee required per stay
Minimum nights required for booking
Being a flat bed (Dummy)
Apartment (Dummy)
House (Dummy)
Other types of property (Reference group)
Maximum accommodates
Number of bathrooms
Number of bedrooms
Number of reds
Years host joined Airbnb
Accuracy rating
Cleanliness rating
Check-in rating
Communication rating
Location rating
Value rating
Value rating
Length of summary
Length of space
Length of description
Length of transit
Length of notes
Length of transit
Length of host Profile
Offer instant booking (Dummy)
Strict cancellation policy (Dummy)
Moderate cancellation policy (Reference group)
Flexible cancellation policy (Dummy)
Number of reviews
Host acceptance rate

To test the hypotheses, we conducted a cross-sectional analysis. We made some transformations
on the data, including log transformation of the sales, unit transformation of independent
variables, to ensure the independent variables are in the similar scale to prevent the appearance
of extremely low coefficients. We first ran linear OLS regression model on the control variables,
the results are presented in column 1 of Table 2. We then incorporated additional variables of
interest, the results are presented in column 2. Lastly, we added interaction variables and
presented the full model results in column 3. Based on the results, hypotheses H1b, H1c, H1d,
H1e, H2a, H2d, H3b, and H3c are all supported since the coefficients of corresponding variables
are significant. However, hypothesis H1a is rejected since the coefficient is negative and
significant (coff. = -0.074, p < 0.01). Hypotheses H2b, H2c, and H3a are not supported.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions
Our first finding is related to the predictions of Airbnb room sales. We identify several additional
features covering information disclosure behaviors and quantitatively determine their
significance in predicting sales. Our model achieved an adjusted R2 of 0.631, indicating it has a
Table 2 Model results
Independent Variables
SuperHost
Response Time
Room Type (Shared)
Room Type (Entire)
Amenity
Price
Deposit
Cleaning Fee
Minimum Night
Bed Type
Property Type (Apartment)
Property Type (House)
Number of Accommodates
Number of Bathrooms
Number of Bedrooms
Number of Beds
Seniority of Host
Overall Rating (90-100]
Overall Rating (80-90]
Overall Rating (70-80]
Overall Rating (<70)
Accuracy Rating
Cleanliness Rating
Checking-in Rating
Communication Rating
Location Rating
Value Rating
Length of Description
Length of Space
Length of Neighborhood
Length of Notes
Length of Transit
Length of Host Profile
Instantly Bookable
Cancel Policy (Strict)
Cancel Policy (Flexible)
Number of Reviews
Number of Images
Host Acceptance Rate
Length of Description x Number of Reviews
Length of Host Profile x Number of Reviews
Number of Images x Number of Reviews
Length of Description x Length of Host Profile
Length of Description x Number of Images
Length of Host Profile x Number of Images

Dependent Variable: Log (Sales)
(1)
0.230***(0.028)
0.278*** 0.023)
-0.043***(0.060)
0.030 (0.064)
0.325***(0.0465)
-0.231***(0.016)
-0.0022 (0.00564)
-0.247***(0.049)
-0.054***(0.003)
0.118*(0.065)
0.00163 (0.0034)
0.00184 (0.0347)
0.116***(0.0216)
-0.090*(0.049)
-0.092**(0.0329)
-0.0016 (0.035)
-0.058***(0.013)
0.520***(0.161)
0.583***(0.141)
-0.099 (0.156)
-0.829***(0.205)
0.670 (0.521)
0.485 (0.431)
0.755 (0.545)
-0.670 (0.599)
-0.416 (0.360)
-0.392 (0.447)

Observations
Adjusted R2
Standard errors in parentheses. *p < 0.1, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01

2432
0.449

(2)
0.0654***(0.024)
0.086**(0.021)
-0.099**(0.050)
-0.019 (0.054)
0.181***(0.040)
-0.134***(0.014)
0.00067 (0.0048)
-0.188*** (0.042)
-0.050***(0.0027)
0.096*(0.055)
0.030 (0.029)
-0.041 (0.029)
0.068***(0.018)
-0.058 (0.041)
-0.058 (0.037)
-0.0188 (0.029)
-0.089***(0.012)
0.247*(0.136)
0.318**(0.119)
-0.115 (0.132)
-0.682***(0.173)
0.451 (0.439)
0.362 (0.363)
-0.0156 (0.460)
-0.351 (0.505)
-0.205 (0.304)
0.225 (0.378)
0.162***(0.058)
-0.107***(0.038)
0.0043 (0.0046)
0.013***(0.0047)
0.0040 (0.0048)
-0.052**(0.020)
0.141***(0.027)
-0.034 (0.027)
0.102***(0.027)
0.074***(0.0044)
0.095***(0.015)
0.267***(0.066)

(3)
0.085***(0.025)
0.080***(0.021)
-0.098**(0.050)
-0.020 (0.054)
0.180***(0.040)
-0.130***(0.014)
0.001 (0.005)
-0.174*** (0.040)
-0.051***(0.0026)
0.090*(0.054)
0.024 (0.028)
-0.040 (0.029)
0.066***(0.018)
-0.071*(0.040)
-0.058 (0.036)
-0.032 (0.029)
-0.087***(0.012)
0.217 (0.135)
0.297**(0.118)
-0.114 (0.130)
-0.646***(0.171)
0.373 (0.433)
0.278 (0.359)
0.010 (0.455)
-0.407 (0.499)
-0.148 (0.301)
0.370 (0.374)
0.119**(0.058)
-0.096**(0.038)
0.0045 (0.0045)
0.013***(0.0046)
0.0034 (0.0048)
-0.074***(0.026)
0.158***(0.027)
-0.042 (0.027)
0.097***(0.027)
0.083***(0.0049)
0.090***(0.017)
0.210***(0.066)
-0.0004 (0.002)
0.0050 (0.0037)
-0.012***(0.0022)
-0.019 (0.014)
-0.021**(0.0098)
0.0039 (0.013)

2432
0.613

2432
0.631

satisfactory power to predict room sales. The second finding is related to the host’s information
disclosure behaviors, the listings with more reviews are correlated with more room sales and
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would impact hosts’ disclosure behavior on images. In contrast, the number of reviews would not
impact hosts’ disclosure behavior on their own profile and property description. In addition, the
length of text description and number of images are negatively interacted, which is as expected
as both are disclosing similar information. The last set of findings focuses on the policy
selections. Our results suggested that guests tend to select listings that offer instant booking and
flexible cancellation. From Table 1, however, less than 20% of listings adopted these policies. To
our surprise, the impacts of policy choices on Airbnb have not been extensively studied, a more
comprehensive study on the policy adoption behaviors and their impacts could be conducted.
In summary, our study contributes to the sharing economy by considering a very important
research topic – how to predict the sales from existing information. We have focused on
investigating the host information disclosure behaviors and their effects on room sales. Thus, this
study also has implications for the literature on information disclosure behaviors of the sellers in
the sharing economy. Our preliminary results could be a useful starting point for further work in
this area. Our sale prediction model and disclosure behavior results can offer Airbnb hosts many
practical insights and suggestions to help them to disclosure the information more strategically to
achieve higher sales. Our future works include expanding the analysis to more cities and
considering the dynamic process in the information disclosure behaviors. In addition, we plan to
use the text-mining technique to better qualify and quantify the informativeness of text and
analyze the contents, and advanced computer vision techniques to analyze the photo contents.
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Abstract

Sales through an online channel are increasingly popular in the retailing industry. Customers,
however, cannot touch or feel a product before they purchase online, and suffer the online
disutility cost. In order to reduce such kind of disutility, a novel online selling
channel—online-to-store channel—has emerged in recent years. Spillover effect from online to
offline sales is another distinctive and ubiquitous characteristic of online retailing. In this paper,
we focus on investigating the impact of spillover effect on the optimal retailing channel choice of
the manufacturer. Our results reveal that the asymmetric effect of online-to-store channel on the
manufacturer and the retailer. Specifically, introducing the online-to-store channel is benefit for
the manufacturer when the spillover effect is relatively high. However, the e-tailer’s willingness
to employ the online-to-store channel decreases in the intensity of spillover.
Keywords: Omichannel retailing, Cross-channel spillover effect, Online-to-store, Online
disutility cost

1. Introduction

Sales through an online channel are increasingly popular in the retailing industry. Customers,
however, cannot touch or feel a product before they purchase online, and suffer the online
disutility cost. In order to reduce such kind of disutility for the customers, a novel online selling
channel—online-to-store channel—has emerged in recent years. Some manufacturers, such as
Apple, HP, and Dell, usually add the online-to-store channel to contact with the e-retailer. In the
online-to-store channel, the consumers can first search for the item they want online and then
check to see if it is in stock at a nearby brick-and-mortar store. The introduction of
online-to-store channel has created an additional touch-point through which e-commerce firms
can interact with consumers.
Spillover effect from online to offline sales is another distinctive and ubiquitous characteristic
of online retailing. For example, on one hand, consumer packaged goods sold at online stores
like Soap.com and Alice, consumers who buy online are less likely to go into stores to buy the
product. On the other hand, in media market, such as movies and music, e-channel sales strongly
stimulate sales in the traditional channel because these e-channel sales attract new customers.
Based on the above observation from various industry practices, we discuss the impact of the
spillover effect on the optimal retailing channel choice of the manufacturer. In this paper, we
focus on answering the following research questions: 1) In the presence of spillover effect, under
what conditions, the manufacture should import the online-to-store channel? 2) What is the
spillover effect from online to the offline influence the manufacture’s retailing channel choice? 3)
What is the impact of spillover effect on the online retailer’s profit?
To answer these questions, we establish a stylized economic model to investigate the
manufacturer’s retailing channel strategy in the presence of spillover effect which comes from
the digital channel to the physical channel. We show that the optimal wholesale price and the
optimal retail price are all decreased with the spillover effect. Interesting, the online-to-store
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channel has an asymmetric effect on the manufacturer and the retailer in the presence of spillover
effect. In particular, introducing the online-to-store channel is benefit for the manufacturer when
the spillover effect is relatively high. However, the e-tailer’s willingness to employ the
online-to-store channel decreases in the level of spillovers.
The structure of this paper can be organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature. A
simple theoretical model is established in Section 3. Section 4 investigates the retailing channel
strategy of the manufacturer in the presence of spillover effect. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

Two streams of literature are related to our study: multichannel retailing and spillover effect
between the digital channel and the physical channel. A large body of research has studied
multichannel retailing of a supply chain (see, e.g., Cao et al. 2016; Gao and Su 2017; Hao and
Fan 2014; Tan and Carrillo 2017). The above papers focus on whether adding a digital channel
benefit the manufacturer or not. Although we investigate the similar problem in this paper, we
introduce a novel online selling channel—online-to-store channel, which has emerged in recent
years. In the online-to-store channel, the consumers can first search for the item they want online
and then check to see if it is in stock at a nearby brick-and-mortar store. Such kind of digital
channel can reduce disutility for the customers.
More recent literature investigates the spillover effect induced from the cross-channel retailing.
The paper that is closest to ours is Abhishek et al. (2016). Abhishek et al. (2016) focus on
e-channel interactions with the traditional channel. They analyze two competitive, homogeneous
e- tailers’ preferences between the reseller and the marketplace in the presence of spillovers and
find that, if the spillover effect is negative, e-tailers prefer the marketplace channel; otherwise,
they prefer the reseller channel. Our paper differs from Abhishek et al. (2016) in the following
three aspects. First, we take the online disutility cost induced by the incontinent of the online
channel into the consideration. Second, we discuss the tradeoff problem of the
cannibalization effect and the benefit effect induced by spillover effect. Third, we find some
interesting results in terms of the effect of the spillover effect on each party of the supply chain
system.

3. Model

3.1 Structure of digital channel
Consider a supply chain consisting of single manufacturer (she), single e-tailer (he), and a
continuum of consumers with heterogeneous preferences over the digital channel. There exist
two kinds of channels, one is a physical-type channel, and another is a digital-type channel. The
manufacturer initially sell its products through the online channel in which the e-tailer buys the
products from the manufacturer at a wholesale price w and then resells them to online customers.
With the increasing prevalence of online retailing, a novel online selling
channel—online-to-store channel—has in recent years, in which the retailer often allows the
manufacturer to sell its products on its platform for a commission fee  per sale (Hao et al.
2017).
3.2 Spillover effect from online to offline
Similar to Abhishek et al. (2016), we consider a setting in which the sales of the product in the
physical channel are influenced by the sales in the digital channel. In the physical channel, the
manufacturer sells goods at a per-unit price normalized to $1 and faces a base demand D without
the digital channel. Following Abhishek et al. (2016), we model the spillover effect by denoting
the sales quantity in the physical channel as D   De , in which De represents the total sales in the
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digital channel and  denotes the net overall cross-channel effect that the net change in sales
through the physical channel for each unit sold though the digital channel. Without loss of
generality, the cross-channel effect is identical to both online channel and online-to-store channel.
A graphic illustration of the channel structure is shown in Fig. 1(a).

(a)
(b)
Fig. 1. Chanel structure: Interaction of the e-channel with the physical channel
3.3 Consumer utility
We use a spatial model to derive demands from customer utility maximization (Zhang et al.
2016). If the manufacturer abandons the online-to-store channel, there exist two channels in the
supply chain system, one is the physical channel (p-channel) and another is the online channel
(o-channel). The utility of a consumer buying from the online channel is U o  v  po  k ,
where v is a reservation value, po is a retail price of product in the online channel, and k is an
online disutility cost. Each customer has a constant valuation for the product. Without loss of
generality, we normalize its valuation v to 1. Following Yoo and Lee (2011), the online disutility
cost is assumed to be uniformly distributed on [0,1] , that is, k ~ U [0,1] .
On the other hand, if the manufacturer introduces the online-to-store channel, there exist three
channels in the supply chain systems, i.e., a physical channel (p-channel), an online channel
(o-channel), and an online-to-store channel (s-channel). The utility of a consumer buying from
the online-to-store channel is U s  v  ps   k , where ps is a retail price of product in the
online-to-store channel, and  is a disutility discount of the online-to-store channel. Here we
assume that the disutility discount meets the condition 0    1 .

4. Analysis

In this section, we first investigate the case where the manufacturer only uses the online channel
in the presence of spillover effect in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we then discuss the case in
which the manufacturer opens another kind of digital channel, namely online-to-store channel, to
sell its product. In Section 4.3, we derive the conditions under which it is optimal for the
manufacturer to open the online-to-store channel in the presence of spillover effect.
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4.1 Only use online channel with spillover effect (Case WS)
In this subsection, we investigate the case where the online-to-store channel is abandoned by the
manufacturer in the presence of exists spillover effect from the digital channel to the physical
channel (Case WS, shown in Fig. 1(b)).
The demand of online customers purchase the product from the online channel is 1  po .
Therefore, the sales quantity for the manufacturer through the physical channel is rewritten
as D   (1  po ) , where D is a base demand for the manufacturer when the online-to-store
channel is not introduced by her and  represents the net overall cross-channel effect. In this
case, the e-tailer’s profit function is shown as:
max  rWS  ( po  w)(1  po ) .
po

The profit of the manufacturer depends on the presence of spillover effect, that is,
max  mWS  w(1  po )  1  ( D   (1  po )) .
w

Proposition 1. If the online-to-store channel is not introduced by the manufacturer in the
presence of spillover effect, the optimal wholesale price and the optimal retail price of the online
1 
3 
and poWS 
, respectively. The equilibrium
channel are unique and given by wWS 
2
4
1 
demand of the online channel is DoWS 
. The corresponding optimal profits of the
4
(1   ) 2
(1   ) 2
manufacturer and the e-tailer are  mWS 
, respectively.
 D and  rWS 
8
16
Proposition 1 indicates that the decisions of the manufacturer and the e-tailer are affected by
the spillover effect. In particular, we find that the optimal wholesale price and the optimal retail
price are all decreased with the spillover effect. Two effects induced by the spillover effect can
explain these results, that is, direct cannibalization effect and indirect benefit effect. When the
spillover effect is negative, increased online sales will decrease offline sales. In this case, the
spillover effect exerts a cannibalization effect. In order to avoid the cannibalization and to
maintain the sales volume in the physical channel, the manufacturer must increase the wholesale
price to induce a higher retail price and a lower quantity sold via the digital channel. However,
when the spillover effect is positive, the manufacturer will decrease the wholesale price to induce
a lower retail price and increase the quantity sold online.
4.2 Introduce online-to-store channel with spillover effect (Case WD)
In this section, we consider the situation where the manufacturer decide to introduce the
online-to-store channel in the presence of spillover effect (Case WD, see Fig. 1(a)). Based on the
p  po
market segment theory, demand expressions of the two channels show as: DoWD  s
and
1 
1  ps ps  po
DsWD 

. In this case, the total demand for the manufacturer selling through the
1

1  ps
digital channel is summed as DeWD  DoWD  DsWD 
. Therefore, the e-tailer’s optimization

problem can be formulated as:
p  po
1  ps ps  po
max  rWD  ( po  w) s
  ps (

),
po

1 
1 
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and the optimization problem of the manufacturer can be shown as:
p  po
1 ps ps  po
1  ps
max  mWD  w s
) 1 ( D  
).
 (1   ) ps (

ps , w
1 
1 


Lemma 1. If the manufacturer imports the online-to-store channel with spillover effect, the
optimal wholesale price and the optimal retail prices of the online channel and the online-to-store
channel are
(  2   A) B  (1   )(1   )( A  1)   (1   )( A  2)
，
wWD 
4 A   ( A  1) 2
WD
o

p

(4  4     2 ) wWD  (1   )(2    2        2     2 )
，

(1   )(8  4  2  5   2)

 wWD  (1   ) 1     poWD
，

2(1   )
2
4  4     2
(1   )(2    2        2     2 )

B
where A 
and
.
8  4  2  5   2
8  4  2  5   2
4.3 Comparison of WS and WD
The following proposition summarizes the effect of online-to-store channel on the
manufacturer’s channel choice.
Proposition 2. When the spillover effect does exist, the manufacturer is worse off adding the
pWD

s

online-to-store channel if the spillover intensity   (

4  4     2
(2   )(1   )
,
)

8  4  2  5   2

, and better

off otherwise.
According to Proposition 2, when the spillover factor is relatively high, the manufacturer prefers
to add the online-to-store channel. When the online-to-store channel is added, the manufacturer
can directly control the sales quantity. Furthermore, by setting a low retail price in the
online-to-store channel, the manufacturer can use competitive pressure to force the e-tailer to
reduce his retail price in the online channel. Therefore, total quantity sold by the digital channel
is enhanced. In summary, the manufacturer will be better off by introducing the marketplace
channel. Otherwise, introducing the online-to-store channel is not a good choice for the
manufacturer.
Proposition 3. When the spillover effect does exist, the e-tailer is better off adding the
online-to-store
channel
if
the
spillover
intensity   (

2    2        2     2 (2   )(1   )
,
)

8  4  2  5   2

, and worse off otherwise.

Proposition 3 reveals, in contrast to the manufacturer’s preference, that the e-tailer will not use
the online-to-store channel when the spillover factor is relatively high. When the spillover is
sufficiently high, the manufacturer will increase the online quantity, which will harm an e-tailer.
Therefore, the e-tailer will forgo introducing the online-to-store channel. In summary, the e-tailer
will be worse off by introducing the marketplace channel when the spillover intensity is
relatively high. Otherwise, introducing the online-to-store channel is not a good choice for the
e-tailer.
Proposition 4. When the spillover effect does exist, the manufacturer and the e-tailer are all
better
off
adding
the
online-to-store
channel
if
the
spillover
intensity
 (

4  4     2
(1   )(2    2        2     2 )
,
)
8  4  2  5   2
8  4  2  5   2
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, and worse off otherwise.

Proposition 4 demonstrates that both the manufacturer and the e-tailer can achieve a Pareto
improvement through the introduction of the online-to-store channel with a spillover that is not
markedly positive or negative. The mild spillover does not provide the manufacturer with a
sufficient incentive to greatly distort online output to maximize her total profit, which also
guarantees the e-tailer’s participation in the marketplace channel. In this situation, both the
manufacturer and the e-tailer can benefit from the introduction of the marketplace channel.

5. Conclusion

This paper investigates the impact of online disutility cost accompany with the digital channel on
pricing strategies and retailing channel choices for a manufacturer and a e-tailer in the presence
of spillover effect. In the equilibrium, the paper examines under what condition adding the
online-to-store channel is optimal for the manufacturer and the e-tailer. Our results reveal that
when the spillover factor is relatively high, the manufacturer prefers to add the online-to-store
channel. However, the introduction of the online-to-store channel is not a good choice for the
e-tailer when spillover factor is relatively high.
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Abstract
The sentiment classification of text is a hot research topic in the field of natural language
processing and emotion analysis. In order to improve the accuracy of Chinese text sentiment
classification, this paper presents an improved chi-square (CHI) feature selection algorithm.
Traditional chi-square feature selection method ignores the problem of low-frequency words’
defects and tends to choose those feature items which is negatively correlate with categories.
In view of the shortcomings of the traditional chi-square algorithm, two concepts of word
frequency intensity and correction factor based on document probability are introduced. and
an improved algorithm for traditional chi-square feature selection algorithm is proposed.
Using classical support vector machine classification algorithm experiments is carried out on
balanced corpus and imbalanced corpus. The experimental results show that the new method
has improved the accuracy of Chinese text sentiment classification, both in the case of balanced
corpus and imbalanced corpus.
Key words: Chinese text sentiment classification, chi-square statistics, feature selection

1. Introduction.
With the rapid development of Internet technology and the rapid increase of users, the
network has become an important carrier of information exchange. Every user is no longer
just an information acquirer, but also a publisher of information, There is a growing amount
of information about comments on social media such as microblogs, forums, shopping sites.
It is of great significance and practical value for users and merchants to analyze the comment
information on the network. This is the context in which sentiment analysis is produced.
Text sentiment analysis is also called the opinion mining, in short, is the subjectivity of color
with emotion the text carries on the analysis, processing, summing up and reasoning, and thus
get the text emotional tendency of a process(Yang Ligong et al.,2013). One of the most
important issues in its analysis is the judgment of emotional inclination, which is to judge
whether the author's opinion is positive, active or derogatory and negative. This type of
problem is also known as sentiment classification.
2. Related Work.
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At present, there are mainly two approaches to sentiment analysis of subjective texts, the
semantic-based sentiment lexicon(Ku L W et al.,2005)and the machine learning-based
approach(Dasgupta et al.,2009). The semantic-based sentiment lexicon mainly uses the
definition of a series of lexicons and rules of sentiment lexicon, paragraph lending and syntactic
analysis of the text, the calculation of sentiment values, and finally, sentiment value as the
sentiment orientation basis of texts. Machine learning-based approach regards affective
analysis as a classification process, based on the emotions and attitudes expressed in the text.
The general steps of text-based sentiment classification based on machine learning are as
follows: First, the tendency of the training texts is annotated manually to extract emotional
features and then supervised the machine learning process(Ma Li et al.,2014). This article uses
the method of machine learning to study the text sentiment classification.
The problem of feature selection in text categorization has always been a hot topic in the field,
Ren Yuan et al.(2013) compared and analyzed the traditional feature selection algorithms such
as DF, IG, MI and Chi, and it is concluded that Chi is one of the better feature selection methods.
Therefore, many scholars have proposed an improved feature selection algorithm based on Chisquare. According to the shortage of Chi-square statistic, some literatures(Meesad et al.,2011;
Song A Ling et al.,2015; Zhou Aiwu et al.,2017) proposes different improvement methods. The
above improvement of the chi-square feature selection algorithm is aimed at the improvement
of the traditional text classification. This paper studies the influence of the traditional chisquare statistical feature extraction method on sentiment classification results, and analyzes the
lack of chi-square statistics, on the basis of considering the word frequency and document
probability factors, an improved chi-square statistic feature selection algorithm is proposed.
3. Chi Square Feature Selection Algorithm And Its Improvement.
3.1 Traditional Chi-square Feature Selection Method
The chi-square(𝑥 2 ) test feature selection algorithm is a feature selection algorithm that
computes the dependency between feature t and document class 𝑐𝑖 . Suppose the chi-square
distribution between feature t and class 𝑐𝑖 satisfies the first-order degree of freedom(Chen
Jianbiao ,2013) , the characteristics of CHI value algorithms feature t and class 𝑐𝑖 as shown
in (1):
𝑁(𝐴𝐷−𝐵𝐶)2

CHI(t, 𝑐𝑖 ) = 𝑥 2 (t, 𝑐𝑖 ) = (𝐴+𝐵)(𝐴+𝐶)(𝐵+𝐷)(𝐶+𝐷)

(1)

Where N=A+B+C+D represents the total number of documents for the training set, t is a
characteristic word, and 𝑐𝑖 is a category. A represents a document frequency that contains a
feature word t and belongs to a category 𝑐𝑖 ; B represents a document frequency that contains
a feature word t and is not a category 𝑐𝑖 ; C represents a document frequency that does not
contain a feature word t but belongs to a category 𝑐𝑖 ; D indicates a document frequency that
does not contain a feature word t or a category 𝑐𝑖 .
It can be seen from (1) that when CHI(t, 𝑐𝑖 ) = 0, the feature word t is independent of the
category 𝑐𝑖 ; the larger the CHI value is, the stronger the correlation between the feature word
t and the category 𝑐𝑖 .is.
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3.2 Chi-square Feature Selection Algorithm Improvement
Yang's research shows that chi-square statistics are one of the most effective feature selection
methods in Chinese text classification. However, chi-square statistics also have some
shortcomings. The following will analyze and improve its shortcomings:
(1) The traditional chi-square feature selection algorithm only considers whether the word
appears in the document, no matter how many times the word appears, which causes the
problem of "low-frequency word defect" and adversely affects the accuracy of the text
classification result. Song A Ling et al.(2015)use the probability of the words in the category
as the adjustment parameters to improve the problem. This paper uses the word frequency
strength of feature words in categories to improve the calculation of traditional CHI statistics.
The higher the word frequency of a word appears in a class, the greater the contribution of the
word to this class. Therefore, the word frequency WI is expressed as:
WI(t, 𝑐𝑖 ) = ln(

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑓𝑖𝑗
𝑁(𝑐𝑖 )

+ 1)

(2)

In formula (2), 𝑓𝑖𝑗 denotes the total number of word frequencies of the jth document in the
ith class of the feature word t, and there is a total of m documents in a category, and 𝑁(𝑐𝑖 )
denotes the total number of texts in the category 𝑐𝑖 . In some classes there may also be some
low-frequency words that are of greater value to classification, in order to avoid paying too
much attention to the high-frequency words, the logarithm is used to reduce the proportional
difference between the high and low frequency words. When the total number of texts in the
class 𝑐𝑖 and the word frequency of the feature word t appearing in the ith class, When the
total number is equal, the value of WI will be zero. To avoid this, add 1 to the logarithm
calculation. Using the word frequency strength, we can choose the high frequency words that
contribute more to the classification, but do not over-emphasize the high-frequency words
and ignore the low-frequency words that have the high-level classification information.
(2) According to the traditional chi-squared formula, when AD-BC <0, the feature words
rarely appear in the texts of the belonging category but appear repeatedly in the texts of other
categories. In this case, The CHI value obtained will be relatively high, so this feature word is
likely to be retained after feature selection. This is often said that the negative correlation
phenomenon, which will adversely affect the accuracy of the classification. Meesad et
al.(2011) use the variance of document frequency of feature words to solve this problem, but
we use the document probability of feature word t in this paper. We introduce the document
probability into the correction factor α to improve the CHI value obtained by traditional
calculation. The α factor is as shown in (3):
α=

𝐷(𝑡,𝑐𝑖 )
𝐷(𝑡)
− 𝐷
𝐷(𝑐𝑖 )

(3)

Where 𝐷(𝑡, 𝑐𝑖 ) represents the total number of texts of the feature word t in class 𝑐𝑖 , 𝐷(𝑡)
represents the total number of texts that the feature word t appears in the entire data set, and
D represents the total number of texts in the data set. When the document probability that
feature word t appears in class 𝑐𝑖 text is less than the document probability that feature word
t appears in the entire data set, α is negative, then when the correction factor α is multiplied
by the CHI value, the final CHI value is also negative , In the feature selection, the feature
words will be filtered out, thus solving the problem of "negative correlation phenomenon".
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In view of the shortcoming of traditional chi-square algorithm, this paper introduces two
concepts of frequency intensity and correction factor based on document probability, and
proposes an improved algorithm of traditional chi-square feature selection algorithm, called ICHI (Improved-chi square) feature extraction algorithm. The formula is as follows:
I − CHI(t, 𝑐𝑖 ) = CHI(t, 𝑐𝑖 ) × WI(t, 𝑐𝑖 ) × α
𝑁(𝐴𝐷−𝐵𝐶)2

= (𝐴+𝐵)(𝐴+𝐶)(𝐵+𝐷)(𝐶+𝐷) × ln (

∑𝑚
𝑗=1 𝑓𝑖𝑗
𝑁(𝑐𝑖 )

𝐷(𝑡,𝑐 )

+ 1) × ( 𝐷(𝑐 𝑖) −
𝑖

𝐷(𝑡)
𝐷

)

(4)

4. Experimental Results And Analysis.
4.1 Experimental Data And Experimental Evaluation Criteria
The techniques and processes used in text processing in different languages are different. In
this paper, the research focuses on Chinese sentimental texts. In order to verify the
effectiveness of this algorithm in text sentiment classification, a set of texts marked by
experts are required to be tested as benchmark test data. At present, the research in the field
of Chinese sentiment analysis, there are few domestically published corpus resources, and the
most used are the corpus collected by Dr. Tan Songbo of the Chinese Academy of Sciences
and the 40,000 texts provided by COAE. In this paper, the experiment was selected by Tan
Songbo's corpus collected from Ctrip.com, and the positive and negative reviews in the 4,000
marked hotel reviews each accounted for half.The traditional text categorization performance
evaluation index mainly includes precision P (also called accuracy rate), recall rate and F1
measure (F1-measure).
4.2 Experimental Results And Analysis
In experiment 1, we use the improved feature selection algorithm I-CHI proposed in this
paper and the traditional CHI feature selection algorithm in different feature dimensions.
Using the hotel reviews positive and negative sentiment of the corpus of 2000, using SVM
classifier(The SVM classification algorithm has good generalization ability and learning
ability. Therefore, the text classification algorithm used in this paper is the SVM algorithm.), after
pretreatment, respectively, using two kinds of feature selection algorithm to extract
different dimensions of the number of features for classification experiments, and finally
the F1 measurements were compared, the experimental results such as Figure 1 shows.
F_1 measure/%
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Figure 1 Classification of F1 measurements under different feature dimensions
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the F1 measurement value obtained by the feature selection
after using the improved I-CHI algorithm in this paper has a slight improvement over the
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F1 measurement value obtained by the traditional CHI algorithm. When the characteristic
dimension is 600, the degree of lifting is the largest, reaching 1.3% and the measured value
is 90.6%. It shows that the improved I-CHI algorithm obtains a better classification result.
Experiment 2, Comparative experiment based on balanced corpus. This article uses a hotel
reviews a total of 4000 corpus, of which 2000 positive corpus, 2000 negative corpus, is a
balanced corpus. After the preprocessing, the corpus is extracted by using the traditional
CHI algorithm and the I-CHI algorithm proposed in this paper, respectively, to extract the
features of 600 dimensions, and then use the TF-IDF to calculate the feature weights.
Finally, the SVM classifier is used to classify the corpus, the results are shown in table 1:
Table 1 600 comparison of two algorithms in feature dimension
%
Corpus
I-CHI
CHI
P
R
F1-measure
P
R
F1-measure
Positive
90.2
91.6
90.9
89.2
89.8
89.5
Negative
91.4
89.2
90.3
89.6
88.6
89.1
Average
90.8
90.4
90.6
89.4
89.2
89.3
As can be seen from Table 1, using the improved I-CHI feature selection algorithm
proposed in this paper and the traditional CHI feature selection algorithm after the
extraction of 600-dimensional features for classification experiments compared to the
accuracy of the precision P, the recall rate R and F1 measurements have increased.
Indicating that the improved I-CHI algorithm improves the accuracy of Chinese text
sentiment classification.

F_1 measure/%

Experiment 3, Comparative experiment based on unbalanced corpus. In real life, there are
generally more positive reviews in the reviews of goods or services than negative ones.
Therefore, we choose 2000 positive corpus and 1000 negative corpus. After
preconditioning, we use two kinds of features Select the algorithm to extract the features of
different dimensions using SVM classifier classification experiments, and finally compare
the F1 measurement values, the experimental results shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Unbalanced corpus classification of F1 measurements
It can be seen from Figure 2 that the F1 measurement value obtained after the
classification experiment using the improved I-CHI feature selection algorithm proposed in
this paper is higher than that using the traditional CHI feature selection algorithm. When
the feature dimension reaches 700, the F1 measurement value of the traditional CHI
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feature selection algorithm is decreased, and there is an over fitting phenomenon. However,
the improved I-CHI After the feature selection algorithm is classified, the F1 measurement
value is still rising, reaching a peak value of 84.9% when the feature dimension is 800.
Although the measured value of f decreased afterwards, the amplitude of decrease was
smaller, indicating that the improved I-CHI feature selection algorithm is more reliable and
stable.
5. Conclusion.
In this paper, two concepts of word frequency strength and document correction based on
document probability are introduced to solve the "low frequency word defect" problem and
the negative correlation phenomenon existing in the traditional CHI feature selection
algorithm, and an improved Chi-square feature selection algorithm. Finally, we use the
support vector machine classification algorithm to classify the equalization corpus and the
non-equilibrium corpus respectively. The experimental results show that the improved ICHI feature selection algorithm proposed in this paper is better than the traditional CHI
feature selection algorithm, In the case of non-equilibrium corpus, the accuracy of text
categorization has been improved. In the next research work, the sentiment classification of
texts can be combined with the semantic and word order of words to further improve the
accuracy of textual affective classification.
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Abstract
We examine the effects of quantity restriction, a prevalent strategy in offline market to promote
sales, on backers’ investment intention in the context of crowdfunding. Starting with a preliminary
analysis to discover the basic patterns of backers’ response under this strategy, we extend our
model to a time-varying parameter framework to fully capture of the richness of the underlying
dynamics. Our results suggest that the scarcity has both the direct effect and indirect effect on
backers’ investment intention: it increases backers’ overall evaluation of the product, while it
plays a moderating role in attenuating backers’ reliance on peers’ action and decreasing their
price sensitivity. Our results provide important managerial implications for both platform
operators and fundraisers.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Scarcity Strategy, Peers’ effect, State Space Model

1. Introduction
Most of the online crowdfunding platforms now provide the option for fundraisers to choose
whether they impose quantity restriction on their reward options. This strategy is prevalent in
offline market to promote sales. It seems that scarcity would have a more significant effect on
individuals’ desirability as the high-level transparency of the online-setting makes the scarcity of
a product become a more salient feature, leading to higher-level value enhancement. However,
despite the similarity to traditional goods, the products on the crowdfunding platform have many
distinct features, which make the effect of this strategy on backers’ behavior is far from clear.
There are some studies which provide us with some initial insights (Joenssen and Müllerleile 2016),
but they all draw inferences from the fundraising performance at the project level, none of them
shed light on the effect that the scarcity of a reward might have on backers’ investment behavior
dynamics. Absolutely, understanding how it affects the fundraising outcome as a whole, is
important. If it does not play a positive role of persuading more individuals to invest, then limiting
the availability will refrain the fundraisers from receiving funds from potential supporters once the
limit has been reached, which is, harmful to the success of the project. But more important is to
understand how it affects backers’ behavior mechanism which give rise to the observed effect, as
it critical regarding how to design an effective reward scheme to best enhance backers’ valuation
and motivate them to contribute. This task, however, is challenging. The crowdfunding platforms
are flooded by products with varying features, making it difficult to compare backers’ perceived
evaluation across projects. Also, while individuals can obtain useful information from experienced
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users in offline market, they are undertaking a great degree of uncertainty when faced with an
unfamiliar brand-new product. Under this uncertainty, they usually rely on multiple sources of
information to make decisions, which makes the effect is confounded with various factors.
This study fills the research gap and focus on investigating both its direct effect on backers’
investment intention and its indirect effect via altering their sensitivity to the exogenous dynamics
within the fundraising cycle. It is well documented by the previous study that scarcity marketing
affects both consumers’ purchase intention and their susceptibility to exogenous factors (Eisend
2008), we thus postulate this two types of effects also play a role in the context of crowdfunding.
We first detail our identification strategy and perform a preliminary regression. To better capture
the richness of the underlying dynamic process and address some remaining econometric concerns,
we extend our model and examine the effects under a time-varying parameter (TVP) framework
which allows to explore the effect of scarcity in a more flexible manner.

2. Data
We collected data from JD.com, a leading reward-based crowdfunding platform in China. In this
platform, creators can seek financial support for their ideas over the crowd by initializing a
fundraising project. Also, they can choose to limit the availability for each reward options. During
the fundraising cycle, backers can observe the total availability and the current remaining quantity
for each limited reward. We tracked static characteristics and dynamic fundraising statistics on a
daily basis for all ongoing projects in our two-month period from May 1, 2017 to June 30, 2017.
Table 1. Control Variable Description
Control Variable
Time-invariant variables
Fundraising Goal
Duration
Price
Total Available Quantity
Estimated Delivery
Time-varying variables
Popularity Measure
Success Indicator
Inside Spillover effects
Outside Spillover effects

Description
Fundraising goal for the focal project, in CNY
Fundraising duration for the focal project, in days
Price for the focal reward, in CNY
Categorical. Takes the value of 0 if reward doesn't have quantity restriction, 1 (2, 3, 4) if the
quantity limit is below 100, (between 100 and 300, 300 and 500 and above 500) 1
Estimated days of delivery since the goal is reached
(1) Cumulative funded amount, in CNY; or (2) cumulative number of backers at time t -1
1 if reaches the fundraising goal at time t-1
Average number of backers for all rewards other than the focal reward within a project at
time t
Average funded amount for all projects other than the focal project in the platform at time t

3. Preliminary Analysis
We start with a preliminary analysis to identify backers’ basic response pattern. We use i to index
project, j to index reward option within that project, and t to denote the number of days since its
launch. Our focal dependent variable is 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , which is the funds that project i’s j-th reward option
has received during its t-th fundraising day. We use the lagged percentage of remaining available
quantity as the measure of scarcity, which is denoted as R ijt-1 . 2 It is true that R ijt-1 can also be
1

These thresholds are chosen based on the 25th, 50th and 75th quantile of the distribution.
We base our analysis on the percentage of the remaining quantity rather than the absolute value as the percentage makes rewards
with different availability level more comparable. Suppose a reward has only 100 remaining out of 1000 available, and another
reward has 80 remaining out of 100. When backers examine these two rewards separately, it is more plausible to assume backers’
perception of scarcity to be more prominent for the former, although its absolute value is more significant than the later.

2
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seen as an alternative measure of the popularity which indicates peers’ action. We disentangle the
effect of scarcity from peers’ influence by including the lagged capital accumulation 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 on the
project level (indexed by i) in our model. Note that different reward options under the same project
are related to the same focal product, but only differs in the combinations of various versions and
the quantity. Therefore, by controlling for the prior capital accumulation at the project level, we
explicitly control for peers’ influence on backers’ perceived favorableness of all the reward options
under that project. Our preliminary regression model is presented below.
yijt =+
r0 rY
1 i ,t −1 + r2 Pij + r3 Rijt −1 + r4 Sit −1 + r5Yi ,t −1 × Rijt −1 + r6 Pij × Rijt −1 + r7Yi ,t −1 × Sit −1 + r8 Pij × Sit −1
+ X ijθ + H ijt γ + ui + eijt ,

(1)

𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 the lagged capital accumulation, is primarily measured by the cumulative raised amount
project i has received because this is the most direct signal from peers that backers can observe,
and it is also more representative of individuals’ overall evaluation. 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the price for project i’s
j-th reward option, which is fixed throughout the fundraising cycle, and R ijt-1 is the focal
dependent variable, the lagged percentage of available quantity. To investigate the indirect effect
of scarcity, we further include two interaction terms, 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 × R ijt-1 and 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × R ijt-1 into our model.
If the indirect effects exist, we would expect the coefficients for the two interaction term to be
significant. In line with previous literature, we also include 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 , which takes the value of 1 if
project i reaches its goal at time t -1, as well as the interaction terms 𝑌𝑌𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−1 × 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 and 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 × 𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1
to control for any structural change in the behavioral relationship caused by the success of a project
(Zhang and Liu 2012).
Table 2. Results of Regression Model with Different Popularity Measures
Notation

Description

r0
r1
r2
r3
r4
r5
r6
r7
r8

Intercept
Peers Effect
Price(L)
Lag Remaining Quantity (%)
Success (1 = yes)
Herding × Lag Remaining Quantity
Price(L) × Lag Remaining Quantity
Popularity × Success
Price(L) × Success
Fundraising Time (days)
Day-of-week fixed effects
Campaign fixed effects
Number of observations
Adjusted R-square

𝛾𝛾1

(1)
Lagged Cumulative
Funded Amount
9.5804
58.7626***
***
0.0869
0.5254
*
0.0626
-0.1506
0.9790
-7.6866***
0.2104
3.8601***
0.0860
0.4825***
0.0919
-0.1480
0.0168
-0.3393***
0.0150
-0.0302*
**
0.0029
-0.0615
Yes
Yes
49,768
0.3036

(2)
Lagged Cumulative
Number of Backers
9.5613
68.9904***
***
0.0910
0.9391
***
0.0633
-0.4607
0.7346
-8.7706***
0.1842
2.6718***
0.0879
0.7581***
0.0636
0.1868**
0.0264
-0.4266***
0.0150
-0.0584***
***
0.0029
-0.0547
Yes
Yes
49,768
0.3047

Significance Level: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05.

𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a vector of the time-invariant project and reward specific characteristics; 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a set of
time-variant environmental factors. The list of the control variables we have included in the model
and their description are provided in Table 2. To control for the unobserved heterogeneity across
rewards, we add at the project level (indexed by i) rather than at the reward level (index by i and
j), which allows us to control for the unobserved product heterogeneity while maintain the
correlation for rewards within the same project. When examining the above model, we use two
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different measures of peers’ effect and the corresponding results for the two alternatives are
presented in column (1) and (2). The estimates from the two models are consistent. We can draw
two main insights from Table 3. 3 First, it provides evidence of the underlying dynamic patterns of
how backers response to exogenous factors. Specifically, the coefficients for the peers’ effect (r1)
is positive and significant, suggesting the direct effect of scarcity on backers’ investment intention:
backers tend to perceive the projects that have higher prior capital accumulation to be more
valuable; second, it also suggests the moderating role of scarcity: almost all the interactions terms
are significant at any reasonable confidence level. This provides strong evidence suggesting that
backers’ price sensitivity (r2) and susceptibility to peers’ influence (r1) may be dissimilar at
different product availability levels.
The above regression model offers some initial insights, but it does not capture the richness of the
underlying dynamics. Next, we present our full model, trying to understand the effect in a more
comprehensive way.

4. Model with Stochastically Time-Varying Coefficients
A backer’s response to a specific reward option depends jointly on the observed project and reward
level factors (e.g., price, product attributes, peers’ influence, pay-off externality), as well as their
sensitivity to these factors. Further, individuals’ sensitivity may be altered by exogenous dynamics
throughout the fundraising cycle. 4 Thus, we will model backers’ response and the evolving
process of the sensitivity parameters explicitly to capture this dynamic process.
Backers’ aggregate response. Based on the preliminary regression model, we model backers’
aggregate response as a linear function of the factors that directly affect their investment intention.
(2)
yijt = β 0 + β ijt1 −1Yi ,t −1 + β ijt2 −1 Pij + X ij µ + H ijt π + ui + ε ijt .
Here we only assume our two focal parameters to be time-varying: backers’ susceptibility to peers’
1
2
influence (𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1
), and their price sensitivity (𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1
). For the rest of the parameters, we maintain
the assumption that they are time-invariant for simplicity. Note that in the above equation, we have
dropped all the interaction terms in the regression model. Instead, their moderating effects are
captured by the parameter evolving equation, which we are going to discuss in the next subsection.
Dynamic sensitivity parameters. We model the dynamic impacts of scarcity and pay-off
1
2
externality on 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
and 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
using the following equations
 β ijt1 =+
β 01 δ1βijt1 −1 + λ11 Rijt −1 + λ21Sit −1 + vijt1
 2
β 02 + δ 2 βijt2 −1 + λ12 Rijt −1 + λ22 Sit −1 + vijt2
 β ijt =

(3)

Here we use the same set of notations in the preliminary analysis. 𝛽𝛽0 = [𝛽𝛽01 , 𝛽𝛽01 ]′ is the intercept,
representing the time-invariant component of the two-time parameters. δ is the carryover rate.
When δ=0, the effect of exogenous factors occurs immediately; as δ approaches 1, their

3

We report estimation result for our focal independent variables in Table 3. The full results can be provided upon request.

4

For example, when a reward has limited availability, backers may rush to purchase before being fully informed and without
deliberation in order to get that “exclusive” offer. This may cause them to have a lower price sensitivity, and be more susceptible
to peers’ influence.
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1
2
instantaneous effects are far more nuanced. 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = [𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
, 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
]′ captures the change in the
sensitivity parameters that is not explained by the exogenous factors.

Interdependence Among Noises. To capture this interdependence between the two error terms in
equation (5) due to omitted variables or unobserved common shocks , we model the error terms
follow a bivariate normal distribution
vijt1 
  0   σ 11 σ 12  
(4)
 2   N ( 0, Σ ) =N    , 

vijt 
  0   σ 12 σ 22  
Estimation Strategy. We estimate the above model using Kalman filter. To keep this paper concise,
we don’t discuss the estimation procedure here. Details can be provided upon request.
Table 3. Estimation Results
Notation
μ1
μ2
μ3
μ4
μ5
μ6
μ7
μ8
μ9
π1
π2
π3
π4
π5

Description
Measurement Equation

Intercept
Duration
Expected delivery
Fundraising Target
Limit (1= yes)
Available quantity less than 100
Available quantity between 100 and 300
Available quantity between 300 and 500
Available quantity more than 500
Time trend
Remaining Quantity (%)
Success ( 1 = yes)
Inside spillover effect
Outside spillover effect
Transition equation
1
𝛽𝛽01
Intercept of 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2
𝛽𝛽02
Intercept of 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
1
𝜎𝜎11
Variance of 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
1
2
𝜎𝜎11
Covariance of 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
and 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2
𝜎𝜎22
Variance of 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜎𝜎𝜀𝜀
Variance of measurement equation error 𝜀𝜀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝜆𝜆1𝑅𝑅
The indirect effect of Remaining Quantity on peers’ effect
𝜆𝜆1𝑆𝑆
The indirect effect of Success
𝜆𝜆2𝑅𝑅
The indirect effect of Remaining Quantity
𝜆𝜆𝑆𝑆2
The indirect effect of Success
1
δ1
Carryover rate of 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
2
δ2
Carryover rate of 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
Day-of-week Effects
-Log Likelihood -2888.691797
*Significant at 0.10; **significant at 0.05; ***significant at 0.01.

Estimates

Std. Dev

-0.1261***
-0.0136
0.0366
0.1317***
0.0490***
0.2837*
0.3212***
0.3378***
0.3611
-0.0646***
-0.2096***
0.1341***
0.2557***
0.1736***

(0.0203)
(0.0719)
(0.0282)
(0.0250)
(0.0096)
(0.1608)
(0.0943)
(0.1502)
(0.3032)
(0.0045)
(0.0420)
(0.0079)
(0.0169)
(0.0627)

0.0701***
-0.0466
0.0206**
0.0151*
0.0412
0.0302***
0.0269***
-0.0268***
-0.1303***
-0.2072**
0.6083***
0.0458
Yes

(0.0229)
(0.0727)
(0.0037)
(0.0081)
(0.0355)
(0.0040)
(0.0104)
(0.0052)
(0.0694)
(0.0144)
(0.0447)
(0.0456)

Result
We present the full dynamic model estimation results in Table 4. We first discuss the results
pertaining to the measurement equation. We find that backers are generally more favorable to
rewards that is limited in availability (μ5 > 0); the coefficient of percentage of remaining quantity
(π2) suggests that the scarcity of a product has a significant and positive direct effect on backers’
investment intention: backers are more motivated to invest on projects that has lower remaining
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quantity, which they perceive to be more scarce and valuable. The coefficient for the pay-off
externality (π3) suggests that backers exhibit a higher investment momentum after a project has
reached the fundraising goal. This may because the success of a project provides backers with a
strong signal of the unobserved favorableness of the product, which motivates individuals to
contribute by reducing their uncertainty. The spillover effect at the reward level is significantly
positive and significant (π4), implying that the popularity of a reward option can positively
influence other rewards under the same project. Interestingly, the spillover effect at the project
level is also positive (π5). This is counterintuitive, as we may expect the “mega” projects may
refrain other projects from getting funds. Our result suggests the attention attracted, and the interest
aroused by the “mega” projects can transfer to all other projects in this platform. In addition, we
also find that backers’ response is positively related to the fundraising target (μ4 > 0) but is subject
to a declining trend during the fundraising cycle (π1 < 0). For the estimates in the transition
equation, 𝜆𝜆1𝑅𝑅 is positive and significant (0.0269), indicating backers’ reliance on peers’ action is
attenuated when facing a reward that is running short (𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−1 decreases). 𝜆𝜆2𝑅𝑅 is negative and
significant, suggests that backers are less price sensitive when they perceive the product to be
scarcer. Regarding the coefficients related to pay-off externality. Our results confirm that reaching
the fundraising goal will cause a structural change of the behavior relationship. When a project has
reached its fundraising goal, peers’ effect on backers’ investment intention is much more nuanced
(𝜆𝜆1𝑠𝑠 < 0). However, backers who come after the project reaching exhibit a higher price sensitivity
1
2
(𝜆𝜆2𝑠𝑠 < 0). 5Finally, the carryover rate for 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
is higher than the carryover rate for 𝛽𝛽𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
, suggesting
that this parameter responses to the exogenous shocks in a more gradual manner, but the exogenous
factors tend to have an immediate influence on backers’ price sensitivity. Notably, the covariance
of the two error terms (σ12), is significant. This suggests the importance of accounting for the
correlation among the noises.

Implications
The result of our study provides important managerial implications for fundraisers and platform
operators in a number of ways. First, our result shows that the scarcity of a product will directly
lead to value enhancement. Therefore, it pays for fundraisers to design an effective reward scheme
with limited availability to motivate backers and increase the probability of success. Also, we
demonstrate the indirect effect of scarcity strategy by attenuating backers’ reliance on peers’ action
and decreasing their price sensitivity. This result is especially meaningful for those fundraisers
who perceive their product to have relatively small consumer base or is more expensive than
average. As capital accumulation tends to be self-reinforcing, limiting the availability of their
products will help them attract more backers at an early stage, which will eventually increase their
probability to success.
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5

Before the project is fully funded, backers still have high uncertainty regarding the attributes of the product. When individuals
are sensitive to this uncertainty, they may be price-seeking (i.e., less price sensitive) based on the fundamental belief that products
with a higher price are more valuable.
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Abstract
Stimulating consumers to make simultaneous purchase decisions has been playing an important
role in boosting online sales, but costs hidden behind impulse purchase have not been fully
investigated. The purpose of this paper is to understand the relationship between impulse
purchase behavior and post-purchase satisfaction. This research applies data from e-commerce
platform’s backend to qualify impulse behavior and uses text mining approach to measure
consumer satisfaction from multi-dimensions. T-test is applied to evaluate the research model’s
validation and reliability. The study proves the impulse purchase’s influence on post-purchase
moods based on categories. Topics that are complained about most after impulse purchase are
also been captured and analyzed. This paper makes contribution to current research field by
providing a new angle, platform backend data analysis, to understand impulse purchase and its
corresponding consequences. The findings can be adopted by e-marketers to develop promotion
strategies which will benefit both vendors and consumers.

Keywords: impulse purchase, post-purchase satisfaction, search session, text mining, review
sentiments

1. Introduction
Impulse purchasing is defined as unplanned purchasing when consumers are exposed to stimulus
(Piron, 1991). In information age, online consumers make purchasing decisions more
spontaneously triggered by price promotions and easy access to products without constrains of
time and space. It is estimated that impulse purchase accounts for about 40% of total online
shopping revenue (Liu et al., 2013). However, some negative emotions brought by impulsive
purchase may come along with consumers, which can lead to negative reviews, goods return,
consumer defection and finally bring extra financial loss. This requires e-marketers to thoroughly
consider when and how to stimulate consumers to make purchase decisions.
Current research on e-marketing impulse purchase mainly consists of two streams. The first
research focus is understanding what stimulus factors will trigger impulsive purchasing behavior,
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which is heavily relied on experimental studies and survey data (Chan et al., 2017). The
alternative mainstream which involves with consumers’ post-purchasing satisfaction, is mainly
under off-line shopping environment. For example, pre-purchase mood and post-purchase mood
can be partly mediated by satisfaction, according to Ozer and Gultekin (2014). There are still
some unsolved issues about impulse purchase’s influences waiting for being investigated.
This research makes several contributions to current literature and e-marketing decision makers:
(1) It quantifies the degree of impulsion of consumers based on backend data, instead of data
from questionnaires and experiments, which are inevitably influenced by human factors; (2) It
quantifies consumers’ emotions after impulse purchase based on product reviews which keeps all
data analysis and test within a non-interference and real online shopping environment; (3) It
provides insights for e-commerce marketers regarding when and what type of incentives should
be given to consumers to maximize profits and customer satisfaction.

2. Methodology

2.1 Measurement Development
To make the research result more reliable, multi-level data is applied to represent impulse and
satisfaction degree. The impulse degree is measured from two dimensions: the impulse
dimension and product involvement dimension. For impulse dimension, two indexes are taken to
represent it. Clicks and valid search time of the final purchasing item are used to compare with
total clicks and search time of the purchasing item’s category that the consumer go through. If
the clicks or search time are relatively small than that of the category, it demonstrates the
consumer is more impulsive when making purchasing decisions. Alternatively, involvement
dimension is to show the consumers’ preferences to the final purchasing item based on their
search behavior in the pre-purchasing search session. Three measures are applied to show the
consumer’s relative search length of the final purchasing item which demonstrates the
consumer’s preference and involvement to the specific item. According to Jones et al. (2003), if
consumers have higher levels of product involvement, his or her “product-specific impulse
buying tendency” will increase as well. Hence, the three measures will estimate the impulse
degree from the product involvement dimension: If the product involvement dimension has a
relatively higher score, it indicates the consumer has more preferences towards the product, thus
the purchasing behavior is more impulsive.
The review sentiment analysis consists of three levels. Detecting the mood polarity of each
review, qualifying the positive or negative degree, and extracting review features. NLTK is used
to determine the mood polarity and NRC Emotion Lexicon is used to obtain each review’s score
(Mohammad and Turney, 2013). To find each category’s main features which consumers talk
about after purchasing, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is applied for the first try (Blei et al.,
2003). But the topics have high level of overlap because the product reviews are very sparse, and
several undesired topics appears in high frequency, which brings interference to latter topic
classification. To solve the problem, word2vec are introduced to extract desired topics of each
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review (Mikolov et al., 2013), and later we use LDA to generate topic set from which desired
topic features are selected to label each review.

2.2 Data Collection
This research collects data from one of the top-three largest US e-commerce platforms, and the
time span is one year. Raw data types are listed in Table 1. For Item short sku data type, 218
department names are included. Based on each category’s typical characteristics and total click
numbers during 2015, five representative categories are selected: Books, Computers, Home
Décor, Jewel and Watch, and Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products. Because only click data
of 2015 is available, all other data types are narrowed down to the period within 2015. Detailed
clean data descriptions are listed in Table 2. After merging reviews with transactions and
removing duplications, the number of the merging dataset is 225040. The number of Home
Décor reviews is 129074, Jewelry and watch has 56994 reviews, Beauty products and Women’s
clothing has 31220 reviews, Books and Computer has 3532 and 4220 reviews, respectively.

3. Data Analysis

3.1 Qualify the Impulse Degree
To make the impulse qualification more reliable, one hour time span is adopted after comparing
with other time spans, because all measures have no significant increasing after 1h. The second
issue is determining valid search time length of each search session. It is unreasonable to count
all time intervals between each pair of adjacent clicks if the interval is too long. To make the
maximum time span meaningful, all time intervals between adjacent clicks of each customer are
calculated, and the 90 quantile, which is exactly 30 minutes, is defined as the upper limit of valid
search time range. Based on the methodology discussed in the second session, five indexes are
calculated within one hour from the time when the invoice is placed. (1) Divide click number of
𝑛
the purchasing item by the total click number of the item’s specific category. Denoted by: In = 𝑁 .
(2) Valid time spent on searching the purchasing item divided by the valid time spent on
𝑡
searching the item’s specific category. Denoted by: It = 𝑇 . (3) Click number of the purchasing
item divided by the average click number of each clicked items belonging to the category. It
shows the degree of consumers impulsion from the product involvement dimension. Denoted by:
𝑛
Ini = 𝑁/𝐼 . (4) Valid time spent on searching the purchasing item divided by the average valid time
𝑡

spent on searching each item belonging to the category. Denoted by: Iti = 𝑇/𝐼 . (5) Average search
session length of the purchasing item divided by the category’s average search session length.
𝑡/𝑛
Denoted by: Itn = 𝑇/𝑁.

3.2 Mining Review Data
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The first step of review sentiment analysis is detecting the mood polarity. After cleaning the raw
data, 500 positive and 500 negative reviews are extracted from the original data set and
manually labeled by its mood polarity. After adjusting parameter of the feature list’s length and
trying several classifiers, the optimal feature list length is 500 and three of the most accurate
classifiers are MNB, Naïve Bayes, and Linear SVC (Table 3.). Therefore, 500 feature list length
and the top three classifiers are temporarily selected. Final test is applied through extracting 100
labeled reviews from the training result and compare them with the manually labeled results. The
highest accuracy is 85% of MNB classifier. Hence, MNB is finally selected. The Positive Index
is in the form of ratio: For a given level of impulsion, the number of positive reviews is divided
𝑃
by the sum of positive and negative reviews regard to a given category. It is denoted as P = 𝑃 +𝑛𝑁 .
𝑛

𝑛

Although mood polarity has been labelled for each review, it is difficult to detect how strong the
emotions are. Therefore, NRC emotion lexicon is applied to obtain more accurate scores. It
provides a list of words and corresponding emotions described from ten dimensions. The review
emotional score is generated by adding the ten dimensions respectively for each word of the
review, and normalization the whole review’s score. The larger absolute value of the final score,
the stronger emotions revealed in the review. The final result form is calculating the average or
median number in a given impulsion level for positive reviews and negative reviews respectively.
Word2vec and LDA are combined to extract each review’s desired features. Word2vec is
conducted based on categories. Also, for both reviews and features, we want to keep them under
online-shopping environment, thus the corpus we use is the original reviews data set. But how to
define features of each category if no higher-level information is provided in the data set is a
problem. The method we apply is generating top 20 topics of each category by LDA and select
the desired features from these topics. This is to ensure that desired features are represented by
typical low-level topics contained in reviews, which contributes to word2vec’s training process
within its context. Desired topics selected for each category are listed in Table 4. The model
trained by word2vec with reviews corpus is applied to calculate similarity between reviews and
topics. The result represents each review in a form of vector. The proper similarity value is
defined by taking 90 percentile of all similarity rate of a given topic for a specific category.
Topics with similarity rates above the 90 percentile are defined as the topics of reviews. The
final result is based on categories, calculate the percentage that each feature accounts for in a
given level of impulsion.

3.3 Merge Impulse Degree and Review Data
Simple Linear Regression Model is used to show the relationship between impulse degree and
review emotions. To test the reliability of the models with different pairs of variables, t-Test is
applied to evaluate the model.
For the relations between impulse degree and review moods polarity, three main findings are: (1)
The negative effects of consumers impulse degree on positive index is confirmed to be
significant on Jewelry and Watch category; (2) The impulsion degree of purchasing has a
significant negative effect on positive index for Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products; (3) The
impulsion degree of purchasing has a significant negative effect on positive index for Home
Décor (Table 5).
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About the relations between impulse degree and emotional level of each review, there are several
major findings: (1) The more impulsive consumers are, the more negative reviews are for
Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products. (2) The more impulsive consumers are, the more
positive the reviews are for Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products. (3) The more impulsive
consumers are, the less negative the reviews are for Home Décor (Table 6).
There are also some findings about relations between impulse dimension and topic distribution
given each impulsion level. Analysis results are based on topic percentage distribution of a given
impulsion level regards to categories. The most important ones are: (1) For Home Décor’s
negative reviews, the more impulsive consumers are, the more match, quality, appearance
problems will be mentioned negatively while the less shipping and service problems will be
involved. (2) For Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products category’s negative reviews, the more
impulsive consumers are, the more fitting and appearance problems will be mentioned negatively,
while the less shipping problems will be involved. For its positive reviews, the more impulsive
consumers are, the more fitting and appearance feature will be mentioned in positive reviews,
while the less price, shipping, features will be mentioned. (3) For Jewel and Watches, the more
impulsive consumers are, the more size problems will be mentioned in negative reviews. In this
model, results are proved by different indexes from multi-dimensions (Table 7).
4. Discussions

4.1 Key Findings’ Implications for Literature
This study analyzes data of e-marketplace to understand impulse purchase without human factors’
inferences, which partially sets it apart from the current research methods in this area, like survey
and experimental research. Moreover, it develops a top-down structure to analyze impulse
purchase in a deep level and find several specific consequences of impulse purchasing. Some
contributions to literature are as follows. It proves impulse purchase has different influences on
post-purchase satisfaction and consumers’ emotions regards to categories. Ozer and Gultekin
support that impulse purchase has no effect on post-purchase mood (Ozer and Gultekin, 2015),
which is based on the whole product categories and in off-line context. This research subdivides
products to five categories and finds that consumers will have lower post-purchase satisfaction
and emotions if the products purchased belonging to Jewel and Watches, Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products, which are typically purchased by women. It also analyzes how negative
reviews will be after impulse purchase for different categories, which reflects consumers’
satisfaction and emotions in a detailed quantization method. Result in this phase also associates
with the result discussed above, that Women’s Clothing and Beauty Product category will
receive much stronger negative reviews compared with other categories after impulse purchase.
For this category’s positive reviews, they are also more positive if the consumers are more
impulsive when making the purchasing. This can be explained by relatively little time and
energy cost are spent when making the purchasing decision, but the product purchased is
satisfactory, thus the reviews will display more positive emotions. Home Décor is not influenced
by impulse purchase and the review is even less negative if the consumer makes an impulsive
purchase decision. It can be explained that people buying Home Décor are more rational after
impulse and tend to attribute the purchase mistake to themselves to some extent.
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4.2 Key Findings’ Implications for Practice
This study provides some practical insights for e-markers. Based on this study, e-retailers may
pay extra return fees and lose consumers in some categories if they do too much promotions.
Especially for Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products, consumers will be much dissatisfied
after impulse purchasing. The markers should balance the profits of sales generated by impulse
purchase behavior and consumer loyalty loss. Another issues e-marketers should concern about
is the returning fees if consumers are not satisfied by the size of products after they purchase
them impulsively. This proportion will not generate any profits but only waste the time of
consumers as well as the increase costs of vendors.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
This research presents unique insights to impulse purchase behavior in e-marketplace. It proves
the relationship between impulse purchase behavior and post-purchase satisfaction. It also
generates evidence about negative consequences caused by impulse purchase, which provides
useful information for e-marketers when they make promotion decisions. In the future, more
work can be expended to other categories and e-commerce platforms with typical consumer
profiles, and it would be useful for understanding online impulse purchase behavior in depth.
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Appendix
Table 1.

Backend Data Descriptions

Raw data types
Transaction data

Total number
45760601

Review data in 2015

4790832

Click data
Seed ID mapping token
Customer club data

515172520*
80151520
28877413

Item short sku data

19161916

Attributes
Transaction ID, transaction date, customer account ID, invoice
create datetime, Short sku item id, item quality, etc.
Review ID, short sku item ID, customer account ID, review date,
review text, review title, etc.
Seed ID, item ID, click datetime
Seed ID, account ID, create datetime
Account ID, club expiration date, start date, end date, club
membership type, etc.
Short sku item id, short sku item number, store ID, store name,
department ID, department name, item short description

Note: Bold attributes are used for further data merge or analysis; Number with * means it’s an approximate number.

Table 2. Review Data Descriptions
Clean data types
Click data of customers giving
reviews in 2015
Merging reviews with
transaction data of five
specified categories in 2015

Total number
44071920

Attributes
Seed ID, item ID, click datetime

230214

short sku item ID, review date, review text, department name,
customer account ID, invoice create datetime

Table 3. Classifiers and Corresponding Accuracy
300

400

500

600

700

800

900

1000

Naïve Bayes
Classifier

0.875662

0.879075

0.903652

0.895194

0.890251

0.876248

0.888455

0.891583

Decision Tree
Classifier

0.792839

0.80529

0.82585

0.792072

0.834587

0.808594

0.829803

0.81654

MNB Classifier

0.890348

0.883272

0.908714

0.890115

0.897571

0.884404

0.898317

0.907866

BNB Classifier

0.866352

0.853731

0.87605

0.855943

0.858696

0.851149

0.866711

0.878791

Logistic Regression
Classifier

0.878012

0.873746

0.895918

0.877102

0.897321

0.886093

0.888159

0.89711

SVC Classifier

0.78655

0.662854

0.725835

0.680505

0.563635

0.584026

0.581279

0.670841

SGD Classifier

0.860488

0.875214

0.866733

0.868627

0.861591

0.853139

0.867592

0.868029

Linear SVC Classifier

0.889558

0.879986

0.896053

0.873462

0.878711

0.887305

0.879638

0.889205

Nu SVC Classifier

0.882505

0.880241

0.892663

0.885292

0.888834

0.875372

0.891526

0.890626

Table 4. Category and typical features
Category
Books
Computer
Home Décor
Jewel & Watch
Women’s Clothing & Beauty Products

Features selected from LDA
Print, Size, Price, Ship, Content
Brand, Performance, Price
Price, Ship, Appearance, Match, Use, Service, Quality
Appearance, Size, Service, Price
Smell, Price, Fit, Ship, Service, Appearance, Use
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Table 5. Parameter estimation
Figure
num.
1
1
1
2
2
2

Independent Variables

Coefficients

Standard error

t Stat

Iti of Jewelry and Watch
Iti of Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products

Dependent
Variables
P
P

-0.014**
-0.034***

0.0065
0.0062

-2.07
-5.43

Iti of Home Decor
Itn of Jewelry and Watch
Itn of Women’s Clothing and Beauty Products
Itn of Home Decor

P
P
P
P

-0.027***
-0.030***
-0.037***
-0.030***

0.0057
0.0095
0.0077
0.00066

-4.79
-3.13
-4.84
-4.57

Note: Significance level is represented as *** for p<0.01, ** for p<0.05, * for p<0.1, and NS for non-significant p values.

Table 6. Parameter estimation
Figure num.
1

2

3

Independent Variables
Iti of Women’s Clothing
and Beauty Products in
negative reviews
Iti of Women’s Clothing
and Beauty Products in
positive reviews
Itn of Home Décor in
negative reviews

Dependent Variables
Median of negative review scores
of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
Average of positive review scores
of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
Median of negative reviews scores
of Home Décor

Coefficients
-0.024***

Standard error
0.008077

t Stat
-3.01

0.0094**

0.0041

2.27

-0.00064**

0.0002

-2.60

Note: Significance level is represented as *** for p<0.01, ** for p<0.05, * for p<0.1, and NS for non-significant p values.

Table 7. Parameter estimation
Figure
num.
1

Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

Coefficients

In of Home Décor
about shipping in negative reviews

2

In of Home Décor
about match in negative reviews

3

Iti of Home Décor
about match in negative reviews

4

In of Home Décor
about quality in negative reviews

5

In of Home Décor
about appearance in negative
reviews
In of Home Décor
about service in negative reviews

Shipping percentage of total features
based on Home Décor in negative
reviews
Match percentage of total features
based on Home Décor in negative
reviews
Match percentage of total features
based on Home Décor in negative
reviews
Quality percentage of total features
based on Home Décor in negative
reviews
Appearance percentage of total
features based on Home Décor in
negative reviews
Service percentage of total features
based on Home Décor in negative
reviews
Fit percentage of total features based
on Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products in negative reviews
Fit percentage of total features based
on Women’s Clothing and Beauty

6

7

8

In of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fit in negative reviews
It of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
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t Stat

0.036***

Standard
error
0.0048

-0.014*

0.0061

-2.24

0.015***

0.003

4.97

-0.023***

0.0045

-5.06

-0.027***

0.0076

-3.53

0.024***

0.0038

6.35

-0.076*

0.033

-2.29

-0.069***

0.019

-3.59

7.55

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

about fit in negative reviews
Iti of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fit in negative reviews
Itn of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fit in negative reviews
In of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about shipping in negative reviews
It of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about appearance in negative
reviews
It of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fitting in positive reviews
Ini of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fitting in positive reviews
Iti of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fitting in positive reviews
Itn of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about fitting in positive reviews
It of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about price in positive reviews
Iti of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about price in positive reviews
It of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about shipping in positive reviews
Iti of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about shipping in positive reviews
It of Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products
about appearance in positive
reviews
Iti of Jewel and Watches about size
in negative reviews

Products in negative reviews
Fit percentage of total features based
on Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products in negative reviews
Fit percentage of total features based
on Women’s Clothing and Beauty
Products in negative reviews
Shipping percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in negative reviews
Appearance percentage of total
features based on Women’s Clothing
and Beauty Products in negative
reviews
Fitting percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Fitting percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Fitting percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Fitting percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Price percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Price percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Shipping percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Shipping percentage of total features
based on Women’s Clothing and
Beauty Products in positive reviews
Appearance percentage of total
features based on Women’s Clothing
and Beauty Products in positive
reviews
Size percentage of total features
based on Jewel and Watches in
negative reviews

Note: Significance level is represented as *** for p<0.01, ** for p<0.05, * for p<0.1, and NS for non-significant p values.
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0.053***

0.0093

5.76

0.095***

0.016

5.85

0.064***

0.018

3.56

-0.022**

0.0097

-2.27

-0.099***

0.024

-4.13

4.74***

0.51

9.32

0.09***

0.010

8.83

0.077***

0.018

4.30

0.036**

0.015

2.37

-0.033***

0.0077

-4.36

0.030***

0.0083

3.56

-0.023*

0.0092

-2.53

-0.040***

0.011

-3.64

0.036***

0.010

3.56
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Abstract
Nowadays, the traffic jam has become a significant obstacle to the development of big cities in
China. Although local governments have paid lot of recourses to improve the road infrastructure,
such as building up new express ways, the construction still lags behind the increasing traffic
demands in big cities. To optimize the real-time traffic control to avoid or solve the traffic jam, we
need to forecast the probable jam events and adopt appropriate interventions. This paper will
provide prediction models that use social network analysis to determining traffic flow volume of
express way and black swan events in the traffic. The final findings of the paper have many
implications, which can be used to improve the management and development of express ways in
Shanghai as well as other metropolitan areas in China.
Keywords: Express Way, Traffic Flow Volume, Predictive Model, Social Network

1. Introduction
In China, big cities are expanding with rapid modernization in recent years. While the scale of
cities and its population keep growing, the recourses in education, medical service and traffic
conditions become more competitive to acquire. According to the report of Traffic Management
Bureau of The Public Security Ministry, the number of private car ownership has reached 0.146
billion by 2016, which is 3 times more than that in 2011 (Traffic Management Bureau of The
Public Security Ministry 2017). However, the length of the urban road has expanded only 23.62%
during these 5 years. In addition to the increasing demand, the lag of the traffic management and
public service also result in the problem of traffic jams in the modern cities.
Shanghai, as the most developed city in China, is one of many cities with traffic problems. For
example, the average speed is as low as 18 kilometers per hour during the morning and evening
peak hours in the downtown area. According to the prior studies, the transportation system can be
better designed and the traffic jam should be preventable (Sładkowski and Pamuła 2016). In order
to deal with the problem, the local government started Intelligent Transportation System from the
year of 2003 to achieve the informatization and intellectualization of the traffic data analysis.
Although it has some accomplishments during the past 15 years, no effective algorithm or model
has been used for improving the traffic management and service in the Traffic Bureau of Shanghai.
Therefore, developing a specific algorithm or model for the city to reduce traffic jam is in
imperious demand.
By collaborating with Traffic Management Bureau of Shanghai, this paper uses Express Way data
to build a predictive model for the traffic volume. In addition to exploring possible elements that
may impact the traffic volume, this paper combines concepts related to social network for
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predictions. Since this is still an ongoing research project, we only show some baseline predictive
results and the idea of building social network. The outcome of the paper has implications for the
administration and design of the urban transportation in Shanghai and in other cities with similar
traffic condition.

2. Background
Since it is closely related to people’s lives, the prediction of traffic volume is a continued research
topic in the research area since 1970s. Prior studies built the predictive models mainly from two
different perspectives. One is the long-term prediction, which is used to forecast the traffic volume
in the future month or an even longer period. The other one is the short-term prediction, which
focuses on the forecasting for the following several minutes. Due to the format of our dataset, in
this study we focus on the short-term prediction.
Prior studies about short-term traffic volume prediction mainly differ from each other in the model
construction. Early in 1980s, time-serious techniques have been first introduced into freeway
traffic and incident prediction (Ahmed 1979; Ahmed and Cook 1982). In the following 20 years,
the researchers improved their linear algorithms to fulfill the requirement for some specific
scenarios, such as ARIMA (Kim and Hobeika 1993) and SARIMA (Williams and Hoel 2003).
However, the performance of such models decreases in predicting non-linear problems. To solve
the problem, some researchers adopted non-parametric model for forecasting. Neural Network has
been referred in the algorithm design, such as WNN and ELMAN (Fulton et al. 2012; Ledoux
1997). Some ensemble methods have also been proposed to improve the performance (Hobeika
and Chang 2002; Hobeika and Kim 1998), which indeed provided higher accuracy comparing to
single model.
Even the related research has been conducted almost 40 years, there are still some limits need to
be noticed. First, the majority of the current studies predict the traffic volume for one observation
point only based on the historical data of the point, without considering neighboring observations.
Second, the time granularity of the predictions is not fine enough. For example, forecasting the
traffic volume in the following 1 minute is rarely. Last but not least, most current models did not
include the information of traffic accidents into the model, which might help to improve the
performance drastically. To address these problems, we propose a method of predicting traffic
volume that analyzes the traffic data from the perspective of social network.

3. Data
We collect data from Shanghai Express Way. The Express Way connects the downtown and
suburban, and formats an all closed network of transportation, which speeds up the trip inside the
city. The Express Way is 200 kilometers long and mainly overpasses, which is constituted by inner
loop, middle loop, outer loop, Nanbei overpass, Yixian overpass, Humin overpass, Luoshan
overpass, Yanan overpass and Wuzhou Avenue (shown in the Figure 1). The vehicles enter into
and leave from the Express Way by ramps. The Express Way is relatively independent from other
paths or roads, which helps to extend the space of the whole city.
There are two sets of data. One is 238 reports of traffic accidents from April 24th, 2017 to May
7th, 2017 (2 weeks), which contains 13 features such as starting time, ending time, type of the
accident, the location and the impact of the accident. The other one is the data collected by all
coils (sensors) deployed on the Shanghai Express Way, showing the traffic speed, volume and
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occupancy in every minute during the 2 weeks. For each road segment of the Shanghai Express
Way, there are several coils installed, ranging from 1 to 10. In our dataset, we have observations
from 5,114 coils in total. The volume shows the number of vehicles passed per minute, and the
speed shows the average speed of the passed vehicles. The occupancy represents the density of
the vehicles in one traffic lane, as well as the number of cars in the unit lane during the minute.
Table 1 shows the records on the day of April 24th, 2017, entries 8003 to 8005. For example, in
the second coil of section YANX02, the traffic volume is 18 at 0:12 am, April 24th, 2017, the
average speed of the traffic is 77 kilometers per hour, and the occupancy is 7.

Figure 1 The screenshot of Express Way in Shanghai
ID
YALSG-NI-4(1)
YANX02(2)
YZBDVD10ZD1(2)

Table 1. Example Record of The Coil Data
Time
Volume
Speed
2017-4-24 0:12:00
0
0
2017-4-24 0:12:00
18
77
2017-4-24 0:11:00
3
56

Occupancy
0
7
1

4. Prediction of Traffic Flow Volume
For the preliminary analysis, we selected a section from Guangzhong Road Ramp to Luochuan
Road Ramp at the western part of North-South Elevated Road as the target for prediction (shown
as star in Figure 2). First, the topological structure of this section is representative for the Express
Way network. Second, the observations of this section are clean and complete in our dataset. To
predict the traffic volume of target coil at Time t, we selected 4-section observations previous and
afterwards the target and considered historical data of each data point. According to the past studies
(Sładkowski and Pamuła 2016), the information of previous sections at Time t is useful for the
volume prediction of the target, so we also include these observations as features. Table 2 shows
a feature set for predicting the volume of NBXX22 at Time t. Meanwhile, we considered the order
of the coils in each section, for example, the NBXX22_1 (1st coil in section NBXX22) is a previous
hub in predicting NBXX22_2, and the speed, volume and occupancy of NBXX22_1 will be used
to predict volume of NBXX22_2.
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We collected a file of 20,123 entries with 299 and 314features for coil 1 and 3 in the section
NBXX22, respectively. Since the target volume are numerical values, we used 2 different
algorithms to build the predictive model, one was linear regression and the other one was random
forest. The performance is shown in Table 3 and Table 4.

Figure 2 The target section for volume prediction
Table 2. Feature Set of Predictive Model for NBXX22 at Time t
The
Sections
Time t-4
Time t-3
Time t-2
Time t-1
Direction NBXX32
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
of the
NBXX31
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
Traffic NBXX28
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
NBGZ-XO-1
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
NBXX22
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
NBLC-XI-1
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
NBXX20
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
NBXX19
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
NBXX17
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
(S: speed, V: volume, O: Occupancy)

Time t
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
S/V/O
Target V

Table 3. Performance of Predictive Model NBXX22 at Time t (Algorithm: LinearRegression )
NBXX22
Coil 1
Coil 2
Correlation Coefficient
0.8995
0.8781
Mean absolute error
2.419
2.3633
Root mean squared error
3.1788
3.0648
Table 4. Performance of Predictive Model NBXX22 at Time t (Algorithm: Randomforest)
NBXX22
Coil 1
Coil 2
Correlation Coefficient
0.9027
0.8815
Mean absolute error
2.3708
2.3227
Root mean squared error
3.1373
3.031

5. Next Steps
Since this is still an ongoing research project, we are not able to conclude anything. However, from
the baseline method above, which combining both historical data and neighboring observations
for predictions, we have found the importance of introducing more features with high predictive
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power. In addition, to obtain deeper insights we will transform the problem into a binary
classification problem with re-define the volume and speed at the target observation. In the
following three months before the CSWIM 2018, we will keep working on the project to improve
the predictive performance and test it on the whole dataset instead of a single observation. We will
consider the following two perspectives as the starting point.
5.1 A Network Perspective
According to past studies, social network can be used to evaluate the traffic conditions (Ai et al.
2014; Chen and Chang 2015). In order to improve the performance of our predictive model, we
will build the network of Shanghai Express Way. On one side, we will include the network
dynamics as features for a predictive model, such as density and efficiency. On the other side, we
will try to propose a model to optimize the usage of Express Way with the goal of reducing traffic
jam in real life.
5.2 Prediction of Black Swan Events
The Black Swan Events describes an event, which is high-impact, hard-to-predict, and happened
without the normal expectations. Once such a black swan event happens related to traffic, it
definitely influences the pattern of the transportation. Including such an element into building the
traffic volume predictive model is important. First, it can help to optimize the usage of the Express
Way, decreasing the economic lose. Second, it can be served as experience for future events
detection. Therefore, we will include the accidents data into the predictive model. Besides
evaluating the predictive power of these events, we will also summarize how the government and
traffic management department respond to the event. The final goal of the research is to design a
decent predictive and responding models for managing the traffic flow in big cities.
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Abstract
Gamification has been increasingly employed in health-related apps in recent years. However, the
effect of gamification design on the success of health and fitness apps remains unknown and has
not been investigated before. This study attempts to identify what gamification elements are
frequently used in the design of health and fitness apps and to empirically quantify their effects on
app downloads and user ratings of these apps. We construct a rich dataset that includes
information about the daily downloads, ratings and gamification design elements of 2,462 health
and fitness apps on the Apple App Store. Our sample contains 924 paid apps and 1,538 free apps.
This study contributes to both the gamification and mobile app literatures and provides important
implications for app developers who intend to adopt gamification in mobile app design.
Keywords: gamification, health and fitness apps, app design, popularity, customer reviews

1. Introduction
Gamification, the use of game design elements in non-game contexts, has become an increasingly
popular way to engage users in various business domains (Santhanam et al. 2016). There is also a
rapid development in the healthcare IT area that many health and fitness mobile apps employ
gamification in app design to help users prevent and manage disease and monitor health behaviors
and vitals (Hebden and Fuemmeler 2015). Despite the widespread use of gamification elements in
the design of health and fitness apps, the effect of gamification use on the success of these apps
has not been empirically examined. Previous research in the gamification area primarily focuses
on the impact of gamification use on user engagement in different contexts, such as educational
training (Santhanam et al. 2016), workplace (Suh et al. 2017) and physical exercises (Hamari and
Koivisto 2013). Additionally, prior studies often focus on one single gamification design
component in each study. For example, Fitz-Walter et al. (2011) investigate how virtual
achievements can help engage university students.
Building on the growing literature of gamification design, this study aims to empirically quantify
the economic benefit of gamification use on app success at the app level. Our analyses are based
on a large sample of 2,462 health and fitness apps with the language being English and having
received at least one user rating on the Apple App Store at the beginning of 2017. This research
contributes to the literature and sheds lights on mobile app design in the following aspects: (1) we
first identify the gamification elements that are commonly employed in health and fitness apps,
and (2) we assess the effects of these gamification elements on app success as measured by the
number of downloads and consumers’ evaluation of an app as measured by app ratings. The
findings of this study provide important implications for app developers on how to effectively
adopt gamification elements in the app design.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Gamification
Nick Pelling coined the term, gamification in 2002, which became increasingly popular in the
academic community since 2010. One of the earliest and perhaps also the most popular definition
of gamification is “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (Deterding et al. 2011).
Prior research on gamification can be broadly classified into two areas, one on gamification design
and the other on the effect of gamification use in specific contexts.
2.1.1 Gamification Design
On gamification design elements, Liu and Santhanam (2016) introduce a taxonomy of gamification
design elements that covers two broad categories: gamification objects and mechanics. Many prior
studies have examined the elements of game design and how these elements are applied in the
development of a game. Reeves and Read (2009) summarize the “Ten Ingredients of Great Games”:
self-representation with avatars; three-dimensional environments; narrative context; feedback;
reputations, ranks, and levels; marketplaces and economies; competition under rules that are
explicit and enforced; teams; parallel communication systems; time pressure. Lister et al. (2014)
propose six gamification components, which are leaderboards, levels of achievement or rank,
digital rewards, real world prizes, competitions/challenges and social or peer pressure.
2.1.2 Effect of Gamification Design
Prior studies have also investigated the effect of gamification in various contexts. In general, prior
studies show that gamification use positively impacts users’ motivation, self-efficacy, learning
outcome and so on.
Hamari et al. (2014) conduct a literature review that covers gamification implementations,
measurement of effectiveness of gamification, positive and negative results of gamification,
application contexts and quantitative and qualitative methods. Van Eck (2006) finds that
gamification can make people focus on the task. Suh et al. (2017) find that although flow
experience and aesthetic experience with a gamified information system are forces that
complementary with each other, the latter primarily motivates employees to contribute to and keep
using a gamified information system.
2.2 Health and Fitness Apps
Health and fitness apps focus on the use of mobile devices in supporting health behavior change.
In the area of the health and fitness apps, existing research mainly focuses on the process of
developing apps. For example, Hebden et al. (2012) describe the process of developing mobile
apps aimed at modifying key lifestyle behaviors associated with weight gain during young
adulthood. The other stream of studies investigates the effect of health and fitness apps on the
users’ behavior. McGillicuddy et al. (2013) find that the respondents feel that mHealth, a mobile
app, exactly offers them a chance to increase their self-efficacy and improve provider driven
medical management. Payne et al. (2015) make the conclusion that mobile apps is really a great
way for people to administer their interventions.
In summary, while gamification use in health and fitness apps is increasingly popular, no prior
research has conducted a systematic assessment of the effects of various gamification elements on
the success of mobile apps. This will be the main focus of this study.
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3. Data
Our dataset mainly comes from App Annie, an app market data and insights company in the United
States. More than 90 percent of the top 100 App publishers choose to use App Annie’s products
and services, and more than 600,000 apps use App Annie’s Analytics tools to track downloads,
revenue, rankings and user reviews/ratings. (Haberfeld 2018).
We focus on the health and fitness apps released on the Apple App Store in this study. In total,
there were 51,804 such apps at the beginning of 2017. Our sample of health and fitness apps is
determined by excluding mobile apps that are not in English and have received no user ratings at
all. We focus on English apps only because we employ text analytics techniques to identify the
gamification elements of an app. The latter constraint is to screen out the unpopular ones, because
the number of English apps under this category is still very large (31,235). In addition, many apps
have very few users, so we only consider the relatively more popular ones that are economically
meaningful. For this purpose, we filter out any apps that do not receive any ratings. Our final
sample contains 2,462 health and fitness apps, and 924 of them are paid apps, while the remaining
1,538 are free apps. 621 apps provide in-app purchases, while 1,841 apps do not.
A brief descriptive summary of health and fitness apps are presented in Table 1. More than half of
the apps are in the English language. Most health and fitness apps do not provide in-app purchases,
as the mean of InAppPurchase is only 0.08. In addition, only a small portion of apps receive ratings
from users.
Table 1 Descriptive Statistics of All Health and Fitness Apps as of January 2017
Variable
Obs
Mean
Std.Dev.
Min
Max
Price (USD)
51,804
0.66
5.78
0
699.99
Size (MB)
51,804
38.63
77.17
0
2,293.76
InAppPurchase
51,804
0.08
0.27
0
1
RatingNumberCurrentVersion 3,495
71.32
423.35
5
17,120
RatingCurrentVersion
3,495
3.59
1.19
1
5
RatingNumberAllVersions
6,562
708.38
8,950.83
5
497,146
RatingAllVersions
6,562
3.65
1.04
1
5
The main independent variable or main variable of interest is whether a specific gamification
element is employed or not in a health and fitness app at a certain time point. This information will
be extracted from the version update history of each app, which is publicly available on the App
Annie website. We develop a crawler program and download all the version updates of all apps in
our sample. When an app releases a version update, it also provides a summary of the main changes
introduced in the version update.
Following the behavioral and public health literature, we adopt the six core elements of
gamification used by health professionals. According to our manual coding for several apps in the
sample, we think the six core elements are reliable enough to be used as the measurement of
gamification. They are (1) leaderboards, (2) levels, (3) digital rewards (points, badges), (4) realworld prizes, (5) competitions and (6) social or peer pressure. For an app i at time t, we construct
six dummy variables, Leaderboardit, Levelit, DigitalRewardit, RealPrizeit, Competitionit, and
SocialPresssureit, for each of these six gamification elements, respectively. If an element is used
in an app, it is coded as 1. It not, it is coded as 0. Every time an app issues a version update, these
variables will be updated according to the latest changes of the app.
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To identify whether a gamification element is employed in an app or not, we plan to adopt two
different approaches. The first approach is to define a list of distinct keywords for each
gamification element and then perform a keyword searching and matching on all version update
histories. This approach is fast and easy to implement, but the disadvantage is that the accuracy
may not be perfect. The second approach is to involve human coders to read the version update
histories and manually identify the gamification elements introduced in each version update. This
approach is more accurate, but is likely to take more time and effort given the large sample size.
The dependent variables are daily downloads and the average ratings associated with different
versions of an app. The daily downloads data is not free and will be purchased from App Annie
for the year of 2017. Ratings and reviews data are publicly available on the App Annie website.

4. Hypotheses
The main research question we try to answer is whether the use of specific gamification elements
has a positive effect on the success of health and fitness apps. We measure app success in two
ways, number of app downloads and average rating of the app. We propose the following several
hypotheses for empirical testing.
H1a: The use of gamification elements in a health and fitness app is positively associated with
its number of app downloads.
To examine and quantify the specific effects of the six core gamification elements in the Data
section, H1a can be tested as six sub-hypotheses for each of the six core gamification elements.
H1b: The impacts of six gamification elements on app downloads are different between free
health and fitness apps and paid health and fitness apps.
The quality of paid apps should be on average much higher than that of free apps. To achieve this,
app developers are more likely to adopt gamification design when they develop paid apps. It is
also possible that free and paid health and fitness apps may employ different gamification elements,
as their developers have different goals or objectives.
H2a: The use of gamification elements in a health and fitness app is positively associated with
the average rating it receives from mobile users.
We argue that if a health and fitness app employs more gamification elements, users would be
more likely to give higher ratings for this app. Similarly as H1a, this hypothesis will also be tested
for each of the six core gamification elements.
H2b: The impacts of six gamification elements on app average rating are different between free
health and fitness apps and paid health and fitness apps.
Similarly as for app downloads, we also argue that the impacts of the six gamification elements on
app average rating are different between free and paid health and fitness apps. Given the price
nature of these two types of apps, app users may also have different expectations, which can
potentially affect their reviews and ratings.

5. Empirical Analysis
For H1a and H1b, we estimate the following panel regression model to test it:
𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝛿𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 × 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑𝑖 + 𝛾1 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑡
+𝛾2 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑖 + 𝛾3 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
 𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡 is the daily number of downloads for a health and fitness app.
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𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡 is a vector that describes the use of gamification elements by App i on
Day t. Each element of the vector is a dummy variable. If a gamification element is used
in the app, the corresponding element’s value is 1. If not, the value equals to 0.
 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑𝑖 is a dummy variable. If App i is a paid app, it equals to 1. If not, it equals to 0.
 𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑡 and 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑖 are vectors of day and app dummies (i.e., app and time fixed effects). All
time-invariant app characteristics such as free vs. paid app, app price, and whether in-app
purchase is offered or not, are accounted for by the app fixed effects.
 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑖𝑡 is a dummy variable to control for the effect of new updates on downloads. If
App i issues a version update on Day t, it equals to 1. If not, it equals to 0.
 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is a stochastic disturbance term.
For H2a and H2b, we estimate the following panel regression model to test it. Because user ratings
are not received on every day and can be sporadically posted for most apps (except the most
popular ones), we focus on an app-version panel data instead of an app-day panel data. We consider
all versions released for each app in 2017.
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑣 = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑣 + 𝛿𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑣 × 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑𝑖 + 𝛾1 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑣 + 𝛾2 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑖
+ 𝛾3 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣 + 𝜀𝑖𝑣
 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡 is the average rating of all reviews associated with Version v of App i.
 𝐺𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑣 is a vector that describes the use of gamification elements by App i in its
Version v. Each element of the vector is a dummy variable. If a gamification element is
used in the app, the corresponding element’s value is 1. If not, the value equals to 0.
 𝑃𝑎𝑖𝑑𝑖 is a dummy variable. If App i is a paid app, it equals to 1. If not, it equals to 0.
 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ𝑣 is the vector of month dummies indicating the calendar month in which App i
releases its Version v. This is to control for the common time shocks that affect all the app
updates in each specific month.
 𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑖 is the vector of app dummies to control for all time-invariant app characteristics.
 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑣 𝑖𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑠 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑎𝑝𝑝 ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑.

6. Expected Results
For H1a, the use of gamification elements in a health and fitness app is expected to be positively
correlated with app popularity. If the coefficient of a gamification element is significantly positive,
it suggests that use of this gamification element is positively correlated with the number of
downloads for the app. If the coefficient is significantly negative, it suggests that the specific
gamification element has a negative effect on the number of downloads. Otherwise, it suggests
gamification elements are not correlated with app downloads. Similarly, we can assess the effect
of gamification use on app ratings based on the coefficients for H2a.
In addition, for H1b and H2b, from our empirical results, we can also identify what elements are
most effective for making a free or paid health and fitness app more successful in terms of
downloads and average rating. These findings would provide important guidance to app developers
on how to create successful apps.
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The Impact of Market level and Country level Mechanism on Seller Intention
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Abstract
The cross-border e-commerce phenomena attract the sellers, small and medium enterprises to
provide the services by using the internet. So, the medium of the internet now a day brings a new
type of fraud for the sellers known as the chargeback fraud. Chargeback fraud is basically a
fraud done in a friendly manner, usually occurs when the buyers ask for the refund against the
items they have purchased online and at the end, buyers make the lame excuses for returning the
items to sellers. To address this issue the present study targeted the institutional factor in
enhancing the seller’s trust and reducing their perceived risk associated with the cross-border
e-commerce. This study targeted Daraz.pk via conducting a survey of 300 online registered
sellers. Daraz.pk is the main website that operates in Pakistan and offers cross-border
e-commerce services to rest of the Asian context countries.
Keywords: Chargeback, Fraud, Pakistan, Cross-border, Daraz.pk

1. Introduction
The present trend of third-party platform offers small and medium enterprises to operate
internationally through serving worldwide customers (Yoon and Occena 2015). These trends
help the sellers to avoid the intense competition in their home market and enable them to make
more profit. But, earning the high profit is not as easy in the third party platform as they also
offer a lot of risks associated with them. The past literature placed just buyers as the
disadvantaged group. So, this assumption may not hold true through the passage of time (Fang et
al. 2014). In present times the third party holds the policy for the buyers that they can get back
their money within 180 days if they found their arrived product is not like what they have seen
on the website. This policy gives rise to the buyer fraudulent incentive. Fraudulent incentive
means that the customer can make lame excuses at any time by saying that I am dispatching your
product as I didn’t like it and release their money through credit card policy (Fichman et al.
2012). As the result, the online seller will lose the product and money too in case if, the buyer
didn’t return back the product to the seller?
In addition to the refund, the seller is also liable to pay chargeback dues to credit card
companies and tolerates the risk of account dissolution on an online trading platform if the
chargeback claims are excessive or the customer leave negative comments on the platform.
Although, the chargeback fraud levies transaction risk on sellers, which further increases in
cross-border transactions, relatively little research effort have been devoted to the determinants
and consequences of trust and perceived risk from the sellers’ perspective (Khan 2015). This
research paper will adjust the gap through addressing the sellers’ perceived risk and trust
associated with the cross-border e-commerce (Sun 2010). The researchers develop a framework
based on the country level and market level institutional mechanism in identifying determinants
of sellers trust on buyers and perceived risk of chargeback fraud and how they further affect the
seller intention to trade.
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2. Literature Review
Researchers mentioned in their studies that e-commerce behavior depends on the level of trust
and perceived risk. Trust basically refers to the confidence of both parties that each will act with
the integrity (Gessen 2015). So, the buyer and seller will able to complete the online transaction
successfully. Previously, studies evidence the relationship between buyers trust on the seller by
assuming that seller in the trust relationship is more advantageous group than the buyer party
(Chiu et al. 2012). With an increase in the third party platform known as (the institutional
mechanism) for cross-border e-commerce, it highlighted the need to study the seller trust
perspective through the effectiveness of institutional mechanism (Gefen and Pavlou 2012).
Perceived risk in the literature mentioned as the faith of the buyer and seller that any loss will
take place due to the devious behavior of the member of the party (Koh et al. 2012). Literature
highlighted this risk more associated with the buyers’ side in the online buying system by
arguing that any incomplete detail about the seller can lead to the loss of the transaction. Recent
evidence from the previous studies highlighted the need for studying seller’s perspective of
perceived risk in today new era of technology where buyer turn more clever and smart as they
are making chargeback fraud nowadays (Qureshi et al. 2016).
Recent studies from the literature measured the role of institutional based trust and perceived risk
from the buyer perspective but today the institutional based (third party platform) is more
valuable from the seller perspective too. So, the gap of ignorance toward the role of third-party
platform (institutional based) in predicting seller’s perceived risk and trust also been mentioned
by the various researchers (Gessener 2015). This present study will work on the gap by adding
the country level and market level mechanism from the seller perspective that how these factors
affect the seller trust and perceived risk for tailoring their intention to operate in the online aspect
(Gomez et al. 2014). The reason for adding the country level and market level mechanism is that
recently Pakistan has entered into the phase of 4G services which give rise to online trading over
the cross-border e-commerce but Pakistani market and country context has not been explored
that how Pakistani market trends and country context do affect the trust and perceived risk factor
for shaping the intentions of seller to operate with the third party platform.
This study actually combines the trust from the sociological perspective with the signaling theory.
By utilizing these theories the study argue about the seller trust on the buyer as the buyer has
access to so many websites. So, sellers need to build a trust in the buyer community means one
too many which need special intention. Secondly, we extend the concept of perceived risk but
from the seller perspective, that seller needs to understand the fact that loss might occur due to
the buyer chargeback fraud. (See model 1 for detail).
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Fig.1 Model 1
3. Research Methodology
This study targeted the online sellers registered on the Daraz.pk website. The data was collected
through 300 sellers through convenient sampling. The respondents were asked to fill the
self-administered questionnaire adopted from previous studies (Guo et al. 2017). The reliability
and validity of the questionnaire measured through the average variance extracted, composite
reliability and cross-loadings (Hair et al. 2014; Batool et al. 2017). Details are presented in Table
1 and Table 2.

4. Data Analysis
The present study utilized the PLS in assessing the fitness of the model and proposed hypothesis
through structural equation technique. The reason for using the PLS is that it allow the
researchers to run the model even with the small number of sample size and one can generalize
the findings through bootstrapping technique (Hair and Ringle 2014).
4.1 Hypothesis Testing
The researchers break the model into two sub-models (Fig2 and Fig3) in order to better access
the proposed hypothesis. The proposed hypothesis was assessed through path analysis. Table 3
and Fig.2 is presenting the detail. The R2 value of the model without seller trust in buyers and
perceived risk of chargeback fraud predict 0.44% variance in the seller intended to operate in
online business. This means that seller intention to operate an online business can be predicted
up to 44 percent through the market level and country level mechanism. A close look towards the
market level and institutional level construct shows that market level mechanism (Perceived
effectiveness of feedback mechanism b=0.275, p/0.01; Perceived effectiveness of seller
protection b=0.324, p/0.01) are more important to sellers registered on Daraz.pk than the country
level mechanism (Cross border delivery b=0.189, p/0.01). As the result also depicted that both
the country level and market level institutional mechanism has a positive impact on seller
intention to operate in online business. Among market level mechanism the sellers on Daraz.pk
perceived seller protection as a most important factor that can affect their intention toward
operating in the online business.
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Fig. 2 Direct relationship

4.2 Role of Seller Trust and Chargeback Fraud on Seller Intention to Trade
The role of the proposed variable (Seller trust in buyers and perceived risk of chargeback fraud)
was assessed through Fig.2 in order to better perform the mediation analysis. In PLS the
mediation analysis requires the direct and indirect effect of the variables. The direct effects mean
that how much variance does the independent variables are explaining in the dependent variable
without adding the mediator (Seller trust in buyers and perceived risk of fraud). The indirect
effect means how much variance just mediators explain in the dependent variable. After that,
both values will accessible for the comparison in order to draw the results on the existence of
mediation between the independent and dependent variables.Fig.3 and Table 4 are presenting the
detail.
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Fig. 3 Indirect effects

4.3 Mediation Analysis
Hair et al. (2014) mentioned that for assessing the mediation analysis the indirect effect should
have more powerful influence over the dependent variable. As shown in fig 3 and Table 4 the
indirect path analysis has stronger beta coefficient value (b=0.345, p=0.01) and with adding the
mediator the variance explained raise from 44 percent to 57 percent. So, this study concludes that
higher the seller trust on the buyer the seller has more intention to trade. Similarly, for the
perceived risk of chargeback fraud the negative beta value (b= -0.435) indicate that it has a
negative relationship with the seller intention to trade. This study concluded that the lower the
risk of chargeback fraud the higher will be the seller intention to trade.

5. Discussion
This study extends the model of (Guo et al. 2017). The results found that the model can be
utilized in order to target the chargeback fraud issue and to increase the seller intended to operate
in the online mechanism. The opinions from the Pakistani online registered sellers reflect their
thoughts that in order to improve the seller’s trust on buyers there is need to work on both the
marketing and country level mechanism and these results are very close to the findings of the
previous study (Fang et al. 2014). The research was design to bring the evidence from the sellers’
perspective that how trust and perceived risk work for them in case of cross-border e-commerce.
The findings are similar to the previous study of (Gefen et al. 2003) that sellers’ protection will
increase the sellers’ trust on buyers and will reduce the risk of chargeback fraud. This study
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completes the cycle of e-commerce cross-border phenomena by bringing the sellers’ perspective
with regard to trust and perceived risk of chargeback fraud.
This research expects that the feedback mechanism does have a stronger effect in increasing
sellers trust on buyers but the results demonstrated that although, it has a positive effect but not
as much as the perceived seller protection can play in the cross-border e-commerce. The reason
might be due to the fact the third party platform (Daraz.pk) is just utilizing the detail of
registered buyers in order to improve the display of their website rather than improving the
seller-buyer relationship. The reason could be that the recorded buyers’ behavior is not in the
control of sellers (Chiu et al. 2012).
But feedback mechanism proves as an effective measure of seller trust in buyers and for
increasing seller intention to trade (Ballenger et al. 2008). This study found the reason behind
experiencing the chargeback fraud by the registered seller on Daraz.pk. The results showed that
the Daraz.pk is not having an appropriate record of buyers’ purchase as well as the detail of
registered buyer is not accessible to registered sellers. Secondly, they don’t have seller protection
policy that is creating a chance for chargeback fraud. By addressing these concerns the Daraz.pk
can improve their platform for the online sellers. The study also noted that the sellers registered
on the Daraz.pk, don’t believe on effective logistics service across the border as much as they
should be. As literature suggests that improve logistic services between cross-border parties can
lead toward the improvement of the cross-border mechanism (Gefen 2004; 2012).
This study will recommend the implementation of fingerprint biometric system for the buyers in
order to avoid the unauthorized claim in the e-commerce. Like in China all the e-commerce
websites have been connected to the Wechat software where all the personal and bank detail are
linked to WeChat app. So, during online shopping, the WeChat automatically connects with the
third party platform in order to smooth the transaction. For logistic services provider and for
sellers it is essential for them to have an account on Wechat that will update the recent location
of customer item. So, all these three parties become secure. The future researchers should work
on some software like Wechat in China in order to bridge the gap between the equal rights of
buyers and sellers. The researchers can extend this framework by adding risk propensity, buyer
verification, and product type in order to further improve the seller perspective.
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Abstract
Nowadays, almost all major ecommerce platforms have both platform-owned and third-party
stores. For platform managers, it is critical to understand the interplay between platform-owned
and third-party stores for operation purposes, whereas research on this issue remains nascent.
This study seeks to understand how the entry of platform-owned stores affect the sales of thirdparty stores. We find that, with the entry of platform-owned stores, the sales of competing thirdparty stores decrease. This finding suggests that the positive attention spillover effect documented
in the literature is not enough to compensate the competition effect in the ecommerce context. In
addition, we find that larger third-party stores suffer more from the entry of platform-owned stores,
potentially due to the fact that their reputation premium diminishes with the entry of platform
stores. Finally, third-party stores with more mobile customers and more discounted sales lose
more sales, likely because these customers are more likely to be aware of platform stores. Our
findings have implications to both the platform and third-party sellers.
Keywords: Platform Entry, Competition, Spillover, Reputation, Searching
1. Introduction
Nowadays, almost all major ecommerce platforms (e.g., Amazon.com, JD.com and
Taobao.com) have both platform-owned and third-party stores, though initially they might not
support both. For example, there were no third-party stores on Amazon until it launched the
marketplace in 2000. On the other hand, Taobao.com which mainly serves as a marketplace for
third-party stores since its birth, opened its own store (i.e., good.tmall.com) in 2017. The advantage
of having both types of stores is that the platform can meet the needs of different customers.
Specifically, customers who are sensitive to the reputation of stores may purchase from platformowned stores, whereas customers who are sensitive to price or interested in niche products not
offered by platforms-owned stores may purchase from third-party stores. However, the downside
of having both types of stores is that platform-stores may directly compete with third-party stores,
which may crowd out third-party stores from the platform and hence drive away customers.
For platform managers, it is critical to understand the interplay between platform-owned and
third-party stores for operation purposes, whereas research on this issue remains nascent. In an
analytic model, Chen and Guo (2016) show that a platform tends to embrace third-party sellers
when the advertising cost is low enough, resting on the assumption that the platform possesses
both value advantage (due to reputation) and information advantage (due to brand awareness) over
third-party sellers. In an empirical study, Zhu and Liu (2016) find that Amazon is more likely to
target successful complementors than poor performing complementors. In other words, Amazon
focuses more on appropriating value from the innovations of third-party stores, rather than
improving the overall quality of goods on the platform. In addition to these studies on ecommerce
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platforms, there are a few related studies on App stores. Li and Agarwal (2017) find that
Facebook’s integration of Instagram has a positive spillover effect on big third-party apps, though
the effect is negative for small third-party apps. Using a natural experiment, Foerderer et al. (2016)
also demonstrate that third-party apps may benefit from the entry of platform-developed apps due
to a positive attention spillover effect. However, these findings may not generalize to ecommerce
platforms as, unlike mobile apps, the products are often not free and it is rare for a customer to buy
multiple similar products.
To our best knowledge, there is no research on how the entry of platform-owned stores affect
the sales of third-party stores in the literature yet. One likely reason is that such a study requires
detailed sales data of both platform-owned and third-party stores, which are oftentimes not
available to researchers. This paper aims at filling in this gap, using a proprietary dataset from a
large ecommerce platform in China. We find that, with the entry of platform-owned stores, the
sales of third-party stores under the same categories with the platform-owned stores decrease, more
so for larger third-party stores. In addition, third-party stores with more mobile users and more
discounted sales lose more sales. These findings have implications to both the platform and thirdparty sellers.
2. Identification Strategy
One major challenge with the identification of platform entry effect is that we cannot observe
the counterfactual, namely the potential sales of impacted third-parted stores, had the platform not
opened its own stores. However, one nice thing with our research platform is that it only had thirdparty stores in the beginning but then opened its own stores gradually since August 2016. This
quasi-natural experiment setting allows us to assess the impact of platform entry on third-party
stores using a Difference-In-Difference design. Specifically, upon the entry of each platformowned store, we regard extant third-party stores which are selling products in the same category
and located in the same city as the platform store as the treatment group. On the other hand, other
stores in the same city but selling products in other categories are considered as the control group,
as they are less likely to be affected by the entry. The reason we restrict our analysis to stores in
the same city is that stores on the focal platform mainly serve local customers and may not deliver
nationwide. In the end, we obtain 82 treated stores and 194 control stores. We extract orders from
all these stores from Feb 25, 2016 through Nov 30, 2017.
The main regression model for our DID analysis is as follows
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 ∗ 𝐷𝑖𝑡 + 𝛼2 ∗ 𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛿𝑖 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖𝑡 ,

(1)

where 𝑦𝑖𝑡 represents store i’s sales performance in month t, measured by the number of orders and
the number of unique customers in that month. 𝐷𝑖𝑡 is a dummy variable which equals to 1 if a
platform store is opened in month t and store i belongs to the treatment group of that platform store.
𝑋𝑖𝑡 represent time-varying control variables such as how long store i has been opened and whether
store i has promotion activity in month t. 𝛿𝑖 and 𝜃𝑡 denote store and month level fixed effects,
respectively. In addition to this main model, we also consider a number of additional models with
various interactions to investigate the characteristics of stores that may moderate the treatment
effect of platform entry.
3. Empirical Results
Table 1 summarizes the main effect of platform entry on treatment stores, namely stores under
the same category with the platform stores. It can be seen that the number of orders and the number
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of unique customers both decrease for third-party stores facing competition from the platformowned stores, in contrast to previous studies (Foerderer et al. 2016; Li and Agarwal 2017)
documenting a positive spillover effect of platform entry in the context of mobile apps. A plausible
reason is that users often download multiple similar mobile apps as they are often free, whereas
customers rarely purchase similar products from different stores at the same time. This finding
suggests that the attention spillover effect is not enough to compensate the competition effect in
the ecommerce context.
Table 1. Main Analysis
𝐷𝑖𝑡
Coupon
Store Age
Store Fixed effects
Month Fixed effects
Constant
R-squared
Number of stores

#orders
-0.491**
(0.240)
1.546***
(0.268)
0.103
(0.148)
no
yes
2.316***
(0.291)
0.0763
276

#orders
-0.593**
(0.281)
1.495***
(0.184)
-0.00205
(0.207)
yes
yes
2.076***
(0.378)
0.105
276

#customers
-0.217*
(0.114)
1.302***
(0.157)
-0.164**
(0.0745)
no
yes
0.746***
(0.179)
0.0656
276

#customers
-0.746***
(0.262)
1.285***
(0.162)
-0.0200
(0.168)
yes
yes
6.719***
(0.718)
0.041
276

Significance code: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Clustered standard errors are reported in parentheses. Dependent
variables are transformed to the log scale.

Table 2. Moderating Effects of Store Size, Mobile Order Ratio, and Coupon Order Ratio
𝐷𝑖𝑡
𝐷𝑖𝑡 * cum _orders

#orders
-0.0972
(0.228)
-0.984**
(0.468)

Store size
#customers
-0.0357
(0.233)
-1.334***
(0.429)

𝐷𝑖𝑡 * cum_mobile_ratio

#orders
0.815*
(0.475)

Mobile ratio
#customers
0.417
(0.403)

-1.724***
(0.625)

Store Age
Other controls
Store Fixed effects
Month Fixed effects
Constant
R-squared
Number of stores

1.434***
(0.184)
-0.170
(0.190)
yes
yes
yes
1.918***
(0.392)
0.138
276

1.233***
(0.161)
-0.176
(0.148)
yes
yes
yes
0.499**
(0.198)
0.159
276

1.277***
(0.201)
-0.825*
(0.426)
yes
yes
yes
1.383***
(0.531)
0.140
249

Coupon ratio
#customers
-0.487
(0.360)

-1.469***
(0.562)

𝐷𝑖𝑡 * cum_coupon_ratio
Coupon

#orders
-0.332
(0.416)

1.048***
(0.178)
-0.800**
(0.348)
yes
yes
yes
1.217***
(0.430)
0.142
249

-4.073***
(0.933)
1.186***
(0.198)
-0.931**
(0.397)
yes
yes
yes
2.500***
(0.467)
0.164
249

-4.541***
(0.967)
0.963***
(0.177)
-0.863***
(0.320)
yes
yes
yes
1.870***
(0.274)
0.179
249

Note: Clustered standard errors are reported in parentheses. Dependent variables are transformed to the log scale.

Table 2 shows the moderating effects of different store characteristics on the treatment effect.
The results on store size suggest that larger third-party stores, in terms of the number of cumulative
orders and the number of products (results on the latter are omitted), suffer more from the entry of
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platform stores. One possible explanation is that the reputation premium (Chen and Guo 2016) of
larger third-party stores diminishes with the entry of platform stores.
In addition, the interaction with the cumulative ratio of mobile orders suggests that third-party
stores with more mobile orders are more likely to lose sales to platform stores. There are two
potential explanations. One explanation is that mobile users are more likely to be aware of platform
stores because platform stores tend to have stronger presence on mobile devices. Another
explanation is that mobile customers are more sensitive to reputation of stores due to higher search
cost (Ghose et al. 2012). As a result, mobile customers are more likely to purchase from platform
stores.
Our last finding is that the negative effect of platform entry is stronger for third-party stores
with larger percentage of sales resulting from coupons. Given that customers using coupons are
more likely to be price sensitive customers, this finding is a bit surprising as platform stores are
often not as active in price competition as third-party stores. One way to explain this finding is that
deal hunters are more active in searching and hence are more likely to be aware of platform stores.
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The Impact of Second-Channel Product Availability Preannouncement: A Study of Movie
Industry
XUEYAN YIN,PEIYU CHEN,ZHAN SHI
Arizona State University
Companies make preannouncement of new products as a signal to the market. It has been
found that such strategy affects consumer expectation and can change consumers’ purchase
decisions (Farquhar and Pratkanis, 1987; Yu, Allon and Bassamboo, 2017). For example, Farquhar
and Pratkanis (1987) found that consumers may delay their existing purchases when there is a
preannouncement of a new product. At the same time, preannouncement can be risky too if the
introduction of the new product doesn’t materialize or is delayed. In addition to preannouncing
new products, companies may preannounce the availability of an existing product on a different
channel, e.g., the preannouncement of DVD for a movie, which is also believed to play a role in
consumer's decision-making process. For example, imagine a situation that you and your family
are in a theater and discuss which movie you want to watch. Your candidates are two movies, both
of which have been in theater for a month. There is the announced official home video release date
for one movie, but no such information about the other. Ceteris paribus, you and your family will
choose the movie without home video release preannouncement as you know when you can get
the home video and watch the other at home.
DVD release timing preannouncement can alter consumers’ evaluation of the waiting cost.
Preannouncement and shorter waiting time could increase the cannibalization for theatrical
consumption from the home video market. On the contrary, early preannouncement timing could
generate the awareness effect that expands the theatrical revenue to the audiences who are not
aware of the movies before. There is a trade-off between cannibalization effect and awareness
effect. The aggregate effect is not clear. Our paper aims to answer the following question: Does
the preannouncement of home video release date help or hurt the motion pictures’ box office
revenue and the home video sales? Does such preannouncement increase or decrease the pirated
versions consumption? What is the impact of such preannouncement on WOM?
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As movies are distributed sequentially in different channels that exhibit descending
revenue per viewer (Quelch et al 1990), movies are released in the theater first and then move to
the home video market. Since 1997, studios have been making preannouncements about the home
video release date. Twenty-years later, the insiders of the industry still questioned about whether
they blindly follow the tradition as studies of the real impact of such preannouncements and the
timing of such preannouncement are limited. On the one hand, Nat Berman, the founder of a media
critiques website, wrote on his web blogs and asked the studios if consumers cared about the DVD
release preannouncement. John Fithian, the president of the national theater owners’ association,
believed making home video release preannouncement is a “trick” played by the DVD retailers.
The preannouncement of home video release time causes a negative impact on the theatrical
performance. Therefore, the theater owners believe a release date far away from the theatrical
release date may seem more ideal. On the other hand, Hendricks found out that the release of a
given artist’s second album could boost the sales of their first album because of an awareness effect
(Hendricks and Sorensen, 2009). Such awareness effect might apply to the movie industry as well
and potentially lead to a positive increase in box office revenue without cannibalizing the home
video market revenue. Preannouncements of a home video release could attract the attentions of
potential consumers who were not aware of the in-theater availability of this movie.
But there is no direct empirical evidence to support the stories for both sides. It is unclear
what the effect of such preannouncement on movies' sales is. Movie studios want to maximize the
movies’ legitimate sales and minimize the impact of piracy. It is widely believed that piracy can
significantly hurt both box office sales and home video sales (Bounie et al. 2006, Ma et al.2014).
The industry has been fought against pirated version distributions for years and is desperate to find
a solution for attracting people from consuming pirated versions to the legitimate channels.
Potentially, making preannouncements of home video release time might attract customers who
consume pirated versions by informing these consumers the exact time they can enjoy the movie
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at home. The timing of the preannouncement and the waiting time after the preannouncement can
both be manipulated by the studios to influence the audiences’ estimations of the waiting costs.
We model consumers’ utility of consuming movies through a choice model (Figure 1). A
representative movie consumer could decide how she will watch a movie at time t. At time t1,
when the movie just gets released in the theater, she can choose to either watch the movie in the
theater or wait for an unknown period and then make the decision. Several weeks later at time t2,
the studios announced the exact date of home video release, she has three options, she can choose
to watch it in theater if this movie is still on show, watch the good quality pirated version (not the
camera version released at the beginning of the in-theater release) or wait for a known period till
the home video version released. At time t3, when the home video gets released, she can choose
either to watch the home video version or watch the high quality pirated version.
This choice model illustrated that the announcement window, which is defined as the time between
the movie gets released in theater and the preannouncement date, and announcement gap, which
represents the time between the preannouncement date and the actual home video release date,
could facilitate consumers deciding when and how to consume a movie. Consumers can estimate
their waiting-time and waiting-costs after the release date is announced. Home video version costs
less than a movie ticket and can be consumed multiple times. If the announcement window is short,
consumers with low discounted factors will choose home video market. However, if the
announcement gap is too long, consumers who choose between watching the movies in the theater
and home videos will watch the movie in the theater. In addition, the preannouncement of home
video release can produce an awareness effect. If these consumers have a high discount factor,
they will choose to consume this movie in the theater, which leads to a higher box office revenue.
If the announcement date happens in the late on show time, consumers who haven't go to the
theater to see it are possibly indifferent to both channels. When they know the release date, they
may prefer home video market. Shorter announcement gap means consumers will wait shorter time
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for home video version after the preannouncement date and could lead those consumers to the
home video market. Some consumers choose to consume pirated versions is due to the lack of
movie availability in legitimate channels. With the preannouncement, ethical consumers know
when they can expect the movie in a legitimate channel and wait to consume in the legitimate
channel, which could decrease the pirated version consumption. The awareness effect because of
the preannouncements could lead to more viewership and more reviews. In the meantime, more
reviewers post reviews online will decrease the overall ratings. Based on the discussion above, we
propose our research model in figure 2. Home video preannouncement is our variable of interest.
We are interested in seeing whether the home video gets preannounced or not will impact the box
office revenue, DVD revenue, piracy consumption and WOM performance. Announcement
window and announcement gap are proposed to moderate these relationships. In this paper, we
collect the movies that are English-speaking and produced in the USA from 2009 to June of 2016.
The unit of analysis is per movie per week. We implemented a panel structure fixed effect model.
The dependent variables are weekly sales of the movie, whether the movie is on piracy rank this
week or not, the number of reviews posted this week and the average rating of this week. Based
on the median of the announcement window and announcement gap, we split the announcement
window using 9 weeks and announcement gap using 8 weeks.

Figure 1. The choice model for a representative viewer
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Figure 2. Research Framework

The panel model shows that preannouncement of the home video release has a strong
negative effect of weekly box office revenue. Shorter announcement window notably negative
influenced the weekly box office revenue. The coefficient of shorter announcement window is
higher than the coefficient of preannouncement decision, which supports that shorter
announcement window could amplify the negative effects. The effects of longer announcement
gap are not significant regardless of the longer and shorter the announcement window is.
Surprisingly, the preannouncement of home video release has no impact on DVD sales at all no
matter what the announcement window and announcement gap is. This is probably because
tremendous of consumers have switched to the online streaming and fewer consumers still
purchase DVDs. The second explanation is the preannouncement effect could be a temporary
effect that the influence only lasts for several weeks. Since DVD release is much later than the
preannouncement, the preannouncement effect won’t be salient on DVD sales. In addition,
preannouncements of home video release date can increase the pirated copies consumption. There
are two possible explanations for this result. First, the people consuming pirated versions stick to
pirated copies of the movie. No matter what the studios do, they can always find the pirated copies
to consume. As online streaming becomes more and more popular, the distribution of pirated
copies becomes easier. Furthermore, people become more and more inpatient nowadays. The
preannouncement of the home video release date acts as a signal of long waiting time no matter
what the announcement gap is. Therefore, once the consumers see the preannouncement, they form
a sense of high waiting costs and then switch to pirated copies. There are no significant effects in
the volume and valence of the reviews.
We collected data from the movie industry to present a study about the impact of the
preannouncements on the availability of second channels product. During this study, we examine
the impact of the preannouncements decision on box office revenue, DVD sales, pirated version
consumptions and WOM. We found out that preannouncements of the home video availability
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date have a negative effect on the box office revenue and increase the pirated copies consumption.
Surprisingly, no effect is found out towards the DVD revenue and the WOM performance.
Our work relates to two main streams of literature: the piracy literature and the
preannouncement effect literature. We believe our study enriches the piracy literature by
examining the announcement effect on movies’ revenue and considering manipulating legitimate
channels to reduce the pirated consumptions. In addition, our work fills the gap in the
preannouncement effects literature by examining the preannouncements effect for the availability
of second channel products in a sequential distribution setting. The preannouncement of the
availability of second channels doesn’t necessarily help the sales of second channel products but
hurt the revenue of first channel products. For practical implications, the strategy that making
preannouncements about the home video release date has been used for almost 20 years. Our work
acts as a ring bell to ask the industry to re-evaluate the preannouncement strategy.
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Abstract
Shopping online has skyrocketed over the years and its total revenue reached $119 billion in
2017 (U.S. Census 2018). As online shopping increases, so does purchase on mobile. Among
customers surveyed by UPS (2016), one in four customers has made purchases more often on
their mobile devices. Mobile commerce provides great new opportunities for retailers’ business
growth. In today’s mobile commerce, mobile web and mobile app are the leading two types of
mobile channels for retailers to engage with customers.
Mobile web is a website accessed via a mobile browser on smartphones and tablets. Different
from desktop websites, a mobile website is designed for smaller handheld display and
touch-screen interface, and a mobile-friendly website should be able to adjust its content and
display according to the size of the browser viewing it. The mobile app, however, is another
channel that can be useful for retailers. A (native) mobile app is a software application that is
specifically designed for smartphones and tablets; it can be downloaded from app stores and
installed on mobile devices to run. There have been discussions and debates in the industry about
whether a retailer should invest in either mobile web or mobile app, or both (e.g., eMarketer
2015, Fishkin 2015, Kapur 2016).
On the one hand, mobile websites provide a broader customer reach for retailers. Customers can
easily access a website through a browser without downloading anything. Besides, the
development and maintenance of mobile websites are relatively easier and cheaper. Retailers
could instantly update information in the websites, which is independent of operating systems.
Therefore, mobile website, especially mobile-friendly website, could provide customers with a
simple and convenient shopping experience. On the other hand, mobile apps enable retailers to
integrate all kinds of functionalities (e.g., photo taking via camera, push notifications) that may
not be viable in a mobile web. Besides, some certain functions are available for use even without
Internet access. All these factors may contribute to greater customer engagement and higher
conversion rates (Criteo 2017). In addition, the user data of mobile apps are available for
retailers to generate future marketing and sales strategies. To maximize reach and revenue, a
retailer thus should allocate their resources properly between the mobile app and mobile web,
given that developing and maintaining either a mobile web or a mobile app involves substantial
costs.
An important research question to ask is, how do mobile web and mobile app interact with each
other, or does mobile web complement or substitute mobile app for retailers? The answer to this
question would provide implications for how retailers should manage the mobile web and mobile
app channels together. Despite the importance of this issue in the evolving mobile commerce, no
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prior study has empirically examined the interrelationship between the mobile app and mobile
web channels for retailers.
To investigate the relationship between mobile web and mobile app channels, we investigate
how a change to one channel affects itself (if applicable) and the other channel. We primarily
focus on three types of events. The first event is when a retailer website becomes mobile friendly
(or optimized for mobile). We study how it affects its own website traffic coming from mobile
devices (Model 1) and how it affects the number of downloads for the same retailer’s mobile app
if there is one at the time of the event (Model 2). The second event is when a retailer launches a
new mobile app. We study how it affects the traffic to the same retailer’s mobile website (Model
3). To address potential endogeneity concerns, we further utilize an exogenous event, Google’s
use of the mobile friendliness as a ranking signal in its search algorithm, to evaluate how such an
event affects mobile app downloads and how the effect varies between mobile-friendly retailers
and non-mobile-friendly retailers, thereby inferring whether mobile web complements or
substitutes mobile app for retailers (Model 4).
We acquire our datasets for this study from multiple sources. The mobile web/app traffic data (at
monthly/website or monthly/app level) starting from July 2014 to June 2017 are purchased from
comScore Inc. It includes traffic measures such as the number of total visits, number of unique
visitors, and number of page views. All the firms within the retail category in comScore Mobile
Metrix are included in our initial sample. For each retailer in the sample, we select the most
representative shopping website and its corresponding mobile app. As the official website URLs
and mobile app names are provided for all retailers in comScore database, we rely on the website
URLs to obtain the exact website optimization date on CompetitorScreenshots.com, which is the
date when the website is optimized for users on mobile devices. We use the mobile app names to
identify the app release date, and updates or version history on the AppleAnnie.com.
In sum, this paper aims to examine the relationship between mobile web and mobile app
channels for retailers and attempts to infer a causal relationship through a natural experiment.
We utilize three events to access how a change to one channel affects itself (if applicable) and
the other channel: mobile web friendliness, mobile app release, and Google’s use of mobile
friendliness as a ranking signal in its mobile search algorithm. The findings of this research
would provide important managerial implications for retailers on how to better leverage the
growing mobile channels.
Keywords: Mobile web & app, Retail, Mobile friendliness, Complementarity, Substitution
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Abstract
Many physicians believe that small gift giving is harmless, and such gifts are common in medical
practice. Therefore, the impact of small-value gifts given by patients on subsequent service
quality for the gift giver represents an important research question. However, very few empirical
studies have addressed this question. A major challenge to such research is the barrier to
obtaining objective gift-giving and service quality data. We employed a secondary econometric
analysis using transaction data obtained from an e-Consultation Website (haodf.com). A total of
2144 patient-physician pairs were included in the analysis, ranging from January 2015 to
December 2015. The disease type involved was infertility. We compared service quality one
month before and one month after the gift-giving event. The results indicate that giving a gift to
the physician significantly decreased subsequent response wait time and increased subsequent
response length. Therefore, there is a positive link between gift-giving events and service quality
improvement.
Keywords: gift-giving; social exchange theory; e-Consultation; paired-sample t-test; medical
ethics

1. Introduction
Gifts from patients to medical staff are a widespread and common feature of hospital life. Giving
informal payments to physicians to secure services is deeply rooted in the social and cultural
customs of many Asian and Eastern European countries (Chiu et al. 2007). An important and
long lasting question is whether a small-value gift (usually below $5) will have an impact on
subsequent service quality (Katz et al. 2010). However, very few empirical studies have
addressed this important research question. A major challenge is the barrier to obtaining
objective gift-giving and service quality data. Virtual gifts on e-Consultation websites provide a
good opportunity to address this important research question.

2. Theoretical Foundation and Research Hypothesis
Gift exchanges underlie the human tendency to engage in networks of obligation (Gouldner
1960). When the physician is given a gift of any value, it imposes on the recipient a sense of
indebtedness. The obligation to reciprocate will influence the physician’s behavior no matter
whether the physician is conscious of this obligation or not. The social rule of reciprocity
imposes on the physician an obligation to repay favors, gifts, invitations, and others (in kind, if
possible) (Cialdini 1993; Lévi-Strauss 1969). For example, when someone does us a favor, we
are expected to return the favor at some subsequent point. Since it impossible for the physician to
give a virtual gift to the patient online, the most feasible way to repay the patient is by increasing
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service quality (e.g., a quicker and more detailed response). Therefore, we have proposed the
following hypothesis:
H1: Giving small-value gifts to physicians has a positive impact on subsequent service quality
for the gift giver.

3. Methods
We collected data from Good Doctor (haodf.com) to test the research hypothesis proposed in the
previous section. Service quality was measured by response time (days) and response length
(word counts). Shorter response times and longer responses were interpreted as indicators of
higher service quality. A time interval from one month before to one month after the gift-giving
event was used to calculate service quality. That is, the average response time and response
length for one month before the gift-giving event was used as a measure of pre-gift quality.
Similarly, the average response time and response length over one month after the gift-giving
event was used as the measure of post-service quality. If the thread contained more than one
gift-giving behavior, only the first gift-giving event was included in the analysis. Service quality
improvement was measured by the difference between the two assessments.

4. Results
The results of a paired-sample t-test on response times indicate giving a gift to the physician
significantly decreased response time (t =23.652, p < 0.001). The average response time was
6.413 days before the gift-giving event. However, the average response time was 4.190 days
after the gift-giving event. The results of a paired-sample t-test on response lengths indicate
giving a gift to the physician significantly increased response length (t =-11.780, p < 0.001). The
average response length was 12.518 words per message before the gift-giving event. However,
the average response length was 15.847 words per message after the gift-giving event.

5. Conclusions
Our findings suggest that when the physician is given a gift of any value, it imposes on the
recipient a sense of indebtedness. The social rule of reciprocity imposes on the physician an
obligation to repay. Furthermore, such feelings of obligation are not related to the value of the
gift. We empirically demonstrate that even a small-value gift from a patient could have a
significant impact on subsequent service quality for the gift giver.
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Extended Abstract
In recent years, many borrowers get loans from crowdfunding websites. In such a website, a
borrower creates a loan request (known as a “listing”) that contains information about the
borrower, the loan amount and the acceptable interest rate. Lenders will browse requests and
select which one to invest in with a specified amount and a required interest rate. Despite the
prosperity of crowdfunding, not every loan request would be fulfilled. Therefore, it is important
for borrowers to understand factors affecting funding success. Crowdfunding borrowers usually
provide as much information as they could to increase their perceived trustworthiness (Agrawal
et al. 2014). In addition to hard financial information (e.g. credit score), they may also provide
soft information (e.g. from their uploaded images) to help potential lenders to assess their quality.
While the role of the hard information is obvious, it is not clear the power of images in funding
success. In recent years, a few studies have analyzed the influence of appearance features (e.g.,
attractiveness) of human images on funding decisions. Despite of their contribution, they focus
on the role of facial features in human images on funding success. Relatively little is known
about whether and how inclusion of images can influence funding success.
The goal of this study is to analyze the role of images on funding success based on social
presence theory. Social presence is defined as “the extent to which a medium allows a user to
experience others as being psychologically present” (Fulk et al. 1987). For example, face-to-face
meeting which conveys the personal cues has higher social presence while e-mail tends to be a
leaner media since it contains less non-verbal cues. In the crowdfunding website, there is a lack
of face-to-face interaction. But borrowers could upload images to provide social cues about
themselves. Some images present human while others display nonperson contextual background.
The level of social presence would vary with the different levels of human conditions (Cyr et al.
2009). Social presence theory suggests that inclusion of images in online environment, especially
images with a higher human condition, can lead to a higher level of social presence and result in
a higher degree of trust (Cyr et al. 2009). Thus, we intend to empirically investigate whether
lenders consider social presence (e.g., human condition in images) in funding decisions and if so,
whether they could appropriately interpret the information contained in images.
In order to perform our analysis, we use a dataset of loan requests on Prosper.com, one of the
largest crowdfunding sites in the US. The main dependent variable is the funding outcome that
measures whether a loan request is successfully funded. We measure four dimensions of social
presence in images of a listing. The first one is whether the images include any human.
Conditional on human images, the second dimension of social presence is whether any group is
in the images. The third dimension shows whether the group is mixed gender. The last dimension
indicates whether any kid is in the images with mixed gender. Following prior studies that use
data from Prosper.com (Michels, 2012; Lin and Viswanathan 2015), we use three groups of
control variables: hard information, auction information, and social and personal information.
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We develop various models to estimate the impact of four dimensions of social presence in
images investors’ funding decisions – on both funding success and interest rates. Moreover, we
explore whether such funding decisions are economically justified. We therefore develop models
to examine how expected internal rates of returns of loans are related to social presences with all
four previous specifications. We also conduct robustness tests. The results are qualitatively
consistent.
The findings of this study have implications to both borrowers and lenders in online credit
market. It can help borrowers to understand how to improve the likelihood of funding success,
and provide insights for lenders to better interpret the quality of borrowers. Results from the
study show that social presences indeed affect lenders’ funding decisions and lenders could
interpret some dimensions of social presence correctly. Lenders are more likely to fund loan
requests containing such information asking for appropriate interest rate. The loan outcome
justifies their decisions because lenders receive positive expected internal rates of returns.
However, lenders do not interpret some other dimensions of social presence correctly. For
borrower who provided images with humans, lenders are more likely to fund them and they
would also get lower interest rates. But they have negative expected internal rates of returns.
Similarly, lenders are less likely to fund loan requests with images showing kids in mixed gender
groups, whose loan requests actually have more positive expected internal rates of returns.
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1. Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) markets, such as eBay.com, Airbnb, and Uber, are often equipped
with a bilateral rating, or two-way review, system. These bilateral rating systems allow
both sellers and buyers to leave feedbacks and assign ratings for their transaction
partners. A drawback that has been documented in the literature is the prevalence of
positive bias in ratings relative to those in more traditional one-sided markets(Mayzlin,
Dover, and Chevalier 2014), potentially out of reciprocity and retaliation concerns. In
particular, to prevent sellers from retaliating, several platforms experimented with new
mechanisms such as a “simultaneous” review system on Airbnb (Fradkin, Grewal, and
Hotlz 2017).
An important implication for sellers in these markets is how their reviews affect
their reputation and long-term viability, which is largely underexplored in the literature
(Proserpio and Zervas 2017). The main research questions of this study are how future
guests react to hosts’ review patterns, e.g., favorable or not, and their association with
hosts’ short-run market performance and long-term survival, i.e., entry and exit
decisions. As far as we know, no study has explored the impacts of sellers’ reviewing
patterns on their own reputation and success in two-sided markets. Answers to these
questions will provide important implications for all stakeholders of such markets
including sellers, buyers, and the platform.

2. Data and Samples
We obtain our data from Airbnb listing pages. We scraped all listing- and review-level
information that is public on over 17,000 Airbnb properties from March to December
2017. We sampled these listings from five major US cities—Atlanta, Austin, Boston,
Los Angeles, and Chicago. We exclude New York City because of many local
government regulations happening during the study period. We crawled all host and
guest reviews in our sample including the texts and ratings (if any). At the listing level,
we keep updating useful information such as the price, super host status, bookings, and
other time-invariant characteristics like capacity, the number of rooms, and the number
of beds during our study period. We observe many cases of exits in our sample.
Specifically, from March to December 2017, over 7,000 listings exited the market,
which is roughly 45% of the entire sample.

3. Empirical Strategies
Our main empirical specifications are panel regressions with individual property fixed
effects and time fixed effects. The dependent variables are the overall rating from guests,
the number of reservation days, revenue. We use the difference in sentiment scores
between host review and guest reviews as the main measure of host response style. To
control for the impacts of other characteristics of host reviews, we include several
textual features such as readability. We also control for time-variant property
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characteristics, e.g., price and super host status, as well as time-invariant property
characteristics such as capacity, the number of rooms, and room style. We use a panel
data survival model to investigate the determinants of proportional hazard for a host to
move out his or her property on Airbnb.
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4. Main Findings and Implications
We find that being “nicer” to guests—more positive difference in sentiment score—
does not help hosts improve ratings or demand in the short run. In the long run, we find
that these hosts are more likely to exit the market. Main findings are reported in Table
1 below. Our findings have important implications for all stakeholders of the home
sharing platforms. Studies have shown the importance of management responses
(Proserpio and Zervas 2017). We take a step further by looking at not just responses,
but seller reviews for their consumers. The literature has explored an extensive set of
factors affecting both reputation and survival in such markets. We add to the literature
by showing that sellers’ response patterns also play an important role. The results also
provide supporting evidence that always reviewing the guests positively does not help
the hosts in improving either short-run market performance or long-term survival.
These findings speak to the question: should a host also review positively in the
presence of positive “bias” in such markets? We find that it should not necessarily be
the case. Second, our findings suggest that from guests’ perspective, when choosing
among hosts, being “nicer” to their previous customers is not necessarily positively
correlated with the quality of the service they provide. In fact, it is very likely that the
hosts of lower quality are more likely to review their customers more positively—the
adverse selection story.
Table 1. Effects of host review patterns on their short-term and long-term outcomes
Dep. var.:
Rating
# days reserved
Revenue
Hazard to exit
Diff_Sent
-0.094***
-0.536**
-146.038**
0.030***
(0.004)
(0.216)
(63.257)
(0.011)
Text/Property features
Y
Y
Y
Y
Property fixed effects
Y
Y
Y
Month fixed effects
Y
Y
Y
Num. obs.
80,260
93,926
93,926
93,926
***

𝑝 < 0.01; **𝑝 < 0.05; *𝑝 < 0.1
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Abstract
Decision Sciences Journal and Decision Support Systems are two premier journals in the field of
managerial decision making. This study applies exploratory analytics to uncover the intellectual
evolution in these two journals from 1985-2016. Each with a distinct community, these two
journals have a significant overlap of authors and topical interests. The uncovered ongoing
trends can inform researchers about new research directions as well as the diminishing
opportunities. Along with a preliminary examination of the authorship structure, this study
makes recommendations on how to advance the field of managerial decision making through
targeted invitations and collaborative research.
Keywords: Exploratory analytics, journal topic trends, authorship structure, LDA
1. Introduction
Decision Sciences Journal (DSJ) and Decision Support Systems (DSS) are two premier journals
dedicated to managerial decision making. Founded in 1975, DSJ focuses on “theoretical,
empirical and methodological investigations of managerial decisions that drive business
productivity and success”. Founded in 1985, DSS focuses on “theoretical and technical issues in
the support of enhanced decision making”. The journals have overlapping aims and scopes, with
many authors publishing in both journals. This study explores the evolving research topics in the
two journals from 1985 to 2016, highlighting the commonality and differences. Along with a
preliminary analysis of authorship structure, this study identifies these two journals as distinct
entities with common interests. The central themes, evolution paths and the authorship structures
uncovered by this study should inform researchers in the managerial decision making field,
improve knowledge dissemination, and spur interdisciplinary, multi-methodological research.
2. Background
There have been many identity-seeking efforts trying to define a discipline’s intellectual core by
examining its literature, such as the recent ones for Operations Management (Kulkarni et al.,
2014) and Information Systems (Larsen et al., 2008; Sidorova et al., 2008). Such literature
reviews, especially reviews of publications in top-quality venues, are often the most informative
and widely cited research in their respective fields. Many studies have applied exploratory
content analysis techniques to a large body of literature, trying to discover the underlying topics
in a discipline or a field. As far as we know, no one has methodologically compared top-tier
journals as identities in their own right, and made informed recommendations based on the
comparison of their intellectual evolutions.
Until recently the often-used exploratory content analysis technique for topic discovery had been
Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), which estimates the meaning in words as linear combinations
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of underlying concepts (Deerwester et al., 1990, Dumais, 2004). LSA is similar to the traditional
factor analysis, as its main purpose is the reduction of dimensionality of original document-term
matrix through singular value decomposition. Each latent semantic factor is associated with a set
of high-loading terms and a set of high-loading documents. Therefore, each factor represents a
latent theme, which is now uncovered and can be manually labeled based on the high-loading
terms and documents. LSA has a limitation that the underlying semantic factors or themes are
assumed to be orthogonal to each other. As a result, one document is typically associated to only
one theme in LSA results. That clearly does not reflect the fact that research themes often
strongly correlate with each other, and one document often contains multiple topics.
The state-of-the-art topic discovery or topic modeling technique today is Latent Dirichlet
Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003; Blei 2012), a generative, probabilistic model that infers
unobserved structures (e.g., topics) from observed data (e.g., words in documents). LDA builds
on the intuition that documents exhibit multiple topics and each topic is a probability distribution
over a fixed vocabulary. The words that appear in each document are "generated" by selecting
the words according to per-document topic distribution and per-topic word distribution. The
parameters of the distributions are estimated using the actual words that appear in the documents.
Therefore, LDA can determine the proportion of each topic addressed in the document, and also
the proportion of each topic in the whole document collection. As in LSA, the number of topics
is an input parameter to the LDA algorithm. The optimal number of topics can be estimated
using the maximum likelihood approach. To choose among a family of statistical models with
different number of topics, the natural solution is to compute the posterior probability of that
family of models given the observed data. In practice, it is known that a smaller number of topics
than what is mathematically determined by the maximum likelihood approach tends to offer
better interpretability and reduced cognitive load for human consumption (Chang et al., 2009).
LDA has been applauded as a promising exploratory text analytics approach to generating theory
for emergent phenomena (Chen et al., 2013; Rai, 2016).
Two studies in the past decade have tried to uncover the research topics in disciplines related to
managerial decision making, both using LSA and therefore inheriting its limitations. In their MIS
Quarterly article, Sidorova et al. (2008) attempted to discover research topics from the
Information Systems discipline, by applying LSA to all of the 1,615 research article abstracts
published from 1985 to 2006 in three top-tier research journals in the Information Systems field:
MIS Quarterly, Information Systems Research, and Journal of Management Information
Systems. The authors conducted a 5-factor analysis, 13-factor analysis, and a 100-factor analysis.
The authors acknowledged LSA’s methodological limitations which were inherently vulnerable
to subjective biases. To date this article remains the largest-scale exploratory study of research
topics, or the intellectual core, of the Information Systems discipline.
In their DSJ article to uncover the research topics in Operations Management (OM), Kulkarni et
al. (2014) analyzed 3,207 abstracts of selected research articles published in five top-tier research
journals: Decision Sciences Journal (DSJ), Journal of Operations Management (JOM),
Management Science (MS), Manufacturing and Service Operations Management (MSOM), and
Production and Operations Management (POM). The study presented results from a 7-factor
analysis, 14-factor analysis, 17-factor analysis, and a 24-factor analysis. The authors noted that
the primary limitation in their study was that the analysis was somewhat subjective, because the
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optimal number of factors and cut-offs for factor loadings required trial-and-error and human
judgement (Kulkarni et al., 2014). To this date, this DSJ article remains as the most up-to-date
study of research topics in the OM discipline.
This study attempts to uncover the intellectual structures of DSJ and DSS as closely related but
separate identities for managerial decision making research. What are the main research topics in
these journals? How have the topics evolved? What are the hot and cold topics with
increasing/decreasing interests? What are the common interests and differences between these
journals? Do they have distinct intellectual identities? What patterns and recommendations can
be identified from an exploratory study of these journals? This study will attempt to answer these
questions as part of the discovery, by applying exploratory analytics to the journal archives.
3. Data Collection and Analysis
We have collected all the research article abstracts and related meta data from these journals
since inception until the end of 2016. To compare these journals’ intellectual evolution during
the same time period, DSJ articles published prior to 1985 are excluded from this study. The
resulting data set contains the abstracts of 1,259 DSJ articles and 2,748 DSS articles published
during the 32 years from 1985 to 2016, with a total of 4,007 articles.
We first apply to all these abstracts necessary preprocessing procedures including stemming and
stopword exclusion, both typical to natural language processing. Because the top words
identified by LDA will be utilized to label the topics, we choose the Krovetz stemmer (Krovetz,
1993), which removes syntax-related inflectional suffixes. We examine the most frequent
keywords used in paper abstracts. To identify the research topics in DSJ and DSS, we apply
LDA (Blei et al., 2003; Grün and Hornik, 2011) analysis to the abstract collection. We manually
label the topics using a selection of keywords from the top words for each topic, after reviewing
the abstracts of the top-5 articles with the
highest proportions for each topic.
Topical trends over time can be studied
by examining the topic distributions over
time.
4. Results and Discussion
DSJ and DSS clearly share common
terminology and interests. The top-100
frequently used words used in abstracts
from each journal has a 71% overlap
between the two journals. This is aligned
with the content affinity between the two
journals’ Aim and Scope sections. DSJ
has more focus on models and DSS has
more focus on system.
To guide the selection of the number of
topics, we fit several models with the
number of topics ranging from 10 to 300

6 system suppor t dss
43 problem solution algor ithm
21 decision making suppor t
12 cost demand policy
50 behavior perceive trust
11 schedule production time
37 quality relationship perf ormance
13 model simulation conceptual
44 price market profit
36 group task individual
3 organization technology str ategic
42 product online consumer
7 alternative preference criteria
1 issue literature future
45 impact effect effects
33 knowledge management expert
24 learning predict classification
23 agent auction mechanism
48 distribution error sample
18 design architecture component
40 process business framework
27 performance evaluate measure
19 structure theor y logic
10 data pattern mining
5 supply chain supplier
31 firm financial investment
34 function case objectiv e
30 approach real recommendation
9 change environment integrate
25 search cluster document
49 method selection technique
15 rule set base
28 service customer compan y
20 level strategy high
2 user application interf ace
8 risk project plan
17 social community media
14 analysis variable linear
4 information share source
16 type activity specific
46 web internet commerce
22 time forecast long
38 value benefit provide
35 test factor validate
32 development software methodology
41 tool concept vie w
29 control first stage
26 response event detection
47 network neural approach
39 patient health impro ve

0.000

0.005

0.010

0.015

Figure 1. Topics and their prominence (proportion).
Mean Topic Propor tion
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and compute the log likelihood of each model. The log likelihood plot indicates that a 50-topic
model should strike a good balance between likelihood maximization and human interpretability.
We manually assigned topic label based on top words and the top documents for each topic.
Figure 1 shows proportion of each topic (identified by an ID and top-3 terms). The prominence
of each topic certainly changes over time. Regression analysis shows that there are 15 “hot”
topics (supply chain, social media) and 11 “cold” topics (e.g., expert systems, job scheduling).
Through visual inspection we can further identify trends between DSJ and DSS, Table 1 shows
the scatter plots for a few topics with significant divergence or phase differences
Table 1. Overall trends, and trend differences between DSJ and DSS
DSJ + DSS
#3 Technology adoption ↗↘

Decision Sciences
↗↘

Decision Support Systems
↗↘

#9 Dynamic capabilities ↗↘

↗↘

↗↘

#14 Sensitivity analysis ↘

↘

↗↘

#18 Architect./integration ↘

→

↘

#23 Auction ↘

↗

↗↘

#28 Service-orient. design ↗

↗↘

↗

#31 Finance and firm value ↘↗

↘↗

↗
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#34 Multi-objective ↘

#48 Parameter estimation ↘

#50 Security and trust ↗

↘↗

↘

↘

↗↘

↗↘

↗

DSJ appears to have lagged behind DSS in the evolution of Topics 3, 9 and 23. Both #3
“technology adoption” and #9 “dynamic capabilities” peaked in the 2000s in DSJ, while they had
peaked in DSS in the 1990s. While #23 “auction” is still on a slight rise in DSJ, it had peaked at
DSS in the 2000s. On the other hand, DSJ seems to lead DSS in the evolution of Topics 14, 28
and 31. Topic 14 “Sensitivity analysis” gained prominence at DSS in the 1990s before its
decline, while the topic has been in constant decline at DSJ since 1985. Topic 28 “Serviceoriented design” peaked at DSJ in the 2000s, while it is still on the rise at DSS. Topic 31
“Finance and firm value” is a reviving trend that bottomed at DSJ around year 2000, while it has
been on constant rise at DSS. Topic 31 “multi-objective”, has been declining at DSS. However
the “multi-objective” topic seems be reviving at DSJ in recent few years.
The unique identities of DSJ and DSS are reflected in authorship as well as their publications.
Between 1985 and 2016, and among the 6,894 authors, 2,027 authors have published in DSJ and
5,162 authors have published in DSS. A majority of papers have two or more co-authors; a great
majority of these authors have published only one article in these journals. There are 295 who
have published in both DSJ and DSS. Figure 2 shows the Venn diagrams of authors, with the
grayscale reflecting their productivity. Out of highly-prolific authors who have published more
than 7 articles, a majority have published in both DSJ and DSS. Given that DSJ and DSS have
overlapping research interests, encouraging authors to publish in both journals should improve
knowledge dissemination and spur interdisciplinary, inter-methodological research.

All authors

>1 paper

>2 papers

>10 papers

Figure 2. Authors of DSJ or DSS between 1985 and 2016
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5. Conclusions, Limitations and Future Research
Decision Sciences journal and Decision Support Systems share many common interests. By
applying exploratory analytics to journal archives, we have uncovered many research topics
central and enduring to these journals. We have uncovered the intellectual evolution in these
journals between 1985 and 2016. Each journal has its unique identity, as evident from distinctive
topical trends and authorship differences. The results from this study can seed more detailed
literature surveys and analyses (Delen and Crossland, 1998). One major limitation of this study is
that only a preliminary analysis of authorship has been performed. We plan to analyze co-author
networks, citations and co-citations in future research, and expect to learn more about the
community aspect of these journals.
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Abstract
Task reward and duration are important motivational tools in Crowdsourcing contests, and
whether the design is reasonable will affect the quantity and quality of the solution being
submitted by the solvers. Previous studies have different opinions on the effects of reward and
duration on solvers participation. This paper discusses the effect of task reward and duration
on the quantity of solutions submitted by solvers. Based on the theory of expectation value
theory and self-efficacy evaluation, this paper firstly attempts to put out two hypotheses and
then empirically analyzed the relationships by using the data from Taskcn website. It concluded
that there is tritely an inverted U-shaped effect of reward and duration on solvers’
participation. This finding to some extend explains the differences in current studies and
enriches crowdsourcing contests theories.
Keywords: Solvers’ participation, Task reward, Task duration, Crowdsourcing contest, Open
innovation
1.Introduction
Crowdsourcing is a method of calling potential solvers in the market to complete the work
which is let out by enterprises (Howe 2008). There are many crowdsourcing platforms in the
world, such as Mturk.com, InnoCentive.com, Kaggle.com, Threadless.com, TopCoder.com,
Taskcn.com and Zhubajie.com in China.
Nowadays the crowdsourcing contest has caused widespread concern in academic circles and
how to improve the performance of crowdsourcing contest has been an important research
subject. To get more highly qualified solutions, the seekers need to attract many solvers and
solutions to get optimal options (Terwiesch et al. 2008). Studies have shown that task reward
and task duration will affect a range of participation behaviors, such as the number of
participants, efforts to invest, attention, etc. (Yuxiang et al. 2014). Lakhani et al. (2007) found
that the main motivation of solvers is to get more money. Brabham (2008) got the same
conclusion through the research on behaviors of Istockphoto users.
In terms of the relationship between task reward and duration and submissions, the study finds
that the task reward is positively related to the number of solution submissions. Liu et al. (2014)
studied the mission’s Chinese website through field experiments and found that task reward
positively affected the quantity and quality of task submissions, the higher the reward, the
higher the participation in both the registration and the task submission will increase. Li (2017)
introduced the competitive intensity in the model, and the results showed that the intensity of
National Key Research & Development Plan of China: Research on Fundamental Theories and Methods of Crowd Science
(2017YFB1400100).
2 National Natural Science Foundation of China: The study on the quality of users’ ideas under crowdsourcing-based open
innovation (71702206).
1
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competition has a negative impact on the relationship between task rewards and the number of
submissions. However, some scholars found that there is no significant relationship between
task rewards and participation, and the number of submissions may even play a role in reducing
motivation for participation (Yang et al. 2008a).
In addition to task rewards, task duration is also an important factor that affects participations.
Plenty of earlier studies have shown that a longer duration will attract more solvers(Gefen et
al. 2016). In contrast, some research showed that the longer the crowdsourcing contest duration
was, the lower the working efficiency of solvers (Terwiesch et al. 2008). This was because
solvers had limited time and energy which reduce solvers’ interest in tasks with long
duration(Brabham 2010).
Previous studies analysis the impact of the task reward and task duration on the solvers
participation mainly in a simple linear correlation level. And whether the two factors have a
non-linear relationship with the influence of the solvers participation has not received much
attention. This paper will empirically investigate whether there is a non-linear relationship
between them and try to explore the inverted U-shaped relationship between the two factors.
2.Theoretical basis
Expectancy-value theory
Expectancy-value theory is that policy makers usually act according to the expected value
(Murray 1938). The expectation value mainly plays a role in two aspects. One is that
expectation value affects the behavioral motivation of the participants, and the other is the
influence of the expected value on the contribution of the participants (Vroom 1964).
According to this theory, when the expectation value is high, even if the task reward itself is
small, the incentive effect of the task reward on the decision maker will increase, that is, the
enthusiasm and input level of the decision maker to participate in the activity will increase
(Shah and Higgins 1997). However, if the expected value is low, even if the task reward is high,
the enthusiasm of decision makers to participate in the task will decline (Wigfield et al. 2009).
Self-efficacy assessment
The design of such features as task rewards will influence the participants correct and
reasonable assessment of their abilities (Shao et al. 2012). Bandura and Locke (2003) has
rigorously demonstrated that high self-efficacy assessments will stimulate task participants to
make more efforts and participate more actively. However, some scholars also believe that selfefficacy assessment has a negative effect on efforts to invest. According to Sun, in the
crowdsourcing contest, when the participant thinks that the probability of winning the task is
large, it will positively affect the user's self-efficacy assessment. When a person overestimates
self-efficacy, it usually avoids investing unnecessary time and energy (Sun et al. 2015).
3.Development of Hypotheses
Task reward is a very important element of task design, which is defined as the ultimate reward
that seekers promise to pay the winner. Nowadays, most of solvers are active in crowdsourcing
contests of online communities. Their main purpose is earning more money to compensate their
time and energy cost of completing tasks. However, there is generally only one successful
bidder among most crowdsourcing contests tasks and those who lose a bid will bear the loss of
time and energy. So, solvers will choose their mission according to the tradeoff of cost and
benefit and their submissions are determined by their tradeoff. It is obvious for seekers that if
task reward is too low, they cannot get large numbers of submissions and the most optimal
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solutions; on the contrary, if task reward is too high, it will also increase their own costs which
would violate its original intention of solving problems with low-cost by competition.
It can be said that the participation of the solver has become a key factor affecting the interests
of the task publisher. The task publisher needs a high degree of participation to obtain a variety
of task solutions (i.e., more task submissions). To more clearly analyze the solvers participation
behavior, the process of participating in the crowdsourcing contest may be divided into three
phases, namely, the registration phase, the task completion phase, and the submission phase.
The subject of this paper is the solver who has already submitted the task plan. Therefore, it
mainly studies the influence of the task reward and the task duration on the submitter volume
in the latter two phases.
As mentioned above, some studies have reached a more consistent conclusion on the solvers
participation motivation. That is, the extrinsic motive of the solver participating in a
crowdsourcing contest is to obtain reward. For a single winning bid event, not everyone is able
to receive reward after submitting a mission plan. Only winning individuals have the
opportunity. According to the expected value theory (Vroom 1964) According to the Expected
Value Theory (Wigfield et al. 2009), for a single winning task, as the probability of winning
the bid decreases, the personal income expectation value will decrease. When the expected
value is higher than the participant's cost investment, solvers choose to participate and submit
and otherwise they will most likely choose to abandon the submission of the task plan and
influence the participants' enthusiasm for participating in the task.
Based on the above analysis, this paper believes that after the task reward has risen to a certain
amount, it will have a crowding-out effect due to the increase in the degree of competition in
the extrinsic motivation of the participants. When the task reward is low, this crowding-out
effect is not obvious. Under these circumstances, it is still the task reward that plays a key role
in the incentive. Thus, there may be a threshold for task reward on task submission. Exceeding
it, the incentive effect of task reward will show a downward trend, the task submission quantity
declined with the increase of task reward. Thus, we propose the first hypothesis.
H1: The effect of task reward on the task submission quantity is inverted U-shaped.
In the crowdsourcing contest, if the task duration is longer, more solvers will be able to see the
tasks released, and the more participants will be answered (Yang et al. 2009; Shao et al. 2012),
and then the task submission quantity will increase. Because most solvers use their spare time
to participate in a crowdsourcing contest (Lakhani et al. 2006), the short task duration does not
help the solver complete the task within a limited time. Thus, crowdsourcing tasks with long
duration will provide enough time for the solvers provider to complete the proposal submission.
Many solvers are more willing to participate in crowdsourcing contests with sufficient time.
According to Expectancy-value theory, the solvers participation in a crowdsourcing contest is
a transactional act. The goal is to obtain the highest return at the lowest cost. For rational solvers,
reducing interim costs of benefits is also one of the important factors that they consider, which
is the recovery time that the solver strives to invest. For tasks with short duration, if the solver
wins the bid, he can obtain the expected benefits in a shorter period after the submission, to
compensate for the time cost and even manpower and material resources invested. At the same
time, if the duration is too long, it will increase the input cost of the solvers. For example, the
duration for the winning bidder to obtain the task reward will become longer and requires more
attention and time cost. Based on the above analysis, this paper believes that the extension of
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the task duration can cover many participants dynamically and objectively. However, as the
task duration continues to increase, there is a certain crowding-out effect, which reduces the
quantity of tasks submitted. Then there may also be a threshold for the impact of task duration
on the amount of submitted tasks. Below the threshold, the expected return of the participants
can compensate for the time commitment, the amount of task submission will increase, but
when the task duration exceeds the threshold, the cost recovery time of the participants
becomes longer and the decline in the trust of the task issuer will gradually reduce participation.
The inter-expected expected returns make it impossible to compensate for the current time
input costs, thereby hindering its task submission strategy and reducing the overall task
submission quantity. In view of this, the second hypothesis is proposed in this paper.
H2: The impact of task duration on the task submission quantity is inverted U-shaped.
4. Data and Model
The data for this study came from a crowdsourcing website taskcn.com, which was founded in
2006 and has more than 3.68 million registrants, 63000 tasks. The amount of the reward is up
to RMB 40 million yuan. In this article, we collect website data from taskcn.com by using a
JAVA program called Web crawler-like tools. The program has totally collected 3833 tasks
from 02/01/2015 to 12/31/2017 including 2797 designing tasks, about 73 percent of the sum.
Therefore, selecting the Logo design task as a research object has better representation. To
avoid the bidding mode (single bid or more bid) influences, we eliminated 91 items of biding
more than one. So, our final data sample contains data of 2706 tasks. The variables we used
are shown in Table 1. Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables we used in our
empirical analyzing and Table 3 describe the correlations of variables.
Table 1 Variable description
Variable type
Dependent Variable

Variable name
Number of Solvers Submission（Y）
Task Reward (TR)

Independent Variable

Task Duration (TD)
Number of conversations（NC）
Task description length（TL）

Control Variable

The seeker's credit（Credit）
The seeker's experience（Exp）
Satisfaction rate（Rate）
Real name authentication (Realname)
Email authentication (Email)

Description
The number of submissions submitted by the solvers
Seeker sets the monetary reward for the winner of the task
The number of days between start time and end time set by seekers is used as
measurement for project duration.
The number of conversations between the seekers and the Solvers during the
duration of the task.
The number of words used in the description and
deliverables depicting the task
The seeker's credit in Taskcn
The number of tasks that seeker released in Taskcn.
The seeker's satisfaction rate in Taskcn.
Seeker has a real-name authentication, which is 1, no 0.
Seeker has a Email authentication, which is 1, no 0.

Among them, the control variable shows that: the NC, TL, Credit, Exp, Rate and Email will
influence submission It is therefore necessary to include these control variables in the model.
Among the control variables.
According to H1 and H2, we use the following formula to indicate that the task reward and
task duration have an inverted U-shaped relationship to the task submission quantity. Where
a_1 represents the coefficient of an lnTR term, the sign is positive, indicating that TR has
positive influence on Y, a_2 represents the coefficient of the lnTR quadratic term, and a
negative sign indicates that the relationship of TR and Y is an inverted U type. A_3 and a_4
represent the first term and quadratic term coefficients of lnTD, and the influence relationship
between Y and TD is also analyzed by symbols. In addition, where X is the vector
representation of the control variable.
lnY = a0 + 𝑎1 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝑅 + 𝑎2 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝑅 ∗ 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝑅 + 𝑎3 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝐷 + 𝑎4 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝐷 ∗ 𝑙𝑛𝑇𝐷 + 𝛾𝑋 + 𝜇0
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Table 2 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables we used in our empirical analyzing and
table 3 describe the correlations of variables. The descriptive statistics mainly include the
statistics of the mean, standard deviation, median, maximum value and sample size of the
variables. In the descriptive statistics, the samples of task seeker's credit and experience are
2704 and 2702, respectively, which are less than the original sample size, indicating that these
variables have abnormal values. Therefore, in the model regression, this paper adopts a
complete sample of variable data. Correlation tests show that there is a certain correlation
between some variables. In this regard, we have calculated the variance inflation factor between
variables, and the results show that all are less than 10, indicating that the problem of
multicollinearity is not serious and can be used for regression analysis.
Table 2 Descriptive statistics
Statistics
Mean
Std Dev
Min
Max
N
Statistics
Mean
Std Dev
Min
Max
N

Y
28.13
21.59
1
171
2706
Credit
15.86
24.40
0
210
2704

TR
527.3
695.7
100
20000
2706
Exp
3.981
6.671
1
67
2702

TD
38.23
98.35
0.190
1274
2706
Rate
0.999
0.0295
0
1
2706

TL
214.3
321.6
0
2052
2706

NC
1.197
1.718
0
19
2706

Email

Realname

0.465
0.499
0
1
2706

0.163
0.370
0
1
2706

Table 3 Correlation of variables
Y
TR
Dy
TG
TL
NC
credit
Exp
Rate
Email
Realname

Y
1
0.428*
0.057*
0.291*
0.063*
0.428*
0.185*
-0.061*
0.018
0.001
0.021

TR

TD

TL

NC

Credit

Exp

Rate

Email

Realname

1
0.035
0.205*
0.111*
0.337*
0.408*
-0.051*
0.015
0.008
0.040

1
0.151*
0.042
0.050*
0.095*
0.220*
-0.019
0.050*
0.037

1
0.029
0.099*
0.021
0.007
0.044
0.035

1
0.106*
-0.062*
-0.001
0.005
0.071*

1
0.623*
0.004
0.175*
0.234*

1
-0.001
0.199*
0.151*

1
0.026
0.001

1
0.368*

1

5.Empirical Results
The specific empirical results are shown in Table 4. Due to the presence of outliers in some
samples, the total number of samples used in this model regression test was 2,700. From the
regression results, the task reward TR has strong significance (p < 0.001) for both the primary
and secondary terms of the submitted quantity Y, and the sign of one item is positive, and the
secondary term is negative, indicating that the task reward has an inverse U-shaped relationship
with the submitted quantity, and H1 is verified. This shows that when the task reward is
relatively low, increasing the reward can attract more solvers to participate; and as the reward
reaches a certain amount, continuing to submit reward will have a crowding effect on the solver.
Table 4 Empirical results
lnTR

(1)
lnY
0.4024***
(0.000)

lnTR*lnTR
lnTD

(2)
lnY
1.3360***
(0.000)
-0.0752***
(0.000)

0.1676***
(0.000)

lnTD*lnTD
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(3)
lnY

0.7322***
(0.000)

(4)
lnY
1.1740***
(0.000)
-0.0668***
(0.000)
0.6153***
(0.000)

-0.0823***

-0.0709***

Control X
_cons
N
R2
F

Yes
-0.0670
(0.877)
2700
0.336
151.2896

Yes
-2.2055***
(0.001)
2700
0.299
127.2377

(0.000)
Yes
1.0780*
(0.016)
2700
0.269
109.7421

(0.000)
Yes
-2.8537***
(0.000)
2700
0.376
147.4256

Note: p-values in parentheses* p < 0.05, ** p <0.01, *** p <0.001; control X indicates the state in which the control variable
is controlled, yes indicates that the control variable is included, otherwise it indicates that the control variable is not included.

This shows that the task duration has an optimal value, that is, when the task duration is short,
the extended time will match with the freer time of the solver, and more solvers can complete
the task to increase the submission. However, as the time continues to increase to a certain
value and continue to increase the task duration, the solver will be more considerate of the time
cost of return, resulting in fewer participation.

6. Conclusions
Key findings
By analysis, we put forward three conclusions. First, task reward and number of submission is
inverted U-shaped rather than a simple linear relationship. It suggests that task reward would
attract solvers within an appropriate range, but not the higher the better. If the reward is out of
the range, competition intensity to win a bid will increase. But this will decrease the probability
of winning. Second, the task duration develops the same effect on submissions. We need set
proper duration range for task to attract more solvers, but not the longer the better. If the
duration is longer than a threshold value, it will have negative effect on submissions. Third, the
inverted U-shaped relationship also suggests that we could find an optimal value of reward and
duration for crowdsourcing contest task.
Theoretical implication and practical implication
This study proposes the non-linear effect of incentive mechanisms such as task reward and task
duration on the quantity of the solvers task submission and is verified in empirical analysis. It
shows that only the appropriate range of task reward and duration can motivate the largest
number of participants to submit the task plan. To a certain extent, it explains the disagreement
of the existing literature on the influence of task reward and duration on the quantity of
submissions and provides a reference for the task design of crowdsourcing contests and the
construction of reward mechanisms. In practice, only a certain range of task reward can attract
more solvers to participate in the submission. If the task publisher wants to get more
submissions, the task reward can be increased, but at the same time, some of the solvers may
be excluded from participation, and reduce the quantity of tasks submitted, so task publishers
need to be weighed; task publishers need to be weighed in setting duration. In the future, we
will further explore the optimization of the task reward and duration, as well as the factors that
govern the task reward and duration.
Limitation
It is undeniable that this paper still has some limitations. The first is the selection of
performance research samples. The sample selected in this paper is the logo design sample data.
The differences between task reward and task duration settings for different types of tasks are
not discussed in depth. Although it is representative, whether it can be universally applied to
any kind of task requires further demonstration. Second, in the study of the extraction of task
characteristics, this paper fails to consider the impact of the difficulty of the task itself on the
solvers participation. Because the difficulty of the task itself is very subjective, it is difficult to
measure by quantitative indicators. In this regard, in the future, we will continue to expand
research and in-depth research.
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Abstract
Identification with an online community has been one of the important factors that drive
active participation. However, it is not clear how identification is fostered and impacts the
way people communicate their identity information. Drawing on the literature of broaden
and build theory and social identity theory, we proposed a research model to understand
the role of online community identification and how it associates with positive emotions
and identity communication behaviors (self-disclosure and self-presentation). We
conducted a survey in Amazon Mechanic Turk recruiting participants of various online
communities. The results showed that online community identification had two steps: to
learn the identity knowledge (perceived similarity and prototype learning) and to
internalize the identity knowledge to one’s personal identity (We-ness). Second, positive
emotions enhance the perceived similarity and the understanding of the community
prototype. Finally, the identification with online community increased member’s likelihood
to disclose personal experience but decreased self-presentation behavior.
Keyword: Online community, identification, perceived similarity, prototype member

1

Introduction

Why do people participate in online communities? This is a question that has interested IS
practitioners and academics to understand the success of online communities. Online
communities have gradually emerged as social groups, with which people form
identification. Online community researchers have been investigating identification (Tajfel
and Turner 1986) as an important factor motivating contributory behaviors such as
knowledge contribution (Qu et al. 2011; Ray et al. 2014), yet limited research looked at
what leads to social identification in online community contexts, and it was not clear how
identification may influence other participatory behaviors such as self-disclosure and selfpresentation.
Recent IS researchers have been interested in how emotions and affects directly or
indirectly influence online community participation (Tsai & Bagozzi, 2014; Yu, Hu, &
Cheng, 2015); however, it is not clear how positive emotions can change the users’
identification with the online community. Individuals reported that they experienced
emotions about their online experience (Éthier et al., 2006). There are different situations
in which individuals have emotional responses: for example, when individuals appraise the
performance of the website to match their motives, positive emotions are likely to arise
(Éthier et al., 2006). Compared with positive emotions, which are temporal responses,
identification is a more consistent and lasting psychological motive to online community
participation. The Broaden and build theory (Fredrickson 1998) proposed that positive
emotions can broaden individual’s action repertoire and build up psychological or social
resource in the long run. Drawing on the broaden and build theory and social identity theory,
this study tried to investigate the three questions: how positive emotions influence the
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process of identification in online communities; how people identify with the online
community; and how identification changes online member’s self-disclosure and selfpresentation behaviors.

2 Literature review
2.1 Broaden and build theory
Positive emotions (e.g., joy, interest, contentment) refer to the transient mental states of
feeling subjectively pleasant (Fredrickson 1998). The broaden-and-build theory proposes
that positive emotions broaden the scope of attention and motivate the variety of thoughts
and actions (Fredrickson 1998). The theory includes two main hypotheses: the broaden
hypothesis and the build hypothesis (Fredrickson 2013; Fredrickson and Branigan 2005;
Fredrickson and Joiner 2002). The broaden hypothesis suggests that the positive emotions
increase the scope of cognitive resources including attention, memorial, and thinking
process, which leads to a wider range of action tendencies (Fredrickson 1998). The build
hypothesis describes that positive emotions promote an upward spiral dynamic in one’s life
well-being through the accumulation of cognitive, psychological, social or emotional
resources (Fredrickson 2013; Fredrickson and Joiner 2002). The role of positive emotions
in the social-psychological process was tested and confirmed with lab experiments
(Fredrickson and Joiner 2002; Johnson and Fredrickson 2005) and field studies
(Fredrickson et al. 2008; Kok et al. 2013).
2.2 Identification and social identity theory
Identification takes place when one recognizes the similarity between the group identity
and one’s identity, or when one changes the personal identity to assimilate to the group
identity (Pratt 1998, 172–74). Postmes et al. (2001, p 230) proposed that there were two
approaches to learn the group identity: “identification qua attraction” and “identification
qua self-definition”. “Identification qua attraction” means that people identify the group
via the factors such as proximity, similarity and other interpersonal exchange factors,
which are derived from the interpersonal interaction with other group members (Postmes
et al. 2001). “Identification qua self-definition” focuses on the identity uniqueness aspect
of identification, which promotes “the salience of social categorizations and that help
define the identity of the group as a whole” (Postmes et al. 2001, 230). Further extending
these two communication approaches to online community contexts, we proposed three
concepts involved in online community identification: perceived similarity, prototype
understanding and we-ness.
Perceived similarity refers to the extent to which a person perceives himself to have
common characteristics (such as values, interests, and goals) with other members of the
online community (Ray et al. 2014). Online community artifacts such as recommendation
systems and sub-group structures increase the visibility of similar members and support
members to learn about the social identity of the online community. Recommendation
systems recommend users with contents or friends which are similar regarding
demographic information, relational or personal characteristics (Han et al. 2015; Liao et al.
2015), which increased the visibility of like-minded members. Besides, visualizing or
highlighting the commonality in online identity profiles between two online users can
enhance shared understanding and reduce relational conflicts in virtual context (Windeler
et al. 2015).
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Prototype understanding reflects the “identification qua self-definition” (Postmes et al.
2001) in online community context. Prototype understanding refers to the extent to which
a person has acquired the knowledge of the prototypical members, who define the
characteristics of the online community. Prototypical members are those who can represent
and have a set of features that cognitively define the unique identity of the online
community (Hogg and Terry 2000). They serve as critical referents for others to represent
the unique identity of the online community (Hogg and Terry 2000) and show what an
ideal community member is about and act upon it. The community design such as
gamification design (leader boards, badges, etc.) (Hamari 2013), and reputation systems,
promotes and communicates the presence and the characteristics of prototypical members,
and thus enable prototype understanding.
We-ness in online community refers to the extent to which a member internalizes the online
community identity into his or her self-definition, thinks and acts on behalf of the online
community (Ashforth et al. 2008). Unlike organizations, online communities are less likely
to foster we-ness through physical proximity, temporal contact and tangible rewards. With
the sense of we-ness, online community exists as the mental representation among its
members. (Fayard and DeSanctis 2010).

3

Research model

Broaden and build theory (Fredrickson 1998, 2011) proposes that people become more
inclusive in choosing the social group when they are in positive emotions. Positive
emotions reduce people’s memory distortion in recognizing dissimilar out-group members’
characteristics toward a more accurate understanding. Besides, positive emotions can boost
an inclusive mindset and decrease the salience of dissimilar others (Bolte et al. 2003;
Johnson and Fredrickson 2005). When in positive emotions, online members become less
sensitive to dissimilar opinion and value. They are more likely to process information and
communication that reflect the divergent values, norms, knowledge scopes of the online
communities in an open mind. Therefore, positive emotions increase the perceived
similarity with others despite of the diversity of the online communities.
H1a: Positive emotions are positive related to perceived similarity in online community
identification.
H1b: Positive emotions are positively related to prototype understanding in online
communities.
In online communities, common languages of a community emerge from the
communication among members. The perceived similarity narrows the psychological
distance between the focal member and the peer members of the online community. People
interpret and value the group information through the process of social comparison
(Haslam 2012). When a person identifies with a group of members in the online
communities, they need to interpret. Perceived similarity refers to the extent to which a
person values his characteristics have in common with other members, or the online
community. For example, individuals in healthcare communities encounter those who
share the same illness. Their similarity in suffering, emotions, and inspiration to keep going
unfold. Such commonality becomes the characteristics of the group and the community,
which enables them to form a group psychologically.
H2: Perceived similarity is positively related to we-ness.
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Perceived similarity reflects the level of “identification qua attraction” (Postmes et al.
2001), which focuses on how the communications among online members motivate the
interpersonal attractiveness such as commonality. When online members realize the
commonalities between themselves and other members through the interpersonal
interaction, they tend to perceive higher level of similarity. Such commonalities inform the
online member about the characteristics of the online community, which differentiate itself
from other online communities. According to social identity theory (Hogg and Terry 2000),
such commonality among group members will drive them to strengthen their awareness of
the membership, i.e. the sense of being part of the group. Online members feel
psychological as a whole with the online community and internalize its shared values to
their self-definitions.
H3 Prototype understanding is positively related to we-ness.
The self-disclosure behavior refers to expressing personal feelings, experience, expertise
(Lowry et al. 2011; Tow et al. 2010) and showing their legitimacy as community members
(Fayard and DeSanctis 2010). People are refrained from self-disclosure due to the potential
cost of giving out personal feelings (Hann et al. 2007). With strong the sense of we-ness,
the online member considers the benefits of self-disclosure from the collective perspective
(i.e. the online community) rather than the personal lost. The level of we-ness alleviates
the concern over personal lost and thus enables them to consider more about the benefits
toward the community by personal disclosure.
Hypothesis 4 We-ness is positively related to the self-disclosure behavior.
The self-presentation refers to the use of online profiling tools (van Dam and van de Velden
2015) to create a representation of personal identity in the online community. Selfpresentation behavior benefits the online community by improving the perceived
information quality and persuasiveness of messages (Lee and Shin 2014) and generating
revenue with virtual items sales (Kim et al. 2012). People tend to derive satisfaction by
presenting their personal identities when feeling their personal identities to be congruent
with the online community (Kim et al. 2012). By customizing their online profiles, online
members are more likely to get acknowledged as part of the by other members. Therefore,
members of higher we-ness tend to engage in self-presentation behaviors to strengthen their
membership awareness with each other.
Hypothesis 5: We-ness is positively related to the self-presentation behavior.

4

Research Design and Measurement

To test the research model, we used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, an online crowdsourcing
platform (Steelman et al. 2014), to recruit workers as survey participants who were from
different online communities (Mason and Suri 2012). The constructs of the research model
include positive emotions, perceived similarity, prototype understanding, self-disclosure
and self-presentation. The questionnaire employed seven-point Likert scale (1=strongly
disagree, 7= strongly agree). We adapted modified Differential Emotions Scale (mDES) to
measure positive emotions (Fredrickson et al. 2003). Perceived similarity (PSM) was
operationalized using the items from Ray et al. (2014). We-ness was measured using the
online community identification from Ma and Agarwal (2007) and Mael and Ashforth
(1992). Prototype understanding (PTU) was measured using self-developed items. The
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measurement of self-disclosure and self-presentation was adapted from Posey et al. (2010)
and Mar and Agarwal (2007) respectively. We included three control variables: visit
frequency, the length of community tenure (Tajfel 1982), and privacy concern (PCN)
(Posey et al. 2010).

5

Data collection, analysis and results

Table 1 Convergent validity and discriminant validity
Latent
Variables

Mean

SD

Convergent validity

Discriminant validity

AVE

CR

Cronbach’s Alpha

PSM

PEM

PCN

PTU

SDS

SPL

PSM

5.01

0.99

0.72

0.91

0.87

0.85

PEM

5.14

1.13

0.53

0.97

0.96

0.57

0.73

PCN

4.70

1.41

0.74

0.94

0.92

-0.24

-0.20

0.86

PTU

5.08

0.99

0.62

0.87

0.79

0.63

0.52

-0.25

0.79

SDS

2.87

1.39

0.64

0.92

0.90

0.33

0.25

-0.30

0.30

0.80

SPL

4.66

1.57

0.59

0.85

0.77

-0.34

-0.28

0.32

-0.36

-0.49

0.77

WES

3.85

1.51

0.76

0.93

0.90

0.60

0.50

-0.39

0.58

0.45

-0.44

WES

0.87

We had 326 out of 536 MTurk responses after filtering with attention check, trap questions
and reported online communities (Steelman et al. 2014, Mason and Suri 2012). The
research model was tested using Smart PLS 3.0 owing to the formative measurement
(positive emotion) in the model (Lowry and Gaskin 2014). We tested convergent validity
by assessing the average variance extracted (>0.5), the composite reliability (>0.7), and
Cronbach’s Alpha (>0.7) of all reflective constructs (Straub et al. 2004). The results
showed that all the met the criteria for adequate convergent validity (Table 1). Discriminant
validity was supported as the item loadings were high on their intended constructs and
cross-loadings with other constructs are lower (Iacovou et al. 2009). Table 1 showed
discriminant validity were supported as the square root of AVE (diagonal elements) for
each construct was larger than the absolute values of the standardized correlations with
other constructs (off-diagonal elements) (Chin 1998). Common method variance was not
an issue as the results of Harman’s single factor showed that the single factor (36.69%)
accounted for less than 50% of the variance (Donate and Sanchez de Pablo 2015). In
addition, following Podsakoff et al. (2003) and Williams et al. (2003), we calculated the
average variance of the items accounted by its principal construct and by the method factor
by using Liang et al. (2007)’s PLS approach. The results showed that the average variance
explained by the principal construct is .8552, whereas the average method variance is .0006.
The ratio of substantive variance to method variance is about 1425:1. The results suggested
that common method variance is not an issue given the insignificance of the method
variance. Figure 1 reported the standardized PLS path coefficients for testing the structural
model. Overall, PLS analyses confirmed and supported the hypothesis of the research
model except for the H5 (We-ness -> self-presentation). A bootstrap analysis was
employed and confirmed that we-ness fully mediated the relationship between the two
identity knowledge learning approaches and both identity communication behaviors (selfpresentation and self-disclosure).
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Figure 1 Results of structural model

5.1 Discussion and conclusion
The results confirmed our proposed research model. The findings of the study had three
folds. First, this study introduced the effects of positive emotions on identification. Positive
emotions promote people to be more inclusive in internalizing group identities and broaden
their cognitive resources in learning the online communities. Specifically, positive
emotions enhance online members’ perceived similarity and understanding of prototypical
members. Thus, community managers should consider leveraging the members’ positive
emotions to develop a sense of identification. Second, our results showed there were three
distinctive components in online community identification: perceived similarity, prototype
understanding and we-ness. Rather than regarding identification as a single factor (Ray et
al. 2014; Wasko and Faraj 2015), our finding extended it as a two-stage process. Perceived
similarity and prototype understandings were two approaches people learn and understand
the identity of online community. This can contribute to the current understanding of how
identification process take place in voluntary participation. Guided by the research finding,
community managers should consider how to support and inform their members toward
the understanding of the community identity through the visibility of similar or prototypical
members. Lastly, the sense of we-ness motivated the self-disclosure behavior but decreased
self-presentation behavior. The decreasing effect of we-ness on self-presentation is a
surprising finding. A possible explanation is that an emphasize on we-ness may indicate
the norms of online community weigh the collective identity over personal uniqueness, and
therefore members concentrate on communicating over the topics rather than personal
image. Future research may further investigate this part to understand the different
characteristic of self-presentation behaviors.
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1. Research Background
Overweight and obesity have raised severe social issues in the world. According to the
latest statistics, the adult obesity percentage exceeds 35% in five US states, and this
number is still increasing. Because of its progressive nature, obesity is now considered
as a chronic disease by the World Health Organization (W.H.O.). The disease of obesity
confronts people with great health risks, such as type 2 diabetes, heart diseases,
hypertension and etc. In addition, it lays heavy burdens on people’s financial status as
well as interpersonal relationships.
To alleviate such social issues, many online weight-loss communities are designed
to assist people with their weight management. However, just like other online
healthcare applications, online weight-loss communities suffer from high drop-out rates.
The discontinuity of usage could be very unfavorable for users who want to
management chronic diseases, such as overweight and obesity, because the progressive
nature of chronic diseases requires individuals’ long-term effort and commitment.
Therefore, in this study, we investigate the mechanisms that encourage/impede
users to stay committed in the weight-loss communities. In other words, how can we
design effective tools to help users commit to weight management in the weight-loss
communities. We collected data from a leading online weight-loss platform in the
United States. The focal platform provides multiple weight management tools, such as
weigh-ins, journals, forums, friends and supporters. Among these tools, weigh-in and
journal are two self-monitoring tools. The former allows users to record their weightcontrol outcomes, while the latter can let users to record their detailed weight
management process. Forum, supporters and friends are tools that facilitate social
support exchange. In the community forum, users can publish posts either by initiating
a new thread or writing replies to others. Knowledge and experience related to weightloss are communicated frequently in the forum. In addition, friends and supporters
represent the available support sources for users. Friendship establishment is based on
mutual consent, while supporter only involves actions from one side. Our observation
window is between January and April in 2014, which is a typical diet season.

2. Methodology
We develop a structural model, Continuous-time Hidden Markov Model (CTHMM), to
capture users’ dynamic commitment changes. The family of HMMs exerts its great
advantages for allowing us to model users’ unobserved commitment levels as hidden
states. More importantly, CTHMM can track users’ behavior stability more accurately
by modeling the timing information.
Given the hidden states as users’ commitment to weight management in the weightloss communities, users’ weigh-in can be modeled as state-dependent outcomes,
because weight-in is the fundamental core of the weight management process (Burke
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et al. 2011), and it is the most basic activity in the communities. In addition, because
researchers extensively found that social support is linked to users’ mental health as
well as commitment to weight-loss programs, we consider social support has enduring
effect on users’ commitment transitions. We use number of posts, number of friends
and supporters to measure social supports. To be specific, the former measures users’
supportive interactions in the weight-loss community, while the latter measures the
support availability (Yan 2016).

3. Findings
According to our results, writing journals benefits users with low commitment level.
This coincides with the prior literature as self-monitoring is shown to be important in
altering weight management motivations and behaviors. The effect of self-monitoring
is insignificant for users with medium or high level of commitment as those users are
already motivated and do well with self-control. In addition, we find that users with
low level of commitment are likely to transit to higher states with the help gained from
the posts and friends. The effect of the accumulative number of posts is insignificant
for users in other states; however, a negative effect of accumulative number of friends
is suggested on users with medium commitment level. Users with a medium level of
commitment can moderately self-control, but they are still likely to be affected by
outside factors compared to highly committed users. The existence of friends makes
them feel peer pressure and become less committed. The effect of supporters is different
from that of friends as it emphasizes the emotional support that users receive from
others. For less committed users, supporters can trigger their negative feelings such as
weakness and indebtedness. Users with a medium level of commitment are more selfassertive and encouraged by their supporters.
Moreover, the significance and negativity of the waiting time variables show that
the Continuous-time HMM successfully captures users’ heterogeneity in usage habits.
That is, users who tend to update their weight-loss progress frequently experience
shorter waiting time and are more likely to transit to other states. This distinguishes our
work from prior research using discrete-time HMM, and it helps to eliminate the
potential bias due to uncontrolled web using habits and, thus, predict users’
participation trend more accurately.

4. Conclusions
This paper investigates users’ continuous participation in an online weight-loss
community. We establish a Continuous-time Hidden Markov model to capture users’
heterogeneous using habits, which helps us to calibrate the transitions of users’
participation intensity accurately. The main findings of our preliminary analysis
indicate that self-monitoring tools are effective to users with low commitment level.
Our results also suggest that some social support tools such as friend and supporter
functions exert different effects on users with different commitment levels. These
findings provide implications to weight-loss program designers, such as the possibility
to include personalized functions, so that the effectiveness of the community support
can be boosted and more users are willing to remain in the community.
References available upon request.
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Value Mutation and Information Disclose in Sponsored Search
Advertising
WEIHUA ZHOU,YUN ZHOU,MINGZHENG WANG
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Abstract
Due to the existence of Value Mutation on ad positions, which has not yet been explored, the
traditional sequential decaying scheme of position click-through rate in Search Result listings
may not hold in practical,. We start our work by elaborately describing the characterization and
proposing definition of Value Mutation, which involves three basic types including Exchange
Value Mutation, Upward Value Mutation and Downward Value Mutation. Based on the
framework of locally envy-free equilibrium, taking the information disclosure of Value Mutation
into account, the new equilibrium and corresponding Revenue of Search Engine under each
Value Mutation is investigated. Results show that the existence of Value Mutation not necessary
incurs profit loss to Search Engine. We provide new insights on the implementation of distorted
value distribution of search result listing in sponsored search advertising.
Keywords: search advertising, position value, page design, auction mechanism, click-through
rate distortion

1. Background
Sponsored search advertising (SSA) is playing an indispensable role in online advertising market.
Over 19 billion dollars, in the market of United States, were spent on SSA in the first six month of
2017, accounting for about 47.8% Revenue of all formats of Internet Ad (IAB Internet Advertising
Revenue Report, 2017). The spectacular commercial success of sponsored search advertising has
motivated several recent academic studies on it, which have significantly increased our
understanding of the various phenomena operating in this advertising market.
It’s universally accepted that the ads should be displayed in the result page, arranged by
descending order of bid/ranking number with sequential decaying click value (using SDCV for
short), from top to bottom and from left to right positions, which is fairly convenient for operation
and simple to explain to advertising buyers. However, in commercial practical, the sequential
descending scheme does not always reasonable (Agichtein et al., 2006 and Granka et al., 2004). In
other words, there is mismatch between the rank of position and its corresponding click value,
which has not yet been explored in the formal literature. We name this mismatch after Value
Mutation (VM).
Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, yet few formal literatures have investigated the
characterization of Value Mutation and the effect on Revenue and mechanism design of Search
Engine in SSA market. A small body of research from the SSA industry involves the mutational
clicking and browsing behaviors statically. Jakob (2006) proposed a F shape browsing pattern on
the Search Engine Results Page (SERP). The eye-tracking heat maps of website complexity
(QiuzhenWang et al. 2015) supplementary attest to the mutation of position ranking, which is
borne out in practice. Furthermore, Agichtein et al. (2006) presented a case study in click
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distribution and aggregated statics indicating that that generally the click-through frequency
followed sequential decreasing, but there were specific position with higher frequency than the
higher ranked one (position 8 vs. 9 shown in Figure 1) . However, none of the above stack of
work directly touches on Value Mutation.
The main objective of this research is threefold. i) How should we define or character the VM?
What is the role of VM? ii) With information of VM disclosed to advertisers, how would the
advertisers adjust their bidding strategies? What’ the subsequent equilibrium and revenue changes
at the new equilibria of auctions? iii) It is of great significance for Search Engine to investigate the
advertisers’ possible strategic modification and the ex-post consequence. Whether or not any VM
is positive to the revenue of Search Engine (SE-Revenue)? What course to follow for Search
Engine, confronting the VM？

2. Value Mutation
This study starts by developing a definition of Value Mutation as the inconsistency between the
sequence of value and the physically place sequence of positions in the list of SERP. In Sponsored
Search Advertising, positions on the search results listing are physically ranked by the indicators
from 1 (top ranked) to
(bottom line), assuming with decaying click-through rate, i.e. higher
position is endowed with higher click-through rate. The sequential decrease of click-through rate
with position getting ranked lower (higher indicator) is named as a sequential decaying scheme,
which we implement as a benchmark case.
We propose a definition of Value Mutation about the situation depicted in Figure 2 as follows. One
critical point worth to mention is that, despite of the disorder among two or more positions, its
widely accepted that, the overall framework of sequential search still holds.
DEFINITION 1: For any position i and j (i<j), the CTR distribution of SERP satisfying
is named as Value Mutation.
To make a basic exploration and address the complicated structure of Value Mutation, as shown
in Fig 2, three basic types of the Value Mutation are identified, using the superscripts “e”, “u” and
“d”, respectively.
DEFINITION 2: In the search results listing with
positions following sequential decaying
scheme, denote
and
(m= {e, u, d}) as the CTR of position r under sequential decaying
scheme and Value Mutation, respectively.
i) Exchange Value Mutation (EVM): Position set among i and
is defined as EVM if
the CTR distribution satisfies the following two conditions:
, …,
,
,..., } goes into
a)
,
, b) The sequence { , , …,
,
sequential decaying scheme again if we make an exchange of CTR over position i and j.
ii) Upward Value Mutation (UVM): Position set among t and
(n is a random integer)
is defined as UVM the CTR distribution satisfies the following two conditions :
a) The CRTs of these two positions follow
, b) The sequence {
,
, …,
, ,
, ..., }/{ } goes into sequential decaying scheme again.
iii) Downward Value Mutation (DVM): Position set among p and
(n is a random
integer) is defined as DVM if the CTR distribution satisfies the following two conditions :
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a)
. b) The sequence {
sequential decaying scheme again.

,

, …,

,

,

, ...,

}/{

} goes into

After appropriate characterizing these three VMs, the key challenge left is the effect of these VM
under the auction and corresponding information disclosure on SE-Revenue, if the advertisers
decide to participate in the auction, either under IF-Disclosed or IF-Undisclosed.

3. Model Setting
We consider a search advertising market with one keyword,
objects (ad slots of search result)
and
bidders (advertisers). Advertisers and Search-Engine are risk-neutral. Advertisers are
arranged to the ad slots through real-time GSP auction, and are charged based on cost-per-click
(CPC) model. Without loss of generality, is denoted as the position indicators to meet
. The CTR received by the advertiser placed at position under benchmark is , implying that
the CTR of a particular position is independent of the ads in this and other positions. Let
(it’s
assumed that the click value is intrinsic to the advertiser) and
denote the click value and
bidding price of advertiser k under benchmark (for simplicity), respectively. The payoff advertiser
k earns from being in position is
minus his CPC payment to Search Engine, whereas the
revenue of Search Engine yields from advertiser k’s CPC payment.
In our study, three different auction contexts are taken into account, Benchmark, IFD and IFU,
which separately denote Search Engine Result Listing without VM, with VM and information
Disclosed, with VM but information Undisclosed (Table 1). One important observation is that, if
the more faraway (either above or below) from one ad slot r the position of one advertiser placed
in the result listing is, the less incentive for the specific advertiser has to scramble for position r.
Moreover, according to Lemma 2, the advertiser set under all three auction contexts remains
unchanged.
LEMMA 1. For any position under Benchmark context, those advertisers placed more faraway
from at equilibrium would suffer more loss (have less incentive) to compete for .
LEMMA 2 The advertiser set who win the
same as that in the auction with VM.

positions in the auction of Benchmark context is the

4. Equilibrium Analysis
Arising from the fact that the listing environment merely maps to locally distributed Value
Mutation of position value, instead of completely out-of-order. In the traditional decaying
sequential result listing, advertisers converge to a stable bid vector which is named “Locally
envy-free equilibria” under Benchmark context (Edelman etc. 2007, named as EOS). We leverage
the locally envy-free framework as benchmark equilibrium.
Under IFU context (Table 1), the equilibrium turns out to be identical to that under Benchmark
context (EOS). The comparison of the equilibrium outcome between IFU context and Benchmark
(
) indicates the SE-Revenue under
context is generalized as shown in Table 3. Let
IFU-EVM context subtracted by SE-Revenue under Benchmark context. Conditional on the fact
that
and ( )
(
) , Search Engine suffers profit loss attributed to the existence of
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IFU-EVM, as the loss attributed to the presence of IFU-DVM since
. However, there is
excess marginal revenue for Search Engine owing to the higher CTR at position (i.e.
).
Under IFD context, there exists “tie-embedded locally envy-free equilibrium” including those
advertisers placed at the ad slots affected by the repulsive and attractive force of Value Mutation.
Take IFD-EVM as example, denote
as the number of advertisers submit the bid .
PROPOSITION: There are several possible equilibria in the auction with EVM. In equilibrium,
those advertisers placed above position construct locally envy-free strategy profile with the
bidding prices at most equal to that without EVM. Advertisers below
submit the bid
following locally envy-free equilibrium as Benchmark context, while advertiser assigned at
positions among (
) choose the unique bidding price
(the tie)and create a tie. More
formally, in the locally envy-free equilibrium,
* ( )
(
)
()
( )
(
)
(
)
+
(
)
( )
(
)
( )
where the value of ( ) ,
and
meet particular constraints not exhausted in this version.

5. Revenue of Search Engine
To explore the effect of EVM on Search Engine through the auction equilibrium under IFD, we
would resort to the disparity of SE-Revenue from VM to Benchmark context. Akin to the
equilibrium, we deliver the change of SE-Revenue as illustrated in Table 3.
On account of these observations in Table 4, the threshold for Search Engine’s Revenue to be
better-off and worse-off under EVM is readily linked to the information disclosure and
) as an indicator function for
)
equilibrium outcome . Denote (
, i.e. (
)
if
and (
or else. As presented in Table 3, if existence of EVM is private
knowledge of Search Engine and is hidden to advertisers, Search Engine affirmatively suffers
profit loss against Benchmark context. Nevertheless, information revelation and the
corresponding advertisers’ bidding strategy adjustment can be leveraged to compensate the
negative effect over SE-Revenue, provided that
∑

(

(

)

) ∑

(

(

))

(

)

∑

Akin to the above, in contrast to the Benchmark context (EOS), if advertisers are informed about
the existence of EVM, Search Engine would be better off without any additional effort for
mechanism modification condition on
∑

(

)

(

)

(

) ∑

(

(

)

(

))

∑

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In practical, the Value Mutation is the combination of three basic types and even multiple Value
Mutations may simultaneously arise in SERP. To address the challenge, we propose a
“Top-Priority Rule”, implying that Search Engine should focus on the specific Value Mutation
on the top of SERP because of the decaying trend of slot specific click-value and the
corresponding power attached to the slot on SE-Revenue.
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With the synergism of “Top-Priority Rule”, information disclosure mechanism and threshold
identification for the positive/negative effect of Value Mutation on SE-Revenue, Search Engine
is available to implement Value Mutation to optimize the revenue from sponsored search
advertising, or adopt well-directed adjustment on the page design.

7. Figures

Figure 1 Relative click frequency for top 30 result positions over 3,500 queries and 120,000
searches. (Source: Agichtein et al., 2006)
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Figure 2 Search Engine Result with Three Basic Value Mutation

8. Tables
Table 1 Auction Contexts on the Basis of VM Existence Information Disclosure
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Table 3 Change of SE-Revenue under EVM
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Venture Capitalists' Over-Investments in a Hot Market:
Evidence from IT Startups
Jun Huang

Zhan (Michael) Shi*

Abstract
The herding of venture capital to hot product markets has been documented in the literature,
but its implications on investment outcomes remain unclear. This study proposes a
mechanism whereby venture capitalists' herding decreases their screening effort in a hot
market and leads to over-funding entrepreneurs that have worked at a prominent employer.
Using a dataset of the U.S. IT startups, we found evidence that is consistent with this
mechanism. Relative to other employee-founded startups, those founded by ex-employees of a
prominent company were on average more likely to secure venture capital funding. The
latter's advantage in securing funding was larger in a hotter market. On average, investing in
the latter did not offer a better chance of exit. Relative to investing in the former, the exit
likelihood of investing in the latter was smaller in a hotter market.
Keywords: VC herding, IT startups, Information asymmetry, Data analytics

1. Introduction
Venture capital (VC) plays an instrumental role in fostering the growth and innovation of
technology startups. The usefulness of VC to startups and the society depends on the
efficiency of the matching between capital suppliers and entrepreneurs. This efficiency may
potentially be affected by the volatile nature of the venture capital market. Research has
extensively documented the herding of VC to startups in a booming industry (e.g., Devenow
et al., 1996; Lerner, 2002). The implications of venture capitalists' herding for their
investment outcomes remain the subject of an ongoing debate. Some research found no
significant impacts of herding on venture capitalists' investment outcomes (Gompers et al.,
2008). A more recent study, however, found that venture capitalists tend to invest more
but incur lower returns in a “hot” market, i.e., a product market with a relatively large
inflow of VC (Achleitner et al., 2013). The finding of over-investments in hot markets
contributes an innovative insight to the literature, though the study has paid less attention
to the mechanism leading to this finding.
The current study aims to take a step towards understanding: (1) whether venture
capitalists over-invest in a hot market; and (2) if so, what the mechanism is for the
over-investments. We approach the questions from an angle of investors' screening. Our
angle is motivated by the literature that studies how investors address information
asymmetry when selecting investment targets. It has been shown that investors can
mitigate information asymmetry about a target's quality by screening, which includes a list
of activities for evaluating the entrepreneurs, their business, products, competitors, and the
industry (Cumming and Zambelli, 2017). On the other hand, the costs of screening (in
terms of both money and time) increase with its depth and comprehensiveness (Yung,
*
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2009). It generally takes months to conduct thorough screening of a business. The optimal
level of screening for an investor thus reflects a balance between the informational benefits
and the costs. Research in the literature highlights that this balance shifts with the intensity
of competition among investors. In a market with more intense competition among
investors, the benefits of screening decreases as the prospective investment target has a
larger set of investors to choose from. An investor's screening effort thus diminishes with
the intensity of competition (Inderst and Muller., 2004).
Investors' competition in a hot market suppresses their effort of screening a startup. When
scaling back the time-consuming or financially costly screening activities, such as in-depth
research about the startup's industry and competitors, investors become more reliant on
the convenient and less costly activities for evaluating the startup's quality. These activities
typically include presentations, interviews, and basic due diligence (MacMillan et al., 1985).
Compared with entrepreneurs that have worked at other companies, entrepreneurs that
have worked at a prominent employer (large, established company such as Microsoft and
IBM) are more likely to excel at the convenient screening activities. There are three reasons
for this. First, prominent employers usually recruit people with a better educational
background and better business or technological skills. Second, their employees are also
more likely to accumulate useful human and social capital before leaving for
entrepreneurship (Chatterji, 2009). Third, employer halo effect helps an entrepreneur form
a favorable impression (Nisbett et al., 1977).
Based on the rationale above, we conceptually identify a possible mechanism that may
explain part of venture capitalists' over-investments: compared with other markets,
investors' reduced screening effort in a hot market may lead to over-funding descendants
of prominent employers. We investigate this mechanism empirically using a novel dataset
of U.S. IT startups. Our empirical strategy compares prominent employers' descendants
with other employee-founded startups, using the latter as benchmark. Focusing on the
difference between these two groups to mitigate the influence of market-specific
confounding factors, we examine: (1) how their difference in the likelihood of securing VC
funding changes with the hotness of a market; and (2) conditional on securing funding, how
their difference in the likelihood of producing an investor exit changes with the hotness of a
market. The mechanism mentioned above would receive support if our empirical analyses
find a positive relation for (1) and a negative one for (2). In that case, there is evidence
suggesting venture capitalists' over-investments in prominent employers' descendants in a
hot market.

2. Data and Measures

2.1 Data Source and Sample
Our dataset was collected from CrunchBase (http://www.crunchbase.com), which is an
online database of companies, entrepreneurs and investors in the technology sector. Its
spectrum of coverage ranges from the “hard-tech” product markets such as hardware,
semiconductor, biotechnology to the “soft-tech” ones such as mobile applications. The unit
of analysis in our study is at the startup company level. We focus on U.S. IT startups that
were founded between 2005 and 2011. For each startup company, the dataset contains a
(free text) description of its main product market as well as information on its year of
founding, headquarter location, (co)founder(s), and important milestones (up to the year
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2016) including funding rounds, acquisition, and initial public offering (IPO). For the
founders, the dataset provides information about their educational backgrounds and
working experience.
To carry out the empirical analyses we need to first operationalize “prominent employers.”
Following the notion of “entrepreneurial prominence” in the literature (e.g., Burton et al.,
2002), we measure prominence of an organization by the total number of founders that
have worked for the organization. This measure captures an organization's representation
in the technology startup community that can potentially offer their employee-founders
“both informational and reputational benefits” (Burton et al., 2002). Operationally, we
define “prominent employers” to be the 100 employers that have produced the largest
number of founders as recorded on Crunchbase. For a startup, we define “descending from
a prominent employer” to be having at least one founder that has worked at a prominent
employer. Using the observed founder education and job history data, we also construct
several variables that will be used as controls in later analyses. These variables include
founders' highest degree (graduate, bachelor, or lower), length of working experience
(measured in number of years), and whether any of the (co)founders had been a serial
entrepreneur (binary). For each startup, all these control variables are measured as of the
startup's founding year. We exclude a startup from our sample if any of these control
variables is missing.
For answering our research question, we focus on two important milestones: series A
funding and investor exit. Series A is the first major round of venture capital financing for
startups. Whereas it does not guarantee a venture's subsequent success, securing this
round indicates growth potential and is regarded as an important milestone at the early
stage of a startup. Investor exit includes both the event of a startup being acquired and the
event of IPO. Scholars have used both events as an indicator of investors' successful exit
(Gompers et al., 2008).
2.2 Identifying Product Markets and Measuring Market Tightness
CrunchBase has a broad coverage of companies in the technology sector. However, since
most of the covered companies are startups, CrunchBase does not provide product
classification codes that are typically available for bigger, more established firms. Neither
does CrunchBase offer its own classification for the companies. We adopt an approach in
Shi et al. (2015) to derive product-market classification based on the textual company
descriptions provided by CrunchBase. Specifically, our approach assumes the companies'
product markets are discussed as “latent topics” and reflected in the choice of words in
their descriptions. Operationally we estimate these latent topics by using a statistical
learning algorithm called Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei et al., 2003). LDA produces
a set of “topics” discussed in the collection of descriptions, which we interpret as product
markets covered by the dataset, and also for each company, a distribution over the topics,
which we interpret as the company's presence in these product markets. We assign each
company to the product market on which its distribution has the largest weight. In our
operationalization, the companies in the dataset are each classified into one of 20 product
markets.
We use a measure “market tightness” to inversely represent the hotness of a product
market in a year. The market tightness measure is developed by quantifying the extent to
which the likelihood for a startup founded in a product market and in a year to secure
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series A funding would deviate from the “expected” level for startups from that product
market and that year. Specifically, at the startup level, we define a binary outcome variable
to indicate whether a startup secured series A funding within 5 years after its founding, and
zero otherwise. Then, we regress this binary outcome on a full set of founding year
dummies and product market dummies. Using the regression coefficients, we compute the
fitted value and residual, for each startup in our sample. The fitted value can be interpreted
as the expected likelihood of getting funding (within 5 years) given the macroeconomic and
industry conditions in a startup's founding year and the fixed characteristics of the
startup's product market. To derive the tightness of a founding year-product market cohort,
we then average the negated residuals for all startups belonging to that cohort. This score
thus measures the systematic difference between the expected funding likelihood and the
actual funding likelihood for the particular founding year-product market cohort. A
negative score suggests the actual funding likelihood is higher than the expected level, thus
indicating a hot market, and vice versa.

3. Regression Analysis
We exclude from our sample startups where the founders did not report working
experiences registered on CrunchBase. Two points need to be made about the exclusion.
First, the ideal comparison in our analysis is between descendants of prominent employers
and those of other employers. Including startups founded by people without any working
experience would mix the effect of having working experience and that of employer
prominence. The second point is regarding potential data quality issue – one might be
concerned that missing employment data for some startups is not because the founders did
not have working experiences, but rather due to the underreporting issue. If
underreporting was more likely for successful startups, then including the startups without
founder working experience registered on CrunchBase would create a selection issue and
biases in the results.
We use regressions to test the aforementioned mechanism. As discussed earlier in the
paper, we focus on two outcome variables (1) whether a startup received series A funding
and (2) whether an invested startup produced investor exit (through being acquired or
becoming public). The independent variable is a dummy that equals one if the startup is a
descendant of a prominent employer. We examine how these outcome variables are
affected by the founders' experience at prominent employers and how the effects are
moderated by market tightness. The unit of analysis is a startup in all the regressions. Since
both outcome variables are binary, we use the standard logistic regression model. We also
control for a set of covariates, including founders' education, past entrepreneurial
experience, work experience, and fixed effects for the startup's main product market,
founding year, and state.
The regression results on series A funding are reported in the first two columns in Table 1.
The difference between Models (1) and (2) is that Model (1) includes only the main effect
of having worked at a prominent employer and Model (2) adds the interaction between
prominent employer and market tightness. The result of Model (1) suggests that, on
average, founders' working experience at prominent organizations has a significantly
positive effect on the likelihood of receiving series A funding. The result of Model (2)
indicates that the advantage of startups founded by prominent organizations' former
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employees varies across different founding year-product market cohorts depending on the
market tightness. Specifically, we find the interaction term to have the significantly
negative effect, which suggests as market tightness decreases (a market becomes hotter
with more VC inflow), the advantage of prominent employers' descendants in securing VC
funding becomes larger.
The third and fourth columns in Table 1 report the regression results on investor exits
conditional on securing series A funding. Model (4) differs from Model (3) in that it
includes the interaction term between prominent employer and market tightness. Note
that the sample size decreases from Models (1) and (2) since we limit to the startups in our
sample that received series A funding. The result of Model (3) shows that conditional on
receiving VC funding, none of the control variables are statistically significantly associated
with the exit likelihood. More importantly, the model shows that on average, being a
descendant of prominent employers is not predictive of the likelihood of investor exits.
However, the result of Model (4) shows that the effect of having worked at a prominent
employer varies with market tightness. Specifically, the exit likelihood of investing in
prominent employers' descendants (relative to investing in other employee-founded
startups) is smaller in a hotter (less tight) market.
Table 1 Logistic Regression Results

prominent employer
prominent employer X tightness
highest degree being grad degree
highest degree being bachelor
past founding experience
years employed before founding
years employed squared
founding year FE
product market FE
state FE
series A funding year FE
constant
Obs
AIC
* p<0.05 ** p<0.01 *** p<0.001

Series A Funding
Model (1)
Model (2)
0.296**
0.271**
(0.093)
(0.094)
-3.691**
(1.144)
0.773***
0.776***
(0.095)
(0.095)
0.658***
0.662***
(0.100)
(0.100)
0.141
0.137
(0.074)
(0.074)
0.026
0.027
(0.018)
(0.018)
-0.001
-0.001
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
3,963
4,603.1

Yes
3,963
4,603.1

Exits
Model (3)
Model (4)
0.227
0.310
(0.159)
(0.160)
5.145*
(2.194)
0.082
0.052
(0.223)
(0.219)
-0.013
-0.058
(0.243)
(0.241)
0.063
0.051
(0.145)
(0.146)
0.001
0.002
(0.032)
(0.033)
-0.001
-0.001
(0.001)
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
1,056
1,056
1,215.6
1,215.6

To sum up the regression results, we found evidence that suggests venture capitalists
over-invest in prominent employers' descendants in a hot market. Relative to other
employee-founded startups, prominent employers' descendants were on average more
likely to secure venture capital funding. Their advantage in securing funding was larger in a
hotter market. Investing in prominent employers' descendants on average did not lead to
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greater chances of an exit. Relative to investing in other employee-founded startups, the
exit likelihood of investing in prominent employers' descendants was smaller in a hotter
market. Therese findings are consistent with the aforementioned mechanism of
over-investments in prominent-employers' descendants.

4. Conclusion
This study investigates whether venture capitalists' over-investment in hot markets. We
also propose a mechanism whereby venture capitalists' herding decreases their screening
effort in a hot market and leads to over-funding prominent employers' descendants. Our
empirical analyses return evidence that is consistent with this mechanism. This study
contributes to the discussion on VC investment efficiency and the literature of the signaling
theory.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the inverted U-shape relationship between the crowdfunding
success and the number of contribution tiers. When the number of contribution tiers is
relatively low, increasing the number of contribution tiers has a positive effect on the
crowdfunding success because of the versioning effect. However, when the number of
contribution tiers is relatively high, increasing the number of contribution tiers has a
negative effect on the crowdfunding success because of the information overloading
effect. There exist a moderate number of contribution tiers, which is associate the
highest success rate. The U-shape relationship also exists between the number of
contribution tiers and another two estimates of crowdfunding success: the number of
backers and the total support amount.
Keywords: Crowdfunding Success, Inverted U-shape, Versioning, Information
Overloading

1. Introduction
Crowdfunding becomes an important financial approach for small entrepreneurs and
medium-sized firms. It allows entrepreneurs to raise small amount of fund from a large
number of individuals, through a crowdfunding platform and avoids high interest rate
and barriers associated with conventional forms of funding. With its convenience to
small startups to raise money, this new business model opens up a brand new market
with great value. Since its infancy, the crowdfunding volume has increased to 738.9
million in 2016 (Statista 2017). Despite the increasing volume of crowdfunding, the
success rate has remained modest. The average success rate of world’s largest
crowdfunding platform, Kickstarter, is 35.91% in 2017.
Researchers have investigated factors influencing crowdfunding success including the
backers’ motivations (Gerber and Hui 2013) and behaviors patterns (Burtch et al. 2014),
the creators’ social capital, culture and geography differences between creators and
backers (Lin and Viswanathan 2016), the platform features (Hu et al. 2015), etc.
Although factors influencing the crowdfunding success go beyond the attributes of
creators and backers, researches in contribution scheme design remain limited.
Researchers investigated crowdfunding contribution scheme design from optimal
design of product and price (Hu et al. 2015), or mixed options of donate and rewards
(Cai et al. 2017), or comparisons of reward and equity contribution scheme
(Belleflamme et al. 2014). Of these limited design studies, one common interest is the
effect of the number of contribution tiers, which refers to the number of reward
options for backers to choose when they invest, considering reward hunting remains
one of the main motivations of backers (Gerber and Hui 2013). Some find the number
of contribution tiers has a positive result on crowdfunding success, for the reason of
wider range of choices to satisfy diversified incentives (Kunz et al. 2016) by versioning
(Du and Wang 2017). Especially, we refer491
versioning effect as the benefits acquired by

providing different versions of a product (Varian 1997). However, others find the number
of contribution tiers has a negative result on crowdfunding success because of
information overloading (Xiao et al. 2014).
This result posits a confusing phenomenon for academia and industry. Whether more
numbers of contribution tier encourages better crowdfunding outcomes? Which effect
dominates in the crowdfunding context? In consideration that versioning effect occurs
when the number of contribution tiers is limited and information overloading occurs
when the number of contribution tiers is too much, we try to explore whether there is an
inverted U-shape relationship between the number of contribution tiers and
crowdfunding outcome and whether there exists an optimal number of contribution
tiers in the crowdfunding context.
To explore our research questions, we collect observational data from Zhongchou.com,
one of China’s most impactive reward-based crowdfunding platforms. Our empirical
analysis finds the versioning effect of the number of contribution tiers dominates in the
crowdfunding context. It increases the crowdfunding success by 3% on average by
adding one contribution tier, when the average success rate of crowdfunding platform is
only about 30%. More interestingly, we find an inverted U-shape relationship between
the number of contribution tiers and the success rate with an optimal number of
contribution tiers posits in 16 to 17, though the versioning effect dominates over the
information overloading effect in total. Further, we study the mechanisms by finding
the inverted U-shape relationships between the number of contribution tiers and the
total number of supporting backers and support times.
This study contributes to contribution scheme design by investigating how the number
of contribution tiers influence crowdfunding success. Specifically, this study
contributes by synthesizing the versioning effect and information overloading effect
together in the crowdfunding context, which implicates that project managers should
design a proper number of contribution tiers.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Crowdfunding success factors
Researchers have investigated the crowdfunding success factors broadly since it
remains an important issue for most platforms. One stream of studies investigates this
problem from the creator’s aspect, including creator’s interaction with backers (Xu et
al. 2015), creator’s endeavor in updating project progress (Kunz et al. 2017; Xiao et
al. 2014) and creator’s social network (Hong et al. 2015). Another stream of studies
tries to investigate the problem for the backer’s side, including the dynamic
influence between backers (Burtch et al. 2013), backers’ contribution motivations
(Gerber and Hui 2013), and backer’s privacy concern (Burtch et al. 2015, 2016). A
third stream of study tries to find the effect of geography distance (Lin et al.
2013) and culture distance (Burtch et al. 2013) on crowdfunding outcome. At last,
researchers have investigated this problem from the number of contribution tiers
(Du and Wang 2017; Kunz et al. 2017; Xiao et al. 2014), the product quality design
(Hu et al. 2015), hybrid contribution scheme (Cai et al. 2017).
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2.2 Versioning Effect and Information Overloading
Researchers pay attention to the relationship between the number of contribution tiers
and crowdfunding success, since reward hunting is one of the main contribution
motivations in reward based crowdfunding platforms. But the there are two competing
findings about the effect of the contribution tiers. One main stream believes a positive
effect of the number of contribution tiers because of wider range of choices to satisfy
the diverse contribution motivations and the benefits of versioning (Varian 1997). The
backers have a variety of incentives to contribute (Gerber and Hui 2013), so the wider
range of contribution tiers would better satisfy the diverse contribution motivations.
Other studies investigate the relationship from the versioning theory or quality
discrimination and believe a larger number of contribution tiers could get the
consumers to sort themselves into different groups according to their willingness to
pay (Shapiro and Varian 1998). The opposite side believes a negative relationship
exists between crowdfunding success and the number of contribution tiers because of
the scarcity effect or information overloading effect. From the scarcity point of view,
Kunz et al. (2017) believes that the crowdfunding project success is negatively
affected by the number of contribution tiers for the reason that the evaluation of goods
by a customer is affected by the extent of their availability (Brock 1968). Xiao et al.
(2014) believe the negative effect results from the information overloading in the
reason that information overloading causes the backers’ inability to locate what is
relevant and overlooking what is most crucial among relevant data (Herbig and
Kramer 1994) .
To summarize, the above theoretical analysis suggests when the number of
contribution tiers is low, there are not many choices for the backers but versioning
provides backers more options, so adding the number of contribution tiers will
increase the project success. However, when the number of contribution tiers is high,
backers facing too many options, which will causes the backers’ inability to location
what is relevant, so adding the number of contribution tiers will decrease the project
success. So we hypotheses:
H1: There exists an inverted U-shape relationship between the success rate and the
number of contribution tiers. A moderate number of contribution tiers will be
associated with the highest success likelihood.
We also try to find the underlying mechanisms through two routes: a) the number of backers
and b) the support amount of each project. So we hypotheses:
H2: There exists an inverted U-shape relationship between the total number of
backers and the number of contribution tiers. A moderate number of contribution tiers
will be associated with the largest number of backers.
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H3: There exists an inverted U-shape relationship between the total support amount
and the number of contribution tiers. A moderate number of contribution tiers will be
associated with the largest support amount.

3. Study Context
We collect proprietary data from one of the largest crowdfunding platform,
Zhongchou.com. Since its inception in 2013, Zhongchou has hosted more than 68000
projects and solicited more than 250 million RMB from about 1.6 million backers in
2017. Zhongchou hosts crowdfunding projects in different categories including
Agriculture, Publishing, Entertainment, Art, Technique and Charity.
Our observational period is from February 2015 to December 2015. In our observation
period, we collect data from about 4816 projects. We collect data of the project
characteristics, including the target amount solicited, the start and end dates, the
amount raised, the number of backers, the project category, the project content (via
textual, pictorial and video descriptions), the contribution tiers made available and the
location of the project. In addition to the project characteristics, we also observe
information related to the project initiators. On top of their user IDs, we have
information on their social media account (i.e., whether they are on Weibo, a blog, and
WeChat), their citizenship ID, and business licenses, their level of education attainment,
and the date when they joined the platform.

4. Empirical Methodology and Results
Since the dependent variable success of the project is a binary variable, we use linear
probability model and logistic regression separately to test the hypothesis of the inverted
U-shape relationship between the success rate and number of contribution tiers.
The main model is as follows:
𝐶𝐶ro𝑤𝑤dfund𝑖𝑖ng Success𝑖𝑖= 𝛼𝛼 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶ontribution_Tier𝑖𝑖 + 𝛽𝛽 ⋅ 𝐶𝐶ontribution_Tier_Squared𝑖𝑖 + 𝛾𝛾 ⋅ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖 + 𝜖𝜖𝑖𝑖
Table 2: Linear Probability Model of Project Success
Model_0
Model_1
--No. Contribution_Tier_Squared
---0.0129***
No. Contribution_Tier
-(3.71)
√
√
Control variables
R-squared
Observations

0.0978
4186

0.1008
4186

Model_2
-0.0015***
(-3.15)
0.0352***
(4.45)
√
0.1029
4186

From the above results, we find the number of contribution tier have a positive
effect on the average success rate. It increases the success rate by 1.3% in
consideration of the average success rate of the platform is 30%, which suggest
versioning effect dominates in total. After adding the square of the number of
contribution tiers, the success rate increase by about 3% when adding one more
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contribution option, which suggest the versioning effect increase the average success
rate by 10% (3%/30%). However, the information overloading effect decreases the
average success rate 1.7% (3%-1.3%). And when the number of contribution tiers
arrives at 12-13, the success rate of the projects is the highest. We also use logistic
regression to test the inverted U-shape relationship, which remain qualitively the
same.

5. Robustness Check
Firstly, we rely on alternative variable for crowdfunding success. When there are more
number of support times for the project, the project tends to raise enough money to
meet the goal. We use log transform of the number of support times as the alternative
measures for project success.

6. Mechanism Studies
The versioning effect will benefit those who cannot find an optimal option in a
coarsened price menu design. So adding the contribution tiers will attract more
backers to support the project when the number of contribution tiers is low and there
is merely information overloading effect. But when there are two much, the
information overloading effect will dominate and weaken the versioning effect so that
there will be less backers. For the mechanism studies, we run OLS regression on the
total number of backers and the total support amount raised. For both variables, we
find the inverted U-shape relationship between the two variables and the number of
contribution tiers. This explains how the U-shape between project success and the
number of contribution tiers form.

7. Discussion and Conclusion
This paper examines the inverted U-shape relationship between the project success
and the number of contribution tiers. We find in the crowdfunding context, the
versioning effect dominates over the information overloading effect. When the
number of contribution tiers is relatively low, the main effect will be the versioning
effect which benefits the backers with a diverse set of contribution motivations. But
when the number of the contribution tiers is relatively high, the overloading effect
will have a negative effect on the crowdfunding success and weaken the versioning
effect. Further, we also find the inverted U-shape relationship exists between the
number of contribution tiers and the number of backers and the total support amount.
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Abstract
Access to a platform’s services often requires consumers to use a complementary product
or service, e.g. Internet service is needed to access the YouTube platform. Typically, such
access products or services are provided by third-party firms. However, recently, owners of
advertising supported platforms like Google have ventured into providing these access products/services. For example, Google Fiber provides access to YouTube, and Pixel phones to
Google Search. In this paper, we examine the vertical integration strategy of providing access
products/services by advertising-based platforms, whose revenues depend upon the quality of
access products/services. We develop an analytical model to examine this context and find
that increase in competition due to entry in the access product/service market by the platform
(i) may, in contrast to findings in the literature on firm entry, lead to higher-quality access
product/service by both the platform as well as third-party incumbent firms, (ii) improves
the platform’s profit either through increase in its advertising revenue or through new revenue from sales of the access product/service, and (iii) increases consumer and social welfare
which is opposite of the conventional wisdom that vertical integration of platforms reduces
consumer and social welfare.
Key words: Platform; Entry: Vertical Integration; Quality competition

Introduction
Over the last two decades, the platform business model (e.g. eBay, Facebook) has become
increasingly popular. It is well known that platforms expand the boundaries of their business
by enveloping the functionalities provided by other platforms (Eisenmann et al., 2011) or by
offering products and services to the consumers just like the business side of the platform
(Hagiu and Spulber, 2013; Lee, 2013). For example, Microsoft’s Xbox platform expanded its
business by publishing its own video games like Halo. Of late, however, advertising supported
platforms, those that earn their revenues only from advertising, are adopting yet another
way to expand their business. This approach focuses on the consumer side of the platform
rather than the business side.
Consumers often require a complementary product or a service to access a platform’s
services. We refer to these complementary products as access products or services. For
example, consumers need an Internet service to access platforms like YouTube, and hardware
products like mobile phones to access Google’s Search platform (see Figure 1). Hence, it is
possible for a platform to expand its business by providing products/services that users need
to access the platform. Google has adopted this approach to expansion by entering into the
business of Internet service provision (ISP) through Fiber and the business of smartphones
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through its Nexus, and now Pixel, line of phones. In this paper, we investigate why platforms
vertically expand by entering into products/services that enable access to the platform.
Typically, well-established firms already exist to provide access products or services to platforms. For example, access to
YouTube is provided by well-known ISPs like AT&T, Verizon etc.,
and access to Google’s Search platform is available through phones
manufactured by Samsung, HTC etc. Therefore, it is clear that
removing access bottlenecks is not the primary reason for vertical integration into access products/ services by the platforms.
Another popular reason for vertical integration is to tackle the
reduction in profits of the supply chain due to double marginalization (Tirole, 1988; Economides, 1999). This reason can also be
Figure 1: Role of access ruled out because these platforms are free for use by third-party
products or services for access product firms, and so there are no double marginalization
related pricing issues to be solved. These observations raise the
an advertising-based
question as to why platforms adopt vertical integration to provide
platform
access products or services to consumers.
It is conceivable that by providing access products/services, the platform intends to add
a new source of revenue to bolster its business. At the same time, the platform may also
gain in its advertising business if the qualities of the access products (its own as well third
party access products) increase due to its entry. For example, higher quality of Internet
service allows consumers to enjoy a better quality video streaming experience on YouTube.
This induces customers to consume more content on YouTube, thus allowing YouTube to
show more ads to each customers and earn more advertising revenue.1 Similarly, a better
quality phone may allow customers to search quickly and efficiently, thus inducing customers
to search more and, once again, helps Google Search platform to improve its advertising
earnings. Extant research (Ma and Burgess, 1993; Banker et al., 1998; Vives, 2008) reports
that an increase in competition due to entry of a new firm into a market leads to lower
quality. Therefore, prima facie, it appears that the sole purpose of introducing an access
product by the platform is to add a new source of revenue from selling the access product.
In this research, we use an analytical model to study the motivations of advertising-based
platforms to adopt the vertical integration strategy by providing access products/services for
the platform. Specifically, we wish to analyze the following questions. First, how does the
equilibrium quality of the incumbent firms’ access product/service change with the entry of
platform’s product/service? Second, is it a profitable strategy for advertising-based platforms
to vertically integrate into providing access products and services? If so, what are the reasons
behind this finding? Third, what are the consumer and social welfare implications of such
vertical expansion?

Model
We analyze our research questions by considering the equilibrium outcomes under following
three scenarios- (i) benchmark case: (denoted by superscript b) two firms competing in the
1

http://www.wordstream.com/blog/ws/2013/04/18/q1-google-earnings-call-google-fiber
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access product/services market while platform earns profits only from advertisements; (ii)
third-party firm entry: (superscript n) three firms (two incumbents and one new symmetric
firm) competing in the access product market while platform earns profits only from advertisements; and (iii) vertical integration: (superscript v) three firms (two incumbents and the
platform) competing in the access product market where platform earns profits from both
product sales and advertisements.
There is an advertising-based platform between advertisers and consumers, and consumers can access the platform for free, but only through an access product. Access products can also use the platform free of cost. In the benchmark case, the access product is
marketed by two third-party sellers, firms A and B. These two firms are maximally differentiated and located at 0 and 12 , respectively, on the circumference of a Salop circle of
unit length (Economides, 1986). A third firm E may enter the market with its own access
product. If the entering firm is a third-party seller, then we specialize its representation as
N . If, on the other hand, the entering firm is the platform that vertically integrates into
the access product market, then we specialize its representation as P . When a new product
enters the market, all three firms relocate themselves such that they are equidistant (at a
distance 13 ) from one another (Salop, 1979; Balasubramanian, 1998).
The utility of consumer of type x from buying i is given by qi − tdxi − pi where qi is the
quality of product i, pi is the price, and dxi is the distance between i and x on the Salop
2
circle. Taking the fixed cost of developing a product of quality q to be C(q) = cq2 where
c > 0 and assuming marginal cost to be zero, we write the profit functions of the product
cq 2
firms as πi = pi Di − 2i ∀ i ∈ {A, B, N } where Di is the demand of firm i.
As discussed earlier, the quality of the access products impacts the revenue that advertisingbased platforms generate. For example, higher quality of Internet service allows for a better
video streaming experience on YouTube, which, in turn, results in more advertising revenue
for Google. Hence, the ad profit per consumer using a product of quality q is given by φ(q; a)
where φq > 0, φa > 0, φqq ≤ 0, φqa > 0 and φ(0; a) = 0. The parameter a represents the
lucrativeness of the advertising business for the platform. When platform vertically integrates, it generates revenue from two sources- one from advertising and another one from
sales of access products; otherwise it earns only from ads. We write the profit function of
the platform as following.

benchmark case;
 φ(qA )DA + φ(qB )DB
φ(qA )DA + φ(qB )DB + φ(qE )DE
when E = N (third party entry);
πP =

pE DE − C(qE ) + φ(qA )DA + φ(qB )DB + φ(qE )DE when E = P (vertical integration)

Results
Proposition 1 Let φ(q) = aq where a > 0. Then, we have
3(4a3 +9a2 +a−4)
;
(i) qPv∗ > qAv∗ = qBv∗ > q b∗ when a > 1 and c >
25(a−1)
3 +9a2 +a−4
3
4a
(
)
(ii) q b∗ > qPv∗ > qAv∗ = qBv∗ when a < 14 and c >
;
25(4a−1)
v∗
b∗
v∗
v∗
(iii) qP > q > qA = qB otherwise.
Our finding reported in the first part of the above proposition contrasts with the literature
on competition and quality (Ma and Burgess, 1993; Banker et al., 1998; Vives, 2008) which
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finds that increased competition due to new entry decreases quality. Instead, we show that
incumbents can increase their quality with the entry of the platform even when such an
entry intensifies the price competition in the access product market. The reason for this
contrasting result is rooted in the complementarity between the platform’s core business of
advertising and quality of the access products due to which the strategic effects of increasing
quality for incumbents may even become positive. With the introduction of Google Fiber
(access product to the YouTube platform), other incumbent ISPs typically improved their
speeds2 . This observation is in line with the findings in the above result.
Vertical integration can lead to greater qualities by all the firms because, compared to
the benchmark case, marginal value of quality for the both the platform and the incumbents
can be higher. It is higher for the platform in the vertical integration case because, unlike
any other firm in the benchmark or the third-party entry case, an increase in quality of its
access product improves its revenues not only from product sales, but also from advertising.
What is more surprising is that with vertical integration marginal value of quality can be
higher for the incumbent firms as well. The reason behind this result is that, unlike in the
third-party entry case, where the strategic effect of increasing quality is always negative for
the incumbents, the same indirect effect can be positive in the vertical integration case. This
happens because an improvement in quality of the access products of the incumbent firms
improves the platform’s profits from the market segment covered by the access products of
these firms. Therefore, the platform has an incentive to raise the price for its own access
product as the quality of the incumbent firms’ access product increases. Note that this
incentive is absent in any standard case of quality and price competition due to lack of
complementarity between an entrant’s profits and the quality of incumbent firms in the
market.
Our next finding is regarding the optimality of vertical integration by the platform. We
find that, although all the qualities can go down with vertical integration, platform always
earns higher profits with vertical integration. The reason behind this result is stated in the
next proposition. Let πPv∗s denote equilibrium profits from product sales and πPv∗a the profit
from advertisements (πPv∗ = πPv∗s + πPv∗a ) for the platform.
Proposition 2 With vertical integration,
(i) platform loses from product sales (πPv∗s < 0) but gains advertising revenues (πPv∗a > πPb∗ )
when a > a1 and c < c1 ;
(ii) platform gains from product sales (πPv∗s > 0) but loses advertising revenues (πPv∗a < πPb∗ )
when a < a2 and c > c2 .
The intuition behind part (i) of the above proposition is as follows. When a is high,
the platform has an incentive to create a high quality to gain from advertising. If the
parameter c is not too high, the platform creates such a high quality that it earns a negative
profit from product sales. Therefore, the overall profit of the platform is higher because of
advertising revenues. For part (ii) of the above result, we already know from Corollary 1
that equilibrium qualities of all the three firms in the vertical integration case can be lower
than the benchmark quality when a is small. This leads to lower advertising profits for the
2

https://www.technologyreview.com/s/514176/google-fibers-ripple-effect/
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platform in the vertical integration case compared to the benchmark case. Hence, the overall
profits of the platform are higher because of positive product sales.
To understand the welfare implications of vertical expansion of the platform, we first
compare the welfare changes due to a third-party firm entry. Although increased competition leads to lower qualities, it decreases the price even more in the market. Furthermore,
consumers now incur lower fit costs due to the presence of one more firm. Therefore, overall
the consumer surplus increases due to third party entry compared to the benchmark case.
However, total social welfare decreases due to much lower producer surplus.
We next compare the consumer surplus in the third-party firm entry case with that in
the platform entry case. As both the cases have the same level of competition (number of
firms), it is not clear which entry generates higher consumer surplus. As incumbent firms
can sometimes produce a very low quality (lower than q n∗ ) due to the entry of a dominant
platform, consumers might be worse off due to vertical integration of the platform. Therefore,
in order to gain clarity on the directionality of consumer and social welfares, we compare
the welfares in all the three cases to analyze whether vertical integration of the platform can
increase welfare. This brings us to the following proposition.
Proposition 3 (i) Vertical integration of the platform always leads to higher consumer surplus than the third party entry case and, therefore, also the benchmark case.
(ii) Vertical integration of the platform can lead to higher social welfare than the benchmark case and, therefore, also the third party entry.
The above result shows that compared to the benchmark case and the third party entry
case, both the consumer and social welfare can be higher with vertical integration of the platform. The reason is that, while incumbents can generate lower surplus for their consumers
in the vertical integration case compared to the third party entry case, the platform’s access
product always provides higher surplus to its consumers than what all the firms provide in
the third party entry case. The increase in consumer welfare is, in fact, so high that along
with additional profits earned by the platform, it subsumes the decrease in profits of the
incumbents, sometimes leading to higher social welfare as well.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the determinants of the matching between lenders and borrowers in the
online peer-to-peer lending market. By using transaction from a large peer-to-peer lending site,
we establish a matching model to directly investigate the matching process between borrowers
and lenders in this market. We find that different lenders, in terms of their previous lending
behavior, exhibits different preference on borrowers. Specially, lenders who had made a small
number of investment and those who had invested a small amount of money are more likely to
match with borrowers with a higher credit score, a higher interest rate, and a shorter duration.
Early lenders are more likely to match with borrowers who offer a higher interest rate; late
lenders tend to match with borrowers who promise to pay off debt quickly. Our findings have the
implications for the lending relationship and market efficiency.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Peer-to-peer lending, Two-sided matching, Structural modeling,
Maximum score estimation

1. Introduction
The peer-to-peer lending is a financial innovation that facilitates the lending activity through
online platforms. In this market, a realized transaction depends on the mutual choices of
borrowers and the lenders. Each lender faces the decision of choosing among a set of borrowers
with a variety of characteristics, and each borrower aims to attract a set of lenders to fund their
requests. Thus, the peer-to-peer lending market is a clear example of a many-to-many two-sided
matching market (Fox 2010; Wu 2015). Although existing work on peer-to-peer lending
provides some evidence on the determinates of funding success or loan performance, they do not
formally investigate the matching between borrowers and lenders in this market.
This paper aims to investigate matching between borrowers and lenders in this emerging market.
We are interested in addressing: the determinants of borrower-lender match, especially, the
impact of lender experience in the matching process. To study this problem, we use a structural
approach to model the matching process. In particular, we model the market for loans as a
two-sided matching market, with the two sides being borrowers and lenders. Agents from both
sides of this market form the matches (or investments) to maximize their values given the money
they are investing or receiving. The intuition behind our matching approach is that the set of loan
requests (or borrowers) that lenders select reveals their preference. The approach is underlying
the main assumption of a pairwise stability that an actual pair of partners is not blocked by any
individuals or any pair of individuals (Agarwal 2015; Roth and Sotomayor 1992; Wu 2015). We
use the pairwise stable conditions derived from the pairwise stability to establish objective value
function and apply the maximum score estimation to get the structural parameters. The key
advantage of the matching model is that it explicitly accounts for the endogenous transactions
between lenders and borrowers, an important source of endogeneity in the decision, which has
not been well modeled in reduced-form models (e.g., logit regression).
We collected data on realized matches from a large peer- to -peer lending platform. Our data are
in the form of investment records that describe, for each transaction, who is the borrower, who
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contributes how much at what time to this borrower. We find that different lenders, in terms of
their previous lending behavior, exhibits different preference on borrowers. Specially, lenders
who had made a small number of investments and those who had invested a small amount of
money are more likely to match with borrowers with a higher credit score, a higher interest rate,
and a shorter duration. Early lenders are more likely to match with borrowers who offer a higher
interest rate; late lenders tend to match with borrowers who promise to pay off debt quickly.
Our work contributes to existing work on crowdfunding. We establish a structural matching
model to account for the endogeneity in the mutual lending transactions. Existing crowdfunding
studies use reduced-form logistic regression (Lin and Viswanathan 2016) to investigate the
borrower-lender relationship. This approach, however, suffers estimation bias because both the
assignment of lenders to borrowers and the transferred money are endogenously determined.

2. Related Literature
In recent years, online P2P lending has attracted an increasing amount of attention from
researchers. One large stream of P2P lending studies investigate what factors may affect lenders’
decisions and the lending outcome. They find factors such as the interest rate, borrowers’
characteristics, hard information (e.g., credit score and debt history) and soft information to be
influential (Duarte et al. 2012; Herzenstein et al. 2011).This stream of literature focuses on
factors from the loans (or borrower) perspective. Another stream of literature focuses on the
variation across lenders. These studies focus on how a lender’s decision varies within a certain
social network, such as an online friend network, off-line friend network (Liu et al. 2015),
individuals from the same region (Lin and Viswanathan 2016), and online virtual communities
(Zhang and Liu 2012) (e.g., a project that relies on the collective action of multiple individuals is
actually a virtual and informal social network). For example, Liu et al. (2015) examine the role
of friendship in P2P lending. Lin and Viswanathan (2016) document that lenders are more likely
to contribute to borrowers that are in the same state in the P2P lending market (i.e., home bias).
Taken together, these studies examine the determinants of lending activity from both side of the
market separately; the independence of borrower and lender decision has not been well modeled
(an important source of endogeneity in decision). A main difference between our work and these
studies is that: we establish a structural matching model to explicitly accounts for the
endogenous transactions between lenders and borrowers.

3. Context and Data
3.1 Research Context
Our data are from a large peer-to-peer lending site in China. This site was launched in 2010, with
a large number of members of around 2.5 million. An investment (a transaction) is a mutual
decision that requires the consent of both agents on each side of the market. As shown in Figure
1, when a borrower and a lender form a pair, their values change. For the borrower, they aim to
find lenders who are willing to fill their demand for the fund (e.g., home improvement) and pay a
cost of tij. For the lender, they lend money to the borrower and receive a payoff of tij. As a result,
the matching can benefit both parties. This online lending platform has made rich information
available, especially the transaction record. Details are given below.
3.2 Data Description
We used daily transaction data on realized loans from this site from the first two weeks of
August 2015 (ten weekdays). One observation records a match, a transaction, between a
borrower and a lender. Specially, we observe borrower characteristics, lender characteristics, the
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amount transacted as well as the timestamp. We define each weekday as a separate market
because loans are often completed during one day on this site. As a result, we use a dataset of
borrower-lender-market observations between 261 distinct borrowers and 2,137 distinct lenders
to conduct our analysis. Below, we describe the main variables. See Table 1 for definition.
Figure 1. Pre- and Post-Transfer Value between Borrower and Lender

3.2.1 Borrower Characteristics
The borrower characteristics (denoted as Wb) in our analysis contains Credit Score, Loan
Amount, Interest Rate and Loan duration. These variables reflect the key aspects of a potential
borrower, including the borrower’s credit condition and the major terms of the borrower, offers,
which will determine the lenders’ potential payoffs and willingness to match.
3.2.2 Lender Characteristics
As to the observed lender characteristics (denoted as Wl), we are particularly interested in
measures that are closely related to the lender’s investment experience in this platform. The
underlying logic is that lenders with different level of experience may have heterogenous
preference over the types (the observed characteristic) of potential borrowers. We include three
measures Number of Investments, Average Amount and Timing to capture investment experiences
that related to the lender’s ability of screening borrower quality, activeness or enthusiasm in the
transaction, or risk tolerance and risk control towards investment.
3.2.3 Matching Information
The observed matching information (transactions) includes the previous transactions between a
particular borrower and lender. We contract a match-specific indicator Wz to denote the prior
relationship between the borrower and the lender. This variable equal to 1 if the two sides had
transaction experience before, and 0 otherwise. We include this feature because it captures not
only the bilateral experience for strangers but also other unobserved personal ties, for example,
friendship and family relation.
Table 1. Description of Main Variables
Variable
Credit Score
Loan Amount
Interest Rate
Loan Duration
Number of Investments
Average Amount
Timing
Prior Relation

Definition
A credit score assigned by the platform
The listed amount of the loan applied for by the borrower
Interest rate provided by the borrower (%)
The number of months the borrower makes payments
The number of previous investments made by the lender
The average amount of previous investments by the lender
The average of the relative order at which a lender presents in previous loans
1 if the two sides had transaction experience before, and 0 otherwise
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4. Matching Model
We model the online peer-to-peer lending market as a two-sided, many-to-many matching game.
The two sides are borrowers and lenders, respectively. The term “many-to-many” captures the
situation that each borrower has a set of lenders who support her loan requests and each lender
can lend money to multiple borrowers. In particular, we define a match as a situation where a
borrower and a lender conduct the transaction. Because of the fact that loans in our dataset often
complete in a day, we treat each day as an independent matching market. That is a market
contains borrowers that ask for a loan during a day and the lenders that lend money to them.
4.1 Pairwise Stable Condition
We use the equilibrium concept pairwise stability in the two-sided matching models. A match is
said to be pairwise stable if it is not blocked by any individual or any pair of individuals. That is,
no agent prefers to deviate from the present match to form a new one. To perform a rigorous
empirical analysis, we present the mathematical descriptions of the pairwise stability below.
Let I = {i1 , i2 ,…, iI } index the set of lenders; J = { j1 , j2 ,…, jJ } index the set of borrowers;

H index the set of the market; µh (i, j ) ⊂ M denotes a specific match between lender i and

borrower j on market h; {i} ∈ µh ( j ) denotes lenders that invest in borrower j, { j} ∈ µt (i) denotes
borrowers that borrow money from lender i on market h.
For a (i, j) ϵ µ, the pre-transfer utility for lenders i and borrower j is Vi (i, j) and Vb (i, j),
respectively. Let tij denotes the monetary transfer from borrower j to lender i, then the lender i’s

post-transfer utility becomes Vi ( i, j ) + tij and the borrower j’s post-transfer utility becomes
Vb ( i, j ) − tij . Vi (i, j) is additively separable across borrowers who are in µ (i). Likewise, Vb (i, j), is

additively separable across lenders who are in µ (j).
Given two observed matches {(i, j ) , (i ', j ')}∈ µ , the lender i gets Vi ( i, j ) + tij from matching with
her present partner j and get Vi (i, j ') + tij ' when she forms a blocking pair with a new lender j’.
The blocking would not occur if lender i’s value of keeping the present partner j is larger than
that when she matches with a new partner j’. That is, Vi ( i, j ) + tij ≥ Vi (i, j ') + tij ' , where
tij ' = Vb (i, j ') − (Vb (i ', j ') − ti ' j ' ) for all i ' ≠ i, j ' ≠ j. (i ', j ') ∈ µ . tij ' is the maximum transfer that

borrower j’ is willing to pay to lender i if she switches from her present partner i’ to the new
partner i. Substituting the maximum transfer into inequality (1) gives
(1)
Vi ( i, j ) + tij ≥ Vi (i, j ') + Vb (i, j ') − (Vb (i ', j ') − ti ' j ' ).
A symmetric inequality holds for lender i’ not willing to match with a new borrower j.
(2)
Vi ( i ', j ') + ti ' j ' ≥ Vi (i ', j ) + Vb (i ', j ) − (Vb (i, j ) − tij ).
The total value generates from the match (i, j) takes the form of V (i, j ) = Vi (i, j ) + Vb (i, j ) . Then
we add inequality (2) and (3); we get the condition of a pairwise stable outcome for any two
observed matches {(i, j ) , (i ', j ')}∈ µ for all i ' ≠ i, j ' ≠ j .
Vi ( i, j ) + Vb ( i, j ) + Vi (i ', j ') + Vb (i ', j ') ≥ Vi (i, j ') + Vb (i, j ') + Vi (i ', j ) + Vb (i ', j )
⇒ V ( i, j ) + V (i ', j ') ≥ V (i, j ') + V (i ', j ),

(3)

inequality (3) reflects that in a pairwise stable matching the sum of match values of two observed
matches is greater than or equal to the sum of new match values after exchanging partners. This
condition underlies the maximum score estimation approach we adopted blew.
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4.2 Value Function
The value functions represent agents’ preferences, they are not directly unobservable in the data.
We specify the match value function V (i, j) as follows.
K L

V (i, j ) = V0 (Wij 'α ) + ε ij = ∑ ∑ α klWlkWbl + α0Wzij + ε ij .
k =1 l =1

(4)

V(i, j) for pair (i, j) has two parts: the deterministic part V0 and the unobserved part ɛij. Wij include
a set of interaction terms between borrower characteristics Wbki and lender characteristics Wlkj ,
and a match-specific characteristics Wzi. Specifically, we use three sets of interaction terms:
[Credit Score, Loan Amount, Interest Rate, Loan Duration] × Number of Investments; [Credit
Score, Loan Amount, Interest Rate, Loan Duration] × Average Amount; [Credit Score, Loan
Amount, Interest Rate, Loan Duration] × Timing (hereafter referred to as Model 1-3). We
normalize the coefficient of this variable to be 1. The match-specific error term ɛij captures
unobserved factors.
4.3 Estimation Method
We apply the maximum score estimator introduced in (Fox 2010). This estimator is parameters
that maximize the objective function
1
∑ ∑
∑ 1 [V (i, j ) + V (i ', j ') ≥ V (i, j ') + V (i ', j )]
H h∈H ( i , j )∈µt ( i ', j ')∈µt
1
=
∑ ∑
∑ 1 [V0 (Wij 'α ) + V0 (Wi ' j ' 'α ) ≥ V0 (Wij ' 'α ) + V0 (Wij 'α )],
H h∈H (i , j )∈µt ( i ', j ')∈µt

QT ( β ) =

(5)

where H is the number of markets. ( i, j ) , (i ', j ' ) ∈ µt for all i ' ≠ i, j ' ≠ j . 1 [⋅] is an indicator
function. The objective function increases by 1 when the inequality is true. The maximum score
estimator α is parameter vector that maximizes the number of inequalities that satisfy the
pairwise stable condition in inequality (4). The objective function is a step function, so there will
exist multiple local optima for the same maximum score. To estimate the parameter, we use the
differential evolution method (Storn and Price 1997) to find a global optima. Given that the
maximum score estimator makes no assumptions about the distribution of error terms, we use
subsampling techniques to compute the confidence intervals for the parameter estimates. The
estimates α are considered statistically significant if the confidence intervals do not contain zero.

5. Estimation Results
The estimation results are given in Table 2. Column (1) to (3) report the estimates and 95%
confidence interval for Model 1, Model 2 and Model 3, respectively.
In column (1), the estimate on Credit Score × Number of Investments is negative and significant,
indicating that lenders who are less actively engaged in the lending activity are more likely to
match with a borrower with a higher credit score. The estimate on Interest Rate × Number of
Investments is negative and significant. This suggests that less active lenders are more likely to
match with borrowers who offer a higher interest rate.
From column (2), we can see that the estimate on all interaction terms except Loan Amount ×
Average Amount is significant. Specially, the estimates on [Credit Score, Interest Rate] ×
Average Amount exhibit the same pattern as those in column (1). That is, lightly engaged lenders
tend to match with borrowers who have a higher credit score and offer a higher interest rate. The
estimates of Loan Duration × Average Amount indicates that lightly engaged lenders are more
likely to match with borrowers who ask for a loan during a shorter period of time.
Lastly, column (3) shows that estimate on Interest Rate × Timing is negative and significant,
indicating that lenders who tend to appear early are more likely to match with borrowers who
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offer a higher interest rate. The estimates on Loan Duration × Timing suggest that late lenders
tend to match with borrowers who promise to pay off debt quickly.
Table 2. Estimation Results for the Matching Model
(1)
(2)
(3)
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Lender Characteristics (Wl) Number of Investments
Average Amount
Timing
Credit Score × Wl
-5.108**
-4.150**
0.398
(-14.067, -2.123)
(-11.850, -0.516)
(-5.174, 6.495)
Loan Amount × Wl
-0.003
0.007
0.009
(-0.202, 0.104)
(-3.150, 0.025)
(-0.056, 0.072)
Interest Rate × Wl
-6.626**
-7.766
-5.419**
(-17.066, -4.540)
(-19.539, -7.234)
(-14.727, -2.395)
Loan Duration × Wl
2.080
8.651**
-6.642**
(-2.670, 10.116)
(8.051, 19.611)
(-16.434, -4.464)
Prior Relation
1
1
1
Notes. ** indicates significant the 5% level, i.e., the 95% confidence interval does not contain 0.

6. Concluding Remarks
By using data from a large peer-to-peer lending sites, we establish a matching model to model
the matching between borrowers and lenders in the online lending markets. We find that lenders
with different characteristics (as measured by previous investment behavior) are likely to math
with borrowers who offer different terms (e.g., credit score, interest rate, loan duration). Our
study has Our findings have the implications for the lending relationship and market efficiency.
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Abstract
To identify the difference between the determinants of attitude satisfaction and the determinants
of treatment satisfaction, this paper collected data of 17,750 patients’ reviews of 4,176
physicians who treat depression disorders on Haodaifu from 2016 to 2018 and conducted an
exploratory study. Data analysis reveals that job titles, gender and historical rates of online
physicians have different impacts on attitude satisfaction and treatment satisfaction. Future work
will combine textual analysis and rigorous theoretical argument to further explore these factors.
Keywords: patient satisfaction, attitude satisfaction, treatment satisfaction, online health services

1. Introduction
The Internet has become one of the major routes for patients to seek for healthy information.
Most people in our life used the Internet directly or indirectly before going to a physician
(Ayantunde, Welch, et al 2007). As a result, physicians’ energetically assisting patients online
would bring an improved patient-physician relationship (Gerber and Eiser 2001). Meanwhile,
patients would post their reviews and grade their doctors online. The majority of information
seekers concentrates on user-generated contents (UGC) (López, Detz, et al 2012), and patients’
reviews and ratings online would help others quickly identify good doctors through electronic
word-of-mouth. In addition, critical reviews online would always cause unexpected influence on
physicians and hospitals (Kadry, Chu, et al 2011). With the popularity of online health services
such as Haodaifu and Chunyuyisheng, researchers have investigated patient satisfaction from
offline surveys (Greaves, Pape, et al 2012, Gebhardt, Wolak, et al 2013) to online UGC (López,
Detz, et al 2012). But few studies differentiate the different aspects of patient satisfaction. This
paper proposes to study patients’ perceived satisfaction in terms of two important facets, i.e.,
attitudes of doctors and treatment effects, which have been extensively studied in previous
literature. Differentiating the effects of physicians’ attitudes from treatment effects could
contribute to improving the patient satisfaction accurately for doctors and hospitals. To identify
the difference between the determinants of attitude satisfaction and the determinants of treatment
satisfaction, this paper collected data of 17,750 patients’ reviews of 4,176 physicians who treat
depression disorders on Haodaifu from 2016 to 2018 and conducted an exploratory study. Data
analysis reveals that job titles, gender and historical rates of online physicians have different
impacts on attitude satisfaction and treatment satisfaction.
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2. Methods
2.1 Data
This paper presents an analysis 17,750 patients’ reviews of 4,176 physicians who treat
depression disorders on Haodaifu from 2016 to 2018. Patients can first collect physicians’
information online, then receive medical treatments offline and go back online to give their
reviews as feedbacks. We chose depression disorders as a sample to study attitude satisfaction
and treatment satisfaction of online health services. Depression disorders are mental health
problems that require continuous and chronic patient–physician interactions. Physicians’
attitudes would have effects on doctors’ perceived satisfaction. On Haodaifu, attitude satisfaction
and treatment satisfaction are divided into five levels from 1=dissatisfaction to 5=highly
satisfaction. Table 1 provides an overview of patient satisfaction distribution. We can observe
that nearly 80% patients score attitude satisfaction and treatment satisfaction as 5, which is
consistent with traditional offline surveys that patients tend to give most physicians positive
reviews (Kadry, Chu, et al 2011). Another observation is that attitude satisfaction scores are
consistent with treatment satisfaction scores, i.e., patients who perceive kind attitudes also score
highly on treatment effects.
Table 1. Patient Satisfaction Distribution
Attitude
satisfaction
n
1
2
3
4
5
Total

Treatment satisfaction
1
188
(1.06%)
11
(0.06%)
36
(0.20%)
12
(0.07%)
11
(0.06%)
258
(1.45%)

2
34
(0.19%)
4
(0.02%)
20
(0.11%)
95
(0.54%)
304
(1.71%)
457
(2.57%)

3
10
(0.05%)
3
(0.02%)
65
(0.37%)
43
(0.24%)
58
(0.33%)
179(1.01%)

4
3
(0.02%)
7
(0.04%)
32
(0.18%)
766
(4.32%)
1497
(8.43%)
2305
(12.99%)

5
1
(0.01%)
8
(0.05%)
18
(0.10%)
327
(1.84%)
14197
(79.98%)
14551
(81.98%)

Total
236
(1.33%)
33
(0.19%)
171
(0.96%)
1243
(7.00%)
16067
(90.52%)
17750
(100%)

2.2 Independent Variables
A list of independent variables (IVs) related with patients and physicians are summarized from
previous literature and Haodaifu dataset to identify the different impact factors of attitude
satisfaction and treatment satisfaction.
We analyze a patient’s information that may affect one’s perceived satisfaction from three time
points, i.e., pre-treatment, during-treatment, and post-treatment, to better profile a patient in a
treatment. For each patient’s review of a treatment, IVs that are related with patients and
corresponding measurements are listed as follows.
Pre-treatment:
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(1) the purpose of this visit: patients go to a physician for different purposes, i.e., treatment,
consulting (go to see a doctor for advices) and others.
(2) the reason of choosing one physician: patients chose a physician for different reasons, i.e.,
recommended by acquaintance, online reviews, recommended by acquaintance physicians
and others.
During-treatment:
(3) registration: patients have different ways to register in hospital, i.e., queue offline, Internet
appointment, scalper (register through scalper) and others.
(4) therapy information: patients’ perceived different therapies from a physician, i.e., medication,
surgery, not provide and others.
Post-treatment:
(5) fee: fee describes the total fee of one treatment.
(6) treatment effects: the effects of a treatment, i.e., cured, improved, not improved, worsen and
others.
IVs related with physicians that may affect patient satisfaction are job titles, hospital ranks,
consulting fee (on-call or online), historical rates, and medals. job titles and hospital ranks
reveal a physician’s qualified treatment quality, consulting fee indicates a physician’s
self-evaluated practice level, while historical rates and medals provides an overview of historical
patient evaluation for other patients. In addition, gender and online registration appointment
function (0, 1) are introduced as control variables.
2.3 Model Setup
The ordered logit model is used for ordinal response variables, which is based on the cumulative
probabilities of the predictive variables (Anderson, Mikuliç et al 2009). Considering attitude
satisfaction and treatment satisfaction are both ordinal variables, we employed ordered logit
regression model to identify variables that may affect attitude satisfaction and treatment
satisfaction.
Model:

3. Results
3.1 Descriptive Statistics
On Haodaifu, the purpose of this visit, the reason of choosing one physician, registration,
therapy information, and treatment effects enable patients to select more than one options.
Therefore we set multiple bivariate for these variables to avoid information loss. Table 2
provides distributions of multi-choice variables. Table 3 provides descriptive statistics of
continuous variables including fee, consulting fee (on-call or online), historical rates, and
medals.
Table 2 Distributions of Variables Related with Patients
Variables
Yes=1
No=0
the purpose treatment
59.94%
40.06%
of this visit consulting
87.30%
12.70%
others
98.71%
1.29%
the reason of recommended by
87.58%
12.42%
choosing one acquaintance
physician
online reviews
80.79%
19.21%
recommended by physicians
92.69%
7.31%
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registration

therapy
information

treatment
effects

others
queue offline
Internet appointment
scalper
others
medication
surgery
not provide
others
cured
improved
not improved
worsen
others

89.59%
73.96%
82.34%
99.86%
97.83%
51.61%
99.78%
99.37%
35.06%
94.88%
62.54%
98.72%
99.97%
98.01%

10.41%
26.04%
17.66%
0.14%
2.17%
48.39%
0.22%
0.63%
64.94%
5.12%
37.46%
1.28%
0.03%
1.99%

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics of Continuous Variables
Features
Min
Median
Max
Mean
fee
0.01
2010.38 1200000 2010.83
consulting fee on-call
6
89.5
600
161.7
consulting fee online
9
161.7
600
89.49
Historical rates
0
0
5
1.15
medals
0
0
3
0.13

St.dev
12934.98
81.1
68.03
1.55
0.49

3.2 Regression Results
Table 4 provides regression results of Model 1 and Model 2 to discover significant factors in
attitude satisfaction and treatment satisfaction respectively.
Table 4. Results of Estimations for Model 1 and Model 2
Model 1
Model 2
Variables
attitude
treatment
satisfaction satisfaction
Pre-treatment variables related with patients
the purpose of this visit
treatment
0.171
0.015
consulting
-0.122
0.003
others
-0.260
0.158
the reason of choosing one physician
recommended by acquaintance
1.078**
0.726**
online reviews
0.648*
0.532**
recommended by physicians
0.663*
0.407*
others
0.551*
0.345*
During-treatment variables related with patients
registration
queue offline
-3.240**
-3.711**
Internet appointment
-3.189**
-3.726**
scalper
-4.151**
-4.233**
others
-3.575**
-4.049**
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therapy information
medication
surgery
not provide
others
fee
Post-treatment variables related with patients
treatment effects
cured
improved
not improved
worsen
others
Variables related with physicians
job titles
hospital ranks
gender_1
gender_2
consulting fee on-call
consulting fee on-line
online registration appointment function
historical rates
medals
Observations
Standard errors in parentheses
** p<0.01, * p<0.05

0.087
0.030
-0.645*
-0.001
-0.000*

-0.033
0.556
-0.789**
0.068
-0.000*

4.774**
4.041**
1.415**
-1.205
3.110**

6.329**
4.538**
1.454**
-1.604
3.528**

-0.286**
0.025
-0.197
-0.435**
-0.001
-0.000
0.133
0.037
0.002
17,750

-0.078
-0.056
-0.038
-0.182
-0.000
-0.000
0.037
-0.045**
-0.024
17,750

the purpose of this visit does not have significant impact on both attitude satisfaction and
treatment satisfaction.
Multiple bivariate of variables including the reason of choosing one physician and registration
and fee are all significant in both Model 1 and Model 2, which reveals that patients’ satisfaction
are sensitive to theses variables. For the reason of choosing one physician, patients
recommended by acquaintance score highest on attitude satisfaction and treatment satisfaction,
which validates the significance of social marketing. For the way of registration, patients
registered through scalpers have lowest satisfaction. A possible explanation for this phenomenon
is that patients pay high fee to scalpers and therefore expect a lot from physicians.
For therapy information, if physicians did not provide therapy information to patients, patients
would score lowly on both kinds of satisfaction (regression coefficient=-0.645, p<0.05 in Model
1 and regression coefficient=-0.789, p<0.01 in Model 2).
For treatment effects, physicians who get cured have highest satisfaction, which is reasonable for
treatment context.
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We identify three variables, i.e., job titles, gender and historical rates, that have different impact
on attitude satisfaction and treatment satisfaction. job titles is negatively associated with attitude
satisfaction. A possible explanation is that low-title physicians tend to behave kindly to patients
for, and physicians with low titles are easier to get popularity than those with high titles when
they give online services (Liu, Guo, et al 2014). Also, gender (0=female, 1=male, 2=unknown)
has significant effect on attitude satisfaction. Previous study has proved gender is not
significantly associated with treatment satisfaction (Schmitt, Csötönyi, et al 2008; Gebhardt,
Wolak, et al 2013), which is consistent with our findings. But gender difference can be further
explored for attitude satisfaction. historical rates is negatively associated with treatment
satisfaction. A possible explanation for this result is that patients expect highly on physicians
who have high historical rates, but may get more disappointment.

4. Conclusions
This paper provides an exploratory study of factors identification for attitude satisfaction and
treatment satisfaction by using Haodaifu data. Several interesting findings are observed. This
paper tries to reveal the different aspects of patient satisfaction by investigating it from perceived
attitudes and treatment effects. Future work will combine textual analysis of patients’ reviews for
more comprehensive understanding and try to control the possible impact caused by patients’
depression levels.
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When Hybrid Revenue Model and Performance-Based Advertising Meet:
Implications for Online C2C Platforms
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Extended Abstract:
In this paper, we focus on the brokerage-advertising hybrid revenue model and specifically
optimize the advertising cost-per-action pricing model for online C2C platforms. We find that the
decision to adopt the hybrid revenue model critically depends on three factors: the space
dedicated to advertising, the matching probability and the unit space cost to provide advertising.
The underlying idea of this decision is to ensure that the revenue generated from the advertising
service is greater than the cost to provide it. Our findings also reveal that the emergence of the
advertising decreases sellers’ payoffs, and conditionally increases social welfare. It is worth
highlighting that the advertising reduces sellers’ payoffs, which can illustrate that offering the
advertising exceeds the online platform’s revenue by reducing the sellers’ payoffs. Finally, we
present the conclusion with implications and future directions.
Keywords: Online C2C platform, brokerage-advertising hybrid revenue model, cost-per-action
pricing model
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Abstract
This study investigates the joint influences of geographical distance, social distance and
travel service on online ratings in the group tour product sector. Based on 345,353 Tuniu.com
reviews of 137 destination cities, we empirically find that both geographical and social
distance significantly affect online word of mouth. Geographical distance has a negative
effect on rating. However, when the quality of physical services such as schedule, catering
and hotel accommodation is improved, the negative effect will be mediated. Interestingly,
after controlling for the effect of geographical distance, social distance has a positive effect
on rating. That is, compared with travelers from socially different cities, travelers who are
socially similar are pickier. When the quality of travel service is improved, simulational
fluency reducing the psychological distance, and the positive effect of social distance on
travel rating is also reduced.
Keywords: Geographical Distance, Social Distance, Distance Delay, Online Review

1. Introduction
With the development of the Internet, long-distance communication and cooperation between
regions have been promoted rapidly (Clemons, Reddi, and Row 1993). It is generally
accepted that the Internet can overcome geographic isolation (Balasubramanian 1998; Ghose,
Goldfarb, and Han 2013). But, in recent years, scholars gradually put their perspective on the
influence of geographical distance on online behaviors. Forman, Ghose, and Goldfarb (2009)
discovered the effect of distance on online purchases and price strategy. Purchase behavior
always show geographic variation(Choi and Bell 2011) and distance influence (Choi, Hui,
and Bell 2010). Ghose, and Wiesenfeld (2008), who found that shared geographical location
increases the relationship between reviews and product sales. However, most pervious
research focus on the role of distance on product purchases, emphasizing the neighborhood
effect of consumer location. Few studies paid attention to the impact of distance on consumer
reviews. Does distance matter in online review? This is a topic that has been insufficiently
investigated in the literature, because of the availability of location information. In this article
we empirically examine how the distance affects the online rating behavior on group tour
products and the moderation effects of service quality of this tour product.
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2. Literature review and hypothesis development
2.1 Geographical distance
Most studies have focused on the origin of tourists, building on the theory of distance decay,
according to Tobler's law, revealing the impact of distance on travel demand (McKercher,
Chan, and Lam 2008). For travel products, a longer distance means that tourists spend more
time on the road and the destination is farther away from home. After partial out the natural
and social conditions associated with geographical distance, the increase in distance may
result in a negative impact on the evaluation.
H1. The reviewers' geographical distance is negatively related to their online tour product
ratings, such that the reviewers from far departure cities tend to provide lower online ratings.
Mrkva, Travers, and Van Boven(2018) find that, fluency which means “ subjective
experience of ease with which people process information” , can reduce psychological
distance (Mrkva, Travers, and Van Boven 2018). Psychological distances between different
dimensions include geographic distance and social distance affect psychological
interpretation, and these explanations guide people's behavior (Trope, Liberman, and
Wakslak 2007). Therefore, better service helps mitigate the impact of geographical distance.
Particularly, better physical facilities can reduce the burden on travel, give travelers more
home experience, and reduce discomfort caused by geographical differences.
H2. Negative geographical distance effect can be alleviated through the travel service.
2.2 Social distance
Social distance is defined as “the grades and degrees of understanding and intimacy which
characterize personal and social relations generally” (Park, 1924 p. 339). Van Alstyne and
Brynjolfsson (2005) indicate that group patterns can be constituted by different dimensions,
including interests, preferences, and characteristics. We define our social distance measure
according to region based on population factors. The purpose of tourism is to get a different
life experience, so the social distance differences can meet the tourists' psychological
expectations. Therefore, after controlling for the effect of geographic distance, the social
distance between the departure city and destination city would have a positive impact on the
evaluation of the tour product.
H3. The reviewers' social distance is positively related to their online tour product ratings.
Similarly, when travel products and services are upgraded, the service successfully simulate
the fluency of traveler’ habits (Mrkva, Travers, and Van Boven 2018), and people's feelings
of social differences will be reduced.
H4. Travel services would mitigate the positive effect of social distance on rating.

3. Research methodology
3.1 Data acquisition and processing
We combined four publicly accessible data sets for the empirical study. One is the online
tourism review data from Tuniu.com, others are weather conditions data from darksky.net,
pollution information from tianqihoubao.com, and regional characteristics from China City
Statistical Yearbook-2016. We linked these four datasets by city name to form the final
dataset for our empirical work. Our sample includes 345,353 reviews for 9,148 group tour
products with 190 departure cities and 137 destination cities spanned from September 3rd,
2015 to December 30th, 2017.
3.2 Research variable
Our dependent variable is the overall rating of each review, 0 for 1 star, 2 for 2 stars and 3 for
3 stars, respectively on behalf of dissatisfaction, general, and satisfaction(we got a consistent
result by replacing the overall rating with 1, 2, and 3 of our robustness check).
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The main independent variable is the reviewers' geographical distance and social distance.
The geographical distance is calculated by latitude and longitude. In order to measure social
distance, we compute the first quantile, median, and third quantile of the distribution of all
the cities’ eight regional characteristics (including annual average population, natural growth
rate, rate of employed persons in primary industry, secondary industry, and tertiary industry,
population density, per capital GRP, and GRP growth rate.). Finally by how many factors in
different cities at the same level, to determine the distance (Choi, Hui, and Bell 2010).
The key variables of the empirical model and their description are listed in Table 1.
Table 1. Variable Description
Description

Variable
Log(distance) ij

Log of geographical distance between the departure city and destination
city.

Social Distanceij

Social distance between the departure city and destination city.

Overall Ratingij

Overall rating posted for a group tour product j by a reviewer i.

Trafficij

Online rating on travel and traffic for a group tour product j by a reviewer i.

Guideij

Rating on the service of tour guide for a group tour product j by a reviewer
i.

Scheduleij

Online rating on schedule for a group tour product j by a reviewer i.

Accommodationij

Online rating on catering and accommodation for a group tour product j by
a reviewer i.

Temperatureij

The average temperature difference between destination and departure city.

Humidityij

The average humidity difference between destination and departure city.

AQIij

The average AQI difference between destination and departure city.

Childij

Equal to zero if no child travels together, and one otherwise.

Review Intervalij

Time elapsed between review date and travel date.

Travel Typeij

A series of dummies indicate the reviewer’s self-reported travel type for the
focal review: family trip, traveling alone, couple or friends, book on behalf
of others and other.

Review channelij

A series of dummies indicate which online channel the reviewer use,
including WWW, APP, and WAP.

Customer levelij

Customer experience in tuniu.com of the reviewer j. The more order the
customer purchases, the high level will be.

3.3 Empirical model
As mentioned above, we use a fix effect estimation to establish the effect of geographical
distance and social distance on the rate of overall.
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4. Results
Table 3 shows that the reviewers with higher geographical distance tend to leave lower
ratings to the products. Thus, H1 is supported.
Given that the main effect of Log(distance) is negative and the interactions between
Log(distance) and Schedule or Accommodation are positive, the negative effect of the
reviewers' distance on their online ratings is much smaller if the product provider improved
their accommodation and schedule service. The physical services offered by the tour product,
such as schedule, catering and hotel accommodation, can give visitors a home experience and
reduce the sense of geographical distance, but arrangements on the way home and tour guides
do not. Therefore, H2 is supported.
Similarly, the main effect of Social Distance is positive and significant. H3 supported.
The coefficients of interaction terms are negative and significant, indicating that as the travel
service increases, the influences of Social Distance on the reviewers' ratings disappear. The
sense of distance caused by social differences will diminish as services improving. When the
customer has an easy subjective experience for customers, the influence of social distance
weakens with the decrease of psychological distance (Mrkva, Travers, and Van Boven 2018).
H4 is supported.
Table 3. Empirical Results
(1)
Log(distance)

(2)
-0.011***

(3)
-0.044***

Social Distance

0.000

0.041***

Log(distance)*Traffic

0.000

0.004***

Log(distance) * Guide

-0.004***

-0.002*

Log(distance)*Schedule

0.002***

0.005***

Log(distance) *Accommodation

0.008***

0.010***

Social Distance*Traffic

-0.004***

Social Distance*Guide

-0.002**

Social Distance*Schedule

-0.005***

Social Distance *Accommodation

-0.003***

Traffic

0.192***

0.190***

0.193***

Guide

0.236***

0.257***

0.257***
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Schedule

0.257***

0.248***

0.251***

Accommodation

0.121***

0.085***

0.086***

Temperature

-0.001***

-0.001***

-0.001***

Humidity

0.009

0.009

0.008

AQI

0.000

0.000

0.000

Child

-0.009***

-0.009***

-0.009***

Review Interval

-0.000***

-0.000**

-0.000**

Constant

0.775***

0.825***

0.804***

Observations

345,353

345,353

345,353

R-squared

0.566

0.567

0.567

Number of Products

9,148

9,148

9,148

Note: * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%. All estimates control for the fixed effects of
product id and dummy variables for travel type, review channel, customer level, departure city, year, and quarter. We set the
fixed effects for the same tour group (same departure time, return time, and product id) for our robustness testing. The results
are consistent.

5. Discussions

and implications

5.1 Theoretical implications
First, the study provides practical support for the impact of distance on e-commerce.
Although the Internet has shortened the distance between people, the role of distance on ecommerce can not be ignored. We show that geographical distance has a negative impact on
word-of-mouth after excluding the climate and social changes that result from its location.
This deepens and expands our understanding of e-commerce, and complements the theory of
geographic decay in the field of Internet e-commerce.
Second, the study contributes to the theory of social distance and its application. Drawing on
the social similarity model, our social distance measurement is more inclined to the
similarities of population and industrial structure, which is the complement and perfection of
the social distance measurement scale that focuses only on cultural identity. Our research
shows that after controlling for the effect of geographical distance, social distance has a
positive effect on online rating. This provides new evidence for the impact of social distance
on e-commerce and provides literature support for the research in this field.
Third, our research provides empirical support for quality of service research. When the
quality of service is improved, the feeling of distance diminished, and the effect of distance
on rating is also reduced. High quality of service provides an easy subjective experience for
customers, and with the same geography distance and social distance, the improvement
reduces the impact. This is still evidence to the empirical study of simulational fluency
reducing psychological distance (Mrkva, Travers, and Van Boven 2018).
5.2 Practical implications
This research provides practical implications for product managers and online platforms.
Managers must analyze the online ratings provided by various reviewers in order to get
accurate and objective feedback. Similarly, online travel platforms can recommend reviews
in the same city or cities of similar distances. These comments may be useful to consumers
with similar backgrounds. Managers can also recommend better physical service tour
products to high geographical distant customers.
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6. Conclusions
This study contributes to the literature by examining the distance effects in online ratings of
the travel products and by exploring the joint effects of travel service related factors on online
rating behavior. The consumers with a high geographical distance provide low online travel
product ratings, and those with high social distance provide high ratings. They are all
moderated by travel service. This finding complements the practical evidence of distance
decay and simulational fluency on the online word of mouth. Therefore, to manage the
consumer satisfaction or online reviews for a certain product, one must consider the features
of the product and the background of the consumers.
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Abstract
Paid search advertising is one of the most important channels for sellers to compete in online
marketplaces. The decisions on whether to use paid search advertising and how much to spend on
it can vary across sellers. This study aims to investigate seller characteristics driving such
heterogeneous decisions. We propose five hypotheses based on the literature on the economics of
advertising, construct a two-stage model to test the hypotheses, and estimate the model with a
unique seller-level panel dataset from an online marketplace. We find that sellers with higher
reputation are more likely to use paid search advertising; good performance from the previous
period motivates sellers to spend more. These results uncover the challenge for entrants in online
marketplaces, and provides insights into the competitive outcome of paid search advertising in
online marketplaces.

Keywords: Paid Search Advertising, Online Marketplaces, Competition, Seller Heterogeneity

1. Introduction
The largest e-commerce platform in China, Taobao, resembles eBay as a marketplace connecting
millions of buyers and sellers. While eBay charges sellers both listing fees and sales commission,
Taobao allows sellers to list and sell their products without fees. As a large number of sellers are
attracted to this “free” platform, many of them soon realize that they have to compete for traffic,
and that Taobao collects its revenue from monetizing the large traffic and paid search advertising
(Chen et al. 2015).
Paid search advertisements are usually displayed alongside the organic search results and are
related to consumers’ search queries. Sellers only get charged for paid search advertisements that
are clicked on. Although paid search advertisement can bring benefits to sellers, such as market
exposure, promoted views and brand awareness, it could be expensive for sellers (Blake et al.
2015). The decision of paid search advertising based on such tradeoffs can vary across sellers with
different characteristics. To understand this heterogeneity, we propose the following research
questions in this study: (1) What are the characteristics of sellers who decide to advertise on the
online marketplace? (2) If sellers choose to advertise, what are the factors driving their
advertisement spending?
Answers to these questions are unclear in the literature. While the extant empirical literature has
documented the effectiveness of paid search advertising for individual online retailers on clickthrough rates (Yang and Ghose 2010), conversion performance (Agarwal et al. 2015), and future
visits (Rutz et al. 2011), to the best of our knowledge, none of the studies have focused on the
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heterogeneous characteristics of sellers that use paid search advertising. Our study aims to fill this
gap by modelling sellers’ decision-making on paid search advertising.

2. Theory and Hypotheses
Advertising is often regarded to play a constructive role as benefit the seller. It is because
advertising makes consumers aware of the advertised product, i.e., informative and persuasive
effects of advertising can increase the likelihood of consumers buying the advertised option over
others (Bagwell 2007). As a result, advertising can increase both the current sales and firm value
(McAlister et al. 2016). On the other hand, the role of advertising can be combative, suggesting
that firms employ advertising primarily as an instrument of competition, which tends to
redistribute buyers from a rival firm to the advertising firm. Hence, an important incentive of paid
search advertising can be preventing competitors from being at prominent positions online (Xu et
al. 2012). Advertising can also serve as a tactic of deterring entry in the competition. If incumbent
can credibly commit to maintain its pre-entry advertising expenditure when entry occurs, then
advertising is effective in creating a barrier to entry (Salop 1979; Spence 1980). It is because the
incumbent’s pre-entry behavior may signal its private information and thereby affect the entrant’s
expected profit from entry (Bagwell 2007). Therefore, based on the advertising theory in the
economics literature, we argue that established sellers adopt paid search advertising online in order
to compete with rivals and crowd out new sellers. In our conceptual framework, we define
incumbents as established sellers on the marketplace based on their tenure and reputation, and
propose the following hypotheses:
H1a: Seller reputation has a positive impact on their decision of using paid search
advertising.
H1b: Seller tenure has a positive impact on their decision of using paid search advertising.
Further, advertising corresponds to a necessary competitive cost associated with the provision of
information to consumers (Bagwell 2007). It is a durable investment, and thus entry entails a sunk
cost in the homogeneous-products market (Schmalensee 1983). Therefore, advertising requires a
seller to be forward-looking with a long-term business plan and continuous profit stream. Similarly,
in an online marketplace, sellers with strong sales in the past are more likely to deter entry and
compete by investing in paid search advertisements. We measure sellers’ motivation level of
advertising by their spending on it, and sellers’ sales performance in three dimensions, including
revenue, average order value, and conversion rate. Hence, we propose the following:
H2a: Revenue in the last period is positively related to the current advertisement spending.
H2b: Average order value in the last period is positively related to the current
advertisement spending.
H2c: Conversion rate in the last period is positively related to current advertisement
spending.

3. Data and Model
We collect and analyze a monthly panel dataset of 1,071 Taobao sellers who sell baby diapers,
from August 2009 to April 2010. Of these sellers, 249 of them have used paid search advertising
at least once (23.2%). Next, we provide a brief description of the main variables.
Ads_Spending is the total amount of money (in Chinese Yuan) a seller spends on paid search
advertising in a given month. Advertisement (Ads) is a dummy variable, indicating whether a seller
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has used paid search advertising for a given month. Tenure is the number of months a seller had
joined the marketplace. Reputation is the cumulative reputation score of a seller. Favorited is the
number of times that a seller is favorited by customers. Product_Number represents the total
number of different products a sell has. Order_Value is the average value of all the orders a seller
has received during a month. Conversion represents the conversion rate of paid traffic among total
traffic. Revenue indicates a seller’s monthly revenue. The summary statistics of all the main
variables are in Table 1.
Table 1: Summary Statistics
Variable
Mean
Std.Dev.
Min
Max
Ads_Spending
Advertisement
Tenure
Reputation
Favourited
Product_Number
Avergae_Price
Order_Value
Conversion
Revenue

11,723.68 72,050.63
0.16
0.37
16.48
7.92
3,743.11
12,110.59
8.84
14.63
332.35
382.62
73.15
144.74
345.96
1,090.25
0.05
0.05
41,188.90 114,084.40

0.00
0.00
4.00
14.00
0.00
1.00
0.23
3.30
0.00
3.30

2,204,350.00
1.00
39.00
322,197.00
227.00
5,419.00
6,490.00
59,682.80
1.00
2,558,396.00

In our empirical analysis, we model sellers’ decision-making in two steps. We first model sellers’
decisions on whether to adopt paid advertising and then on their paid search advertising spending.
To characterize the decision of seller i using paid search advertising in month t, we apply the
selection probit model with several covariates as follows:
𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡∗ = 𝜔0 + 𝜔1 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜔2 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜔3 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡−1
+ 𝜔4 𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜔5 𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜔6 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1
+ 𝜔7 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜔8 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝜔9 𝐻𝐻𝐼𝑡−1 + 𝑢𝑖𝑡
where 𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡∗ > 0, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒; 𝑢𝑖𝑡 ~ 𝑁[0,1]
We expect that a seller’s decision on whether to use paid search advertising, Adsit, depends on their
reputation, tenure, number of products, times favorited by customers, price level, and the
performance indicators in the previous period (t-1). We include a measure of market competition
by calculating a Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI), which is a commonly accepted measure of
market concentration.
In the second stage, those sellers who have decided on using paid search advertising need to decide
their level of spending. In this stage, the dependent variable is seller i’s total spending on
advertising in period t (𝐴𝑑𝑠_𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡 ). We consider seller reputation score and performance
factors in the previous time period to avoid simultaneity issues and allow for a lagged spending
in the model.
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𝐴𝑑𝑠_𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐴𝑑𝑠_𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3 𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑖,𝑡 +
𝛽4 𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽5 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽6 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛼𝑖 +
𝜀𝑖𝑡 ,
where 𝐴𝑑𝑠_𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑡 is observed only if 𝐴𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 1, Corr[𝜀𝑖𝑡 , 𝑢𝑖𝑡 ] = 𝜌; 𝛽s are the coefficients
of interest, 𝛼𝑖 captures unobserved seller-specific effects, and 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is the residual error term with
𝜀𝑖𝑡 ~𝑁[0, 𝜎 2 ].
Although the model is constructed in two steps, we estimate the two equations simultaneously
using a full information maximum likelihood method (Greene 2012).

4. Results
Table 2 reports the results from the estimation of the first-stage decision model on paid search
advertising. After controlling for the seller’s price level, total number of products, previous
performance, and their ability to generate organic traffic, sellers’ decisions of using paid search
advertising are significantly affected by their reputation (𝜔1 =0.270, p <0.001), suggesting high
reputation sellers are more likely to use paid search advertising. However, seller tenure is not
significant in influencing their decision of using paid search advertisement (𝜔2 =-0.024, p >0.1).
Therefore, H1a is supported, while H1b is not supported.
Table 2: Estimation of Selection Model
Coefficient
Variables
(standard error)
-3.047***
Constant
(0.229)
0.270***
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡−1
(0.013)
𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡
-0.024
(0.025)
𝐹𝑎𝑣𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑡−1
-0.155***
(0.015)
-0.250***
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑡−1
(.011)
0.000
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑎𝑒_𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑡−1
(0.000)
0.440***
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
(.013)
-0.483***
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
(.017)
-13.195***
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡−1
(0.286)
0.010***
𝐻𝐻𝐼𝑡
(0.003)
Note: ***, **, * represent significance at 1%, 5%, 10% level,
respectively.
All the continuous variables are log-transformed.
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Table 3 presents the estimation results of seller spending equation in the second-stage. Among
sellers that use paid search advertising, sellers with higher reputation and longer tenure tend to
spend more (𝛽2 = 0.104, p<0.01); 𝛽3 = 0.385, p<0.01). We also find that past performance does
positively influence sellers’ spending on paid search advertising. Specifically, higher revenue from
last month leads to a higher spending in the current month ((𝛽4 = 0.418, p<0.01), higher average
order value from last month leads to a higher spending in the current month ((𝛽5 = 0.161, p<0.01).
However, past conversion rate has no significant impact on spending. Therefore, H2a and H2b are
supported, but H2c is not.
Table 3: Estimation of Ad Spending Model
Coefficient
(standard error)

Variables
Constant

-0.054
(0.221)
0.286***
(0.006)
0.385***
(0.049)
0.104***
(0.031)
0.418***
(0.029)
0.161***
(0.051)
-0.914
(0.876)

𝐴𝑑𝑠_𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑡−1
𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑡−1
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡−1
𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟_𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑡−1
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡−1

Note: ***, **, * represents significance at 1%, 5%, 10%
level, respectively.
All the continuous variables are log-transformed.

5. Discussions and Conclusion
Using Taobao as an example of online marketplaces, we investigate factors that contribute to
sellers’ decision on paid search advertising and the level of spending. We proposed five hypotheses
based on the literature of advertising, and construct a two-stage model and estimate it with a
detailed monthly seller-level panel data.
Our results suggest that sellers with higher reputation are more likely to use paid search advertising.
We apply the theory of competition and entry deterrence to explain the motivation of high
reputation sellers using paid search advertising. For sellers who decide to use paid search
advertising, good performance from the previous period further motivates them to spend more.
Our study yields important implications for marketplaces hoping to promote paid search
advertising. Our findings also suggests that incumbents in the market are in a better position to
employ paid search advertising. An implication follows that challenges may exist for new sellers
to enter online marketplaces, which can be detrimental to the long-term success of the platform.
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While our present study does not show this evidence directly, it opens up an opportunity for future
research on the competitive effect of paid search advertising.
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Why Crowd Pick Different Winners from Experts: Evidence from
Crowdsourcing Contests
De Liu, Liang Chen, Pei XU
Abstract
Motivated by the promise of Internet-based crowd voting as a low-cost and scalable way of
selecting the best candidates, we compare the efficacy of crowd voting in selecting winners,
using expert rating as a benchmark. We leverage a unique dataset where expert rating and
crowd voting are used to independently select best user-generated advertisements for corporate
clients. Overall, we find a strong disagreement between the two selection mechanisms in winner
selection: 89.0% of expert winners are not identified by crowd voting and 88.2% of crowd
winners are not identified by expert rating. We further examine the three critical factors that
contribute to such a rank disparity: (a) difference in selector expertise, (b) herding among crowd
voters, and (c) social favoritism among voters. We find support for (a) and (b) but not (c). To our
knowledge, this is the first comparison of winner selection by crowd voting and expert rating in
real-world contests. Our findings hold rich design implications and contribute to literature on
selection mechanisms, crowd voting, and crowdsourcing contests.
Keywords: Crowdsourcing contests, Crowd voting, Expert rating, Rank disparity, Selection
mechanisms.

1. Introduction
The Internet has become a powerful platform for citizens to express their opinions. Taking
advantage of this development, a number of crowdsourcing platforms, such as Threadless, a
crowdsourcing site for t-shirt designs, have adopted crowd voting as a way of selecting best
entries. In such an open-ended crowd voting, platform members who are often part of an online
community vote for best entries on a voluntary basis during an extended time window, and an
online tally shows the votes received by entries in real time. Compared with a conventional
approach of using a panel of experts, Internet-based crowd voting represents a cheaper, more
scalable selection mechanism (Brabham, 2009; Howe, 2008; Majchrzak & Malhotra, 2013). As
more crowdsourcing platforms contemplate using crowd voting as a selection mechanism, it is
critical to ask: 1) To what degree crowd voting tend to pick the same winners as expert rating? 2)
What factors may drive the disparity between the two selection mechanisms? This paper seeks to
answer such questions in the context of crowdsourcing contests for creative works.
Expert rating is the most common selection mechanism for contests that require subjective
evaluations. Many crowdsourcing platforms such as Topcoder, Taskcn, and Wooshii use expert
panels to select contest winners. Beyond crowdsourcing, gymnastic and singing competitions are
well known examples of expert-rated contests. This approach typically relies on a small panel of
“experts” -- individuals who have extensive and authoritative knowledge and are familiar with
the standard of excellence in a specific field (Holbrook, 1999). Once appointed, experts are
expected to systemically evaluate entries and use their consensus to select winners. In contrast,
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crowd voting relies on a large number of non-expert voters. Crowds inevitably consist of a large
number of individuals with variable level of expertise – many novices and amateurs, perhaps a
few pros, and non-experts. Voters may be consumers of creative works, or peer producers in a
crowdsourcing community. We focus on the latter, for crowdsourcing platforms naturally want
to tap into their existing communities of peer producers for opinions. Peer producers may have
more expertise and insights on the creative processes, and are from the same community as
contestants. Crowd voters often arrive at different times, and thus their votes may be influenced
by previous votes. A voting system is often used to collect individual votes to compute an
aggregate score for each entry. While aggregation rules vary, entries receiving highest scores are
typically ranked the highest. Such crowd voting mechanisms are considered an important
crowdsourcing strategy (Howe, 2008; Prpić, Shukla, Kietzmann, & McCarthy, 2015).
While there are no shortage of commentaries and theoretical perspectives on crowd voting, there
is surprisingly little empirical evidence on whether crowd voting tend to select the same winners
as expert rating, which has been the de facto standard. This is perhaps due to inherent challenges
in comparing two subjective selection mechanisms. In most real-world applications, only one
selection mechanism is used, making comparisons difficult. Even in a few cases where both are
used, they are highly intertwined (e.g., the American dance contest show Dancing with the Stars),
making it difficult to isolate the effect of each. We overcome these challenges with a unique data
set in which a set of contests are judged independently by expert rating and crowd voting for two
separate sets of prizes. Leveraging our unique dataset, we not only evaluate agreements between
two selection mechanisms but also investigate factors that may cause crowd voting to deviate
from expert rating in winner selection.

2. Theoretical Development and Hypotheses
A selection mechanism is a way of choosing candidates from a group of competing potentials
based on some criteria. Previous studies on individual judgements show that non-experts and
experts disagree with each other in many subjective judgements such as movie critics, poem
evaluation, and music rating. Crowd voting differs from individual judgements in that the former
is about a collective decision than individual judgements. Collective intelligence literature has
long argued, and demonstrated, that a large crowd can rival experts in estimation and prediction
tasks (Escoffier & McKelvey, 2015; Surowiecki, 2004). The phrase “wisdom of crowds” is then
used to describe the phenomenon that good verdicts can be achieved by aggregating the opinions
and insights of large, diverse groups of people (Hill & Ready-Campbell, 2011; Surowiecki,
2004). However, Surowiecki (2004) suggests that in many wisdom of crowd stories, individuals
are largely pooled systematically and independently from one other. The crowd voting studied
here involves voluntary voting and a community of users who interact with each other socially
during the voting process. The collective intelligence literature suggests that the wisdom of
crowds requires three key conditions: the group must be diverse, its members must be
independent, and it must have a particular kind of decentralization. Given the way real-world
crowd voting is organized, a few potential factors may undermine wisdom of crowd and cause
crowd voting to deviate from expert rating in winner selection. We discuss them below.
2.1 Domain Expertise
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One difference between expert rating and crowd voting, at the individual level, is expertise of
selectors. There are different perspectives on whether experts and non-experts, when hold in
isolation, judge creative works differently. One perspective holds that only experts have the
domain knowledge and expertise to assess the quality of creative work (Haan et al., 2005).
Aesthetic appreciation and judgement theories suggest that expertise in terms of knowledge and
familiarity can play an important role in evaluation of creative works (Leder, Belke, Oeberst, &
Augustin, 2004). Expertise is useful for extracting important features in a complex object, and
associating a meaning by relating them to existing memory. For some creative work such as
painting, underlying principles or styles are recognized by experts but may not be immediately
evident to non-experts. Different expertise can also lead to different cognitive processing. For
example, less experienced evaluators tend to use simpler form of processing, such as relying on
stereotypes and peripheral cues, whereas experts rely more on technical attributes that are more
reliable (Maheswaran, 1994). In a crowdsourcing community, a peer voter can learn by doing
and thus accumulate her domain expertise (Archak & Ghose, 2010). When she reaches the
similar level of expertise as experts and her voting decision is getting closer to experts’.
Therefore,
H1: The higher level of domain expertise a peer voter has, the lower rank disparity between her
voting and experts rating.
2.2 Herding
Because crowd voting is structured as a prolong process with public display of the current votes,
crowd voting could be biased by herding, which occurs when people follow the decisions made
by their predecessors and ignore their own information (Banerjee, 1992). Herding theorists
suggest that once herding occurs, newly arrived individuals will stop contributing new
information to the collective, and depending on the initial opinions, herding can lead to very
different collective judgements, sometimes quite wrong (Banerjee, 1992). A few papers have
demonstrated a detrimental effect of herding experimentally. For example, Salganik et al. (2006)
show that with herding, popularity ranking of songs becomes more unequal and unpredictable,
and less dependent on quality. Lorenz, Rauhut, Schweitzer, and Helbing (2011) further
demonstrate that herding diminishes diversity of opinions, and makes crowds less reliable. While
there are experimental findings of herding effects, field evidence on such effects is scant. In
crowdsourcing communities, those votes made in the late period are more easily influenced by
herding than those made in the early stage. Those early voters who are less likely impacted by
herding can be considered more independent. Thus:
H2: The earlier a peer voter votes, the lower rank disparity between her voting and experts
rating.
2.3 Social Favoritism
When selectors are peers of selectees (e.g. on Threadless), there could be another potential threat
to independence, which is not yet explored in the “wisdom of crowds” literature: individual
voters may more likely vote for their social ties than for strangers. We call this “social
favoritism.” Such favoritism may arise for several reasons: voting for social ties may be a form
of reciprocity, or a social obligation of supporting social ties (Shumaker & Brownell, 1984;
Wasko & Faraj, 2005). It may also be that one is more aware of entries submitted by social ties.
Such social favoritism has been documented in contexts such as peer-to-peer lending and crowd
funding (Liu et al., 2015; Zvilichovsky, Inbar, & Barzilay, 2013), though their impacts on
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selection outcomes are not known. Social favoritism suggests that crowds might vote on the
basis of social distance rather than quality, and thus may bias selection outcomes. Therefore, we
put forward:
H3: The smaller number of social connections a peer voter has, the lower rank disparity between
her voting and experts rating.

3. Empirical Context
Our empirical context is Zooppa.com, a global crowdsourcing platform that helps clients
such as Google and General Mills acquire user-generated advertisements in video, print, and
concept formats. Since its opening in 2007, the company has become one of the major platforms
for user-generated advertising. It holds about two dozen contests per year with an average prize
sum of over $13k. A unique feature of Zooppa is that a contest may offer both expert and crowd
prizes, judged separately by expert rating and crowd voting. Expert prizes (called “client-selected
awards” by Zooppa) are chosen after the contest deadline by client-appointed experts, whereas
crowd prizes (called “voter awards”) are voted by members of Zooppa community during the
contest. According to our interviews, expert panelists are not part of the Zooppa user community,
and are not provided voting scores. Hence, expert rating and crowd voting operate independently
of each other. We obtain data on all 132 completed contests held between Dec 2007 and Aug
2013. We focus on video entries and prizes on this platform as they are the majority. We
excluded 28 contests which do not meet the requirements. Among the 104 remaining contests, 44
offer expert and crowd prizes, 53 offer only expert prizes, and 7 offer only crowd prizes.
4. Analysis and Results
We are interested in ranks under each selection mechanism, represented by crowdRankRev
and expertRankRev which are reversed-coded rank (1 is the lowest) by crowd voting and expert
rating respectively. We have adopted three measures for rank agreement (DV): 1) two
correlation-based metrics, Kendall’s and Spearman’s , both with a value range of -1 to 1;
and 2) one set-based measurement, Rank-Biased Overlap (RBO), with a value range of 0 to 1.
Kendall’s examines concordance, i.e. whether two rankings order two entries the same way.
Spearman’s is the standard Pearson correlation coefficient calculated using ranks. RBO has a
parameter p that determines how steep the decline in weights is and the recommended value is
p=0.9. We list the measurement of the three factors in Table 1. Before we can use these
agreement measures, we must deal with two specific issues in our data: incomplete expert
ranking (only winners of expert prizes are ranked) and ties (e.g., identical expert ranks and
identical crowd voting scores). We first treat unranked items as ties at the bottom and then break
ties randomly. We repeat the random tie-breaking exercise 100 times for each contest, and
calculate rank agreements for the contest in each repetition. We can then conduct statistical
analysis on these rank agreements to draw conclusions. In this way, we provide a simple, unified
framework for handling incomplete ranks and ties.
Variable
Prior expert prizes
Prior crowd prizes
Vote timing (herding)
Votes received

Table 1. Measures and Their Description
Description
A measure of domain expertise: a dummy variable to indicate if a voter wins a prize selected
by expert rating before a vote
A measure of domain expertise: a dummy variable to indicate if a voter wins a prize selected
by crowd voting before a vote
A measure of herding: Number of days till contest deadline when a voter submits his/her
vote on an entry
A measure of social favoritism: The number of votes a voter has received from others before
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CommentsReceived

submitting a vote on an entry
A measure of social favoritism: The number of comments a voter has received from others
before submitting a vote (we note that vast majority of comments are compliments)

Overall, we find a weak agreement between expert rating and crowd voting: in terms of winner
agreement, we find that only 13.4% of crowd prize winners won expert prizes, and only 12.4%
of expert prize winners won crowd prizes. Rank agreement between expert rating and crowd
voting is low no matter which agreement metric we use.
We now examine what factors may drive rank disparity. For this preliminary analysis, we use the
votes for the 44 contests with both expert and crowd prizes. Our analysis strategy is as follows.
First, we segment all votes into two subgroups by a voter/voting charasteristic. For example, we
use the median value, 20 days before contest deadline, as a cutting point for vote timing, which
measure the factor herding. Votes casted before (on or after) the median value are considered
early (late) votes. Second, for each of the two subgroups (e.g. early and later votes), we
aggregate crowd voting scores, as if crowd winners were selected by the subgroup only. Each
subgroup can generate a crowd ranking of the entries. We calculate the rank agreement metrics,
i.e., Kendall’s , Spearman’s and RBO score, between the crowd ranking of the subgroup and
the actual expert ranking. Third, we use t-tests to compare the disparity of rank agreement
generated for each pair of subgroups. We report our results in Table 2.
Table 2. Rank Agreement by Subgroups of Voters (N = 4,400; 44 contests × 100 simulations)
Kendall's τ
L

Comparisons
1 Prior expert prizes
yes (L) vs. no (R)
2 Prior crowd prizes
yes (L) vs. no (R)
3 Vote timing
early (L) vs. late (R)
4 Votes received
top (L) vs bottom (R)
5 Comments received
top (L) vs bottom (R)
+

R

mean (sd) mean (sd)

0.229
(0.300)
0.218
(0.295)
0.419
(0.283)
0.216
(0.305)
0.223
(0.287)

0.050
(0.167)
0.038
(0.171)
0.057
(0.215)
0.033
(0.172)
0.037
(0.179)

Spearman's ρ
L>R
t (p)

L

R

mean (sd) mean (sd)

***

4.068
(0.000)
4.164***
(0.000)
7.144***
(0.000)
4.010***
(0.000)
4.374***
(0.000)

0.235
(0.332)
0.222
(0.318)
0.422
(0.307)
0.218
(0.332)
0.231
(0.309)

0.058
(0.198)
0.040
(0.206)
0.059
(0.241)
0.034
(0.205)
0.039
(0.219)

RBO
L>R
t (p)

L

R

mean (sd) mean (sd)
***

3.559
(0.000)
3.815***
(0.000)
6.685***
(0.000)
3.617***
(0.000)
4.014***
(0.000)

0.228
(0.149)
0.228
(0.144)
0.249
(0.130)
0.230
(0.126)
0.229
(0.138)

0.211
(0.154)
0.193
(0.151)
0.179
(0.123)
0.193
(0.158)
0.201
(0.149)

L> R
t (p)

0.781
(0.220)
2.133*
(0.019)
3.773***
(0.000)
2.501**
(0.008)
1.922*
(0.031)

p < 0.1, * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001.

From the first two rows of the table above, we see that voters who won expert prizes or crowd
prizes, tend to agree more with experts than those who did not win, as seen from comparing
and of the two subgroups. The difference in RBOs is significant for prior crowd prizes, but
not for prior expert prizes, though the signs are consistent with two other metrics. We therefore
conclude that voters of high expertise tend to agree more with experts than voters of low
expertise, which supports H1. The third row shows that early voters agree more with experts, as
paired t-tests are positive and significant for all three agreement metrics. Early votes are not
subject to as much herding as late votes. This finding can be explained by the argument that
herding may cause crowds to agree less with experts, indicating that H2 is supported. The final
two rows demonstrate that voters who receive many votes and comments agree more with expert
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rating than those who receive few votes and comments. This result is surprising because it
contradicts our H3 which expect the former to agree less with experts. One potential reason for
this finding is that the effect of social favoritism is confounded by voter expertise: those who
receive many votes and comments also tend to be voters with higher expertise.
5. Conclusions and Discussions
This research-in-progress addresses whether and why open-ended crowd voting may produce
different winner selections from expert rating. Our initial results show such a voting system may
suffer from herding and low expertise. We show that late voters and voters with low expertise
are more likely to pick different winners from experts. On the other hand, we do not find
evidence of social favoritism -- voters who receive more comments and votes are in fact more
likely to agree with experts. These findings hold important practical implications for designing
more effective voting systems and suggest new directions for the literature of voting system
design. We contribute to the selection mechanisms literature by offering empirical advancements
and by delineating different drivers of rank disparity, which to our knowledge has not been done
before. At current stage, we are running more sophisticated models at the voter-entry level to
better tease out the effect of different factors that can make voters deviate from experts. We are
also working on refining our list of independent variables.
This research has several limitations that readers should be aware of. First, we do not have
detailed records on composition of expert panels or how they resolve different opinions. These
unobserved heterogeneities may contribute to the weak agreement between the two selection
mechanisms. As the first comparison of the two selection mechanisms in real-world contests, this
study opens several venues for future research. A natural extension would be replicating our
analysis in other crowdsourcing platforms and contests, and comparing findings with ours. It
would also be interesting to extend this research to cases where crowds and experts interact with
each other, to gain understanding on how they influence each other and could be optimally
combined.
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Abstract
Exercise tracking apps offer a novel and powerful channel to deliver behavioral interventions at
a massive scale. As thousands of fitness tracking solutions emerge, the lack of systematic
research quantifying their effectiveness on exercise outcomes becomes more prominent. Drawing
on the motivation literature, this paper elucidates the effects of app-enabled motivation on fitness
improvement. Specifically, this study examines the two most common forms of feedback available
to users of exercise tracking apps, namely performance feedback and social feedback. The
results of our field experiment provide strong evidence that performance feedback and social
feedback motivate fitness improvement. In addition, compared with independently offered, when
the two types of feedback are offered jointly, users experience more substantial improvement in
fitness performance. Furthermore, whereas the effect of social feedback diminishes over time,
the effect of performance feedback remains resilient. There theoretical and practical
implications of the findings are discussed.
Keywords: Feedback, Sub-goals, Social facilitation, Field experiment

1. Introduction
Due to the rise of smart-phone ownership, wireless networks and high speed, cheap data plans,
mobile apps for health have grown to capture a global market larger than USD 28 billion in 2017
and is expected to reach about USD 100 billion by 2023 (Research and Markets 2017). As
thousands of fitness tracking solutions emerge, the lack of systematic research quantifying their
effectiveness on exercise outcomes becomes more prominent. The design of applications
tracking exercise behavior has been known to be lacking in theoretical grounding in behavioral
research and uses a buffet approach to design feature inclusion based on the status quo (West et
al. 2012). The mixed and ad-hoc inclusion of various features in apps has made it difficult to
isolate the individual and joint effectiveness of each. Furthermore, more active individuals tend
to self-select into the use of such apps, making it difficult to attribute performance improvements
to specific features. Prior literature examining the academic scrutiny of mobile health apps has
also highlighted small post intervention observation periods and the lack of physiological
outcome measurement as the primary drawbacks of existing work (Bort-Roig et al. 2014).
Recent work in behavioral economics has sought to rectify this using incentives and
informational reminders (Calzolari and Nardotto 2016; Mochon et al. 2016). More broadly, our
work contributes to the developing stream of information systems (IS) literature that looks at the
design considerations of mobile technology and its applications.
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In this paper we examine the two most common forms of feedback available to users of exercise
tracking apps, namely performance feedback and social feedback. Specifically, we focus on
in-exercise objective performance appraisal and subjective comments provided by on-platform
social connections via a popular running app, Endomondo. While other forms of feedback are
seen in mobile apps, these two components represent the most often employed forms of
intervention (Bort-Roig et al. 2014), i.e., progress monitoring and social support. These are also
among the top motivations of exercisers for using mobile apps to monitor their physical activity
(Payne et al. 2015). Performance feedback during exercise mimics the role of a personal offline
trainer, appraising progress, triggering self-consciousness of actual effort expended in physical
activity as opposed to perceived effort. It can also potentially act as a goal gradient (Hull 1932),
motivating individuals to achieve the next benchmark of progress by dividing a larger goal (i.e.,
a run) into more achievable sub-goals. While social support is generally able to encourage
greater personal effort and induce performance improvements, it can also lead to complacency
which dampens performance outcomes. The perceived presence of others in general while
performing an activity can facilitate an increase in the actor’s drive or even reduce it depending
upon apprehension of being evaluated (Cottrell et al. 1968).

2. Literature Review
A common strategy that people use to tackle distant or difficult goals (e.g., fitness performance
goals) is to create intermediate goals, which are smaller, more proximal goals established as
subsets of the overarching goal. In their seminal study, Amir and Ariely (2008) posit that any
task can be characterized by the amount of progress information it embodies. Indeed, progress
information is widely recognized to be helpful to people in recognizing their intermediate
achievement, and therefore lead to greater subsequent effort and goal persistence. In this case,
distance progress information (e.g., completing 2-km in 18 minutes in a training) thus provide
explicit indications to the servicemen about their advancement to passing the upcoming fitness
test. In exercise tracking apps, to stay aware of progress to intermediate goals, users can draw on
performance feedback, which refers to the objective performance appraisal that is mechanically
generated and provided to users during fitness exercises.
Social facilitation is about an increase in performance due to the presence of others, who might
be nonactive observants or active spectators (Allport 1924). Although different views of social
facilitation have emerged, theorists agree that evaluation anxiety and audience support are
important mechanisms to explain performance increase. Evaluation anxiety centers on
individuals’ sense of uncertainty on performance-based evaluation by a passive audience.
Whereas active spectators might explicitly or implicitly provide individuals feedback about their
performance, nonactive observants essentially denies individuals from assessing the merits of
their self-presentation. Audience support is often conceptualized as the praise and
encouragement made by active spectators of individuals’ performance. In exercise tracking apps,
social feedback, which refers to the subjective comments provided by on-platform social
connections, makes users aware of the presence of others during fitness exercises.

3. Hypothesis Development
In exercise tracking apps, when performance feedback is available, users are provided with
objective progress information during fitness exercises, and such progress information leads
users to be aware of their achievements of intermediate goals, i.e., completing 2 kilometers of a
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run. An overarching fitness goal (e.g., to complete a 5km jog within 45 minutes) provides a
natural reference point according to which people evaluate effectiveness of physical exercises
(e.g., jogging activities). Social facilitation can be realized through social feedback, which does
not only highlight the virtual presence of others but also facilitate their participations during
users’ fitness exercises. The presence of active spectators can keep users motivated in fitness
exercises by keeping up their perceptions of competence and feeding them with distractions from
physical exhaustions.
H1a: Performance feedback will lead to improved fitness performance.
H1b: Social feedback will lead to improved fitness performance.
Whereas performance feedback is mechanically generated by exercise tracking apps, social
feedback is made available through others’ active participations. The generation of performance
feedback, as aforementioned, is triggered based on some predetermined conditions (e.g.,
distance-triggered). Accordingly, provision of performance feedback is expected to be highly
structured and hence is unlikely to diminish over time. Hence, we expect the effects of
performance feedback on improving fitness performance to be sustained over time. According to
the social support deterioration model, support givers are limited by finite cognitive resources
that can be depleted over time, and hence leading to burnout. In such a case, over time, virtual
spectators are likely to be decreasingly enthusiastic in following users’ fitness exercises and
providing praises and encouragement.
H2a: The respective effects of performance feedback and social feedback on fitness performance
varies over time, i.e., performance feedback leads to a sustained improvement to fitness
performance; social feedback improves fitness performance in a curvilinear fashion, improving
it up to an optimal point and impairing it thereafter.
Recent IS research has emphasized on the mediating role of usage experience on the relationship
between technological features and distal outcomes. In this study, we postulate that sustained app
usage will mediate the effects of performance feedback and social feedback on fitness
performance. Our rationale is that performance and social feedback augments exercise
experience with explicit competence recognition and social connectivity. The enhanced exercise
experience is likely to entice users to continue using exercise tracking apps. Since usage of
exercise tracking app is fundamentally coupled with performance of fitness exercises, sustained
app usage implies high physical activeness that is essential to improving fitness performance.
Therefore, we posit:
H2b: Performance and social feedback leads to sustained app usage which in turn mediates
improvement in fitness performance.

4. Methodology
Eight hundred and twenty-five male working adults, who were part-time national servicemen,
completed the longitudinal field experiment that lasted 18 months. As part of the national service
responsibilities, subjects were required to periodically report for military training and duties.
Additionally, servicemen were required to complete mandatory annual physical fitness tests that
involved a 2.4 km run. Servicemen would be rewarded for satisfactory test performance (cash
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awards ranging from about USD 75 to USD 300, depending on performance). However, if they
should fail the tests, they would be ordered to attend remedial physical trainings.
We randomly assigned subjects to different treatment and control conditions. The imposition of
draft in Singapore implies that the sample was representative of the average young male
population of the country. The tests were conducted in a controlled environment, which
provided us with outcomes free from biases and errors associated with self-reported values. The
first group of servicemen comprised of the control condition who were asked to document their
running activity via Endomondo, no feedback features were enabled. Members of the
performance feedback (PF) condition were given contemporaneous in-exercise auditory
notification per kilometer of activity. Those in the social feedback (SF) condition had their run
shared in real-time with other servicemen who were asked to provide textual feedback. This was
read out by the app in-exercise to the recipient. In the final condition, both social and
performance feedback were provided simultaneously (PF*SF). Commanding officers conducted
regular spot checks on soldiers’ mobile app to see if they had adhered to the use of their
treatment app features.

5. Data Analysis
We performed randomization checks on age, income, military rank and education prior to group
assignment. The treatment conditions were spread over several battalions to ensure uniformity in
behavior and exercise routines. Soldiers within the same company were assigned to the same
condition to ensure that contamination due to within inter-subject interactions for the social
feedback condition do not cause contamination. After conducting the experiment, we further
matched treated soldiers with counterparts in the control condition, based on their prior running
times and historical BMIs from past 5 IPPT tests using Coarsened Exact Matching (CEM) with
multiple treatment conditions. Our primary analysis examined the impact of treatment dummies
on logged run times in seconds for individuals as recorded in the IPPT tests, with wave fixed
effects. The same analysis is repeated with the addition of individual random effects, which is
suited to the conditions of a randomized experiment. The results are reported in Table 1. We
further analyzed the role of different levels of social feedback, by considering the counts of
feedback received in a given time period.
Table 1. Regression Results for Matched Treated and Control Subjects
Dependent variable
log(RunTime)
UsageFrequency log(RunTime)
Treatment
Treatment
2SLS
2SLS
Dummies
Dummies
1st stage
2nd stage
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
PF
-0.0316***
-0.0315**
15.0014***
(0.0056)
(0.0154)
(1.8206)
SF
-0.0185***
-0.0228
8.4088***
(0.0060)
(0.0156)
(1.6356)
PF:SF
0.0184**
0.0236
-13.6358***
(0.0077)
(0.0214)
(2.9014)
UsageFrequency
-0.0022***
(6 months)
(0.0005)
Observations
1,983
1,983
1,983
1,983
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R2
Adjusted R2
Residual Std. Error (df = 1962)
Time FEs
Individual Res
Note: *p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01

0.9371
0.9365
0.0446

✓

0.9375
0.9369
0.0445

✓
✓

0.2807
0.2734
17.7180

✓

0.9146
-0.2804
0.0519

✓

We found that both PF and SF features improved running performance. Specifically, the
presence of PF yielded a reduction of 3% in long term run times, and the SF feature yielded a
1.8% reduction (Model 1). However, the impact of SF disappears upon the addition of random
effects. The non-significant interaction term in Model 2 also suggest that the two features do not
have an interaction effect on fitness performance. Therefore, H1a and H1b are supported. The
joint feedback condition fared better than pure social support in terms of sustenance of exercise
participation and in garnering social support. Our results suggest that while social support is
more effective than performance feedback in short term gains to exercise activity it is surpassed
by it over time. Joint feedback was found to be less effective in the long run when compared to
performance feedback alone. Therefore, H2a is supported. The impact on running performance
was likely to be brought about by increased frequency of usage, in turn precipitated by the
different app delivered treatments. We tested this by instrumenting app usage frequency with
treatment conditions. We found evidence of performance and social feedback increasing usage
frequency (Model 3) leading to gains in performance (Model 4). These findings were robust to
tests for weak instruments. A day by day analysis of usage frequency over time by condition
revealed that while PF led to a sustained rise in app usage, SF conditions showed a curvilinear
relationship with time (see Figure 1). This was found to stem from a decline in social feedback
received per activity over time. Therefore, in sum, H2b is supported.

Figure 1. Weekly Activity Rate Per Condition: Moderation of Impact by Time

6. Future Research
This study is operationalized using subjects who were national servicemen. It is worthy to note
that our subjects were working adults and their service responsibilities were compulsory but
independent from their fulltime jobs. The working adult sample pool allows our longitudinal
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field experiment to be conducted in a realistic social setting, where subjects might garner social
feedback not just from other servicemen within their respective units but also from those outside
their national service social circles. Future research is encouraged to extend this study to specific
organizational settings, such as corporate wellness programs and school fitness curriculum, as
well as the female populations.

7. Implications
We contribute not only to the IS research stream but also to the motivation literature by
formalizing two forms of app-enabled feedback that powerfully drive motivations. Motivation is
essential to behavioral change and sustaining change behaviors over time. This finding is vital
because past research has predominantly focused on the substitutional effects between various
types of motivations. Given that exercise tracking apps do not incorporate any tangible rewards,
some researchers may question the applicability of competence-based and social-based
motivations. As a consequence of our analyses, the concurrent effects of these motivations on
performance improvement can now be better comprehended. In essence, fulfillment of social
relatedness can help internalize the satisfaction through obtaining performance competence in
motivating performance improvement.
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